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INTRODUCTION
i.
During the last two decades, the ava ilability of computer technologies
y^ has increased dramatically.. These.technologies.have enabled state govern-
ments.to implement improved data processing techniques for administrative
and analytical. applications.
	 In several states (e.g., Minnesota and.Texas),
centers have been established to coordinate both automated and non-automated ^a
. data assembled for use by state agencies and others (Cornwell-1
,
981; Council
of State Governments 1978; Mead 1981; and Tessar and Caron 1980). , . More
frequently, however, the automation of data has been fragmented and limited
in scope.	 Typically, computerized data repositories have been created by
01 agency staff to meet short term needs, to improve manageability of complex
_ files, and/or to assist in the day-to-day operations of a particular office.
Because of the highly fragmented nature of natural resources data, the
data have been difficult to access.
	 Armentano.and Loucks . (1979) described
ecological and environmental data as "under.-utilized natural resources," and
speculated that the rapid emergence of much uncoordinated data gathering
F4
outstripped the ability of technical and policy staffs to keep.aware of
program output.	 They concluded that "the lack of a comprehensive clearing- µ^
house activity for environmental data has led to situations where data bases PS
{1 of value to many potential users go unrecognized and therefore unused.",
- The inventory of state and sub-state natural resources data bases
_ r! described in this paper provides a single comprehensive compilation of }
^..^ information sources for the entire United States. 	 The goal is to improve =Y+
access to existing data and to identify the many differing . and unique data
collection and ..analysis techniques utilized by the states, resulting in
.*.
'. increased opportunities for information-sharing.
OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
The primary objectives of this project were to locate, identify, char-
acterize .and document computer-based,natural resources data bases maintained
by agencies of state government in the U.S. The study focused on systems
or data bases containing natural resources and related data.and having .
geographic coverage that ivas.statewide or regional. in .extent.. These systems
typically included data on phenomena such as ,climate, energy, environmental
quality, geology, , hydrology, land .use/land,cover., soils,, topography, vege-
1
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tation and wild.life .  An attempt was'also made to document data bases which
contain socio-reconomic : data, provided the data are Collected and managed by
a state or sub-state level of goverfiment^and not by a federal office:
Specific:data elements collected for -each data : base 'idefttif ied
included:
a 'Data base/infarmation . system name and agency identification;
Contacts (e.g., names, addresses, telephone numbers
a Data type ( s ) indliided;
4 ,
 Data- 'f6rmat`(e.g..i, classification scheme', resolution or scale);
6 Geogxr4hic coverage;
o , Accuracy/reliability, if known;
s Updating frequendy'/Lurrency.;
a 
Data 
sources;
4 Availability of data.base to non-agency users.;
a Security restrictions, if any;
* Hardware/software'suppott; and
. 
a Available documentation of the system or data base.
For purposes of this study, a data base is defined as any collection of
data containing relationships betweeh'various data items. An information
system des'driVes a comprehensive, -integrated system incorporating one or
more data bases and/or a linked network system which is accessible to state
agencies and others. Tnformation or data resources are joined togetherin
both a formal and informal manner . to support the decision-making process..
The term -ndturaZ resources information system (NRTs,', describes a sys-
tem which -is developed chiefly to support plannin and r '9	 management of envi-
ronmental and natural resources. Such a system is sometimes operated by one
state agency or designated coordinating center on behalf of several agen-
cies, and may serve as a cleaftughou'se1or both automated and non-automated
information.
A geographic information system (i7ZS) is a system. in which all data are
spatially referenced in or. der th. at multiple themes of data can be registered
and analyzed in concert A major- , output product'is a map up . on which one or
wore "data t 'as are.' 	 ed.. -Nz&tiril' resources information.Sys tems often,yp
.	:portrayed
but not always, possess compbn6nts which permit GIS operations. Some of the
data basEis - identified in this 8tudy are formatted as geographic information
sys et.ms, but many are not.
I I
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This study focused on data bases and information systemig,developed,and
maintained b.ymstate agencies Cooperative affarts.behwee.n s , t. ate and federal
agencies,; or state agencies-arid universities, were not dealt-with directly,
but were do.cumente.d.when identified.
METHODOLOGY
The inventory of state data bases was conducted for all 50.states,
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The.strategy . fo3r acquiring
information about.natural resources or related data bases involved.;
I) Identification of contacts in each state/territory,.
2) Distribution of a preliminary synoptic questionnaire for data bases
identified by state contacts; and
3) Design and distribution of a detailed follow-up _survey for all
relevant data bases identified.
All information regarding automated data bases-and'systems identified
in this study is assembled into a computerized Master Data Base Catalog at
the University of Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Program. This data base
facilitates cost--effective storage; analysis,. manipulation, retrieval and
dissemination of data collected.
The Master Data-Base Catalog is. thoroughly.cross-refrerenced 
-to that the
system can be queried for different types of inf.ormation.., For example, it
is possible to retrieve data by state, data category, data base, data base
acronym, and compu1er..ve,ndor/mode-l.
identification of Contacts
Individuals were contacted in the 50 states, Puerto Rico and the U.S.
Virgin Islands, and asked to provide information regarding natural resources
data bases in their respective states of which they were aware:. These
contacts were identified via.p,ersonal.knowledge:, referral to.lists of.con-:
ference participants published in the proce,dings of recent.meetings rele-
vant to this effort-, and review of. publications relating to statewide infor-
oration systems: (for example; :Cornrae7l'74.81,. Mead :I981;.::Tessa^= asicl Caron.
1980) Letters of inquiry• were- also sent to-heads of natural resources
agencies in the states.
Each person.-contacted was asked-.to'refer'other:state agency .personnel
responsible for managing automated-repositories. In this way, efforts could
be.. focused. on. individuals recognized, by colleagues.. as. being :most .likely 'to
provide information regarding additional repositories in their state.
Z11
	 la ..
iDistribution of Prelim nary- Questions aires`
Prel.i.mina T questionnaires, Were mailed to each- ,state contact, in: order
to acquire s ynoptic :informationn .a.bout any .data. bases managed by his/her:
agency (Appendix 1).	 Details requested in this questionnaire- included:
a	 Contact name, title, agency, address and telephone number
0.	 Name of repository
®	 Subject matter included
is 	 Geographic coverage
9	 Date repository Vias initiated;' and'date 'last : updated
•	 IS documentation available?
o	 Is the:.repository automated? ?
If automated:
- Where are computer facilities maintained?
- Programming language(s) of .on-line system f
- Is the agency-willing to sears data with other agencies through an
on-line communications link? _-	 r
This questionnaire accomplished -several. ob jecti.vesi
1)	 It served to'quickly characterize state.-and sub-state data bases
without requiring a great deal of time or effort.by the respondent.
2)	 It established whether a data bases was automated or manual.	 (Non--
automated data bases were identified if they were being considered
for automation:: in. the `near fvture.)^^h
.r:
.
3)	 It provided a quick overview of the data base.
'	 4)	 It provided a means to acquire existi:ng,documentat oa of the data t
base.
5.)	 It served as-a mechanism for notifying the states-of the inventory, t"
and for soliciting . referrals to other individuals in the state who „-
would be able to provide information on..additional data bases: ^,=
Follow-up Surveys
i
The : design of the follow-up:survey took into:consideration--the tremen- `.
dous variety of data bases and information_ systems exi:sti.ng in the states,, r
and reduced.. these into their basic components-: i.e., the data- "which-could i*,3
then be addressed.' through a single questionnaire.	 This'ap.proach > setved.to `*r°
providde. a common framework, for all data- bases:, regardless of their size or
the variety of 'data contained within: them..
6
^^
-::.To.:acqu re the desired information:;regarding eech'data`base,"the
'intofollocr -up: survey was divided	 - two parts. - - Part I- addressed computer
I
facilities available to the state agency, i.e.; hoW,-and`:where . the- data^'are
automated. - ..The-:computer facilities were characterized ,-on'the basis of
institutional: cons iderations, hardware, software,,and:peripheral-.devices
available.
Questions in.-Part II .of .thy:.survey sought to.describe-attributes.o£
each major data category:independently of other data categories.	 In this
way, important variations in the ways in which-;,different,: types of data are
example) geographically referenced or store(i-.could.-;_be'documen.ted., (for
Once designed, the survey was reviewed, evaluated.and.revi.sed based
upon .the. comments of state participators in three states, : as , Weld:, as other
individuals working With Ldata bases in university settings.. 	 Elements char-
acterized 1,n .the follow-up.. survey .. are.. described, .. below	 A ,sample follow-up
survey form is included in Appendix 2.
Survey respondents were asked to provide the following information about
their. ,computer facilities .(Part I)*
l.)	 Computer vendor _and _model. (four all computers utilized)
2)	 Location (residence) of computer facilities
3)	 Mode of operati:on . (i.e., batch and/or interactive) .
4)	 Is the_system ;a geographic information.system?,
d
5). 	Description. of facilxtzes..maintained. in-house,
a)	 Operating system for i,n-house computer(s).
jsupported)
b)	 System capacity (main. memory, _disc storage, simultaneous users
c)	 Programming languages used
d	 Specialized software available	 (e:.g,,,, image processing or . data
base management packages)
e)	 Peripheral :devices..(e.g., displays,.. digitizers, hard-copy
graphics/terminals) J.-
?Note that respondents :,were asked to describe all of .their computer facili- '^4
ties one time only;:regardless'of the number of data bases under. their
I
management.	 Consequently,if a resp ondent manages several, data bases ands.;,
has access to,more than one computer, it is !not possible to associate eachQy:
Ell
data base with a specific computer system.
	
This situation occurred.infre-
quently, how.ever.. .-
?
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Respondents were also asked to provide written documentation of the
data . base; .or, iznformation. system;.. if available, and to .identify, user fees
.p9liciess if.estab fished,
In part H ,of the survey, respondents were asked to identify major data
canegories. con.tai:ned--;itithin-. each data- base identified ..:and to 'list 'specific
types of data contained within each category. 	 A summary of data-categories n ;r
most often identified is contained'
 
in Table 1. -Respondents were- asked to
provide the foll ,6wing'deta-:l9 for each data category:'
3) Geographic coverage
2) Geographic reference {e..g:;;.`Public Land Survey, Universal Trans-
verse Mercator)
3) Resolution -- miin- i m u m level to `which the data are` aggregated
Q ^ of	 onData storage format .{e g.;..gx^d	 P	 YS	 )'
5) Output products available {e.g,; statistical summaries, composite
M ,i
;I
mapping)
5) -Primary/secondary data - are the source data primary (i.e., col.-
- a
lected by agency staff or by someone on its behalf), secondary .
(i..e.; - collected by another agency), or a :combination of both? I;
7) Data sources - if"the data are primary, how were they obtained
(e.g.,`field survey;'air photo interpretation)?
8) Reliability" - a':subjectve assessment of the reliability of the ^!
data, taking into account collection methods, resolution, and other iw r.
variablesprior to data base entr y : f
9)'' Updating frequency --'how often are tie source data updated?	 When tJ
were they last updated? IJ`
10) Confidentiality - are any of the data in this category subject to
^'	 t
..restricted access?
ar
Ita
,	
^_	
~jj^
11) Classification, scheme employed, if applicable (e.g., Anderson 's . -• -^
classification for land cover derided ° l=rom 'remote sensing data; or
National wetlands Classification_)'
12) Are any of the data in this category routinely.supplied to a.repos- jr ^
itory. 6f °a federal agency ..
 e.	 USGS /NAWDEXj : EPA%STORET)?^'(
	 g
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TABLE: 1-.
The inventory of natural resources data bases focused on systems containing A'
information on these natural/environmental resources and associated data,
lll!!! 2f
NATURAL RESOURCES AND RELATED DATA
Agriculture.. Forestry Recreation., -	 -
r Base Data Geology Socio-economic Data
ll. Climate/[leather Groundwater Soils Data
Coastal/Marine.Resources Land Use/Land Cover Surface Water y
Cultural Resources. Natural Diversity Elements/ Topography
Demography Natural Areas Transportation
{ s Energy Natural Disasters/Hazards Vegetation it
??! Environmental Quality Ownership Wildlife ,dal
' Fisheries
r 7
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MASTER DATA BASE CATALOG
The Master Data Base Catalog contains a detailed description of all
automated data bases and information systems identified during the course of
this study, Each data base in the catalog has been entered into a Zenith
Z-100 Desktop Computer System, using Z-BASIC version 1.00 software with the
Z-DOS operating system.
Four separate programs were developed by KARS Program staff to enable
data,en.try, output, indexing and retrieval.. These programs are described
below,
IN-OUT
t
This program enables 'an 'operator to enter-and print data base
descriptions.	 The data entry portion or the program consists of a series of
prompts regarding details acquired for each data base, as outlined below. ^	 ^I
..	 CODE: A unique identification code is assigned to every
data base or information system. 	 This code con-
sists of a two character state abbreviation, a
three-digit respondent number, followed.by.a
hyphen and a two-digit data base number. 	 For
example., the.:second data base identified byres-
ponnent rrl in Arizona is >denoted as AZO01-01. j
STATE: State names are entered by the standard.-two-
character abbreviation (see Appendix 3).:_,;
DATA BASE NAME; (As provided) r..'
DATA BASE ACRONYM: (As provided)
•:Ka'.'
SUBJECT COVERAGE: Summary of data categories contained within the
data base :a
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE: A generalized description of geographic coverage
for all data categories (e.g., the northeastern
portion of.the state)
STATUS: Information regarding systems that are tinder
development, or that are recognized as state
systems responsible for coordinating data among
state agencies
AGENCY: The name of the agency maintaining the data base, a=
preceded by its two-character state name abbre-.
1
vi.ation (e.g., AZ. State Land Department)
^ Q$;.
8
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RESPONDENT:
	 The respondent's name, title, complete address
and telephone number
	
OTHER CONTACTS:.
	 Other individuals who can be contacted for infor-
mation, including addresses and telephone num-
bers, if different from the respondent's
COMPUTER FACILITIES
	
COMPUTERS)	 The vendor and model number for each computer
utilized by the agency
	
RESIDENCE:	 Location(s) of the computer systems utilized by
the agency (e.g., .in-house,.. Central Data Processing)
	
OPERATION:	 Information regarding whether the system is oper-
ated in batch and/or interactive mode
GIS CAPABILITY: Information as to whether the system is a geo-
graphic information system (GIS) . oar has a GIS
component.
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
OPERATING
jf
SYSTEM:	 Operating system for the in--house computer(s)
SYSTEM
c
CAPACITY: Main memory, computer storage, and simultaneous
users supported by the system
LANGUAGE(S).: Computer languages utilized on the in--house com-
puter(s)
SPECIALIZED
SOFTWARE: Software designed for special, functions
Is
(e.g,, digital image processing software, graph-
ics/plotting software)
PERIPHERAL
DEVICES:
DESCRIPTION OF DATA C,
Respondents were
within the data base.,
category.
Description of any output devices utilized by
the , agency.:.
4TEGORIES*
asked to identify major data categories contained
and to 'provide the foLZowing details for each
*A loop in the IN--OUT program enables-data entry for multiple data
categories.
9
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DATA CATEGORY
NAME: Major data category contained in the data base,
including a summary of data types within the data
category
GEOGRAPHIC
COVERAGE: The extent of geographic coverage for the partic-
ular data category identified as precisely as
possible
GEOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE: Methods for referencing the data within the
system (e.g., Public Land Survey, Universal
Transverse Mercator)
MINIMUM
'	 RESOLUTION: The resolution at which the data have been en-
tered into the data base (e.g., site specific, by
county)
DATA STORAGE
,
;i
I
^i
^	 f
:i
r-^
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FORMAT: Information regarding the method of data
entry and storage (e.g, polygonal, grid-cell)
OUTPUT PRODUCTS: The most frequent products produced from the data
base for this data category (e.g., computer
printouts, maps - 1 : 24,000--scale only)
DATA SOURCES: Primary and/or secondary
UPDATE
FREQUENCY: The frequency with which the source data are
updated, and date of last update
CONFIDENTIALITY: Are the data subject to restricted access?
CLASSIFICATION: Special schemes utilized for classifying data
(e.g., National Wetlands Classification)
COMMENTS: Remarks addressing whether the data are routinely
supplied to a federal repository are noted
here, as well as any other comments made by the
respondent for this particular data category
DOCUMENTATION: Last of documentation available for the data base
USER FEE POLICY: Charges to users for accessing the data base, if
applicable
10
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Editing of the data base descriptions is accomplished using WORDSTAR, a
word processing software package developed by MicroPro International
Corporation.
The output portion of the program enables the operator to either
display a data base description directly onto the CRT screen of the Zenith
Z-100 microcomputer, or to print the description to a Brother HR-1 printer.
INITIAL
The purpose of this program is to initialize the index files, which
include (1) keyword files, (2) counter file and (3) data base list file
(i.e., a file of the CODE designations uniquely identifying each data base).
The program also sorts the data base list file alphabetically and according
to diskette number sequence, in order to Facilitate the index generation
process described below. In this program, data base code identification
numbers and diskette numbers can be revised if they had been entered incor-
rectly, enabling some limited editing on the data base list file.
INDEX
This program creates keyword--index files which are required for re-
trieval of "key data." In the program, keywords are picked up, data base by
data base, and stored in individual key files according to a key number.
After running the program, a two-way linkage between data bases and the key-
words related to those data bases is built. This two-way linkage enables
users to retrieve data bases by keyword, or to retrieve keywords by data base.
Refer to the discussion of the RETRIEVE program for additional information
about the purpose of the INDEX program.
RETRIEVE
Once the index files have been built, the data can be easily manipu-
lated. The purpose of the RETRIEVE program is to fetch information from the
data bank created by the INDEX program. This program can retrieve the
information and print it out alphabetically. Thereferc, data entry errors
(e.g., typographical), can be quickly identified.
Me. 11
J
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The RETRIEVE program operates in two basic modes. The first is "single
keyword set mode," which allows the user to retr i eve data bases that have	 ^^
specific keywords. The second is the "statistical mode," in which statis-
tics for the entire data bank can be retrieved and printed according to
different key levels.
Keywords can be retrieved for 14 different attributes of the data bases:
1)	 Code
2)	 State J
3)	 Data base name
4)	 Data base acronym
5)	 Agency
6)	 Respondent's last name yi
7)	 Computer vendor and model
8)	 GIS capability
9)	 Language(s)
10)	 Specialized software
11)	 Data category name
12)	 Geographic reference
13)	 Data sources
14)	 Level of reliability
Items 12, 13 and 14 were included so that summary statistics could be
easily generated regarding geographic reference schemes most commonly used,
data sources and level of reliability.
	
Note that information for these
three items is retrieved for each data category-.
Data can be retrieved from as many as five keyword files simultaneously.
For example, if an individual requests information regardin g land use/land
cover information available for the State of Arizona, information would be
retrieved on the keyword files for (1) state (Arizona) and (2) data category ^^
(land use/land cover). The result of this search is as follows:
STATE: AZ
DATA CATEGORY NAME: Land cover
Solution:
Data Base Code:
AZOOI-01
12	 9 	 it
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If information is desired about state agencies that are utilizing a PRIME
550 computer, a search on "computers" would provide the following information:
COMPUTER(S): PRIME 550
Solutions:
Data Base Code:
AZO01-01 MD001-01
AZO01-02 MD001-02
AZOOI-03 MD001-03
AZO01-04 PRO04-01
IA002-01 WA002-01
ILOOS-01
A search for data bases having a GIS capability, and containing soils
data referenced by latitude/Longitude, would provide the following:
GIS CAPABILITY
	
Yes
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
Soils data
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE:
	
Latitude/longitude
solutions:
Data Base Codes:
00002-01
IL005-01
INOOI-01
KY001--01
MS001-03
NCO07--01
NMO01-01
NMO02-01
OK004-01
WAO04--01
13
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The result of a search for data bases containing information on
"i%dldlife" identifies 45 data bases:
DATA CATEGORY NAME: Wildlife
so Zutiolw :
Data Base Code:
AK002-01 M0002-01
AK002-02 MSOOI-04
AK002-03 MSOOI-05
AK003-01 MSODI-06
AL003--01 MSOO1--09
AZO03-01 MS002--02
COOOI-01 NCO03--01
00002-01 NCO07-01
FLO04-01 NMOOI-01
IDOOI-05 NMO02-01
IL005-01 NVO01-01
IN001-01 NY001-01
KSOOI-01 NY002-01
KS014-03 NY004-01
KS014-04 OROOI-01
KS014-05 PAOO1-01
KS014-06 PA009-01
KS014-07 UTOOI-01
MAODI-01 WAO02-01
MDOOI-01 W1009-01
M0001-01 WV001-01
M0001--02 WYOOI-01
MOGOI-03
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
More than 600 individuals were contacted in the 50 states, Puerto Rico
and the U . S. Virgin Islands, and asked for information regarding automated
natural resources data bases in their respective state/territory. Although
there is no means by which to ascertain the completeness of this inventory
14
of data bases, we feel that a substantial inroad has been made toward the
documentation of significant state data bases throughout the country. De-
scriptions of 324 data bases are included in Appendix 4.
Summary of Findings
Using the INDEX program described in the previous section, keywords were
extracted from the data base catalog (i.e., the descriptions of data bases)
and stored in 14 key files (e.g., CODE, DATA BASE NAME, COMPUTER). The
RETRIEVE program was then used in "single keyword set mode" so that the
results of the extraction are linked to data base CODES. These results are
summarized below. For a complete printout of each key file, refer to Appen-
dix 5.
o CODE -- The first key file stores all unique code identification
numbers for all data bases documented in this study. This file
provides the linkage for data retrieval in "single keyword set mode"
from any of the other 13 key files. Three hundred and twenty-four
natural resources data bases were cataloged in this study (Appendix
5, Key File 01).
• STATE - The number of data bases identified during this study is
summarized, by state, in Table 2 (see also Appendix 5, Key File #2).
• DATA BASE DAME - Data base names were indexed for all data bases
documented, and have been retrieved alphabetically (Appendix 5, Key
File #3). For a comprehensive summary of all data bases, by state,
agency, and code, see also Appendix 6.
m DATA BASE ACRONYM -- This file lists all data base acronyms alphabet-
ically (Appendix 5, Key File 04).
o AGENCY - Information can also be retrieved on the basis of state
agency name. In this study, all agency names have been preceded by
their two--digit state abbreviations (where appropriate), to facili-
tate searches of the keyword files (Appendix 5, Key File #5).
e RESPONDENT - Key File #6 contains a List of the respondents' Last
names. This is a particularly useful key file, because it enables
rapid identification of all data bases described by a particular
individual (Appendix 5, Key File #6).
• COMPUTER - The key file on computers is one of the most important
files produced by the INDEX program. Information on computer ven-
dors/models is particularly useful to anyone contemplating develop-
ment of a new data base/information system, as it is helpful to
15
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TABLE 2.
Summary of data bases identified in the 50 states, Puerto Rico and the U.S. t-^
Virgin Islands. Three hundred and twenty—four natural resources and related
data bases were documented.
NO. OF DATA BASES NO. OF DATA BASES
k
J	 ,I
STATE IDENTIFIED STATE	 IDENTIFIED
Alabama 3 Nebraska 2 ='
Alaska 5 Nevada I
Arizona b New Hampshire 0
Arkansas 1 New Jersey 14
California 7 New Mexico 3 ' {
Colorado 4 New York 5
Connecticut 3 Forth Carolina 10
Delaware 2 North Dakota 3,
Florida 4 Ohio 2'^,
Georgia 0 Oklahoma 14 J:. _^
Hawaii B Oregon 12
Idaho 11 Pennsylvania 28^'
Illinois 13 Puerto Rico 4
Indiana 3 Rhode Island 2 Tea
Iowa 2 South Carolina 2 `+ s
_	 y
Kansas 30 South Dakota 4 -^
Kentucky 2 Tennessee 5
Louisiana 3 Texas 2
Maine 2 Utah I
Maryland 4 Vermont 3
r Massachusetts 4 Virginia 20
Michigang 3 Virgin Islandsg 0
Minnesota 5 Washington 15
Mississippi 15 West Virginia I
Missouri 7 Wisconsin 16
t: Montana 6 Wyoming 2
F:
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speak to others about potential implementation problems that might
be encountered when installing the system. A summary of computers
most frequently documented in this study is contained in Table 3.
For a complete listing of computers, refer to Appendix 5, Key File 
V.
6a a	 GIS CAPABILITY - Geographic information systems provide unique tools
to users, enabling them to register and analyze multiple themes of
data in concert.	 Although these systems are becoming more common
throughout the country, state agencies have (more often than not) had
limited resources to develop GIS capabilities.
	
Key File #8 identifies
those systems that have these spatial data analysis capabilities
(Appendix 5, Key File #8). Approximately 47% of all respondents
replied that their systems have full or partial GIS capabilities.
LANGUAGE - It is often essential to know which programming languages
E
are being used on a particular computer system or with certain
software.	 Programming languages are listed by CODE in Appendix 5,
Key File #9.
k!
®	 SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE - Individuals interested in acquiring a partic-
ular software package often find it useful to talk to others that
have installed and used the package.
	 This information is particu-
larly useful when retrieved in conjunction with COMPUTER and LANGUAGE.
A list of specialized software is contained in Appendix 5, Key File #10.
*	 DATA CATEGORY NAME - Major data categories in each data base were
' specified by the respondents, and standardized through the editing
process to enable more efficient retrieval of this information.
Some 86 data categories were identified for the 324 data bases
documented in this study.	 Table 4 contains a summary of the number
of data bases documented for the most frequently identified data
UP categories.	 A complete list of data category names is included in
Appendix 5, Key File 1#11.
a	 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE -- Key File #12 was created primarily so that
summary statistics could be generated regarding the most frequently
used reference schemes used by the states. 	 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE is
an attribute of each data category and, consequently, more than one
scheme may be used in a single data base.
	
The most frequently
17
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TABLE 3.
Summary of computers most frequently utilized in the states. (For a com-
plete .list of all computers identified in this study, refer to Appendix 5,
File #7.)
Computer vendor/model	 Number of data bases
ALTAIR 6
AIMAHL 470/V6 11
APPLE II 20
BURROUGHS B-6700 13
CDC CYBER 175 5
CDC -CYBER 194 6
CDC CYBER 195 6
DEC PDP 11/34 14
DEC PDP 11/70 7
DG ECLIPSE MV8000 20
DG ECLIPSE S/130 7
ECS 4500 8
HONEYWELL UPS E/3 14
HONEYWELL Level 6 5
HP3000 Model 44 5
IBM 3033 31
IBM 3033N 5
IBM 3081 14
IBM 3081D 8
IBM 370 16
IBM 370/158 7
IBM 4341 11
IBM 8100 7
IBM PC 16
IMSAI 6
PRIME 550 11
PRIME 750 6
PRIME 850 6
UNIVAC 1100/80 20
E
i
L^18
^I
41
f
TABLE 4.
Number of automated data bases containing information on select data cate-
gories. Note that this table summarizes major data categories as spec-
ified by the state respondents. Consequently, the data contained in a data
base developed primarily for agricultural applications may have been
$
	
	
identified as "land use/land cover" by the respondent, rather than as
"agricultural" data.
Ii
MAJOR DATA	 OF DATA BASES
f ;	
CATEGORY 	 IDENTIFIED
H
F1
r
I ^
If
f^
Agriculture 12 (I1 states)
Base Data 14 (12 states)
Boundaries 19 (14 states)
Climate/Weather 21 (16 states)
Cultural Resources 6 ( 6 states)
Demography 23 (18 states)
Energy 21 (10 states)
Environmental Quality 28 (18 states)
Fisheries 11 ( 5 states)
Forestry 26 (10 states)
Geology 39 (22 states)
Groundwater 35 (21 states)
Land Cover 17 (15 states)
Land Use 9 (	 7 states)
Land Use/Lra.nd Cover 28 (21 states)
Natural Diversity Elements 31 (29 states)
Recreation 16 (12 states)
Socio-economic Data 7 (	 7 states)
Soils Data 30 (22 states)
Surface Water 54 (27 states)
Topography 19 (16 states)
Transportation 8 ( 8 states)
Ve;etation 21 (19 states)
Wildlife 45 (24 states)
.	 -1S
.-	 I
1	 .,
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utilized geographic reference systems include, in order of use,
latitude/longitude, Public Land Survey, Universal Transverse Merca-
tor and State Plane Coordinates (Appendix 5, Key pile #12).
	 jl
e DATA SOURCES - This file was also created primarily for developing
	
?II
^i
summary statistics.
	 Information retrieved concerns whether the data
are primary (i.e., collected by the agency or on its behalf), secon- ► 	 ^,
dary (i.e., collected by another agency), or both. 	 In this study, 1
35% of all data categories for which data sources were identified
t,
utilized primary data, 23% utilized secondary data, and 41% were
comprised of both primary and secondary data (Appendix S, Key File #13).
9	 LEVEL OF RELIABILITY - Respondents were asked to provide a subjec-
tive evaluation of the reliability of each data category they iden-
tified,	 Approximately 43% of the data categories for which an
evaluation was given were described as being highly reliable, 37% as
moderately reliable, and 4% as being of low reliability. 	 The re- #
maining sixteen percent were designated as "unknown" or "variable 41 #
i
(Appendix 5, Key file n14)j.
Significant State Data Bases
Sixteen ltsignificant 1° data bases have been identified during the course
of this study (i.e., data bases that represent focal points within the
^Y^
states).
	 These data bases provide a variety of capabilities ranging from
data coordinating centers with natural resources information systems, to
data coordinating centers without a well-developed natural resources in£or-
mation system, to in-house capabilities (usually including a geographic
^I
information system) which have been made available to other state agencies
^i
for use, to superagencies with facilities intended to serve its many divi-
sions.These data bases/information systems are detailed below._- ;.
ALABAMA	 HData base name:
	
Alabama Resource Information System (ARTS)
Managing agency:
	
Alabama Department of Economic and Community
flAffairs
Scope:	 Focus on in-house activities
Computer facilities
Computer:
	 HP 3000 Model 4.4 (in-house)
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:	 ALOOI-01
20
ALASKA
Data base name:	 Alaska Land and Resource System (ALARS)
Managing agency:	 Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Scope:	 Superagency responsible for planning, managing
and allocating natural resource use on lands
owned by the State of Alaska
Computer facilities
Computers:	 DEC VAX 11/780 (in-house)
DATA GENERAL MV8000 (in-house)
IBM 3031/IBM 4341 (Department of Administration/
Anchorage Data Center)
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:
	
AKOO1-01
ARIZONA
Data base name:	 Arizona Land Resource Information System (ALRIS)
Managing agency:	 Arizona State Land Department
Scope:
	
Focus on in-house activities; capabilities avail-
able to other state agencies
Computer facilities
Computer:	 PRIME 550
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:
	 AZODI--04
HAWAII
Data base name:
	
Hawaii Planning Activities Support System
(H-PASS)
Managing agency:
	
Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic
Development
Scope:	 Focus on integrating permit information per-
taining to coastal planning and land use for nine
state and county agencies; under development
1
" !I
.
Computer facilities
Computers;	 14ANG 220OVS (in-house)
IBM 370/158 (University of Hawaii)
GIS capability: Partial
COME:
	
HI002-02
ILLINOIS
Data base name:	 Illinois hands Unsuitable for Mining Information
System
Managing agency:	 Illinois Natural History Survey
Scope:	 Focus on Lands Unsuitable for Mining Program,
with support provided by five Illinois agencies;
under development
Computer facilities
Computers:	 PRIME 750 (in-mouse)
IBM 4341 (University of Illinois)
CDC CYBER 175 (University of Illinois)
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:	 IL005-01
KENTUCKY
Data base name:	 Kentucky Natural Resources Information System
(KNRIS)
Managing agency:	 Kentucky Natural-Resources and Environmental..
Protection Cabinet
Scope:
	
Initiated to support the Kentucky Lands Un-
suitable for Mining Program, and has been ex-
panded for other natural resource planning ap-
plications
Computer facilities
Computer:	 PRIME 750 (in-house)
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:	 KYOO1-01
22
MARYLAND
Data base name:
Managing agency:
Scope:
Computer facilities
Maryland Automated Geographic Information System
(MAGI)
Maryland Department of State Planning
Focus on in-house activities
Computers:	 UNIVAC 1100/82 (University of Maryland)
PRIME 550 (University of Maryland)
APPLE II (University of Maryland)
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:	 MD001-01
MINNESOTA
Data base name:	 Minnesota Land Management Information System
(MLMIS)
Managing agency:	 Minnesota State Planning Agency
Scope:	 Statewide information system/coordinating center
Computer facilities
Computer:
	
PRIME 850 (in-house)
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:	 MNOO1-01
Data base name:	 Mississippi Automated Resource Information System
(MARLS)/Mississippi State Data Base
Managing agency:	 Mississippi Research and Development Center
Scope:	 Statewide information system/coordinating center
Computer facilities
Computer:	 ERDAS System (in-house)
GIS capability: Yes
CODES:	 MS002-01 and MS002--02
I
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BRASKA
Data base name:	 Nebraska Natural Resources Information System
Data Bank (NNRIS)
Managing agency:	 Nebraska Natural Resources Commission
Scope:	 Coordinates Nebraska Natural. Resources Districts;
focused on in-house activities
Computer facilities
Computer:	 IBM 370/158 (University of Nebraska - Lincoln)
GIS capability: No
CODE:	 NEOOI-01
NEW MEXICO
Data base name:	 New Mexico Natural Resources Information System
(NRIS)
Managing agencies: New Mexico Natural Resources Department (NRD) and
The Technology Application Center (TAC) - Univer-
sity of New Mexico
Scope:	 Statewide information system; under development
(NR-D handles site specific information, while TAC
deals with regional data)
Computer facilities
Computers:
	
AMDAHL 470/V6 (NRD)
HP 3000 (NRD)
DEC VAX 11/750 (TAC)
GIS capability: Yes
CODES:	 NMOO1-01 and NM002-01
North Carolina Land Resources Information Service
(LRIS) Geographic Information System
North Carolina Department of Natural Resources
and Community Development
ape:	 Statewide information system/coordinating center
uputer facilities
Computer:	 DG ECLIPSE S/230 (in-house)
GIS capability: Yes
DE:	 NCO07--01
NORTH CAROLINA
Data base name:
Managing agency:
24
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OHIO
.^	 Data base name:
Managing agency:
Scope:
Computer facilities
Computer:
GIS capability:
CODE:F.1,
TEXAS
Data base name:
Managing agency:
Scope:
Computer facilities
Ohio Capability Analysis Program (OCAP)
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Focus is at the county level, special project
areas
IBM 370 (Ohio Department of Administrative Ser-
vices, Computer and Information Systems)
Yes
OHO01--01
Texas Natural Resources Information System
(TNRIS)
Texas Department of Water Resources
Statewide information system/coordinating center
Computer:	 UNIVAC 1100/62 (in-house)
INTERDATA 7/32
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:
	 TX001-01 and TXOOI-02
UTAH
Data base name:	 Automated Geographic Reference (AGR)
Managing agency:
	 Utah Department of Natural Resources and Energy
Scope:	 Focus on in-house activities
Computer facilities
Computer:	 AMDAHL V8 (State Information Systems Center)
GIS capability: Yes
CODE:	 UTO01-01
VIRGINIA
Data base name:	 Commonwealth Data Base (CDB)
Managing agency:
	 Virginia Department of Taxation
Scope:	 Coordinating center; statewide GIS under develop-
ment at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
lI
y
Sri'	 .
Si
^i I
1
Computer facilities
Computer;
	
	 Contract with VP1 and Virginia Institute of
Marine Science/College of William and Mary
(VIMS /W&M)
CODE;
	
VA014-01
Conclusions
Several findings emerged throughout the course of this study. These
are discussed in the remainder of this report.
(1) Automated data bases in the states tend to be highly fragmented.
It is clear that data resources in the states are, for the most
part, highly fragmented. Those states which have adopted data
coordinating centers (e.g., Texas, Minnesota) have been able to
overcome many of the problems inherent in such fragmentation--
1	 i.e., increased difficulty in data sharing--by serving as focal
points for coordinating data resources. Many other states are
currently investigating compatible methods of providing and
sharing natural resources data between agencies.
It is important to point out that, in most cases, data coor-
dination between state agencies and others is taking place in a
decentralized fashion. In these cases, each agency is responsible
for developing and maintaining its own data bases; data coordina-
tion is accomplished through a task force, committee, or some
other focal point. The concept of decentralized data combined
with increased coordination between all agencies involved appears
to be gaining widespread support a.mong • both data generators and
data users. The key to the success of coordinating diverse types
:
	
	 of data resources so that they are accessible to many users is the
leadership provided by some focal point. Several states have
initiated di.Lcussions to improve data coordination and sharing,
including Arizona, Kansas, Oregon, Pennsylvania and others.
(2) The inventory of state data bases should_ be periodically updated.
'	 Data bases are constantly being developed and updated, and occa-
5	 sionally are being replaced or terminated. The increased availa-
bility of computer technologies and powerful analytical and dis-
play capabilities has produced an environment in which data
processing functions become increasingly sophisticated. These
H ii
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arrangements, affect data processing activities in various ways.
For example, new data bases are routinely being developed to meet
} the growing needs of the states for planning, management and
regulation of their resources.
	 Existing data bases need to be
upgraded in order to take advantage of improved hardware and
software.	 In order to monitor the growth of data processing in
the states, it is necessary to conduct periodic updates of the
data base descriptions contained in this document, and to identify
k
and document new data bases being implemented in the states.
Data bases developed(3}	 and maintained by universities and private
industries need to be inventoried and documented. 	 The focus of
this study was on data bases developed and maintained by state
agencies.	 It is apparent, however, that data bases frequently
} result from cooperative efforts between state agencies and univer--
sities, and sometimes between state agencies and private entities.
0 27
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capabilities, coupled with ever-changing political/institutional
Such cooperative efforts represent significant sources of data and
clearly need to be cataloged. Similarly, many private industries
(e.g., power companies) have implemented very sophisticated data
bases in order to assist in the development of environmental
impact statements, and to enable identification of cost-effective
alternatives (e.g., siting, corridor analysis). These also should
be documented.
(4) The state agencies are willing to share data. State respondents
nearly unanimously agreed that their agencies would be willing to
share data through on-line communications links. However, the
majority of these respondents indicated that their agencies did
not now have the facilities to accommodate potential users, but
would be willing to discuss alternatives for making the data
available to others in an on-line mode. Agencies not willing to
share data were, by and large, those which hold "sensitive" data
subject to restricted access, or which were concerned about un-
authorized access.
f^
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Appendix I
PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE
2i
STATE
INVENTORY OF STATE AND SUB-STATE REPOSITORIES
OR10
4pa.
,F '00vt
f
1	
M.^
C
[fill,
3
Please complete one form for each repository and return to:
Loyola M. Caron
Kansas Applied Remote Sensing (.KARS) Program
University of Kansas Space Technology Center
2291 Irving Hill Drive
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
Telephone: (913) 864-4775
0
w Solis Data (Other than that
collected by SCS)
- Location description
- Capabilities
- Erosion levels
- Conservation measures
s Flora/Fauna
- Location
- Species
- Habitat
- Threatened or endangered
species
- Wetlands (location, size,
classification)
* Forests/Privately-Owned
- Location
- Species
- Size
- Production
- Erosion
• Rangeland
- Location
- Species
- Condition
- Yield
GENERAL INFORMATION NEEDS
• Cropland
- Crop yields
- Costs
- Conservation measures
• Land Use Changes
- Location
- Extent, type
- Trends
o Surface Water
- Location
- Levels/Flows
- Quality
- Runoff
- Supply and storage
* Groundwater
- Location
- Aquifer
Water availability
- Quality
- Supply and storage
Marine Estuarial Data
- Location
- Species
- Habitat
• Geological Features
- Surface
- subsurface
- Exploration/extraction
• Terrain/'Topography
- Floodplain/Flood prone
- Slope/aspect
• Climatological Data
- Temperature
- Precipitation
- Wind data
- Evapotranspiration
- Radiation
a Demography
- Social aspects
- Economic aspects
a Natural/Manmade Disasters
- Location
Type
- Extent
-?I
NAME:	 TITLE:
AGENCY:	 TELEPHONE:
ADDRESS:
1. NAME OF REPOSITORY:
2. SUBJECT MATTER INCLUDED:
(.OVER)E
i l -
I i33. GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE:
4. WHEN WAS REPOSITORY INITIATED?	 (year)
WHEN WAS IT LAST UPDATED? 	 (month/year)
5. IS WRITTEN INFORMATION AVAILABLE?
YES [] NO F^
	
(Please send if available)
6. THE REPOSITORY IS: AUTOMATED 0 NONAUTOMATED Q
7. IF AUTOMATED, THE COMPUTER IS MAINTAINED:
q In-house (stand-alone computer system)
q At a state data coordinating center (Name:
}
At a university (Name:
	 )
Other (Please specify:	 )
8. IF AUTOMATED, PLEASE IDENTIFY:
COMPUTER VENDOR, MODEL:
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE(S) OF ON-LINE SYSTEM:
9. IF AUTOMATED, DOES YOUR AGENCY SHARE, OR WOULD YOUR AGENCY CONSIDER SHARING,
DATA WITH OTHER AGENCIES THROUGH AN ON-LINE COMMUNICATIONS LINK?
YES [-] NO
CAN YOU PROVIDE NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS WHO WOULD BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY OTHER DATA
BASES IN THE STATE?
NAME:	 NAME:
AGENCY:	 AGENCY:
ADDRESS:	 ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:	 TELEPHONE:
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP. * *
Appendix 2
FOLLOW—UP SURVEY
VI)
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ORIGINAL PAOF- ES
OF POOR QUALITY
The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain descriptions of
natural resources and related data bases in your state. Instructions
for completing the survey are attached (tan paper). If you have any
questions or need clarification regarding any aspect of this form,
please contact:
SURVEY
INVENT9RY OF S'T'ATE AND SUB-STATE COMPUTER-BASED
NATURAL RESOURCES REPOSITORIES
Loyola M. Caron
University of Kansas Space Technology Center
Kansas Applied Remote Sensing (KARS) Program
2291 Irving Hill Drive
Lawrence, Kansas 66045-2969
Telephone: (913) 864-4775
I
NAhlE (S) OF DATA BASE (S)
1
r
QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED BY:
.	 NAME:	
A^TITLE: TELEPHONE. l
ADDRESS:
t
PART 1 - DATA BASE CONTACTS^FAC1l,ITI ES
I.	 OTBER CONTACTS !Please complete aU that- apply -- in-house only): t
-	 n	 ADMINISTRATIVE HEAD:
C} TITLE: TELEPHONE:
o	 USER SERVICES AND PRODUCTS:
I^
TITLE: TELEPHONE:
a	 COMPUTER OPERATIONS:
r`	I
I	 ^
TITLE: TELEPHONE:
E
2. OOCUNENTATfON:	 Do you have any written doe,mientatian 3. USER FEES;	 Are fees charged by your office far
I
-^ of year data base (s)/(nfaraa[iao sYStea7
	
(p !sate providing data from this information syst[m7
_ , send a copy of any available Mserials if you have not
pray !*ug ly dame so.) © Yee, fees charged for	 Yes, fens charged an
El Yes, hard-are	 [3 Yes. da ta encoding
all products and ser-
accord(ng to a	 a rest recovery basis
fe
vices
forego c/proeadure a schedule	 Its. products and ser-
Yes. software
-	
vices available at no© Yes, fees efwrged for	
chargepro	 ,c
	n ly© Yes, data type
E]
	
Yet, data structu re ©	 No policy established
Yes, general
	 infor-
ca tie.
Yes, data asaeasmcnt E]Other {Pleas. specify:
proccdurca
Yes, newsletter
Q No
(Over)
--	 PLcASE DO NOT SEPARATE THESE PAGES —
A
^ yry	 ^j
w^
i
i
.r, !
ORIGINAL. PACE 0
OF POOR QUALIV
PART I (COatieurdl
A. COMPUTER FACILITIES' Which of the following desCelbes vour 	 6. Wuld you describe your system as a GEOrRAPHIC t1190114ATION SYS-
computet Too lttt lea? (chec k all that apply.)	 TEN (I.e., components can be s patially related so that muitlple
s	 InTorwtion types Can be regtitart411
© O.n or rent and operate ov' eontuter
© Yes	 © no
q Use central goverment computer center
Partially (Please esplainr
q Use another departm ent's computer (Please specify:
)
q Usv a private sector Computer center (Please speelfyt
)
_	 1
^. LUMPUTER(S)
© Use a university Computer center (Please specify:
© Hicrxmputer (Hake and models
q Hie E/Super-Ini (Hake and models
q Other (Please specify:
)
S. TheInformation system a perates in which of the following
modes?
q Batch	 q Interactive
q Main Frame (hake and model:
q other (Please s pecify make and model'
844070 arswr quast{mta a .- II Cntu if yaw afffea Coto Or rents
=1 q*mtaa dta ot.rt etc. star cZ sort tharefora =r4ar2ar 11.	 SPEC [At IIEO 5asTyARE uto for system operaLien lr ;lmdes:
LP64:9 fOCturaa far tea anrrr ageteet.
q naPpingfolotting package(s1;
B.	 OPERATING SYSTEM-
S.	 SYSTEM CAPACITY:
©	 Image processing*
q Main :sesary (bytes); -..	 .
q Disc storage (bytes):
-, 0 Data base manascment systm:
© STmultaneous users supported: -
10.
	
PROWNHIHD LAHCUACES USED (Please estimate perentaga of Statistical mckage(s):
..tines of pEl Code ;
q Fortran	 -	 {;	 }	 ©Pssu1	 (:	 ) -	 .,
_	 _	 .	 - q other;	 -
q Assmbler {rte	 [- C
q 1 Sir	 lY	 1 q COBOL	 (t .	 )
.,© Other;
r
pOther (AiA^v soec?Fy:
T2. Does Your office maintain any of the fallowing devices
In-house?
DISPLAYS
	© Panoehrome graphics CRT	 Color 'nags display
(How many? _	 )
other (Please specify:
0 Color (CAD/CAM, business)
graphics CRT
(Ilow many?	 )	 )
b IGI TI ZfxS
© Hachani cal	 Q Tablet-free cursor
(Now many?	 1	 (HO+ many?	 )
q Line following	 q Scanning
Ow many?	 )	 (no- many?	 )
	
Q Other (Please specify; 	 )
HARD-COPY GRAPHICSITtRHHAtS	 '
q 	 Line Printer (eharac- Q	 Electrostatic plotter
ter graphics)
©	 Smate ',LYtbid pen plotter
© cut matrix printer
with graphics © 13:— pen platter
Q Color do[ matrix Q	 Large or precisionprinter with graphics flatbed pert platter
q color ink-jet © Hard copy terminal
q Laser film recorder (Ilse many?	 1
AlphanurcriC CRT
(How .any?
	 )
Q Other (Please specify-
-2-
11
0
.•n
L. ^3-
r
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PART I I -DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES 	 (^jORI
G
I
NAL A4^^ ja
•r rtla';;RTA.Y.': Pl.r-m m= osr op r= raw rPAw III = acs iwo BI7A ==Y mATAnm umm ra;JB BLPC;S'O POOR Ql A M
141
rR57R11c.^ra.TS:	 (1) Gyrate ens data eategarp fe.g.. CL))k7S1i,<EAr4M) contciud tdddn your rgVsitcrd Ryan Close Baud bake.
rf ,uo-npoa{tory aoMcUra e4= on a tapia not tiftod Wow, Or not P	 PIY 4 ntff{ad, feaE fne to
cxata yard• am ertagory cold i&m	 f)! it =d or "arRER CArtGW. -
MJ Cheek alt dcra types that cm iwludffd in the eat4go$7 which you Hap* eitar.ad (e .g.. A'ainfatt. F=r.=. 7cgmr-
cr:wv). rf gout deco catagary ecntei+ss data typos athar that Chase baud bm=M the caispM nena in this
list. Please itemias Chaos data types in she ba: balsa f 07M ALM MES1.
(J) rdcn A the non of the dtta base/rVoaitory in which this dsta ccrugord crW waoe4atad dzta sypda mt be
found.
• CLIHATEIMTRER •	 GECLOGY s	 LAND USE (RESOURCES) m	 TOPDGRAPNY
Rainfall Physiography Timber Elevation
Wind Surffelat geology Hlaeral eutraetl pn/ Slaps
Fa;pasure Bed rack geology energy production Aspect
EYaPOtranapl ration NdItorstlon/eatracrica Water use Wier
Tcnparature Cropland
SmwfaII/snot depth •	 HYDROLOGY - GROUNDWATER Livestock production a	 VEGETATION
Solar radiation
guanslty Transportation 5peciesNatural dEsasigrs
Dual	 y	 -
UrhanJau[lt-up Crnrmrni tle3
•	 9E1iDGRAPHY Reehargo
Recreation
Parks (Wality/conditionoaga Unique areas Rfomau/volumeWell	 locationWell	 ae i Cultural arcs SuccessionSoaat aspects
OF
Vater rights
- 
A 
Age
E • nowic aspects
Archaeologica l Rareand
•	 HYDROLOGY - SURFACE
- Paleontological
Paleontologic
H Ownershlp
endangered
•	 ENERGY 9lscharge/volume/stage
•	 WILDLIFE
Resources - coal/ Quality
lignite Water body ty p e •	 BOUNDARIES Game - cereals	 I
Resources - natural Supply and storage State
Game - birds
gas Watershed houndarf es Counties Gana - fish
Resources - oi! Fl oading
Townships Came - other
Resources - hydro- Floodpla ens
usCensblocks
Non-gams - eumra is
electric
Flood prone sees; Va te r sh rdF Hon-gams - birds
D.neeship Stream orders River basins Non-game - fish
Production Water rights Regiona l planning Nan-game - zurind
Conversion
Tranmissicn •	 LAND COVER
districts estuarlalHon-gave - reptiles/
•	 ENVIRONNERTAL gUALITY Barren land
•	 SOILS DATA amphibiansRan-gaee - other
Forest land
Type Qvant lty (populations)Air quality Perennial Ice G snow Series rlanagcment
Water quality Rangeland Association 1labi tat
Point Pea lutiOn Water Engineeri	 rIa-c-ng threatened and
NOR point Pollution Wetlands endangered
Hazardous .rites Estuaries
teristy
[aPabiiity class
c
Crcoiand Productivity •	 OTHER CATEGORY (Please
Pasture Erosion specify)
Urban/built-up Conservation measures
area ): 7aMs fitemise fer
ertepr izxvl:-1 abotw:
Y'LSC aA7A AK COATA= WIJV f1PAJS OP M7A 8=/!U7=Z' r)z
i^
1. CEOCRAPNtC COVERAGE. What Is the e.tent of the geo-
graphic coverage in this data categorV7 (Please
ske to  this area an the ewp, If necessary.)
0 Watershed (Ilamet
Q Resource management dlstriet(s) (Names
0 special project area (8a net
© Regional (an area encompassing several counties.
e.g., the area covered b y A reglonal planning
district or conservation district).
0 Statewide
I3 Other (Please specify;
(aver)
^	 a
a
I2. EEOCRAPRIC RE9CE. Hew are these d'ti referenced gea.
gfaphica11y7 
EFER
GRCtk all that apply.)
s-a Latitude/longitude
Cl uaivarial Transverse Mercator {uTM)
q P.ubllc Land £uivey ( snmshlp/sage/section)
C] state Plane Coordinates
q Ad hat grid. unreferented (I.e.. arbitrary X. Y)
© Hot geographically referenced
13 other (Please specify;
1
). RESOLUTICII. To what nlhlnnn level are the data aggra-
gatlteIn this  data category? (Check all that apply. If
different from one data type to the next.)
[3 By wtarthed or
	 q 40 acres
' river basin
q 10 acres
q 8y q.ncrshlp unit
q
© By ra na genent unit
	
2-5 arras
q I acre
q By County
q Site specific
E] By township
q IO,CO0 02 (UTM call)
C] 640 arras {sect) as,
I squire mile)
SOD-aster tact
q 160 
acres. 
(t; section) q Hectare
q other (Please speelfyl
ORIGINAL PAGE M
OF POOR QUALITY
7. OATH SOURCES.If the dat0 are primary. chat sources wCfe
used Fo aetaln the data? !Check all that apply.)
© Historical records
	
Q Laboratory analysis
Published surveys	 q Atrlal photography
and saps
© Landlat
Field survey q Other reste sensing date
Ta lephane/mall
surveys	
q Unknown
q Interpretation of other data withla the system/data
base
q Other (Please specify:
8{a} REX1211TY. A subjective assessment of the reliability
ee tai, taking Into account calleetion methods.
resolution, and other variables, prior, to data base entry.
q Highly reliable	 q Law reliability
q Moderately reliable	 p Unknown
(b) By whar method is this reliability determined?
q Randers field check	 q Unkno,.n
© Expert opinion
q Other (Please specify;
4. DATA STORAGE FORYAr. In abet format are the data stored?
Check all that apply.)
q Grid	 qa Coordinate paint
q Polygon	 q Tabular
q Arc/nude
© other (Please specify;
S. OUTPUT PRODUCTS. Available output products include (check
allthat apply)--
q Raps - variable scale q Modelling capability
q Maps - one scale only q Statistical suesaaries
(Please specify; 	 (e.g., acreage. -man depth
to groundoator)
Q Tables	 q eavposite napping
(overlays)
q Graphics (e_g., charts.
hI tagrams. plots} 	 q Interactive video display
Capaalllty
© convuter tape
q other (Please spectryt
)
6. PRIILIAY/SECONDARY DATA. Are the source date orlsrary
I.c., callaeted by your staff or by someone on your
behalf). seeandary (I.n.. Collected by another agency),
or a codbination of both? (Check all that apply.)
q Prlcary
q Secondary, collected by (nave of agency):
q Unknown
_jl..
9(a) uPOATIH6 FREQUENCY. How often are the I&-- data
uptl— acedT Check all that apply.)
q Continuously	 © Annually
q Oaily	 q Biennially
q Yeekly	 q Every 5 years
q Monthly	 q Every 10 years
q other (Please specify:
)
(b) DATE LAST UPDATED:	 .
10. 001117 IOEIITIALI17Y. Are any of the data In this category
subject to restricted access? 	 -
q Yes (Please aaplain;
q Ile
11. CLASSFFICATICti SCHEME EMPLOYED, if applicable (e.g..
Anderson's elaseifieation for and cover derived from
remote sensing datat or ilatlanal Wetlands Classift-
cation). If classification was developed In-house,
please attach a copy.
r	
gg
-1
q Ile
12. Are any of the data in this category routinel y suppife
to a repository of a federal agency (e.g.. HAWDE%. CRI
'STORET)7
q Yes (hare or agency/repository:
uQ
I
ILp
ly
G
El
0
0
H
I +)
e ORIGI AL PAGE IS
r,F PWR QUALITY
INSTRUCTIONS
	E^	 PART I_•
 :ATA SASE C:NTACTS/FACIL TIES
Part [	 included to that an overvier of contacts.
cpyY[!r hardwire. tot:.,:ro, and peripheral tleri cff can bt
obtained. Sset:
	
u• provided for listing individuals
having A"c l al r.so_,.011 i t i as with fesp-[ [a Coordi-
nation Of [he data be St ta), disfe•ina[iOn of infOrNtiOn.
	
r	 and Cca.,. Operations. PIlaS! plari pf names. 1 71.. end
phone nu•bers (if di'f., — t from your nunber) for these
"	 indlrlduala, as appropriate.
	
f	
FART 11 - CATA BAS( C^NTACTSi rA C I L IT I E5
	
^I	 The remainder of the Survey deals I"I i I i Cly with the
	
71 	 t ion CO tar nets In roar da t+ oase/rapasr tar yinfo • . Tht
in cant is w wrvw rna data, oat the organira[ional or
hierarchical structures of the data taS., words vary free
One re Cali[ory to the next.
It wll! tor nece+Aary [o coRWltto one fame ;Part 11)
for each majo a tag* rr of as to in roar aata heal. Also,
if oat# on ono category (e.q., Land Covert era con ta;nad
In -re than Ona data base, • slpara[t Parr 11 form muff
be cr•glt[ed for each repository.
A flat of motor -,a categories is included in Part It
df the survey to a n;at yw ;n identifying orOad data csce-
:.S r^P'Ji".•-^.ySr fF7 ::irp
 ie =a :^:.a vteaor, lt,y„ CL:!LtT6'!-rlLb_'?<J mrrad nrkin .wr rnoti env. ;:rm tFdaa 2da ced ce iar.
-• uoLu • Y»eei:ary -n .z{ne Jana on :topic nor :Eatad Saenv, or .pt vrnlrEg Ldientif led, feel free to
arrace yaur C,Al nt+gory acts iantci;Y it utdir "O!PL'R CAM'42RY."
(2) _ho-k all data rpee drat a ineLr-:jd in the -tagmv Which uou have L-j—Ltd (a.g., Rainfall. ;fend, 'an._er-
ardnr). l,' .our d--ca c .poor, r=nt-ns data ::fie• ocher :hah :hoes :'reed neabth the oategoM nave in this
.i.e., pl— i:aRiae rnose data rypea in !ha boy bd Fah ("C'FPU "A.A 77FES"J.
fa) Xamti,'^ the moor of the da:a baea/repoeitoey in Which this data category artd as+ociated data r/Faa C..tc ce
forard.
Conp lttt dwstionf e - It (screened insetl only If
your affiC• owns x01 rent]) ahZ4 »-.-ter t CV'autlf--i .f.r
only ;ryour *'file is in + oof itlon [a Dfovide cgrore-
hen,ive
	 Lail! as th! fy A[em a! + woo lf. If y0 of coo-outer
fAClllti
d•
es aY[ located at anU Chef fill, skip [his
,.rtl. of the SWr yer I end proceed to quest i .. IF.
gorier in re do data oase. several _a[a If" are listed
within taco data category. If your data oa selreposi Lary
cpntains do to not included or prup•rly r tpr esen tad on tnis
Its t, 
iEC 
L FREE to rreatc new data ca[t9hries ar data ryp•f
in the spaces indicated.
For exempla • wildli Ft may not be of rnu Ch iRportJnCe
within your 44, ha Ae, but porn ape 1'OU hive inf Ofru[ipn
about tnr sCeci.a Inc 000ul+tiona a( ..i..% within your
Forest Aesourc•+ Data Base. The header at the b•ginnieg
of Part IIm y be ti sled out io rs FI tCC coif Ise Slf s;gn:-
ficance or wildlife, of W11 ae ant iRpJ rtJnCR of forestry.
As follows:
0 CLIMATE/WEATHERRainfallWind¢xoosu r•
t.va poer %iratich
Tempt raure
SMwfo 111%n	 ogO[h
Solar radiation
Natural d;s.stars
• CEf4GRAPMy
►ppulJtlons
Soe;etaspects
Ecpnom is atuac is
- -Resou roes
	 opal/
1lgnita
Resources - natural
gas
Resources - oil
Resources - hylro-
eleccric
O,nlrsnip
Production
Carvers i ere
Transosi ss io,h
! ENVIROMME4TAL WALITIf
Air awl; ty
Water quality
Paint poiIL:;un
.tor '-00 in  poi lest itx+
razardauS ws[as
GEOLOGY
Pays lographr
Su rf lclal gas logy
Bedrock geology
EWoraclon/exEract;on
• HYDROLOGY - GROUNDWATEA
Quantity
Quality
Recharge
Dlt:harga/p ur9age
Weil location
Water rights
• HYOROLCOY - SURFACE
D i .charge/q l unep/ssege
Quality
We ter body type
S-,I and storage
W.t.r,red bOU naJ vies
Flroding
Flatdziainf
flood pron g areas
Stream orders
Water rights
• LAND COVER
Ba rrer land
Forestland
Perennial ice t snow
Rangeland
actor
Wttlanda
Estuaries
Crppland
►a s cur!
( Urbah:bus l L_.o
• LAND USE (RESOURCES)
Tlawr
Mlntr•t -Crac:ion/
energy p ro ductlow
WJ ter vsx
Cropland
Lives[oc. production
Trans pofrat; on
"-wn/bui I [-Wp
Recreation
Pi rks
Unique areas
Cultural areas
• Xlscorical
AYC naeolOgi Gal
- Paleon[aldgie!I
Ownership
• BOUNDARIES
state
Counties
Townships
Census olocks
'Jatxrsheds
Riser basins
Regional 01—.ing
districts
• SOILS DATA
Type
Series
A.SOC iJ[ian
Engineering charac-
teriitics
Capability CIA$$
Productivity
ErosionCon se rva[IOn —*,.res
• TOPOGRAPHY
r-! Elcva[ionH Slaoe
A:uacc
Rol ; of
• VEGETATIO4
Saati<s
Caeex-c i d e s
Cua u c r y coots i U on
1 ?i qM is/vOlrun•
SYCC.IA—
Agp
Rare and
endangeretl
• vI LDLIFE
Gaeta - nur.na Is
Gaava
	
birds
Osme -fish
Game - other
Man-same - •unryls
'son-game - hirtlf
von-qa*e - fish
Non-game - marine/
d stuar ial
Man-q•r.e - rfocil•s/
anpnielarts
No" 4"t- other
m
Qnanci cr IpooulJ C; cne}
Man+gltnt
Habitat
Three [cold and
endangered
OTw ER '.ATEG^^(Pleasa
SO tC Y
,r
H Pry=.". CA_^a .MT! ri:amisx for	 7^ ^.r».^^	 ^un^y+,E'.ccuyrory cir:ltd .Sow):
^Ll-_ _7:J.'L7OLrY_^7L^ _-	 I/^^Y!. Er ^^..
3T
=CE DATA .: gar r_,rL ?ED 'JT.r4IY ( TAMT OF CATA 3ASe/^_[P'52: X777:` Mr s/ ^J;='1•"_ ti ,r'r'.r1^ /^f_fn	 ` `?.
The questions on Part If of tot survey form are designed
	
e A /operate su rvt7 form (Part 11) could pt cowo feted
to Characterise each Mjor data Categor y within Your data base. 	 for each data t ype (;-e., cultural areas and Peru,),,
It will P'.o.bly be .... ssa ry
 to q ..... lize this ;nfornatloe
for eacn Category, or t* select the answer which re p resents
	 • Both —te epeCCftd and 40 3C}v[a could of checked an
cMe "best 'It."
	
	 the surrey, and aooroofiata annotations -de in [he
margin to indiCafe which ;vve of resolution a0piies
Ceruin Features. hoare r, vary en st ically 'rat one type -
	 to Cultural areas .,d parks; or
of date [o he	 at (e. g., q•og ra pole cos•ra ge. resglutionl.
If cne eheae url sc;CS of some ca to t ypes cannot be Seneralited	 • If the data on Cultural siteS ;s very Iimi[ad, you
with the oche rs, you May preffr co conofete a se parate survey	 met shoe to to generaii ze cne response 
by 
checkln! 40
faro far [hate data ty pes; or. al[e rn at^ -, s ly , you night simply	 acme On the w,—Y. to reflect the r..O,uti.h of
note eajof dilcre pancli, in [he ,argini of me survey,
	 parks white cor,prise a r ch greatar ,orticn of [hadata category.
For —role. In the data cete7ofy :.95! ;lie, cul[u rat areas
ossv bt entered in to cne late I.I. on a site S peci f ic basis,	 ?LEASE •EEL FA E, to include uubllshed rsaterlals
.he r'as parks nay be agg1.q&t.d to +0-acfe .alts. This dif-	 regarp,nythe Contents at Your data base-
ferenct in f.Sal.ti On Could p• ref l ected in any of the ral-
lowinq wyst
0
._	 vi.c an-3 .,. w.:^,.^_-- _.....__.__....:-.s ^:_._ —^._	 .ar_..:.-•. ter:
a	 _	 '^^. _ ^_
iAlabama AL Nebraska NH
Alaska AK Nevada NV
Arizona AZ. New Hampshire NH
Arkansas AR New Jersey NJ
California CA New Mexico NM
Colorado CO New York NY
Connecticut CT North Carolina NC
Delaware DE North Dakota ND
Florida FL Ohio OH
Georgia GA Oklahoma OK
Hawaii HI Oregon OR
Idaho ID Pennsylvania PA
Illinois IL Puerto Rico PR
Indiana IN Rhode Island RI
Iowa IA South Carolina SC
Kansas KS South Dakota SD
Kentucky KY Tennessee TN
Louisiana LA Texas TX
Maine ME U.S. Virgin Islands VI
Maryland MD Utah LET
Massachusetts MA Vermont VT
Michigan MI Virginia VA
Minnesota MN Washington WA
Mississippi MS West Virginia WV
Missouri MO Wisconsin WS
Montana MT Wyoming WY
t.
x
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SELF-SHADOWING OF ORBITING TRUSSES
By
Jack Mahaney' and Earl Thornton2
SMRI R.Y
Purpose - Determine shadowing reductions on heating of orbiting trusses
Scope
	
- Determinati.on of heating rates with slender member shadowing
effects included
Thermal response of shadowed member
Analysis Approach
1. Determine shadowing
2. Heating analysis
3. Thermal analysis
4. Structural analysis
a 	 r' P r o a A, C.L 5 'e6( t-0 d e T'O r 01 r r)' ti
1
Graduate Assistant, Department of Mechanical Engineering and HP-chan.ics, Old
Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23505.
2 Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics,
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23508.
,JJ
CODE :AI{OOl-01
STATE :AK
DATA BASE NAME :AR Land and Resource System
DATA BASE ACRONYM :ALARS
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Land management, water rights, surface water, groundwater,
dams, recreation, minerals, energy, ownership, forestry,
topography, land assessmant
GEOGRAPI[IC COVERAGE :State-owned lands in Alaska
STATUS :Tire AR Department of Natural Resources is responsible For
acquiring title to and subsequently planning, managing and
allocating natural resource use on lands owned by the State
Of Alaska (including 104.75 million acres selected under
the Statehood Act, some 613 to 70 million acres of offshore
lands, and as much as 10 million acres of lands beneath
navigable rivers and lakes),
	 its planning and resource
management authorities Cover timber, materials, grazing
lands, agricultural lands, wildlife habitat (but not uild-
life), recreational resources, sites for residential, com-
mercial or industrial use, transportation and utility
rights-of-way, locatable minerals, oil and gas, coal, gen-
thermnl resources, and other leasahlu minerals.
In uddition, the Department lies certain regulatory powers
applicable without regard to land ownership: water use allo-
cation statewide; zoning authority in the unorgunf'red
borough; wildfire control respollSibllftius throughout
Alaska; and the statewide regulation of iugginii uperutions,
eoul mining and geathermal resources.
The Department has 40 "computer systems" available for its
use.	 Suveral of these "systems" are various safLwara pue-
kages acquired for geoprocessing and other functions;
others are used for administrative/accounting purposes,
Tito Land Administration System (LAS) Is a rapidly growing
departmental data base which is hierarchically the System
under which several subsystems operate.
In the following surmiarias, the "none" of the significant
system can be found in quotation mnrits, following the appli-
cable data category.
AGENCY :AK Department of Natural Resources
RESPONDENT :Russell R. Cunningham, Ar., Natural Resource Manager
Division of l.anri and Water Management
AK Department of Natural Resources
555 Cordova Street
Pouch 7-005
Anchorage, AK	 99510
Telephone:	 907-276-2653
[}Tlfhh i:flN`I'Af:fS :Doug NULLer, Division of Tcchnlcnl Services
:David Wallingford, Assistant State PorasLer
Merlin Wibbenmoyer, Natural Resourre Manager
COMPUTER iACILITIES
COMPUTER(S) :11111 3031
IBLI4341
IBM 3300 (two)
DG ECLIPSE MVSDO0
DG ECLIPSE 9/250
IBM Word Processor (nine)
0 
0
IBM Composer
lip 85 (two)
IIP 250 fit]
WANG (three)
HANG 25 II (seven) (]
WANG OTS 140-1 (slxtean stations) ^.
MICOM 2001 (twu)
MICUM 2002 (three) to
IBM PL' C
IBM OS6/1450 WP (two) >
II1M 036/442 Wi' Y""
L.ANIER (two)
111M DISPLAYURI'IU
CPT 6100
CL'T 8100
COMMODORE
WANG SYSTEM 30 (three)
DEC VAX 11/780
RESIDENCE :In-huttse; Anchorage Data Center and Juneurt Ddta
Center, AK DepartmenL of Administration (muinfrume
and 11111 33011 uyrrtums)
OPERATION :Dutch and interactive
GIS CAPABIL.I1'Y :Yes
IN-11OUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
COBOL
SPECTALI'LED SOMIARE :C IARC Planning Infarmatimr SyStem
DNR Gooprocassing Software (custom)
ESRI GRID/GRIPS System
MOSS ( plop Overlay and Statistical Sy:Stunt)
SONI'ACH If
INFORMAP
PERIPi]ERAL DUKES :111.11 327x CRT terminals, other taxi CHl' terminals,
dial-up terminals, terminal printers, off-line
date keying units
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATi:GORIES
DATA CATEGURY NAMIL :Land management -
"Land and Case Monitoring" - case FILL data and township
dotn.	 Inratlan, acreage, under-hip, viassifir.it6tws
Cll`illl-LgIS :Key users: all BUR
The system is planned as a generalidvd ou-line inierattivr•
fa
C)
t
G
a
#41.1.x:	
^;-W.._.'^	
:.	 .._J ^	 C...^..J	 IF-r__•r^:i	 U.--^..•..i	 i^.....,.I	 L.w.....•.^ a ,. -	 -^	 i.:..^..Jrb,.,.^i ii-'^"^'•'1	 ft-3..—^.."1	 C---..:. !	 ^	 C:__=':.i	 ^ ^.,,
computer sofware system.	 This system will allow Elie offices DATA CATEGORY NAME : Recreation
of the DNR to add and display information concerning indiv- "Visitor Count Report Subsystem" - dates, facilities,
lica[i n area as wellarE a/n
	 oideal cases within the de/nnzP	 Pp weather conditions, events and visitor count
as case status and activities relating to physical areas of "Alasba Public Survey Subsystem' - sampling data to reflect
land.
	
To be operational by July 1982. recreation use, natural resources use, porcieved recro-
This system is an LAS subsystem. atian needs
(There aro 30DO samples in the data [ )rise, sampling was
--------- --_ completed in 1979 and should in o general way reflect 44
accurately recreation Availability and needs in to Elie
DATA CATEGORY NAIIE :linter rights - mid BO's)
"linter Rights System" - use of state water: 	 AOL number, CINENTS :Key user:	 Parks
case type, customer data location, water data case, The Visitor Count Report Subsystem is intended to give
quantity, source, etc, accurute astivates of visitor use in the state parks.
"Water Management System" - water rights descriptive Data is gathered by field staff.	 These counts are col-
information lected at Elie district level and then monthly are sent
CO?L%IF.NTS :Key users: Land and Water by the district of State Park lleadquarters.. The data is
The function of the Water Rights system is to maintain data then keyed to floppy by a private contractor.	 TAS staff
related to Elio Ilse of state water (water rights, use priv- then loads this data to tape and runs a COU0I. program
ileges, etc.). This system is to be replaced by LAS Water which generates extimates of total visitor use by site,
Management System district, and statewide.	 This system is currently in-
'fho Water Management System provides for maintenance, active (4/19/82).
inquiry, and reporting of water management data.	 This Ttie AK Public Survey Subsystem provides Elie planning sec-
system is an LAS subsystem. Elan with base line data to evaluate recreation needs with
subregion, region and on a states+lde bases.	 'fi:e Statistical
------------ __— reports provide the basis for planning dacumants at the
Division of Parks.
DATA CATS?GORY NAME :Surface water -
"linter Management Plan" - water rights descriptive infer
motion, dam inventory, water use reports, customer iden-
r.iEication, case identification,	 '.ocation and type of use DATA CATEGORY NAME :Iinerals -
CaMME?NTS :Key urers.	 Land and Water "Mine File" - claim Iocations, minerals, activity and
This :system provides-for maintenance, inquiry, and raper- owner name
EinB of water management data. (Status 4/19/82: in design OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Printed reports and cross -reference indexes on microfiche
and programming). This is nn LAS subsystem. UPDATE FREQUENCY :Computer files arc updated monthly i
Indexes are pruduceil monthly i
-_------ COIIIIEN•I'S :Key users:	 Geology and Geophysical Surveys
This system 's function includes maintaining arid retrieving
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Groundwater ^ information about registered mining claims in Alasku. Thu
"is„:^ar Management System" - well inventory, water rights main function of the systom is to provide state and fedurat
descriptive information, water use reports agencies, corportatians and individuals information for
MIDIENTS : Kuy users:	 Land and Water their use in mineral research. This system may possibly be I
This systam provides for maintenance, inquiry, and repor- replaced by LAS.
tind of water management data. 	 (Status 4119/82:	 in design O
------°-^--ant; programming).	 This is an LAS subsystem.
'Tl
---------- — ---- — b  DATA CATEGORY NAME :G :ergy - !0 "Oil and Gas Leasing" - parcel data and statistics of all j
DATA CATEGORY NAME :brims - 0 and gas reserves by tract applicants and bids
"Water Management System" - dam inventory M "O1I/Gas Royalty Accounting ( OCARS)" - leases, oil and gas
Ca`IILMS :Key users:	 Land and Sister volume, current prices, owners and purchasers
This system provides for maintenance, inquiry, arid repor- to C0II11ENTS : Key users.	 Minerals and Energy Management
ting of water management data. (Status 4/19/82: in design C The Oil and Gas Leasing system is an oil and gas leasing
and programming).	 'Ibis is an LAS subsystem. system for record keeping an reporting processes related to
1^	 1^8 lease sales only.	 Supplemetary cross lndcx file~ and titan- a
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ist-ics are produced pertaining to anch tract.	 Produces a EROS field affica where an inventory of such data Is maiu-
listing of winners after sale, tained. Any topographic data could he pruc "ssed Un the: gao-
Ivey user:
	 Oil and Gas Royalty Accounting Unit ( O,`lEM) processor to produce VIRWIT input dutu.
	 To dole (4J19/9'^),
The Ail /Gas Royalty Accounting system calculates royalty in has been operated only by contract personnel on behalf of
value, a cash payment by the owner of a lease based on the R.L.M.
royalty percent of the value of the oil and gas produced.
Calculates royalty in kind, a percent of the actual oil and -----------
gas production delivered to the suite as royalty and, in
turn, sold by Elie state to pruchosers. DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Land assessment -
"Resource Assessment (RAS) - major resources including:
------------^ agriculture, coal, forestry, hard rock minerals, oil and
gas, fisheries, wildlife, land copabillty;
	 land status
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Ownership - data, last maintained 1979-80, includes ladural, stale,
"Land Records System" - consists of two files: native
1. the case file partalniaa to serial page data GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 All lands in Alaska
ADL number, ownership, class OUTPUT PRODUCTS :lla,)or report product is summary for any SUbsuL Of tuwu-
2. Lite LowaShlp file pertaining La tho Land ships resource values by usur-dofinable laud statue Cate-
data land location, classification, AOL number gory
iLIITPII'1' PRODUCTS :111crofiche and ad hoc reports CONMENTS : Key users:	 Policy Res. /Land EntiLl., 14HII and Ilraourcas
COMMENTS : Key user:
	
Technical Services Planning
The function is to maintain ONR data related to Lite The function of this system is to enter, updaLv, comlaLe.
curront status of land owned by Lilt! State of Alaska selectivuly retriovo on,	 list, sumrmerivv rosourct• Assyss-
ment and/or land status summary data.
	 Handles reaourre
------------•------ daLa on it (percent al) Lownship or sectlmr basis.
lluch of the date can be and has been converted to gvu•-
UATA CATEGORY 14AIIE :Forestry - processor.	 RAS bus several functions not available an
"Forest Inventory System" - all DNR data related to inven- geoprotessor.
tory of forest and timber resources
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
DATA STDRAGE FORFIAT :Products produced by the system include: 	 (1) a master list
of inventoried forest stuutts with indications of their loca-
tion, acreages by land classification, stand, ownership, sec-
tion, township, forest unit, forest working circle, forest
district and state; (2) special use sample trees for site, DOCUMENTATION :Long-range resource information manaacment plan
P rowth and/or form class; (9) CampuLed stead calls; (4) sum- DATE OF INFORMATION :6/13/83
wary count of sample trees measures; (5) average quantity of PAPi'It FILE NUMBER :AK14
trees per acre; (G) average volumes per acre; and (7) input
proof lists of office generated data
COMMENTS ;Key user: Forestry
The forest inventory can maintain an updatable standing inven-
tory of forest resources ( renewable and otherwise) on all lands
In the state, and provides conveniently organized information
and statistics to assist land monagement policies. 	 Currently,
(4/19/82)	 this system is not being run and all related data is 00
maintained manually by the Forestry staff. '17
Q `R
DATA CATEGORY NAME ;Topography -
0
"VILMIT" - slope, aspect, view calculations [rum digital elev-
ation matrix data
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Displays as summaries and line printer maps
C
CCallfiliNTS ;Key user:	 Research & Development
Digital elevation matrix data can be obtained from USCS
T°
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CODE	 :AN002-Ol DCS RIM
TEKTRONIX IGL
Whrrk :AK
Miscellaneous special purpose in-house software i
DATA BASE NAME :habitat Assessment Models
PER1PllERAL DETVICPS :Monochrome graphics CRT's (2), tablet-Grua cursor
SIIIiII•CT COVERAGE :Wildlife habitat
digitizer, line printer (churactergraphics),
drum pen plotter, alphanumeric CRTs (S)
1
CIiI4tRAPHIC COVERAGE :Susitna Area Plan (a special project area located north of I
Cook Inlet) DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
STATUS :The Habitat Division of the AK Department of Dish and Game
has developed several data bases on fish and wildlife re- DATA CATEGORY HAMS :Wildlife - l
sources and the human use of fish and wildlife for public habitat
Information and land use pluuning.
	
Thusu data babas typic- GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Susitna Area Plun (Willow, Talkeatna, Deluge, and
ally include 1:63 0 360,	 1:250,000 or 1:5U0,0O0 scale naps Upper Susitnu Sub-basins)
depicting the distribution of seasonal ai,d life function GUjURA11111C REFERIiNCE :Ad hoc grid
use areas of the fish and wildlife Species mast important to MINIMUM RISOLU'TIMI :10 acres
the public.	 Since January 1981 the habitat Division has been DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
developing an automated googropkical infornultion system to OUTPUT PRODUCI'S :Maps - variable scale, composite mupping, muddling
increase the utility of this mapped information.	 '1'11is data capability, tables, graphics, statistical sursunarles,
base is one component of the EIS.1' cemhuter e
In addition to spatial information, the division prepares DATA SOURCES :Secondary
reports an the distribution, abundance, life history, hub- LLW EI. Or RELIADIL177 :Moderate
iLat requirements, sensitivity to impacts, and human use CLASSIFLC4TJON :Ropclin's Carrying CapaciLy Model
Of selected species.
	 From this inform:atluu base Lhoy dev- USFUS I1EE' Model
Clop habitat manugemanL guidelines to minimize the impacts SCS VagULatian Classification Model
of tho major types of land and water IlevelupmenLS. ADFSG Species Diversity PloduI
AGISNCY :AK Department of Fish and Guma (XlMALNTS :1:63,368 scalar
RESPUNDENT :Bruce 11. ]Baker, Assistant Director liabituL A::sUSSmunt 4ludels serve us basis let t1-cum-
.'
Habitat Division mendatiuns an land classificalion and ucn.:ags•mrnt
AK DepartmenL of FINIt and L'amC
PO Box 3-2000
.luntnu, AK	 97802
Telephone:	 1107-465-4105
OTIB7C CR1NTACE'S :lflllcm van Veldhuiseo, Acting Supervisur, Da La Managwnput
Nnli
Telephone:	 407-20-2291 BUCUMENTATION	 :Ccnerul inturmal Ian is nvai lubit-
:Charlott .: Bridges, Systems Manager
-267-2271
USEEi I . 	 POLICY	 :Na policy iuts	 been estuhlishud,	 but	 caopolatBvl • .3get-1 -•
Telephone:	 907
wants exist with other guvtrnmeat aguaCics
DATIi OF INFORMATION :10/18183 fC0NKrIT11 FACILITIES PAPER FILE NtU11111
	 :A}:17 f
C0NPUTER(S) :DG ECLIPSE PIV4000 B
Rl •SIDENCG :In-house
Also use tacilitics at AK DNR and LISI'14S
OPERATION :Batch and interactive Q 0
G1S CAPABILITY :Yes `1'1
iN-OOUSE FACILITIES '13D
OPERA'IIING SYSTEM :AOS/VS ;>^t
SYSTE4 CAPACITY :Main memory:	 2 MD r1
Disc storage: 	 192 MB
Simultaneous users supported:	 10
C
LANL'UAGE(5) :PORTRAIT ^y
SPECIALIZED SOFfWARE :FSRl GRID
A
X
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C7
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CODE :AK002-02
'WAVE. :AK
DA'T'A RASE NAME :Anadramous Haters Catalog
SUBJEA:r COVERAGE :Wildlife (stream location, fish)
G11R3ZAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STA'r115 :The habitat Division of the AK Department ofFish and Game
has developed several data bases on fish and wildlife re-
sourtes and the human use of fish and wildlife for public
information and land use planning.	 These data bases typic-
ally include 1:63,360, 1:250,000 and 1:500,000 scale maps
depicting tha distribution of seusonal and life function
use areas of the fish and wildlife species most important
to the public.	 Since January 1981 the habitat Division ties
been developing an automated geographical information sys-
tem to increase the utility of this muppud information.
This data base is ono component of the GIS.
In addition to spatial information, the Division prepares
reports on the distribution, ubundance, life history, lutb-
itat requirements, sensitivity to impacts, and human use
of selected species.	 From this information base they dev-
elop habitat management guidelines to minimize the impacts
of the major Lypus of land and water developments.
AGF.RCY :AK Department of Fish and Gume
RESPOIDI . IT :Bruce N. Bulcer, Assistant Director
Habitat Division
AK Department of Fish and Game
PO Box 3-2000
Juneou, AK	 99802
Telephone:	 1107-465-41G5
(Y1'llElt CONTACTS :Willem van Veidhuison, Acting Supervisur, Data Management
Unit
Telephone:	 907-267-2291
:Charlotte Bridges, Systems Planuger
Telephone:	 907-267-2291
CIK11'lrl'ER IACILITIES
TEKTRONIX IGL
Miscellaneous special purpose in-house software
PER1PHRAL DEVICES	 :Monochrome graphics CRT's (2), tableL-free cursor
digitizer, line printer (character graphics),
drym pen plotter, alphanumeric CRT's (R)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATMOKY NAME	 :Wildlife -
game - Fish, stream location
GEOGRAPHIC COHRAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC RMERMCE :Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Courdinute point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Maps - vuriable scale, tables, graphics, computer
tape, tubular listings are published in the Anudro-
maus WaLurs Catalog
DATA SOUI[CFS	 :Primary
LEVEL OF °'.A.IABILITY 	 :Eluderute (note - exisLing duta highly reliabte, but
data Buse is still incomplete)
UPDATE FRMIJENCY	 :Annual
COMMENTS	 :'this Is a special purpose stream location data base
used in conjunction with a manual map atlas
DOCUNIUiTATION	 :General infornwtian is available
"Catalog of Platers Important for Spawning, Roaring and
Migration of Anadramous Fishes" (rev. April 1982),
AK Depurtnenc of Fish and Gume habitat Division
USER FEES POLICY
	 :No policy hou been trstablishod, but rouprruLive agree-
menLs exist with athei government agencies
DA'L'E Ol' INFORMATION .10/18/83
PAPER FILE NINUIER	 :AK17
Ctj,%U'lrl'E:R(S)	 :DG ECLIPSE MV4000
RESIDENCE	 :In-house
Also use facilities at AK UNR and USFL4S
01'UItATiar.
	 : Batch and interactive
GIS CAPAUILITY	 :Yes
IN-•1101151: FACILITIES
UI 11?IUVI'M SYS'IT)l :AOS/VS
SYSTEM CAPACITY : 11iin memory:	 2 MD
Disc storage:	 192 MU
Simultaneous users sulgrorted: 	 lU
LANCUAGl:(S) :FORTRAN
SI'LCIALI%F.D SO11'WARE :E91?[ GRID
BCS RIM
C)Q
e `^
a^
Ivt.
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CODE	 AK002-03 gCS RIM
TEKTRONIX ICL
STATE :AK
Miscellaneous special purpose in-house software
DATA BASE NAME :Wildlife Distribution/human Use
PL'RIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :Monochrome graphics CRT's (2), tableL-freo cursor
SUBJ1 1:CT COVERACL' :Wildlife digitizer, line printer (character graphics),
4OGRAPl1IC COVERAGE :Bristol Ray Study Area drum pan plotter, alphanumeric CRT's (8) f
Statewide expansion under consideration DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIESS"CATUS :This is the wildlife component of a larger natural
resource database created in part by other agencies. DATA CATEGORY NANL'
	 :Iildlife -
The Habitat Division of the AK Department of Fish and Game game - mammals, birds, fish, and athar;	 non-gume
+
has developed several data Lases an fish and wildiire re-
mammals, birds, fish, murille/estuarial; threatened
sources and th	 ne huma	 use of fish and wtiull,c for public
and endangered
information and land use planning. 	 These data bases typic- GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Bristol Day Cooperative Management Plan: special fl
ally include 1:63,360, 1:250 , 000 and 1:500,000 scale maps project area (includes Bristol gay County and penin-depicting the distribution or seasonal and life faneLIOtl solo
to the public.
	 Since January 1981 the Ilabltat Division has Statewide expansion is under consideration
linen developing an automated geographical information SyS- GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 : Universal Transverse Mercutor
tem to Increasse the utility of this mapped information.
	
.
Ad hoc gridIn addition to spatial information, the Division prepares NINII'RIM I?ISOI .IrrioN
	 :640 acre cells
reports on Lhe distribution, abundance, Iife history, hub- Paint/polygon data varies
itat requirr:ments, Sensitivity to impacts, and human use DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 ;Grid, coordinate point, polygon
of selected species.
	 From this information base they dav- OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Maps - variable stale, modelling capability, swtiS-
Clop habitat management guidelines to minilllile tile impacts tical summaries, composite mapping, computer tape
of the major types of land and Water developments. DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
AGENCY :AK Department of Fish and Came LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 [Moderate
RESPONDENT :Bruce 11. galcer, Assistant Director UPDATE FRE[)UKNCY
	 :No set policy, created 1982
Habitat Division CLASSIFICATION
	 : In-house
At Department of Fish and Came
P.O. Box 3-2000
Juneau, At
	 90802
Telephone:	 9D7-465-4145-
OTHE.R CONTACTS : Willem van Voldhuisen, Acting Supervisor, Data Management
Unit
Telephone:	 907-267-2291
:Charlotte
DOCUIIENTATIUN	 : "Bristol Buy Mapping Program CSC-441 Final Report".
Bridges, Systems flanagur
Telephune:	 907-267-2291 Enviromnental Systems Research Instil -ute, Redlands.CA, tiny 1983
C0;11'IfCI'sl! 1 ACILT'CRis
USER FEES POLICY
	 :No Policy	 stablished, but coo perative ahre•ements with
othtr governmental agencies exist Q F
DATK OF INI•'ORMAT[ON :10/13/83 0 'COMPUTIiR (S)	 - :DG ECLIPSE ?lV40UO PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 ;AK17ItE5I0EdNCli : In-house
Also use facilities at AK DNR and US114S
ovi-	 ,1'rio.q :Dutch and interactive
10
GIS CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
O]'IiRp1'I'INL' &Y&'fI:J'1 ;ADS/V5
SYSTIall CAPACITY :[•Lain memory:
	 2 MD
Disc storage:	 192 MB
SImultaneous users supported: 	 lO
LANGUAGES) : FORTRAN
SITC[AL[ZED SOFTWARE
	 :ESNI GRID
i
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CODE :A9003-Ot
DATE OF INWILMATION :6/83
PAPER FILE IIDMDER	 :AK18
;3TATE
	
:AK
DATA BASE NAME	 :NSB Geographic Information System
114TA B1SE ACRONY}:	 : NSD CIS
SII11JECT COMWE	 :Natural resource and other map-related features
GEOGRAPHIC i;1VERAGE :North Slope
STATUS	 :tinderdevelopment, :aspect operational 1984
AGENCY	 :North Slope Borough Assembly
RESPLInTENT	 :Pat Webb
ch North Slope Borough Assembly
GIS Project
1101 East Tudor
Anchorage, AK 99503
Telephone: 907-562-0440
OFSCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
IMTA CATEGORY NAME	 :Geology -
landform
DATA CATWORY NAVE	 :Surface water -
waterways
1AMI CATI'd:ORY NAME	 : Land use
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Vegetation
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Wildlife -
game mammals, habitat, fish spawning grounds, over-
wintering sites
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Infrastructure -
building sites, pipelines, roads
GIAGRAP11IC COVERAGE	 :Barrow nad villages
DATA CATEGORY N*1H
	 :Land records -
Iand ownership, mineral right, legal records
(XIMMEN'M	 :Partof the Land Records System, to be Lompatiblc
with the GIS
Q C:)
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DATA CATWORY 11011''.
(;E0GRA1'111C COVERAGE
G1-11CRAPHIC Ri- ERINCF.
FIINIMUN RI-SOLIT1.10N
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
DATA CATEGORY NANE
GEWRAP111C COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
1`11NINUH RPSOL(1TION
DATA SI(IRAGE FORMAT
:Soils data
:5tatewide
:Universnl Transverse lercator
:250-meter cell (some data at 50 meters)
:Grid cell
:Base data -
I970 census county divisions, county buundaries,
hydrologic regions, minor watersheds
:Statewide
:Universal Transverse Mercator
:250-meter cell (some data at 50 motors)
:Grid cell
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Topoprephy
GEDGRAP111C COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal  Transverse Mereatar
MINIERIM RESOLUTION	 :500-meter cell
DATA STORAGE rORMAT
	 :Grid cell
COMIIENTS
	 :Data are currently be converted to 250-meter cell
resolution
DATA CATEGORY MANE	 :Transportation
GEOGRAPIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MIN111101 RESOLUTION 	 :250-meter cell (some data at 50 meters)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Grid cell
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COIL li : A LOO l -01
STA• fl.	 -.Al.
DATA DAtili &IFII:
	 :AL Resource Information System
DATA RA:;I' AC'RUNW]	 :ARTS
SHKIEC"1' ( :1)Vh'RA(;Ii	 : laud use/innd cover, floodploins, sells, transportation,
host- data
GEIRWAl'Elit IMENAM., :Statewide
AGi:N('Y	 :Al. Papartmont of Fcnnomic and Community Affairs
1 IFSKINPLUT	 ,(alter Stevauson
Al. Resource Information System
At Department of Economic and Cummunity Affairs
Office of State Planning and Federal Programs
Plontgamery, AL 36130
Telephone: 205-832-3823
01.11'MER FACILITINS
i'UNI'n'l-m(S) :IIP 3000 hlodol 44
I10 3032
RFSIPENCE :In-Louse (UP 3000 Model 44); Auburn University ([111`1
303'2)
(11 1 HRI'I'I(IY :Balch and interactive
GIS CA(MBIL1'IY :Yes
1N-1101156 FACILITIIS
SYSTFa1 CAPACITY :Main memory; 1ND
Disc storage: 750 llli
Simultaneous users supported: 24
SI'I(:IAI.E'L611 SOP"SNARE: :ELAS
[:SRI GRID
AIPfONAN
l'i"HI
	 IERAL DEVICES :Nedlutn speed I Sae printer, 60x40 digitizer
(1/10000-inch accuracy), 22" electrostatic
plotter, Comptal Image Display System
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATIWORIES
DATA CATEGORY DAME :Land use/land cover
CLOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
1`11RIMUtl RESOLUTION :250-meter cell (Some data at 50 motors)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid cell
DOC:UIIENTATION
	 :"Introduction to ARIS"; no recent descriptive
documentation available
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/13/63
PAPER FILE NUIMER :AL99
0 G
I
DATA CATEGORY NMIH :Floodplains
GEOGRAPHIC COVIiRAGE. :St.ntevide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Marcator
NINEMIIPI RESOLUTION :250-mater cell (some data at 50 meters)
DATA S'ITIRACE. FOR?IAT :Grid
u C+- ^'
CODE	 :A1,002-01
STATE :AL
DATA BASE: NAME. :Statewide Digital Data Base
SUIIJI-'GT COVERAGE :Land cover/land use, boundaries, and base data
Includes all digiLal amp date nvuilable through USGS
CEWRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statuwide
AGENCY :AL Power Company
RESPONDENT :Dennis Boston, Engineer
AL Power Company
GSC Building 7
PO [lox 2641
Birmingham, AL	 35219
Telephone:	 205-664.6iU4(fillER. CBNT,ICTS :Roy Teal, Engineer (user services and products)
Telephane.
	
205-664-61OG
Lum Lan, Engineer (Computer operatfenS)
Taleplrone:
	 205-664-611I
CCMP[rri-m FACILITIES
CUMPUTER(S)	 :DEC VAX 111750
RE'sS161•:NCE	 :In-house
OPERATION:Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM :VMS 3.4
SYST01 CAPACITY :Main mainory:	 4.25 Plug
Dist storage:	 912 Plug
Simultaneous users supported:	 >10
LANGUACE(S) :FORTRAN
SPI•:CIALIZED SOFWARE :C(u'TOURINC
VOGUMETR1CS
FORMS Management System
DATATRIEVE
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT's (4), Labiet-free Cursor
digiLizers (2), color dot matrix printer with
graphics, electrostatic plotter, drum pen plotter,.
alphanumeric CRT's (6)
DRSCRIPTIU<4 OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :bind usa/land cover
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GM.1API[IC REFEREIICE :Universal Transverse Plorcator
State Plane. Coordinates
ni,,i S'rOIiAGE FORMAT :Polygon, arc/node
OUTPUT PRODUC;1'S :Flaps - variable scale, composite inapping,
	
interactive
video display capability, computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
CLASSIFICATION :USGS
I^
COMMENTS	 :Data purchosed tin 9-truLk Lopes Iruni U:A-S
DATA CATEGORY NAML
	 :Boundaries -
counties, townsl:ipS, pruperty llnes, section cornors
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 ;Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC RUEREIiCE Widversal Transverse Murcatar
State Plane Coordinates
DATA STORAGE FORIIAT
	
:CoordinaLa Paint
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Maps - variable scale, cumposite mappi;gt. interactive
video display capability, computer rape
DATA SOURCES	 :primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
UPDATE rREI)HENCY	 :Continuous
DATA CATECOHY NAME	 :Control paints
Al. Power control points, NGS control points.
AL By-Products Corp. cantrol points
GI•:UIIRAP1I1C CUVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GLOGRAI'IIIC HEI-THWE :Universal 'Transverse•
 Nnrcalor
State Plane Courdinules
BATA STONAGE rORPIA'T	 :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUL'7'S
	 :Maps - variable scale, cumpusl Lo mapping, intarALtivo
video display eapabilily, campuLer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RE1.101LITY
	 :lli gb
UPDATE F111.41llE,1CV
	
:0inl inunus
USER FEE'S POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charge
DATE OF INFORMATION :11/14/63
PAPET FIM NUMBER	 :A1.14
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COAL e 'AL003-01
STNJ'E tAL
BATA BASE MIR :RUN WILD
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : Statewide
STATUS :The Game and fish Division has a tape copy, print-out,
and listing of the RUN WILD data file prepared by Lite
EELUT Team in West Virginia.
	 They do not have this on
their computer at the present time since the program will
have to be rewritten for available hardware.
AGENCY :AL Game and fish Division
NIiSPONUENT ;C, E. White, Jr., Assistant Chief, Flsheries Section
Came and Fish Division
AL Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
64 North Union Street
Montgomery, AL	 36130
BISCRIP11031 OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Wildlife -
species, habitat factors, vegetation, drainago
systems, management inforamtion
GMURAPHIC COVERAGE
	
;Statewide
VATE' OF INFORMATION ;6/6/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	
:A1.6
00
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CODE :AK001-01
ST,YTE ;AR
DATA BAST: NAME :AR Natural Heritage Inventory
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
S'19l'TUs -This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the Stire of Arkansas and The Nature Conservancy,
a national nLriprofit conservt•s:ion organization.
AGENCY :AR Natural Heritage Inventory
RESPONDENT :lien Smith, Coordinator/Zoologist
AR Natural Heritage Inventory
Continental Building, Room 514
100 Main
Little Rock, AR	 72201
Telephone:	 501-371-171]6
O'17IGIt CONTACTS :Donna Etchleson, Data Manager
rirn ]dein, Data Handler
:Bill Poll, Plant Ecologist
:,Leff Rettig;
:Shallie Gareau, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1€300 North Rent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Teiopltone:	 703-841-5300
COMPUTER I:ACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)	 :IBM
DLSCRIP'TION Of DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATWORY NAME	 :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values (plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habltaLS and
other natural features) of particular Interest because
they are exemplary, rnro, or endangered at Lhe staLe
or notional level
GIMCPAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
BUCUNF.NTLTION
	 :"The Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF INFUIO1AT1ON :1/21/83
PAPER VILE MINDER :ARi
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{CODE;	 ;AZ001 -01 species Association. speci es type, cruvn clusury -
forests, crown closure - woodlands, land cover, sta-
tistical acreages
STATE	 :AZ GEOGRAPHIC COVEIAGE :States trust and private lands in Arizona
DATA BASE MANE	 :AZ Vegetation Inventory CEOGRAPNiC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse flercutor !
SUMECT COVERAGE	 :Vegetation species/ASSnciutinn or type (volume can be Public land Survey
modelled); statistical acreage tables of vegetation type MINIMUM RESOLUTION :50-mater cell (0.61 acre)
by any combination of Township/Range/Section, ownership, DATA STORAGC FORMAT :Grid, tabular
etr.; croon closure for forests and woodlands OUTPUT PRODUM'S ;Naps (variable Scale, Standard product 1:38.000), ;'I
(T=RAPIIIC COVERAGE :AIl areas of significunt state trust and private land in tables, computer tape, modelling Capability, stasis- it
Arizona; some National Forest areas will likely be mapped tical summaries, composite mapping, latoractive vidvu
in the future display capability
AGENCY	 %AZ State mind Department DATA SOURCES :Primary
RIfSPONDENT
	
:Paul A. Tessar, Director LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
Computer Resources Division UPDATE FREQUENCY :Eiill begin update mode when completed;	 variablu schv- I
AZ State Land Department dule likely, dependant on vxpvctod changes
1624 W. Adams St. CLASSIFICATION tlativc Vogetation Communities of Arizona 	 provide,
Phoenix. AZ	 85007 nomenclature for tagging
Telephone:	 602-255-44061
OTHER CONTACTS	 :Steve Miller, Applications Specialist ------------ ----
:Clem Henriksen, GIS Programmer
Bob Miner, Systems Manager DATA CAT[iGOkY NAME :Land cover -
barren land, forest land, rangeland, water, cropl.utd,
COMPUTER FACILITIES urban/built-up
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Slate trust and private lands in Ariruna
COMPUTER(S)
	
:PRIME 550 CHOURA11111C REFERE72CH :Universal Transverse hlarcator
RESIDENCE	 :In-house Public Land Survey
OPERATION	 :Dutch and Sateractive MININUN RESGLUTION :50-11Leter cell (0.61 acre)
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes DA'I•A STIIRACEd FORMAT :Grid,	 tabular
0141'0'1' PRODlims :Maps ( variable scale, standard prudurt 1 : 38,000),
iN-IIQUSE FACILITIES tables, computer tape, modelling capability, stub -s- i
tical summaries. composite mappiru„ Interactive video
OPEERATING SYSTDI	 MINOS, Rev, 18.3 display capability
SYSTM CAPACITY	 :Plain mamory: INI1 DATA SOURCES :Primury
Disc storage: 30(11113 LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Naderate !
Simultaneous users supported: 32 UPDATE I'REqEacy :Will begin update node tdEvn eamplvte+l;	 variabl y _ihv-
LANGUAGES)	 :FOR'T'RAN lute likely, dependant upon expocted changes ^.
CPI.
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE
	
:ESRI;GIS r==x=====y^=-a =___ ;^
Tektronix IGL
CCSI-Plot §
DTAP #
ELAS
LIMAP USER ITIS I'MACY	 :Supplies, materials In kind
INFO I1AlT OP IIJFORNMION :6/6/83
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :G monochrome graphics CRT., color image display, PAPER FILE NUNISF.R 	 :AZT 0 0
tablet-free Cursor digitizer,	 tine printer, clot
and color dot macrlx printers with graphics, drum
pea plotter,	 E hard copy terminal, 25 alphanumeric
CRTs O
UESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'fIEGORY NAPIE 	 :VegataElan -
:U 't
a
NOi^
r
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CODE :A'd001-02
EITATE :AZ
DATA BASE NAME :Digital Topo Database
;IlIiI111CC COVERAGE :Topography (elevation); slope and aspect can be computed;
con also calculate solar insolotion, areas visible from a
point, 3-dimensional perspectives, etc.
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :AZ State Lend Department
RESPONDENT :Paul A, Tosser, Director
Computer Resources Division
AZ State land Department
1624 14. Adams St.
Phoenix, A7.	 85007
Telephone:	 6112-255-4061
UTIM CONTACTS :Steve Miller, Applications Specialist
:Clem Horaiksen, GIS Programmer
Bob Minor, Systems Manager
CiMPUTER FACILITIES
COm vUl'.L'R(S) :PRIME 550
RISIDL'NCR :In-house
OPERATION :Batch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM :PRIMOS, Rev.	 18.3
SYSTD1 CAPACITY :Main memory:	 IND
Disc storage: 300MB
Simultaneous USers supl)orLCd: 32
LANGUAGE(S) WORTRAN
CPL
SPECIALIZED SOMARE;	 .RSRI/GIS
Tektronix IGL
CCSI-Plot
D1'AP
ELAS
LIMAP
INFO
PERIPHERAL. DEVICES :4 monochrome graphics CRTs, color image display,
tablet-free cursor digitizer, line printer, dot
and color dot matrix printers with graphics, drum
pen plotter,	 1 hard copy terminal, 25 alphanameric
CRTS
DE•'SCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Topography -
elevation
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 :Latitudellangitude
MIHIIIUM RESOLUTION 	 :3 arc second-squared calls (approximately 250` x
300`); elevation vertically lntarpoluted to nerves:.
mater
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Maps (variable scale, standard product 109,000),
computer tape, modelling capability, ComieuSILa map•
ping, interactive video dispiny capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
a=o===.== ..
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USER FEES POLICY	 :Supplies, materials In kind
DATE OF INFORMATION :6/6/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :AZI
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iCOLIC :AZOOI-03
STATE	 :AZ
DATA BASE NAME	 :Landlines Database
SUIt1ECT COVERAGE	 :Section line boundaries
GEOCRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :Under development (4 of 34 one-degree blocks completed)
AGFr1CY	 ;AZ State Land Department.
RESPONDENT	 :Paul A. Tessar, Director
Computer Resources Division
AZ State Land Department
1624 11. Adams St.
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Telephone: C42-255-4061
O'1'IICR CONTACTS	 : Steve Miller, Applications Specialist
*Clem Henriksen, CIS Programmer
Bob Miner, Systems Manngor
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CONPUTHR(S) 	 :PRIME 550
RRSIDCNCC	 :In-house
OPERATION
	 :patch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes
IN-ROUSE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM
	 :PRIMDS, Rev. 18.3
SYSTFk1 CAPACITY	 :Alain memory: 1MB
Disc storage: 7011;1B
Simultaneous users supported: 32
LANGUAGE (S)	 :FORTRAN
CPL
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :f:SRI/GIS
Tektronix ICL
CCSI-Plot
DTAP
CLAS
LIMAP
INVO
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 : 4 monoehrame graphics CRTs, color image display,
;iblot-free cursor digitlzcr, lino printer, dot
and color dot matrix printers with graphics, drum
pan plotter, 1 hard copy terminal, 25 alphanumeric
CRTs
DISCRII'MOtI OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Daunftri(!s --
section lines
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
Public land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :Coordinates (la meters) are plus or minus 40', or
plus or minus IDO', depending on tha source
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Grid, polygon, orc/nodo, coordinate polnt, tubular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Flaps (variable scale;, tables, computer tape, model-
ling capability, stoti^tieal summaries, ceNposite
mapping, interactive vidL-n display capability
DATA SOURCES
	
:Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Nigh
COMMENTS	 :Attribute data includes Township/Range /Section, sur-
vey base, county, centroid coordinates ( ODD), and com-
puted acreage; owaarship category is being added for
Trust Lands statewide, and for other lands included
in the AZ Vegotation Inventory data base
USER ;DES POLICY	 :Supplies, materials in kind
0TB Dr: INFORMATION *6/6/83
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CODE :AZOOI-04
STATE :AZ
DATA BASE NAME :AZ Land Resource Information System
DATA BASE ACRONYM :ALRIS
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Boundaries
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Individual projects dealing with a variety of subject
matters will utilize ALRIS capabilities
AGENCY :AZ State Lund Department
RESPONDENT : Paul A. Tessar, Director
Computer Resources Division
AZ State Land Department
1624 W. Adams St.
Phoenix, AZ	 85007
Telephone:	 602-255-4061
OTHER COIITACTS :Steve Miller, Applications Specialist
:Clem Ilenrikson, CIS Programmer
Bob Miner, Systems Manager
CO11PU'1'ER FACILITIES
COMI'U'I'LRIS) :PRIME 550
RESIDENCE :In-house
OPERATION : Uatch and iateractive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-IIUUSB FACILITIES
UPERATING SYSTEM :PRIMOS, Rev,	 18.3
SYSTEM CAPACITY :Hain memory: ]MB
Disc storage: 300IB
Simultaneous users supported: 32
LANGUAGES) :FORTRAN
CPL
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :ESRI/GIS
Tektronix IGL
CCSI-Plat
DTAP
ELAS
LIMAP
INFO
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :4 monochrome graphics CRTs, color image display,
tal4et-free cursor digitizer,
	 line printer, dot
and color dot matrix printers with graphics, drum
pen platter.	 I hard copy terminal, 25 aild:anumoric
CRTs
DESCRIIIHON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Boundaries -
state, counties, census tract, enumerating districtb
GEOGRAPHIC LYIVERACE.	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MIHINUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT 11RODUCIS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
:Universal Transverse Mercator
:Points, lines, arcs, pulygons, etc., in meters
:Polygon, ore/node, coordinate paint
:Maps (variable scale), computer tope, mudulling capa-
bility, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
interactive video display capability
:Secondary
:High
:As aceded
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USVR FEES POLICY	 :Supplies, materials in kind
DATE OF INFORMATION :6/6/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :A21
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CODE :AZO02-01
STATE:AZ
DATA BASE NAME	 Mandsat Crop Inventory
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Agriculture
GEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :South central Arixaaa
AGENCY	 :AZ Department of Water Resources
RESPONDENT
	
:Robert Kelly, Remote Seasing Scientist
AZ Department of Waler Resources
99 East Virginia Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85004
Telephone: 602-255-1566
(TIER CONTACTS	 :Frank Secundo, Data Processing Manager
Telephone: 602-255-1550
:Wes Stiener, Director
Telephone: 602-255-1540
COMPLPTER FACILITIES
Comm rrF.k(S)
	
:MAGNUSUN
11151DENCC	 : In-house
OPERATION
	
: !Batch
CIS CAPABILITY
	
:Partial
IN-IIOIISE FACILITIES
(1PERA'T'ING SYSTa1	 :MVS
SYSTPP1 CAPACITY	 ; Plain merary: BOLDIR
IJISL Starugc; 12,00MB
LANG 11AUNKS)	 :FORTRAN 1V
fx1DOL
SPECIALIZED SOFMARL•'	 :VICAR/IBIS
S1'SS
PEI:11'UERAL MIMES	 :black and white CRT, mechanical digitizur, line
printer, drum pen plu tt er, 3 hard copy terminals,
15 alphunumurtc CRT's
DESCRIMON OF DATA CKMOURIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Agriculture -
(Into of crop activities, owner, water rights, crop
type,well/crater source
GIMURAPNIC COVERAGE :South central Arizona (Final and Santa Crux counties,
major portions of Gila, Plaricopa, and Pima counties,
and the western edges of Cuchise and Graham counties)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public land Survey, converted into grid cells
Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
MINIPIUM RESOLUTION
	 ;Pixel 0.1 acre)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Maps (variable SCale), tables, computer tape, Com-
posite mapping
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :lligh
UPDATE FREQUEIICY
	
:Annually
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Data access subject to owner appeals in administruttve
hearings or district Court
CLASSIFICATION :highly vegetated (i.e. crops); muderalely vegetated
(i.e. needs or naturnl vegetation); sparsely vagu-
toted (i.e. native desert)
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/30/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :AZ5
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GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Let itude/laugitude }
Public Lund Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific; one square mile; by township; by
-county; by ownarship unit; by waLershed or river b:e,ilt
DATA STORACE FORMAT :Polygon; coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Computer tape
DATA SOU14CI• S :Primary and secondary
LEVEE. OF RELIABILITY :Illgh
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Continuously }
CONPIDEIITIALITY :Data ail certain threatened/endangered species arc
u^abjuct to restricted access -
F
r
USER FEES POLICY	 :Ilo policy established :*
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/1/83 .}
PAPER PILE NUNBER
	
:AZ6 t
PTJ
[r
CODE :AZO03-01
STATE	 :AZ
DATA BASE NAME	 :AZ Natural Eleritago Program
SUIIJECT COVERAGE	 :Natural diversity eleounts, wildlife
CtOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide and borderlands
AGENCY	 :AZ Rome and Fish Department
RESPONDINT	 :Terry B. JOItnSan, Nongame Branch Supervisor
AZ Game and Fish Department
2222 west Greenway Road
Phoenix, AZ 85023
Telephona: 602-942-3000
ampuTER FACILITIES
COHPUTER(S)	 :1111 3000
RESIDENCE
	
:Arizona Industrial Management Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 27822
Tempe, AZ 85282
OPERATION
	
:Interactive
G1S CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :Monocltrame grrphics CRT, color ink-fat
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural diversity elements -
special animals, special plants, unique geologic
features, aquatic types
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide and borderlands
GF.WHAPHIC REFERENCE 	 :I.aLltude/longituda
Public Land Survey
H1NNNIUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific; uric square mile; by township; by
county; by ownersh
-Lp unit; by waLershad or river basin
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Polygon; coardinaLu puint
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :Iligh
UPDATE FRNUENCY	 :Continuously
CONFIDENTIALITY
	 :Data on certain threatenedlendanbered species are
suhfeet Lo restricted access
CLASSIFICATION	 :In-house plant community clossificaLiou is an adaptn-
tiun of Brown-Lowe-11ase system
DATA CATEGORY NAME 	 :Uildlife -
non-game mammals, non-game birds, non-game fish,
non-game reptiles/amp6iblans, ElnbiLat, thicatenvd
species, endangered species
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewida and borderlands
N
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CODE	 :CA001-OL U1,I)ATE FRLY}UENCY
	 ;Evury seven years, dLpeuding an thu area (appruxfeate- #	 ''
!y 1/7 of the slate covered each ye,ir) }}
CLASSIFICATION
	 :"Standard Land Use Legend" devoioped by the CA Dopart- i
4'I',TI'E :CA Mont of Water Resources i
11AIA BASE NAME :Land use
:;1)RR;CT COVERAGE : Land use and boundaries --- -------_--
GI-14 RAPIEIC COVERAGE :Statewide ;,#
AGENCY :CA Department of Water Resources DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Boundaries -
RESPONDENT :Glenn 8. Sawyer, Chfof State, couaties, river basins
Water Coaservatien and Use Section GEOCHAPIiIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
CA Department of Water Resources GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 :County
Resources Building MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 ;By river basin, by county, 2-5 acres, or site specific
1416 9th Street DATA S'T'ORAGE FOMMAT	 :Polygon, coordinute point
P.O. Sox 386 OUTI'IIT PRODUMS	 ; rips (variable scale), tables, cemputt 'r rtpc, Stdtis-
Sacramento. CA	 45802 ticai summaries (acreage). composite nuilping, inter-
Telephone:	 416-445-6746 active vidoa display capability
011IER CONTACTS :William N. Frye., Chief DATA SOURCES	 :Ptimnry
Computer Services Division LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 ONgh
Telephone:
	
916-445-2246 ^G`__=^__ano=,„AagY
t'1))1 11TITU FACILITIES
CUMPIi -I'E. R(S) :DEC PAP 11/70
MC 68000 on MIDAS system
CDC CYBER 72o DOCIIMI:NTATION	 : ElalleLin No. 176, "Land Use in California: An Index to
RISIMUCE :In-house Sarveys Cmtductcd by thu Califurnia Department of Mater
OPERATION :Interactive Resources, 1950-1470”
(.IS CAPABILITY :Yes USER i'L S POLICY	 :Fees charged an it cost recovery basis
DATE (1F INFORMATION :5/27/83 E
1.1-E1011SE FACILITIES PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :CA2
LANGUAGE(S) -BASIC
COBOL
SPECIALM'D SOFLWARE	 .Miaar package
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :111EDAS Processor for LondsaL data, color image dis-
play, 4 Intergraph digitisers,	 lino printer, dot
and color dot matrix printers with sruphirs, color
Ink-jet,	 olrrtrostatic plotter, drum pull plotter,
10 hard copy terminals, 30 alphanumLric CRTs
DE:SCRIM IUN OF DATA CATEGORIES 	 0 0
.^,
DATA CATEGORY NAM'	 :Land use -•	 17)
cropland, urban/ btrilL-up, recreation, cultural areas
(historical)	 0
OEOCRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide	 X Y,
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :By river basin, by county, 2-5 arras, or site slrnciffe	 io
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Polygon, coordinate point	 C :-.3
OUTPUT PRODUCT'S	 :Maps (variable scale), Lal]lOS, computer tape, stalls-
tical summaries (ncreagc).. composite mapping, inter-
active viduo display capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary	 ('
[,LVIil. OF RELIABILITY	 :Iligh
n
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CODE :CnOUI-02
Department of Water Resources
9TA'rF.	 :CA
DATA 11ASB NAME	 : band Classification
SUIIJi'M' COVERAGB	 :Suitability for irrigated agriculture
CLOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE : Northern and Central California
AOENCY
	
:CA Department of Water Resources
RESPONDENT	 :Glenn B. Sawyer, Chief
Water Conservation and Use Suction
CA Department of Water Resource3
Resources Building
1416 9tl] Street
P.O. Box 388
Sacramento, CA 95802
Telephone: 916-445-6746
OTIIER c11VTACrS	 :William 11. Frye, Chief
Computer Services Division
Telephone: 916-445«2296
W
	 COMPUTER FACILITIES
C(hkwan-111(S)	 :DEC PDP 11/70
MC 68000 an MIDAS system
CDC CYBER 720
RESIDENCE	 :Ia-housey.	
OPERATION	 :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-11011SE FACILITIES
LANGUACE(S)	 :BASIC
COBOL
4	 SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :fliear package
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :1•I1DAS processor for Landsat data, color image
display, 4 Intergraph digitizers, line printer,
dot and color dot matrix printers with graphics,
color ink-,jet, electrostatic plotter, drum pan
platter, flatbed pen plotter, 10 hard ropy ter-
',`' 	 minals, 30 alphanumeric CRTs
DESCRIITION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATMORY NAM	 :Agriculture -
suitability for irrigatian, slope, soil depth,
texture, salinity, microralief
i	 :E{]CRAPJIIC COVERAGE	 atorthcrn and Central California
GEiIJGRAPIIIC REVERENCE 	 : USGS 1;24,000 quads
MI MUM RESOIJITION
	
:Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Grid, USGS quads
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
;Maps ( 1:24,000), computer tape, computer printouts
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
LEVEL OF REI . IAIIILITY	 :11igh
UPDATE FRlsQl1EUCY
	 :One time only
CLASSIFICATION	 : "Stoadard Land Use Legend" developed by the California
DOCUMENTATION : Bulletin Ho. 176, "Land Use in Culiforalu: An Index
to Surveys Conducted by the California Department of
Water Resources, 1950-1970"
USER FLIES POLICY	 :Fees charged on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION :6/27/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :CA2
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Cana :CA001-03
STATE	 :CA
DATA BASE NAME	 :Vegetation Water Use Program
SUBJ=-' COVERAGE
	 :Estimates of crop growing season evapotranspiration,
evapotranspiration of applied water, and applied water
requirements for the principal irrigated crops grown
in nine zones in tiro state
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide, by evaporative demand zona (9 of 11 zonos)
ACFNCY	 :CA Department of Water Resources
^-	 RESPONDENT
	 :Glenn B. Sawyer, Chief
Water Conservation and Use Section
CA Department of Water Resources
Resources Building
1416 901 Street
P.O. Box 38B
Sacramento, CA 95802
Telephone: 916-445-6746
UrHER CO,YTAG"1'S	 :William 11, Frye, Chiur
Computer Services Division
Telephone: 916-445-2296
COMPMER'FACILITIES
C[h^1E'UTL'It{S)
	 :DEC PDP 11/70
Motorola 68000 on MIDAS system
CDC CYBER 720
RESIDENCE	 :In-house
OPERATION	 :Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIIS
LANGUAGE(S)	 :BASIC
COBOL
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 :Mizar package
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :NTOAS processor for Lundsut datu, color image
display, 4 Intergraph digitizers, line printer,
dot and color dot matrix printers with graphics,
color-ink Jet, electrostatic plotter, drum pun
plotter, flntbed pen plotter, 10 hard copy ter-
minals, 30 alphanumeric CRTs
DESCRIPi'i0N of pon CATEGoRIGS
DATA CATEGORY fMHB
	 :Vegetation water use -
Von evaporation, net atmometer evapurutlan, incoming
solar radiatiun, potential evapotranspiration
GEMORAP111C COMRAGE :Statewide (9 of 11 evaporative demand zones)
(M)CRAPHIC REFEENCE :Evaporative demand zone
HINI1RIM RISOIAM011
	 :Site specific (agraclimatic/solar radiation stations)
DATA STORAGE: FORMAT
	 :Tabular
OUTPIIr PR(1DULIN	 :7'3bles, summary statistics, madelling capability
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primar.y
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :One time only
CMIENTS	 :Study completed in 1974
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Bulletin No. 113-3, "Vegetative Water Use in California,
1974"
USER FEES POLICY	 :Fees churged on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION :6/27/83
PAPER PILE NUMBI.,R	 :CA2
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CODE :CA002-01
STATE :CA
U,ITA VASE NAIIE :CA Statewide Soils Information System
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Digitized soils maps
GFDGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Santa Crux County, Rocklin quad; statewide eventually
STATUS :Under development
AGENCY :CA Department of Conservation
RESPONDENT :Dorothy M. Korematsu, Craduate Research Assistant
CA Department of Conservation
717 K $tract, Suite 501
Sacramento, CA	 95814
Telephone:	 916-324-0865
0171FiR CONTACTS :Marty Nefferd, Acting Director
1320 Resources Building
1416 96 Street
Telephone:	 916-322-1080
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CObIPUTLR(S) :INTERGRAI'll
DEC PDP 11/70
IBl1 370/16B
RESIDENCE :Use central government computer center and CA
Department of tinter Resources' Intergraph
GIS CAPABILITY :Yes
M-110USE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
Assembler
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :3 monachrome graphics CRT's. I tablet-free cursor
digitizer, electrostatle plotter, drum pen plot-
tur,	 1 Lard copy terminal,
	 I alphanumeric CRT
DRSCRI T1ON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAM :Soils data
GFOGRAPNIC COVERAGE
	 :Santa Cruz County, Rocklin Quad
GEOGRAPHIC RRFEP,RNCE	 :State Plane Coordinates
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Sall unit at
	 I acre
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Polygon
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Mups (variable scale),
	 tables, graphics, computer
tape, statistical summaries, composite mapping, itit,er-
active video display capability
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVT.I. OF RELIABILITY
	 :Moderato
UPDATE FREQUEIICY :Every 5 years
0IICUMENTATION	 :General information available
USER FEES POLICY	 :No policy established
DATE OF INFORMA'T'ION :6/I5/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :CA4
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CODE :CA003-01
5' WE:CA
PHA DASD NAME	 :Farmland Mapping and Yonitoriug Program
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Agricultural land classification
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :36 counties (where modern soil surveys have been publisaud)
AGENCY	 :CA Department of Conservation
RESPONDENT	 : .Jeff Manner, Prograinmer/Analyst
CA Department of Conservation
1516 9th Street, 0400
Sacramento, CA 95814
Telephone: 916-324-0859
(WHER CONTACTS
	
:Natty Mefferd, Acting Director
1320 Resources Building
1416 9th Street
Telephone: 916-322-1080
cGNPUTER FACILITIES
CGYPOTL'R(S)	 :INMRGRAPfl
DEC PDP 11170
IBM 370/168
11FSIDIML	 :Use control government computer center and CA
Department of Slater Resources' Intergraph
G1S CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DL'VICES :Monochrome graphics CRTs (3), tablet-free cursor
d1gitizer, electrostatic plower, drum pan plot-
ter, hard copy torainal, alphanumeric CRT
U1 S(:RII'TION OF DATA CHEGORTRS
DATA CATEGORY NANE	 : Agriculture -
prime farmland, rangeland, unique farmland, sw wwidL
impartnnt farmland, urban areas, local important form-
land
GEOGRAPDIC COVERAGE.
	 : 38 counties
GEEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Trnusvrrse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 10 acres (approximately)
DATA sToRAGL FORi1AT
	 :Polygon
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Maps (variable scale; maps published at 1:100,000),
tables, graphics, computer tape, statistical sum-
maries, Composite mapping, interactive video display
Capability
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :11i8h
UI'DAT1: FREQ101CY	 :Annually
CLASSIFICATION : Prime and stotawide important farmlands defined by the
USDA Soil Conservation Service; local and unique furm-
1audS daflaod by county advinory groups for all major
agricultural laud uses
COMME1115	 :Cooperative effort betvaea the CA Association of Re-
source Conservation Districts (CAPCD), 1E511A Soil Con-
servation Service, anti CA Department of Conservation
(lead agency)
DUCUs'1ENTATiON
	 : brochure: "The Farmland Yapping and FIonituring Program"
USERFEES POLICY
	
:No policy established
DATE OF TNFORYATIGN : 5/31/83
PAPER FILE NUPIUF.R 	 :CA9
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CODE
	 :CAG04 -Ol tape. modelling capability, statistical sunnnaries,
composite mapping, interactive video display vipu-
biiicy 1
5'L'ATE	 :CA DATA SOURCES 0rimary and secondary l
DATA RASE NAME	 : Bay Area Spatial Information System LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Muderata
DATA BASE ACRONYM	 : BASIS UPDATE FREQUENCY :As neadad i
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Natural environment, political/adminIStrutivo units,
transportation, land use, and hazards --- ----------
CEUGRAPiIIC COVERAGE :San Francisco Bay Region ( nine counties)
STATUS	 :Goagroup maintains BASIS under contract to Clio Association DATA CATEGORY NAME : boundaries
of Bay Area Governments city SPlteres of influence ( LAFCO's), sewahL districts, {
AGENCY
	 :Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) solid waste collection areas, transportaLion xone5, }
RESPONDENT	 : Paul N. Wilson, President urban boundaries, water districts, ztp codes
Ceograup Corporation GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :San Francisco Day Region
2437 Durant Avenue GUIGRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Latitude/lungltude
Berkeley, CA	 94704 Universal Transverse Marcutor
Telephcme:	 415-B45-8044 State Plane Coordinates
OTHER CONTACTS
	 : Revan A. F. Tranter, Executive Director MINIMUM RESOLUTION Ilcctarc {
Association of Day Area Governments DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, arc/node
Telophooe:
	 415-841-9730
0 0 OUrPIlT PRi1DUcTS :Mnps ( variable scale), tables, g aphics, computertape, modelling capability, St cistical sumimtrics,
CO31IPUTER FACILITIES composite mapping, interactive viucu display capa-
bility
COMPMER ( S)	 :Convergent Technologies IRS 0 '° DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
RESIDENCE	 -Ccoaroup ' s computer facilities I.i.VEL OF RELIABILITY :Modurate
OPERATION : Interactive UPDATE EkEQDIJICY :As needed
CIS CAiAGiLITY	 :Yes
10 «^ ------------------iN-II[RISE FACILITIES C 9';p
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Transportation -
OPERATING SYSTIFI
	 X70S ;" bridges /overpasses, electric power	 liar.., gAS
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 256K
Disc storage: 2OM
pipelines, highways,	 petraleum piprltnt-i, Street
nulwork (DIME) files, venter aquedociN
]
Simultaneous users supported ,. 4 04)GRAPIIIC COVI :UAGE t%JR I'ranritiro May Region
LANGUAGli(S)	 :V(HaRAN Clif)CRAPHIC VELITHENCE teat atudelIungitudr
Assembler Universal Transverse Mercator
VERI ill IERAL DEVICES	 .2 monochrome graphics CRT's,
	 1 tablet-free cursor State Plane Coordinates
digitizer. dot and color dot matrix printers with MINIMUH RESOLUTION :Ilocture
graphics, electrastutic Platter DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, arc/nado
OUTPUT 1'RO pl1CrS :flaps (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer
D1'SC:RIPTION OF DATA CATI •:CORIES tape, modelling CApabillty, statistical	 summaries,
Cnepusite muPping,	 interactive vidi'n display rapa-
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural cavirarm::nt - bility
bay coastline, ocean coastline, bay wator depths, DA'M SOBMT-1; :Primary and secondary
luvation, geologic materials, hydrugral—y, minrsltes, LEVEL OF RMIAB1i.iTY :Moderate
precipitation, 510Pa, asPocL, Soil associations, wind Dl-DAT-E rREgIIF.NCY :As needed
speed
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 : San Francisco Bay Region ------------------
GFOGRAPIiIC REF11ENCE	 :Latitude/langitade
Universal Trunsverse Marcntor DATA CAT1•X:ORY NAME :I:,nd use -
State Plane CourdinateS .tirports, airpurt runways, i[.vatd„u., a-AL'	 utrti + k'
MINIMUM RESOLUTI ON	 :liectare industrial sites,
	 Iands.n	 r, nrour:.,	 i.,u.le.at	 land i
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:0rid. arc/node cover, Seaports, sewage 11'c01metl[
f1UiTUT PRODUCTS	 :Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer cl-MRAPIIIC COVI .-I p cr :Sea Francisco Bay Region
n
a0
0
t0
,tt[
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude CODE	 :CA005-U1
Universal Transverse MCYCatar
State Plane Coordinates
MLNIMUM RESOLUTION :fluctore STATE :CA
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, arc/node DATA BASE NAME :CA Natural Diversity Database
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), tattles, graphics, computer GEOGlJAPilIC COVERAGE :Statewide
tape, modelling Capability, statistical summaries, STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative eflort he-
composite mapping, interactive video display capa- tween the State of California and Tile Nature Conservancy,
bility a national nonprofit conservation arganizatlun.
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary AGEIICY :CA Natural Diversity Database
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate RESPOND IT :Korean Drown, Coordinator
UPDATC F11L•'QU£i1CY :As needed CA Nuturul Diversity Database
c/o CA Department of Fish and Game
1416 90 Street
95814
DATA CATEGORY NAME :liazards - Telephone:
	
9I6-322-2497
Telephone:	 91
air pollutants, airport noise zones, dam failure OTHER CONTACTS :Audrey Borden, Data Handler © a
's inundation areas, earthquake intensity (maximum), :lllair (suti, Zooinglst 'tI
earthquake risk(concrete and steel buildings), :Susan Cuthrone, Botanist
earthquake risk (tilt-up buildings), earthquake risk :Utb Jensen., Plant Ecologist ^
.,; (wood buildings), fault study zones, fault traces, :Suzannu Vall, Data Handler
i flood plains (MA-11FIP), flood plains (USCS). :John Ellison, Aquatic Ecologist 0
E landslide susceptibility (earthquake-induced), :Shellac	 Sperialiyt
landslide susceptibility	 lnfuil-induced'),	 land-F	 Y t
re Con , rvancdures
Tile Nature Conservancy
slides, liquefaction potential,	 liquefaction sus- I800 North Kent Street
'
copLibllity, slope stability, tsunami inundution areas Arlington, VA	 Td'LINJ
GIMMAPHIC COVERAGE :San Francisco Day RL-Bion Telephone:
	
703-841-5300 ti
rEMRA[I1TC REFERENCE :Latitude/lonGILUde Bob_C
Universal Transverse Mercator WMP1TTER FACILITIES
p'. State Plane Coordinates
—
MINIFILM RESOLUTION : 11ectnre (:(1MPUTER (S) :INTURGRAP11
DATA STORAGE FOMAT :Grid, arc/node
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer DISCRIPI1011 OF DATA CATEGORII`S
tape, modelling capability, stoListical summaries,
composite mapping, interactive video display capa- DATA CATEGORY NANE	 :Natural diversity elements -
bility ecological values (plont and animal species, Platt
x DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary communities, aquatic systems, critical hubitats and
LEVEE. OF RELIABILITY :Moderate other natural features) of particular interest because
UPDATE FREQUENCY :As needed they are exemplary, rare, or cudmigercd at Gt" stare
i
or national	 love] 
^ aaa.a=.»r__a_^_a^R GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide.
t.
t DOCUMENTATION	 :General and data type information-available
•
USER FKrS POLICY
	 :Fees charged for all products and services according to
a fee schedule DOCUMENTATION 011ie Nature Conservancy News" (hintonthly now.,letter avall-
ii DATE OF INFORMATION :5/31/83 able through Tile Nature Conservancy, ,^Arliuglun,	 VA)
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :C47 DATE OF INFORIEATTON :1/21l83
PAPEIt riL1i NNNBEII :099
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FCOBS	 :CGOUI-al line printer, small flatbed pen platter (Gran!
Junction office), 6 hard copy terminals (2 in
Duaver, 4 in regional offices), 1 alphanumeric Clrl
STATE :c
DATA BASE NAME :Wildlife Resource Information System DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA BASE ACRONYM :WRIS
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Critical habitats, biological features, endangered fish, DATA CATEGORY HARE :Wildlife -
streams and lakes in Colorado mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, vmphlblans, popula-
GEOGRAPi[IC ^OVERAGE -Statewide tions, critical habitat, thraatenLd, endangered,
STATUS :This iaforriaLion system contains several textual data buses biological features
with geographical components: GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide eventually; approximately toe-thirds of the
(1) Scientific Collection Permit Database (SCICOLL) state complete to date
(2) Colorado Wildlife Species Database (PWDIIASF.) GEOGRAPHIC x3EFERI:IICE :IZEiLade/longitude
(3) Latilong Database (WILDATA) State Plane Coordinates
(4) Endan— ed Fish Date (D1014131-7) Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
(5) Stream. Jatabase (STRB4119) 13y Game Management Unit
(6) Lake Database (LAKES) MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific; I acre; 2-5 acres; 10 acres; 40 acnus;
AGENCY :CO Department of Natural Resources 160 acres; I square mile; by township; by county; by
RESPONDENT :Don Schrupp, Wildlife Inventory Coordinator game management unit; by watershed or river husin
Division of Wildlife, Ecological Services Section DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid,	 polygun, coordinate point, talud ar
CO DepartmenL of Natural Resources OUTPUT PlapliCT5 :Ilups (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer
606D N. Broadway tape, modelling capability, statistical suinnories,
Denver, CO	 80216 composite mapping, interactive video display capa-
Telephunc.	 303-297-1192, Ext. 275 hility
DATA SOURCi•S :Primary and secondary
COMPUTER FACILITIES UPDATE FREfplacY :Varies
CONFIDENTIALITY :Restricted access to threutenod and endangered specleN
COMPUTERS) :CDC CYBER 170-720 information; peregrine oast information restricted
CDC CYBER 64DO C[)I•IML'NTS :Cooperative project with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sur-
RESIDENCE :Colorado State University and University of Colorado ® 0 vice
OPERATION :Dutch and interactive r^
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
°L7
----------------
0
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES DATA CATL•'GORY N4Nz' :Surface water hydrology -
tM
streams, Inkes
OPERATING SYSTLN
	
:CDC NOS (Network tgmrating System)
 L'IMRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
LAHGUACL'(S) :FORTRAN GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE as t-itude/longitude
Asecinblor ^ ^ Public Land Survey
BASIC n M1NImum RiiSOLU'ri0N :Site specific; by township; by county; by game mauugaa-
PASCAL 1-- men- unit; by watershed or river basin
COBOL DATA STORACL•' FORMAT :Tabular
SNOBOL OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tablus, graphics, statistical suiiawn ieti,	 interartive
LISP video display
COMPASS DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
Atli. 11PI)A'IE I'RGt1111iN4Y :Varies (wrekly,	 monthly,	 :ainually,	 t •r,•ry ; yu:,r::)
SPLCIALI'l.ED SOFTWARE	 :GALCOM11 Routines
SAGES S(1fLwnCe (CiS)
FWS/MANAGE
IMS1.
SPSS
NINITAB
11RREPULRAI. DEVICE'S
	 .6 Tektronix 44110s and 4012s ( 2 to Deaver, 4 in DfH31IIENTX1'ION	 :"Evola : ion of	 the Colorado	 1liviaiau	 .d	 Jilldliit•' r,	 luv,•nacu)
regional offices), 5 Tektronix 4954 digitizers System"
(2 in Denver,	 3 in regional offices), Dcrwriter It USER I"EI•:S 1'0[X : Y	 :Feu: = churgvd	 for all	 produra:; : tillf srrvi, . •:, an a eu:d	 „• "r
NATL•' 01' INFNIa'Lt'I'iuN	 :6/24 /fla
PAI'Elt	 111.E	 tiUMISVIt	 :Call
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CODE :GODO3-01
STATE :CO
DATA BASE NAME :CO Resource Information System
DATA BASB ACRONYI'l :CRIS
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Energy resources, geology, surface water hydrology, land
use/land cover, soils data, archaeological sites, wildlife
GEUGRAPIIIC COVERAGES
 :Twelve counties in northwest Colorado
STATUS :Status unknown
AGLNCY :CO Department of Natural Resources
RESPONDENT :Kim Roulet, Program Manager
CO Department of Natural Roso,wces
718 State Centennial Building
I313 Sharman Street
Denver, CO	 80203
Telephone:
	
303-866-3337
OTHER CONTACTS :Steve llorris
:Ron Crttany, Assistant Director
307-866-3311
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPO'i'i:R(S)
	 :CDC CYDER 170
RISIDENCE	 :Colorado State University
OPERATION
	 :Uatch
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes
IN-11011SK FACILITIES
PETWHERAI. DEVICES
	
:1 manoehroma graphics CRT, I alphanumeric CRT
DF..SCRIPTIM; OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'1'IYl[1RY NAME	 :Enorgy resources -
petroleum, natural gas, oil shale, urunivm, coal, coal
mines, tract ownership (coal), tract ownership
(shnle), uranium minus, production forecasts, active
oil R gas fields, proposed lease sites
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Twelve counties of northwast Colorado (Delta, Eagle,
Garfield, Grand, Gunnison, Jackson, Mesa, Moffat,
Pitkkin, Rio Blanco, Routt, Summit)
CrOGRAPHIC REMENCE -.Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :500-meter cell; by county; by ownership unit
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Grid, polygon, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer
tape, modelling capability, statistical summaries,
composite mapping, interactive video display capa-
bility
DATA S01lICES	 :Secondary
LEVE L. OF RELIABILITY
	
:Moderate
t:.._;.
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Geology
GEMAPIIIC COVERAGE :Ten counties in northwast Colorado (Eagle, CarfleId,
Grand, Jackson, Mesa, Moffat, Pitkin, Rio Blanco,
Routt, Summit)
GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Public Lond'Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION) :By management unit; by county
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, polygon, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), graphics, computer take, modal-
ling capability, statistical sumnaUries, composite map-
ping
DATA SOURCES :Secondury
DATA CATEWRY NAFIB :Surface water hydrology -
strcams, lakes, fish, 'threatened species, endangered
0 C) species, habitat, reservoirs, rivers
'T9 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Ten counties in northwast Colorado (Eagle, Garfield,Grand, Jackson, Masa, Moffat, Pitkin, Rio Blanco.
M Ruutt, Summit)
0 GEUGRAPNIC REFLeNCE :latitude/Iongitude
0 Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTIO 1 1 :By county; by management unit; by watershed or river
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
basin
:Grid, polygon
OUTPUT PRODUCTS -.)laps (vurtabin scale), tables, graphics, modelling
capability, composite mapping
05 DATA SOURCES :Secondnry
---- - ----- -- -----
11A'1'A CATMORY NAME :Land use/land cover -
roads, aildorness, cities, agriCUILure, rungeland,
ownership, urban dcvelopmaut., archaoolol;iLill	 Sitcs
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE :Ten counties in Uorthwost Culorado (Eagle. (sarfield,
Grand, .Jackson, Mosa, Muffat, Pitkin, Rio Blanco,
I(outt, Summit)
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Soils data
CCOGR411111IC COVERAGE :Tan counties in northwest Colorado (IkLgle, Garfield,
Grand, Jackson, Mesa, Moffat, Pitkin, Rio Blanco,
Routt, Summit]
!'ATA CATEGORY NAME :Archaeological sites
CFMRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Three counties in northwesL Colorado (Muffat, Rlo
Blanco and Routt)
M111111UM RESOLUTION :Site specific
DATA STURAGI; FORMAT :Coordinate point,
DATA SOURCES :S.:candnry
n
O
0
0
0
rLEVE1. OF RELIAOILITf :Moderate
CONFIDENTIALITY :Site specific locutions for sites on federal land are
protected by the Archaeological Resources and Protec-
tion Act of 1979
COMHENTS	 :Refer to CO Inventory of Curtursl Resources (Code:
C0003-01) for details
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 Wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Twelve counties in northwest Colorado ( Delta, Eagle,
Garfield, Grand, Gunnison, Jackson, Mesa, Hoffat,
Pitkin, Rio Blanco, Routt, Summit)
DATA SOURCES
	 :Secondary
CONFIDFNTIALITY
	
:Restricted access to threatened and endangered species
information
C0?IHENTS	 :Refer to Midlife Resources Information System (Cade:
C000I -01) Nor details
DOCIIHENTATION	 :Genarol information available; CORSTAT rile printout;
documentation on software and data assessment procedures
is being developed
USER FEES POLICY	 :Fees charged on a cost recovery basis
DATF. OF INFORMATION ; 616/03
PAPER FILE NUMBER :CO2
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CODE :00003-01
	 CODE :COU04-01
5VATE CO:
DATA BASE NAME :CO Inventory of Cultural Resources
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Archuoalogicai and historic site data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :CO Historical Society
RESPONDENT :Nancy Gauss, Chief
Information Management
CO Preservation Office
CO lifatorical Society
1300 Broadway
Denver, CO	 80203
Telephone:
	
303-B6b-3394
OTHER CONTACTS :Barbara Sudler
,Acting State Historic Preservation Officer
Telephone:	 303-866-3392
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CONPUTER(S)	 :CDC CYBER 720
RESIDENCE	 :Colorado State University Computer Center
011 1:IIATION
	
:Batch
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :One Texas Instruments 700 hard copy terminal
DISCRIP ION OF DATA CATECORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 .Cultural areas -
archaeological sites, historic sites, locatiott,
description, national molster status
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statowide
GEIRMAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
Public Land Survey
By teunty
MINIMUM RESOLLITION	 :Site specific
DATA STORAGE F'ORMA'T	 :Tabolar
OIM IUT PRODUCTS
	 :Statistics, reports. (retrieve by any variublu)
BATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY
	 :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuously
CONFIDENTIALITY
	 :All data subject to restricted access
WIME.NTS	 :The system will be upgraded during the nex: year to tn-
cludu additional data types; data routinely %upplied
to the Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Purest Service
USER Fl.1's POLICY
	 :Peas charged for all products and services a,turding i.j
a fee schedule (e.g. $6.50 per township)
DATEOF INHi[ItIATEON :8/4183
PAPER F1l.E. NUMBER
	 :007
STATE :CO
DATA BASE NAME :CO Natural Heritage Inventory
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of Arkansas and The Nature Gmservancy,
a national nonprofit conservation organizutiay.
AGENCY :CO Natural Heritage Inveatrtry
RESPONDENT :Scott Peterson, Courdinator/Butunist 0 0
CO Natural Heritage Inventory
1550 Lincoln @110
Denver, CO	 80203
Telephone:	 3D3-866-5887 O'
OTHER CONTALTS :Beth Lapin, Data ManagerlZoologist 0
:Bill Baker, Plant lrcologist
:Julie Archer, i'lappor/Data Handler
:Sliellfe Gnreau. Procedures Specialtst to
The Nature Conservancy C
11100 North Heat Struet
Arlington, VA	 22209 I"
Telephone:	 703-841 -5300
w:uKIT1:IE r•ACll.1TI2s
WNPUTER(S)	 :IBM
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATUG01M.'s
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural diversity elements -
ecologieal values (pinril and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest barause
they are exemplory, rare, or andungercd tit the state
or national level
GWMAPHIC COVFIEAGE	 :Statewlde
DOCIRIEN'1'ATION
	
:"The Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly tlew:.IL'tLVE avail -
able through The haturre Cansetvanty, Arltu}ltou, VA)
16M' OF INIY MATION :1/1/83
PAPER FILE NUNHIiR	 :Coll
Cl) n000o00
.r<• wr	 r
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CODE :(74102-01
STATE	 :CT
DATA DASS NAHE	 :Air Quality Data Handling System
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Air gpality and climatological data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : Statewide
STKMS
	 :Data base initiated- in 1976
AGENCY	 :CT Department of Environmental ProtucLiun
RESPONDENT	 : Victor W. Yanosy, Senior Air Pollution ConLrol Iangineor
CT Department of Environmental I'ratCrtlall
Air Compliance
State ilfEice Building, Raon 150
165 CapiLol Avenue
lartford, LT 06106
Telephone. 203-566-3310
C(>t1PUTP.R FACILITIES
COMPIMR (S)	 :iDH 3701I68
RI •:SIDENCE	 :D.A.S., 340 Brand Street, Hartford, Cr 06106
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATP,GORIES
DATA CATWORY NAK
	
:l''nvirotmontal quality -
ulr pollution, total SuSpended pnI'LirulaleS. Sntfur
dioxide, nzane, nitrogen dioxide, curbon dioxide. 1.-,d
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
FIININUH R1;SOLHTION	 : air .monitoring network Slte::
QUim , P1i011UCTS	 :'fables, summary Statistics, reports
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
CLASSIFICATION	 :National Ambient A11- quality Standal'd.
DATA CATEGORY NIM	 :(;!]male/weather -
temperature, precipitation, wind simed, rte.
FIINIFIUH RESOLUTION 	 '.By Weather Service station
OUTPUT 1 1140011°f5
	 :Tables, summary sLatiinics, report,
0
	'^ ^ 	 ran_,==^====^oa^w=o=
	
16	 DOCUFIEFITATION	 :"CunncCLiCUL Air quality Summary: 1980"
WIT OF MFORNA' ON :7110/63
PAPlill FILE NUMBER	 .MO
f ° "Ar
CODE :CTOOI-01
tVNITE	 :LT
DATA Mr. NAME	 :CT Census Data Canter
SUBJWr COVERAGE
	 W.S. census data
GEOCBAPIIIC COVERAGE : Primarily data for Lhe State of Connecticut
SMATUS	 :Data base initiated in 1930
AGENCY	 : CT Office of Policy 8 Flanogement
RESPONNENT
	 :Theron A. Schnure, Assistant Director
Comprehensive Planning Division
CT Office of Policy 8 Management.
80 UaShington Street
Hartford, Cr 06106-4459
Telephone: 203-566-39U5
O'rmll CONTACTS	 : Ilorace 11. Drown, Acting Under Secretary
CWH IUM FACILITIES
C'LUIPUTEE (S)	 :IDFI 3032
RESIDENCE	 :State of Connecticut computer installation facility
DISCRIMON OF DATA CA 'MIRICS
DA'rl CATEGORY NAME	 :SOCio-ecoaomiC data -
U.S. census data
(11MPAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide, at all geographic levels
0A'1',l SOURCES
	 :Socundary
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Ongoing
DIICUFIENTA7'ION
	 :CT Census Date Center News (oewslutter)
DATE OF iNFORFIAI'ION :6/6/83
I IAMIR FILE NUMBER :L75
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CODE ;CT003-01
z^
II
STATE :CT
DATA BASE NAME :GT Natural Resources Center
d,1'1'A D41SE ACRONYM :CIRC
SND.IECT COVERAGE :Natural resources information
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Stotewlda
STATUS :The National Resources Center has an ongoing program of
gatbering, interpreting, and disseminating data on the
State's natural resources.
	 The Center has compiled a
directory of various natural resources data existing for
the State of Connecticut, including informaLiaa on Innd
surface, earth materials, mater resources, coastal re-
sources, and natural history information;
	
and listings
of regional agencies that can be of service to indivi-
duals needing additional data for n particular town or
area.
The Center maintains automated data Lases on only some data
files.
AGENCY :CT Department of HnvironmenLal Protection
RISPOM)ENT :Carolyn Hughes, Environmental Analyst
Natural Resources Center
Or DepartmenL of Environmental ProLULLlan
State Office Building, Room 553
]Hartford, CE
	
06106
Taluphone:	 203-56b-3540
CO.+IPUTM FACILITIES
COMPOTER(S) :HONEYWELL Level 6 MIni
:BURROUCIIS 13-20
1 10 370
RESIDENCE :IIONI:YWBLL Level 6 Mini - all uniLS of the CT NepurL-
ment of Environmental Protection
BURROUCIIS U-20 Cluster - Nnturul Resource CcnLer
IBN 370 - State DaLu Center (Center for Applied
Technology 8 Research - CATER)
Also use computer at the Universlty of Connectit Ut
IN-IMUSF. FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
COBOL
mscHINfIf1N OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Water use
(0)ORAPBIC COVERAGE :Statewide
COMMENTS :The Center is in the process of developing a ::hared
data base (among state agencies) for water use data
DOCUMENTATION	 :"Natural Resources InformaLion Directury 8 I.ist of E'kihil=
cations, 1983"; "Long lsland SUUnd: A DirOkLary of
Natural Resource Information Sources" (prepared by klw
FIarine Progran of the Natural Rtisourco-% Center)
DATE OF INFfilllilATiON :6/23/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :C1715
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wetland biomass
DOCUMENTATION	 :General information available
DATE OF INFOIIMATION :7126/83
PAPER FILE. HUNDER :DRS
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CODE :DE001-01
S 1 "Mi :DE	 '
DATA OASE NAME :Land Use Change
SUDJUX7 COVERAGE :Land use
GEOIIRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
ST,1'fIIS :In Progress; joint study with Delaware state agencies
AGENCY :Center for Remote Sensing
RESPONDENT :Dr. Vytautos KIenas, Director
Canter for Remote Sensing
Collage of Marine Studies
University of Dalauare
Newark, DE	 19711
Telephone:	 302-738-2336
COMPUTER I'ACILITILS
CO'IPIETLR (S) :CROHDIC0 Z2 ( ERDAS 400)
:DEC PDP 111711
:DEC 10
BURROUGHS 13-7700
RESIDENCE :In-Louse (CRMIGICO 22) and at the University of
Delaware Computer Center
OPERATION :patch and interactive
CIS CAP.IDILITY :Yes
IN-IRIUSE FACILITIES
unRATING SYSTEM :CDOS
SYSTEM CAPACITY ::•lain memory: 64K
Disc storage: 2.5M
Simultaneous users supported: 1
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
Asaemblor
SCI_t;IALIZED SOFTWARE	 :FRDAS software
PEiR H IRERAL DEVICES
	 :Color image display, line printer, dot matrix
printer with graphics, 2 Lard copy terminals,	 1
alphanumeric CRT
OF-SCRIPTIUN OF DATA CATEGORIES
D,1TA CATEGORY NAME -laud use -
agricultural land, change
I)A'l'A CATEGORY NAME
	 :Land cover -
forest land, wetland acreage, agricultural land,
change
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Vegetation -
I
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CODE :DE002-01
STATE :DE
DATA BASE NAME :BE Water Use Data System
SUILECT COVERAGE :Groundwater and surface water hydrology
GFI)CRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Stntowide
AGENCY :DE Department of Natural Resources
and Ialvironmenta l Control
IiFSP(INDFNT :IE. X. Apgar, Gcohydrologist
Water Resources Section
Division of Covironmental Control
DE Department of Nbtnral Resources
and Environmental Control
Edward Tatnall Building
William Penn and Legislative Avenues
P.O. Box 1401
Dover, DE	 1990E
Telephone:	 302-736-5743
CUN1 1 11TER FACILITIES
COMPE(TER(S) :BURROUGHS 6900
RESIDENCE :Private sector computer
OPERATION :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY tPartial; geographic retrieval by latitude/longitude
and by modified grid
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIIt5
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface water hydrology -
water body type, water rights
UMPAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Stutevido
GEOCRAPEIIC REFT-HENCE
	 :i.atltude/longitude
Aquifer
Modified Grid Coordinates (road boundaries)
MINIMIIN RLSOLUTION :By watershed or river basin; by ownership unlit by
county
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :Mudvratu
UPDATE FIIEQIIELICY :Continuously, annually
CONFIDE•IITIALITY :Data must be accessed through the BE Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Control
e
County
DATA SOURCES	 .Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Modorate
UPDATE FMOUENCY	 :Continuously; annually
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Data must be aCCe9sed through the Bl: Ut•partment of
Natural Resources and Environmental Control
DOCUMFUTATION	 :Usor Manual (instructions, data availability, access)
USER FF3S POLICY	 :$5/hour connect time plo y $12/four progralwuer lime
DATE OF INFORMATION :6/11133
PAPER FILK NUMBER :DE6
't7 ^
o^
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DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Groundwater hydrology -
quaiity, discharge/pumpagn, well locat_on, water
rights, levels, drillers' logs
OEOGRAPEEIC COVERAGE	 :Stutewhlt'
GFOGRAPOIC RIiFERMCE
	 :l..:ti'tudellongitude
Aquifer
lfodifled Grid Coordinates (road boundaries)
MINIMUM REiSOM ION
	 :by watershed or river basin, by ownership unit, by
OQNiO^
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CODE
	 :PLOOI-01 M r-
---^—^ C:STATE :FL
DATA BASE NAME :Marine Resources Geobased Information System DATA CATEGORY NAME :Marina resources - lam.
DATA BASE ACRONYM :MRGIS coastal fishery landing statistics
SUBJL• r COVERAGE :Marine resources, coastal land cover G@MAP111C COVERAGE' :Statewide 5°•3.
GMIRAPHIC COVERAGE :Coastal areas statewide GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE By county
ST,t'1'US :Under davelopment MINIMUM RESOLUTION :11y county
AGENCY :FL Department of Natural Resources DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
RiSPONDENT :Kenneth D. Haddad, Senior Biologist OU'T'PUT PRODUCTS :Tables
FL Department of Natural Resources DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
Marine Resources Laboratory LEVEL OF NELIABILITY :Low
I00 8th Avenue S.E. UPDATE FREQUENCY :Monthly
St. Petersburg, FL	 33701 COMMENTS :Data routinely supplied to NMFS data base
Telephone:	 B13-896-6626
COMPUTER FACILITIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Marine resources -
CO.%II'UTL•'R(S) :GOULD S.L.L. SYSTEMS 32/27 ocean surface analysis, temperature, turbidity,
RESIDENCE :In-house chlorophyll
OPERATION :Interactive GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GIS CAPABILITY :Yes GEOGRAPHIC REFERIJICE :Iatitudc/longitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :By ocean area
I0-11OUSF FACILITIES DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon, coordinate point
OUTPUT ITUDUI:r'S :Flaps (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer
OPERATING SYSTEM :NPX•-32 tape, modelling capability,. statistical summaries,
SYST101 CAPACITY irlain memory: 512KB interactive video display capability
Disc storage: 300M11 DATA SOURCES :Primary
Simultaneous users supported: 2 (currently) LEVEL 01' RELIABILITY :Moderate
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN UPDATL FREQUENCY :Sporadic, depending an needs
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE
	 :ELAS
PE111PHERAL DEVICES
	 :Color image display, I tablet-free cursor digl- ------ — -------- —
tizor, 2 alphanumeric CRTs, photographic hard-
copy output DATA CATEGORY NAME :Land cover -
barren land, forest land, rangeland, water, wetlands,
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES estuaries, cropland, pasture, urban/built-up, land
cover habitat
DATA CATEGORY NAME :r•Jarine resources - GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Estuarine systems in Charlotte liarbor-'Pampn Buy-Like
land use change (1950's), land One change (1980-1983),, Horth special project area initially; will Includa
Iandsat classification most of the State's coastal areas by November 1984
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Estuarine systems in Charlotte harbor-Tampa tiny-Lake GEOGRAPHIC REHMENG1i :Universal Transverse Mercatar
Worth special project area initially; will include DATA STORAGE PORMAT :Polygon
most of the State's coastal areas by November 1984 OU'rPIIT PROPUCPS :Maps (variable scale), computer tapu, statistical sum-
GISOGRAPJIIC REFERENCE 	 :Universal Transverse Mercator marins, composite mapping, interactive videu display
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :hy watershed or river basin; by estuary or marine capability
boundaries; 10,000 square meters (UTM cell) DATA SOURCES :Primary
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 ;Polygon LEVEE. OF 114LIABILITY .Noderate
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), graphics. computer tape. sta- UPDATI: FREQUENCY :Probably evury 5 years
tistical summaries, interactive video display capa- CLASSIFICATION :Florida Department of Tr-unsportation classification
bility scheme
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :high to moderate _______====ad====
CLASSIFICATION :Florida Department of Transportation Classifiratlou
acheml. USER FEES POLICY :Na policy established
PATE OF INFOILWITION :7/12187
PAPER FILL: NUMBER :F1•I
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CODE ;F1.002-01
STATE	 :FL
DATA RASE NAME	 :FL Subsurfaco Geological Data Base
SUBJ Cr COVERAGE	 :Subsurface geology
GEOCRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :F1. Bureau of Geology
RESPONDENT	 :T11Dmes M. Scott, Geologist III
FL Bureau of Geology
Division of Resource Management
Department of Nutural Resources
904 14. Tennessee Street
Tallahassee, FL 323U4
'telephone: 904-488-9380
{:I'l1ER CONTALTS 	 X. H. 1londry, Jr., Srnta Geologist
Telephone: 404-488-4191
COMPUTEfl FACILITIES
COMPUTERS)	 :CDC CYBER 760
RESIDENCE	 :Florida State University
OPERA'l'f01, 	 :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
1N-NOIISF FACILITIES
PERI11I1CRAL DEVICES
	
:1 monochrome graphics CRT
DESCRI1110N OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Subsurface geology -
depth, elevation, geophysical logs, formation, ruck
type, color, porosity, description of sand, descrip-
tion of limestone, description of dolnmiLa, Indur-
ALlon, cemenL type, sedimentary structures, accessury
minerals, general fossils, index fossils
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GLOCRAPBIC REFERENCE
	 :LatiLudo/long1Ludv
Public Land Survey
County
MINIMPH RESOLUTION
	 :Site specific; 40 acres (quarter-quarter Nectiun); and
by county
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
anru'r PRODUCTS
	 :Graphics
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF W-3JABILITY
	 : Dig[ to modarnte
111'D IT. FREXgURNCY
	 :Varies, depending an new datu acquisiLion
DOCUMENTATION	 :"A Computer Program For Storage and VuLrlev+,l of GLOILJgic
Semplo Wseriptians From Coded Input" (FDG111), revised 1478
USER FEES POLICY	 :110 policy established
DATE OF IUPORHATION :6/10/83
PAPER FILL NUMBER :F1.5
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CODE 01,603-01
STATE ;SL
DATA BASE MANE ;Division of Recreation & Parks Nanagement Information
System
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Land use, outdoor recreation
GROGRAP1111; COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :This data base has four subsystems: (a) outdoor Recreation
Planning subsystem (currently being incorporated Into the
Information System), (b) Recreation lands Development sub-
system, (c) Recreation Lands Administration subsystem, and
(d) Recreation Grants Management System
AGENCY :FL Department of )latural Resources
RESPONDENT :Albert G. Gregory, Recreation Planner Supervisor
FL Department of Natural Resources
Division of Recreation & Parks
Marjorie StonemanDouglas Building
390r3 Commonwealth Boulevard
Tallahassee, FL	 32303
Telephone:	 904-488-2200
OTHER CONTACTS :Bill Reidell, Computer Systems Analyst
Telephone:	 904-488-8179
:John Davis, Administrative Assistant
Telephone:
	 904-488-8179
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTERS) :IBM 4341
RESIDENCE :In-house; also use Natural Resources Management
Systems & Services Data Center
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM :DOS/VSE
SYSTAN CAPACITY ;Main memory; 8NU
Disc storage:	 171414B
LANGUAGE(S) :Assembler
COBOL.
MIS
RPG
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE :SAS
D,'IS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Color image display, 3278 terminal, line printer,
dot matrix printer with graphics. 4 hard copy ter-
minals
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
D,1TA CATEGORY NAME :Land use -
recreation, parks, unique areas, historical areas,
archaeological areas, outdoor recreation supply,
state park system units and sites
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
Specific location and address
Park District
State Planning Region
NINiNIM RESOLUTION :By ownership unit; by management unit; by county
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, statistical summaries, interactive video dis-
play, standardized reports including )nvuniorles.
attendance-revenue summaries, construction project
status, recreation demand/nood, aLC.
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
UPDATE FRRQUEUCY :Varies with the dnta type
CihKATS :These data are contained Within the OuLdaor Recreation
Planning subsystem, Recreation Lands Development mubsys-
tem, and the Recreation Lands Administration subsystem
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Descriptions of software and data strnctur y hnve been pre-
pored,, Let are not available for public 4115tributiau ut
this time.
USER PELS POLICY	 00 policy established
DATE OF INFORMATION :6116/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER -014
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CODE :11004-01
ST,YPE :FL
Mm BASLE
 NAME :FL Natural Areas Inventory Data Dose
SllilfEC1'COVERAGE :Natural diversity elements, non-sonic wildlife, vegetation,
surface water hydrology and parka
GEI(:RAI'IIIC COVERA G E :Statewide ( including neurshore)
STIMIS :This data base is operated by The Nature Conservancy under
contract to the FL Dapartmcnt of Natural Resources
AGENCY The Nature Conservancy
Ri:SPONDENT :Steve Gntostaod, Coordinator
FL Natural Areas Inventory
254 Fust Sixth Avenue
Tallahossee, FL	 32303
Telephune:	 1104-224-8207
OTHER CONTACTS :Jim Muller, Bata rlanager
:Shcllto Gareau
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North Kent Street
Suite 800
Arlington, VA
	
22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5307
CO111'ErM FACILITIES
couvrl?R(s)	 :11E' 3000 Modal 44
141SIDENCE	 Use a private sector computer cenLer
011IESA'iION	 :Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY	 :Partial (capability to group data geographicully, but
not a primary function)
1N-111311U.' FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :1 monochrome gruphics CRT, dot matrix printer
UESCRIPPION OF DATA C,ITEGORIES
DIM CIM".WRY NAML	 :NuLUral diversity elemeaLs -
special plants, special aninmis, rare cumwniLies,
exemplary communities, bird rookeries, gcologir fea-
tures, champion trees
(:[:()GRA1411C COVERAGE	 Statewide ( Including noarsllare)
GE(1CRA11111C REFERENCE
	: [aLltude/ longitude
Public Land Survey
County
USGS 7 1/2' quadrangle
Vatershod
Physiographie province
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific; 1 square mile; by county; by watershed
or riverbasin
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Coordinate paint
IIMUT PRODIrrs	 :Tables; printouts of individual records
DXFA S0IIN1 " .S	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF REWABILITY :Iligh
NI'DATE FRI•Y$lLNCY	 :Continuously
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Locations for sensitive cluments (e.g. orchids, nnat-
ing habitats) nru , subject to restricted access
CLASSIFICATION	 :Developed In-house based on numerous sources
DATA CATMORY NAME :Wildlife -
nun-game mammals, non-game birds, nun-gone fish, non-
game rmarine/estuarial, reptiles/umphibinus, populations,
management, habitat, threatened, endangered, Inverte-
brates
CFi1GRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide (including neurshore)
C19U(:RAPIIIC REFERENCE : IaLitnde/longltudc
Public land Survey
County
OSGS 1 1/2' quadrangle
Watershed
Physiogrnphic provincea C MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific; I square mile; by rouuty; by watershed
19 or river basin
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point
0 2 OUTPUT PRODitf.'I'S :Tables; printeuLB for individual records® 7g, DATA SOURIMS :Primary and seccndary
:0 E
LML OF UHLIABiLITY :Nigh
UPDATE FRE(111rNCY :Continuously
In60 COIIFIOLNTEAI .1'rY a.acations for sensitive oleinents (C.g. orating hubi-
C curs) are subject to restricted accessCLASSIFICATION : Developed in-house based on numorou5 Nuurt-i•:,
DATA CATEGORY NAMI: :Vegctatiun -
Spocies, cmtmu:tities, quality/cundil iota. anrcessloa,
rare, endangered, manngvmcnt. IwLildt
MA-MRAPIIIC CO ERAGI: :Statewide (including neurshore)
CI-XiGRA11111C REFI:NEXCE :Latitude/101111itanle
1'uhlic land Survey
Count y
11SGS 7 Ire' quadrangle
Watershed
Physiographic province
MiNIMUR RESOLUTION :SILL. specific;	 1 square miie: by county;	 by +calurs11­ 1
or river basin
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Cuordinatt: point
OUTPUT E'ROD crs :Tables,	 printouts fur individual 	 rt-curd:.
D,YI'A SOURCES :Primary and secondary
I.E.M. OF RELIABILITY :Nigh
Ulght1'I: FR[:()11ENCY :Continuously
CONFIDENTIALITY :l.urations for seusitive uh uuuatti (C.:;., 	 +,rclei ds) :ui•
Subject to 17 •:ilricied aCrl'¢ti
CI.ASSII•' ICA'i'IO41 : Dovc10pCA1 in -110USe bnst• d un numerous euurCCCi
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DATA CATEGORY NAME :Land use -
national parks, state parks. Iocal parks, natural recru-
atton areas, baundurles, mnnngemnnL, protection Iavc1,
sir_o, description, address of maunger
GEOGRAPRIC COVERAGE :Stutewide (including nearshore)
(AMURAPIIIC REFI.RHICE :Latitude/langitutlu
Public Lund Survey
County
USGS 7 1%2' quadrangle
Watershed
Plryulographic province
MINIMUM RCSOLUTIOD Site specific; 1 square mile: by county; by watershed
or river basin
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Coar:iirtnte point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables,	 printouts for individual records
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :lligft
[if-DATE FREIIUE11CY :Continuously
CONFIDENTIALITY :Locations for sensitive elements SuhjeCt to restricted
access
CLASSIFICATION
gaaa^^ncp ^cn^3aa
Developed in-house hosed on nuacrous sources
00
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DATA CATMORY NAME:
	 :Surfacu water hydrology -
quality, water body typo
GE7UGRAPUIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide (including nearshore)
l:l•31GRAPIIIC RLPERCNCC :LatItud4longitude
Public Land Survey
County
USGS 7 1/2' quadrangle
Watershed
Physiograpbic province
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	
:Site specific; I square mile; by county; by watershed
or river basin
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Tables, printouts for individual records
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	
:lligh
UPDATE: FRF.QUM- CY
	
:Continuously
CONPIDLHTIALITV	 -Locacions for sensitive eleamhts subject to restricted
access
CLASSIFICATION	 :Developed in-house bused on numerous sources
DOCUMENTATION	 :Inforrrmiun available on data Cntoding format/procedure
and descriptive information
USER FLU POLICY	 :Na [cc at present for state/federal agcucies; no pulicy
established for private firms
DATE OF INFORMATION :U/29/83
PAPER FILL: MUMMA :FL6
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STATE ;HI
DATA UASE NAME :historic Sites Inventory
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Cultural resources
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
At'HICY :III Department of Lund and Natural Resources
RIiS1104111:NT : .Ioson Ota, Archaeologist
Historic Sites Section
Division of State Parks
III Department of Land and Natural Resources
P.O. Box 621
Honolulu, III
	 96809
Telephone:	 808-568-6408
OTHER CONTACTS :Roy K.C. Sue, State Parks Admintatrator
:Dr. Don Hibbard, Director
Historic Sites Section
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPOTEIt(S )
RESIDENCE
OPE'.RAT£ON
GIS CAPABILITY
DrSCRIPTION OF DATA C,
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GL'U.RAPHlC COVERAGE
:11ANC 220OVS
:III Department of Planning and Economic Development
:Battle
:Partial
ITEGORIES
;Cultural resources -
architectural sites, archaeological situs, locations
:Statewide
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MDR :I1I001-01	 CODE :81003-01
STATE	 :III
DATA BASE 11AUE	 :Coastal Resource Data Base
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 Wonatal resources
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :111 Department of Planning and Economic Davelopme::t
RESPONDENT	 :Shoji Kato, Head
Planning Division
III Department of Planning and Economic Development
250 South King Street
Honolulu, III 96813
Telephone: 808-548-3042
COMPUTER FACILITIES
=IPUTER(S)
	 :14ANG 22GOVS
I111I 370/15B
RBSrMUCI:	 : In-louse (WANG 220OVS); University of Hawaii
Computing Center (IBM 3701158)
OPERATION	 :Batch slid interactive
CIS CAPABILITY	 :Partial (data are arganiwed by land parcel units
hnown as Tax Map Keys)
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
SYST111 CAPACITY :WANG 22COVS
Main memory: 512 KB
Disc storage: 180 MB
Simultaneous users supparted: 13
LANGUAGE(S) :BASIC
COBOL
SPECIALIZED SOFTIIARE :SPSS
SAS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Line printer (character graphics), alphanumrrlc
CRTs (4)
HSCRlPTION OF DA11A CNI'MORIFS
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Coastal resources -
wuterbird habitats, wetlands, flood/tsnami ureas,
perennial streams, intormittent streams
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHiC RF.FERL•'NCE :Public Land Survey
MININUM RESUTAil'ION :By Ownership unit
DATA STORAGE 1701MIxf Tabular
OUITUT PRODU(TS :Tables, graphics, stotisticul sunmiaries,	 interactive
video display capability
DATA SOURCIS :Primary and >Lcondary
LEVEI. OF RItl3ABILITY :high
UPI) I'L' FREXIIIENCY :As source Information is updated; 	 last updated In
January 1983
D1Wi1MF-NTX1'I0N
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USER FliES POLICY	 :Products and services avuilable at nu aiaiUv
DATE OF INFORMATION :10/24/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :1111'3	 --
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DOG[RTNTATION :General information available in "H-PASS: Hawaii Planning
Activit.:s Support System" publication (Ilawaii Deportment.
of Planning and Economic Development)_
USERFEES POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charge
DATE OF INFORMATION :10/13/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :HIil
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CODE :111002-02
STATE :III
DATA BASE NAME :111 Planning Activities Support System
DATA BASE ACRONYM :lf-PASS
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Land use
GIMMAPHIC COVERAGE :Statowlde
STATUS .Tlte llawali Planning Activities Support System ( ff-PASS)
was developed as a research and demonstration project to
improve information management for governmental agencies
involved with coastal planning and land use.
	
H-PASS
integrates permit information of nine State and CounLy
agencies with major land and woter use management respon-
sibilities.
	 'Ilse agencies are:
Department of PIanning and Economic Development
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Department of Health
Iepartment of Trnasportation
Office of Envirotmiental Quality Control
City and County of Honolulu Department of Land
Utilization
County of hand Planning Da pnrtmonL
County of lfawail Planning DepartmenL
County of Kauai Planning Department
During the past three years, the State Department u(
Planning, through its CoasLPl Zone Management (C'M) Pro-
gram, and the University of flawnii's Dulinrtment of Urban
and Rogionnl Planning have cooperated to develop this
computerized system !nuking permit and resource manuge-
memt information of Slate and County agencies responsible
for programs dealiag WILit land and water use. 	 If-PASS is
financud mostly With Federal CZf1 grants.
AGE{NCY :ITI DcpurLmonL of Planning and Iicnnomic Development
i;lSl'1IN11E1I'1' :Shod Kato, !lead
Planning Division
III Departmont of Planning and Economic Duvuiupmeat
250 South king Street
Honolulu, III
	 46813
Telephone:
	
808-548-3042
COMPUTER FACILITIES
MIPUTER(S) :WANG 22COVS
IBN 370/158
RESIDENCE :In-house (14,1110 2200VS); 	 University of Hawaii
Computing Center (IOM 370/158)
OPERATION :Batch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Partial (data are organized by land parcel units
known as Tax Map Keys)
111-1100SE FACILITIES
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 :14ANG 2200VS
!fain mumary: 512 KB
Disc storage: I80 M8
Simultaneous users supported: 13
LANGUAG(S)	 :BASIC
COBOL
SPECIALIZED SOI`1'NARE 	 :SPSS
SAS
PERIPHEIIAL DEVICES
	
:Lino printer (character graphics), alphanumeric
CRT's (4)
:EGORIE:S
:Lund use -
major coastal/land use permits
:3LaLOwide
:Public ]and Survey
:By ownership unit, site SI^Cific
:Tabular, Tax Hap Key
:Tables, graphics, cemitllLCr tape, latrritctive video
display cupability
:Primary and secondary
:111811
:Continuously; weekly
:Staff aual ysus/rLcommendat inns Subject to restricted
access; also permits In litignLiun
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DESCRIPTION OF DATA CA'
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFEWICE
MINIMUM INZOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PROIMIS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
MM'1I1LNTIAI.ITY
1FR:IMIRNTAT1 ON	 : "11-PASS: Hawn k i P l anning At t i v i t I us Suppu r i Sy:,l em"
USER I'1'•.iS POLICY	 :1'roducts and services available at no rbargc
DATE OF INF111MATION :10/24/83
PAPER FILE NUH1pi11	 :11113-2
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CODE :111003-01
STATE	 :11I
DATA RASE NAME
	 :"Resource Inventory Information"
flUB.1ECT COVERAGE	 :Forest resourcos
GI--MRAPNIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :Under development; data Lase has not yet been named
AGL'NCY	 :III Department of Land and Natural Resources
R!•SPONDLUT
	 :Libert K. Landgraf, Administrator
Division of Forestry and Wildlife
!!I Department of Lund and Natural Resources
1151 Punchbowl Street
llonalulu, 11I 96613
Telephone: 808-548-2861
0111ER CONTACTS
	 :Edwin Q. P. Petteys. Resources Evaluation Forester
CON!'UTIiIt FACILITIES
CUMPUTIM(S)
	 :TELEVIDEII 806
RESIDENCE	 :In-house
OPERATINN
	 :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :No
IN-1101513 FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM
	 :CP/M
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 64 bytes
Disc storage: I MR
Simultaneous nuers supported: 6
SPECIALIZED SOPMAR£	 :DBASE II
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:Dot matrix printer with graphics
DRSCRIrrION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATf:CORY NAME	 :Forestry -
ownership, vegetation types, timber volume, sal Es,
wildlife, zoning, climote, 13exi0a6/Cx0tLC plants
GEMURAPBIC COVERAGE
	 :Stal.owide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator (pending)
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :Approximately 200 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :CoardinaLe paint
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tulles, statistical summaries
UA'rA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Unknown
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 ,very five years (estimated)
CONFIMMALITY	 :Timber volume data for specific landowners is subject
to restricted access
M-DIMTS	 :Data routinely supplied to the U.S. Forest SarDEcalRI'A
COM. :Il l Uui
STATE :III
DATA RASE HIM :Marine Fishh-Transects
SUBJOCT COVERAGE :Fishery inventory date
GEUGRAPMIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :111 Department of Land and Natural Resources
RIi51'ONDENT :Ilenry Sakuda, Director
Division of Aquatic Resources
III DepurtmenL of land and NaLurul Resources
1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 330
1lanolulu, 11I	 46813
Talephone:	 808-548-4001
COMPIFITH FACILITIES
CO111 11M:It(S)	 :11111 370
IMSIDENCIP	 :III Department of Budget and Finance, Itlec:ranic Dui:,
11rures3ing Division
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGDRIB
DATA CNITMIIY NAME :Fisheries -
marioe fish, inventory data
G1IIGRA!'EIIC COVEIAGE :Statewide
UPDATE FRIAjLIF. CY :On-going
WDIENTS :Rupository initiated is 1977
DATE OF INFORMATION :6/17183 	 Q
PAVE'lt FILE NUMBER
	
:1116	 o0
O
rZl
C
4 jo
USER FEES POLICY
	 :No Polley established
QA're OF INFOR .SLtTION	 :9/15!81
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:EII004-02
'
CODE .111004-03
wy.
STATIK :HI STATE :HI
DATA BASE NANO :Commercial Fist: Caul, WA BASE NaW .Aqunrium Fish Catch
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Various commercial fishery data SUBJI?Cf COVERAGE :Various aquarium catch data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Stutewide
ACENCY :111 Department of Land and Natural Resources S'T'ATUS :Repnsitory initiated in 1973
RI•SPONDCNT :Ilenry Sakuda, Director AGENCY :III Department of Land and Natural Resources I
Division of Aquatic Resources RESPONDENT Weary Sakuda, Director
EI1 Department of Land and Natural Resources Division of Aquatic Resources
1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 330 Ill Department of Lnnd and Natural Rasuurcvs
Honolulu, NI	 96813 1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 330
Telephone:	 808-548 -1,001 Honolulu, Ill	 96813 s
Telephone:	 8US-548-4001 {
CO;IPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER FACILITIESCOMMITER(S) :IDII 370
RISIDENCE : III Department of Budget and Finance, Electronic Data CO,IPHTll (S) :TRS-80 MODEL Ill
Processing Division R['i1I)FNCI: :Ia-hauuc
11R5CRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES 1N-11UUSC FACILITIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Fishorles - LANGUACE(S) :BASIC
commerical sea catch by species, pounds caught, pounds
sold, value; pond catch by species, pounds caught, pounds DI•SCRI171`10H OF DATA CATEGORIES ;'?
sold, Value; commercial fish landings by island (sea
entcie, pond catch); calnmarcial fish landings by eunntle DATA CATEGORY 1I,1IIE :1°lsher ,es -
(seo catch, pond catch) aquuriam catch duta
GFAGRAPIIIC COVERAGE,
	 :Statewide GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :StatewideUPDATE FREQUENCY
COM"HiN'[S
:011--going
initiated in 1928
UPDATL FREQUIM".1 :On-going
:Repository
---aavavvvvv-vv--_
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D41TE OF 1NVORNATION :6/17183
BATIi OF INFORMATION :6/17/83 PAPER FILE HUMUM
	 :1116 to rPAPER FILE NUMBER :E1I6
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CODE :111005-01
S'li1TE :III
DATA BASE NAME :Economic Planning Information System
DATA BASE ACRONYM :EPIS
SUB,11;'Cl' COVERAGE :Economic time series data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Stute, County and Island level
STATUS :In 1978, liousc Concurrent Resolution No. 88 requested the
III Department of Planning and Economic Development and the
Department of Budget and Finance to develop jointly the
Economic Panning Information System. 	 The EPIS is a pro-
totype cumpuLer-based information system whose role is to
support Cho economic analysis and planning process In
Hawaii by providing users with both a tilde range of data,
and copubilities to manipulate the data and to display
Information needed for decision-making.
The EPIS was envisioned to he one Subsystem of an eventual
brooder Hawaii State Management Information System that
would also include four other subsysCenes -- populaLion,
physical onvironment, facility Systems, and socio-cultural
advancement.	 EPIS was developed and inplamented as u
prototype subsystem toward the development of the Statewide
Management Information System.
Tito completion of the duveiopmant phase of the HPIS in July
1981 produced a working prototype that was introduced to
several departments in FY 1981, including Lhe Depurtmonts
of ApriculLure, Labor and Industrial Relations, Planning
and Economic Development, Taxation, Commerce and Consumer
Affairs.
AGENCY rill Department of Planning and Economic Devel Upment
RESPONDENT :Glenn ifuka, Manager
Economic Panning Information System (EPIS)
Ill Department of Planning & Economic Development
250 South Ling Street
Elanololu, III	 96813
Telophone:
	 808-548-4355
(:1}1PUTER FACILITIES
CU;IPUTEk(S) ,IRI 3033
IBM 370/158
RESIDENCL•' :01 Departmeat of Budget and Finance EICCLCOnic DaLn
1 1racessing Division (181 3033);
	
University of Hawaii
Computing Center (181 370/158)
UIi5i'Kll rl'[UN OI' DATA CATEGORIES
UATA CATEGORY NAR :Ecunomic data -
Population, taxation, energy, ugricultural production,
employment
(4-MItAPHIC COVERAGE :StaLewide
DATA STIORI.GI: l'ORMAT
	 :Tubular
UIJTPOT PRODUC S :Tables, graphics, statistical summaries
DOCIRIENTATION	 :"Economic Planning Information System (EPIS): Status
Report to the Twelfth Legislature, State of 011w11ii"1
seven manuals are planned:
1) Introduction
2) I[eferance Guide
3) Analysis Function Guide
4) Data Alaintennace Guide
5) General Use of Timu Sharing Option ('1:St))
6) flare Effective Use of Analysis Funrtlon
7) Report Output
W*M OF INFORNNI'IOH :6/10/83
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CODE :IA001-01
STATE :IA
DATA BASE NAME :IA Natural Areas Inventory
GEOURAPNIC COVERAGE :Statewida
STATUS :Data base initiated November 1981 as a cooperative effort
between the Iowa Conservation Commission and the Nature
Conservancy
AGENCY :IA Conservation Commission
RESPONDENT :Mery Juan Huston. Data Manager
IA Natural Areas Inventory
IA Conservation Commission
Wallace State Office Building
Des Moines, IA	 50319
Telephone:	 515-281-8012
(YMCR CONTAM :Shallie Careau
Tho Nature Conservancy
1800 North Bent Street
spite 800
Arlington, VA
	
22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5307
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMI'UTGR(S) :IIP 3000 Model
RISIOE:I	 E :Keystone Area Educational Agency, Mader. lA
IN-110USE FACILITIES
PETIPIIERAL DEVICES :IIP Terminal 2645A,
	 printer 26310
DFSCRII'YION Or DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Natural divorsity elements -
rareor endangered species, distinct biotic communities,
special plant and animai species, unusual geological
formations, natural features of interest because thug
are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state or
national level
GIMPAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
DATA SOURCES :Primary
UI'DNIT' FREQUENCY :Ongoing
©0
2
M
rfl
m
DOCOMENTATION
	 :"The Iowa Natural Areas Inventory" brochure
MIT OF INFORMATION :7/15/83
PAPER FILE MUM :IA13-1
Ii
i•CODE:	 :IAOU2-01
Ill-HOUSE FACILITIES
STATE :IA OPERATING SYSTM	 :OS32
UA1,% BASE NAME :TA Water Resources Data System SYSTE1l CAPACITY
	
:Main memory: 1 MU
DATA BASE ACRONYM : I11ARDS Disc storage: 134 MR
SU1iJE("C COVERAGE :Geologic data, water quality LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN VII
GIiOGRAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide SPECIALTZED 5OMIARL 	 :GEOTAD
STATUS :Under development.
	
This system was created as a result of CLAS
Iowa house File 2463 calling for a plan to develop a com- SURFACE II
prehensive water information system to lie managed by Lite PEE11PHERA1, DEVICES 	 : l.1" electrostatic printer /plotter, 45" x 60" digi-
IA Geological Survey for monitoring on a continuous basis tizer tablet, 19" storage tube graphics terminal,
the quantity and quality of Iowa's water resources.	 Data color image processor and monitor, video Lerminala
indexing, inventory and referral services will be performed (9)
for all data relevant to the general requiremeaLS set out
by H.F. 2463.	 The Survey, in cooperation with those ageu- Dl•SCRIPrION OF DATA CATEiGORIFS
cies Lhot produce and/or use data, will prepare and main-
Lain a data directory.	 The directory will supply informn- DATA CATEiGORY NAME
	
:Geology
tion needed for interagency review, and help to Identify GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE;	 >Statewide
Saps, dupli.ations, and areas for poteatiol Joint activity. CU11111i}T15
	 :'file Geologic	 Data rile	 is a MIJ111' .ni-line tilt' with
' 11,245 records
Corrontly, five water programs are producing data thnl will
form the nucleus of the water resources data base.	 TElese — -------------- _
are:
1) Streamflow gaging program operated by the U.S. (;Lo- DATA CATEGORY NA}1E	 tEnvironmcntul quality -
logical Survey (in cooporaLioa with the state nod water quality
Corps of Enginoars, principally);	 ` GIYR;RAPIIIC COVERAGE
	
:SLuLewlde
2) Groundwater studies program operated by Lite 1A Gco- LYk1111iN'15	 :771e Water duality Vile la a major on-[Icon li fe with
logical Survey ( with cooperation by the U.S. Gcologi- 10,970 data entries
cal Survey);
3) Water rights program operated currently by the IA o.-,SGT===^=y=^
Natural Resources Council;
4) Public water supply progranc apL'r0ted currently by [lie
Depurunant of linvironmanLal (laality;	 and
5) Raw vator analysis program of the University (SLUto)
Hygienic Laboratory in cooperaLiolt wllh Liu, heparL- DOCUM-NATION	 :"C01Alaeb0uN1VV Stair Walt'; RPMUMCPS Eulmr m.A Ion Sy arw:
mcnt of h'aviroammital Duality and Lite U.S. Geological Design Report" (.lieuuary 1983)
Survey. IlKIT' OF 1111•IMMATiON :3/2H/8'2
PAPER FILE NUNIIER	 :IA4-1
AG BUY :IA Geological. Survey
RESPONDENT L. 'falcott
.;,;,xcDS }tanager and Data Processing Supervisor
IA Geological Survey
123 NarLh Capitol Street
Iowa City, IA	 52242 ® )Telephone:
	 319-338-1173 y^
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CONPI!rn(S) :PERRIN-EERIER 3220
: I A11 370
PRIME:
RE:SIPMA;E :In-hause ( PERKIN-El .11l:lt 1220; IbkIVCI 'siLy Of	 lewlt NCC9
Computer Canter (IE111 37U, MIKE)
a
C7
C1
iV
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l
:Universal Transverse Murcatar
:l acre; 40 acres
:Grid, Polygon, tabular
:Tables, graphics, computer tape, atatisilcal sum-
maries, interactive video display capability 	 i
:Primary and secondary
:Iiigh
:Flodified Lavci Ii Anderson Iand-Use l.lassilieatlon
GIMGRAFNIC REFERENCE
liIN11lUM K'SOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
CLASSIFICATION
I
CODE :ID001-01
STATE
	
:11)
DATA VASE NAME
	 :IDWR Imago Analysis Facility
S13BJLCT COVERAGE:Lund use
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Ada and Canyon counties; Idaho Falls urea, and Snake River
plain Aquifer Isnds
AGENCY	 :ID Department of Water Resources
RESPONDENT	 :IIaL Anderson, Supervisor
Land and Water Use Data
ID Department of Water Resources
450 W. State Steet
Boise, ID 83720
Telephone: 208-334-4492
MHER CONTACTS	 :Rob Spofford, Data Processing Systems Manager
Telephone: 2OB-344-3373
:Ken Dunn, Director
Telephone: 208-344-4438
C(IMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTI.R(S) 	 :IfiH 3033
DEC PDP 1I/34
IBP1-PC
RESIDENCE	 :In-house (DEC PAY 11134); Auditor's Office, State
Office Building (IDM 3033); Energy Division (IMI-PC)
OPERATION
	 :Datch
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Partial
IN-I10USE [FACILITIES
E1FI.RATIIIG SYST[m	 :RSX-11
SY5"I . *I CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 256K1S
Disc storage: 82PID
Simultaneous users supported: 12-15
LANGUAGES)	 :FO'.lT1lAN
Assembler
SPLC[AI.I'LED $U1 •'11lARE	 :VICAR•-IIIIS
SYST111 511
19.RIPIIERAL DEVICES	 :Conrac color monitor, tabiat-free cursor digi-
tizer, line printer, dot matrix printer With
graphics, 2 hard copy terminals, 6 alphunumeric
CRTs
DES(:R IMON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Land use/land cover -
wuter, cropland, residential, commurctul/industrial,
bare soil/rock/disturbed, basult, rangeland, brush/
shrubs, trees, burns, bottom lands/rEpurinn, irriga-
ted cropland
GL•'OCRAPUfC COVERAGE
	 :Ada and Canyon counties, ldahu Falls area, and the
Snake River Plain Aquifer lunds
DOCUMENTATION	 :General information; descriptions of date encoding for-
mat/procedure, data types
DATE OF INFOMATION :6/13/83
PA PER FILE NUr18L.•R	 : ID2•-1
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CODE :0001-02
ST,VrE	 :1D
DATA BASE ME	 :IDWR Image Analysis Facility/RASA
DATA BASE ACRONYM :RASA
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Groundwater, irrigated acreage
GDOGRAPNIC COVERAGE :Big Lost River Basin
AGENCY	 :ID Department of Water Resources
RFSPONVENT	 :Hal Arndorson, Supervisor
Land and Water Use Data
ID Department of Muter Resources
450 W. State Street
Boise, IB 83720
Telephone: 208-334-4492
OTHER CONTACTS	 :Rob Spofford, Data Processing Systems Manager
Telephone: 208-334-3373
:Ken Dunn, Director
Telephone: 208-334-4438
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMI'11TER(S) :IBM 3033
DEC PAP 11/34
IRM-PC
RESIDENCE :In-house (DEC PDP 11/34); Auditor's Office, State
Office Building; Energy Division (IBM-PC)
OPERATION :Uatch
G1S CAPABILITY :Partin!
IN-I1011SL: FACILITIES
UP[d11ATRIG SY5Tal 	 :I1S8-11
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 :Main mumury: 256KB
Disc storage: 82MB
Simultaneous users supported: 12-15
LANGUAM(S)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
SPECIALIZED SlIrMARE	 :VICAR_ [its
SYSTDI 511
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:Conrac color monitor, tablet-free cursor digi-
tizer, line printer, dot matrix printer with
graphics, 2 bard copy terminals, 6 alphunutnuric
CRTs
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Groundwater -
irrigated acreage change detection in critical
groundwater areas
GPi7GRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Big Lost River Basin
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Flaps (I:100,000), Interactive video display capahilltl'
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Unknown
CLASSIFICATION	 :Irrigated (surfocce/groundwater/u^lxed) VS. n0u-
irrigated
D0CIIMENTATION
	 :General information; descriptions of data encoding for-
mat/procedure, data types
DATE OF INFORMATION :6/13/83
PAPER FILL NUFIBER 	 :ID2-2
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GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
S tate Plane Coordinates
MINIMUFI RESOMITION
	 :.O acres
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CODE :I1H101-03
S'l'ArE	 :ID
DATA BASE NAME	 :IDWR Image Analysis Facility/Service-Source Areas
SMIJECT COVE'RAOR	 :Base data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Snoko River Plain Aquifer lands and Cascade Resource Area
AGENCY	 :ID Department of Watur Resources
RESPORDENT	 ;1lai Anderson, Supervisor
Land and Water Use Data
ID Department of Water Resources
450 W. State Street
noise, ID 83720
Telephone: 208-334-4492
OTHER CONTACTS
	
:Rah Spofford, Data Processing Systems Manager
Telephone: 208-334-3373
:lien Dunn, Director
Telephone: 208-334-4438
CONVITFIER FACILITIES
Cobll'tri - ER(S) 	 :IBM 3033
DEC PD]' 11134
IIIM-I'C
MIDENCE	 :In-house (DEr PUP 11/34); Auditor's Office, State
Office Building (IBM 3033); Energy Division (11014C)
OI'ERA'i'ION	 :batch
G1S CAPABILITY	 :Partial
IN-11011SE FACILITIES
UPUli,TING SYSI91 	 :11S$-11
SYSTF.iI CAPACITY	 ::'lain memory: 256KB
Disc storoge; MR
S1muLtanuous users supported: 12-15
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
SPECIALIZED St1FTWARE	 :VICAR-IBIS
SYSTFI.1 511
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Conrac color monitor, tablet-free cursor digi-
tiser, line printer, dot matrix printer with
graphic S, 2 hard Copy terminals, 6 alphanumeric
CRT's
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
110A CNITCORY NAME	 :Buse data -
Lrrigatiun distrJcL boundaries, groundwater source,
surface water source, 13111 grade% allotltunt boundaries
GEOGRAPHIC (:OVERAGE	 :Snake River Plain Aqulfur lauds and C;aSCnde Resaurre
Area
C1,1MRAPNIC RETTRENCE	 :L0ttLa1le/lu181LU1le
Universal Transvurse Mercalur
MINURIM RESOLUTION	 :40 acres (Snake River Plain AquiCer lands); 1 acro
(Cascade Resource Aria)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Polygon, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS. :!laps (varluble scule3, tubleS. t;ruphlCs, computer
tape, modelling capability, statlsticul smamarica,
interactive video display capabillty
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Unicnown
DDCUMENTATION	 :General information; doscriptiens of data encoding for-
mat/procedure, data types
DA'Z'E OF INFORMATION :6/13/83
PAPER FILE NUIIBF.R 	 :ID2-3
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COD]; :IDO01-04
STATE :ID
DA'T'A BASE NAME :Cascade Resource Area Vegetation Analysis
SUD.IECP COVERAGE :Vegetation, agriculture, rangeland
CEUi,RAPRIC COVERAGE :Cascade Resource Area
AGE=NCY :ID Department of Water Resources
RESPONDENT Mal Anderson, Supervisor
Land and Water Use Data
10 Department of Water Resources
450 W. State Street
Boise, ID
	
83720
Telephone:	 208-334-4492
0111111-H CONTACTS :Rob Spofford, Data Processing Systems Manager
Telephone:	 208-334-3373
:Ken Dunn, Director
Tclephanc:	 208-334-4438
COMIg11'ETE FAC1LiTIRS
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CONPUTER(S)
	
:IBM 3033
DEC POP 11134
IBM-PC
RESIDENCE	 :In-house (DEC PAP 11/34); Auditar's Office, State
Office Building (IBM 3033); Energy Division (IMI-1'C)
OPERATION	 :Batcl:
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Partial
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
OPERA'T'ING SYSTIII 	 :RSA-11
SYSTEM CAPACITY
	 :Main memory: 256K0
MSC aturage: 82HIS
Silnnitanea9m users wipparLed: 12-15
LANGUACt;(S)	 :FORTRAN
Asscmblar
SI'I:CIA1.1'LIiD SOrWARH	 :VICAR-1 ISIS
SYSTEM 511
PERIPHERAL KVICES
	
:Conrac color monitor, tablut-free Cursor digi-
tizer, line printer, dot matrix printer w Wk
graphlrs, 2 hard copy terminals, 6 alphanunwric
CRTs
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATI-XWRIE»S
DATA CATfCURY NAME	 :Vegetation -
communitles, quallty/condition, rlassification, range-
land classes on Columbia River busults, rangeland
classes on iduhu Furnwr ion sediments. Irrigaicd ag-
riculture, dryland agriculture, reservoirs, burned
rangeland present (July 198U)
GLWHAPIIIC CIIVIi11AGE's
	 :Cascade Resource Area
(f1)GRAPHIC REiHRENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUEI RESOLUTION	 :1.I acre (pixel)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:flaps (1:24,000), tables, computer tape, statistical
summaries, 1ntoraCttve video display capability
DATA SOURCES
	
:Priniary
LEVEL OF RELIABILI'T'Y 	 :Under evaluation
CLASSIFICATION
	
:In-huuse classification: 3U land cover categurics in
six strata
DOC(IMENTATION	 :I:eneral information; descriptions of +lute eniading for-
Ina t/procedure, data typos
OATH UP INFURMATION :6/13/83
PAPER FILE NUHINSR
	 :ID2-4
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CAGE :0001-05
NTIVrE -	 :ID
DATA BASE NAME	 :IDWR lange Analysis N- cility/Wildlife Habitat
SLIT W- r COVERAGE	 :Vcgctation classification
(MICRAPHIC COVERAGE :Soda Springs area in soathaast Idaho; South llills region
below Twin Falls in southern Idalw
AGENCY	 :E1) Department of Water Resources
IIFSE'UNOFNT 	 :llol Anderson, Supervisor
Land and Water Use Data
ID Department of Water Resources
450 W. State Street
Balsa, ID 83720
Telephone: 208-334-4492
C1rIIl-JI CONTACTS	 :Rob Spofford, Data Processing Syscems Manager
Telephane: 208-334-3373
:&esi Dunn, Director
'telephone: 208-334-4438
11DINaliR IACILITIES
CO}IPHTI11(S) 	 :1DM 3033
DEC PDP 11/34
I11N-PC
RESIDINCf•.	 :In-house (DEC POP 11/34); Auditor's Office, State
Office Building (IBM 3033); Energy Division (IM14C)
OPERATION	 :Hatch
CIS CAPAWLITY
	 :Partial
Ili-IIOUSE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTIM
	
:RSK-IL
SYST17'I CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 256KB
Disc storage: 82NB
Simultuneous users supported: 12-15
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
SPECIALIZED SOIMARE'	 :VICAR-IBIS
SYSTDI 511
I'EIIIPIIGRAL DEVICES	 :Conroe color monitor, tablet-free cursor digi-
tizer, line printer, dot matrix printer with
graphics, 2 hurl ccopy terminals, 6 ulphanusiteric
CRTs
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATMORY NAME	 Wildlife -
hahitat, vcgutatioo classification
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Soda Springs area in southeast Idaho; South Hills
region bolou Twin Falls in southern Idaho
G1%H7RAP111C liEHIMCE
	 :Nut geographically referenced
NINRIUM RE-90LI11'MN
	 :l.I ncre (pixel)
DATA S'tCRIAGH POIIMAT 	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, computer tape, statisticul sutmhuhries, inter-
active video display capability
DATA SOURCES
	
:Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Unknown
DOCUMENTATION
	
:General information; descriptfuus of data cncuding for-
m r' /procedure, data types
DATE OF INFORNATION :6/13/83
PAPER FILE NI1N11ER	 :IU2-5
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DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GL'OGR.APUIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF REI.IABII.ITY
DATA CXPEGORY NAME
:Base data -
counties, townships
:Statewide
aPublic land Survey
:10 acres
.Grid
:Maps (2"-1 mile), composite cupping
:Primary
:High
:Topography -
elevation, slope, aspecL
a0a
N
1
G
USER FLIES POLICY	 :Fans charged an a cosL recovery basis
DA'Z'E OF 114FORNATION :6/6/83
PAPER FILE 1111MISM	 :ID4-1
0 A
'n
0
(Q "a
r
GEOL'RAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Public Land Survey
MI111MUM RES0111TI011 :I0 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :(]rill
OUTPUT PRODUCTS Wells (2"-1 mile), composite: mapping
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :High
CODE :IDOO2-01
DATA BASE NAME :Land Information end Flopping System
SilUIET COVERAGE : Forest resources, base data, topography
GEWRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AG1•:i1CY : ID Department of Lunds
RFSPOIIDENT :Ray Fuller, Supervisor
Technical Services
ID Department of Lands
State Capital Building
Boise, ID
	 $3720
Telephone:	 208-334--3816
(:u;•1fUTF.R FACILITI[S
(:0?IPO'I'ER(S) ;Iplt 3033
RESIDENCH :Ilse central guverament computer center
OPERATION :Balch
C15 CAi'ADMITY :Yes
DFSCRII'7'ION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA C,4PI:GORY 11AME :Faruutry -
lucution, species, size, production, habitut, slope,
timber
Gli(1GRAPI11C COVERAGE	 : S tatew ide
GIDGRAPIIIC REFRREHCC	 :Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 10 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Grid
OUTPUT PNODU (T1'5 :Maps (2"=1 mile), composite mupping
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LE'MI. OF IlEMABILITY	 :High
UPDATE. FRE(IUMCY :Con tiauoeSIV
L'LASSIFICATION :Timber type based an U.S. P"re9L Service classiit-
caLEon
i
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COVE Mina-02	 CODE :10043-01
SPATE :ID
DATA BAST: NAME :Private Land - Forest Protection List
SUBJI3,:T COVERAGE .Private ownership of forest lands
GEOGRAPNIC COVERAGE :Privately owned forests statewide
AGENCY :ID Deportment of Lands
RESPONDENT ;Roy Miller, Supervisor
Technical Services
ID Department of Lands
State Capitel Building
Boise, ID	 83720
Telephone;	 208-334-•3816
CORMIER FACILITIES
COMPD'1'EIKS) :IBM 3033
RGSIDENCE :Use central government computer concur
OPERATION :0atdl
G1S CAPADILITY :Yes
DESCRIPTION OF RATA CATEGORIES
11ATA CIVITGORY NAMB :Forestry -
private ownership, timber
G[tXPAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Privately owned forest land statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 :Public Land Survey
NININUM RESOIIITION :Site specific; by township; by county
DATA STORAGE FORKYr
	
:Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, computer tape, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LINE1. 01•' RELIABILITY	 :Moderate
UPDSPE FREQUENCY :Continuously
CONFIDENTIALITY :Data access subject to authorization from Department
Mead
USER FEES POLICY 	 :Fees ehargod on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION :6/6/83
PAPER FILE. HUMBER	 :11)4-2
STATE
	 :ID
DATA BASE 1191E	 :Upper Snake River, 11) IEistary F:le
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Surface water
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Snake River and tributaries above Milner Dan (300t sites)
AGENCY	 :ID Department of (dater Resources
RESPONDENT
	 :Alan C. Robertson, Supervisor
Hydrology Section
ID Department of Water Resources
StutaLouse
Boise, ID 83720
Tolophone: 208-334-4485
OTIIER CONTACTS
	 :Rob Spofford, Data Processing Systems Nanager
Telephone: 208-334-3373
CONPUTER FACILITIES
CUMPU"CER(S)	 :IDB 3033
RESIDENCE	 :Auditor's Office, State Office Building
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAI .1L'	 :Surface water -
discharge/volume/stage, supply and storage, water
rights, daily diversions
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE
	 :Snake River and tributaries above Milner Dam (300t
sites); Water District I
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Between stream gages
1IINIMUM RESOLUTION 	 :Site specific
DATA STURAGE FORMAT
	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Tablas
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and 4acondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :0aily between April and October; diversions that occur
in minter area also measured
00
USER FEE'S POLICY
	 ;No policy ustablished 	
Q
0
DATE OF INFORMATION :6113/83 
PAPER FILE N1IMRER 	 :ID&
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OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables
DATA SOURCES :Primary
I.EVEL (IF RI:I.IADILITY :Modurate
UPIJATL FREOUI •'.NCY :quarterly
CODE :TD004-01
STATE	 :I0
OvrA VASE UAAIE	 :Uam Inventory
S1111IP(:T COVERAGE	 : Pam locar_ irns and duscrlptians
G,-=RAPIIIC COVERAGE : Statewide
AGE11CY
	 :III Department of (Dater Resourcas
11FSPONDENT	 :Dave Hollingshead, Supervisor
Dam Safety Section
ID Department of linter Resources
1,50 W. State Street
Poise, TD 83720
Telephone: 208-334-4440
(MIER CONTACTS
	 :Rob Spoffort, Data Processing Sysrems Manager
Telephone: 208-334-3373
C(IMPUT1i11 FACILITIES
CO3111 1 LUER(S)
	
:10M 3033
DEC pop 11/34
RISIUENCE	 :Ia-hoaSe (DEC POI' 11134); Auditor's Office, State
Office Building (EMI 3033)
OPERATION	 :Batch
IN-NUUSK FACILITIES
1	 OPERATING SYSTDI	 :RS% 11-M
{ J	
SYST1.7I CAPACLTY
	 :plain memory: 256KB
Disc sterage 82M0
Simultaneous users supported: 12-15
LANGUAGE(S)
	 :FORTRAN
Asscmbler
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 :SYSTIII 511
PERIPIIE=RA1. DEVICES 	 :Cunroc color monitor, tableL-free cursor digl-
ti2er, line printer, dot matrix printer with
graphICS, 2 hard copy urminnlS. G ulphunun:uric
CRTs
DESCRIVIUN OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Dams -
location, owner, dam height, crust length, structure
typo, spillway type, spillway dopth, sturage capacity,
condition of dam, lntust inspeCLiun, Jam name, dam
number, stream on Which IOLatad, purpose of :lam,
hazard class, drainage nreu above dam, reservoir area,
your campteted, maximum Spillway dir:charge, approval,
expiration
CIDGRAPIIIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
By drainage basin
MINIMUM RMOIAITION
	 :1 square mile
DATA STORAGE F0l.11AT	 :Tabular
DOMMENTATfON
	
:Description of data structure uvailuble
USI•R FEES POIJCY	 :Fees churgad on a cuss recovery husis
DAU OF INFORMATION :7/5/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :ID7
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COD[. :10005-01
STATE.	 :ID
DATA BASE NAME
	 ;ID Water Use Data System
D,1'1'A BASE ACRONYM
	 :IWUDS
SUM ECT COVERAGE:Water use
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGNICY	 :10 Department of Water Resources
RESPONDENT	 ;Ralph Hellin, Chief
Water Use ]Into Section
ID Department of Water Resources
SCatallaaae
Boise, ID 83720
Telephone: 208-334-4496
COIKYrER FACILITIES
tull,il'1'L'R(S)	 :DEL  PDP 11/34
RESIDENCE
	 :State data coordinating center
UGSCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DXrA C'A'11XURY NAME
	 :Water use -
Orf-Strenm use Categories - water use and related
data (amount of water withdrawn from surface and
ground water and amount of water to Lhesu waters)
to be reported:
agriculture, aquacUILUre, commercial, domestic.
Industrial, irrigation, mining, power, recreation,
sewage treatment, water supplier (including pop-
ulation served)
In-stream use categories:
fishing, navigation, power, recreation and pruser
vation, water quality flaws (it any)
Supporting data categories:
agricultural yield data by crup typu, climatic data
(precipitation, temperature, evaporUtian, wind),
consumptive irrigation requirements data, econumic
related water use data (water cost, prujectiuns),
flood prone areas, ground water (levels, water
yield location maps, well log data), land owner-
ship and water focilitics, land cover and land use,
stream Flow records, soil type and capacity, unique
land areas, water quality (STORL7), wildlile (game
habitat)
Institutional tategartes (water related):
text material of water laws, regulations, and com-
pacts including federal and slate; public opinion
surveys; water rights (retarded rights are on a
camputerizod file, court decreed water righLS can
be added) (!iuv ID006-01 for water rights)
I:RMI.0111C COVERAGE' 	 ;SwLVwlde
GEOCRAi'll[i: RLFEiRENCE
	 : Hydrologic unit
County
Various water use and water source groupings
DATA SOURCES	 :Primnry and secondary
UPDATE FRE(IUENCY
	
:continuous
CUMIFNIS
	 :Climatic data accessible from NOAA, stream flow data
is direct access to USCS, water quality is direct
access to STORM'
DOCINIRNTATION
	 :"Idaho's Water Use Data System", Idaho DepartmenL of
Water Resources. November 1982.
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/3182
PAPER FILE NUMBER :IDS
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CODE :IDOOG-01
STATE :ID
DATA RASE NAME ;1Jater Rights Data Dank
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :I0 Department of Water Resources
RESPONDENT :Dave Tuthill, Supervisor
Water Allocation Section
ID Department of Water Resources
Statehouse
Boise, ID
	
83720
Telephone:	 208-334-4104
CI1l1PU'CER FACILITIES
COMPUTU(S) :DEC PDP 11/34
IUM 3D-33
RISIDGNCE :in-house (DM-	 PD? 11134); ID State Auditor's Office
(IUJ 3033)
DESCRIIIH ON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:Water rights -
uume, address, source, tributary, date of priority,
type of use, season of use, rate of flow, annual
volume, point of diversion, place of ]use, special `gyp
remarks 0
GEQCI]APIIIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide (approximately 70,000 crater rights) Q
UPDATE FRE(JI IXY :Continuously
COMHENTS :Records available from 1903 to present
to
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/I4/83
PAPER FILL' NUMBER :IDS
a
0m
I0
sum :11.
DATA BASE NAME :Regional Climate Coordinating Office
DATA BAST: ACRONYM .RCCO
SUME'Cf COVERAGE :Historical and real-time climate/weather information
and data
CL•'UG11APOIC COVERAGE :North Central States (Illinois,
	 Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin)
STATUS The Regional Climate Coordinating Office (RCCO) was es-
tablished in September 1981 as part of a plan to develop
a regional intergovernmental climato program within an
existing instltatiunal framework tnut includes data manage-
ment and impact studies for a 12-state region. 	 The RC(X)
is part of a 4-year project to 1) upgrade the Cliuwtit ser-
vices within the North Central Region, and 2) demunstrata
the feasibility of the regional approach for the pruvisian
of climate services.	 Ilia funds for RCCO are provided by
the National Climate Program Office and the State of
Illinois
The primary purposes of the RCCO are to 1) Improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the State Climate Canters,
and 2) offer a means for all federal agencies involved in
climate to have a focal point for communications and coop-
eration with the states.	 The major tasks or responsibil-
ities of the RCCO are: 0 prugram management of projects
and funds allocated from federal and other non-state
socrces for regional. work; 2) management of regional cli-
mate data, special data networks, and the near real-time
collection of climate data; 3) development, promotion, and
coordination of regional climatic research and Impact Stu-
dies; and 4) liaison with federal, state, 	 regional, anti
private groups within sad outside thu North Central Region.
AGUTiCY :1L State Water Survey
RE:SPONDliNT ;Jahn L. Vogel, Director
Regional Climate Coordinating Office
IL State lister Survey Division
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
Water Resources Building
605 Last Springfield Avenue
P.O. Box 5050, Station A
Champaign, IL
	
61820
Telephone:
	 217-333-4261
DESCklPTION OF OA'1 1A CATEGORIES
DMA CA'ra;URY NAME	 :Climate/weedier
Gu)GRA1 1111C COVERAGE
	 :North Central States (1I11no1s, 	 Indiana, town, Kansas,
Hichigun, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin)
DOCUMENTATION	 ;General information available
DATE OF INFORMATION :7/20/83
PAPER PILE NUMBER
	 :ILI1
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CODE :IL002-01
SUM::IL
DA'T'A BASE NAME
	
: IL Natural Areas Inventory
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Locations and descriptions of natural areas in Illinois
GHONRAPBIC COVERAGE : Sta[ewide
AGENCY	 :IL Department of Conservation
RESPONDENT	 :Carl Decker, Section Manager
Division of Forest Resources & Nutural heritage
IL Department of Conservation
Lincoln Tower Plazo
524 South Second Street
Springfield, IL 62706
Telephone: 217-785-8774
CMIP11T1:il FACILITIES
CUMP[ I1'ER(S)	 :WANG 2200
RESIDENCE	 :In-house
OPERATION
	 :Interactive
GIS CAPAHLITY	 :No
1N-130USE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTF11 	 :14ANG 2200T C'011; 2226 CRT/Keyboard cunsule
SYSIEki CaPACITY	 :329
LANGUAGE($)	 :BASIC
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Line printer, alphanumeric {'11T
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CAFECORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural areas
ecological areas, endangered species habitats, relict
species habitats, geologic areas, natural study areas,
unique natural areas, aquuLic areas, altitude, topag-
raphy, geologic formation, soil association, natural
community classification, IIaLUra1 quality, acruage.
plant community, ownership, use, management, preserva-
tion status, threat of destruction, species list,
vegetation sampling data
C"RA1'IIIC COVERAGR
	 :Statewide
CEOGRA1 1111C REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
County
Topographic map
M1111MUM RESOLUTION	 :40 ocres (quarter -quarter section)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Text, tubular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Reports, tables
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
UPD,ITF, FREgUENCY 	 :ConLinuous
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Available to the public upon request
CLASSIFICATION
	 :Natural Community Classification;
Natural Quality Classification
COHMNTS	 : Initial study completed in 1978
DOCUMENTATION
	 : "Summary Report: Illinois Natural Areas Inventory"
USER FEES POLICY	 Me policy established
DATE OF INFORMATION : 9/29/83
PAPER hLE NUMBER :ILIO
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CODE :IL003-01
STXl'E :IL
DATA BASE:HAEIE :11. Streams Information System
DSI,1 BASE ACRONYII :ISIS
SUU.II'M COVERAGE :Stream and station data
(M2R:IPUIC COVERAGE :Sangamon River Basin; statewide eventually
STATU$ :Under development
ACFNCY :IL M partment of Conservation
RESI'ONUENT :Gregg Tichacok, Resource Planner
11. Department of Conservation
Lincoln Tower Plaza
524 South Second Street
Springfield, IL	 62706
Telephone:	 217-762-3884
OTUIELI CONTACTS : Richard llestfall, Resource Planner
:Address and phone same as above
Robert B. Riley
Department of Landscape ,architecture
University of 1L. Room 214 ilumford Nall
13D1 West Gregory Drive
Urbana,	 11.	 61801
Telephone:
	 219-333-0178
C(1MPUTRR FACILITIES
CU;IPIII'l;R(S)
	 :CDC CYBER t75
RRSIDEXT	 :University of IL - Urbana
OPERATION	 :hatch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Partial (once the graphics package is completely
developed they will be able to generate computer
drnwn maps of state - basin or Individual watershuds
down to 10 square miles drainage, and show linear
and point data along a stream and over an entire
basin, however this will he restricted to stream
trace)
IN-VOUSE: FACILITIES
PEERIPMRAL DEVICES
	 :At ISIS headquarters at U of I: monochrome graphics
CRT, tablet-free cursor digitizer, hard copy terminal,
alphanumeric CRT
DEESCRIPTIOH OF BATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY N511E 	 :Streams -
water quality rating, drainage area, elevation, land
cover, buokside vegetation, terrestrial animal specles,
threatened and endangered specius, natural areas,
historic sites, publicly owned land, access sites,
recreation use, intrusions, station data
GU(1GRAM11C COVERAGE
	 :Sangamon River Basin (Central IL); statewide eventually
(Recreation and access site information will be state-
wide by Oct '83; Intrusion-dischurgu-locutfon and type
are being Ianded presently sturewide to be cowpleted
by Jan '84)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERl74 CE :Public land Survey
River Hile Index WII)
Station number
USEPA reach
NINIMUN RESOLUTION :0.1 :aile along stream trace
10 square mile drainage basin
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tablus, graphics, Statistical summaries, interactive
video display capability, computer tape, Compusftr
mapping of streams, modelling capability, mops -
variable scale (soon)
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LIM 1 . OF REELIABILITY :lligh
UPD4TB FRI: I)11EI1CY :Varies with data irem
CONFIDENTIALITY :Raw fisheries and other data are protected by access
codes
CLASSIFICAT1011 :Station data taken directly iron field surveys con-
ducted by IL Department of COSISO	 at i[ln,	 11. 151vi vuu-
mental Protection Agency,	 11. Natural llititory Survey,
I1. Statu ]lotar Survey, and US Ceulogical Survey
COMMENTS :Data base Initiated in 1 1 81; not yet complete
Water quality and quantity data are also in
as Is fish and Invertebrate data
DUCUMENTATIOII	 :"Introduction to ISIS", "ISIS User's P6-tnual", "ISIS
Data Description Manual", "ISIS Data Base Manua]",
"ISIS River Nile Index and Referencu Manual"
USER I'ElE5 POLICY	 ;Once sufficient basins are on-line, they intend to
provide both over the Counter and suhscribrr iorvices
for a foe
DATE OF INFORNrYrION :4/28183
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :ILL)
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CODE ;11.004-01
STATE	 :1L
DATA BASE NAME	 :IL Archaeological Sites Data Base
SUBJE= COVERAGE	 :Descriptions and 10catfons of archaeological sites in
Illinois
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :Under development
AGENCY	 :IL State Museum
RESPONDENT
	
:Mike Want
IL State Museum
05, Old Capitol Plaza South
Springfield, IL 62706
D[SCRIF WX OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Archaeological sites
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Ugh
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuously
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :In-house use only
RATE 01> INFORMATION :8/1/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :IL99
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CODE :Il.005-01
STATE	 :IL
DATA BASE NAME	 : 11, Lands Unsuitable for Mining Information System
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 : Climate /weather, demography, energy, geology, ground-
water hydrology, surface water hydrology, land use,
boundaries, sails data, vegetation, and wildlife
GEOCRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :Under development. The Lands Unsuitable for Mining
Program is being supported by five state agencies:
the Natural History Survey, Geological Survey, Water
Survey, State Muscum and the Division of Energy and
Environmental Affairs (all divisions of the Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resources). The
Natural History Survey is the lead agency.
At this Civic, a 1:500,000-scale data base is being de-
veloped for select features statewide. Detailed data
far surface-minable areas in Illinois (approximately
10,000 square miles) has been proposed for entry at a
scale of 1;62,500, including data an coal/lignite re-
sources, water body types, stream orders, land cover
(forests, enter, cropland, pasture, urban /built-up),
land use (timber, cropland, transportation, urban/-
built-up, recreation, parks, unique areas, historical
and archaeological sites), soils types, and vegeta-
tion communities.
AGENCY
	 :IL Natural History Survey
RESPONDENT	 :Colin Treworgy, Systems Analyst
IL Natural History Survey
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
Natural Resources BuildinE
607 Bast Peabodv Drive
Champaign, IL <::Q0
'telephone: 217-533-8407
In'UER CONTACTS
	 :Warren Brigham
Lands Unsuitable Project Manager
:Paul Risser, Chief
IL Natural History Survcy
Telephone: 217-333-6930
CM1PUTI•fi F,ICILITIFS
COMPUTER(S)	 :PRIME 75o
IBbl 4341
CDC CYBER 175
RESIDENCE	 :In-house and at the University of Illinois
OPERATION	 :Bate and interactive
CIS CAPABILITi
	 :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILIIIIS
0 
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OPERATING SYSTEM :PRIMOS
SYSTEM CAPACITY :plain memory: 3MD
Disc storage: 6OQMB
Simultaneous users supported: 32
LANGUAGES) :FORTRAN
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE :ARC/INFO (ESRI)
ELAS (VASA)
114FO (IIENCO)
Minitabs
MUSE (word processing package)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES .4 monochrome graphics CICF , 3 color graphics CRTs,
5 Calcomp digitizers, line printer, drum pen plot-
ter, 5 alphanumeric CRTs (equipment distributed
between five Offices in two cities)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIIS
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 ;CHOUtO/weather -
rainfall, wind, exposure, evapotranspiration, temper-
ature. snowfull /snow depth
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
Public Land Survey
State Plane Coordinates
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 1 square mile
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Are/node, coordinate point, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Maps ( variable scale), tables, graphics, modelling
capability, statistical summaries, composite mapptng,
interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY Align
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :gaily
COMMENTS :Source data are collected daily, but data base only
contains information on station location and type Of
data Collected; specific data can be interfaced with
this on an as-needed basis
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 ;Damography -
populatians, economic aspects
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :By county, by township
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Coordinate point, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCT 'S	 :Maps ( variable scale), tables, graphics, modelling
capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
interactive video display
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondnry
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE. FREQUENCY	 :livery 10 yeurs
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DXPA CATEGORY NAME :Energy - DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface water hydrology -
coal/lignite resources, transmission quality, wator body type, watershed boundaries,
GEWRAPNIC COVERAGE :Statewide floodplains, flood prone areas, stream orders
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latituda/longitude GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
Universal Transverse Mercator GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Lotituda/Iongituda
Public Land Survey Universal Transverse Mercator
State Plane Coordinates 0 ® Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :1 square mile `n zJ State Plane Coordinates
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Arclnode, coordinate point, tabular .0 MINI1,1UM RESOLUTION :1 square mile; site specific
{NiT'l'UT PRODUC '1'S :Maps ( variable scale). tables, graphics, modelling 0 DATA 37T)RACE FORMAT :Are
/node, coordinate point, tabular
capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
0
0
O11TP0 1,' PRODUCTS :lfalrs (variable scale), tables, graphics, modelling
interactive video display capability capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
DATA SOURCES :Primary interactive video display capability
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY :High 0 .^ DATA SOURCES :Primary
UPDATE FRCQUENCY :Every 5 years C LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY :high
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Variable
-------------- COhWENTS :Some data routinely supplied to the Environmental
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Geology-
_
Protection Agoncy's STORED data basd
physiography, surficial geology, bedrock geology,
exploration/extraction, records of horings
CP-{1GRAP11"' ;OVERAGE :Statewide DATA CATEGORY NAME :land Use -
GEOGRAPUiC REFERENCE :Not yet decided transportation, recreation, .parks, unique a:eas
MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 1 s uare mile; site specific (borings) GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
DATA STORACE FORMAT :Arc/node, coordinate point, tabular GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE: :Lotitudu/longitude
OUTPUT PRODUCE'S :Maps (variable scale), tables, grsphics, modelling Universal Transverse Mercator
capability, scatistleai summaries, comp sire mapping, Public Land Survey
interactive video display State Plane Coordinates
BATA SOURCES :Primary MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 1 square mile
LEVE1. OF RELIABILITY :IEigh DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Arc/node, Coordinate point, tabular
UPDATE FREAQIIENCY :Manthly (boringu); irregular (other data types) OUTPUT PRODUCES :Maps (variable- scale), tables, graphics, mudelling
CLASSIFICATION :USGS Stratigraphic Nomenclature, North American capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
Stratigrophic Code interactive video display
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
--- ------ ---- LEVEL OF RE•.LIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Unknown
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Groundwater hydrology -
quantity, quality, disclvirge/pumpage ---- ,_._----------
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GFOGRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude DATA CATEGORY NAME :Boundaries -
Universal Transverse Mercator state, Counties, townships, watersheds
Public Land Survey GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
State Plane Coordinates CEOGRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :E square mile; site specific Universal Transverse Mercator
DATA S'Ir1RAGE F011flA •r :Arc/node, coordinate point, tabular Public Land Survey
OUTPUT PRODUCTS claps (variable scale), tables, graphics, modelling State Plane Coordinates
capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping, MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Data are accurate to within 200'
interactive video display capability DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Arclnode, coordinate point, tabular
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary OUTPUT PRODUCT'S :Maps (variable state), modeiling capability, at:nr::-
11iT11il. OF RELIABILITY :High tical sunk,ucries, composite mapping,	 interactivv vtdr0
IIPDA'1'li FRiiQUENCY : Variable display capability
DATA SOURCES :Primary
----------------- LEVEL OF RELIABILITY .138b
UPDATE. FREQUENCY :Annually
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OUTPUT pROoUCTs
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
:Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, modelling
capabiltity, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
interactive video display capability
:Primary
:Moderate
:Annually; ovary 5 years; every iO years
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Soils data -
association, capability class
GFa)GRAPIIIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GEOCRAPE[IC REFERENCE
	 :Latitude/Iongitud€
Universal Transverse Mercator
Public Land Survey
State Plane Coordinates
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :1 squure mile
1)A`VA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Arc/node, coordinate point, tabular
OUT11 EI 'r PRODUCTS	 :Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, modelling
capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
interactive video display
DATA SOURCES
	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF REI3ABILITY
	 :Moderate
UPDATE F1?VQUENCY
	 :Irregular
DOCUMENTATION	 :Will be available in 1984
USER FEES POLICY	 :No policy established
DATE: OF iNHYIRMATION : 7/14193
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :11.4
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Vegetation
species, communities, rare, endangered, natural
divisions, ecoregions, 1820 forest/prairie distri-
bution, potential natural vegetation, vegetation
divisions
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
CEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :LatitudellonUitud€
Universal Transverse Mercator
Public Land Survey
State Plane Coordinates
MINIMUM RFSOLlrr1ON
	 :By county; I square mile
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Arc/node, coordinate point, tubular
OUTPUT PRODULTS	 :Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, modelling
capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 ;Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Annunlly (collection information); seldom (other
data types)
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
game (mammals), gene (fish), non-Some (mammals), non-
gnme (fish), non-game (marine/estuarial), non-game
(reptiles/amphibians), habitat, threatened, endangered
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE:Statewide
GOM'APHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
Public Land Survey
State Plane Coordinates
MINIMA] RESOLUTION
	 :By county; 1 square mile; site spocific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Arc/node, coordinate point, tabular
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CODE :I1.006-01
S T.C1.1: :IL
DATA BASE NAME :Cowl Resource and Mining Data Files
SUDJF.C'r COVERAGE :Coal and mining data
CL•'UURAPHIC COVERAGE :11, Basin Coal Field
STA'T'US : Data Base consists of the following files:
Coal Resource Data
Mine Information File
Mine Mined-out Areas
Mine Subsidence Insurance Data
Also:
ILLIMAP Base Map
These files will be maintained on the 1L Lands Unsuitable for
Mining Information System (see IL005-01)
,%CFNCY :IL State Geological Survey
RESPONDEWr : Paul Did-lontelle, Geologist and head, Engineering
Geology Section
IL State Geological Survey
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
121 Natural Resources Building
615 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL	 b1826
Telephone:
	
217-333-5114
OTHER CONTACTS :Dr. Morris Leighton, Chief
Telephone:
	
217-344-1481
Lyndol 11. VanDyhe, Head, Camputur Services
Telephone:
	
217-333-5102
COMPUTER CACILITIES
CUIMPUr11(S) :IMSAI.
ALTAIR
APPLE
IUM-PC
DEC PDP 11134
IBM 4341
CYBER 194
CYBER 195
RESIDENCE : In-house (PUP 11/34 & 11/10);
University of IL Digital Computer Lab (IBM 4341
CYDER 194 & 195)
OPERATION : Batch and Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-11011SE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM : RS%-11M and RT11 on Remote Job Entry system
SYS111i CAPACITY :Main memory:	 2561:
Disc Storage:	 28`10 drive t two SIIB drives
Simultaneous users supported; 	 10
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
Assembler
BASIC
SPECIALIZED SOM-4ARE :ILLIMAP
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, tablet -free curaur
digitizers (2), line printer (character graphics)
dot matrix printer with graphics, drum pun plot-
ter (2), alphanumeric CRT's ( 14), small	 flathed
pun plotter
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Mining -
coal resources, mine information, mined-cut areas,
mine subsidence insurance data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : 11, Basin Coal Field (most of the state, area excludes
about the northern fifth of the state and parts of
the eastern border and Lhe southern tip)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latituda/longitude
Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Ownership unit, county, site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon, coordinate point, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, tables, statistical
summaries
DATA SOURCES :Primary
A ® UPDATE VREIIUENCV :Monthly, annually, or as area studies are compivied
°gl CONFIDTiNTIALITY Some files which indicate company resources, and
mine maps; some insurance informaLlen
(7) COMMENTS :Data is supplied to USGS CRIB. 	 These data will be
maintained on the Lands Unsuitable for Mining Infor-
mation System, now under development (sue 11.005-01)
c DATA CATEGORY NAME :Boundaries -
state, counLios, townships, 1LLIMAP
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGG ;IL Basin Coal Field (most of the state, excludes
the northern fifth of the state, the eastern
Nboundary, and the southern tip)
GEOGRAPHIC REFFIWX(:F :Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
DATA STORAGE. FORMAT :Polygon, coordinate point, Labular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, tables, statistical SummurleS
DATA SOURCES :Primary
COMMENTS :These data will be maintained on the 1-ands unsuitable
for Mining Information System, now under dtrelop=•nt
(see ILO05-00	 For further information un ILLDIAP.
sue 11,007-04
USER FEES POLICY
	
:Services and products aval LaWe ,u 1111 dw,:gc;
chnrges may be made for contract puhl: cal iun:c,
WTE OF INFali1NriON :B/12/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :1L12
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CODE :11.006-02
51'.M :IL
DATA BASH. NAND :Landslide Information File
SHILIECT COVrRACE :Inl•ormutiun on landslides occurring in IL
GiWHAPOIC COVERAGE :Statewide
Al ;.FNCY :IL State Geological Survey
RESPONIII:N'I' :itlul UuNontolle, Geologist and ]lead,
Engineering Geology Section
11, State Geological Survey Divisiou
IL Department of Energy and Natural Resources
121 Natural Resources Building
615 Eust Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL
	 61820
Telephone:	 217-333-5114
07lII:R CONTACTS :Dr. Morris Ieigl:ton, Chief
Telephone:	 217-344-1481
Lyndul VanDyke, head, Computer Services
Telephone:	 217-333-5102
COMI'MIM FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S) WISA1
ALTAIR
APPLE 11
IBFI PC
Dl-:C PDP 11/34
IBM 4341
CDC CYDER 194
CDC CYDER 195
RESIDENCE :In-house (POP 11/34 & 11/10)
University of IL ligital Computer lalb (IUN 4341,
Cyber 194 & 195)
OPERATION :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY :Yes
1N-]]OUSE FACILITIhS
OPERATING SYSTDI :RSX-11N and R'i'll on R.IG system
SYSMI CAPACITY :Main atemary:	 256K
Disc Storage:	 28 MB drive and two 5 MB drives
Simultaneous users supported:
	 10
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
As5emhier
BASIC
SPECIALIZED SOFTI•IARE	 -ILLIHAP (sea 11.007-04)
PE:RIPUERAL DEVICES	 :Monochrome graphics CRT, tablet-free cursor digi-
tizers (2), line printer (character graphics),
dot matrix printer with graphics, small flatbed
pen platLer, drum pen plotter (2), alphanumeric
CRT's (14)
4
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATWORY NAI.1B	 :NuLurai disasters -
onnineering information sumsanry file for projects in IL:
description of landslide (size, cause, type, uetire tar
inactive), economic aspects, surficial and bedrock geolugv.
relief, erosion
GI•MRAPIIIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GEOCRAPIIIC REFERENCE ;Public Land Survey
Cauaty
Street Address & Zip Code
MININIM RESOLUTION	 :SILL. specific-
DATA S"TORAGE rOULAT	 :Tubular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS 	 :Sunuunry data
DATA SOURCES	 :Primu ry and secondary
UPNATL FILQUENCY	 :Continuously
CONIII•:N'f5	 :Data is supplied to USES as a t.511p,I1110 hr;llr Mill))
DOCUMENTATION	 :"Iandslide Information Report Form"
USER PrIS POLICY	 :Na, products and services available at no charge, but
charges may he made for contract publications
DATE OF 1NFORMATION :9/7/83
PAPER FILF NUMBER	 :11.12-2
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shale (opproxiaately the southern 2/3's of the
stece)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERMICE :Public Lund Survey
Lambert conic
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Study covered IL Basin but well data lecated
within 200 feet of actual ground position
DATA STORAGE FORMAT:Coordinate paint
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Computer tape, publication
DATA SOURCES:Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Update not anticipated
CODE :1LOO7-01
sTNVE	 :1L
DATA BASE NAME	 :Miners Data Base
SUII.ECT COVERAGE	 :Black shale and natural gas energy resources in IL
C11]GRAPIIIC COVERAGE :The southern two-thirds of the state, where black shale
accurs in the IL Basin
ACI•NC1'	 :IL State Geological Survey
RISPONDRIT
	
:Lyndal VanDyke, head, Computer Services
IL State Geological Survey Division
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
121 Natural Resources Building
615 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
Telephone: 217-333.-5102
COMPIMM FACILITIES
COMPUTIM(S)	 :IM5AI
: ALTA I It
:APPLE fI
:ION PC
: D W PUP 11134
: IWI 4341
:CDC CYBER 144
CDC CYIIP.R 195
RE,91111iNCE :In-louse (DEC POP 11134 & ll/]u) and
University of IL Digital Computer lab
(IDN 4341, CDC Cybar 1% & 195)
(11'I:RA'h'1ON :Batch ear: Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-11OLIS1: FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTD] :RSX-1111 and RTII on RJE system
SYSTEM CAI 141CITY :Main memory:
	
256K
Disc storage:	 28 M drive and two 5 NO drives
Simultaneous users supported: 10
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
Assembler
BASIC
SPP.CIALIZGD SOMARE :ILLIMAP (see IL007-04)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, tablor-free digitizers
(2), line printer (churacter graphics), dot
matrix printer with graphics, small flatbed
pen plotter, drum pen plotters (2). alphanumeric
CRT's (14)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'rlX;OILY NAME - Hnergy -
resources - natural gas, black Shale
M)GRAPNIC COVERAGE :The purtion of the IL Basin covered by black.
USER FINS POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charge, but
this may change by 1/1/85
DA'Z'E OF INFORNMION .9 112183
PAPER FILE NIIINIER	 :I1,14-1
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CODE. :11.0r)7-02
:IL
DATA BASE NAME :waterflood Oil Production Data Base
SUII.IPGT COVERAGE :Oil resources and production by waterflood in IL
1:I?(1(;RAPE11C COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :11, State Geological Survey
RESPONDENT :Lyndal VunDyke, [lead, Computer Services
1L State Geological Survey Division
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
121 Natural Resources Building
615 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61920
Telephone:	 217-333-5IO2
C(tMPUTER FACILITIES
UEIa!'IITEiR(S) :IMSAI
:ALTA IR
:APPLE II
.I AM PC
:DEC PPP 11/34
:111E1 4341
:CDC CYBER 194
CDC CYBER 195
RESIDENCE :Ia-house (DEC PDP 11134 & 11/10) and
University of IL Digital Compub.r Lab
(ID.+I 4341, CDC CYDER 194 & 195)
O['ERATimi :Balch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
114-HOUSE FACiLIT11•'S
OPERATING SYSTEM	 :RS%-1U1 and RT11 on RJE system
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 :EEain memory: 2561:
Disc storage: 28 MB drive and two 5 MB drives
Simoltanuous users supported: IU
LANCLIAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
BASIC
SPECIALIZED SOE'i1JARE	 :11.LIHAP (see I1 .007-04)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :llonuchrome graphics CRT, tablet-tree cursor digi-
tizars (2), line printer (character graphics),
dot matrix printer wit.h graphics, small flatbed
pen plotter, drum pea plotters (2), nlphanumer.ir.
CRT'. 0 (14)
13ESCRII'I'10N OF DATA CATE:GUREES
DATA C,YI'EODRY NAME	 :Energy -
resources - oil, oil production I+y waterflood
GE'.00RAM11C COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC R£FERI3;CE :Public Land Survey
mUDIUII RISOLIITION	 :10 acres
DATA STORAGE FOPHAT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Annual publication of all production data from
waterflood operations
DATA SOURCES
	
:Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderato
UPDATE F08QULUCY	 :Annually
COUMENTS
	
:Data is supplied to the Oil Information Curter,
Norman, OF; last updated 1981
USER FRES POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charge. I,ut
this iany change by 111/95.
DATI: OF INFORMATION :9112/83
PAPER FI1.li NUMBEll 	 :IL14-2
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GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
Lambert coordinates
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Located to the foot, buc allow 200 sect error
in the data base
DATA STORAGE FORfIAT :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Computer Lupo
DATA SOUPCHS :Primary
LEVEL 4F RELIABILITY :Iligh
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Continuously (data); data base will be updated
twice a year, hopefully
CrIMENTS :This data base will be included In the IL Lands
Unsuitable for Mining Data Bast• which is under
development (see ILOD5-01).
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Products and services available at no charge, but
this may change by 1/1/85.
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/12/83
PAPER PILE NUMBER
	 :I1,14-3
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CODE :ILOU7-03
STATE	 :IL
DATA BASE NAME	 :Basic Vell Data
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Cool, natural gas and oil well data for IL
GEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statekide
SlM'US	 :Data base will be included In the IL Lands
Unsuitable for Mining Data Base ( see ILODS-01)
AGENCY	 :IL State Geological Survey
RESPONOMT	 : Lyndal VanDy&e, Head, Computer Services
IL State Geological Survey Division
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
121 Natural Resources Building
615 Enst Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61920
Telephone: 217-333-5102
CIkMPUTFR FACILITIES
COM IUM(S)	 :IMSAI
.ALTAIR
:APPLE 1I
:IUM PC
:DEC PDP 11/34
:IHH 4341
:CDC CYBER 194
CDC CYBER 195
RESIDENCE	 : In-house* (CED PDP 11/34 & 11/10) and
University of IL Digital Computer lab
(IBM 4341, CDC CYBER 194 & 195)
OPERATION	 :Dutch and interactive
CIS CAI'A111LITY
	 :Yes
IN-IIOUS]i FACILITIES
OPI?RATING SYSTDI
	 :RSX-1111 and RTH on RJE system
SYSTI-h1 CAPACITY
	 :Main memory: 256K
Disc storage: 28 MD drive and Lua 5 MB drive:;
Simultaneous users supported: 10
L'INCUAGE(S)
	
:FORTRAN
Assembler
BASIC
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :ILLIMAP (see IL007-04)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :tlonochrome graphics CRT, tablet-free cursor digl-
tizers (2), line priator (character graphics),
dot matrix printer with Rrnphics, small flatbed
pen plotter, drum pen platters (2), alphununioric
CRT's (14)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA Cl1fIEO0RY NAME	 :Energy -
resources: coal/lignite, nutural gas, nil
CODE :11.007-04
STATE	 :IL
DATA DASE NAME	 :ILLIMAP
SUl1.ibCT COVERAGE 	 :A computer-based mapping system for IL, includes
boundaries and base-line data
GII)GRAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
S7;1TBS	 Will be included in the IL Lands Unsuitable for
Nixing Data Base (see I1.005-01)
AGENCY	 :IL State Geological Survey
RE'Sl'0M1ENT
	
:Lynda! VnnDyke, Bead, Computrr Services
IL State Geological Survey Division
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
121 Natuiol Resources Duilding
615 East Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
COHI'lrrEl1 FACILITIES
CUNII'UTER(S) :IMSAI
:ALT_,IR
:APPLE II
:IBM PC
:DEC PBP 11/34
:IBN 4341
:CDC CYBER 194
CDC CYBRR 195
RESIDENCE :In-Louse (PDP 11/34 8 11/10) and
University of IL Digital Computer Lab
(IBM 4341, CDC' CYBER 194 & 195)
OVERA'i'lal :Batch and interactive
CH CAPAISILI'1'Y :Yes
IN-110USE FACILITIES
0I'RRATING SYSTDI :RS%-11M and RT11 on RJE system
SYSTEM CAPACI'T'Y :Main memory:	 256K
Disk storage:	 28 DI11 drive and two 5 6111 drivas
Simultaneous users supported:	 lO
LANGUAGES) :FORTRAN
Assembler
BASIC
PEUIPi1RRAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, tablet-free cursor digs-
tizers (2), line printer (character graphics),
dot matrix printer with gruphfcs, small flatbed
pen plotter, drum pen plotters (2), alphanumeric
CRT's (14)
DE'SCENTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATM04Y NAND: :Boundaries -
stute, counties, townships, coordJuates
GEU(IRAPiiIC COVERAGE Statewide
vrA'1GRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
Lambert coordinates
miNIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Values are calculated to the foot
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Coordinate point
otrrPUT PR(1DBCT5	 :Alaps - variable scale, composite mapping,
computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL Or RF,LIABILITY	 :lligh
UPDATE, FRI•>ZUEUCY	 :As errors uro found
CODU1UIl •S	 :11111 be included in tba I1. Lands Unsuitable far
Mining Data Base (see 11.1115-01)
DOCDM y.1UMIN	 :ISGS Circular 451, "I1.I.I1 ,10 - A Computer-l4,Ned
Mapping System for Illinois", 1070
I1SE2 FEES POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charge. S.ut
this may change by 1/1185.
DATE OF INFUR61ATI011 :9/12183
PAPRR FILE NUMBER	 :IL14-4
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CODE :ILODB-01
STATE :IL
DATA BASF: NAME :Ground Water Quality Data Buse
S1N11EXT COVERAGE iGround water quality and discharge data for the State
of Illinois
UEOGRAI711C COVERAGE :Statewide, but variable based on ground water use
STATUS _A project has just begun in which the data base is to be
reviewed, corrected uhere possibla, flagged for relia-
bility, and perhaps restructured;
A version of the data base will reside on the Lands
Unsuitable for Mining Information System (sae IL005-01).
AGENCY :IL State Water Survey
RFSPOYDE.NT :Susan Schack, Hydrologic Data AualysL
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
605 East Springfield Avenue
PO Box 5050, Station A
Champaign, IL 61820
Telephone;
	
217-333-9042
OTHER CoUTAMS ;James Gibb, Chief, Groundwater Section
Telephone:
	 217-333-0236
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :10 acres, 640 acres, township, county, munagement
unit, ownership unit
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Tubular, presently in STORLT format
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Computer tape, presently self progrummod access
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OC RELIABILITY	 Moderate to low, but expect to improve an relidbility
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Every two to six months, as volume dictates
CONFIDEENTI'(LI'rY	 :Permission of Section head needed fur use or data hose
COMMENTS	 Data is supplied to STORLT
DOCUMIUMATIOEI :Documentation on dnta sLructure will be updated In Sprin({{
or Summer of 1984, documentation on data encuding fornat/
pracedura will became available in 1984
USER FEES POLLCY	 :No policy has been established; some users may be ch-60*1
in ilia future
DA'Z'E OF INFORMATION :9/19/83
PAPER FILL' NUMBER 	 :11.17-1
C(*lPU`JT*.R FACILITIES
CONPNTF.R(S) :IBM 4341
CDC CYDER 174
CDC CYDER 175
PRIME
DEC VAX 1170
RESIDENCE. :L)niversity of Illinois (L:YBER 174 & 175, IBM 4341);
In-house (will have a DEC VAX 117U in Spring, 1994); 0
Lands Unsuitable for Mining Program (PRIME)
OPF.RA'fION :Dutch nod Intera_tive "0 G)
(not automatic, cumbersome at present, to be improved) O
GIS CAPABILITY No C
IN-II(IUSE FACILITIES
1 1 1MIPMRA6 DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, line printer (character
graphics), drum Iron plotter, hard copy terminal,
alphanumeric CRT's (2-6); will have a dot matrix P"
printer withgraphics in Spring of 1984
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Groundwnter -
weter quality, non-point pollution, discharge/
pumpoge, wolf location
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide, but mainly in the northern third and
eastern border of the state, due to variability
in ground water use
GFOG110111C REFERENCE ;Public Land Sur-tay
Latitude/lengituda (fow)
t—
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CODE :IIA09-01
STATE :IL
DATA BASE NAME :Ambient Lakes Database
SUl1.IECT COVERAGE :Surface water quality data
OW.RAPIiIC COVERAGE :Statuwide
STATUS :These data on lakes are supplied to STOIET.
	 Other data
of IL EPA:	 stream and special survey data are stored in
the STORCT system; ambient stream dut y is also stored by
conperarive agreement with USGS in Lite WATSTORE system.
AGI:IICY :II. Environmental Protection Agency
R[:SPONUMV :.labs Little, C. 1'. Specialist
IL Environmental Protection Agency
2200 Churchill Road
Springfield, IL	 62706
TLICV1113171c:	 217-782-9362
OTHER CONTACTS :Jill Hardin, E. P. Specialist
Telephone.
	
217-782-3362
Eugeno F. Seabald, P.E., Manager, Water Pollution Control
Telephone:	 217-782-1654
COMPUTER FACILITIES
comi ltuER(S) :TEKTRONIX 4052
TEKTRONIX 4054
CYDER
RESIDENCE :In-house
University of IL (CYDER)
STOREY
OPERA'1'1014 :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY :No
IN-IRIUSR l'ACILl'I'llS
OPERATING SYSTEM :TEKTRONIX
SYSTEM CAPACITY :Main memory:	 64,000 bytes
Disc storage;	 1.20 megabytes
Simultaneous users supported: 	 I
LANGUAGES) :BASIC
SPECIALIZED SOMARE. :TEKTRONIX PLOT50
PERIPHERAL. DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT's (2), tablet-froc cursor
digitizer, line printer (character graphics),
hard Copy terminal
DI.SCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME ;Surface water -
quality, return flows
GI7)G'RAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEMMA1,11IC REFGRENCr :Lake
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :'rubles,	 graphics, statistical sunvnartes
DATA SUUHMS :Primary
G•_	 l
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LEVEL OP RELIABILITY :Nigh
UPDATE FREQUMCY	 :Annual
CLASSIFICATION	 :Carlson's trophic state index
COMMRNTS	 :Data is supplied to USEPA - STORLT
DOCUMENTATION	 :Available on software and data structure
USER FEES POLICY	 :Products and ser.icas are available at an rharim-
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/11/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :IL15
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CODE
	 :INUOE-01 Eagle Creek Watershed (parts of Uaalle, Hamilton, i
Hendricks. and Marian Counties)
Stotts Creek Watershed (parts of Munroe and Brown
51,17E	 1N Counties)
implementation Project Data BaseDATA BASE NAME
	
:Muriel Im L	 .1 eL•'OGElAPIIIC R11:ERENCE :Latitude/longitude
SUEJECi'COVERAGE
	
:Climoto/weuther, dumography, energy, environment=il quality, Ad hoc grid
geology, ground and surface waters, land cover, boundarles, MINIMUM RESOLUTION :5 acres
soils data, topography, vegetation, and wildlife DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid(:FlR;R,1PlITG GOVL'kA[€E :Eagle Creek and Stotts Creek Watersheds (150,{100 acres in OUTPUT PRODUGIS :Flaps - variable scale. Composite mapping, tables,
central I11) graphics, modelling capability, statisiical Sananatit's,
AGENCY	 :Butler University computer tape
i
RESP[L@DvNT	 :Richard F. Hyde, Director, RLA Program DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
Holcomb Research Institute LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY :Varies I
Butler University UPDATE FREQUENCY :Varies
4600 Sunset Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 	 46208 -------
Telephone:	 317-283-9555
OTHER CONTACTS
	
:Darrel Fishol, Business Manager DATA CATEGORY NAME :Energy - ?
Telephone:	 317-283-9421 resources - coal/llarilte, natural gan, oil,
:Nicholus Vesper, Director, University Computing transmission
Telephono:	 317-283-9420 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE' :Twu Watersheds In Control 	 IN:
onin,•,	 Muni	 urt,Faigle Creek Watershed (parts al B	 h
{'{p?II'IPI'EdE!	 l'ACIL['E'IIiS Ileudrirloi, and Mariu:l Cuuot Ies)
Stotts Creek Waturslled (part y of Mourn' itnd Brown
LvIl'IrlEl€(S)	 :Ult VAX H1730 CouaLins)
RESIDUNCK
	
:University Computer Center GEOGRAPHIC IlfiPlikliN(:E :Lttitude/longitude
{lPER,17'IOY	 :Batch Ad hoc grid
GIS CAI'ABll.[TY:Yes MINIMUEI RESOLUTION :5 acres
DATA STORAGE: FORMAT :Grid
ol-scumtoy OF DATA CA'17Y;OItIF.S OUTPUT PROMMIS :Maps - variable scale, composite clapping, rubles,
graphics, modelling cul pability, stutisL{cal summaries, li
DATA CA'1'E3L'ORY NAME	 :Ctimato/ueather - computer tape
rainfall, wind, evapotranspiration, cumperature DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary i
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Two watersheds in central IN: LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Varies
Engle Crack Watershed (parts of Boone, llaiailtan, IEPDA'€li FREQUENCY :Varies
Hendricks, and Marion Countius) CLASSIFICATION :Anderson
Stotts Creek Watershed (parts of Munrue and Brawn
1Counties) ------	 _ ____
iGI-MRAPHIC REFCRE:NCE	 :Latitude/longitude
Ad floc Arid ® ^ DATA cATwORY NAME :Enviroumr-nLal quality
M1NlElUF1 RISO[.117'IOlE	 :5 acres .gy Water quality, 1 paxardous wastes, point poliutiou,
11,11'AS'IYIRAGE FORFIAT 	 :Grid non-point. pallet.ion (agricultural), 	 bnsL m.tn.1gemeiit
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Flaps - variable scale, composite mapplog, tables, `{.7 pructicrs aflecLing water quality
graphics, modelling capability, statistical smnm,trles, O GCOCRAPHIC COVERAGE :Two watersliuds in Central	 IN:
computer Lupo Q Eagle C-reuk Watershed (parrs of Mauna, ll,lmilton,
DATA SOURCES
	
:Primary and secondary Ilundricks, and Marion Counties)
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :high Sl-otts Creek Watershed (parts of Munroe +ind 1111114F1
UI'DA'lT' FRE(2UENCY	 :Seasonally Counties)
G GEL)GRAPIIIC REFEM-24CE :Latilndellangitudu
---- — ---------- — Ad lint	 grid
YTS IIINIFIUFI RESOLUTION :5 acres
DATA CA'VE.GORY NAME	 :Demography - DATA STORAGE F(1RFIAT :Grid
Populations, social aspects, economic le aspects & OUTPUT PRODDC M :-kips - Variable scale, Cumpusit y nhiplang.
	
IaI11 L•ti,
GEO RAJ ILM.' COVERAGE	 :'feu watersheds in Central IN: graphics, mudi• Ilina Capability,	 stariv, li..II 	 :;nnnn,ll
computer tupo
Z
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Eagle Creek Watershed ( parts of !Boone, Hamilton.
UA'I'A SOURCES :Primary and secondary Hendricks, and Flurlon Counties)
LEVI-1. OF RELIABILITY :Varies Stotts Creek Watershed (part y of Flonroe and !Brown
UPDATE VNE(Jl1FNCY :Varies bounties)
CLAM F1CATi0N :Anderson GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :LuLitude/longitude
Ad hoc grid
---°-------- -- MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Geology - OUTPUr PROBUC'IS :flaps - variable scale, composite mapping, tables,
physiography, surficial geology, bedrock geology, graphics, modelling capability, statisLical summaries,
{ ex location/axtractionp computer tape
GE'DGRAPUIC COVERAGE :Two watersheds in Central IN: DATA SOURCES :Secondary
Eagle Creek Watershed (parts of Boone, llnmilton, LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Varies
Hendricks, and Marion Counties) UPDATE Fl+E4lEEIICY :Varies
Stotts Creek Watershed (parts of Monroe and grown
Counties) ------------------
GMERAP111C REFERENCE :Latitude/langicude
Ad hoc grid DATA CATEGORY NAME :Lund cover -
MlNE%= RESOLUTION :5 acres timber, raineral extraction/energy production, crop-
DATA M)RACE FORMAT :Grid land (type, acreago, conservation menhures), live-
01l'ri'U'r PRODUI"rs :Maps - variable scale, Composite mapping, tables, stack production, fOreSLS (Si gh, location, erusiuu),
graphics, modelling capability, statistical summaries, transportation, urban/built-up, recreattun, parks,
computer tape ownership, land use changes and trends © Q
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Two watersheds in Central I II: '37
LEVI 
'
L OF RELIA151LITY :Varies Eagle Creek Watershed (parts (o£ Benue, llnmilton, ,a
UPDATE: V14EOIICNCY :Varies Hendricks, and Marlon Counties) O
CLASSIFICATION :Anderson Stotts Creak Watershed (part y of Monroe and Brown
Counties) 0
--------------- - GCOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Ad hoc grid A
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Groundwater - MINIMUM RESOLUTION :5 acres
quantity, quality, well location, aquifers DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
GEfH;RA171IC COVERAGE :Two watersheds in Central IN: OUTPUT PRODUMS :Maps - variable scale, composite mopping, Whley,
Eagle Creek Watershed (parts of Boone, Hamilton, graphics, modelling capability, statistical summarlrrs,
Eleudricks,and Marion Countios) computer tape
Stacts Creek Watershed (parts of Monroe and Brown DATA SOURCES :Primary
Counties) LEVEL OF RELIABILITY ivories
GEOI;RAPBIC REFERENCE :Latitude/loagiLUde UPDATE FREQUENCY :Varies
Ad hoc grid CLASSIFICATION :Anderson
F1111001 RESOLUTION :5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid --- -_.- ------------
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, raps - one scale only, tables,
graphics, modelling capability, statistical summaries, DATA CATEGORY NAME :Boundaries -
composite mapping, compulor tape state, counties, townships, census blocks, waLerhhrds,
DATA SOURCES :Secondary river basins, regional planning districts
!.liV[il. OF RELIABILITY :Varies GEOGRAI1111C COVERAGE :Tl.o watersheds in Central IN:
UPUAT1 .1 FREQUENCY :Varies Lnglu Creek Watershed (louts al lk,uav, 11aui1Etuu.
Hendricks and Marion Count WO
-------------- Stotts Creek WaLorshcd (part y of Muurov :uid Uruwn
Counties)
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface water - GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Lutitudu/longitude
dischargo/volume/stage, quUlity, watershed boundaries, Ad I gor grid
£loodplains, flood prone areas, stream orders, runoff MINIMUM RSSOLUTION :5 acres
GEOGRA I'll IC COVERAGE :Two watersheds in Central IN: DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
^ Q
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rOUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, composite mapping, tables,
graphics, modelling capability, statistical summaries,
computer tape
DATA SOURCI •S :Secondary
I.Fv r•,1. OF RELIABILITY :Varies
dPUrr FREQUENCY ;Varies
CLASSiFICA'1'Mu :Anderson
DATA CATWORY NAME :Soils data —
type, series, association, engineering character-
istits, capability class, productivity, erosion,
Cansarvutian measures
CL•'OGRAPHIC COVERAGE Two watersheds in Central 1N:
Eagle Creek Watershed (parts of ]Toone, Ilumilton,
Hendricks and tlurion Counties)
Statts Crack Watershed (parts of Munroe wad Drown
Counties)
GE11GRAPHHTC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Ad huc grid
WRINUM RESOLUTION :5 acres
D,YI'A STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
iJUITUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, composite nwpping, tables,
graphics, modelling capability, statistical summaries,
computer tape
DATA SOURCI•'S :Srcandury
H-'X L OF R1:LIADILITY :Varies
UPDA'rIE FR EOUIENCY tVaries
DATA CATEGORY NAME ;Topography -
"10vati0n, slope, aspect
W-WHAPHIC COVERAGE. :Two watersheds in Central 111:
Tingle Crack WaLerslted (parts of Duouc, ]Hamilton,
Hendricks, and Clarion Counties)
Stotts Creel: Watursltud (parts of Monroe and Brown
Counties)
CI-MRAJ INIC RTEPIERFNCE :LUtlLude/inngitnde
Ad her grid
MINIMUr1 NE-SOLUTION :5 acres
DATA S'JURAGE FORMAT :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS AkUS - Variable Scale, Cumpoaite mnpping, tables,
graphics, modelling capability, statistical	 Sunmtarius,
computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LIEVL'L OF RELIABILITY ;Varies
UPDATE FRRi UENCY :Varies
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Vegetution -
commttnities, biomaSS/volutm
GEOGRAP111C COVDAGE	 :Two watersheds in Central IN:
Eagle Creek Watershud (parts of Hoonu, Ebntiltan,
]Hendricks, and Marion Counties]
Stotts Creek Watershed (parts of Munroe and Iirowo
Counties)
GEOCRA11111C Hi MIMICH :LatiLUde/longitude
Ad hoc grid
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 .5 ucres
DATA bIYIRAGIE FORMAT	 :Grid
OU'T'PUT PRODUCTS	 :tlapS - variable scale, composite Mapping, tublas,
graphicS, modelling capability, statistical summaries,
computer tape
DATA SOURCIS	 :Primary and secondary
LEVRL OF HEILIA1TILITY	 :Varies
UPDATE FRl.(IUF.l1CY	 :Varies
CLASSIFICATION	 :Anderson
DA'I'A CAT AUCY NAME	 :Wildlife -
fish (game and non-game), bentbic uilgtnisms, ln,bitrrt
(I"RAP111C COVIERAGE	 :'1'wo watersheds in Central IN-
raigle Creek Watershed (parts of Beane, ]]amnion,
Hendricks and Marion Counties)
SLOLLS Crrek'WULershed (purtt; of Munroe and Bruwn
Counties)
OIYIGRAPIIIC REF UMCL•'	 :Latitude /1011SILU4e
Ad I[or grid
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :5 acres, site epucific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :grid
OUTPUT' PRODUCTS	 :Mnps - varlahle scale, composite mapping, ruble,,
graphics, modelling capability, StatitlIUJI sauuuariea,
computer tape
DATA soURC1-S	 :Satundary
LE -3. OF RIELIAHILITY
	 Merles
UPDATE FRU4111:NCY
	 :Var IUS
aonnen......aeaano..
IRt1,UMP.NTATION
	
:"Duta 1)"CUt11vMLa'LIU11 - Model
Holcomb Research institute,
USI'M FEES POLICY	 No policy established
DATE•' OF INFORMATION :6/30/133
PAPER FILE NUMPER	 :1111
(t)
n 0
0 0
r: 1
0
.'t'I
Impluaa•utal lon !'[ttjri! Q
.Lu[uary 1'Jis'1
C
CODE	 :INODI-02 MINIMUM RESOLUTION :500 meter cell
DATA TfORAGE FORMAT :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :flaps - variable scule, tables, graphics, modelling
STATE	 IN capability, Statistical summaries, compusite mapping,
DATA BASE.' NAME	 :Planning Region 8 - Eight County Data Uasa computer tape
SHILIE7CT COVERAGE	 :land cover, geology, and topography DATA SOURCES :Secondary
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Eight counties in Central IN 1.CVEI. OF RELIADILITY :Eligh
AC1:NCY	 :Butler University UPDATE FREQUENCY :Annual
RI'mopENT	 :Richard F. Hyde, Director, REA Program
Ilolcomb Research Institute - -°---°-------
Butler University
4600 Sunset Avenue DATA CATIZ URY NAME :Topography -
Indianapolis, IN	 46208 elevation, slope, aspect, relief
Telephone:	 317-283-9555 GEoGRAP111C COVERAGE :!Tanning Region 8 (Boone, Hamilton, Hendricks. Marian,
O'l'UER CONTACTS	 :Darrul Fishal, Business Manager Nancuch, Morgan, Johnson, and Shelby Counties)
'telephone:	 317-283-9421 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Nicholas Vesper, Director, University Computing All hoc grid
Telephone:	 317-283-9420 MINIMUM RRSOLUTiON :500 meter cell
DATA SIX)RACT. FORMAT :Grid
COPIFtrI'ER FAC[LITIFS OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, tables, graphics, modelling
capability, statistical susmmries, compusite mapping,
COMPUTER(S)
	 :DEC VAX 11/780 computer tape
RKSIDENCE	 -University computer center DATA SOURCES :Secondary
OPERATION
	 :Batch 1.WN, OF RELIABILITY :Iligh
GIS CAPABl1.ITY	 :Yes UPDATE FUMUENCY :Annual
DESCR'[PTION OF DATA CATEGORIES n====^=nova°-=-==tea
DA'T'A CATEGORY NAME	 :land cover -
burren land, forest (and, water, wetlands, cropland
(type, acreage), posture, urban/built-ap, flo0dpluins,
changes USED(FEES POLICY	 :tlo policy established
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Planning Region 8 (Bauue, llamilLon, Hendrick-, Marlon. DATE OF INFORMATION :6/30/83
Hancock, Murgun, Johnson, and Shelby Counties) PAPER FILE NUMM	 :INI
[A-MRA1 111IC RBFERIMCE	 :Latitude/lungELade
Ad hoc grid °^7
MINIMUM RfSOI•UTION	 :500 meter cell .^
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Grid C) b„
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Maps - variable scale, tables, graphicN, modelling
capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping, Mcomputer tape >I"'
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary ^ ,T
LEVEL OF REI.IABILITY	 Oligh
UPDATE: VIMQUENCY	 :Annual
C(.ASSIFICATION
	
:Anderson p^
---------------
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:Geology -
surface, subsurface
GEWRA1 11I1C COVERAGE
	
:Planning Region 8 (Boone, Hamilton, Hendricks, Marion,
Hancock, Morgan, .Johnson, and Shelby Counties)
MIJURAPHIC REFERENCE
	
:Latituda/IongiLudu
Ad hoc grid
d
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rCODE :0002-01
STATE :IN
VATA RASE Nall :IN Heritage Program
GLOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of Indiana and The Nature Conservancy,
a national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGENCY :IN Department of Natural Resources
Itl?S1 10NDENT :Jim Aldrich, Environmental Specialist
IN Heritage Program
IN Department of Natural Resources
Division of Outdoor Recreation
612 State Office Building
Indianapolis, IN	 46204
Telephone:	 317.-232-4078
O1111:R CONTACTS :Miko- Itomaya. Plant Ecologist
:TOR Post, Plant Ecologist
:Shellie Gareau, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22207
Telephone:	 703-1141-5300
COMPUTER VACILITIES
COIIPUTER(S) 	 :11111
UESCRIITION Or DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural. diversity elements -
ecilogical values (plant and animal species, plant
c(lmnunities, aquatic systenw. critical habitats and
other natural factures) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or national level	 :0 W=
pEOGIIAPBIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
1-
r 04
:1imu
DOCIMENTATI,ON	 :"The Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter avall-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF INFORMATION : 1/21/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	
:I146
z
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—:,-i p . ^•+gym-`; ^r-F-- -^ ^*'	 s	 --- --^ u	 X	 lrs
S'L'ATE :KS
DATA BASE NAME :KS Policy Database System
DATA BASE ACRONYM 'kPOS
SUBJI;CT COVERAGE : Agriculture, atmospheric resources, business and industry,
culture, education, goverment, health, housing, labor,
land, minerals and energy, population, public safety, ruc-
reation, revenue, social services, transportation, water,
wildlife
GF.W.HAPUIC COVERAGE :Statowide
5'I'ATU5 :KPDS is an interactive program that lets the user at o com-
puter terminal retrieve data about KS counties and perform
statistical analysis.	 KPDS has two major parts called re-
trieval mode and processing mude. 	 Retrieval mode lets the
user access data from the KPDS database and display it on
the terminal or save it in a file. 	 In processing mode the
user can perform analysis on data obtained in retrieval
mode.	 Processing mode also has facilities 20 produce re-
ports, caharts, graphs and maps bused on KPDS data. 	 Over
1000 variables are present iu the database covering the
major resource areas mentioned above under subject coverage.
These are maintained from 1.950 to the present.	 Data Is
available at county, SMSA, manpower district, planning
region, and state levels.
ACFNCY :Center for Public Affairs
RESPONDENT :Arlano Slocum, Research Associate
Center for Public Affairs
607 Blake Hall
University of Kansas
Laureate, KS	 65045
Telephone:	 913-864-3701
cUk1PITl'Lk FACILITIES
DATA CATEI,ORY NAME
CEWRAP111C COVERAGE
GN)URAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
;Load cover -
barren lurid, wetlands, urban/built-up
:Statewide
:County
State
:County
of^	 F77
CODE :KSOOI-01
COdIPUTER(S)	 :HONEYWELL DPS 3/E
RESIDENCE	 :University of KS Academic Computer Center
CIS CAPABILITY	 :No
DESCRIMI ON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DAT,i CATEGORY NAME 	 ;Demography
populations, cultural data, educatlon statistics,
business and industry statistics, government, health
Statistics, housing statistics, labor statistic.:,
public sofety statistics, revenue, social services,
transportation
(WHIRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statowide
GEOGR:IPIIIC REFERENCE	 :County
SMSA level
Planning region
Manpower district
State
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Caanty
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PHODUGTS	 :flaps - one scale only, tables, graphics, statistical
sumanuries, interactive video display, computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY *M811
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Annually, every 10 yuars, periodic, and one time
COMMITS	 :Data is collected by various agencies
Last update: .tune 1983
DATA CATEGORY NM1E	 :Agriculture -
number of farms, acres of crops harvested, value of
crops
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County
IIINIMUII RESOLUTION 	 :County
DATA STORAGE IORMAT	 :'Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :flaps - one scale only, tables, graphics, interactive
Video display, computer rape
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :lligh
UPDATE WMIJUINCY 	 :Annual
011IMEN1S	 :Data collected by KS State Board of Agriculture
Lust update: June 1983
DATA CATt'IIORY ]JANE
	 :Climate/weather -
rainfall (day5/1ua11ti1 with grouter than 10 inches).
snowfall, precipitation, tempurature, frost-free
days, atmospheric pollutants
GEOiIRAPHiC COVERAGE	 :Statowide
CEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County
State
MINIIIIM RESOLUTION	 :County
DATA STUB+ICE FORMAT
	 ;Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :flaps - one scale only, tables, graphics, interactive
video display, computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Nigh
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	
:Annual, every 10 years, periodic, and unu time
COlDII•:1T1's	 ;Data collected by KS Stare University
last update: Juno 1953
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DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular
01MIDT 111100UM	 :Maps - one scale only, tables, graphics, interactive	 r
video display, .amputor Lupo
DATA SOURCES	 cSocandary
I.E.M. OF R£LIABIL.ITY :Nigh
UPDATEi FREQUENCY	 :Every 3 years
COMMENTS	 Data collected by Lead Use Data Association, USGS
Last update: June 1983
DATA STORAGE FOMIAT
	 :Tubular
OUTPUT PRODUMS	 :Maps - one scale only, tables, graphics, inteructive
video display
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :lligh
UPDATE FlIgUENCY	 :Annual, every 10 years, periodic and one time
CEINMEN'IS
	
:Data collected by KS Geological Survey and US GLo-
logicaI Survey. last update- June 1983
DATA CATWORY NAME	 :Energy
oil, gas, coal, minerals, production, walls
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statowida
GEOCR.IPUIC REFERENCE :County
State
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :County
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Maps - one scale only, tables, graphics, interactive
video display
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
I.IIVEl. OR RELIABILITY
	
:11i8h
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Annual. peiodle, and one time
C[k^lhlliNPS
	 :Data collected by KS Geological Survey, Bureau of
Cunsus, Notural Gas Processors Association
Lost update: June 1083
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Surface water hydrology
use
GHWRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Stutewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :CouecLy
State
MINIMUM W-129M.UTWN	 :County
DATA SIX)RAM FORMAT
	 :Tabular
OUTPUT 1111013UMS	 :Maps - one scale only, Lubles, graphics, interactive
video display
DATA SUURERS
	
:Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :Nigh
UPDATE FRF:MI"'NL'y	:Annual, every 10 years, per30dlc and our timr
MINEWl'S
	
:Data collected by KS Genlagirtl Survey
Last update: .]into 1'JB3
--	 — - DATA L'ATWOIIY NAME	 :Wildlife -
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Recreation - Game - mammmis, game - birds, game - fish, 1Jccurrs,
state parks, county parks, city parks, water acreage, harvests, hunting, attandancv at State lakes
land acreage, developed acreage, facilities, privaLU GEMRAPIILC COVERAGE	 :Stutewide
recreation areas GE MAI'II[C REFERENCE,
	:County
GEOGRA1 1 IIIC COVERAGE :Statewide State
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :County
State DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :County OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :flaps - one scale only, tables, graphics, J3lteracL1 VV
DATA STORAM PORMAT :Tabular video display
OUTPUT !'I{ODUf,"IS :Maps - one scale only, tables, graphics, interactive ,^
x
DATA SOIERCfS
	
:SL1t7adary
video display, computes tape LEVEL OF 111:LIABILITY
	
:lUgh
DA'T'A SOURCES :Secondary "u 0 UPDATE FkL•'QUENCY
	
:.Annual, every 10 years, periodic aad env time
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY -111rb Q ColU11.N'IS
	
:Data collected by KS Forestry, HSh .lad tune COMMIS-
UPDATE. FREQUENCY :Annual, every 10 years, periodic, and one time ^ lion.	 last updnie:	 June I'M
CO`1?1F:NI'S :lluta collected by KS Park and Resources Aothurlty
^
Lust update:	 June 1983 -_==-=art=^^^^.....a
to
DATA CATIXAMY NAME :Gronudwater hydrology - Imo" c
use, number wells, water loval, number maasurements IM)COMFIITATION 	 :Cuinpoter printout - list of XPB.'; rariehlt •ti, pvnrr.,l
UEUGRAPNIC COVERAGE. :Statowide information ury availublc
GEOCRAPIELC REFERENCE :County USER FEES POLICY	 :Fees astabl Jahad by University Cuniputar CraLOr
State I1A'rE OF INFORl1ATION .13/23183
MININIIM RESOLUTION :County PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :02
r. cn
n o
a a
a
^ 1
. o
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A
3	 ;,r
CODE :KS002-01`GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GCOGRAPIITC REFERENCE :Universal x,y coordinate system (digitized) 	 {
STATE	 :KS
	
Latitude/longitude (indirect)
DATA RASE NAhIE
	
:Kansas Data Base
	
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :GIMIJAP random access file structures
DATA BASE ACRONYM :KDB	 OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :flaps - variable scale and Content, digital files of pro-
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Vase duty (Public Land Survey, state and county boundaries)
	 jetted or latitude /longitude coordinates
surface hydrology, trnnspartation, other cultural data 	 DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary (USGS 7 and 112 minute topographic quadrangles)	
.1GBOCRAPNIC COVERAGE :Statewide	 UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Annual review
STATUS	 ;Vase data is 85 perc . ;nt complete, other approximately 	 COMMENTS	 :Input scale 1:24,000
10 to 20 percent complete
AGENCY
	
:KS Geological Survey 	 ------------ —	 }
RL•'S1'O,@DENT
	 :Joe Brentano, Research Assistant
	 S
KS Geological Survey	 DATA CATEGORY ME	 :Surface water hydrology -
Advanced Projects
	 named streams, impounded waters of significant size
University of Kansas	 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Groundwater Management District 64, Salina lhksln and	 1
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus Host	 15 counties in northeast Kansas; ether Groundwater
Lawrence, KS 66044 	 Ilanagament Districts are currently being digitized
Tolcplione: 913-864 -4991	 GF.OGRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Universal x,y coordinate system
OTHER CONTACT'S
	 :Charles Ross, Research Associate	 MlNHIUM RESOLUTION
	 :Site specific
John Davis, Chief, Advanced Projects Section
	 DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :GIMIfAP random access file structures
Chris Roche, Manager, Automated Cartography Unit 	 OUTPUT PRODUL'1'S
	 :flaps - variable stole and content, digital files of
projected or latitude/longitude coordinates
COMPUTER FACILITIES	 DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary (USGS 7 and 1/2 minute topogralibic quadrangles)
COMPUTf:R(S)	 :DG ECLIPSE MVOGOO 	 — ----- _
RESIDENCE:In-house
OPERATION	 :Bntcll and interactive
	 DATA CATEGORY NAME. 	 :Geology -
WS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes (Goudata Interactive Management flap Analysis and 	 microearthquakes, faults, aeromagnetic data
Production System (GIMMAP) for cartography and SURFACE It 	 GIMRAPIFIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
for contouring)
	 GFUGRAPHIC REFERENCE -latitude/longitude
IN-UOUSE FACILITIES	
7	 Projected
hl1NIf1llII 1{LSUI.UTlO11 	 :Site speci fic 0 ®
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :fhrps - variable scale and content, digital filca
SYST'E2I CAPACITY
	 :Main memory: 400D KO
	 DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
Disc Storage: 744 MD
Simultaneous users supported: 52	 -----------------a M
LANG[IAL'E(S)	 :FORTRAN 5	 M
FORTRAN 77	 DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Oil and gas -	 E•,
BASIC	 fields, location, names	 to!
RATFOR	 GI':OGRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide	 C 3;^)
	 dAsuernbler
	 MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 tSito specific	 ASPRCIALlZFD SOFTIIARE	 :CTIDIAP	 OUTPiiP PRODUC"1S
	 :Maps - variable scale and content, digital files 	 1°
SURFACE If
	 COMMENTS	 :See "011 and Gas Fields in Kansas" 1982, by Shirley
!'£RIPIIIRAL DEVICES	 :Data Printer Corp. CT-1210 line printer, Benson SLra os
	 F. Paul, 1.1-Maui Chang, and Sarah Dart, flap M-J7,
	 ,	 4
42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014-1 (two), Tektronix 	 KS Geological Survey
4113 color raster terminal, %ynetics 1104 flathed [)letter
(with P.P. 21 MR), Tektronix 4091 color hard copy unit	 ...... ....
nFScRIPTION Or DATA CATwoit {S
DATA CA'195GORY NARI:	 :Hasa daLa -
stute 1111vs, section turner point y , tuwaship turner	 1I5L•It I .F.IS POLi{:Y	 :Ru policy established
points, county lines, township-range lines 	 DATE OF INHIRMATION :1/16/84
PAPER FILE NUMBER :KS16
ui
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CODE :KS003-01
STATE :KS
DATA BASE: NAME :SociD-economic Data Buse (not yet named)
SUIIMIXT COVERAGE :Ikmographic. social data
CI:UCRAPIIIC COVERAGE : Statewide
STATUS, :Under development
AGBCY :KS Department of Economic Development
RESPONDENT' :Kevin Carr, Economic Development planner
AS Department of Economic Development
503 Kansas Avenue
Topeka, KS	 06603
Telephone:	 913-296-3345
commu R FACILITIIS
ixfNPlrl'E:R(S} :JIDNEYNGLL DPS 3/E
RESIMWEi :University-of Kansas (Lawrence)
OI'111,1'rION :Interactiva
i.IS CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-1RIbSI : ['ACILI'rICS
PE.RIPIIERAL DEVICES
	 :hard copy terminal
DISCRIFFION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DXM CATECORY NA1.1L•' :Sociu-economic data -
populations, uncial aspects, economic aspects
61MR3t'IIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
MINIMUM RFSULUTION :By township
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Tabular
01111'11'1'PRODBCI'S :Tablas, statistical summaries, retrieval and analysis
of date within any given radius around a point
11ANA SWIMS :primary and secondary
I11'DATI: F8Er4umcY : Last updated in 1982
'1'1
O p
On a
G '^
USIk [Z:IiS POLICY	 :No policy established
DATE OF INIIIRMATION :3121/83
i'1PE:It VILE NUMIISR	 :KS3
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CODE. :KSUO4-01
STATE	 :KS
DATA BASE NAME
	
:Coal Reserves
FUAII:CI' COVERAGE
	 :Coal resources
CE(MAPl11C COVERAGE ;Statewide
ACE,NCY	 :KS Geological Survey
RESIUIIDENT
	 Garry Brady, Associate Scientist
Coolo6ic Investigations
KS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus Nest
University of Kansas
Lawrence, RS 66044
Telephone: 913-864-4991
0171WR CONTACTS
	 :Doug Beene, Assistant Scientist
:Owen_ S pitz, Chief
COMnuLor Services Sectiun
COt1PIrrER rACILITIPS
1XVITTER(S)
	 :TEKTRONIX 4052
RISIDENCE
	 :In-house
OPERATION	 :Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY
	
:Partial
IN-NIIUSE FACILITIES
Pt31IPIEERAI. DEVICES	 :TEK hard copy unit for 4052
DESCRi111710N OF DATA CATEGORIES
DAM CATEGORY NAME	 : Energy -
coat resources, well name, legal description, county
code, type log, ground elevation, tops of the Cherokee
Group, Crowborg shale, Tabu shale, Weir-Pittsburg
Shale. Mississipian, thickness of other key horizons,
code for each coal present, coal depth, coal thickness
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Where major coal reserves of economic Importance Occur
in the Stute of Kansas (eastern edge of state)
C1-WRA1'111C REFERENCE	 :LaLitudo/longitude
Public Land Survey
MINIMUM AES01.111101I	 :Site specific, 160 acres
DATA SfORACE. r0RHAT
	
:Coordinate point (boundaries are digitized)
OUTPUT 1'11011UC1S
	
:Maps - variable scale, sables, grnphlcs, modelling
capability, staLlstical summaries, composite mapping
possible, interactive video displ+ty capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Nigh to mederate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Sporadic
CO,NVIDENTIAIMY	 :Data acquired from private companies are subject to
restricted access
CLASS1F10TION	 :Coal Resource Classification System (USGS)
COMMENTS	 :Darn zeutinely supplied to the National Coal Resources
Data System, USGS (Reston); this data hose is pri-
marily funded by USGS
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Publicutions available from USGS (Reston); summary infor-
mation an Kansas coal reserves will be suimarizrd and pub-
lished Within a year.
USER FEES POLICY No policy established
DATE OF INFORNATION :I/16184
PAPER PILE NUMBER
	 :KS14
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CODE :KS005-U1
STA'T6 :KS
DATA RASE NAME Well Samples
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Drilling samples (majority of samples are from wells
drilled for oil or gas)
GIMRAPIIIC ( '.UL'ERAGE : Statewide, some out-of-state
STATUS :Automation of catalogue of well samples is pending
due to funding
ACI••NL'Y :KS Geological Survey
RKSPONDENT ;Lynn Natney, Research Associate
KS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus Uest
University of Kansas
Lawrence,, KS	 66044
Telephone:	 913-864.4991
011ll-*R CONTACTS : Owen Spitz, Chief
Computer Services Section
COMPUTCR FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S) :DG ECLIPSE MV8000
R[SIDENCL :In-house
DCSCREI'7'I11A OF DATA CATEGORIES
DXF.1 CATI-MrY 14mlE :Geology -
wcll samples, drilling samples obtained by rotary
or cable tool, oil and gas wells
C1:)GRAPUIL' COVERAGE
	 :Statewide (115,000 wells); same out-of-state
G10:11APIIIC REFERENCE	 :Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOf.11TION Well, wall field
DATA STORACIE FORMAT
	 :Tabular
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Samples are available from most recently drilled wells
to a few collected during the 1916-1920 ora
CO:IM£NTS :The Collection IS physically located in Wichita. KS
DATE OF INFORMATION :1113184:
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :KS17
CODE ;KS005-02
STATE :KS
DATA BASE NAME :Core Collection
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Samples obtained by core drill
GrWRAPIEIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :KS Geological Survey O 0
RESPONUMT : Lynn Elatney, Research Associate
RS Geological Survey
1930 Cunstant Avenue - Campus ldest
University
	 Kansasof
D
Lawrence, KS
	 66044 0
Telephone:
	 913-864-1+991 If°
OTUER CONTACTS : Oxen Spitz, Chief
Computer Services Section
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTI :R(S) :DG ECLIPSE MVBOGO
RPSIDENCI: :In-house
OPERATION :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPIIRRAL DEVICES
	 : Data Printer Corp. CT-1210 Character line printer, T,d:-
tronix 4014 (monochrome) (Lwu), Tektronix 4113 (c0107)
D1SCRIM011 OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CKrrXORY NAIIE :Geology -
care collection - operator, Ieave name mad wall number,
locution (township/rang y/section), interval and box
number or Shelf location
GEOGRAPHIC COUCRACE
	 : Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 ; Public land Survey
County
Formation
MINIMUM RFSULUTION :Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Computer printouts
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LEVEL. OF REL IABILITY	 : Efigh
CONFIDENTIALITY :Data purposely restricted to specific clientele
DATE OF INFORMATION : 1/13/84
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :KS17
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CODE :KS006-01
STATE :KS
DATA BASE NAME :Aoromngnetic Survey
S1MIEL'T COVERAGE :FlogaeLic measurements
GIMRAPEIIC COVERAGE :Stotewldu; also small portions of Arkansas, Missouri,
Nebraska and Oklahoma
AGENCY :KS Geological Survey
P I-SPOYDENT• :11arold Yorger, Associate Scientist
KS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus Idest
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS	 61044
Telephone:	 913-864-4991
OTHER CONTACTS ;William 14, Ilamhletan, Director, KGS
Tolephono.	 913-866-3965
OUen Spitz, Chief, Computer Services
Telephone:	 913-664-4991
of understanding that na third parties 51011 have
access to the data
C(NIEIITS	 :These data exist in several stuges of refinement. The
original data consist of those gathered from flights
throughout the state. Using timing recordJags on the
original data and simultaneous photographs, the mag-
netic measurements are assigned latitUdV/Iongitude
values and processed through several fil[ering rau-
tiucs.
IIOCUHINTATIO11	 :General information is available
USER ITFS POL'ICY	 :Foes are charged for products only
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/18/63
PAPER Fl U. NUMBER :KS18
(:[L%IPITrFk FACILITIES
COMPUTERS)
	 :DG ECLIPSE HV8000
HONEYWELL DPS 3/E
RESIDENCE	 :In-house (DG ECLIPSE MV80011); University of Kansns
- Lawrence (11ONEMEL1. DPS 3/E)
OPE'RATIOY
	
:notch and ipteractive
GIS CAPAMITY
	 :Yes
[N-il[111S1i FACILITIES
SYSTI-31 CAPACITY 	 :Hain memory: 4000 KB
SI'E.CIAI.CLfSD S[11'[WARD
	
ze[MIAP
SURFACE II
PERIPIM AL DEVICES :11ata Printer Corp. CT-1210 [inn printer, Denson
Stratos 42 pr'intcr/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two),
Tektronix 4113, Xynetics 1100 plotter (with 11.11.
21 FIX)
DF.SCRIPrfON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGOIIY NAME	 :Ccolagy
earth's magnetic field measurod at specific points
along the original flight 113Aes
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE;
	
:Statewide; also part of Arkansas; small pars of
Missouri, Oklahoma, and Nebraska:
GWGIGII'111C RBFEIIGNCE 	 :Latituda/langitudo
M[NDIUM RISOLUTION	 :1110 mile cast-west, 2 miles north.-south
DATA STORAGE 14JIMAT	 :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Flaps - one scale only (1:5110,0110), computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEM. OF RELIABILITY
	 ;UJgli
111'DAI'IE FRI;QUMffCY	 :110 updating, not necessary
CONFIDENTIALITY
	
;Any party who purchases data must sign a mumoraulum
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O,rl'E OF INFOMI4'l'ION
	 :1118184
I'APEII FILE NUMBER
	 :KSI9 VATH OF INFORMATION	 : 1/11/81'
PAPER FILL NUMBER 	 :KS20
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CODE :KS007-Oi	 CODE :KSOOB-01
•a
STATE :KS
DATA BASE NAME :Chemicul Analysts of Irrigation Voter
SUMI:CT COVERAGE :Groundwater quality data
GC(K;RAPIIIC COVERAGE :Five groundwater management districts of Kansas
AGENCY :RS Geological Survey
RESPONDENT :Donald Whittemore, Associate Scientist
Geochemistry Section
KS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus West
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS	 66044
Telephone;	 913-864-4991
OMER CONTACTS :Erike Magnuson, KCS
Owen Spitz, Chief, Computer Services Section
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CO,trPUTEII(S) :DG ECLIPSE MV8000
RESIDENCE :In-house
OPERATION :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY :Yea
M-11DUSE FACILITIES
SYSTCH CAPACITY :Main memory: 4000 KB
SPr:CI,1l,IZGD SOFTWARE
	
:CIMNAP
SURFACE lI
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Data Printer Corp. CT-1210 line printer, Benson
Stratos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two)•,
Tektronix 4113, Xynetics 1E00 plotter (with N.P.
MIX)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAI•IE :Groundwater -
quolity data - well location, geologic source of mater,
specific conductance, pll, concentrations of mujor and
selected minor and trace inorganic constituents
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 The five groundwater management districts of Kansas
(western and southern parts of the State)
MOCHAPHIC REFERENCE	 Well location
MINIMII;I MSOLUTION :Site Specific
D,YrA SIYRIAGH FORHA'1'
	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PR0MIM'S :Computer printouts
DATA SOURCES : Primary
nUCUrI [iNTA'I'G1N : Dncumentntiau will be available In the future
STATE :KS
DATA DASE NAME :Geothermal
SUMECT COVERAGE :Information from 70,000 electric loge
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Ynformation is on tape; retrieval program has not yet been
completed
AGENCY :KS Geological Survey
RISPONDENT :Don Steopleo, Associate Scientist
KS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus West
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS
	 66044 0Telephone:	 913-864-4991
"tiOTHER CONTACTS :Owen Spitz, Chief
Computer Services Section 'j)
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COIIPUTER(S) M ECLIPSE MV8000
RESIDENCE :In-I:otnse -^
OPERATION : Butch and interactive C
GIS CAPABILITY :Yes ^
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
SYSTI•TI CAPACITY : Hain memory: 4000 KB
?^
SPECIAI.IZED SOMARE
	 :GI	 IAP
SURFACE II
PERIPHRAL DEVICES :Data Printer Corp, CT-1210 line printer, Benson
Stratos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two),
Tektronix 4113, Xynetics 1100 plotter (with H.P.
21MK)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Geology -
geothermal resources, electric logs, well location,
elevation, bottom-hole temperature, depth, dute
drilled
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 :Latitude/longitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :10 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PROIIUCI'S :Maps - one scale only
DATA SOURCES :Primary
UPDATE FRI:i UENCY :Darn are up to data through early 118•±
4E.
I
CODE :KSODD-02
STATE
	
:KS
DATA !SASE NAME	 :Seismic
SUBJECT COVERAGE
	
:Field measurements collected by the Earthquake Lab (150 tapes)
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :KS Geological Survey
RESPONDENT	 :Don Steeples, Associate Scientist
KS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus West
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66044
Telephone: 913-864-4991
OTHER CONTACTS	 :Ralph Knapp, Assistant Scientist
Owen Spitz, Chief
Computer Services Section
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S) :DG ECLIPSE MV8000 Q
RESIDENCE :In-house
OPERATION :Batch and interactive '(J	 t
GIS CAPABILITY :Yes Q 
Z
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES :
SYSTEE111 CAPACITY :Main memory: 4000 KU eo
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE :GIMMAP C
SURFACE II
rPERIPHERAL DEVICES :Data Printer Corp. CT-1210 line printer, Denson
Stratos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two),
Tektronix 4113, Xynetics 1100 plotter (with H.P.
21MX)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Geology
'	 seismic data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide (site specific areas scattered thoughout
Kansas)
F - .	 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Not geographically referenced
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Seismic reflection data
DATA SOURCES
	
:Primary
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	
:Updates, additions, in response to specific requests
WO LNENTS
	
:This data set consists of field measurements Collected
E	 by the Earthquake Lab with its exploration seismic
equipment. The file is composed of reflection data in
digital form. The data exist in many forms or stages
due to filtering and computation techniques applied to
It for current use
z•:'	 DATE OF INFORASATION
	 :1/11/$4
PAPER PILE NU0ER
	 :KS20
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CODE	 KS009-01 Kansas (43 counties)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
STATE :KS MINIMUM RESOLUTION :10 acres
DATA BASE NAME :ACCESS DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Water-wall records, bedrock file OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), computer top", modelling caps-
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Western Kansas and selected counties in south central bility
Kansas LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :11igh
AGENCY :KS Geological Survey UPDATE FREQUENCY :Annually
RESPONDENT :Manoutch floidari, Associate Scientist COMMENTS :Data sources include historical records, published sur-
Geohydrology Section veys and maps, field survey, telephone/mail surveys;
KS Geological Survey data routinely supplied to USGS
103 Foley Geohydrology Center
University of Kansas
Lawrence, XS	 66044
Telephone:	 913-864-5672 DATA CATEGORY NAME :Geology
OTHER CONTACTS :Owen Spitz, Chief bedrock elevation
-Computer Services Section GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Northwestdirn Kansas (11 counties)	 V
fflunir A. Butt, Research Associate GEOGRAPHIC HrEH14CE :Latitude/longitude
Gachydrology Section Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :10 acres
COMPUTER FACILITIES DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), computer tape, modelling capa-
CONPUTER(S) DG ECLIPSE MY8000 bility
HONEYWELL DPS 3/E LEVEL OF RELIABILITY Illigh
RESIDENCE :In-house (DG ECLIPSE MV80Q0); University of Kansas UPDATE FREQUENCY :Annually
- Lawrence (HONEYWELL DPS WE) 00t111ENTS :Data sources include historical records, published sur-
OPERATION :Batch and interactive veys and maps, field survey,"tolophone/mail surveys;
GIS CAPABILITY Yes data routinely supplied to USGS
IN-11OUSE FACILITIES
SYSTEM CAPACITY :Main memory: 4 MB
Disc storage: 3 drives
Simultaneous users supported: 48
..LANCUAGE(S) :FORTRAN DATE OF INFORMATION :1/31/84
Assembler PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :KS21
BASIC
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :KOALA (Ica interpretation)
COLORHAP
INFOS 11
SPSS-X (stat. pkg. for geological sciences)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Data Printer Corp. CT-1210 line printer, Denson
Stratos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two), 0Tektronix 4113, Xynetics 1100 plotter (with H.P.
21MX)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
0
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Groundwater X
water-well records, well location, name of owner,
well usage, source of data, surface elevation, ground- Cwater elevation
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Western Kansas and selected counties in South Central M
Q
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CODE :KSO10-01
ti'l'A' "	 :KS
DATA RASE? NAME
	 :KS On-line Automated Log Analysis
DATA RASE ACRUNYM :KOALA
SUMEC:T COVERAGE	 : Geology (log analysis)
SUMS	 :KOALA is a software system (marketed under the trade
name TERRALOG). The KS data base is being developed for
demonstration purposes only.
AGENCY	 :KS Geological Survey
RESPONDENT'	 :John Dovaton, Senior Scientist
KS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus West
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66044
Telephone: 913-864-4991
OTHER CONTACTS	 :Oxen Spitz, Chief
Computer Sorvicus Section
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)
	 :DG ECLIPSE MV8000
R[SIDENCG	 :In-house
OPERATION	 : Interactive
IN4011SE FACILI'T'IES
SYSTI.1 1 CAPACITY	 : Main memory: 4000 KB
SPECIALIZED SOFMARL'	 :GIMIAP
SURFACE II
PERIMIERAL DEVICES	 : Data Printer Corp. CT-1210 line printer, Benson
Strutos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two),
Tektronix 4113, Kynetics 1100 plotter (with H.P.
21MX)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 : Geology -
exploration /extraction - log analysis, well 1099
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Energy -
resources - natural gas, oil
(Brochure) TERRADATA, 609 Mission Street, Suite 400,
San Froacisco, CA 94105 (415-981-2063).
USER FEES POLICY	 :TERRALOG available on a lease or purchase bttsis through
TERRADATA (see above)
DATE OF INFORMATION : 1/13184
PAPER FILE NUMBER :9S22
00
0 ^
to —aC ^
r^
:1-0
DOCUMI•:N'TATION	 : "KUALA Abecedarium 8 Flight Manual" .1 . 11. Doveton &
II.W. Cable, KGS. Patrophysical Series 2 ( 111811).
"TERRALOG The Intelligent Log ,lualysls Program System"
c(1D1: :KS1)11 -02 ^
CODE	 :KSO11-01
STATE :KS j
STATE
	 :KS DATA BASE NAME :Limestone - Physical Properties 1
DYrA BASE NAME	 :Clay Retrieval SUIWECT COVERAGE :Quarry data
SIIB,IIi(T COVERAGE
	 ;Analysis of the Properties of clay samples collected and GE1GRAP11IC COVERAGE :Thirty-four counties in Kansas [) 1
analyzed through the late 1960's AGENCY :KS Geological Survey
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide RESPONDENT :Douglas Beene, Assistant SrienList
AGENCY	 ,	 :KS Geological Survey KS Geological Survey
RFSPONDE.N'r	 :Douglas Beene, Assistant Scientist 1931) Constant Avenue - Campus Weat
KS Geological Survey University of Kansas Q !
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus Nest Lawrence, KS	 66044
University of Kansas Telephone:	 913-,864-3965
Lawrence, KS	 66044 OTI11iR CONTACTS :Owen Spitz, Chief
Telephone:	 913-864-3965 Computer Services Section C #
O'111ER CONTAC'T'S
	 :Owen Spitz, Chief a^'J
Computer Services Section COMPUTER FACILITIE
COH111TIM FACILITIES C0M1'll'CIiR(S) :DG ECLIPSE ElV8u1)0 ^ $^
11ONEYWELL US 3/E
(ull'IITLR(S)
	 :DG ECLIPSE MY8000 NFSID"CE :In-house (DG ECI.TPSE MV8000); University of Kansas
HONEYWELL DPS 3/E - Lawrence (NONEYWELl. UPS 3/F.)
RES101 ,NCE	 :In-house (DG CCLIPSE MV8000); University of Kansas OPENN1110N :Batch and EnLerartivo
- Lawrence (HONVYWELL DPS 3/r•.) GIs CAPABILITY :Yes
011FRATION	 :Batch and interactive
.
GIs CAPABILITY	 :Yes IN-IEOUSE FACILITI1S
9
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES SYSTEM CAPACITY :Main memory: 400 KB
SPEC:TALUED SO1"I1WE	 :GIEIMAP
SYSTF.11 CAPACITY
	 :Main memory: 4000 KD SURFACE I
SPLCIALILEB SUP'IWARE	 :GTWIAP PERIPHERAL UEXICEiS
	
:Data Printer Corp. {T-1210 line printer, Iienson
SURFACE II Stratas 42 printer/plotter, Ua rouix 4014 (two),
E'&N[E'IIIRA[. DEVTClS	 :Data Printer Corp. CT-1211 line printer, Benson Tektronix 4113, %ynetics LIMO plotter (with	 11.1'.
Stratos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two), 21MX) i
Tektronix 4113,	 Synerics 1100 plotter (with 11.11, f
21M8) DISCRIITION_OF DATA CAT}GORIIS
B1;SC:RIPPION OF DATA CATEGORIES
. DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Geology - Y
quarry data, location, operator, owner, numbur of
DATA C,Yf1,GORY HAKE
	 :Gcolo'lay — acres owned,	 IoroaLion and nicmber codus, IhIctiousti i f
clay samples, location, formnt-ion/member, dry and wet CaCO3 equivalence, high, mean anO low fnr sauadness,
physical characteristics, chemical analysis, tired wear, absorption and specific grav;ty; also, identi-
properties flcation and locution of 10 nearest •'11010cul analyse_,
GI•XK:RAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide from Chemical Properties data file (stn• FSOII-04)
GIMUIL1PHIC REFERENCE 	 :Public Land Survey GERIGRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Thirty-four Counties in Knnsns
011,41 WI RESOLUTION	 :40 acres GEOGRAPHIC REF0Ii110E :Public Land Survey
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Tabular MINIMUM RI:'3OLUTION :40 acres
DATA SOMUS-	 :Primary Clah analysisl DATA STORAGE, FORMAT	 :Tabular
LEVEL OF RI?LIABILTTY 	 :111gh DATA SOURCES :Secondary
fIPAA'fii FkE'l)U1:14(:Y
	 :Rata from samples collected and unalyeed through the l,h'VL'1. OF	 E:Ii1.iATi11.1TY :Nigh I
late 1960's 0['DATE FRL4JUENCY :None since OO's
[XA^Gy [iN'I'S :DaLa svL acquired in the	 late	 Hell's {
DATE OF aINFOt0ITTOR	 :l/13/84
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :KS23 DATE OF INFOJ*lWrl0N :1/13/84
PAPER FILE NUMBER :KS23
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CODE
	 :KSOII-03 C011MEN'TS
	 :Those data arc summaries of data procured from Patro-
leam Information Inc.
	
The annual gas well Isroductiun
Cape procured from Petroleum Information Inc. is re-
STATE	 :KS sLricted to in-house use only.
DATA BASF NAME	 :Gas Production
SUILIEC'r COMAGF	 :Basic production information for gas =___ _ = n=o==== =a
CO3GRAPNIC COVERAGE :Stntcwida
AGENCY
	
:KS Geological Survey
RESPONDENT
	 :Douglas Beene, Assistant Scientist
KS	 Survey0
0 Constant Avenue - Campus West193	
Constant
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/13/114
University of Kansas PAPER FILE NIIMBEIt 	 :KS23
Lawrence, KS	 66044
Tolephnno:	 913-864-3965
OTHER CONTACTS	 :Owen Spitz, Chief
Computer Services Section
C(DI	 PER FACILITIES YY
cOIN'i1mll( s) 	 :DG ECLIPSE MV8000
IIONEYW24L BPS 3/E
RESIDENCE	 :In-muse (OG ECLIPSE MV8000); University of Kansas
- Lawrence (HONEYWELL MIS 31E)
apim ETON	 :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes
IN-110115E FACILITIES.
SYSM%l CAPACITY	 Wain memory: 4000 KB
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE
	
:GINIIAP
SURFACE II 0
ITKI'IIERAL DEVICES 	 :Data Printer Corp. CT-1210 Has printer, Beason 0Stratos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two),
Tektronix 4113, Syndics I10G plotter (with 11.11. ;0	
,a
21 Nz)
flltiCR1fPION OF DATA CATE00RTIi5
DATA (WI:CORY NAMIi	 -.Energy --
resaurcos - natural gas;	 praducLlOn, nume, field code, j
county rode,	 1965 cumulative, annual	 production, wells
and acres for ouch subscllacaL year,	 iulurmstiun iodic-
atiu whether particular prodacLiun incItides previous
year s: corracLLuns
GROGRAI'NI(: COVERAGE	 :Statewlde
GIIIGRAPHIC REWERE.NCE	 :County
Field
MININIIN IMSOI.UTION 	 :Field
DATA STI)RAGF FORMAT
	 :Tabular
011TPU 'r PRODUCTS
	 :A71na0l report
0XI'A SOURCES	 :Secon:lary
bi ,g,1 f. FREYiUENCY	 :AnnauLly
CIhSSTFI('14MON	 :fields are as described by the NamenrlatL1re Committee
of the Kansas Geological Society
X
N
a
O
w
-. %Z^t	 I
A	 Y
CODE :KSOI1-04
	
CODE :0011-05
STATE :KS STATE :KS
DATA BASE NAME :Mineral Resources - Chemical Properties DATA BASE NAME ;Well Completion Forms
SUIIIECT COVERAGE :Analyses of mineral suinples SUBJECT COVERAGE ;011 and gas
CIMGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Eighty-nine counties in Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and
Oklahoma
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY
AGENCY :KS Geological Survey Q
Geological;KS	 Survey RESPONDENT :Bougias Beene, Assistant Scientist ^.
EESPIINDKVT :Douglas Beene, Assistant Scientist KS Geological Survey .^
KS Geological Survey 1930 Constant Avenue - Campus hest
1 x)30 Constant Avenue - Campus West
of
University of Kansas
University	 Kansas l.awroace, KS
	 66044
Lawrence, KS	 66044 Telephone:	 913464-3965
Telephone:
	 913-864-3965 OTHER CONTACTS :Owen Spitz, Chief
C)THER CONTACTS :Owen Spitz, Chief Computer Services Section C
Computer Services Section
jCOMPUTER FACILITI[S
^
COMPU`rER FACILITIES
CONI'OTER(S) :DG ECLIPSE HY13000
COME'UTER(S) :1X; ECLIPSE MV8040 11ONEYWEGL DES 3/E
HONEYWELL DPS 3/E RESIDENCE :In-house (DG ECLIPSE MV8U00); University of Kansas
RESIDENCE :In-house (BG ECLIPSE 08000); University of Kansas
- Lawrence ([[ONEYWII.L BPS 3/E)
- Lawrence (NONEYWCLL DPS 3/E) OPERATION :Dutch and interactive
OPERATION :Batch and inceractive CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
!N-NURSE FACILITIES
1N-MOUSE ['ACILI'1'IES
SYSTI-2I CAPACITY :Main memory: 4000 KB
SYSTI.7-1 CAPACITY
	 :Main memory:	 000 KB
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :GIMMAP	
Y
SPHCIAI.IZ[:D SOFTWARE	 :GIMMAP SURFACE 11
PEiRIPHE'RAL DEVICM
SURFACE 11
Data Printer Corp. CT--1210 line printer, Beason
PERIPHERAL DL•'VICIS :Data Printer Corp. Cr-1210 line printer, Bunsen
Stratos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two),
Stratos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two), Tektronix 4113, xynotics HUD platter (with 11.11.
Tektronix 4113, Xyaetics 1100 plotter (with 11.1 1 . 2IMX)
21MX)
01SCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DESCRIP'HON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Energy -
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Geology -
resources - oil and gas:
	 well COmpieLlem data, ludication
mineral resources, chemical properties, sample number, of whether a wireline lag is available
county name and code, geographic locution, lithoiogy GEOGRA1411C COVERAGE :Statewide
code (28 codes in set), formation and member code. MINIMUM RESOLUTION ;Site specific
thickness, method of sample collection, identification DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :To5ulnr
number and distance from the 10 closest samples, and OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Computer printouts
Cade and value for such chomical analysis DATA SOURCES :Secondary
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 : Eighty-nine counties in Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska CMIMLNTS :Data computerized for the KansaN Curpn' alton. Crim-
and Oklahoma mission since January I982, from ACO-1 well cemplc-
GIA)GRAPUIC REFERENCE	 :County Lion farms.
DATA S'1YIRAGE FOIIMAT
	 ;Tabuiur
OUTPUT E'ROIIUCIS :Computer printouts
B,1'1'A SOURGE'S :Primary (lab analysis)
UPDA`rR FRI.7)DENCY :Compiled from analyses an hand in the late 1960's OATr OF INFORMATION :1/13184
C(PIMEATS :Data set contains about 2,400 samples PAPER FILE ]IUNDL'It :KS23
1)1TE UP IHFORtb%TE0N : 1/13/84
PAPER FILE N11.1BRR	 :023
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CODE :KS011-06
STATE	 :KS
DATA !SASE NAME	 : Intants to Drill
SUMFECT COVERAGE	 : Oil and Gas
GP1k:RAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY
	 :KS Geological Survey
RESPONDENT
	 : Douglas Deane, Assistant Scientist
KS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus !,lest
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66044
Telephone: 913-864.3965
urflER CONTAMS	 :Oven Spitz, Chief
Compute. Serviras Section
COMPUTER EXILITIES
[all'1I n(S)
	 :DG ECLIPSE MV8000
HONEYWELL DPS 3/8
RES1111-14CE	 : In-house ( DG ECLIPSE XV8000); University of Kansas
- Lawrence (110NEYWELL DPS 3/E)
OPERATION	 : Batch and interactive
CIS CAPABIL ITY	 :Yes
Iii-11OUSE FACILITIES
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 :Hain memory: 4000 KIl
SPIMA1.MD SO MARE	 :G1 HAP
SURFACE It
PERIPIU?RAL DEVICES	 :Data Printer Corp. CT- 1210 line printer, Denson
Stratas 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two),
Tektronix 4113, Synatics I100 plotter (with H.P.
21Mx)
DE5CRIP17I 011 OF DATA CATEGORIES
UATA CATEGORY NAME	 : Energy -
oil and gas - intents to drill
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
OUTPUT PRODUMS	 :Camputar printouts
DATA SOURCES
	
:Secondary
COMMENTS	 :Data available from February 1982; data Lase developed
for Lite KS Corporation Commission
DATL OE INPORII, HON : 1/13/84
PAPER PILE NUHOER :KS23
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CODE :KSOII-07
STATE :KS
DATA BASE NAME :Oil Production
SIIBJEC."1' COVERAGE : Basic production information for oil
GWGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :KS Geological Survey
RESPOMENT :Douglas Deane, Assistant Scientist
RS Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue - Campus (Jest
' University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS
	 66044
Telephone:	 913-864.3965
01111T (XINTACCI'S :Owoa Spitz, Chief
Computer Services Section
:a.
C WIVIMEII FACILITIES
(a.lPlll'ER(S) MG ECLIPSE MY8000
'r I[ONEY ELL DPS 3/E
141•SIhhNM : In-house ( DG ECLIPSE RUM); University of Kansas
- Luwrunce ( IIONEYREL.L DPS 3/E)
OPERATION : patch and interactive
,J' GIS CAPABILITY :Yes
- 1M-110115L• FACILITIIS
SYSITM CAPACITY :plain memory:	 4000 KB
SPI:IULIZED SOMIA RE 	 :GIIBLIP
SURFACE II
PERIPHERAL DFVICLS :Data Printer Corp. Cl'-1210 line printer, Benson
^• StraLos 42 primer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (two),
Tektronix 4113, Xynetics 1100 plotter ( with R.P.
21 NX)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
R' DA'i'S CATEGORY NAME :Energy -
' resources - oil;	 production,	 name,	 field code,
county code,	 1965 cumulative, annual production,
wells and acres for each subsoqucnt year, Lnforma-
Lion indicating whether particular production in-
cludes previous year 's corrections, abandoned wells
GWGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERBl10E 	 : County
_ Field
! "' ININIMUM RESOLUTION :Field
: DATA STORAGE FORPIAT 	 Tabu]--c
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Annu_a report
r IIATA SOURCES :Secondary
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Annual
CLASSIFICATION : Fields are as described by cite Nomenclature Committee
of the Kansas Geological Society
COMMENTS
	
:Tii-so data are summaries of data procured from Petro-
leum Information, Inc. llle annual oil tense produc-
tion tape procured from Petroleum Infortutiun, Inc.
is restricted to In-house use
DATE OF INFORMATION : 1/13184
PAPER FILL NUMBER :KS23
® Q
C
0
M
40
a
.W.
CUDE :KSDII-03
STATE	 :KS
DATA BASE NAME	 :Plugging rile
SUMECT COVERAGE
	 :Plugging of wells
GEMRAPEIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGE14CY
	 :KS Geological Survey
RE•:SPONVE' N'1'
	 :Douglas Beene, Assistant Scientist
KS Geolagical Survey
1930 Constant Avcnuc - Campus West
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Ks 66044
+ Telephone: 913
-864-3965
OTHER CONTACl'S	 :Owon Spitz, Chicf
Computer Services Sactlon
COMPirfrR FACILITIES
CMIPUTER(S)	 :DG ECLIPSE MVH000
HONEYWELL DPS 3/E
RESIDENCE
	 :In-house ( DG ECLIPSE MVBOUO); University of Kansas
- Laurance (UONEYLMLL UPS 3/E)
OPERATION	 : Batch and interactive
G1S CAPAUILITY
	 :Yes
10-1101ESr rACILITIPS
SYS71-11 CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 40000
SPIMALIZEiD SOFTWARE	 :GIMMAP
SURFACE I1
PERIPHERAL DEVICES Data Printor Corp. C7-1210 line printer, 11anson
Straws 42 printer/platter, 'Tektronix 4014 (two),
Tektronix 4113, Xynetics 1100 Plotter (with U.P.
21 MK)
DESCRIPTION UP DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Energy -
plugged wells: lease nama, operator, Iocation,
total depth, well number, well type
GUUCRAPIM COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public land Survey
API number
MINTHUM RFSOLEITION	 :Site sPecific
DATA SITRAGEi rORMAT	 :Tabular
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
UPDATE FREE^UENCY
	 :Monthly
MNIMENTS	 :Plugging reports of the KS Corporation Commission.
Dnta are avoiluble since early 1930's
DA'rE of INPOIUTATiON : 1113/83
PAPER PILE NUMBER
	 :KS23
r .
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COMPUTER FACILITIES
CO+IP09'ER(S) :DG ECLIPSE I-MO00
110NMELL DPS 3/E
RESIDENCE :In-house ( UG ECLIPSE MV8000); University of Kansas
- Lawrence (HUNEYNELL DPS 311:)
OPERATION : Batch and interactive
CIS CAPAUII.ITY :Yos
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
SYSTDI CAPACITY :Main memory; 4 MB
Disc storage: -3 drives
Simultaneous users supported:
	
48
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
Assembler
BASIC
SPEM ALIZED SOPTNARE :KOALA (log interpretation)
COLURNAP
INFOS II
GI IIAP (part of)
SPSS-X (stat. pkg. for geological sciences)
PER1 I'll MAL DEVICES :Bata Printer Corp. CT-1210 line printer, Benson
Sirotos 42 printer/plotter, Tektronix 4014 (Lwu),
'Pohtroalx 4113, Xynetics ]IOU plottor (with II.P.
21Nx)
DESIA11111ON OF DATA CATEGORIES
PATA CATEGORY NANL+ : Oil and gas -
brine analysis, location (state, county, geologic
basin, field, and section /township/ranno), company
name, well number, API wall unmoor, classification of
the well, deepest formatlun peuel.rated and Its Doe,
USERFEES POLICY	 :Listing available for $35.00
DATE OF MFORNiVrION :1/17/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :KS13
0 0
In m
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CODE :KS012-01
STATE	 :KS
DA'T'A BASE NAME	 m arine Analysis - Kansas
SUMUL'T COVERAGE	 :Information on water samples from oil and gas wells
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :This data base constitutes the Kansas data set of the
U.S. Urine Analysis data base. The national data base
contains information on over 73,000 water samples repro-
senting 34 states.
AGENCY	 :KS Geological Survey
RESPONDENT	 :Owen Spitz, Chief
Computer Services Section
KS Geological Survey
1930 Coustonr Avenue - Campus liest
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66044
Telephone: 913-864-6991
total depth of the well, elevation, subseu data,
bottom-hole temperature and pressure, forcration from
which the water sample was Laken ( sampled fnrm:ition,
age. depth Interval, the porosity, permeability, pN,
specific gravity, resistivity, lithology. Dad temper-
ature and pressure of the interval at which the sample
wa •
 measured), date and location the sample was taitan,
chemical constituents (in m8/1 or ppm)
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewidu
DATA STORAGE i'ORIIAT :Tabular
OUTPOT PRODUCTS :Computer printouts, magnetic tapes, tables
DATA SOURCES tPriniary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY :One-time only
COMMENTS :This data base contain 5,455 Kansus records describing
3,765 locations throughout mho state.	 Soma of the
entries may duplicate those in. the U.S. Brine Analy-
sis dnta base, which is contained within I.PA/STORL1'.
Additional data may be added in the future.
th
C2
t
O
STATE :KS
DATA BASE NAME :Aquatic Data Analysis System
DATA BASE ACRONYM WAS
SUIJ3ECF COVERAGE ;Fisheries
E:EOGRAPNIC COVERAGE .-Statewide
AGIWCY :KS Fish and Gana Commission
RESPONOMT :Ilichard L. Halloran, Computer programmer It
KS Fish and Game Commission
It.R. 2, Box 54A
Trutt, KS	 67124
Telephone:	 316-672-5911, F.a . 13G
OTUEi(t CONTACTS :Dab Ifartmann, Fisheries M olugist
:-111t Nartitt, Systems Analyst	 11
Telephone;	 316-672-5911, Ext. 131
COlII'lfl'l-M FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)
HESI DE:NL'IE
GIS CAPABILITY
IN-IIONSE FACILITIES
V EBIP111"ItAl. DEVICIES
:1Dii :SO33
;Central government computer center
; flu
:1131 3270CRTs (Lhrae), line primer, allihanamt•ric
CUTS (three)
DESCRII 71'I0N OF DATA CA' 1-40H 11S
DATA CKITGURY NAME
	
:Fisheries -
game, flan-game, populations, pbySica! characttrlstiCt
(47JORA1'J11C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GI-MIRAPIIIC REFERITCE :Idater body
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific; 17181r SumpleN CollactUe. at an Impound-
ment are further identified by "lucatiun" withia the
impuundmeaL (e.g., (lain face)
DATA STOJIAGE FORUl' 	 :Card imagL (Ii0-coiunm)
OUTPUT HUMUS	 :TohIes, graphics, suaLlsticul sumutarios
DATA SOIIRCES
	
:Primary
LEVEL OF R(MABILITY :Maderately reliable
UPDATE FRMIIENCY
	
;Contipuously
`s7 ?B
Q
0
^. H
CODE .KS013-01	 CODE :KSO14-01
	 I}
STATL' :KS
DATA BASE ME :Southwest Groundwater Management District No. 3
SURECT COVERAGE :Surface water
G,-XX!HAPHIC COVERAGE :Groundwater Management District Na. 3 (southwLSL Kansas)
ACKNCY :Southwest Grouadwater Management District No. 3
PISPONDGNT ;Rick fllgner, Manager
Southwest Groundwater E-Iunagement District No. :1
409 Campus Drive, Suite 106
Garden City, KS
	
67844
Telephone:	 316-275-7147(MIE'R CON TACTS :Mike Deals, ASSIStant Manager/flydrologiSL
:Cary Daker, president of the Board of Directors
Telephone:
	
316-356-4773
ClJAMI'ER FACILITIES
[7U5J1'U'1'[iR (S }	 : IBM 9/23 DATAMASTE-P
R IS I DENCJ:	 :In-house
CIS CAI'ADiLITY	 :Yes
EN-IKAW. FACILITIES
5YS'1'li1l CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 64 K
Disc storage: 1.2 MIS
LANGIIAGE(S)	 :11ASIC
SPIMAL1'LE) SO1,114ARE	 : DRADS - 1401
1'f•.REPHERAL DEVICES	 :Line printer
DI.SCIM IUI11N OF DATA CATE'WHIEs
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Surface water hydrology -
water rights
10)GRAPHIC COVENAGE
	 :SouLhwest Kansas Groundwater Management BisLrlr. t Nu. 3
(nil or portions n€ Finney, Ford, Grant, Gray, 11amll-
ton, Ilaskax). Ilodge.,an, Kearney, MLude, Mortan,
Seward, Stanton and Stevens counties)
ulEOGRAP111C REFE+REUCE 	:Public Land 'Survey
MINIMUM ItISOMMON
	 :10 acres, 40 acres, 160 aLVCS, I square mile, by
county
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Coordinate point, grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, statisticul !Lummarles
DATA SEJEIRCGS	 :Primary and socundary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high to moderatc
UPDATE FRIQUENCY	 :Varies (continuoualy to annually)
DOCOMENTA'CION
	 :Central information available; newsletter
USEEt FEES PnI.ICY
	 :Nu policy establislied
DATE OF 16FORNATION :5131/83
PAPER FILE MIDE'R	 :P311
DOCUMENTATION	 :System ,Narrative providing general InfOrMilion, drarriptimi
of data encoding format/proccdnre avallable
USER FEES Policy	 No policy estabIislred
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/4/U$
I'API:R FILE NUMBER	 :KSI5-1
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CODE :KS014-02
STATE	 :KS
DA'rA BASE NAME	 Xroal Census Data
SI11i1[i1.'T COVGRAGE	 :Fisheries
GEMPAPIIIC CIVFRACE :Statewide
AGNINCY
	
:KS Flsh and Game Commission
RRSPOHUL'NT	 :Richard L. llolloran, Computer Prnr„-:. rntcr II
AS Fish and Game Commiastun
R.R. 2, Dox 544
Pratt, KS 67124
Telephone: '16-672-5911, Ext. 136
01 1 0? CONTACTS	 :Bob Hartmann, Pishorles Biologist
Milt Martin, SyuLems Analyst 11
Telephone: 314-672-5911, Ext. 131
COMPUTER FACILITIES-
Ci1MPJ,"rER(s)	 :IDM 3033
11[-S11)EKCU.	 :CenLrni goeernrnaut computer center
G1S GABAUILITY	 :140
M-11011Sid FACILITIES
PERIPIII-RAL DLTVICES	 :IllAl 3270 Me (three), line printer, alphanumeric
CRTs (three)
DIiSCIMITION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Fisherloa -
genie, non-game, populations, cruel census dour
GEUGHAPNIL' COVERAGE
	 ;Statewide
GFAGRAI'DIC RI:F19{EIJCL'
	 .11utur burly
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :Site specific; flalf samtples collected at mr impour=d-
ownt are farther Identlflad by "lucution
"
within the
impoundment (e,g.; data taco)
DATA STOWAUk PORW	 :Card imago (80-column)
OU1P'U9' 1 1 I10DUCfS
	 :Tables, graphics, atutistical samrmeries
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
11-WN. OF RELIAIMITY :Moderately reliable
UPDATE F{lFQUENCY	 :Continuously
E10(:11E1E.N TATION 	 : General information, duscriptions of dut y encoding format/
procedures available
U5I:R PI'S POLICY
	 :140 policy established
DATE OF IM-IMPATION :1/4/84
PAPER PIJX NUMBER
	
:KSIS•-2
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CODE :KS014-03
S'kIM,	:KS
11ATA BASE NAME	 :hunter Report Cards
SHB.IECT COVERAGE	 :Wildlife
GI?fk.RAl'1[1C COVERAGE :Statewide
AM-MY	 :KS Fish and Game Commission
I SPONDIENT	 :Richard L. 11olloran. Computer Programmer II
KS Fish and Game Commission
R.H. 2, Box 54A
Pratt, KS 67124
Telephone: 316-672-5911, LXL 136
O'iEER CONTACTS	 :Lloyd Fox, Wildlife Biologist (furboarers)
:Milt Martin, Systems Analyst 11
Telephone: 316-072-5911, Lxt 131
:Keith SL'X86n. Wildlife BEo]agist (deer)
KS Fish and Game Commission
Wfldlifa Research Office
832 Lost 6th
Emporia, ES 66801
Telephone: 316•-342-0658
:Terry Funk, Wildlife Biologist (turkey)
KS Fish and Came Commission
till Fish & Came Regional Office
Route 2
Nays, KS 67601
Telephone: 913-628-8614
1 .OTik'OTGR FACILITIES
Ci}:lk'H'E'liR(S)	 :11111 3033
RFS101•;NC1:	 :Central government Co:nlmuLer center
G(S CAPABILITY	 :No
M-HOUSE FACILITIES
P£Rll'IIERAI. DEVICES	 :IBM 3270 CRTs (three), line printer, alphanumeric
CRTs (three)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
11,1TA CAl'EGORY NAME	 :lildlif. -
doer hunter informatiun (wh]Letall, mule deer), turkuy
hunter information, forbearer hunter information (hub-
cats, coyotes, gray fox, red lox, npasSUMS, raccoons)
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :By management unit, county
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Card image (80-column)
Ul11111 UT PRODUMS. 	:'tables, statistical summaries
DATA SOI1RCES	 :Primary
LEVEE. OF RELIABILITY	 :t[OderaLa1y reliable
IIPDATI.  l' wUmGY	 :Annually
COMMITS	 :Furbearer survey consists of Lhe ubservutiwns of
archery deer hunters
DOCUMF.IITATEON 	 :General information, descriptiams of data encoding furmit/
procedure available
USERFEES POLICY	 :110 policy establ islied
DATE OF I111• 0RHATfON :1/4184
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 : RSJS-3
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STATE :KS
DATA RASE NAME :Small Game Harvest Survey
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC COURAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :KS Fish and .Game Commission
RESPONDENT :Richard L. Holleran, Computer P-rogrammar It ® 0KS Fish and Game Commission
R.R. 2. Box 54A
Pratt, KS	 67124
QTolephanc:	 316-672-5911, E%L. 136
OTHER CONTACTS :-lilt Martin, Systems Analyst E1
^Telephone:	 316-672-5911, ExL. 131
:Roger Wells. Wildlife Biologist do ra
KS Fish and Game Commission
C
Wildlife Research Office
832 I'ItSL 6tib
Emporia, KS	 66801
Telephone:	 316-342-058
COH1 1111ER FAC1LITirs
COMPUTLut(S) :IBM 3033	 _
RIZIDEiNCE :Central government computer center
GIS CAPABILITY
.No
IN-110USH FACILITIES
PERIPHERALOEVICI?S
	
:IBM 3270 CRTs (three), line prinLe:-, alphanumeric
CRTs (three)
DrSCR1PTION OF DATA CX 'EGORIFS
DATA CATE(:(1RY NAME	 :Idildlife -
small gol¢e hunter survey (mourning dove!., quail,
pheaSatILS, prairie chickens, cottontails, .squirrels,
bobcats, raccoons, fax, coyotes)
GEW.RAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC RYTERENCE :CuunLy
MINIMl1M HISOLEITIGH 	 :CuunLy
DATA STORACr I411011VT 	 :" SAS" data base
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Maps - one scale only (county), table:;, gt+lpl:ics, sta-
LiSLiCal SnlllmnriCS
DATA SOUNCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Low
UPBA'1'E FR1:(IUENCY 	 :Annually
CU,1UEENTS
	
:Last updated spring 19R3
DOrUHEHTATIUN
	 :Uvaera.l information, descriptions of data curudiu:; fillllwt/
proc"dur,- available
USER FETES POLICY
	
:No policy established
DATE 11F INFORMATION :1/4/84
PAPEit FILL: NUNKIt	 :KS15--5
CODE :KS014-04
	
CODE. :KSO14-05
STATE	 :KS
DATA RASE NAME	 :liatertowl Chronology System
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 Wildlife
G10GRSPIIIC COVERAGP, :Statewide
AUFNCY	 :KS Fish and Game Commission
RISP0913I11T
	 :Richard L. Elolloran, Computer Programmer 11
KS Fish and Game Commission
R.U. 2, Box 54A
Pratt, KS 67124
Telephone: 316-672-5911, Ext. 136
OTHER CONTACTS	 :1lnrvin Kraft, ]Biologist
:Mi.IL Martin, Systems Analyst If
Tolophono: 316-672-59t1, EaL. 131
CO,%II'lIi'ER FACILITIIS
Ci) B'UI'ER(S)	 :111M 3033
HISLOLNCK	 :Central government computer center
CIS CAPABILITY	 :tlo
IN-I1011SL•
 FAC[I.ITTES
PI.RIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:ITEM 3270 CRTs (three). line printer, alphanumeric
CRTs (three)
OESCRIPfION 01 . DATA CA i£GORIES
D.Ym CA'ITLORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
wateriowl migration survey (ducks, geese, eagles,
other). uumbers of waterfowl present by species, notes
of hunting and/or habitat conditions
(;[n;RA11ElC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GFIH;RAPIIIC REFGR141CLY :Not geographically referenced
M[NIMUM RESOLUTION
	
:By waterfowl management area
DATA STORAGE FuRHAT 	 :Gard image (80-column)
OUTPUT PRODUCES
	
:Tables, graphics, statistical SUM111nries
DATA S011RCIS	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :Moderately reliable
UPDA'T'E I'REl1UENCY 	 ;U-monthly
CUMMEN•1'S	 :Counts are made at approximately 20 areas; System last
updated July 1983
DOCUMENTATION	 :General information, descriptians on data encoding format
procedures available
USER FUS 1101ICY	 :No policy established
OA'1'E OF INFOIO:ITION ;1/4/84
i,AIniH FILE 14UMBER	 :KS15-4
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CODE :95014-06
	
CODE :KSO14-07
S'1',1'1'i., :KS
DATA BASE NAME :Furbearor Harvest Survey
SUDJIC7 COVERAGE 'Wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :KS FiSh and Game Commission
RI:SPO,CDENT :RichardL. Holleran, Computer Progratwu:r 11
KS Fish and Game Commission
R.R. 2, Box 54A
Pratt, KS	 67124
Telephone:	 316-672-5911, EXt. 136
OI'(IIiR CON'CAC1'S :Lloyd Fox, Wildlife Biologist
:lint Martin, Systems Analyst II
Telephone:	 316-672-5911, Ext.	 131
C(i?11 1I)TER FACILITIES
CONNITHR(S)	 :111M 3033
RI:SIDI•:NCE	 :Central government computer center
GIS CAPABILITY	 No
IN-I10USE FACILITIES
PERINIE'RAL DEVICES
	 :IBII 3270 CRTs (threo), line printer, alphanumeric.
CRTs (three)
STATE :K5
DATA NASD NAME :Rural Mail Carrier Survey
SUOJIET COVERAGE :Wildlife
GIiOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :KS Fish and Game Commission
RESPONDENT :111chard L. Holloran, CompuLur Prugrummt:r It
KS Vish and Gamic Commission
R.R. 2, Box 54A
Pratt, KS	 67124
Telephone:	 316-672-5911, Ext.	 136
OTHER CONTAL"1'S :Mill Martin, Systems Analyst II
Telephone:	 316-672--5911, INL . 	 131
:Roger hells, Wildlife Bia logisL
KS Fish and Game Commission
Wildlife Research Office
4332 E;tst 60h
Fmporia, KS	 668UI
Telephone:	 316-342-0658
C(I}IPIITER FACILITIES
C(3MP11'1'ERCS) :IBM 3033
RG.SIDEUCF. :Central govurumonL. computer center
CIS CAPABILITY :Na
n ^
.0 ID
D E
0-
IN-110USE FACILITIES
PUIPUERAL DEVICES	 :IBM 5270 CRTs (tbrou), line printer, alphanumeric
CRT; (three)
NISCRIP'i'ION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAML 	 :lliidlife -
sma1I gam.: census (pheusauts, quail, prairie chlckenn,
cottontails, Hack rabbits)
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAP11[C REFERENCE :County
HINIMID1 RESOLUTION
	
:County
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Cord image (80-column)
OUTPUT PRODULTS 	 :'rableS, statistical sunvaurius
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LUEI. OF RL•'LIAHIL[TY	 :MuderaLe
UPDATE' FRE(AIENCY 	 :Quarterly (spring, summer, fall, Winter)
COM"1 .,HTS	 :Survey cards are sent to approximatel y NA) mall
carriers across the state. Ca rriers a rc- 3nsLrnL'Led u,
tally observations of small game Species en their Sur-
vey cards for a period of 5 cunserutive ,fay_,. Approx-
im:rtely 531: to 550 survey cards ; : re Iel,unc•d.
DOCUMENTATION
	
:General laforma [ ion, descriptions .,f data encod U,g format/
procedure available
IISli11 FEES POLICY	 :N„ policy estn6llshed
IIAT£ OF InvoituATiON :1/54134
PAPER FILE NUH11EIt	 :KS15-7
	
Pq xt!1 to
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BESCRIPTION OF DATA CA' DORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:Wildlife -
furh.-_arer trapping and huntin survey (badger, beaver,
bobcat, coyote, red fox, gray fox, mink, muskrat,
opposum, raccoon, striped skunk, weasel)
GRUCRAPHIC COVF.R,IGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERG`ICE 	 :County
MINIMUM RES0I.UTION	 :County
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:"SAS" data base
0111?BT PRODUCTS 	 :Maps - one scale only (county), tables, graphics, sta-
tistical summaries
DATA SOUPCI•S 	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Low
Ul'DATIi FREQUENCY 	 :Annually
COMMENTS	 :Last updated Spring 1983
DOCUMENTATION	 :General information, descriptions of data encoding formats/
procedure available
USER FEES POLICY
	 :No policy established
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/4/84
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :9515-6
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DATA CATEGORY HAML
CEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE
OWGRAPRIC 1wFERliNCE
HINIMUt•I RISGLUrION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUGTfS
DAT21 SOURCES
LEiVL•'l. OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE; FREQUENCY
:Surface water -
PH, water temperature, conductivity
:Statewide
:Public Load Survey
County
Distance from local landmark
:160 arses; 640 acres
;Tabular
:Statistical sunmaries, computer printouts
:Primary
:High
:As need arises
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CODE :KS015-01
STATE	 :KS
DATA BASE NAME	 :SCLGDI
SUB.JE.CT COVFJ?AGE
	
:Algae, aquatic life, surface water
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS
	
:Data base is currently under evaluation, and may be up-
graded in the future (i.e., computer hardware, data
structures); biological data collected for several
years is being automated as time permits
AGISICY	 :KS Biological Survey
RESPONDENT
	
:Paul M. Liecliti, Assistant Director
KS Biological Survey
2291 Irving 11111 Road
Lawrence, KS 66045-2969
Telephone: 913-864-4775
OTHER CONTACTS	 :Edward A. Martinko, Director
Judy Miskiman, Secretary
COMPICI'ER FACILITIES
COMPIJrmt($) 	 :EIONEYNELL DPS 3/E
1,MIDGNCE
	
: University of Kansas Academic Computing Center
OPERATION	 : Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :No
IN-IIDUSF. FACf1.ITIRS
PERIPHERAL. DEVICES
	
:Decwritcr
DES(:RIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'T'EGORY NAME	 :Algae -
species, quality/condition
(II)CRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GI-N)GRAPHIC: REFERENCE
	 : Public Land Survey
County
Distance from local landmarks
MININUM RE.9111.11TION 	 :160 acres; 640 acres
DATA S7l)RAGE FORMAT 	 :Tabular
OU'T'PUT PR(IDUCTS
	 : Species lists - can lie generated at county level or
with corresponding water quality information
BATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF REiLIABILITY :high
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :As need arises
County
Distance fram local landmark
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 160 acres; 640 acres
DATA STORAGE FO1011T
	
:Tabular
OUTPUT' PRODUCTS :Statistical summaries, species lists - can be gener-
ated at County level and by watershed in certain cir-
cumstances
DATA SOURCES
	
:Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY Mlgh
UPD;VK FREQUENCY	 :Annually
COlIIIIiNTS
	 :Field data sheets available, by collection, huL clot
yet automated
DOCUMENTATION
	 :SELGF'1.1 Manual in preparation
EISUR FLES POLICY	 :Fees charged an o cost recovery basis
DATE OF INL•'OAMATION :1/20/84
PAPER FILE NIIMBI:R	 :KS24
DATA CA'T'EGORY NAM
	 :Aquatic life -
aquatic macroinvertebrates, micro -habitat, taxonomic
listing, life stage, sex
GTiOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC RECERMICR tPublic Land Survey
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CODE	 :KY001-01 GRDCUN (Coordinate Conversion)
CDORD (CourJinato Conversion)
ARYOL
til'ATE :KY PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Idonochrome graphics CRT, color image display,
DATA BASE UMIE :KY Natural Resources Information System tublat-free cursor digitizer, line printer, drum
DATA BASE ACRONYM : KNRIS pen plotter, electrostatic plutter, hard copy
SUILIECT COVEERAGE ; Integrated terrain units, surface water, bnse data, infra- terminal, 16 alphanumeric CRTs
structure, surface coal mine permit data, abandoned mine
lands inventury problem areas, soils data, lane cover, DESCRIPTION OF DATA _CATEGORIES -
Cultural areas, public waters, and rare /threatened /eadun-
gered species occurrences DATA CATEGORY NAIIE :Integrated terrain units -
GUOGRAPUIC COVERAGE :Statewide; some data collected only for the eastern and elevation province, physiographic province,landlorm,
western coal regions (about 407 of the state) slope gradient, geologic formatlun, mineral resources
517fl'tiS :The development of KNRIS began in 1979 with funds provided ( non-conl), natural soil group, vegetation type. Lund
by the U.S. Office of Surface Mining for implementation of use, flood prone areas, groundwater availability
Public Law 95-87 (Federal Surface Pining Control and Roc- Tones, forest density (partial coverage)
Initiation Act of 1977).	 The system became operational to GEWRAPNIC COYF.RAGE :Eastern and western coal regions of Konushy (; :built
1991 and has been utilized for surface mine regulatory 40% of the state)
activities q nd other natural resource planning applica- GEOI:RAPIIIC RL•'F1211ME 0.:tlLude/longitude
Lions.	 KNRIS is divided into the following mujor suc- Universal Transverse MLrcutor
tions. ( 1) Information Resource Center and ('L) AuLUmutcd MINIMUB RESOLUTION : 10 acres
Geogruphic InfurmaLian System DATA STORAGE? FORMAT arolynon
Atilr.Nt.Y :KY Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet OUTPUT PRODUCTS ;Flaps (variable scale), graphics, computer Lap(!, madel-
NESPONIIIENT' :Putcr L. CCask'ell, Manager ling capability, statisLlral	 su:rumiries, ce,mposiW m:ip•
KY Natural Resources Informat' iou System ping
KY Natural Resources and Environmental DATA SOURCES : Primary and secondary
Protection Cabinet 1 .[EVIEI. UP RELIANILITY Oligh
Capital Plaza 'Power,	 i4th Floor UPDA'Pli FREQUENCY ;No routine updating
Franhfart, KY
	
40601 CLASSIFICATION :Refer to KNRIS Usur Culde
Telephone:	 502-564-5174
OTIIE.R CONTACTS Willinnr "'Larry") Schneider ------------------
PRIME Sy >,tem Administrator
DATA CATEGORY tlAP1G :Surface water -
01%]PUTER FACILITIES ® C. watershed boundaries, stream network, river mile index
GEOGRAMIC COVERAGE : Eastern and western coal regions of Kunt.=4Y (about
COMMI'MR(S) :PRIME 750 40% of the state)
111ESIDENCE :In-house ® GFJH:RAPIITC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
OPERATION :Interactive er Universal 'Transverse Nvrcatur
GIs CAPABILITY :Yes PEINIPIOFI RESOLUTION :Site specific; by +ratnrslted
F^ DATA SMRAUIE FORMAT :Polygon (watersheds); coordinate paint 	 (rircr mile);
IN-11OUSIi rACILITIES 10 line (streams)
d-
IIUTPU`r PRODUCM : Flaps ( variable scale), graphics, rumputer tape, mod0-
SYS-1141 CAPACITY ,flairi memory:	 1N11 ling capability, statistical	 sanmwries, rump(PSite imep-
Disc storage: 900MB F_ y M ping
LINCUAGV: S) :FORTRAN DATA SOURCES :Secandary
DAsle n LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :IlilihCl'I, UPDATli 011`.QU131CY : No routine updates
Assembler CLASSIFICATION :Nafer to KNRIS User Guide
SPECIALIZED Si1E`TIJARIE	 :EI.AS
INFO ------------------
MINITAU
ZEES (Environmental Library System) DATA CATP:t,ONY NAPIIE :Uric data -
GIS: GRIPS. counties,	 incorpareted area, awucrnhlp, adrseininttative
GRIPS11I1•1' status, Important wi III] ile habitats, :,t .eta founts,
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national forests, state parks, national parks, impor- surface coal mine permits from 1950 to within several
tant geologic and karat areas, coves, recreation sites weeks of permit issuance
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Fastern and western coal regions of Kentucky ( about CLASSIFICATION :Rater to KNRIS User Guide
4O2 of the state)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitudo/longitude --------- ---^
Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 10 acres DATA CATEGORY NAME :Abandoned mine lends -
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon; coordinate point ( caves, recreation sites); inventory, problem areas, boundaries with number codes
P line as assigned by the Division of Abandoned Mine Land
OUTPUT PRODUCTS : flaps ( variable scale), tables, graphics, computer Reclamation
tape, modelling capability, statistical summaries GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Eastern and western coal regions of };unlucky (about
DATA SOURCES :Secondary 40% of the State)
L YEL, OF RELIABILITY :11igh GC:(]i1RAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
UPDATE FREQUENCY No routine update Universal Transverse Mercator
CLASSIFICATION :Refer to MIS User Guide DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Flaps (variable scale)
— ------	 — ---- UPDATE FREQUENCY :One time only
CLASSIFICATION :Refor to KNRIS User Guide
DATA CATEGORY NAHB :Infrastructure - Call?WNTS :Contains all identified areas abandoned before 1977
roads, landfill sites, coal mining, extractive acti-
vity (non-Coal), land use, trails, communication and ----------
transportation facilities, power transmission facil-
Wes, railroads, pipelines DATA CATEGORY NAME :Soils -
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Eastern and western coal regions of Kentucky (about association
407 of the state) CFd10RAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
CIAURAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude DATA SOURCES :Secondary
Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific _ ------- — -------
Dim STORAGE FO pt1AT :Coordinate point, line
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Naps (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer DATA CATEGORY NAM11 :Surface water -
tape, modelling capability, statistical summaries stream network
DATA SOURCES :Secondary GEOGRAP111C COVEI'.ACE :Statowido
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Fladerute GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
UPDATE FREQUENCY :No routine updates Universal Transverse Mercator
CLASSIFICATION :Refer to KNRIS User Guide DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Line
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
LDATA CATEGORY NAME :Coal - -----^-------•-°-" 1'°
surface mining, permits, permit boundaries, haul roads
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Southeastern portion of the state (all or portions of DATA CATEGORY NAME :base data -
Bell, Harlan, Knox, Leslie, Letcher, McCreary, Perry counties, incorporated areas
and Miitley counties) GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latituda/longitude MINIMUM RESOLUTION :By county
Universal Transverse Morcator DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon
MINIMUM lU SULUTION :Site specific ( features less than 10 acres);	 10 acres OUTPUT' PRODUCTS :Maps ( variable scale)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon (features 10 acres or grouter); line; cuar- DATA SOURCES :Secondary
dinato point UPDATE FRHQU0CY :One Lima only
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :flaps ( variable scale), tables, graphics, computer
tape, modelling capability ---------`-----'---
DATA SOURCES :Primary
UPUATI. FREQUENCY :Although digitizing of permit refitures is not done DATA CATWORY NAME :Land cover -
routinely, KNRIS does maintain and constantly update barren land, forest land, rangeland, water, crupl:uid,
manual overlays to 7 1/2' quadrangles showfng all Pasture
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GII)GRAPJIIC COVERAGE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA SWRAGR FORI.1Ar
OLTCPITT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LF.YEL. OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE, FRrQUENCY
CLASSIFICATION
:Statewide
:10 acres
:Grid
:Maps (variable scale), tables, computer tape, model-
ling capability
:Prlmury
:Muderute
:No updates planned
:Level 1 classification from 1981 I.Ogtlsnt data (un-
supervised)
DATA C LIMORY NAME	 :Cultural areas -
historical sites, arcliaeological sites(!-GRAPHIC COVRRAGB 	 :Statewide
MINIMIIII RLSOLUTION 	 :Site specific
D'Vre1 STORAGE FOIIMAT
	:Coordinate point
Ol1 11'1 1iIT PRODUCTS	 :'fables, computer tape, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCIES 	 :Secondary
J-I'.YUL OF RELIABILITY
	 :Moderate
IU'DA'I'i: FREQUENCY
	
Monthly
CO,4FLI04TIALITY	 :,Archaeological site location data is released only
with authorizaLion from the Office of State Archaea-
logy
IU1)MIS	 :Data are maintained in cooperation with the Kentucky
Ileritage CeanCil and Offica of State Archaeology
DATA CAT)-:GORY NAME 	 :Rare/threatened/endangered species
GEOG11A1 1111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
MIA IUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific
DATA S11MAGL' FORMT	 :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :'Fables, computer tape, statistical summnries
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
1-I:VRL OF REUABILLTY
	
:Iligh
UPDATE FREQUIiNCY
	
:Qunrteriy
CONF1104TIALITY	 :Request must be received in writing and authorized
by the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission
LO M}IENTS
	
:Data are maintained in cooperation with the Kentucky
Nature Preserves Commission
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
DOCUMENTATION :"User Guide to the Data and Capabilities of the Kenturky
Natural Resources Information Systum" NaturuJ Resuurccs
and Hnviroamental Protection Ca0biuot (Nay 1482); SYsLvm
IlLucription (June 1187)
USES{ FLEES POLICY
	 :Fees charged on a cost recuvery basis
DATE OP INFORMATION :6/28/87
PAPER FILE HUMBLER
	
:KY)
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DATA CATEGORY NAME
GUIVRAPUIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFEM-210E
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT 1'RODUCI'S
:Public water -
withdrawal, discharge
:SULLL'wide
:Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
:Site specific
:Coordinate point
:Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer
tape
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CODE	 :KY002-01
w
SPATE	 :KY
DATA RASE WE	 : KY Heritage Program
GEWRAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort de- s
twoon the State of Kentucky and The Nature Conservancy,
a national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGENCY	 :KY Nature Preserves Commission
RISPONAEN 'f	 :Richard Hannon, Director/Botanist
KY 11critoge Program
KY Nature Preserves Commission
407 Broadway
Frankfurt, KY	 4G60I
Telephone:	 -%2-564-288G
0 0UMER CONTACTS
	
: Orion Anderson, Zoologist
:Sh[alle Coreau, Procedures Specialist
T13o Nature Conservancy
o11100 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
CU?1PlrrU FACILITIES
M
I
;1
CU;IPurnt(S)
	 :IBM it ^ 11
UISCRI!' ON OF DATA C ATEGORIES :1 ra F {
RATA CATECORY NAME	 :Natural diversity elements
ecological values (plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
ornutionai level
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
i
UUCIIIEMATIO11
	 : "ihe Nature Conservancy News" ( bimonthly newsletter avail-
'i
!
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
MY117 OF INFURIATION :1/21/83
PAPER FILE UMBER
	 :KY4
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STIVIT :LA
DATA MSE NAME :LA Voter Wall Inventory
SIIDJE.CT COYMIGC :Location and attributes of water wells
MbGRAP11IC MVERAM :Statewide, especially the southern half
ACEN('Y :LA Geological Survey
RESPONDE9T : Bradford C. Monson, Section Chief
LA Ceclogtcal Survey
Water Resources Divisien
7434 Perkins Road, Suite D
Baton Rouge, LA
	
70808
Telephone:	 504-342-7460
0THER CONTACTS :Renwick Dcville, Program Manager
Telephone:	 504-342-7460
:Brenda David
Computer Operations
Telephone:
	
504-342-6720
:Charles Grant, Director
Telephone:
	 504-342-6754
CODE :1,4001-01
	
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	
:Site specific; by county
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 tTables, graphics, computer tape, atatistitol um-
maries. interactive video display capablliLy
DATA SOURCES
	 tPrimary and secondary
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY :high
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Weakly
COMMENTS :This information is made available thruugh a cooper-
ative program with the U.S. Geological Survey. Llre
Department of Public Health. LA Office of lliglnrays,
and LA Office of Public Warles
DOCUMENTATION
	 : None available
USEN h1TM POLICY
	 No policy established
DATE OF INFORMATION : 7/14/83
PAPER FILE NUIBER	 :L.47
C(DIFINTER FACILITIPS
CU+I]'UTEiR(S) :IRE[ 3033 E
RISIpENCE :LA SLUte University -yT
MS CAPAIIII.iTY :Yes
IN-11OUSE FACILITIES
A
OPIERATING SYSTD I :MEPIOST, MP/H. CP/Al i
SYSTDI CAPACITY :Mnin memory: 64K
Disc storage: 83MB +^
Simultaneous users supported: 8 (currently)
LANGUAOE(S) -FORTRAN 'I.
Assembler
BASIC
PASCAL
ra
4
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE :PLOT 10 k
DATnsTAT
REPORTSTAR )
INPOSTAT
SAS f
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, line following digitizer, -,d
line printer, dot matrix printer with graphics, 8
alphanumeric CRTs
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES j
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Groundwater hydrology -
water wells, location, depth, agUifor, yield, useagu,
geology, water quality
0MCRAPIIIC COVL1{AGE :Statuwlde
Gli0(RAPIIIC REFERENCE :Latitude / longitude
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CODE :LA002-01
S'NI'T. :LA
DATA BASE NAME : IIOBl1l•S GARDENS
SUILIX-C COMRACE :Vegetativa
GUILMAP11LC COVL:RIXF :Privately owned Botanical Garden in Louisianu
A(;F,NCY :MS Remote Sensing Canter
R16SPONDENT W. Frank Miller, Director
!1S Remote Sensing Center
P.O. Brauar FR
Mississippi State, MS	 39762
Telephone:	 601-325-2946
r !hAMITI:R FACILrfi1S
CM11 11 l{R(S) :UNIVAC iI00/80
DC ECLIPSE S/130
RMIDENC'1: :In-house
Mississippl State University
1N-11005E FACILITIES
LAN(;tIAMgS) :FORTRAN
Assemhler
Disuirrim OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CKFECORY NAME :Vegetation -
hydralogy, transportation, topography, cultural
features, soils, existing land uses, analysis of
visual corridors, slope, aspect, proximity features
GEOCRAI'IILC COVERAGE
	 :4700 acre privately owned Botanical Garden, located
in Wost Central Louisiana near Many, LA
o®
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MA
BATE OF INFORMATION :2114/83
PAPER ITLE NUMBER	 :1-152
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DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Geology -
surface features
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
WE OF INFORMATION :5/10/83
PAPER FILE NOMBL'R	 :LAI
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CODE :LA003-01
nxm	 :LA
DATA VASE NAME
	 :LA Areal Resource Information System
DATA BASE ACRONYM :LARIS
Sl1DIliL`T COVERAGE
	 :Land use, soils data, base data, geology
MUMAPHIC Ci)VCRAGE :Statewide
STSrNS	 :Operational, but present system needs Lo be upgraded to
hundie increasing data volume; data bass Initiated in
1975
AGIENL'Y	 :LA Office of State Planning
HlESPONDFNT	 :Richard Ilugnti
LA Areal Husource Information System
LA Office of State Planning
P.O. Box 44425, Capital Station
Baton Rouge, LA 70804
Telephone: 504-342-7410
t)TNIEIT l:ONTAC1'S	 :Glenn Daigra, Land Use Coordinator
CUSN'TITER FACILITIES
COltl'NTHR(S)	 :DG C/300
111M 3031
RESIDENCE	 :DG C/300 is in-house; line to 1*1 3031
IN-ROUSE FACILI'T'IES
PERIPTIGRAL DEVICES
	
:Ttictronix with hardcopy capability; access to a plotter
DESCRIPTION OF RATA CATEGORIES
i)ATA CATLAIOHY NATIL•'	 :Land use
CELIGRAPIIIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
CTlMENTS	 :Data available for 1974 Sand use, 1980 (USES) land use
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Soils data -
association, series
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
COFI:IC.,`1TS	 :Soils associations are available for the entire state;
detailed soils survey data has been completed for 23
parishes
DATA CSTWORY 110C
	 :Base data
watershed, census boundaries
GEOGRAPHIC COVLRAGC	 :Statewide
CO;INENTS	 :Drainage basins digitized for 208 water quality pro-
gram use
"I :i
CODE 01ACE!-01	 CODE 01AM,!-01
STATE
-11A
DATA BASE NAME :MA Wildlife Inventory STATE -MA
DATA BASF ACRONYM 04INVNT DATA BASE NAME :M1( Heritage Program
SUBJECT COVERAGE ;1ildlife distribution and status GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide STATUS This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort rtia-
S'l'ATUS :This data base is being developed to provide information tween the State of MossachunctLs and The Nature Conser-
on the distributions of terrestrial vertebrates in Massa- vancy, a national nonprofit conservation organization.
chusetr.s.	 At this time, only mammalian records are avail- AGENCY
RESPONDENT
:MA Department of Environmental Monagement
able; records on other vertebrates (birds, reptiles and :Jahn Feingold, Coordinator
amphibians) are being added as time permits, MA IlLrltage Program
MA Department of Environmental ManagementAGENCY :MA Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
Division of PlanningR!SlO11UIN'C :James E. Cardoxa, Come Biologist 100 Cambridge Street
MA Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
DosLan, MA	 02242Field Headquarters
Telephone:	 617-727-3160
Telephone :
Telephone MA	 X 36
ass-G47^ OT11NR CONTACTS :Bruce Sorrie, Botanist
[YI'1lGR CONTACTS
K	 ar.
Richard feller, Assistant Aquatic Dialogist 'Zoologist:Judy Harding,
Kristine Corey, Jr. Manner : Allisaa S. Fleming, Data Manager /Environmental Rev.
alenry Woolsey, Plant riologist
Cum`Uf(iR FACCLITCFS Lauren Handler
:Grorluttubo. Preservation Plan
(:OMPUTER(S) :CDC CY5ER 175 :Sheltie Gareau, Procedures Specialist 0 0RESIDENCE : University of Massachusetts, Amherst The Nature Conservancy1800 North Kent Street 'n01'ERATION :Interactive Arlington, VA	 22209
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES Telephone:	 703-BG1-5300
.^
DATA I:A'l'ECOItY NAME :Wildlife - COMPUTER FACILITIES
distribution, status, threatened.
	 .:ndangered, gums COMPUTER(S) :11P(mammals), non-game (mammals)
CI:Ot1RA1 111IC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GROGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 : By town p E5CRIPfiON OF DATA CATEGORIES
MINIMUM RNSOLOTION
By coun
: By townty DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Naturul diversity elements -
f
DATA STORAGE FORHAT
	 :Tabular L	 logical values (plant and aniurll species, plant
(RITPUT PIN]DU 1'S :'fables communities, aquatic systems, critical habltats and
DATA SOURCES : Primary and secondary other natural features) of particular Interest hecuu.su
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY:Ftuderate to high (varies by source) they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
CONFIDENTIALITY :Locality date for endangered, threatened or other GEOGRAPHIC COYrItAGE
or national level
:statewide
special status species is subject to restricted access
EXHII NTS : Records for other vertebrates ( birds, reptiles and
amphibians) are being added as time permits G6C
UODUMIuiTATION	 :Users Manual ( preliminary version) available
USUlt PEES POLICY	 :No policy established
DXVE OF 1NFORMATIOII :7/I3/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :MA9
DOCUMENTATION
	 ; "The Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington. VA)
DATE OF INMMh.TION :1/21/83
PAPER FILL•' NMIBER	 :FIAl2
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DATE Or INFORMATION :1/14/83
PAPER VILE NUMBER :IIA8 QO
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CODE :HA003-01
STATE :MA
DATA BASE NAME :New England Regional Heritage
GEUGRAPI11C COVERAGE :New England states
STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the New England states and The Nature Conservancy,
a national nonprofit conservation organization.
	 The pro-
gram Is hawed in Boston, 11A.
ENCY New England Regional Heritage
kisvONDEtrr :Larry Master, Coordinator/Zoologist
New England Regional Heritage
294 Washington Street
Room 446
Boston, MA	 02100
Telephone:	 617-423-9496
OTHER CO1T,1f_-rS :Prances Brackley, Botanist
:Tom Rawinski, Plant Ecologist
:Tom French, Zoologist/Data llannger
:Shellie Caress, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
COMPEIT11 1 FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S) -.Hp
DESCRIII
	ON OF DATA CATEGORIFS
DATA CATTint y NAMH :Nnturol diversity elements -
ecological values (plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or national level
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :New England states
DOCUMENTATION	 :"Tho Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/21/83
PAPER VILE NUMBER :MA13
COM :MAU04-01
SPATE :MA
DATA BASE NAME. :ACID
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Environmental quality
GE(GRAPHIC COVERAGE :Stntcwidc
STATUS :Repository initiated in 1980
AGENCY :MA Department of risherias, Wildlife, and
Recreational Vehicles
RESPONDENT :Richard Keller, Assistant Aquatic Blologist
MA Department of fisheries, Wildlife, and
Recreational Vehicles
Division of risiaeries and Wildlife
Field Headquarters
Westbaro, (IA	 01581
Telephone:	 617-366-4470
COMPU'T'ER FACILITIES
GONPD7 •F.R(S)
	
:ChC CYBER 175
RESIDFd10E
	 :University or Massachusetts - Amherst
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'1'FdiORY Nair,
	 :Environmental quality -
wnter body codes, location, pU, tn(ul alkalinity,
severity index, access typo, fishario:; value otisa:+--
ment, acid problems, stacking dnta
GPdMRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
CMIMENTS
	 :Data base contains hlutoricnl dato from 1930s un
r ;
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CODE :MDOO1-01
STATE	 :Fib DATA CATEGORY NAME :Culturnl areas -
D1TA ISASL•: NAME	 :MD Automated Geographic Information System historic sites, archaeological sites, selecLed
DATA BASH ACROHYM	 :MAGI Maryland heritage Program Situ:+, sewerage and water
SlBjrCT COMAGE	 :Base duLa, cultural areas, land cover, soils data, topag- service areas, County Comprehensive Load Use Plans,
ruphy, geo?,Agy, surface water, vegetation and wildlife open space, recreation areas, ma Jar highways, eLher
GEOGRQ111C COVERAGE :Statewide rights of way
AGENCY	 :ND Department of State Planning GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
RiiS1'0N0121T	 :Susan T. Alderman, Chief GEOGRAI'IIfC RLCRRENCE :State Plane Coordinates
Geographic Information Systems NININUM RESOLUTION :91.8-acre grid cell
Office of Planning Data DATA STORAGE PORFLIT :Grid
AID Department of State Planning OUTPUT PRODUCTS :[,Lips (variable scale), camputor tape, modelling capa-
301 ]lest Pre.7tan Street billty, statistical sumaaries, composite mappl ing
Baltimore, MD	 21201-2765 DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
Telephone:	 301 .383-5664 LEVEL OF RLLIADILIT'Y :Moderate
0111M CONTACTS	 :Nichol A. Lettre, Director UPDATE FREQUENCY :Sewerage unit water	 iervice areas - as new r,,,ni-y plaim
Office of Planning Data arc approved and adopted; County Comprehensive [and
' Use Plans - as now county plans are approved and
I'0?INITER FACILITIES udopted; ;anjor highways and other rights of hazy -
every 2-3 years; selected Maryland Heritago Program
CUilPirrl:R(S)	 :UNIVAC 1100182 Sites - annually; open space and ;'eCreat1011 areas -
PRIFIE 550 every 1-2 years; archaeological sitv 	 - out of date,
APPLE 11 date of next update ankanwo
RESIDENCE	 :University of Maryland, Cal lobe Park Campus CONFIDENTIALITY :Archaeological data subject to diSL ILksarc riquireizit-ats
UPERKUMN	 :hatch and interactive of the State Archaeologist
GIS CAPABIi.ITY
	 :Yes CLASSIFICATION :Sewerage and [dater Service Area 1lufi1jiti4jaa (Appendix
8); County Comprehensive Lund Use Plan Clas,ificalion
IN-IIOUSL FACILITIES Scheme (Appendix 9)
ITRII 1111"RAL Il V10ES	 Two TEK 4014 graphics terminals (one is kept at -----------------
the University of Maryland for software develop-
ment and testing), coiur graphics CRT, color image DATA CA'T1 •XIORY NAME :Land cover -
display, scanning digitizer, dot matrix printer 1973,	 1978,	 1981,	 barren land,	 forest land, ,rater,
with graphics, sirall 	 flatbed pen plotter, eight wetlands, cropland,
	
pasture, urban/built-up
bard copy terminals, two alphauumuric CRTS, two GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE' :Statewide
Tektronix 4631 hard copy units used with 4014 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates
graphics terminals MINI111I1-1 RRSULU'ri0€1 :91.8-acre grid cell (minimum mapping unit un base nurps
is IO actr_s)
BRSCRIPriON OF DATA CATEGORIES pAT'A STORAGI: F0kF1A'f :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Naps (Variable scale), completer L.;pe, m:odelling cal;a-
DATA C,111GORY NANL 	 :Base data - bility, statistical summaries, composite mapping
Counties, eonsus tracts, watersheds, regional planning DATA SOURCES :Primary
districts, minor civil divisions LEVEL OF RE11AISMI'T'Y :High
CEOGIFAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide UPDATE FREQUENCY :Every 5 years (as statewide photography :old funding
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 :State Plane Coordinates are available)
MININUN RESOLUTION	 :91.8-acre grid cell CLASSIFICATION :Anderson Level IIIDATA vuncL FOIU •1A'r	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Flaps (variable scale), Computer tape, modelling caps- ------------------ Q C)
bility, statistical summaries, composite napping
DATA SOUIXFS	 :Secondary DATA CATWORY NAME :Lund cover -
LIEVIiI. OF RELIABILITY	 :NoderaLe war Iands
UPDATE 1'kEQUEt1CY	 .One time: on ly GIOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :5LaLewide	 a
" Py#	 Co
s -,	 Q
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GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : State Plane Coordinates DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface wafter hydrology - ;
MINDIUM RI •:SOLUTION : 91.8-acre grid cell quality, stream class, water use class, buy hathymetty f
DATA STORAGE FOIMIAT tGrid GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Stutewide
ou'riur PHonuCTS : Nups (variable scale), computer tape, modelling capa- GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates
billty, statistical summaries, composite mapping MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 91.8-acre resolution =
DATA SOURCES :Secondary DATA S'TORAM' FORPI.AT :Grid
LEVEL Oi' RELIABILITY :high OUTPUT PRODULIS :Maps ( variable scale), computer tape, modelling calwa l
UP11M. FREQUE11CY :At the discretion of the Coastal Resources Division bility, statistical summaries, composite mapping
(last update in 1978) DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
_____--__---
	 --
CLASSIFICATION :Van Beason Stream Classification SysLem ( Appendix
10); Water Use Class Definitions
OAT.% CATL-'COPY NAM :Soils data -
engineering chnrac Lori stics, capability class, pro- — ------- — -------
ducLivity, erosion, natural soil groups
GI=RAP11IC COVERAGE :Statewide DATA CATEGORY HAKE :Wildlife -
(:EOfdIAPIIIC REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates management, habitat, threatened, ondangered. edge
MINIMUM RESOLUTION- :91.8-acre grid cell effect, selected Maryland Heritage Program Sites
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
OUTPUT PI;ODUCI'S :@laps ( variable scale), computer tape; modelling capa- GEOGRAPHIC REFERRNCE :SUILU Plane Coordinates
bility, statistical summaries, composite nmappina HIN1MUN RESOLUTION : 91.8-acre prid cell
11A't'A SOURCES :Secondary DATA STOR,1GF. FORMAT :Grid
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
- Moderate OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Nups ( variable scale), cumputcr tape, modelling rapu-
UPD,1'1'L FIIEQ p ENCY : One time only billty, statistical summaries, compusite mupljina
DATA SOURCES : Primary and secondary 1i
----------------- LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :111gh
UPDATE FREQUENCY :llerltago data updated annually; endungered species
DATA C,1Tl-MRY NAME :Topagraphy - , data updated biennially; edge effect data updated
porcenL slope .^ as needed by the NO Wildlife Administration
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide CONFIDENTIALITY All requests for specific information about endan-
GEOGRAPfIIC REFERENCE :Stale Plane Coordinates "^ gored species or Maryland llvritagc Sites are re-
r
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :91.8-acre grid call Q furred to source agencies
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid Qy
OUTPUTPRO pUCTS :Naps (variable scale), computer tape, modelling capa- M p=' --- ---------------
billty, statistical summaries, composite mapping
DATA SOURCES :Secondary 10 
-U DATA CAEGORY NAME :Vegetation -
LE1'EL OF RELIABILITY :high C ^0 communities, forest corer types
Ul'DATL FREQUENCY One time only i GEOGRAPHk COVERAGE :Statewide
1' 1^ aEouRAPniC REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates t
------------ MINIMUM RESOLUTION :91.8-acre grid cell
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
MITA CATEGORY NAME :ecology - OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Naps (variable scale), computer tape, CiadelliuB C.tpa-
physiagraphy, geologic formation, .nimeral resources bility, statistical summaries, 	 rumPosiLe muppiaa
GIMPAPHIC COVERAGC :Statewide DATA SOURCL'S :Secondary
GF.OGRAPMC REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates LEVEL OF 14111ABlUTY :high
MININUM RESOLUTION : 91.8-acre grid cell UPDA'1 'C FREQUI-MY :At the discretion of the laryland Forest SCIVI_e;
DATA STORAGE FODIAT :Grid last updated in 1951 ^.
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Naps (variable scale), compulur tape, modelling capa-
hility, statisticnl summaries, composite mappina ...... ..o^a^^
BATA SOURCE'S :Secondary
1.1iVItl. OI' UE[JADILiTY : Nigh to moderate DOCI1MMITATION	 :"MAGI", 1fD Oe urtment of State Plaman' l'ub. U 81^13,P'	 b
UPPATfi NREQUmy :Geologic formation - one time only; mineral ro- revised April	 19811 d.'scriptlans of softwarO, data enr"ding
sources - as new data are avaliaUle format/pruct-dares and dari t	 u• ;ilun :ro.tllabieY1 +
USER FL•US POLICY	 :Puuu charged all a Cost recovery basis ^.
------
DATE OF INFINIM
	
OM :7/ 15/83 'x•
PAPER FILE NUMBER
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DATA SOURCES	 .Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Decenniully
COBS :1`111(101-02
STATE	 :MD
DATA BASE NAME	 ;ND Geographic Districting Information System
0A'I'A BASE ACRONI'N	 :HDGIS
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :0emagraphy
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :This Information system is compatible with tl:e
HD Automated Geographic Information System (MAGI)
(Code: MDUDI-01)
AGENCY	 :MD Department of SLa[e Planning
RMSi'ONDEN'l' 	 :Susan T. Alderman, Chief
Geugraphic Informution Systems
Office of Planning Data
HD Department of State Planning
301 [Jest Preston SLreeL
Baltimore, MD 21201-2365
Telephone: 301-303-5664
EffilliR (x1NTACTS	 :Michel A. Iettre, Director
Office of Planning Data
(:011PEIUM F,ICILITIEiS
CO;Ii'U'E'1R(S)
	
:UIIIVAC 1100/82
PRIME 550
APPLE IIe
RESID1•:NCE	 :11nivarsity of llaryland, College Park campus
01TRATION	 :naLCh and interactive
GIS CAP.IUCLITY
	
:Yes
M-11016E FACILITIES
PERIPHETAL DEVICES	 :Two Tektronix 4014 graphics tcrminuls (one is kepL
at the University of 1`laryland for software dcvel-
opmunt and testing), color graphics CRT. color
image display, scanning digitizer, dot mntrix
prinLcr with graphics, small flathcd pen platter,
eight hard copy terminals, two alphanumeric C1119's,
two Tektronix 4631 hard copy units used with 4014
graphics terminals
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME 	 :Demography -
populations, social aspects, economic aspects, census
tracts, minor civil divisions, counties, over 2,000
socia-economic chardCLeHSLICS
MMANtPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GI)GRAI'IIIC REFERENCE	 :State Plane Coordinates
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	
:198D Census Tracts, 1980 Miuur Civil Divislons
DATA S'Ir1RAGE' FORMAT
	 :Arc/nude
OD'rPUT PRODUCTS	 :Maps (variable scale), graphics, statistical sum-
marles, Interactive video display capability
DOCUMMITATION	 :"Marylund Geographic Districting Information Systeni'
publication available
USER FEES POLICY	 :Pees charged on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION :7/15/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :h1DI-2
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CODE : PIDOOI-03
STATE	 :PIP
DATA DASD NAME	 ;MD Recreation Inventory System
SI!IUL'CT COVERAGE	 : Recreation and open space
G1iOCRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 011) Department of State Planning
RFSMNDBNi'
	
	 : Susan T. AIderman. Chief
Geographic Information Systems
Office of Planning Data
PIP Department of State Planning
301 [Jest Preston Street
Baltimore. 118 21201-2365
Tolephonc: 301-383-5664
`	 OTHER CONTACTS
	 :Dlichcl A. Lettre, Director
Office of Planning Data
s
r` 	 CGH1111TER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(g)	 :UNIVAC 1100/82
PRIME 550
APPLE Ile
1dS1UliNCE	 University of Maryland, College Pork Campus
OPERATION
	 : Batch and lnteractiva
GIS CAPABILTTY
	 :Yes
IN-H011SF. FACILITIES
!	 PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
: Two Tektronix 4014 graphics terminals (one is kept
at the University of Maryland for software devel-
opment and Eesting), color graphics CRT, color
image dispiny, scanning digitizer, dot matrix
` i printer with graphics, small flatbed pen plotter,
eight hard copy terminals, two alphanumeric CRTs,
two Tektronix 4631 hard copy units used with 4014
graphics terminals
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 : Recreation and open space -
ownership, facilities
CMRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 : Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates
MINIMUM RFSOIJUTION
	 :91.8-acre and call
DATA SWRAGE FORMAT
	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :ltaps ( variable scale), graphics, computer tape, model-
ling capability, statistical summaries. COmposlte map-
ping
DATA SOURCES
	 : Primary
I.E.M. OF RELTABILITY 	 .111811
UPDATE 1:i1EQ111',NCY	 :livery 2-3 years
OOCUMOTATION	 : "Maryland Recreation and Open :-'pace Plan Report 1:
Inventory" (May 1982)
USER FEES POLICY	 : Fees charged an o cost recovery basis
DATE. OF INFORMATION : 7/15/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :MDI-3
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CODE :MD002-01
S•ra'I'I: :ND
DA'1',1 BASE NAME :MD Natural Heritage Program
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :statewide
sums ,Tlje MD Nntural Heritage Program was established in I979 as
a cooperative effort between the State of Maryland and The
Nature Conservancy, a private nonprofit organization dedi-
cated to the preservation of natural diversity.
ACENCY :MD Department of Natural Resources
RESI IIMDMIT : George 11. Fenvich, Chief/Aquatic Biologist
Pie Natural Heritage and Environmental Review
MD Department of Natural Resources
'Paves Slate Office Building, C-3
Annapolis, HD	 21401
Telephone:
	 301-269-3656
O11JEH :Dan moor, Botanist
:Mury Bresnan, "Zoologist/Data blanager
:Shellie Gareau, Procedures Specialist
'rise Nature Conservancy
1800 North Rent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:
	
703-841-5300
COMP11TER F,ICILITIES
CON111JUR(S) :11p
DISCRiTTION OF DATA CKMORIES
DIM CATEGORY NAME
	 :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values (plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, Critical habitaLS and
other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or national level
GROCRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Variety of reports tailored to specific user requests
DATA SOL'RCIS :Primary
00
"L7 ^
0 ^
C Q
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In
DOWIL'NTATION	 :"Maryland's Natural Heritage" (brochure); "'rite Nature
Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter available through
The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
v
	
DATE OF INFORMATION :2/7/63
PAPER FILE NUMBER :M07
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE PHEQUENCY
coefficient, morphometric parameters
:Stacewido
:Universal Transverse Mercator
:2-meter intervals per lake for morphometry
:Tabulur
:Tables, interactive video display capability
:Primary and Secondary
:Moderate
:As needed'
CODE :MLO01-01
5TA'rE	 :ME
DATA BASE NAME	 :ME Lakes Morpkometric Data System
SUILIE]Ci' COVERAGE	 :Surface water
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Statewide
AGENCY	 :ME Department of Environmental Protection
RISI'ONHEW'r	 :Barbara Welch, Biologist
ME Deportment of Environmental Protection
State House Station 17
Augusta, ME 04333
Telephone: 207-289-3901
('[TIER CONTACTS	 :Wayne Gallant, Computer Programmer
Telephone: 207-289-2691
:Ilonry Warren, Commissioner
Telephone: 207-289-2811
QDIP1TfER FACILITIES
CONVIITER(S) :HONEYWELL 81520
1101If:YWELL 6/43
HONEYWELL 610
RESIDENCE	 :In-house
01 1F.RATION	 :Barrh and interactive
GiS CAPADILITY	 :Yes
10-IIGUSL FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM	 :GCOS 3 (HONEYWELL 8/520)
MOD 400 Release 2rk (HONEYWELL 6/43)
MOD 400 Release 3.0 (HONEYWELL 610)
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 :110HEYWELL 8152D:
Main memory: 6MB
Disc storage: 4 Billion
Simultaneous users supported: >200
HONEYWELL 6/43:
Main memory: 1.28,1ID
Disc storage: 10a11B
Simultaneous users supported: 20
HONEYWELL 610:
Main memory: 256K
Disc storage: 720K
Simultaneous users supported: I
I.ANCUAGE(S)	 :COBOL
FORTRAN
PER1P111"RAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, mechunical digitizer,
line printer, 5 hard copy terminals, 15 alpha-
numeric CRTS
DF9CR11710N OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATWORY NAME
	
:Surface water -
quality parameters, location, drainage area, runuff
DOCUMENTATION
	
:Descriptions of hardware, software and data encoding
format/procedures available
USER PEPS POLICY
	
:Products and services available at no charge
DATE OF INF'ORNATION :7/21/83
PAPER FILE N11mBER	 :NE7-2
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GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC RUERENCE
MINIMUM RES019171014
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCM
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATr VR!•004CY
avygon, chlorophyll a. alkalinity, trnnspureoLy, WWI
phosphorus
;Statewide
:Universal Transverse Mercator
:By lalte
;Tabular
:"fables, statistical sumnmrias
:Primary and sacrrndary
;Moderate
:Biennially
CODE :ME001-02
SLITE	 :ME
DATA BASE NAME	 :MR Bakes Water Quality Data System
Sl1B.IECf COVERAGE
	 :Environmental quality - water
GU11GRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statetridc
AGENCY	 :ME Deportment of Environmontal Protection
RE':SI'Oj1DENT
	 :Barbara Welch, Biologist
MB Department of Environmental Protection
StuLe (louse Station 17
Augusta, ME 04333
Telephone: 207-289-3901
(1fIIRR CONTACTS 	 ;Wayne Gallant, Computer Programmer
Telephone. 207-289-2691
:Henry Warren, Commissioner
Telophanu: 207-289-2811
CONNITU FACILITIES
CONPUTEII(S)	 :110NEYWELL 81521)
IIONGYIJRLL 6/43
RONEYWELL 610
RESIDENCE
	 : In-house
OPERATION
	 :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
I.@-11011SE FACILITIES
OPF:ItAT[HG SYSTDI
	 ;GCOS 3 (HONEYWELL 81520)
MOD 400 Release 2rlt (IIONEYWEI.L 6/43)
MOD 400 Release 3.0 (11ON1:YWELL 610)
SYS71'1211 CAPACITY	 :HONEYWELL 61520:
Main memory: 60
Disc storage: 4 Billion
SiIllalLaneaaS users supported: >200
HONEYWELL 6/43:
Main memory: 1.2&.118
Disc storage: 100.118
Simul taneous users supported: 20
HONEYWELL 610:
Main memory: 256K
Disc storage: 7209
Simultaneuus users supported: t
1 "ANOI1AG1i(S) 	 :COBOL
FORTRAN
PERIPIIERAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, mechanical digitizer,
line printer, 5 hard copy terminals, 15 alpha-
numeric CRTS
DISCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'1'ECORY NAME
	 :Environmental quality -
Water quality parameters, Lemperat . ure, p11, dlssOEvtnl
DUCUMEII'1'ATION	 :Descriptions o'l hardware, software and data encuding
format/procedures available
USER FEES POLICY	 :Products and services available UL nu Charge
DATE OF INFORMATION :7121/63
PAP1'R FILE; NUMBER	 :ME7-1
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CODE :11001-01
DOCUMENTATION	 :LUC1 Data Base Dictionary
USERFEES POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charse
DATE OF INFOIMATION :7/20(83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :M14
STATE :MI
DATA DASE NAME :Local Unit Computerized Information
DATA BASE ACRUNYM :LUCI
SUl11ECT COVERAGE : Demography, land area
GEUGRAPUIC COVERAGE :StatewidL
AGI:NCX :M1 Department of Commerce
RESPUYDENT :Carol Hoffman, Director
Office of Community Development
MI Department of Commerce
525 West Ottawa Street
P.O. Box 30004
Lansing, 11
	
48909
Telephone:	 517-373-8363
OTHER CONTACTS :Tom Nicholas, Data Base Manuger
Telephone:	 517-373-26B5
COMPIri , RR FACILITIES
CO;IPUTER(S) :BURROUGIIS 6800
RESIDENCE :'treasury, Central Systems Data System
OPERATION :Interactive
DySCRIrI'iON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Ikmogrophy -
populations, social aspects, economic aspects
GEOGRA11111C COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 :By county
By city
By township
By village
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :By county, city, township, or village
OUTPUT PROBUCTS :Tables, graphics (crude), modelling capability,
statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :high
UPDATE: FHEQUENCY :Continuously
'rT .53
IV
0
Q
Eye
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GI:OGRAMIX COVERAGE
CLOGRAP1IIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
Ulffl'UT PRODUCTS
NA'I'A SGURC1'S
l EWEJ. OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FIM"QUENCY
:Land area
:Statewide
:By local political sultdivision
:1 square mile (section)
:Tables, graphics, statistical summaries
:Primary and secondary
:Moderato
:Nu regular update
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DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface tinter hydrology - it
lakes, Streams, drains, intermittent streams
CODE	 011002-01 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide eventually; approximately 50% of tlla Stale
Complete to date
GEOGRhP11IC RL•'FERENC£ :State Plane Coordinates
S'rA'1'i?	 :MI iiINIMUM RESOLUTION :1 acre (for lakes)
Da'I'A BASE NAME
	 :MI Resource Information System DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon 1
SLIILlli(:r COVERAGE
	 :Boundaries (base maps), surface water hydrology (base OUTPUT PRODUCTS :flaps (variable scale), compuLer tripe, composiLe lwp- i
maps), land use (current use), land resources ping, Interactive video display capability
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
STATUS
	 :Under development LEVEL OF RELIABILITY thigh
MI-MY	 :ill Department- of Natural Resources
RESPONDENT
	 :Michael Sciesxko, Program Manager
Land Resource Programs Division (j
MI Department of Natural Resources DATA CATEGORY NAME :Land use (current use) -
Stevens T. Mason Building urban, agriculture, nonforestod, forested, water, wot-
P.O. Box 30028 lends, barren
Lansing, MI	 48909
Telephone:	 517-373-3328
GEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide eventually; approximately 25% of the State !s
complete to date
Cf 'rpOTER F,1C[LITl^iS GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE
:State Plane Coordinates
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :2-5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT : Polygon; polygon converted to grid(.L 11'LI'r£R(S)
	 :T1:ITHONIX 4052A OUTPUT lHODUM :Maps (variable scala) 1 computer tape, statistical Suer-
:DEC POP 11/70 marles, composite mapping, lnteraCLivc video display
BURROUGIIS 7706 capability
RESIDENCE
	 :In-house DATA SOURCES :I rimary
OPERATION
	 :Bntch and interactive LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :liigh
Gi5 CAPABILITY	 :Yes UPDATE FREQUENCY :livery 5 years
CLASSIFICATION :From Anderson Levels 3, 4, and 5 sciccLlvely to meet
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
°4J needs 't® flOPERATING SYSTh71
	 :RSX-11M PLUS VOI DLG (for DEC 1 1111' 11/70)
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 ;Main memory: 7681
W v—
.'•
Disc storage: 30MB DATA CATEGORY NAME :land resources -
Simultaneous users supported: B La V mineral extraction/energy prnduction, uni/hrlr arva:;, al•H:.1
IINGUAGH(S)	 :FORTRAN IV C )^D) Live areas, public lands, legally restricted lauds, prilul
SPECIAIAZED SOMME
	 ;Caieump standard > 4 lands, agriculture lands, forest	 lauds
WIRS - Intergraph lac. GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide eventually; approximately 20; 	 of the state is }{PER11'UCRAI. BEV ICES
	 :4 monochrome graphics CUTS, 2 tablet-frea cursor completo to date j
digitizers, small !lathed pen plotter, pretisiart CHOCRAMIC E{fiF£ft11,'CE :State Plane Coordinates i
flatbad pan plotter, 1 hard copy terminal,
	
1 111111lltlhl RESOLUTION : 10 acres; 2-5 Acres
alphanumeric CRT DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, polygon, coordinate painL
PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), computer tape, stattaLical alrm- 3
BESCRII'I'IO11 OF DATA CATEGORIES maries, interactive video display I)
DATA(A'l'E(01{Y NAME	 ;Boundaries (base maps) - DATA SOURCESLEVEL OF RELIABILITY
:Primary
:liigh to moderate
state, counties, townships, streets, highways, section UPDATE FREQUENCY :Every lO years
corners, section numhers, governmental boundaries COO-'(DENTIALITY :Location of threatened nlul cndangvred vpecirs .end
Gl:OGRAPOIC COVERAGE
	 :Statowide eventually; approXlmaLely 50% of the state archaculugical sites subject to restricted arcvss
campluta to date
ClliWIM1 1111C REVERENCE	 :SLatu Plane Coordinates o»fi,^^aa_^^__t^c=,^
DATA blURACP. FORMAT	 :Polygon
OU'll'irr PRODUM	 ;Maps (variable scale), computer tape, composite map-
ping, 1aLereCLlve video display capability
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary DOCUMENTATION	 :General description at
	 the data WNW :,v.liLlbh'; 41:41
LEWLI. OF RELIABILITY	 :Illgh information on hardware, data a::sessn1vnL prurclhlres
and data type
USER FEES POLICY
	 :fees charged tin a cost recovt'ry b:ISls; L'klatl'.WL11.11 %%tri
furthering data hase cnustruction would b%•cunsidared
DATE OF INFORMATION :7/11/83
PAPPM FILE NUMBER	 :MI5 ^
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CODE :MI003-01
STATE :1I
DATA BASE NAME Ml Natural Features Inventory
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Stotewide
STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of Michigan and The Nature Conservancy,
a national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGENCY :1,11 Department of Natural Resources
RESPONDENT :Sue Crispin, Coordinator /Botanist
MT Natural reatgres Inventory
MI Department of Natural Resources
Land Resource Programs
Box 30028
Lansing, MI	 48409
Telephone:	 517-373-1552
OTRER CONTACTS :Kim Chapman, Plant Ecologist
:Stu Ouwinga, Data Manager
:Judy Soule, Zoolugist /Data Uandlor
:Shollie Gareau, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
CONPIITER FACILITIES
C11,1PUTE.R(S) :I1P
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATP.CORY NAME	 :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values ( plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, criticul habitats nod.
oti«r natural fenturen) of particular interest liucause
Lhey are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the slate
or national level
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAG E 	:Statewide
Q Q
-0 0
Uzi
110CUMMUTION	 :"The Nature Conservancy Nows" (bimonthly newsletter avuil-
able through The Nature Conservuncy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/21/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
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CODE :114001-01
STATE:MN
DIVIA BASE NANR	 :MN Land Management Information Center
DATA BASE ACRONYM :I.MIC
SUBJECT COVERAGE : Geographic base map or boundary data, resource data, land
ownership datu, outdoor recreation, soils data, cropland
productivity, others
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
ST:ITIIS	 :Tile Minnesota Land Management Information Center (I11IC)
is organized into three functional areas: (1) the Minna-
sota Land Management Information System (M111IS) and its
Service Bureau, (2) the Mapping and Remote Sousing Infor-
mation Center (MARSIC) and (3) the Minnesota Natural Re-
source Information and Data Exchange ( INDEX).
M1111S includes both ( 1) the systems section which defines
the date base structure, deveios new analysis cools and
enters new data and (2) the Service Bureau which provides
assistance to users of the data and analysis systems on a
contractual basis ( see Code: 11NO01 -02 for details).
MARS IC centralizes mapping and remote sensing information
for the state. Catalogs of Minnesota ' s aerial photography
and mapping products are compiled and information on other
remote sensing and mapping data can be obtained from the
center.
INDEX i:, a computerized clearinghouse for sources of natu-
ral resource information in Minnesota. Tile system con-
tains files on published and unpublished documents, re-
source persons, data collections, research -in-progress,
maps and remote sensing products, and Minnesota Environ-
mental Impact Statements. Custom searches may be done on
the full-text searchable interactive data Lase.
The Land Management In€ormation Center maintains summary/
reference duca bases, geographic data bases, ML11IS 40-acre
parcel data, and programmatic /adminstrativo date bases.
These data bases are itemized below:
SUMARY/REFEREt10E DATA BASES
- Catalog of Data Sources: Land Use in Minnesota
(land Use Catalog)
- Community Profiles of Population and Dousing ( Towns)
- FIPS
- Geographic Place Names
- Housing and Urban Development ( IIUD) County and
Adequacy to Serve Human Services Needs
- INDEX (Information and data Exchange)
- Lake Suemmary Data Base
- Minnesota Resource Profiles
- Systems for Water Information Management (SWIM)
Catalog
- Tools of Techniques and Planning
GEOGRAPHIC DATA BASES
(Refer to "Description of Data Categories" for de-
tails of 17 Geographic Data Bases)
11111IS 40 ACRE PARCEL DATA
(Refer co "Description of Data Categories" for de-
tails of 29 files of MIIIIS 40
-Acre Parcel Data)
PROCRAMMATICJAMINISTRATIVE DATA BASES
- Davolopmental Disability Statistical Data Base
- Flailing Labels
- Outdoor Recreation Grunts Information
- Tourism Labeling System
- USCS Topographie Mopping Priuritles
AGENCY :FIN State Planning Agency
RESPGNDEN 'T :Jansen McAllister. Research Analyst
NN State Planning Agency C)
Room LL-45 Matro Squara Building 'TIJ
7th 8 Robert Streets
St. Paul, HN	 55101
Telephone:	 612-296-207J QOTHER CONTACTS :AIan Robinette, Director
Office of Physical Resources Planning
Telephone:	 612-296-1211
0COMPUTER FACILITIES
mCOHPUTER(S) :PRIME 850
RESIDENCE :In-house
OPERATION :Batch and interactive
CIS CAPAB111TY :Yes
Ili-11011SE FACILITIES
SYSTDI CAPACITY
	 :Plain memory: 4MB
Disc storage: 900NB
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :EPPL (Environmental Planning and Progratrnaing language)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Two Tales 36" x 48" digitizers (one backlighted), Digit
PDT-I1 micro-computer with 60 KB i:nd dual floppy disks,
three VT 100 CRTs, Tektronix 4012 Graphic CRT, Houston
Instruments DP-8S3 three-pen drum plotter. Versator 812
22" Electrostatic Plotter. PriutroniK line printer with
Trilog Colorplot 100; Image Processing Stationconsist
ing of DeAozn IP5524 Image Array Processor with 756 KIS
of refresh memory, 512 x 512 resolution ,creen, dun]
cursor, joystick, and color look -up tables
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATTEi:ORY NAME	 :Cultural resources -
s
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location, characteristics, and significance for preserva-
tion of archaeological sites
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
COMMENTS	 :The "Archaealogic Site Inventory" data base is a collection
by the MN llistorical Society
DATA CATEGORY NAHE
	 :Socio-economic dotal -
1980 Census of population and housing data as supplied by
U.S. Bureau of the Census
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 : Statewide
MINIMUB RESOLUTION	 Mock level
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
MIMENTS	 The "Census Data" data base includes 1980 census maps
which have been digitized by 111IC down to block level to
allow mapping of census information
MINIi'RDI RESOLDTION
	 :40-acre parcel
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
COMMENTS
	 :An inventory by the U.S. Bureau of Hines; date are In-
cluded in the "Hineral Industry Location System (MILS)"
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :City growth
locution and extent of City growth in terms of Lite acres
of land annexed and detached over the last anvcn years
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
COMMENTS	 :A part of the user--friendly Resource Profiles; data in
Elie "ilunicipal Annexation Trends" duta base are nvailuble.
for cities, counties and the state
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Wetlands
CLASSIFICATION	 ;Cowardin classification system
C011IHENTS	 :The "Natlon pl Wetlands Inventory" data hose contains a
collection of wetloads data digitized from selected
7 1/2' USGS topographic maps
DATA CATLGOP.Y NAHE :Forestry -
de Wiled information at the forest !stand level
GEGI;RAPNIC COVERAGE :State managed lands
0 0 COMMED'I'S :'ll:e "Phase II Forestry Inventory" data base contuias a
M ;U a collection supplied by the fill Department of flatnral
Resources
0
;U I
— DATA CATEGORY NAHE :Socio-economic data -
a collection of data based on the voting returns for
mayor 1978, 1980 political clectians In Minnesota
y - COMMENTS :Data included in the "Political Data" data base
hATA CATEGORY NAME :Land records -
location, acreage, management area code and managing
agency for state, county and federal lands
COMMENTS :Data included in the "Public Land Records" dutn base
DATA CATEGORY NAHE	 :base data -
rivers, intermittant streams and drainage ditches, and
approximately one-third of the Minnesota lakes
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
MIMENTS	 :The "River Kilometer and Lukes" datu base is a collection
0 O
O C)
p
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Topography
elevation as interpolated from the USGS 1:25,000 topo-
graphic map aeries
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
MININUM,RESOLUTION
	 :Every 100 meters across the state
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
C0.1L"IENTS
	 :Data are included in LHIC's "Digital Terrain Data" data
base
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Site assessment -
locational criteria for siting large electric power plants
in an orderly manner compatible with preservatlon of envi-
ronment
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Five kilometers
COMMENTS	 04ta are included in the "Five Kilometer (SK) Data" data
base
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Recreation -
development and resource characteristics for some 2000
lakes in fiinnesota
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :Government lot level or 40-acre parcel
CGIIHMTS	 ;Datn are included in the "Lakeshore Study Data Base 1967"
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :flinarals -
known mineral deposits active between 1974-I978; property
numc, ownership, operational status
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
1
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DATA CATEGORY NAVE	 :Ownership
actual acreage owned by the state
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPIIC RPFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
C WIMTS :The FIN Department of Natural Resources administers a
majority of the land owned by the State of Minnesota;
this "Acroago" variable is part of the M.11IS 49-Arre
Parcel Data, and contains information for each of the
1,400,000 forty-acre parcels
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 ;State lands -
administering division for Department of Natural Rc
sources lands; administration of tax-Forfeited lands
which are state-owned but county odministared
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcoI
COMMENTS	 :The MN Department of Natural Resources administers a
majority of the land awned by the state; land management
can he inferred from this "Administering Agency" variabl.-0 q 	 of the MWIS 40-Acre Parcel Data
DATA CATEGORY 11 ME	 :Agriculture -
relative suitability of areas for agricultural pruduttiva
based on soil characters?tics and climate; productivity
.^	 rating
C	 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
CEOGRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
F°..	 COMtUTS	 :This "Cropland Productivity" variable is part of flue
MIMIS 40-Acre Parcel Data
a tW	 -- --------^
DATA CATEGORY NAME'
	 :Ownership -
land parcels owned by various departments of the federal
government
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCI: ;Forty-acre parcel
COMI-141'S :This "Federal Land Ownership 1978"variable is part of the
MUHS 40-Acrd Parcel Data
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Site assessment -
highest recommcaded use for land administered by the MI
Department of Natural Resources
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
CEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
CUMMENTS• :7111s "Itighest Reeommonded Nee" VaLILI V is Icrrt	 o7 tlu-
MWIS 40-Acre ParcvJ Mitzi
3
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created by the fIN Department; of Natural Resources by digi-
tizing 7 1/2' USES topographic maps
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Rural subdivisions -
location and sales activity of subdivided lands registered
by the State Department of Commerce and Real Estate; total
lots registered and sales data for subdivisions of 10 lots
or larger from 1977 to 1481
GCOGRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
COMMENTS	 :Data included in the "Rural Subdivisions" data base
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Transportation -
gravel pit inventory, ownership and use characteristics
for nearly 6000 sites
GEOCRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
I'ObIP1ENTS :Tho NN Deportment of Transportation gravel pit inventory
provides a historical view of gravel exploration and pro-
duction as used for highway construction purposes; data
included in the "Sand and Gravel Data Base"
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :base data
section corners
GEOGRAPHTC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
COMHENTS	 :111e "State Section Corner Data" data base contains a
collection of estimated UTM coordinates of oil section
corners as digitized from 7 1/2' USGS topographic maps
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Surface wager hydrology -
daily mean flow readings for approximately 60 gaging
stations around the state
CU`IlIEN1'S	 :The "Streamfiow Dara" data base contains a collection
acquired by the Power Pleat Siting staff of the f'J]vi-
ronauntal Quality Board
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Geology
location. and general characteristics of approximately
7040 111811 capacity wells
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
COMM M. TS	 :Tire "Balls Identifications" data base includes a dovel-
oping collection created by the W1 Geological Survey
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DATA CATEGORY NAME :Transportation - DATA CATEGORY NAME
i
:Ownership -
40-acre parcels adJueent to or containing roads and inter- relationship between surface and subsurface land and
sections;	 data classes denote various classes of road or  minerals ownership for lands administered by the PIN
into-section Department of Natural Resources
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : Statewide GF2)GRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REPERF14CE :Forty-acre parcel GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
CaARIENTS :This "Highway Orientation" variable is part of the MLkJIS CLASSIFICATION ;Ownership classes are established by a combination of
40-Acre Parcel Data State and Federal laws, plus individual deed restrictions
LORIEiTS ;This "Mineral Ownership" variable is part of the MLMIS
-_----- ------- 40-Acre Parcel Data
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Land use/lnad cover - --------------
nine classes of land use/land cover
GF(W.RAP11IC COVERAGE :Statewide DATA CATEGORY NAME :Base data -
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
r
minorcivil divisions (MCD)
CakDIENTS :This "Land Use/Land Cover 1969" variable was derived from GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statowido
high altitude aerial photography, and is part of the MLMIS GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
40-Acre Parcel Data COWHiNTS :The "Minor Civil divisions 1970" variable contains
political subdivisions ( such as an incorporated mgnlci—
----_...---- polity, towasliip, or unorganised territory) dUfined by
	 ;t
the U.S. Census Bureau for the 1970 Census.	 There are
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Forestry - 2728 MCSs in Minnesota.	 This variable is part of the
groups of tree species which commonly grow in association; MLMIS 40-Acre Parcel Data, and may he used as a base
each variable class refers to a d3Ntinct F^,:est type map file which allows other data to be displayed by MCD
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide within a county.
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
CLASSIFICATION :U.S. Forest Service definitions of commercial forest lands --------------
CO.lh%=T5 :This "Major Farrst Types 1977" variable is parr of the
N[lIS 40-Acre Parcel Data DATA CATEGORY NAME :Rase data -
identification and delineation of a detailed set of con-
---------------- sistent height of land watershed boundaries;	 watershed
units
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Buse data - GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statowido
identification and delineation of a detailed set of con- GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
sistent height of land watershed boundaries;	 watershed COMMENTS :This "Minor Watersheds" variable is part of tho M11-11S
units 40-Acre Parcel Data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
CFnGRdl911C REFERENCE :Forty-acne parcel
0 0
---------------
CO1DI21'iS "PLujor:This	 Watersheds" variable is part of the MUMIS
40-Acre Parcel Data DATA CATEGORY NAME :Ownership -
ownership as of 13 78 for land under federal, state or
-------- 0 county jurisdiction
G1Tl(:RAPHFC COVERAGE : Statewide
DATA CATEGORY NAND :State lands - ; GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
legal method through which tha state obtained ownership COMMENTS :7his "Public Land Ownership 19713" variable is part of
of Iand administered by the ON Department of Natural t the 4U-Acre Parcel Data
Resources or land which is tax forfeited c
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
^GEOI;RAPIIIC REFL•,RENCE :Forty-ncre parcel $° 8-J
COPIDIENTS :This "!Tans of Acquisition" variable is part of the M1.MIS DATA CATEGORY NAME :Buse data -
40-Acre Parcel Data ;.; quarter-quarter sections from regular Sertivas and
irregular parcels, from the Public Land Suivey
----------- GEOGRAPHIC COVERACL' :Statewide	 4
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
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CO.tLUNTS	 :This "Public Land Survey (PLS) Forty Acre Parcel" variable
	
three districts contain facilities for elementory through
along vith three other PLS variables is used to geographi- 	 high school. This "School Districts" variable is part of
tally link other darn files to NLMIS
	
the MUJIS 40-Acre Parcel Data, and may be used as a base
map or geographic reference to display other data by
school district.
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Base data -
record of Range ?lumbers from the original Public Lz nd
Survey
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :SLatowida
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
C01WIENTs	 This "Public Land Survey (PLS) Range Number" variable
along with three other PLS variables is uwad to ge.,sraplti-
cally link other data files to MU11S
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Base dot. -
record of section numbers from the original Public Land
Survey
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GCOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
MM TENTS
	 :This "Public Land Survey (PLS) Section Number" variable
along with three other PLS variables is used to geographi-
rally link other data files to MI1'1IS
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Base data -
records of the Township Numbers from the original Public
Land Survey
VEOGRAP111C COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
COMMENTS This "Public Land Survey (PLS) Township Number" variable
along with three other PLS variables is used to geographi-
cally link othor data files to MU11S
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :State lands -
second administering agency
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Party-acre parcel
COMMRNTS	 :This "Secand AdminisLaring Agency" variable is purl of
the MI1.1IS 40-Acre Parcel Data.
These data come from the HN Dapartment of Natural Re-
sources (DNR) Land Ownership/Clussification Record
System, land Ownership is collected by the DNIt's land
Bureau which is the control depository for all land
records in the Department. Land transactions are can-
tinually recorded by the Bureau and a computerized file
of these records is updated annually. Land Clusstflcativa
and Tax-forfeited land records for this variable wore
added by the DNR's Policy Planning Se'rtien. As of July
1, 1979, tax-forfeited retards will he obtained from
county-genurated lists supplied to DNR in compliance
with State regulations in lieu of taxes.
DATA GITCGORY NAME	 :Site assessment -
second recommended use for lands administered by Lhe MN
Department of Natural Resources
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
CO,NiILNTS	 :This "Second Recommended Use' v©riahle is part of Lite
MIJKIS 40-Acre Parcel Data
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Landscape units -
soil landscape units (group of soils generalized into a
0 homogeneous unit based on sub-surface sail texture, sur-
"77 face soil texture, drainage characteristics, and surface
lu
color);
	
geomorphic regions (physiographic areas deliaed
by topographic relief and soil Parent material)
,Z GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
r GL••OG1tAP111C RWRRENCE : Forty-acra parcel
C DIENTS :This "Soil Landscape Units and Geumorphic Regions" varia-
to bie is part of Lite MLNIS 40-Acre Parcel Data.
----------•--------
DATA CATCOORY NAME :Soils liar" -
relative suitnhility of areas for aUricultural production
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:State lands -
recommendations for disposing of state owned lands admin-
istered by the lIN Department of Natural Resources
GMGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
CrOGRAPIIIC REFERENCE	 :Party-acrd parcel
COMMENTS
	
:This "Recommended Disposition" variable is part of the
MLMTS 40-Acre Parcel Data
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Base data -
school district boundaries
GEO(LRAPIIIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
COMMENTS	 :Most counties have two or more districts and all but
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based on soil texture, drainage, color, and slope; depth
of rooting zone; and phosphorous/potassium content
GEOGRAI'I1IC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GDOCNAPHIC REFERENCE ;Forty-acre parcel
CUM Mrs	 ;This "Soil Productivity For Cropland" variable is part of
the MUMIS 40-Acre Parcel Data
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :OL:nership -
state land; identifies state lands hold by state agencies
other than Lhe 1IN Department of Natural Resources
GCOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
CO TENTS
	 :This "State Land ownership" variable is part of the MLEIIS
40-Acre Parcel Data
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:State lands --
record of type of legal coatrolS on lands adminiStOred by
the 1W Department of Natural Resources or is tax-forfaited
GE.MiCAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPIIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
MNLIIE41S	 :This "Statutory Land Class" variable is part of the MWIS
40-Acre Parcel Data
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Irrigation
source of water
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
COMMENTS :The "linter Source For Irrigation 1977" variable is da-
tormined from a survey of the M11 Department of Natural
Resources Water Appropriation permits,-and is part of
the WITS 40-Acre Parcel Data
DOCURFU ATION	 :"1MIC Overview, 1982. Introduciag tl:e 111nnosoLo Land
Management Information Center" (January 1, 1982), "LMIC
Data Inventory: Land Management Information Center" (July
1, 1982); "The Minnesota Land ManagemenL Information
Center ([:MIC). Building a Ceogruphic Information System
Through Client Services' (AUgUSL 1, I981)
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Feea charged according to a fee schedule
DATE OF INFORMATION : 9/12[83
PAPER PILE NUtlIlLR	 :11112
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Base data
townships
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE?	 :Statewide
GEOCRA11111C REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
CObL"[ENIrs 	 0acausa of surveying irregularities and rite use of differ-
ent PIS numbering schemes In parts of the State, some
legal townships are not ideal square areal units six
miles on a side, containing 36 square miles. For each
legal township, NEVIS assigned a unique township number
within each county. This "Townships" variable is part of
the MLMIS 40-Acre Parcel Data.
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Surface water hyd.rola8y -
identifieation of 40-acre parcels which adjoin or contain
water, and descriptian of the kind at water features a
parcel touches; each class refers to a different kind
of hydrologic. feature
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Forty-acre parcel
COMMENTS
	 :This "Water Orientation" variable is part of the MWIS
40-Acre Parcel Data
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RESIUFNCE
OKSCRIPTION OF DATA Ci
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GFOGRA1411C COVHRAf:E
:POP 8
:In-house
1TECORIES
:Environmental quality -
0ir quality
:Several points in Twin Cities, northeast and central
P1i nuesota
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CODE :M4002-01
!MTr :HN
DATA BASE HAM: :PIN Ambient Air Quality Data System
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Air quality/climate data
GFOGRAI'UIC COVERAGE :Several points lit 	 Cities, northeast and central
Minnesota
STA'f1lS :Repository initiated in 1970
AGENCY :MIN Pollution Control Agency
RISPONIIENT :ilryan Fredrick, Research Analyst Specialist
Phi Pollution Control Agency
1935 West County Road B2
Roseville, fIrl	 55113-2785
Telephone.	 6t2-296-7264
OTHER CONTACTS :J. Michael. Valentine, Director
Division of Air Quality
Telephone:	 612-296-7331
DATA CATEXORY NAME	 :Climate./weather -
temperature, wind +lath
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Sevcrnl points in Twin Cities, northeast and cunLral
Minnesota
DATE OF MFOR^^61'1'ION :6/14/83
PAPEM FILE MEMBER :M7
CODE :M11003-01
STATE 014
DATA BASE NAME :MIN Ambient Ground-Water Quality Monitoring Program
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Groundwater quality dutn
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Repository initiated in 1978;	 the purpose of the program
is to determine ambient or background water quality, and
to discover and monitor long-term changes in groundwater
quality which muy occur iu ano or more of 12 principal
state aquifers.
AGENCY MI Pollution Control Agency
RESPONDENT :Dale Trippier
MN Pollution. Control Agency
Division of Solid and Hazardous Waste
1935 West County Read 82
Roseville, PL'1	 55113-2785
Telephone:	 612•-296.7318
O'iliER CONTACTS :John Rulch, Supervisor
Ground Water UnlL
Program Development Section
Solid and 11arardaus Waste Division
00,11PUTM FACILI7'.TES
COMPl1TFR(S)	 :PRIME 850
If•SIUENCE	 :MN State Planning Agency Land Management Inform::lr,Tan
Center (111I0
DI:SCR1PTlON OF DATA (ATI3; ms
IL4rA CA]'I-:GORY NAME	 :Groundwater hydrology -
water quality data from approximately 350 welts unit
springs; water Lemperoture, pit, ConduCtivity; 3H
inurgunic parameters
GIOGRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GIMORAMIC REMUNC6 :Aquifer
011TP1T1 PRODUCTS	 :Statistical summarles, computer printouts
DATA SOURCI'S	 :Primary
UPDATE PREQUENCY
	
:The network wells are being resampfed al Flee year
intervals
C(MIN IENTS	 :Data supplied to EPA/STOREY
DOCIDIENTATfull	 :"nusign and Operullan of an Andoleal Ground-lialrr Quality
ManiLuring Program for 111unesota" ( in 1'rocc•ediugs, Sixth
Nalionul Ground Water Quality Symposium, Allanta, (;A,
September 22-24, 1982)
DATE OF 1NF010IATJOH :7/12183
PAPER FILE NUMBER :MN14
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CODE.	 :012004-01 CODE
	 :MN005-01
STATE :1-1N STATE :MN
DATA BASE NAME :Solid Waste Facility Inventory and Monitoring System DATA BASE NAME :MN Natural Heritage Program
DA'T'A BASE ACRONYM :SWFIN5 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide STATUS :This program Was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
STATUS :Repository initiated in 1979 (included date from 1971 to tween the State of Minnesota and The Nature Conservancy,
present) a national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGENCY :PIN Pollution Control Agency AGENCY :PIN Department of Natural Resources
RESPONDENT :Gretchen Sabel RESPONDENT :Barbara Coffin, Coordinator
HN Pollution Control Agency HN Natural Heritage Program
Division of Solid and Hazardous haste NN Department of Natural easources
1935 Best County Road B2 Box 7, Nan-Game Program
Roseville, MN	 55113-2785 St. Pall, PRl	 55155
Telephone:	 612-296-7753 Telephone:	 612-•296-4284
OTHER CONTACTS Wolby Smith, Botanist
COHPUTER FACILITIES :Keith  Wendt, Plant Ecalogiat
:Loo Phanarmaller, Zoologist
CO:IEHTER(S) :CDC CYBER :Almaz Tsebuy, Data Handler/Secretary
RESIDENCE :university of Minnesota :Shallle Careau, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES I800 llarth )tent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
VATA CATEGORY NAME :Environmental quality _ Telephone:
	
703-841-530D
site, well and water quality data from approximately
150 land disposal facilities COQ%JPHTFR FACILITIES
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
COMPUTER(S) :11M
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values (gland and animal species, plant
DATE (IF INFORMATION :7/14/83 cemomnities. aquutie systems, critical lonhitats and
PAPER FILE NILIMER MR15 other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or national level
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
a_^aaaaa^aaa_ ^a==
POCUMENTATIUN :"The Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly new::lettur avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
tQ DATE OF INFORHATION :1/21/83c PAPER FILE NUMBER :HN16
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SCODE :11GOO1-Ol
STATE	 :MO
DATA BASE NAME	 :Land Cover
SUBJF.CT COVERAGE	 :Wildlife habitat
GEOGRAPHIC COVERWE :Statewide ( by mid '84)
STATUS	 :This data base is being developed as a cooperative effort
with the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service.
AGENCY	 :MO Department of Conservation
RESPONDENT	 :Elizabeth Cook, Resources Planner
HO Department of Conservation
F11 Box 180
Jefferson City, 110 65IO2
Telophone: 314-751-4115
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CONPUTER (S)	 :DEC: VAX
RESIDENCE	 :Uni.versity of Missouri Geographic Resources Center,
Columbia, HO
OPERATION	 :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
I%-11OUSE FACILITIES
SPECIALIZED SOFIVARE	 :ELAS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Remote terminal, dot matrix printer
1	 DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
E.
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
habitat - land cover mapping
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide by mid '84
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Digital.
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
CODE :1101101-02
STATE	 :NG
DATA BASE NAME 	 :Caves
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Invertebrate biology
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :110 Department of Conservation
RESPONDENT	 - EIizabeth Cook, Resources Planner
MO Department of Conservation
PO Box 180	 °
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Telephone: 314-751-4115
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER (S)	 :AMDAHL
RESIDENCE	 :University of Missouri Network, Columbia. HO
OPERATION	 :Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY	 :No
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :SASGRAPH
PERIPHERAL DEVICES 	 :Remote terminal. dot matrix printer
© 0
DCSCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES.
DATA CATEGORY NAML•'	 :Cildlife -
inver t ebrate specimen collection records includinb
l	 listing of species, habitat description
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide ( all caves on public land)
tQ	 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Public Land SurveyC	 MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 160 acres ( quarter section)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
F; I	 DATA SOURCES	 :Primnry
_	 UPDATE FREQUENCY	 : As needed
CONFIDENTIALITY	 : Location of rare/endangered spp., any unique data are7f 
subject to restricted access
CO.%DIENTS	 :Link is available to plot data geographically
PPVVaaaaa^3vvavaac..:
USER FEES POLICY	 :Products and services are usually available at no charge
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/20/83
PAPER PILE NUHBLR	 :M01-2
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CODE :MOOD,-03
STATE	 :NO
DATA BASE NAME	 :Rare and Endangered Species
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Vegetation, wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :MO Department of Conservation
RESPONDENT	 :Elizabeth Cook, Resources Planner
NO Department of Censervation
PO Box 180
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Telephone: 314-751-4115
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)	 :ANDAIIL
RESIDENCE	 :University of Missouri Network, Columbia, NO
OPERATION 	 :Interactive
(;IS CAPABILITY
	 :No
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE
	 :SASGRAPH
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Remote terminal, dot matrix printer
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Vegetation -
rare arill endangere d : range and distribution
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REPERF14CE :County
MININUM RESOLUTION 	 :County
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular
DATA SOURCES	 : Secondary (literature review)
CONFIDENTIALITY
	 : Requests for data must be reviewed for ecological use
COMMENTS	 :Link is available to plot data geographically
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:Wildlife -
rare and endangered: range and distribution
GEOGRAPIIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GWORAPHIC REFERENCE :County
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :County
DATA STOR,ICE FORMAT 	 :Tabular
DATA SOURCES	 : Secondary (literature review)
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Requests for data must be reviewed for ecological use
CU+IMENTS	 :Link is available to plot data geographically
USER FEES POLICY	 : Praduccs and services are usually available at no cost
DATE OF INFORMATION : 1/2-0/94
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :M01-3
CODE :N0001-04
STATE	 :N0
DATA BASE NAME : Natural Areas
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Natural areas in Missouri
GRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY:14D Department of Conservation
RESPONDENT	 : Elizabeth Cook, Resources PIanner
110 Department of Conservation
0 PO Box 180
-si Q Jefferson City, NO	 65105
'0
Telephone:	 914-75I-4115
COMPUTER FACILITIES
Q
B° COMPUTER(s)	 :ANDAIIL
RESIDENCE	 :llniversity of Missouri Network, Columbia, MO
OPERATION	 : Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY	 :No
IN-11OUSE FACILITIES
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 :SASGRAPH
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:Remote terminal, dot matrix printer
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORI.F.S
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural areas -
rosxer of name, ownership type, county, acreage,
status
GEOGRAPHIC !'OVERAGE:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 :Public Land Survey
HININUN RESOLUTION	 :Site specific, 160 acres (quarter section)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Report
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
WDIENTS	 :Lint; is available to plot data geographically
USER FEES POLICY
	
:Products and services are usually available at no charge
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/20/84
PAPER FILE NUMUER :1101-4
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CODE NGOD2-01	 CODE :M0003-01
STATE	 :MO
DATA BASENAHE	 :PROCEDURES: A Wildlife Information System for Missouri
DATA BASE ACRONYM :PROCEDURE'S
SUBJECT COVERAGE
	 :Wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS Data base initiated 1482; currently nearing completion
Being created under contract for the NO Department of
Conservation
AGENCY	 :Geographic Resources Center
RESPONDENT	 :Gregory T. Rooln, Assistant Professor
Geographic Resources Center
University of Missouri - Columbia
248 Electrical Engineering Building
Columbia, NO 65211
Telephone; 314482-3617
C MPIJTEH FACILITIES
COMPUIliR(S)
	
:IHH 3632
RESIDENCE	 :University of Missouri - Columbia
IN-NOUS[; FACILITIES
S14GIA[,E7X, B SOFTWARE	 :SPIRES
DESCRIPTEON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
approximately 950 species of Missouri including
Information on distribution, abundance, legal status,
life history, etc.
GFW,RAPI[tC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
... ..... ..pnvn —
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Being developed
USER FEES POLICY
	 :`User fee schedule will be developed
DATE OF INFORMATION :1110/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER 0105
STATE
	
:MO
DATA BASE [DAME
	
:Climatological Data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Missouri and surrounding states
AGENCY.	 :University of Missouri
RESPONDENT
	
;Wayne L. Decker, Professor
University of Missouri -- Columbia
701 Hitt Street
Columbia, NO 65211
Telophone: 314-882-6541
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTERS)	 :IBM 3032
RMIDLNCE	 :University of Missouri - Columbia
IN-[[OUST: FACILITIES
LANGUAGES)	 :FORTRAN
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 Xlimuto/weat[ier -
temperature, precipitation, rndiution, humidity,
wind
GEUGRAPNIC COVERAGE	 :Missouri and surrounding states
COIDTENTS	 :Data acquired since I947
DATE OF INFORION :2/2/83	 OMAT 
PAPER FILE NUMBER :M08 M o
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CODE :110004-01
STATE :110
DATA BASE NAME 010 Natural Eeritage Inventory
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of Missouri and The Nature Conservancy,
a national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGENCY :M0 Department of Natural Resources
RESPONDENT :Decky [Inefnar, Coordinator/Plant Ecologist
MO Natural Heritage Inventory
MO Department of natural Resources
1915 Sauthridge Road
Box 176
Jefferson City, MO	 65102
Telephone:	 314-751-2479
OTHER CONTACTS : gill Resetsrits, Zoologist, Data Manager
:Terri Roberts, Secretary
:Shellie Gareau, Procedures Specialist
The NatureConservancy
1800 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CRTGGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values ( plant and animal species, plant
communitics, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, -rare, or endangered at the state
or notional level
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
DOCUMENTATION
	 :"The Nature Conservancy News" ( bimonthly newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/21183
PAPER PILL' NUMBER :MOIO
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DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
HININNI RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
:Soils data -
associations, soil character, soil wetness
:Lowndes Cnunty, Mississippi
:Ad hoc grid, unreforanced
:2•-5 acres
:Grid
;Maps (one scale only), tables, computer tape, model-
ling capability, composite mapping, interactive Moo
display capability
:Primary and secondary
:Moderate
;Unknown
00'
© XD
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C
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CODE :M9001-01
	
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 : Unknown
	
11 ,.
STATE	 :NS
DATA BASE NAME	 :flaltivariable Data Base - •.Lowndes County
DATA UASE AGRO14YJI	 :Lowndes
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Topography, soils .data, land cover, land use, groundwater,
surface water, base data and natural diensters
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : Lowndes County, Mississippi
AGMY	 :MS Remote Sensing Center
RESPONDENT :14. Frank Miller, Director
M5 Remote Sensing Canter
P.O. Druwer FR
Mississippi State, NS 39762
Telephone: 601-325-291+5
OTHER CONTACTS
	 : Karen Minehew, Research Associate
Telephone: 601-325-3760
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTERS)	 :UNIVAC 1100/80
DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE S/130
RESIDENCE	 :Mississippi State University computer center ( UNIVAC
1100/80); in-house (DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE S/130)
OPERATION	 : Interactive
G15 CAPABILITY	 :Yes
1H-11OUSF'. FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM	 :RMS
SYSTDI CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 256K
Disc storage: 960
Simultaneous users supported: 2
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
SP-MIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 : Database monipulatian /display package
Suitability modelling packaga
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Color image display, 2 line following digitisers,
electrostatic plotter, color graphics camera
'EGORIES
:Topography -
eleva tion, slope percent class, slope length
:Lowndes County, Mississippi
:Ad hoc grid, unrererenced
:2-5 acres
;Grid
:flaps (computer printouts with characters representing
cells), tables, computer tape, modelling capability,
composite mapping, interactive video display capabl-
lity
:Secondary
:foderate
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Land cover -
forest land, water, croplund, pasture
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE
	 :Lowndes County, Mississippi
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 1 2-5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORIIAT
	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (one scale Only), tables, computer tape, model-
ling capability, composite mapping, interactive viduo
display capability
DATA SOURCES
	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 : Every 5 years
CLASSIFICATION
	 :Classification Qcheme devrlopud in-house
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Land use -
transpor tation, existing cultural land use, utility
rightsw f-way, incorporated towns, utilities, prox-
imity features
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE 	 :Lowndes County, Mississippi
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
MININUN RESOLUTION
	 : 2-5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS Maps (one scale only), tables, computer tape, model-
ling Capability, composite mapping, interactive video
display capability
DATA SOURCES
	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABIIITY :Nigh
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Every 5 years
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Groundwater -
aquifer recharge areas
0ESCRIPTION OF DATA CAI
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GLOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRUDULIS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
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LEVEL OF RELIABILITY ; Uigh to moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 : Unknown
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
OWGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL,OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
:Lowndes County, Mississippi
:Ad lac grid, unreferenced
:2-5 acres
:Grid
:Maps (one scale only), tables, camputar tape, model-
ling capability, composite mapping. interective video
display capability
:Primary and secondary
:Moderate
:Every 5 years
:Surface water -
location, flood limits
:Lowndes County, Mississippi
:Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
:2-5 acres
:Grid
:Maps (one scale only), tables, computer tape, model-
ling capability, composite mapping, Interactive video
display capability
:Secondary
:high to moderate
:Unknown
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Descriptions of date structure and data types available
USER FEES POLICY	 :Fees charged an a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION : 7/25/133
PAPER FILE NUMBER :6152-1
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Dose data' --
section lines, sixteenth section boundaries
C£OG[tAPEIEC COVERAGE 	 :Loundes County, Mississippi
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Ad hoc grid, unreforenced
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :2-5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS : Maps (one scale only), tables, computer tape, model-
ling capability, composite mapping, interactive video
display capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Unknown
DATA CATEGORY Pfr 8	 :Natural disasters -
areas affected by spring 1979 floods, fires by type,
structural fire damage
CEIIGRAPUIC COVERAGE 	 :Lowndes County, Mississippi
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 2-5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (one scale only), tables, computer tape, model-
ling capability, composite mapping, interactive video
display capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
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CODE MS001-02
STATE:HS
DATA BASE NAME
	 :Soils Reference
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 ;Cross reference of sail name to county of occurrence
GEGGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Statewide
AGENCY
	 WS Remote Sensing Center
RESPONDENT W. Frank Hiller, Director
HS Remote Sensing Center
P.O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, HS 39762
Telephone: 601-325-2946
(TPIIER CONTACTS	 :Karen Hinchew, Resaarcl: Associato
Telephone: 601-325-3760
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CO?IPUTER(S)
	 :UNIVAC 1160/80
UG ECLIPSE S/130
RESIDEUCR
	 ;hississippi State University computer center (UNIVAC
1100/80); in-house (DG ECLIPSE S/130)
OPERATION	 :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes
IN-110USE FACILITIES
OPERRVING SYST01	 ;RDOS
SYSTEM CAPACITY
	 ;Rain memory; 256K
Disc storage. 961NS
Simultaneous users supported: 2
LANGUAGE(S)
	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE
	 :Database manipulation/display package
Suitability modelling package
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Color image display, 2 line following digitizers,
etactrostatic platter, color graphics camora
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAhJR	 :Soils data
cross reference (soil name to county of occurrence),
Soil serios, soil association
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 ;Statewide
GEOGRAPUIC REFEREZICE
	 :County
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :County
DATA STORAGE FORHAT
	 :Textual.
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Computer tape, printouts
DATA SOURCES
	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :lligh
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :As counties are surveyed by the USDA Soil Conservation
Service
CONVENTS	 ;Soft aeries names have been crass referenced far
counties having, completed soil surveys (approximately
602 of the state); soil associntien names are in-
cluded in the cross reference for all other c ountieS,
based on information derived from a statewide river
basin survey in which soil associations were mapped.
USER FEES POLICY 	 :Fees charged on a case recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION :7/25189
PAPER FILE HUMBER :H52-3
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CODE :113001-03
STATE MS.
DATA BASE NAME :General Climatological/Hydrologic Studies
SUBJMT COVERAGE :Climate/weather, soils data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Stntewide (85 stations)
AGENCY 01S Remote Sensing Center
RESPONDENT :W. Frank Miller, Director
MS Remote Sensing Center
P.O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, MS	 39762
Telephone:	 601-325-2946
OTHER CONTACTS :Karen 1lincheu, Research Associate
Telephone:	 601-325-3760
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RBSOLIJTI031
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FRE(ILIENCY
MWENTS
:Soils date -
soil moisture storage, sail mnisture deficit, moisture
surplus
:Statouide (85 stations)
:Latitude/longitude
:Site specific (station)
:Tabular
:Tables, statistical summaries
:Secondary
:Moderate
:Monthly
:Data available from 1950 on
11	 _
COMPUTER FAC€LITIES
C011PUTER(S)	 :UNIVAC 1100180
DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE S1130
RESIDENCE
	 :Mississippi State University computer canter (UNIVAC
1100/80). in-house (DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE S1130)
OPERATIOtt	 :Interactive
GIS • CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-11011SE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTDI 	 :RDOS
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 256K
Disc storage: 96ND
Simultaneous users supported: 2
LANGUAGES)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 :Database manipulation/display package
Suitability modelling package
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:Color image display, 2 line following digitizers,
alectrastatic plotter, color graphics camera
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME 	 :Climate/weather -
potential evapotranspiration, actual evapotranspira-
tiao, temperature, precipitation
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide (B5 stations)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
MININUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific (station)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Tables
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY 	 :Monthly
C011NF.WS 	 :Data available from 1950 on
USERFEES POLICY
	 :Fens chargad on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION :7/25/83
PAPER FILE NUIIDER :4152-4
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CODE :M5001-04
CODE :M50D1-OS
STATE	 :MS
DATA BASE NAME
	 :C11OCTAW GMA
SUBJECT COVERAGE
	 ;Wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Choctaw Wildlife Management Area
AGENCY	 :MS Remote Sensing Center
RESPONDENT :W. Frank Miller, Director
MS Remote Sensing Center
P.O. Drawer FR
p	 Mississippi State, MS 39762
1	 Telephone: 601-325-2946
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER (S)
	 :UNIVAC 1100/80
RESIDENCE	 :Mississippi State University
1N-HOUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
transportation, hydrology, burn zones ( 1978-1991)
- GI•:UGRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Choctaw Wildlife Management Area
STATE :MS
DATA RASE NAME :LEAF RIVER GHA
SUBJECT' COVERAGE :Wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Leaf River Wildlife Management Area
AGENCY tHS. Remote Sensing Center
RESPONDENT :11. Frank Miller, Director
MS Romoto Sensing Center
P.O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, MS 	 39762
Telephone:	 601-325-2946
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTERS)	 :UNIVAC 1100/80
RESIDI.310E	 :Mississippi State University
IN-NDUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE($) 	 :MRTRAN
Assembler
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
transportation, land ownership, wildlife ma-!---dement
area boundary, burn zones ( 1975-1980),	 surface
water
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Leaf River Wildlife Management Area
DXFE OF INFORMATION . 2/14/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :M32
DATE OF INFORMATION :2/14/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 tMS2
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CORE :MSOOI-06
STATE	 :M5
DATA BASE NAME	 :Talahalla Game Management Area
DAT?i BASE ACRONYM :CREATURE
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Wildlife
GEOGRAPHIC ('LJVERAGE :Talaholla Wildlife Management Ater.
AGENCY
	
:)IS Remote Sensing Center
RESPOC"DFNT :W. Frank Miller, Director
MS Remoto Sensing Center
P.O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, NS 39762
Telephone. 601-325-2946
"	 CONI'UTER FACILITIES
v(	
COIIPIJTER(S)	 :UNIVAC 110D/80
DG ECLIPSE S/130
RESIDENCE	 :In-house (DG ECLIPSE S/130); Mississippi State Univer-
sity (UNIVAC 1100/80)
IN-110115 E -FACILITIES
LANGUAGE (S)
	
	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
DESCRIPTION Or DATA CATEGORCES
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:Wildlife -
^'
	
	 wildlife management area boundary, transportation,
surface crater, township/range, soils, land cover,
proximity to reads, Landsot MSS (3,4) classification
for 5 May 78, proximity to streams, elevation within
management area, land ownership, controlled burns
(1976-198D)
tt	 CEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Talaholla Wildlife Management Area, MS
CODE :HS001-07
STATE	 :MS
DATA BASE NAME
	 :Pearl River
SUBJECT tZVERAGR	 :Streams
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : .Jackson, fES
AGENCY	 :HS Remote Sensing Center
RESPONDENT :11. Frank Miller, Director
HS Remote Sensing CenLes
P.O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, MS 39762
Telephone: 601-325-2946
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTERS)
	
-UNIVAC 1100/80
RESIDENCE
	
:Mississippi State University
IN-E1011SG FACILITIES
LANGUAGES)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Streams -
CCT data, hydrology, transportation, utilities
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 -Jacksen, MS
11;0
DATE OF INM- 11MATION :2114/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :MS2
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CODE
	
:MS001-08
rt+
CODE
	 :MS001-09
STATE :MS
DATA BASE 14AIIE BIGBEE'
SU[if'C l' COVERAGE :Site analysis STATE :MS
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : Digboe Valley, Mississippi DATA BASE NAME : NQXUBEr r
AGENCY :115 Remote Sensing Center SUBJECT COVERAGE :Wildlife
RESPONDENT :W. Frank Miller, Director GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : Naxubee National Wildlife Refuge land 11511 School Forest
HS Remote Sensing Center AGENCY :CGS Renate Sensing Center
P.O. Drawer FR RESPONDENT :14. Frank Miller, Director
Mississippi State, MS	 39762 MS Renate Sensing Center
Telephone:	 601-325-2946 P.O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, MS	 39762
COMPUTER PACILT '11E5 Telephone:	 602-325-2946
E
CONPUTER (S) :UNIVAC 1100180 COMPUTER FACILITIES 14
Y
to RESIDENCE
DG ECLIPSE S/130
:in-Louse (Data Gencrul) C(h,PUTUR(S) :UNIVAC 1100/80
Mississippi State University (UNIVAC) RESIDENCE :Mississippi State University
1N-lTOUSE FACILITIES I11-ROUSE FACILITIES {.
LANGUAGES) :FORTRAN LANGUAGES) :FORTRAN
Assembler Assembler {
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES DRSCRIPTIOH OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Site analysis - DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wildlife
transportation, hydrology, topography, land cover, administration/ownership zones, transportation and 1
soils, proximity features utilities, hydrology, surface geology, watersheds,
!
c.' . GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Higbee Valley Mississippi (parts of Pickens, Oktib- land cover types,, to u res	 p g uphy, soil associations,
f-: beho, and Lowndes Counties) prescribed burn areas (Nattonnl NoxuUee Wildlife 63
Refuge 1978-1982), Rod -Coc6nded Woodpvckcr Habitat
h
'
." oa=	 =ga=====^_= (HNWR), coyote telemetry data and coyote home rnngu
(NNWR)
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge and MSU Schonl 
Forest (ports of Oktibbaha, Winston, E.owndas, and '{I
Noxubec Counties) 
f }I	 DATE OF INFORMATION :2/14/83
PAPER FILL: NUMBER :M52
DATE OF INFORMATION : 2/14/33
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 : 1,152
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caDE :MS001-1 a 	 CODE :MSODI-11	 .
STATE	 :MS
DATA UASE NAME
	
:LCSOILE and LCSOILW
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Surface crater hydrology
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Lawndos County, MS
AGENCY	 :MS Remote Sensing Center
RESPONDENT :11. Frank Miller, Director
MS Remote Sensing Center
P.O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, MS 39762
Telephone: 601-325-2946
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)	 %UNIVAC 1I00/80
RESIDENCE	 :Mississippi State University
IN-ROUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
Assembler
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Surface water hydrology -
soils, hydrology, transportation, utilities
objective: to supply information to model existing
flood events
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Lowndes County, MS
DATE OF INFORMATION :2114183
PAPER FILE NUMBER :MS2
STATE -	 :l1S
DATA BASE NAME	 :CORRIDOR
SUBSECF COVERAGE	 :Site analysis surrounding proposed propane route
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE rAreas along proposed route in Forrest and Jones Counties
AGENCY
	 :MS Remote Sensing Center
RESPONDENT W. Frank Miller, Director
MS Remoto Sensing Center
P.O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, MS 39762
Telephone: 601-325-2946
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)	 :UNIVAC 11,00180
RESIDENCE	 :Mississippi State University
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME 	 :Site analysis -
transportation network, topography, land cover,
proximity features
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Surrounding areas along proposed propane pipeline
route in Forrest and Jones Counties, NS
UPDATE FREQUQ,'CY	 :Last update: 1982
DATE OF INFORMATION :2/14/83
PAPEP FILE NUMBER :HS2
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CODE	 :MSO01-12
- STATE	 :MS
DATA BASE NAPES
	
:BRIDGE
SUBJECT COVERAGE 	 :Site analysis far proposed highway relocation
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Along proposed route near Tremont, MS
AGENCY	 :MS Remote SnnsinB CenEEr
RL'SPOt1DENT	 :14, Frank Miller, Director
_ MS Remote Sonsine Center
P,O. Drawer FR
Mississippi State, MS 	 39762
Telephone:	 60I-325-2946
CONPUTPR FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)
	 :1]NIVAC 1]OD/80
RESIDENCE
	
:Nississippi State University
r
BrscRr"lnR of DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Site analysis --
surface wafer, cultural features, transportation,
land cover, elevation, soils, forest stand compos-
ition, proximity features
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Proposed relocation route fm- U.S. Highway 78 near
Tremont, MS
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Project done in 1979
' "DATE OF INFORPIATI0P1 : 2/14/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	
:PL52
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CODE :MS(ID2-01
STATE	
WS
DATA BASE NAME	 :MS Automated Resource Information System
DATA BASE ACRONYM :I;mm
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Natural resources data (comprehensive)
GEOGRAP11IC COVERAGE :Statewide
STAT05 	 : Sixteen Mississippi state agencies coordinate technical
aspects of MARIS system development and set MARIS policy.
These are:
Central Data Processing Acency
Department of Agriculture and Commerce
Department of Archivvs and history
Department of Economic Development
Department of Energy and Transportation
Department of Natural Resources
Department of Wildlife Conservation
Governor's Office of Planning S Poligy
Mississippi State Board of health '
Mississippi Emergency Management Age„cy
Mississippi roresery Commission
Mississippi Highway Department
Mississippi Oil and Gas Board
Mississippi Remnte Sensing Center
Mississippi Research and Development Center
Public Service Commission
This consortium fins defined two functional areas for
MARIS: a data sharing, or catalog function, and an one-
lytic function. Under the data sharing function, MARIS
staff compiled descriptions of all natural resources data
in their possession. These date descriptions have been
placed in a catalog that is currently buing converted to
an automated format (see attached summary of file names,
by agency).
The analytic function of MARIS is intended to assist per-
sons involved with resource planning activities in conduct-
ing an analysis and evaluation of their problems and man-
agement alternatives. One facet of the current MARIS es-
tablishment is the state data base, an automated geographic
information system in which data have been entered using
62.5-acre cells ( refer to Code: 115002-02 for datuils). In
addition to the statewide data base, MARIS has also de-
veloped data bases for local areas of the state.
AGENCY	 :MS Research & Development Center
RESPONDENT	 :Paul Edward Downing, Manager
Geographic Information Systems Division
MS Research & Development Center
3825 Ridgewood Road
P.O. Druwer 2470
Jackson, MS 39205
Telephone: 601-982-6606
COMPUTER fiACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)
	
:ERDAS
fiESIDENCB
	
:In-house
OPERATION
	
:Interactive
G1S CAPABILITY
	
:Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:high resolution color graphics dispiny with inter-
active cursor capabilities, two green screen CRT
terminals, dot matrix printer, digitizing table,
color camera
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Mississippi Automated Resource Information System Data
Catalog (September 1982); MARIS Newsletter
DATE OF INFORMATION :12/29/82
PAPER FILE NUMBER :MSI-a
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Automated
System Humber
V-01-00-00-0010
07-01-00-000-0020
07-01-00-000-0030
07-02-00-000-0010
07-02-00-000-0020
07-02-00-000-0030
07-02-00-000-0040
07-02-00-000-0050
Mississippi Department of archives and History HDAH)
Architectural Resource Maps
Architectural Resources Survey Data
National Register of historic Places
Archaeological Sites: Survey Maps
Archaeological Sites: Survey Reports
Archaeological Sites: National Register of Historic Places
Archaeological Sites: Site Cards
Archaeological Sites: Excavation Reports
51
Mississippi Dc artmant of Fner,-X and Trans urtation (MDET)
01-00-00-000-0060 U.S. Energy Information Administration (EXA) Dow Dave
02-01-00-000-0170 U.S. Weather Zone Map
02-01-00-000-0180 floating Degree Days; heating Season
	 O aO6-OS-00-000-0010 DOE Energy Information Inder.
	
-cl 75
Mississippi Department of Natural Resources G^H13NK)
--
01-00-00-000-0110 National Weather Service Data Rasa ;ar
01-00-00-000-0120 Water Resources Scientific Information Center to @V
01-00-00-000-0180 Ambient Air quality Standards
01-00-00-000-0190 DLoersion of Surface Waters
01-00-00-000-0200 Well Logs
01-00-00-000-0210 Dam Inventory
02-01-00-000-G020 Hourly Precipitation (Bureau of Pollution Control)
OZ-01-00-000-0030 Daily Precipitation (Land and Water)
02-01-OD-000-0040 Daily Temperature (Land and Water)
02-01-00-000-0050 Daily Evaporation Data (Land and Water)
02-01-00-000 -0070 Wind Movement Data (Land and Water)
02-01-00-000 -0080 Hourly Wind Movement (Bureau of Pollution Control)
02-01-00-000 -0110 Solar Radiation (Land and Water)
02-02-00-000 -0020 Hourly Air quality Monitoring Data (Bureau of Pollution Control)
02-03-00-000-0020 Intermittent Emissions Inventories (Bureau of Pollution Control)
i
I
s
i
r
MARTS DATA FILE NAMES BY AGEWCY
Automated
System Number
Mississippi Crop and Livestock Reporting; Service (MCLRS)
03-01-01-000-0050 Catfish Inventory and Production Data
03-01-02-000-0010 Cattle Inventory
03-01-02-000-0020 Cattle Slaughter Data
03-01-02-000-0030 Cattle: In and Out Shipments
03-01-02-000-0040 Milk. Production
03-01-02-000-0050 1108 Inventory
03-01-02-000-0060 ]log Slaughter Data
03-01-02-000-0070 Poultry Production Data
03-01-OZ-000-0080 Bee Colony and Roney Production Data
03-02-00-000-0110 Acreage and Production Rep0rt5-,-1ajar State Crops
03-02-00-000-0120 Major Crap Stacks
03-04-00-000-0010 Weather-Crop Report (Also 02-01-00-000-0200)
03-04-00-000-0090 Cash Receipts-Agricultural Products
03-04-00-000-0100. , Prices Paid and Received for Agricultural Crops
Mississippi Department of Agriculture and Cammerce (MDAC)
03-04-00-000-0020 Livestock Market Hews
03-04-OG-000-0030 . Aquatic Market News
03-04-00-000-0040 Poultry and Egg Market bows
03-04-00-000-0050 Grain Market News
03-04-00-000-0060 Feedstuffs Market flews
03-04-00-000-0070 Rice Market News
03-04-00-000-0080 Watermelon Report
01-04-00-000-0110 Grain Warehouse Law
03-04-00-000-0120 Grain Dealer Law
03-04-00-000-0130 Food Inspector Reports
03-04-00-000-0140 Scale Reports
Source: Hississippi Automated Resource Information 5 stem Data Cataloq. Hissls-
slppi Research and Development Center. September, i9 2.
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Mississippi Department of Natural Resources (Continued) Mississippi Department of Natural Resources (Continued)
02-03-GO-000-0030 Emissions Permits (Hureau of Pollution Control) 05-02-00-000-0040 Geophysical Logs-Water Wells and Test Holes (HOG)
02-03-GO-000-0040 Emissions Surveillance Datn (Bureau e€ Pollution Control) G5-02-00-000-0050 Sample Logs-Oil and Gas Tests (HOG)
03-04-00-000-0190 Irrigation Requirements (Land and Water) 05-02-00-000-0060 Sample Logs-Water Wells and Test Holes (BOG)
04-01-00-00041120 Streamflau Discharge (Land and Water) 05-02-00-000-0070 Subsurface Geologic Mapping (Land and Water)
04-01-00-000-0090 Flood-Prone Area Maps (Hureau of Geology) 05-02-00-000-0090 Care Samples-Oil and Gag Tests (HOG)
04-01-00-004-0l50 Beach Sampling Program Data (Bureau of Pollution Control) 05-02-00-000-0100 Core Samples-Water Wells and Test Holes (BOG)
04-01-00-000-0200 Streamflow Quality (Land and Water) 05-02-00-000-0110 Cutting Samples-Oil and Gas Tests (BOG)
04-01-00-000-0210 Intensive Stream Survey Data (Bureau of Pollution Control) 05-02-00-000-0120 Cutting Samples-Water Wells and Test Holes (HOG)
04-DI-00-000-0220 Ambient Stream Monitoring Program Data (Bureau of Pollution 05-02-00-000-0130 Geologic Charts and Cross Sections (BOG)
Control)
03-03-00-000-0010 Waste Disposal Site Investigation Reports (BOG)
04-01-00-000-0230 Sediment Data kLnnd and Water)
OS-03-UO-000-0070 Analyses of Economic Minerals (BOG)
04-02-00-000-0010 Groundwater :lapping (Land and Water)
05-03-00-000-0090 Mineral Lease Division Piles (80G)
04-03-QO-000-002D Water Levels (Land and Water}
05-03-00-000-010D Inventory of :fines and Surface-Mined Land (BOG)
04-02-00-OGO-0070 Water quality Data (Lund and Water)
05-03-00-000-0110 Mining Companies and Permitted/ESempt Mines (BOG)
04-02-00-000-0480 Water Well Drillers' Logs (Lund and Water) 	 '
05-03-00-000.0140 011 Field Records (Land and Water)
04-0:-00-000-0090 tauter Well Electric Logs (Land and Water)
04-03-00-000-0010 Water Pollution Research Data (Bureau of Pollution Control)
Mississippi Department of Wildlife Conservation (:MWC)
04-03-00-000-0020 Diversions from Surface Sources (Land and Water)
04-03-00-000-0100 Pumping Tests (Land and Water) 02-Oi-00-OQO-0060 Selected Wind Movement Data {slat)
04-03-00-000-0140 Impounding Structures (Land and Water) 02-02-00-000-0010 Selected Air quality Data (BMR)
04-03-00-000-0150 Reservoir Contents (Land and Water) 03-01-01-000-0010 flay and Estuarine Life Data (AMR)
04-03-00-000-0180 Well Drillers' Licensing (Land and Water) 03-01-01-000-9020 Fish Stocking Records (Fisheries)
04-03-00-000-0190 Well Drillers' Logs (Land and Water) 03-01-01-000-0030 Fish Population Surveys (Fisheries)
04-03-00-000-0200 Water Resources Literature - (Land and Water) 03-01-01-000-0040 Fish Stocking-Caastal Areas (BMR)
05-Ol-Q0-000-0010 To;_o.sphic Maps (Bureau of Geology) 03-01-01000-0060 Species Inventory-Coaatal Areas (BMR)
05-01-00-000-002G Published Geologic Maps (Bureau of Geology) d3-01-01-000-0070 Endangered Species Inventory nod Survey-Aquatie (HUS)
05-01-00400-0050 Remote Sensing Imagery-Bureau of Geology (Bureau of Geology) 03-01-01-000-0080 Rare flongame Species Inventory and Survey-Aquatic (=S)
05-01-00-000-0100 Sail Characteristics (Land and Water) 03-Ot-01000-0090 Hongame Species Cal lee tions-Aqua tic (4175)
05-01-00-000-0130 Soil Maps (Bureau of Geology) 03-01-01.000-0100 Game Species Collections-Aquatic (MNS)
03-01-00-000-0140 Published Geologic Data (Bureau of Geology) 03-01-01-000-0110 Fish Life Histories-Coastal Species (BMR)
.05-01-00400-0160 Paleontologic Data (Bureau of Geology) 03-01-01-000-0120 Saltwater Fishery Surveys (BlIR)
05-02-00-000-0020 Scout Card File (Bureau of Geology) 03-01-01-000-0140 Coastal Fish Habitat Surveys (EHR)
05-02-00-000-0030 Geophysical Logs-Oil and Gas Tests 03-01-01-000-0160 Fish Landings Data Collection-Saltwater-Fisheries (WIR)
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MissismIRRi Department of Wildlife Conservation (Continued)
03-0I-01-000-0170 Coastal Waters Resource Managemenk Research Data (Blot)
03-01-02-000-•0120 Aerial Waterfowl Surveys (Game)
03-C1-02-000-0130 Shore and Wading Birds-Coastal Areas (BMR)
o3-01-02-000-•0140 Coastal Waters Animal Research Data (OUR)
03-01-02-000-0150 Endangered Species Inventory and Survey-Tarrestrial (MIS)
03-01-G2-000-0160 Rare Nongame Species Inventory and Survey Terrestrial (:INS)
03-01-02•-000-0170 Nongame Species Collections--Terrestrial (MNS)
03-01-02-000-0180 Game Species Collections-Terrestrial (tills)
03-01-02-000-•0190 Deer sleight, Antler, and Age Data (Game)
03-02-00-000-0030 Vegetative Studies-Selected Areas, Three Coastal Counties (OHR)
03-02-00-000-0040 Coastal Waters Plant Research (BMA)
03-02-00-000-0050 Endangered Species Inventory and Survey-Plants (MNS)
03-02-00-000•-0060 Rare Species Inventory and Survey-Plants (MNS)
03-02-00 . 000-0070 Plant Community Inventory and Survey (MI5)
03-02-00-000-0100 Bay and Estuarine Plant Surveys (BMR)
03-02-00-000-0140 Native Plant Collections (MNS)
03-03-00-G00•-0010 MIcroorganic Day and Estuary Life (BMR)
03-03-00-000-0020 Bacteriology Studies-Coastal Ar gos (BMR)
03-03-00-000-0030 Research on Microorganisms of Coastal Waters (BUR)
03-04-00-000-0170 Location of Shooting Reserves
03-04-00-000-0180 Wildlife Management Areas-Hunter Kill and Effort (Game)
03-04-00-000-0200 Fishermen Surveys (Fisheries)
03-04-00-000•-0210 Seafood Licensing Documentation (BUR)
03-04-00-000-0220 Oyster Lensing, Relaying, and Depuration Activities (MIR)
03-D4-00-000-0230 Seafood Processing Research Data (Blot)
03-04-00-000-0240 Aquaculture Enhancement Data (BUR)
03-04-00-OD0-0250 Game Harvest and Hunter Effort Data (Game)
03-04-00-000-0260 Survey Hunter Hailing List (Game)
03-04-00-000-•0270 Furbearer Harvest and Trapper Effort Data (Game)
03-04-00-000-0280 Survey Trapper flailing List (Game)
03-04-00-000-0290 Deer and Turkey Marvast Data (Gabe)
03-04-00400-•0300 List of Deer Camps in Mississippi (Game)
Automated
System Number
Mississippi Department of Wildlife Conservation (Continued)
03-04-00-GOD-0310 Road Kill Survey (Game)
03-04-00-000-0320 Hunting Fatalities and Accidents (Hunter Safety)
03-04-00-000-0330 Boating Fatalities and Accidents (]hinter Safety)
03-54-00-000-0340 Students Certified in Hunter and Boating Safety Education
(Hunter Safety)
03-04-00-000-0350 Instructors Certified in Hunter and Boating safety
Education [Hunter Safety)
03-04-00-000-•0360 Humber of Cases Made by the Department of Wildlife
Conservation and Area of Patrolling (Law Enforcemunt)
03-04-00-000-0370 Wildlife Conservation Employees-Name and Address Listing
(Accounting)
03-04-00-000-0380 Ilmnting and Fishing License Dealers
03-04-00-000-0340 Mississippi Sportsmen License Holders
03-04-00-000-0400 Resident and Nonresident Hunting and Fishing License Holders
03-04-OMOD-0410 Commercial Fishermen Listing
03-04-00-000-0420 Resident and Nonresident Fur Dealers
03-04-00-000-0430 Commercial quail Breeders
03-04-00-000-0440 Dag Trainer Permit Holders o
03-04-00-000-0450 Summary of ]!online and Fishing License Sales "'b
03-04-00-000-0460 DWG Magazine Nailing List d
03-04-00-00G-0470 014C Media List 0 :b,
03-04-00-000-0480 List of Scientific Collection Permit Holders
ro a^03-04-00-000-0490 Wetland Permits (BMR)
C
03-04-00-000-0500 Wetland Regulations (13!111)
03-04-00-000-0510 Wetland Resource Management (BUR)
03-04-00-000-0520 Bay and Estuary Resource Management (BUR)
04-01-00-000-0010 Coastal Stream Discharge OHM
04-01-00-000-0100 Coastal High Water Data (MIR)
04-01-GO-000-0110 Channel Characteristics-Coastal areas (BMR)
04-01-00-000 .0120 Coastal Boundary Surveys (MIR)
04-01-00-000-0130 Nautical Charts (8HR)
04-01-00-000-0140 Selected Water quality Data (Fisheries)
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Automated Automated
System - Number
-	 - System Slumber
Mississippi _ Department of Wildlife Conservation (Continued) Mississippi Forestry Commission (MFC)
02-01-00-000-0100 Fire Danger Assessments: Daily Precipitation and Mind Speed
04-01-00-000-0160 Bay and Estuarine Hater Quality (BMR) 03-02-00-000-0010 Tree Species /Forest Management and production Studies
04-01-00-000-0170 Water Quality and Biological Productivity Research Data (MIR) 03-02-00-000-0090 Forest Insect and Disease Control Studies
04-OL-00-000-0240 Sediment Studies in the Mississippi Sound ( MIR) Q Q
04-01-00-000-0250 Tide Data (BIM) Mississippi Public Service Commission (MPSC) '1#
04-01-00-DOD-0270 Undisturbed Segments-Natural, Erne-Flowing Streams (121S) 04-03-00-000-0070 Water Utility Haps
O
04-01-00-000•-0280 Spawning, Feeding, and Nesting plater Areas (BINS) 05-03-00-000-0160 Utility Maps-Telepbone. Gas, and Electric 0
04-01-00-000-0290 Roofs and Marine Grass Beds (MNS) ;U (^
04-.02-00-00n-0040 Saturated Thickness Map (BMR) Mississippi Remote Sensing Center (MRSC) :0
04-03-00 -000-0080 Coastal Area Navigation Projects -Plans and Impacts (BAR) O1-00-00-000-0020 EROS Data Center-Aerial Mapping Photography
04-03-00-000-0090 Coastal area Facilities and Structures-Plans and Impacts ( BMR) 01-00-00-000-0030 EROS Data Center-NASA Aircraft Photography M
04-03-00-000-0160 Environmental Disturbances Research Data (MIR) 01-00-00-000-0040 EROS Data Center-LANDSAT Standard Products ]
04-03-00-000 -0220 Boat Owners (Boat Registration) 01-00-00-000-0070 Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS)
04-03-00-000-0230 Boat Information (Boat Registration) Photography
04-03-00-000 -0240 Registered Boats by County and Length (Boat Registration) 01-00-00-000-0080 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Digltal Terrain Tapes
05-01-00-000-0030 Geologic Mapping of Coastal Counties and Mississippi Sound (MIR) 01-00-00-ODD-0110 National Heather Service Data Base
05-01-00-000-0070 Aerial Photographs with Geology-Coastal Areas 01-00-00-000-0150 Multivariable Data Base
05-01-00-000.0160 Fossil Inventory (MNS) 01-•00•-00-000•-0160 Daily Water balance
05-01-00-000-0170 Cave Inventory (IRIS) 01-00-00-000-0170 IlonChly Water Balance
05-01-00-000-0180 Caologic Type Localities (IRIS) 01-OG-00-000-0230 Soils Reference
05-03-00-000 -0080 Coastal Mineral Leases (BHR) 02-01-00-000-0100 Pearl River Flood Study: Precipitation and Temperature Data
05-03-00-000-0120 Coastal Oil and Gas Production (BAR) 02-01-00 . 000-0130 Monthly Water Balance-Potential Evapotranspiration, Surplus
05-03-00-000-0130 Coastal Mineral Resources-Exploration. Development, and and Deficit
Production (MIR) 02-01-00-000-0140 General Ctimatologic/hydrologic Studies. Precipitation,
05-03-00-000-0150 Oil Spills (BMR) Temperature, and Water Balance Data
02-01-00-000-0150 Monthly Water Balance
Mississippi Emergency Management	 YAg enc _(MEMA)- 02-01 •-00-000-0160 Daily Water balance
03-02-00-600-0020 Studies of the Effect of Climate an Forest Productivity
02-01-00-000-0010 Climatological Data 04-03-00-000-0120 aerial Imagery, Tcnneasec -Tomhighee Corridor-various Parmats
02-01-00-000-0090 Storm Data 04-03-00-000-0130 Aerial Imagery -Olcatlbhee Reservoir
06-06-00-000-0010 Disaster Assistance Data 05-01-00-000-0190 Multivariable Data Base
05-03-00-000-0200 Land Use Planning Studies: Tennessee-Tombigbao Waterway
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Mississippi Research and Development Canter (MRDC) Mississippi Research and Development Center (Continued)
01-00-00-000-0010 Mississippi Automated Resource Information System 05-01-00-000-OL20 SCS Parish Soil Survey Reports
01-00-00-000-0020 EROS Data Center-Aerial Mapping Photography 05-02-00-000-0140 Geologic Structure of Selected Areas
01-00-00-000-0030 EROS Data Center-NASA Aircraft photography 06-01-00-000-0010 County Data Bank
01-00-00-000-0040 EROS ]Data Center-LANDSAT Standard Products 06-02-00-000-0010 Industrial Site Files
01-00-00-000-0050 EROS Data Center-Manned Space Craft Photography 06-03-DO-000-0010 Community Data Files
01-00-00-000-0070 Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) 06-04-00-000-0010 quick Reference Data Summaries for State SHSA's
Photography
01-00-QO-000-0090 National Cartographic Information Center (NCIC) Mississippi State Board of Health (115811)
0I-00-00-000-0100 National Archives Ilistori.c Aerial Photography
01-00-00-000-0 130 F[adel Stara Information System
OL-0+0-00-000-0140 Land Resource Inventory
02-02-00-OOQ-0030 Air quality-Radiation Levels
01-00-00-000-0240 County Data Bank
02-03-00-000-0050 Emissions Surveillance-Grand Gulf Nuclear Power Plant
02-03-00-000^0010 Selected Noise Hazard Area Data
03-01-01-000-0130 Gamma Isotopic Analysis of Fish Samples
03-01-01-060-0150 Endangered Species Habitats-Aquatic
03-01-02-000--0090 Gamma Isotopic Analysis of :feat Samples from Game/Sport Animals
03-01-02-000-0200 Endangered Species Habitats-Tarrestrial
03-01-02-000-0100 Gamma Isotopic Analysis of seat from Different Beef Herds
03-02-00-000-0080 Endangered Species Iabitats-Plants
03-01-02-QDtl-0110 Radiological Analysis of silk Samples from Different Dairy Herds
03-02-00-000-0150 Vegetative Land Cover/Use
03-02-00-000-0130 Gamma I90copic Analysis of Edible Plants
0344-00-000-0530 Prime Agricultural Lands
04-01-00-000-0180 Radiation Levels in Surface Waters 
03-04-00-000-0540 Land Use of Prime and Unique Agricultural Lands
04-01-00-0 tlQ-0190 quality of Surface Haters Used for Public hater Supplies 
04-01-00-000-0030 Areas Subject to Drainage Hazard
04-02-00-000-0050 Radiation Levels of Subsurface Water
04-01-00-900-0 040 Estimated Average Annual Crass Erosion and Sediment Yield
D4-02-00-000-0060 Quality of Groundwater Used for Public Hater Supplies 
04-01-00-000-0050 Erosion Damages
05-0I-00-000-0090 Radiological Characteristics of Surface Soil Samples 0
04-01-00-000-0060 Gully, Streambank, Roadhank, and Surface Hine Erosion -ty
05-02-00-000-0150 Radiological Characteristics of 5tratigraphic Sections
04-01-00-000^0070 flood Elaaard Zones
04-01-00-000-0080 Soil Associations Susceptible to Flooding a
04-01-DO-060-0260 Stream Inventory
Mississippi State Highway Department (IISUD) Q
Z ^
04-01-00. 000-0300 Hydrologic Units 01-00-00-000-0220
C04
Road and Street Inventory
-02-00-000-0030 Depth to Water Table-Selected Areas 03-04-00-000-0150 Seed Law Regulations
04-03-00-000-0030 Water and Sewer Districts 03-04-00-000-0160 Seed Testing and Certification
04-03-00-000-0040 Sewer and Water Line Pipe Sizes-Ocean Springs 05-01-0-00D-0040 Geologic Surface Mapping
04-03-00-000-0110 Private Well Locations-Pike County OS^01-00400-0060 Aerial Photographs with Geology
04-03-00-000-0170 Undeveloped Residential Acreage and Estimated Shout Erasion 05-01-00-000-0110 Soil Characteristics and Naps
04-03-00-000-0210 Land Use by Ilydrologic Unit 05-01-00-000-0150 Borrow Pit Material
05-02-00-000-0010 Drillers' Loys-Selected Sites
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MississleRi State Highway Department (Continued)
05-02-00-000-OOBO Cara Data-Selected Sites
05-03-00-000-0020 Highway Research-Active Clays as helat+:d to highway Resign
05-03-00-000-0030 Highway Research-Evaluntion of Pile Bearing Capacity
05-03-00-000-0040 highway Research-Materials Testing
05703-00-000-0050 Official State Highway Map for Tourists
05-03-00-000 .0050 Comprehensive State Road Ynventory
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DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
UPDATE FREQUENCY
COPR'lENTS
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEiOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
NPUATE FREQUENCY
CLASSIFICATION
COMMENTS
CODE ;MS002-02
STATE :MS
DATA BASE NAME :DES State Data Base
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Land resources inventory, wildlife, vegetation, agricul-
ture, environmental quality, surface water hydrology,
erosion, flooding, stream, base data, land use/land
cover, sails data, topography
GL•'OGRAPEIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :The MS State Data Base is an automated geographic informs-
tion system in which data have bean entered using 62.5-acre
cells.	 This data base is part of the MS Automated Resource
InformationSystem (see Code M5002-01).
AGENCY -.?IS Research & Dovalopment Center
RESPONDENT : Paul Edward Downing, Manager
Geographic Information Systems Division
MS Research & DeveIopment Center
3825 Ridgewood Bond
P.O. Brower 2470
Jackson, MS	 39205
Telephone:	 601-982-66Gb
CUPIPU 'PNR FACILITIES
COH1 1UTER(S) ;F4p4S
RESIDENCE :In-house
OPERATION :Interactive
015 CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Nigh resolution color graphics display with inter-
active cursor capabilities, two green screen CRT
terminals, dot matrix printer, digitizing table,
color camera
DLSCHTPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
NATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Land resources inventory -
centains up to 51 categor' .es of physical and cultural
land uses
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
CEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Universal Transverse Mercator
HINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :62-acre minimum mapping unit
DATA STORAGE rORMAT	 :Cartographic and machine
UPDIPE FREQULNCY	 :One time ( period of record: 1972-1975)
COMMENTS	 :This file consists of 1400 photo-bused township maps.
at a scale of V a 2,000'. Data on the maps wore
transferred into the MARIS geographic information
system.
MARIS Automated System Number: 01 -00-00 -000-0140)
:Environmental quality -
noise hazard areas, primarily related to transpor-
tation
:Various counties statewide
:Universal Transverse Mercator
:Township
:Maps, machine
:One time (period of record: 1978)
:MARIS Automated System Number: 02-03-00-U00-0010
:Land use 	 cover -
vogetntive
:Statewide
:Universal Transverse Mercator
:62 acres
:Maps, machine
:One time ( period of record: 1973)
:USGS Level III
:Maps are in the farm of 1:24,000 township maps.
DLIRIS Automated System Number: 03-02-OD -UOO-0150
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DATA CATEGORY NAME :Wildlife -
endangered species habitat
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator 0 0MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 62 acres
DATA STORAGE VORMAT :Maps, machine
COWIENTS :Automntcd System Number:	 03-01-D1-OOU-0150	 'C]0 0
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Wildlife -
endangered species habitat - terrestrial 	 to IV
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide e P
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE rORD1AT
. 62 acres
:Maps, machine ^ c:
UPDATE FREQIENCY : Intermittent 1Z1^
COMMENTS :MARIS Automated System Number: 03-01-02-000-0200
DATA CATEGORY NAME :vegetation -
endungered species ,w—AtaL
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Stotewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :62 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Maps, machine
UPDATE FREQUENCY : Intermittent
COMMENTS :MARIS Automated System Number: 03-02-00-000-•0080
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UPDATE FREQUENCY ;Intermittent ( period of rocord: 1973)
-- --	 ---- COMMENTS :MARIS Automated System Number: 04-01-00-000-0060
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Agriculture - ^---	 -
prime agricultural lands
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide DATA CATEGORY NAVE W1fJading -
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercatora flood hazard zones
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :62 acres GEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Host counties statewide
DATA,STURAGE FORMAT :Maps, machine GEGGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
UPDATE FREQUENCY :One time MINIMUM RESOLUTION :62 acres
C(MMENTS :MARIS Automated System Number:	 03-04-00-000-0530 DATA STORAGE FORMAT : Maps, machine
UPDATE I•'REQUENCY : One time (period of record: 1982)
-- CMIMEITS :Delineations based on HUD Flood Hazard Boundary Maps;
100-year flood
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Environmental quality - MARIS Automated System Number: 04-01-00-000-0070
areas subject to drainage hazards
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE ,Statewide --------
GEOGRAPiIIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :62 acres DATA CATEGORY tiAME :Soils data - 0 0
DATA STORAGE FORFEIT Machine and unpublished text soil associations susceptible to flooding
UPDATL•" FREQUENCY :One time GI•IOCRAPIIiC COVERAGE :Statowidc
COMMENTS :MARIS Automated System Number:
	 04-01-00-000-0030 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator `a	 ;)
MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 62 acres O
--- ------- - DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Machine and unpublished text 0
DATA SOURCES :Secondary M y^
DATA CATEGORY NAHE :Surface water hydrology - UPDATE FREQUENCY :Qne time
estimated average annual gross erosion and sediment COMMENTS :MARIS Automated System Number: 04-01-•00-000-0080 40 'g)
yield C
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINTHUM RESOLUTION :Hydrologic unit DATA CATEGORY NAME :Streams -
DATA S°MRAG£ FORIIAT :Machine and unpublished text stream inventory
UPDATE FREQUENCY :One time (period of record: 1973) GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
CONVENTS :MARIS Automated System Number: 	 04-01-00-000-0040 GEOGR +IPHIC REFERENCE : Universal Transverse Mercator
H11111IUfI RESOLUTION : Hydrolonic. unit
------ ------- DATA STORAGE FORMAT :flaps, machine
UPDATE FREQUENCY :One time
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Erosion - COMMENTS :MARIS Automated System Number: 04-01-OU-000-0261)
damages
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide —_______	 r^
CEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :HydroIogic unit DATA CATEGORY NAME :Base data -
DATA SIt1RAGE FORMAT :Machine and unpublishcd text hydrologic units
UPDATE FREQUENCY : Intermittent ( period of record: 1973) GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
MkINENTS 01ARIS Automated System Number: 	 04-01-00-000-0050 CEUGRAPHEC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
NININUM RL5UI.U'rION :62 acres
---------	 - --- -- DATA STORAGR FORMAT iflaps, machine
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Ono Lima
DATA C VI'MORY NAME ;Erosion - CO,;IMF TS :MARIS Automated System Number: 04-01-00-OUD.0300
gully, stroambank, roadbank, and surface mine erosion
GI-=RAPIIEC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :1ydrologle unit DATA CATEGORY ME : Vase data
DATA ST011AGH FORMAT Machine and unpublished text water and sewer districts
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GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Various counties statewide CODE	 :M5003-01
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Flarcator
MININUM RESOLUTION :62 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Machine, maps STATE
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Intermittent (period of record: 1979) DATA BASE NAME MS State Heritage Program
CO,:*01TS :MARIS Automated System Number: 04-03-0D-000-0030 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
-^^--- --	 - ti+oen the State of Mississippi and lice Nature Conser-
vancy, a notional nonprofit conservation organisation.
DATA CATEGORY RAKE :Land use The prototype data base was developed by the Mississippi
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide Remote Sensing Center.
GLOGRAP111C REFERENCE :Universal Transverso FEercutor AGENCY :NS State Heritage Program I
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :hydrologic unit RESPONDENT :Ken Gordon, Coordinator/Botanist/Nildlife Biologist
DATA STORAGE FORHAT :Machine MS State heritage Program
UPDATE 1REQUENCY :Intermittent (period of record: I973) 111 N. Jefferson Street	 0 0
CihMENTS :HARTS Automated System Number: 04-03-00-000-0210 Jackson, :1S	 39202	 'r!
Telephone:	 601-354-•7226
--- -----°—_-°- OTHER CONTACTS :Shellie Gareau, Procedures Specialist 	 0
The Nature Conservancy
0
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Soils data - 1801) North Kent Street
sail series and assaciatlous, K- factara, shrink-swell Arlington, VA	 22209
potential, permeability, corrosiveness an concrete Telephone.	 703-841-5300
factor, erosion ha2ard
GWGRAP11IC COVERAGE :Statewide CQNPUTER FACILITIES
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :500m x MGM cells COMPUTUR(S) :IDM
DATA STORAGE. FORIAT :F1ups, machine, published text
UPDATE: FREQUENC y :intermittent DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
CONNENTS :MARIS Automated System Number: 05-0I-00-000-0210
DATA CATEGORY NANE	 :Natural. diversity elements -
--^-- -------- ecological values (plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and E
DA'T'A CATEGORY NAME :Topography oilier natural features) of particular interest because
GP=011IC COVERAGE :Statewide they are exemplary, rare, or endungorcd at tha state
GFJUNAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator or national level
MININUN RESOLUTION :500m x MOM cells GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide; initial work focused on the Lignite Belt ?
DATA SWRACE FORMAT :Flaps, machine, published text (northurn and east central Mississippi)
U1111hu PR1'l1UENCY :Intermittent
CWDIGNTS
-ea---aaamaaaa=c3ca-R
:MARIS Automated System Number: 0-01-00-000-0210 a^aaa aa' a^aaa^^3
gg
d7(
_
?
DOCUMENTATIOR	 :Mississippi Automated Resource information System Data
Catalog (September 1982); NARIS Newsletter
DATE OF INFORMATION :12/29/02
PAPER FILE NUNBER :HS1-h
DOCUMENTATION
	
:"Tire Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington. VA)
DATE OF INFORMATION ;1/21/83
PAPER FILE NUNBER	 :F1S3
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CODE :KTOD1-Ol
STATE	 ;FIT
DATA VASE. NAME	 :FIT Trust Lands Inventory
SHMECT COVERAGE	 :State lands
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGEMY	 :Arr Department of State Lands
RESPONDENT
	 :Leslie J. Simkins, Systems Analyst
Arf Department of State Lands
1025 Eleventh Avenue
Helena, ALT 54620
Telephone: 406-449-2711
COMPUTER FACILITIES
L'OAIPIITER( S) 	 :IDM 3033N
RESIDENCE	 :r Department of Administration - Computer Services
Division
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :State lands -
section/township/range, trust owi,ership, subsurface
acreage, surface acreage, county
GEWRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GEOGRA1111IC REFERENCE
	:Public Lund Survey
1\^	 County
MINIAIIIM RESOLUTION	 : Hy township
YLCOPMENTS^-_aw 
ay	
: Data base initiated in 1982
DATF OF INFORMATION :8/2/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :ArT5
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COOK :ITTO02-01
I
DATA STORAGE FOUINP :Tabular
OUTPUT PRUDUC9'S :'tables. computer Lupu, SCatisLlCal sLmunnrieS
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
Ul'DATL F'REQUE'NCY : Updated irregularly when data hvcamL :lva i1ZLhJe
USER FEES POLICY	 :Gonarally churpe only for custom CampuLer L2111a1n11U1%,
40-plus pages photocopying and mere Lhan eae CUpy of
any given publication
IWE OF INFORMATION :8/15/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :HT6
STATE :JIT
ORI'A BASE NAME ;Census and Economic Information Center
DATA RASE ACRONYM :CEIC
SEIItIE?CT COVERAGE. :Demography
GrIMIRAI'RIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AC111"WY Wr Department of Commerce
RLSPONDF.NT :Patricia A.D. Roberts, Program Manager
HT lepartment of Commerce
1424 9th Avenue
RLiena, FIT	 59620
Te to pl:ono.	 406-449-2696
O'I7UT (:ONTAMS :John Balsam, Research Specialist
:Leo IaSalle, Programmer Analyst
Telephone;
	 406-449-3707
(WIPUI'IiN FACILITIES
('O1I!'II'I'EB(S) :IIIPI 3033
CORONA PC-111)
RGSIDIit{CE Wr Deportment of Administration - Computer Services
Division ( IBM 3033); in-house (CORONA PC-1111)
OPEI61"ION :Batch and interactive
IN-DOLISE FACILITEi:.S
1'El;11'llliRAl. DEVICES :Dot matrix printer
IIISCR!II I(IN OF DXPA CATEGORIES
MA'1'A CATIMICY N0113 Mcaugrophy -
IrupUlatlons, economic aspucts, Mass Nadel (economic-
dumographic model)(;1 X;HAl'1lIC C()VliRA(:E :SLi1tL•w14L-
C1:(SIRA I'll IC REFERENCE :(aunty
SMSA
VarlouS census geographic boundaries
DATA S'1'ORACE: iunmAT :Tah"Iar
OUTPUT PROBUL"TS : 'tables, graphics, cempULer tape, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES : Secondary
LEVE1 OF RELIABILITY : Moderate
U1 11mi-L FREQ11£NCY :Varies from quarterly to every lO years
CONFIDENTIALITY .2-digit BEA data and Labor's 202 File are subject to
restricted access
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Demography -
populations, economic aspects, Montana County Profiles
GII) RAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : County
MINIMUM R£5OHMON :County
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LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :[ [igh to moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Monthly (irregularly)
C011MENTS	 :Most of the surface water data are routinely Supplied
to BPA/STORET
DATA CATEGORY NAME
G=- RAPHIC COVERAGES
GEOGRAPHIC REF THENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL. 01+ RELIABILITY
UPDATE PRI:IIUENCY
:Environmental quality -
Mantana Pollution Discharge Elimination System (D1PD1S)
Number, point p011ut10n
:Statewide
:Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
:Site Specific
:Tabular
:Tables, computer tape, crmrpoSlte mapping
:Primary
:Nigh
:Monthly (irregularly)
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CODE :MT003-01
-HT
^G NAME	 :ACT (later Quality Records System
...WJ-CT COVERAGE 	 :Groundwater, surface water, environmental quality
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Stntewide
AGENCY	 :MT Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
RESPONDENT	 :John Jarvie, Environmental Specialist
linter Quality Bureau
NT Department of Health and Envirunmental Sciences
Cogswell Building, Luckey Street
Holena, PIT 59620
Telephone: 405-449-2406
OnIll'I1flUt rACiLITIES
L'O;1P1rfER ( S)	 :IBM 3033H
RE.SIDEiNCE
	 :['1T Ilepartment of Administrution - Computer Services
Division
OPERATION	 :Dutch
fN-11ODSIE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:hard copy terminal, olphanumoric CRT
DIZCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'1'ECORY NAME	 :Groundwater -
quality, well location, water use, depth
GIAR;RAITiC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOCRAP111C REWHI':110E	 :Latitude/ longitude
Public Land Survey
By County
M[NIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
OP PUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, computer tape, composite nlnpping
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Roderate
UPDATE FRI•:41JENCY	 :Monthly (irregularly)
DOCUMENTATION	 :Description of data encoding format/proceduru available
USER FEES POLICY
	
:Fees charged for products only
DA•IT' OF INi'OItMATION :7115/83
PAPER FILE NUMNEIt	 :AITIo
00
°1'I
02
to
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DATA CATEGORY NAME
GLOCRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESSOLUTION
DATA SIX)RAGE I'YIRMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
:Surface water -
quality, water body type, water use, biological data
:Statewide
:1•ot1tude/l0118itude
Public Land Survey
By county
By drainage basin
:Site specific
:Tabular
TTables, computer tape, composite mapping
:Primary and secondary
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CODE :M'11004-01
5'PA!'li	 :MT
DATA BASF NAP!$	 .MONTAN DAII
SIID.II:CT COVERAGE 	 : Information on dams
GF()URA1'IIIC COVERAGE :Statewido
U1 1-MY	 :Ili' Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
R4:5I IMIDEar	 :Art Taylor, Dam Safety Caginaer
Kr Dopartmehb of Natural Rosources and Conservation
32 South Ewing
Helena. MT 59620
Telephone: 406-449-2864
(1rNLR CONTALM	 :George Cnwlfieid, Chief, Data Processing Bureau
Telephone: 4U6-449-3647
('O?11'I IT'll FACILITIES
ComptrPlal(s)	 :111M 3033H
1*SID1.'NCI?	 :Department of Administratlon, Computer Services
Division
IN-I10161[ FACILITIES
om:Rxi't . SYSTut	 :OS/IIVS
SYSrr7l CAVACHY
	
:Slain memory: 12 MD
Disc storage: 100-300 MIS
Simultaneous users supported: 300+
I.A`Gt1AGL•'(S)	 :C(1ROI.
]BASIC
FORTRAN
PL/1
Assembler
SI'IX:IALI'ZED SOFTWARE	 :LPLOT
IDNS
RMD SPSS
I II-MIPMERAL DEVICES	 :Scanning digitizer, line printer (character
graphics), drum pen platter, hard copy ternd nnls
(12), alphanumeric CR'T's (22)
DILSCRI PI'1ON OF DATA MWORII•S
DATA c: ynxwuy NAmL	 :Danis -
size, hazard, location, Lylie, owner, hydropower
(For dams meeting Carps of Euglneurs Size Criteria)
GILIGRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPRIC REFERDICE :Public Lund Survey
County
MINHILM [IRSOLUTION
	 :County, watershed or river basin
DATA S'T'ORAGE FORFEIT 	 :FIaL files
OUTFIT 1 1110DIXTS	 :Printed reparL9
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FIIGQ10CY	 :As needed
CLASSIFICATION	 :Greater than 50 acre-fact
Creator than 25 Feet high
USER FEES POLICY	 Wcos are charged on a cast recovery basis
DATE OF INP'UMAl'ION :7/15/83
PAPER FILL{ NIDIDER	 :MT12
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CODE :MT005-01
STATE	 :MT
DATA BASK IIAME	 :Reservoir Contents
SHUN= COVERAGE	 :Surface water
GLOGRAP11IC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :F1T Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
RESPONDENT:
	
:George Cawlfield, Data Processing Manager
HT Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
32 South Ewing
Helena. MT 59620
Telephone: 4OG-449-3647
CONPunit FACtUTIES
OIMPUTEK (S)	 :IBM 3033N
01.liiIDENCE	 :State of Montana Computer Center
DF.14RI1'1101 OF DATA CATEGORIES
DAT.1 C %ITGIIRY NAME	 : Surface water -
Supply and storage, reservoir COnteuLS
GKOGNAPIGC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
DATE OF INFORMATION .2111/83
PAPER FILE NUMDER	 : 1-IT9-1
CODE tFIT005-02
STATE :FIT
DATA BASE NAME :Stream Flows
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Surface water
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE Statewide
AGENCY :11T Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
RESPONDENT :George Cawlfield, Data Processing Manager
MT Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
32 South Ewing
Helena. FIT
	
59620
Telephone:	 406-449-3647
COMPUTER FAULLITIES
COMPUTER(S) :1DM 3033N
RESIDENCE :State of MontanU Computer Center
DfSCRI1'I'ION OF DATA Ct1PFd: ens
DATA CATEGORY HAK
	
:Surface water -
stream flows, l:istoricat flows
OWGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
©ti
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DATE OF INFORMATION :2111/83
PAPER P11,F NUMBER :1f9-2
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STATE :NC
DATA BASENAME 11ranch Library IEanagement Information System
DA'T'A BASF? ACRONYM :Branch Library MIS
SU NSCT COVERAGE Mazardous waste, solid waste, and groundwater quality
ill NC
GEMNAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :Solid and Hazardous Waste Management
RESPONDENT :Emil Breckling, Environmental Planner
Solid and Ilarardous Wastu Management Branch
Division of Health Services
306 North Wilmington Street
PO Box 2091
Raleigh, NC	 27502
Telephone:	 919-733•-2I7B
OTHER CONTACTS :O W Strickland, Branch ]load
MNPIVI TiR FACILITIES
COdIE'UI'ER(S)
	
;WANG VS1OO
HIS I DIN Cl:	 : In-house
OPERATION
	 :Tntoractive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTDI	 :11ANG VSIOO
SYSIM CAPACITY
	
:Plain memory: I IEeg
Disc storage: 2 (288) plus 2 (75) Meg
Slmultancous users supported: 7
LANGUAGES)
	
:COBOL
SPECIALIZED SOMME	 :Imuga processing Software
PERIPHERAL DEVICES 	 :Line printer (character graphics), alphanumeric
CRT's (2)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Environmental Quality -
hazardous waste, solid waste, groundwater quality
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE :State PIane Coordinates
County
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :Site specific
DATA STORAGE 1ORMAT	 :Index and sequential. files
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, computer tape
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELLMLITY :Iligh
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Daily
COYFIDERTIALITY	 :Data has restricted access
DOCUMENTATION :Documentation available on hardward t software, data
assessment procedures, data encoding, genLral infor-
motlnn; newsletter also available
USER PEES POLICY	 :Fees art- charged for products only
DATC OF INFORMTION
	 :8123183
PAPE [t ME UUHDER	 =10
CODE :NCOOI-Ol	
CODE :N0002-01
STATE :NC
DATA BASE NMIE :NC Outdoor Recreation Facility Inventory
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Information on recreation facilities in NC
GBUGRAPUIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Data base is partially entered into NC's automated map-
ping system, completion dependent an funding
AGENCY :NC Division of Parks and Recreation
RESPONDENT :Bayard Alcorn, Outdoor Recreation Planner
Division of Parks and Recreation
DapartmenL of Natural Resources and Community Dovelopmw-
512 North Salisbury Street
PO Box 27687
Raleigh, NC	 2761I
Telephone:
	
919-733-7795
COMPUTER FACILITIES 0
CO:IPUTEIt(S) :IBM 3081
G)RMI=MI
GIS CAPA13ILITY
:Central government computer center
:Partially "U 
IN-EIOUSE FACILITIES M
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :IBP1 3238 Display
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAPIE :Recreation - 
public facilities, private facilities, acreages,
operator classes (local, state,	 federal, etc...)
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE•.	 ;State Plane CaardinaLes	 (only for digitized sites)
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific (for digitized sites), county
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Coordinate Paint, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Mops - variable Scale, tables, statistical summurios,
composite mapping, computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 : Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Every 5 years
CONFIDENTIALITY :Names and addresses of private and commercial recre-
ation sites have restricted access
USER FEES POLICY	 :Products and services available at nu charge
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/1/83
PAPE.t FILE NURBER
	 :NC13
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CODE. : NCO03-01
!t
a
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Data on commercially exploited endangered species are 	 l
confidential	 !
STATE :NC
------..^---
DEPA BASE NAME : NC Natural Heritage Inventory
ShIUM'T COVERAGE :Natural diversity elements, vegetation, and nom-game DATA CATEGORY NAME :Vegetation -
wildlife species, communities, rare and endangered
GE:{RIRAI ' IIIC COVERAGE : Stntewlda GEOVRAI'IIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
57',1'l'l15
	 r :This data (rase is being administered through the NC GCOL'RAP111C REFERENCE : Latitude/longitude
Department of Natural and Economic Resources, which MIINMUM ReSOLUTiON :Site specific
has contracted with The Nature Conservancy to develop DATA S1011413E FORMAT :Caordinutc point, tubular
the Program.	 This data base is also part of the N{: OUTPUT PRUDUCI'S :['taps -- Variable scale, composite mapping, 	 tables,
Land Resources Intornuation Service automated auapping computer tape and printouts
system. DATA S011RC1S :1'rimary and secondary
AGENCY :NC Department of Natural and Economic Resources LEVEL OF RELIABILITY .Iligh
RESPONDENT :Chuck Roe, Coordinator, Natural heritage Program llI'DA'I'I: FREgnucY :Continuous
Division of Parks and RacredLioa CONIURNTIALITY :Data an rjmmercially explulted endangered spa=des are
Department of Natural and ECUnolAie ItesaarCOS confidential
512 North Salisbury Street
PO Box 27687 ----------------
Raleigh, NC	 27611
Telephone:
	
919-733-7795 DATA CUECORY NAME :Wildlife -
il'1'IEER CONTACTS : SErellio Gareau non-game: mammals, 	 birds, rapines, amphibiJUrs,
The Nature Conservancy and other;
	
habitat;	 threatened and endangered slip
18011 North Runt Street, Suite 800 W)GRAPHIL' MVERAGL' : Statewide
,Arlington, VA
	
22209 GFOGRAPIIIC REEF.R1110E : Latitude/lauyitude
-
Teleph ane.	 702-841-5307 1•IINIMUl1 R1iSO1.lr1 . 1ON :Site specific
DATA STYNIACE' FORMAT :Coordinate paint, tabular
CO}1PIfE'lil, FACILITIES OUTPLIT IRUIIUITS :Naps - variable scale, composite mapping, tables,
computer tape and printoutsC{1M1'U1'Gll S)t :1D1I 3081 DATA SOURCES .Primary and secondary
RESIDENCE. :Central government computer center LEVEL OF lf1.LIABILITY :high
DYERAT'ION :Interactive 111"IMIT FREQUENCY :Continuous
(US {:APABILITY :vas CONFIDIiNTIALITY :Data on commercially exploited endangered species are
®
confidential
IN-EIOIISI: FACII.ITIIS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :ION 3278 terminal display
DFSC1{]i'T'fON OF DATA CATCCORTES
DATA CATEGORY VANE :Natural diversity elements - DOCUMENTATION	 :Gonaral information Is contained in Ihcir brochure,
unique plants, unique animals, Unique geologic r "The North Carolina Natural Heritage Program'.
formations, Priority natural areas,	 plant coin- E1S1.R FI:I•:S POLICY	 : 1'ees arc charged oil 	 cost recovery basis for vopival
M1111 Llas s: mulerial and computer-pponeraled neap+; WS'L ralnapulrr
G11KNIAPI1I9, COVERAGE :SLuLewldw printouts out of date arc avuilalrle al	 wu rhaagt'.
GEOGRAPHIC RliFlall•:NCE	 -Latitude/longitude ^ DATE OF INFORM+ITION ;9/1/83
1•IUIPH1N Mr s 1.UT'ION :Site specific PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :N(:1S
DATA STURACE 1 :0RI'L1T'	 :Caordinotc point-, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, composite mapping, tables.
computer tupe and printouts
DATA SOFRC[:S :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Nigh
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Continuous
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DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEE. OF RELIABILITY	 :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Weekly, monthly, quarterly
CODE :NC004-01
ST,CrE	 :NC
DATA BASE NAME	 :Environmental Radiation Data
S11BJE.CT COVERAGE	 :Radioactivity concentrations in the environment
around nuclear power plants in NC
GEWRAI 111IC COVERAGE ;S[ateaidC
A111iNCY
	
:NC Radiation Protection
RESI'ONUI-W	 :Felix Fong, Hood, Environmental Surveillance Branch
Radiation Protection Section
Division of Facility Services
Department of Buman Resources
1330 St. Mary's Street
Raleigh, NC 27605
Telephone: 919-733-4283
OTHER CONTACTS	 :Rayne 11 Brown, Chief, Radiation Protection Section
Jack M Penny, Environmental Engineer
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CO;IPuTrR(S)	 :Nuclear Data - 652D system
MIOINCE	 :In-house
OPI;R 1TION.	 : I nt^ructive
CIS CAPABILITY	 :No
IN-11OUSE FACILITIES
OPLRAI'M: SYSTEM	 :MIDAS PLUS (from ND)
SYST17 .1 CAPACITY	 :Slain memory: 224 K
Disc storage: 10 MB
Simultaneous users supported: 4
1.ANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
BASK
SPECIALIZED SOF '11IARE	 : Data aquisition software
PERIPHERAL RI(VICES	 Wonochrome graphics CRT, tablet-free cursor
digitizer, dot matrix printer with graphics,
small flatbed pen plotter, hard copy terminals
(2), ilphanumcric CRVF. (2)
UESCRIP'1'ION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Environmental quality -
radioactivity concentrations in: air, water, soil,
vegetation; sampling location; date of sample
collection; date or analysis
C WGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 ;StaLewlde - samples Laken around the five nuclear
power sites in NC
ChuCKAPBiC REVERENCE :Nut geographically referenced; the approximate
a: gtnnce and direction From Lhe nuclear power
plant Is given
r[1Nt,MU;<1 R1t5Ul.irrm	 :site specific
DATA S! MRAGE FORMAT	 :'tabular
OUTPUT PROIIUCCS	 ;rubles, statistical sammnrtes
DOCUMENTATION	 :Available for software
USER FEES POLICY	 :Fees are charged on a test recovery basis
DATE of INFORMATION :8/26/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER 0C18
t7
O
O
1
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CODE :NC005-01
STATG :NC
DATA ISASE NAME ;Soil Testing Program Files
SUD.JX'r COVERAGES :Data an farm soils in North Carolina
Cl_OGRAPIIIC COVERAGE ;Statewide
AEII:NC:Y :NC Depat anent of Agriculture
RESPONDENT :Albert L Hatfield, Chief, Soil Testing Section
Agronomic Services Office
NC Department of Agriculture
2109 blue Ridge Road
Raleigh, NC	 27611
Telephone:	 919-733-2655
l HER CONTACTS :Dr. D. W. E•addy, Director
Telephone:	 919-733-2655
Charles 14 Colman Jr, ADP Supervisor
Telephone:	 919-733-6333
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DOCUMENTATION
	 :Soil Testing Documentation Sheets:
Operation documentation
System documentation
Date documentation
Program documentation
File documentation
General information is also 1acLuded within the documun-
tation noted
USER FEES POLICY	 No policy established
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/29/83
PAPS'R FILL NUMBER	 :HC20
('1 1? PUTER FACW 1 t 5 j
CO!II'0I'EiR(5) .I MI 3081
R SIDGl1C1s	 :Central government computer center
G[S CAPABILITY	 :Y'0s
Di-anirrION OF D,%TA CA77:GDRIIS
DATA C:A7'IiGUPY NAME 	 :Soils -
farm soils: Hn concentration, 2n concentration,
Cu cancentraLian, nutrient concentration (K, Ca, Mg),
cation exchange capacity, acldity (1120 p11 & buffer),
percent saturation, humic natter routcw:t, weighL per
volume; general classification (mineral, minural-
organic, organic); crop(s); locatinn
CI:WHAI'NIC COVtRAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC RI rj-: E'NCE	 :Region
County
MINPIUM RESOLUTION	 :CUUnty, crop grown
DATA STORAGE FOIINAT	 :Tnhular
011'1'1 111'1' PHODUCI'S 	 :Tables, year-end summary reports
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
1 HE. OF RLWA1JELITY :Moderate
UPPATE FRRdU[:NCY
	 :Continuous, annual
(;0?L^l[:STS
	 :Sail samples are analysed for farmers and home owners
upun request, results of Lhe lab tests are input into
Lhe System along with general duta. The CUmpuLer system
generates reports which include Lhe suggested treatmenL
dutormined by pre-defined formulas, and mailing; lnhols
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STATE :NC
DATA BASE NAME :Phytoplanlcton
SUB.IECT COVERAGE :Biological parameters of phytopianitton, Hater quality
CEOGItAPIIIC COVERAGE :Approximately the eastern quarter of the state
STATUS :Data is just being computerized
AGENCY ;NC Division of Environmental I•lanagement
RESPONDENT :A. Bennie Goetze, Jr., Ilead, information Services Branch
Division of Environmental Management
Department of Natural Resources and Community bevelopment
512 North Salisbury Street
PO Box 27687
Raleigh, NC	 27611
Telephone:	 919-733-7015
OTHER CONTACTS :Sue Gardner, Supervisor, User Support Unit
Craig Smith, computer operations
O
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CO,`El'UTER(S) :DEC PDP it/GO
RESIDENCE :In-house
OE'ERA'1'I011 :Batch M
GIS CAPABILITY :Partial
to
I -HOUSE FACILITIES
OPERATIN{; SYSTI?I :RS%-lP1 4.1
SYSTEM CAPACITY :Main memory:	 256 K bytes
Disc storage:	 28 MB
Simultaneous users supported: 6
LANGUAGE(S) :FORTRAN
COBOL
SPECIALIZED SOI'YEfARE :CALCONP 907 plotting software
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Drum pen platter, hard copy terminals (3),
alphanumeric CRT's (6)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CA'
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RM- 01.U'i'I0N
DATA S-11ORAGE FORMIT
OUTPUT PRUDUM
BATA SMIRCE:S
I.EV11. OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FRE IUMCY
COHMF.NI'S
rMORTFS
:Phytoplankton -
Hater quality, species, cell volume, numbers, bfom.tss
:NC Piedmont mountain takes and coast.tl plains utter
bullies (approximately the e.istorn qu.Jrtrr Ui INC)
aettftude/longitude
IIS Cculoglcal Sarver COden
:Site Specific
:Cuurdiante point
:Graphics, sLatistical summaries
:Primary
:Nigh
:Continuous
:Dal.1 just being tomputeri7rd
r
CODE :NC006-01	
CODE :NCU06-02
STA'I'1: -NC
D,Tr,l SASE NAME :Compliance Monitoring
SUBJECr COVERAGE :upstream, downstream, influent and effluent unter quality
parameters related to NPDES permits
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Currently contains data on municipal majors only, will be
expanded to cover all discharges in the future
AGL't1CY :NC Division of Environmental Munagemeut
RESPONDENT ;A. Bennie Goetxe, Jr., [lead, Information Services Branch
DepartmenL of Natural Resources and Community Development
512 North Salisbury Street
PO Box 27687
Raleigh, NC	 27611
Telephone:	 919-733-7015
(ri'IIER CON'rAm :Sue Gardner, Supervisor, User Support Unit
Craig Smith, computer operations
comm1'rER FACILITIES
cOlp lrri:lt(S) :I&1 3081
RE:SIDUNCE ;Central government computer center (IBM 3081)
OPERNI"ON :Interactive
GM G1PABIi.1TY :Partial
IN-IIOUSIi FACILITITS
PliRIVIIERAL DEVICES
	 :Drum pen plotter, hard copy terminals (3),
alphanumeric CRT's (6)
the Division also has a DEC PDP 11/60 in house
which is not used for this data base
DESCRIII'ION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Environmental quality -
water quality, point pollution, upstream quality,
downstream quality, influent quality, effluent
quality. NIMES permits, municipal majors
GIbG M1111IC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
UFOCRAI'RIC REFERENCE	 :Latitude/longitude
MIN1,1111 ItB- OLUTION	 :Site specific
(111T'PI1'I' I'ItODIIC7S
	 :Tables, statistical summaries, graphics (indirect
through use of SASGRAPEI), Interactive video display,
computer tape
IhVrA SOURCI:S	 :Primary
[.1:4111. OF RELIABILITY
	 :Moderate
UPDA'ITi r'R1:Y1H@NCY
	 FlunLhly
............
USER FEES MJ CY	 :PvvB charged on a cast recovery basis
0A'1'E OF IN p010wriON
	 :9/22/83
PAPEIt FILE NUMBER
	 :NC6
USER PEES POLICY	 :Fves chorrLd an a cast recnv, •ry ho+is
BATE OF INFOIMATION 	 :9/22/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :NCh
Cl) Cl)(=l C?
i7 (]Q1 O^
Z	 Z
O CJ
ICODE :N0006-113
STATE	 :NC
DATA BASE NAME	 : Biological
SUDJ!•:t-r COVERAGE	 :Wafer quality, biological numbers, richness indices,
biotic indices
GF:OGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY
	
:NC Division of Environmental Management
R1,Spo,IDEN'r	 :A. Bonnie Goetze, Jr., Hand, lnrormntiou Services Drench
NC Division or Environmental Munagement
Department of Natural Resources and Community Development
5L2 North Salinbury Street
PO Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611
Telephone: 919-733-7015
O1'IlF.R CONTACTS	 :Sue Gardner, Supervisor, User Support halt
Craig Smith, computer operations
C 1PlHIT FACILI.171r•.S
{wimm". ( S)	 :DEC PUP It/60
Hl'-SIDI:NCE	 : Ln-house
01 1 1 ,11AT1DN	 ; [Sal eh
GIs C.IPAl11L17 • Y	 :1`hrtial
1N-11011SE. FACII.1'rIES
OPERATING SYSTEM	 :RS%-I1M to.I
SYS1't^I CAPACI 'T'Y	 :Main memory: 256 K bytes
Disc Storage: 28 MU
Simultaneous users supportett: 6
LAIIGUAGL(S)	 :FORTRAN
COBOL
SP[.CLILEZE.D SOPRIARE	 :CAbCa1P 907 plotting software
Pl.R1PHERA1. DEVICES 	 :Drum pen plotter, hard copy terminals (3),
alphanumeric CRT's (6)
DF-SCR11TION OF DATA C11 EGOR11S
DA'!'A CATEGORY MANE	 : la:vironmuntal quality -
water quality, biological numbers, richness Indices,
biotic indices
Gl'11L'RAPBIC; COVE.RACI: 	 -StaLaWidu
G EMIT At'llW RLrldltENCF.	 : I.atiLudc/longitude
USL'S Survey Codas
MINIM111E RS(HAI'IGN 	 :Site specific, waLarshed or river basin
DATA S'!'01IAcL room	 : Coordlnute point
011111 B'I' 1'IIt1111SC1S	 :Graphics, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :IElgh
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :WilLinuou.9
CO MItNTS
	
Data is supplied to EPA E OREr
USER rEES P01.1CY 	 :Fens charged on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF I11FORMAT1011	 : 9116183
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :NC6-3
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CODE :NC007-01
S IM :HC
IIATA UASC NAME : Land Resources Information Service
DA7t:1 BASE ACRONYM :LRIS
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Stutewide data on climate, demography, boundaries, topo-
graphy, land use/land cover, surface water, dams, recre-
ation, environmental quality, threatened and endangered
vegetation and wildlife, and sails. 	 Additional data are
available for portions of the state, eg. coastal areas,
specific counties, watersheds.
CIAMAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide for most data, additional data are available.
for certain smaller areas
STATUS :The Land Resources Information Service is a geographic
information system, operating as a nonprofit agency
within the NC Department of Natural Resources and Com-
r<unity Development, Division of Land Resources.	 'llie
service provides state, regional, and local governments
with information for land resource management.
LRIS muinl .uins a Computer data base of land related
information which can be atcessed and analyzed by any
public agency on a cost recovery basis. 	 In addition Lo
providing available data, LRIS serves as a clearinghouse
for locating other data sources, and can perform com-
plete land resource projects for clients, from data
coIIQCLian to data analysis.
AGENCY : NC Ikpartment of Natural Resources and Community
Development
Rh5rUN11liNT :Enron Siderelis, Director
Land Resources Information Service
Division of Land Resources
NC Department of Natural Resources and Community
Development
512 North Salisbury Street
PO Box 2707
Raleigh, NC	 27611
Telephone:	 919-733-2119U
0111ER CONTACTS :Thomas Scheittin, CIS Nonager
Tarry Ellis, Applications Analyst
LID11 1 IrI1iR FACILITIES
Cd16 ilriER ( S)	 :DEC LSI 11/03
DG ECLIPSE S/230
DG ECLIPSE NV80U0/II (purchase request submitted)
RESIDENCE	 :In-house; infrequently use Central Government
Computer Center
OPERATION
	
: Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-UOIISis FACILITIES
OPERATING SYS DI	 : D.0 . ADS
SYST111 CAPACITY :Hain memory: 3/4 HD
Disc storage:	 96 M
Simultaneous users supparted: 	 & to 8
LANGUAGL(S) :FORTRAN
Assembler
SPECIALIZED SOMWARF :COMPIS	 (Comark's)
Programs developed in-house to enhance am'
expand C11kIPIS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :1•1anchrome graphic CRT's ( 3), muclianicai digi-
tizers (3), line printer, drum pen plotter,
hard copy terminal, alphanumeric CRT's (2),
TERTRONI% hard copy unit
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Climate/ucathur -
rainfall, temperature
QX)GRAPI111C COVERAGE 	 :Statewide (1:500,000)
GEUGRAPIIX REFIMMCE :State Plane Coordinates
Universal Transverse Elorcator
Latitude/longitude
DATA STORAtil' FORMAT 	 :Polygon, arc/node
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
Waps - variable scale, statist.icai Summaries. compu-
site mapping, interactive video display, computer talre
DATA SOURCES	 :SLcundary
LEVEL OF RELIA111LITY :Noderate
UPDATE FREQUrffCY	 :As needed
Cih4UCNTTS	 : Data acquired from NCSU Prop Science Department0 0 -----------------
'[I 0 DATA CATMORY MANE : Demography -
0 populations - 3970 and 1 4)80 Census, Modal aspccLs,
C
economic aspcctS, housing counts, municipa lity numL^s,
all data from Census Smmmiry Tape File 3 - incluilcs
income, employment, etc.
to - CEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide	 ( 1 inch - 2 mites, usually)
y^y CHIGRAPHIC R1iF)iltENCC :State Plana Coordinates
Universal Transverse llercutur
r— latti tudcltonplLudL
MINIMUM RFSOLUTI0;3 :Original scale:	 county
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon, arc/node
01111I 1 IIT PRODUCTS Mips - variable sta1L, graphics, stdtlstical Sum-
, martes, composite mapping,	 interactive video display.
computer tape
DATA SOURCES : Sccundary
LEVEL OF RELLaBILITY :Naderote
UPDATE FRE(111m Y :As needed
C0:L111iNTS :Data acquired from US Census Itureau
DATA CATEGORY NAITE :Uuundaries -
atate, couutie9, Census blacks, Vat VtMlVda, rker
basins, regional planning districts
Cl)
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DATA CAT[IGORY NAME	 .:Surface water hydrology -
	 iI
G€:OGRAPIIIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide	 crater body type, watershed boundaries, stream types
I :UGRAP111C RhFLH(-:NCL•' :State Plane Coordinates	 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide (1:250,000 scale)
universal Transverse Mercator	 Pamlico/Albemarle Peninsula, Carteret County, Dan-
Latitude/longitude	 combo County (1:24,000 scale)
MINI[1101 RESOLUTION
	
:Original scale: watershed or river basin, county, 	 CEiOCRAPHIC REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates
township	 Universal Transverse Murcator
	
€^
DS!iil STORAGE rORMAT	 :Polygon. arc/node	 Latitude/Jongitude
OlrlE 1 E1T 1 1110DUCPS	 :flaps - variable scale, graphics, statistical sum-	 MEMO" RESOLUTION	 :Original scale:	 l
crmries, campanile mapping, interactive video display, 	 1 degree F 2 degree quad (1:250,000)
computer tape	 7 and 1/2 minute quad (1:24,0(10)
DATA SOURCES	 :Secundary	 DATA STORAGE FORhIAT	 :Polygon, arc/node
LKVRI. OF RELIABILITY
	 Waderate	 Ginn r1' P1tOD1lLT5	 -.Naps - variable scale, graphics, statistical auui-
01 1DATIi FRRfIUENCY	 :An needed	 maries, composJto mapping, Interactive video diapl:ty,
COIINIiN'IS
	 :Data IN digitized by LRIS from a vscrlety of maps, ug.	 computer tape
USCS. Census Dureau, NCDOT
	
DATA SOURCES
	 :Secondary
1XViil. OF W-11A01L1TY
	 :[Iuderate (1;250,000)
High (1:24.011U) 	 Q a
uPIIA'IT{ FR17)Il[NCY	 :As "coiled
DATA Cl'1'WORY NAME 	 :Topography -	 C1.ASSIVICATION	 :USCS hydrogrupby Cedes far digital data
elevation, slope, aspect, contours, topography 	 (VINENT5	 :Dula from USCS topugruphic maps
Cl:(1(:RAPHIC CUVERACE	 :Statewide	 0CLOGRAV1110 HEFERENCE :State Plane Coordinatas	 -------- ----
Universal Transverse Mercator 	 M'
latitude/longitude	 DATA CATEX;ORY NAME	 :Dams -
DATA S11MAGE F0101AT	 :Grid	 location	 COUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
Maps - variable scale, statistical summaries, conipo-	 GRIGRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
site mapping, interactive video display	 GEOGRAI1111C REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates
	 1^
DATA SOURCES
	
:Secondary	 Universal Transverse [Mercator
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :Low	 latitude/longitude
	 .'
Ui•11,t'€'li (+ RE(11U?NCY	 As needed	 NININ1111 RESOLUTION
	
:Original data: site specific
CO?I?1EN'€S	 :Data collected by DNA (1:250,000 scale) 	 DATA S'EYIRAGE FORMAT
	
:Coordinate point
011111UT PRODUCTS	 claps _ variable Stale, graphics, statistical mum-
---------- — -- — —
	
maries, composite mapping, interactive video display.
	 i!
jcomputer tap 	 f
`	 DATA CATECURY WMIL	 :Land use/land cover _ 	 DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary	 a
barren land, forest Iand, pereauial icu and scow, 	 UPDYf' FRUJU1•:I1CY	 As needed
rangeland, water, uetlauds, ostuuries, Cropland, 	 C0.11HIVIS	 :Ihata collected by NC [.]Rill (luollty Srrt ion
pasture, urban/built-up, livesturk produrtiau, trans-
purtation, rudrral ounership	 ------------------
GF(IGRAPHIC COVERAGL
	 :Statewide	 (1-250,0110)
(NIRIRAP€iIC REFERENCE
	 :State Plane Coordinates	 DATA CA'fiii:ORY NAME	 :Recreation -
Universal Transverse Mercator 	 recreational areas, parks, unique urmas
Latitude/longitude	 G[YIGRAP111C COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
DATA STORAGE f'ORNAT
	
:Polygon, arc/node	 GliOGRAPRIC REFERENCE :State Plane Coordinates
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Naps - variable scale, graphics, statistical sum-	 universal Transverse Mercator
mnries, composite mapping, interactive video display, 	 Leti,udo/longitude
computer tape	 MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Griginal data: Site specJfiC, county
I 
X1,41 S011RCES	 :Secondary	 DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Coordinate point, pulygou, arc/node
)KATIi. FREQUENCY
	
:As needed	 OUTPUT PROD€ILTS
	
:Mips - variable scale, grophic-i, statist teal sum-
1	 CLASSIE'ICATION	 :Anderson's
	 maries, composite mapping, iatettirttvi • vtdvo drsplay,
GUNWIT5	 :USCS L11UA data	 computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
------------------	 0110AT€: FREQUENCY
	 :As needed
L
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CONFIDENTIALITY :Must receive approval for use from DCR or DP&R COMMENTS :Data collected by NC Natural Heritage Program
CX1?fTJENT•S :Data collected by Division of Parks and Recreation
and Cultural Resources Depnrtment
----------- — DATA CATEGORY NAMR :Soils data -
association
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Environmental quality - GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
air quality, water quality, point pollution, non- GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :State Plaice Coordinates
point pollution Universal Transverse Mcrcuror
GIMRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide Latitude/longitude
QI)CRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Skate Plane Coordinates MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Original scale:	 county
Universal Transverse Mercator DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon, arc/node
Latitude/longitude OEJTI'UT 1'RODUCI7S :Maps - one scale only, graphics, statistical Sam-
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :original scale:	 site specific maries, composite mapping, interactive video display,
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point computer tupe
0111-PUT PROD127S :Maps - variable scale, graphics, statistical Sum- DATA SOURCES :Secondary
mnries, composite mapping, interactive video display, ® g WWI% FREQUENCY :As nuededcomputer tape
-n
CWIMENTS :Data collected by USDA SCS
DATA SOURCES :Secondary ;U
III'DAT:. VIINUENCY :As needed
-a 0 ------•-----------C(*1111iSl'1'S :Data managed by Division of Environmental Management, —
LItIS has access to data via tope 0 DATA CA'PIIORY NAME :Soils data -
;U series;	 engineering charucluristics, capability
-------------°---- class, productivity, and erusiun can he derived
10 GEOGRAI'II(C COVERAGE :Carteret, IJUMUlnbe, ldayRO, and 1.ec Counties
DATA C,1TECORY NAME :Vegetation - C L'E(H;RAPIIIC REFERENCE :State Plane ('oordinates
rare and endangered
> Ira Universal Transverse Hercaiur
GI-aIGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide 1— n Latitudu/longitudeGE.W1111PIIIC IIF,IT	 11 4CU :States ?lone Coordinates MINIPIUM RI-:SOLUTION :Original Scab:	 cuunty, 7 and 112 minuti a gu:uln
Universal Transverse Mercator DATA STIORAUE PORMAT Wolygun, arc/nude
fattituda/langitude CJUTPlrl' 1 11IODUCITS :Maps - variable scale, graphics, statistical snm-
MINIMUM RES0111THIN :Original scale:	 site spocific marios, composita mapping, interactive video display,
DATA S'IIiRAGE FORMAT :(:aordlnaLe point computer tope
Oirl'Ptrr PROUIii.Ts :Maps - one scale only, Statistical summariaS, Campo- DATA SOURCES :Secondary
site mapping, interactive video display, computer tape UPDATE PREQUF.NCY :As needed
DATA SOURCES :Secondary WIDIENTS :Data collected by USDA SCS
UPDATE FREquiny :As needed
CO}I+IENTS. :Data collected by TIC Natural Heritage Program _--_---_ -_--
--------------- DATA CATEGORY NAME :Wildlife -
non-goma fish, non-game marine/estuarial, vvgatatiou,
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Wildlife - unadramous fish areas, Primary nursery areas, shell-
threatened and endangered fish beds, waterfowl wintering and breeding areas
GI-XX',ITAPIlIC COVRRAWI ;Statewide GEOURAPIlIC COVERAGE :Coastal counties
GI?OI1R,1PUIC REFERENCE :State ['lane Coordinntes GEOGRAIIHIC REFERENCE•' :State Plane Coordinates
Universal Transverse Mercator Universal Transverse Mercator
Latitude/longitudo Latitude/longitude
MINIMUM RESO1.(ITION :Original scale: 	 site specific MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Original scale:	 7 and 112 minute {loads
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point DATA STORAGE: FORMAT :Coordinate point, polygon, arc/aode
OUTPUT PROPUL7S :Naps - one scale only, graphics, statistical Sam- OUTPUT PRODUCT% :Maps - variable scale, graphics, stmtistlral sum-
maries, composite mapping, interactive video display, mnries, composite mapping,
	
internCLive video display,
Computer tape computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Secondary DATA S011R('IS :Secondary
IIPDATE FItrxIIIIiNCY As needed UPDATE FRIi(ju NCY :As needed
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L7i1L91UIT5
	 :Data collected by Division of liarine Fisheries and
NC Wildlife Resources Commission
DA'fil CATEGORY NAME 	 :Coastal resources -
coastai shorelines
GUII:RAPIRC COVERAGE 	 :Censral counties
GI-AIMMI'Nlr REFERENCE 	 :State Pinne Coordinates
Universal Transverse Mercator
I-atitude/longitude
N1111M(1N RESOLUTION
	
:Urigirrrt) scale: county, 7 and t/2 minute quads
DATA VI1INAGE FORMAT
	 :Polygon, ore/node
0111E 1UT 1 1 110DII( I'S	 :Naps - variable scale, graphics, statistical sum-
martos, composite mapping, interactive video display,
computer tape
DATA SUMCM	 :Secondary
UPDVl'[: F'RI?(IUENCY 	 As needed
tUIVIFNIS
	 :11ata is taken from USGS topographic maps and is
supplied to USGS
OXI-A CAIT:GbRY NAME	 :Energy
transmission lines (1:24,(]00), peat resources(1:250,000)
GEWRIAPllft: COVERAGE	 :l'amlico/Albemarle T'eninattlu
GI-XK'.t.11 1iIIC RI:FEfIHNCE 	:State Plano Coordinates
Universal Transverse Mercator
LatiLUde/loaglLude
MINI:IUM R SOL1INON
	
:Original scale: 7 and 1/2 minute quads
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 .1'01y901L, arc/node
OUTPUT PRO X'I'S
	 :Maps - variable scale, graphics, statistical sum-
rmtries, composite mapping, interactive video display,
computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 ;Secondary
LEVEL OF RGLIAUILITY	 :Eligh
IIPINVIT', FIIEQUENCY 	 :As needed
CRIPIENTS :Transmission line data taken from USGS topographic
Maps, peat inventory by invcsLignLors at ZINC-Chapel
11111 and Gast Carolina University
Digitat Lronsmission line data is supplied to USGS,
National Digital Cttrtagrophic Dat:thase
DATA CAi'I(GOIZY NAME
	 :TranspartuLion -
reads (types), trails
(11-:OGRAPHIC CUVERAC;F
	
:Statewide
	
(1 inch o 2 miles)
Pamlico/ALhericurle Peninsula. C'arlereL County,
Buncombe County (larger scale?)
GIOCNAP111C REFERENCE	 :State Plane Coordinates
Universal Transverse Mercator
LoLitudo/longittide
DOCUNLITATIUN
	 :Documentation available on:
 latrdware. SU,Lware. data
structure, data encoding fornlAt /procedure, and genet-al
inlormatiun
USER FEI•S FULICY	 :Fees are charged for all produces and services according
to a fee schedule, on a cuss veruvury basis
DA`fF OF INFORMATION : 9/28/83
PAPER FILL NUMBER :NC2
HINIF1111 RESULUTION :Original scale:	 county, 7 and 1/2 minute gnarls
DATA ST014AGE FORNAT :Polygon, arc/noda
0011 1U1' 11140=5 :flaps - one scale only, graphics, statistical sum-
maries, composite mapping, interactive vlduo displ.ty,
i COmpaLCr Lape
I	 DATA SOURCES :Secondary
UPDATE Fnlu) lF1•(GY :As needed
j	 CLASSIFICA'I'IUN :USGS digital transportation codes
COMMENTS :Data Collected from USGS topographic maps and I;CU[iT
f
j highway maps
DATA CAITMORY NAME :Land cover -
forest land, Water, cropland,	 IListure,	 titEtan/built-tip,
also Includes erosion ratus tied conservation treutment
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Upper tlurine Itiver Watershed, Upper 'Far Inver Water-
shed, Moss Nock Watershed, Truublesume Creek Watershed.
Duffaloc-1.luddy Crculc Wntershe,l, and fT vu wa tersheds in
Cliowan Basin
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : State Plane Coordinates
Universal Transverse Morcatui
lattitude/longitude
MINIMUM RISI11JUTION Wriginal scale:	 watershed, county, 7 and I/2 minuty
[lungs
DATA SIYRtAGE FOItIlAT :11olygoa, arc/nado
0
^ IFU'I'E'EI'1'
	 1'INJiIU(7ES Mips - variable scale. graphic s, stat i:.t ital :•um-
^ amries,	 composite mapping, intoractive vivivu display,
computer tape'
10 DATA SOIIRCIS :$ecoad.try
C dq 1111I11CT'li FRUJUIiNCY :As ueodudC(NIFNTS :DaLa collected by SCS napping program (I:'L^i,UUi)
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CODE :NCOOB-Ol
3 ,.
STATE	 :NC
DATA DASL NAME	 :Water Supply Analyses
SUil.I,fCT COVERAGE	 : EnvironMentol quality of water supplies
CIl1GltAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
AL'£NCY
	
:NC Department Of Boman Resources
RESPONDENT	 :Larry Elmore, Environmuntnl Engineer
Water Supply Branch
NC Department of Human Resources
Bath Building, Room 204
306 North Wilmington Street
Raleigh, NC 27602
Telephunu: 919-733-2321
(TIMER C'ONTACI 'S	 :Charles E. Rundgren, Branch head
C(MPUIT:R FACILITIES
CM111111 .1:N(S)	 :WANG VSLOO
1N•S1VENCE	 ;in-house
OI'EhA'rim	 :lnluractive
CIS CAVaBILITY	 :Yes
1N-11OUSI5 FACILITIES
SYS'n-i-i CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 1 megahyte
Disc storage: 2(75rng) 2(28ft)
LANGUAGE(S)	 :COBOL
11ERI1'UERAL DEVICES	 :CI(T, line printer (character graphics)
III:SCI:I]"1'ION OF DATA CATOGORIFS
DATA CA'1'E(am y NAME	 :Environmontal quality -
water supply quality, radiological analyses, bacterio-
logical analyses, inorganic chemical analyses
CE(1CNAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide (four regional offices)
C£OGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County
MLNIIl11M R£SOLLMON 	 :Ownership unit
DATA SUORACE FORMAT 	 :Tabular
(klYPll'1' l'1(ODUCI'S	 :Tables, computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
I FM OF R£1.IADiLITY :high
UPDATE FRI:C)UGNCY	 :Daily
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DOCUMENTATION	 :Availubla on software
USER FEES POLICY	 :Peas are churged for all products and sorviccs according
to a Ice schedule
DATL OF MFORNIATIIIN :1211183
PAPER FILE	 :NCL9
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CUBE :NB001-0I
51'all :N0
DATA BASE WE :Water Permit Annual Use lnveatory Reports
SUILIECP COVERAGE :Groundwater and surface water use
EXAR RA1'111C QIVITAGE ;Statewide
AGENCY :N[I State !dater Commission
RI-sl'ON[)E:NT :Gordun Baosler, Engineer
IEydrology Division
NO State !dater Conmiission
900 Cast. Boulevard
Brsmarek, NO	 5$505
Telephone:	 701-224-3441
[11 1IEF:R CONPAurs :.ion Patch
Telephone:	 70I-224-2754
:Dave IEiplcy
'1'elophone-	 701-224-2754
.Vernon Fahy, State Engineer
Teiephone:
	
70i-224-2753
(WH I L ER FACILITIES
(I)MI'VVER(S)	 :IDH 4341
RESIDENCE	 :NI) Central Data Processing
ON-jiATION	 :Batch and interactive
IN-HOUSE.' PACILITHS
LANGUACK(S)	 :CICS
['[:RiPIIERAi. 01 , ViCES
	
:0ucwriter, alphanumeric CRT (I111)
DUSCRI1'I'[ON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA C,1'1'IEGORY NAMI? 	 :Water use -
permits, annual water useage, irrigation, municlp:l
water useage, self-supplied industrial water useage,
thermoelectric water useage, groundwater, surince
water
WMGRA11IIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOt;[tAPjfIC REFERENCE
	 :Public Land Survey
By drainage basin
By county
By township
By point of diversion
MINIMMI RESOLUTION	 :1/4-1/4 section
DATA STORAGE FORFIAT
	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, statistical summaries, interactive video dis-
play capability
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE F141iQUENCY
	 :Continuously
DATE Or INFORMITION
	 :4/9183
PAPCR FILE NUMUER	 :ND4
PCODE :ND002-01
STATE	 :ND
DATA ]SASE NAME	 :Coal !tine Permit Data
S11BJ1 .1CT' WYERAGE
	
:Banding, surface water monitoring, ground water monitoring
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Nine counties in western Nurth Dakota (Adams, Dowman,
Burke, McLean, Mercer, Morton, Oliver, Stark nod Ward
CountlL'S)
S'E'AT'US	 :Currently, permit status data are automated under an old
data base. These data will be transferred into the now
data base this year, srarting in Spring 1983. All other
permit data ( excluding topographic naps and overburden/coal
isapachs) are non-automated.
AMMY	 :ND Public Service Commission
RISPoNDENT	 :Louis A. Ogoord, Environmental Scientist
NO Public Service Camadsyiaa
Reclamation Division
13th Floor - State Capitol Building
Bismarck, ND $8505-0165
Telephone: 701-224-2400
CM11 111TER FACILITIIS
Coll'IITER(S)
	
:HARRIS 5500
R ESID(•:NCG	 :ND Central Data Processing, State Capitol Building
M-110USl! FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN-77
PERIPHER,IL DL•'VICBS
	
:Graphics CRTs (Tektronix 4014, 4016), CXrs and a
non-impact printer
DESCRtM10N OF DATA CAT'E:GORIFS
D CA I:N111fIRY NAME
	 :Mining -
coal mine Permits, handing
MMMAPHIC COVERAVE ;Nine counties in western North Dakota (Adams, Bomsam,
Burke, McLean, Morcer, Marton, Oliver. Stark and (lard
Counties)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Polygon, Tabular
OlJTPl1T PRODUCTS
	 :Maps, graphics, tables
DA'1,1 SOURCES	 :Primary
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Continuously
	
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Data listings
	
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primury
	
UPDATE FRINJUENCY
	 :Continuously
	
DOCUMENTATION
	 : Descriptions of Elie data base and load Lng/retrieval pro-
grams will be avuilabie in late 1983 from Central Data
Processing; copying costs will he borne by the reripicni
of the documentation.
USERFEL•'S POLICY ;No Policy establisltLd
DATE OF INFORMATION :2/9/U3
	
PAPER FILL' NOMISI:R	 :111110
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DATA CA'l'IiCORY NAME	 : Environmental quality -
surface water monitoring, groundwater monitoring, coal
mining, point puLtution
GFAIGRAPHIC COVERAGE aline counties in western North Dakota (Adams, DuMnuu,
Burke, McLean, Mercer, PJurLou, 01 1ver, Stark and lint 
counties)
D,1TA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular
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CODE :NDO03-01
STATE :ND
BATA BASE NAME :ND Natural Heritage
CLOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :This program uns undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween Lila State of North Dakota and The Nature Conservancy,
a national nonprofit conservation organization,
AGEN('V :ND Parks and Recreation Department
RFS1 101DE.NT :Pam Soine, Coordinator/Zoologist
NO Natural Heritage
NO Parks and Recreation Department
Pinehurst Office Park
1424 W. Century Avenue
P.O. Box 700
Biarporck, ND	 58502
Tclepltone:	 701-224-58502
U111 ER C011TAC1S : Richard Warner, DOt'ani8t
:Bonnie Neidel, Plant Ecologist
:Patsy Crooke, Data Nanagar
:Shellie Gareau, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-81i1-5300
C(RIP um. FACILITIES
C(1)1PU'1'ER(S) :111,
DESCRIWI'ION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values (plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endungered at the state
or national level
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
n
6
BOCUMCNTATIOH
	 :"Tiie Nature Conservancy News" (bimnnthly newsletter avail-
able through Tito Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF ISI'(1RMAT10N :1/21/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :ND12
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CODE :NE001-01
STATE-NE
DAIS BASE NAME
	 :NE Natural Resources Data Dank
DATA BASE ACRONYM :NNHIS
SUBJEct COVERAGE
	 :Soil, water and related resources
CEOGRAPRIC COVERAGE ;Statewide
sTA'1'US	 :The Nebraska Natural Resources Commission was authorized
in 1969 by the legislature to establish, maintain, and
administer a data bank in the field of suit and water
resources in the State of Nobriska.
AGINCY
	
:NE Natural Resources rummisnion
RESPUNDENT
	
:llahendra K. Bonsai. ilead
Data Bank Section
NI: Natural Resources Commission
301 Centennial : -Jell South
P.O. Box 94876
Lincoln, NE 68509
Telephone: 402-471-2081
(YI'111T CONTACTS	 :Executive Secretary, HE Natural Resources Commission
r(fiI1`U7'ER FACILITIES
romPuTL==R(S)	 ;lDH 370/158 HVS
R SIVENCE	 :University of Nebraska, Lincoln Computing Facility
UPLRATION	 :Batch
G1S CAPABILITY
	
:Partial
IN-NOUSE FACILITIIS
OPERATING SYSTEM
	
:I1H 3777/1 Communications Terminal
SYSTEM CAPACITY
	
:Nigh speed renote job entry-9600 bauds/second
LANGUAGE(S)
	 :FORTRAN
PL/I
Si'ECIALI 'LED SOMARE	 :11ISARS
Other specialized programs developed in the Data Bank
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:Taktronix mechanical digitizer, CRT display terminals
(3), line priater, dot matrix printer with gcaphies,
small flatbed pan plotter. IBM 3742 Dual Data Station
DESCIHI'TION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATLOORY NAME	 :Climate/ueuther -
rainfall, wind, ambient temperature, snowfall, eva-
poration, events occurrence, water temperature
solar radiation
GEOGRAPH[C COVERAGE
	
:Statewide (National weather data stations)
GEOGRAPHIC REFPHLNCE
	 -.LatJtade/longitudo
Climatological Data Station
County
River basin
Natural Resource District
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific
00
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DATA STORAGE FORIIAT :Tabular, Sasic dnta - variable length monthly records
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Statistical summaries, data listings, tables, grnphic^,
various analyst's
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVE E
 OF RELIABILITY :11igh
UPDATE FREQUENCY sAnnual
CLASSIFICATION ;National Weather Service Data
CO&JENTS ;Updated through December 1982
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Streamflow data -
Station description, discharge, pvakflaw, drainage
area descriptian
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide (at gaging stations)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERElCE:Latitude/lungitUda
Natural ReSeareC DIStrict
County
River basin
Gaging stution
H1111MUM RESOLUTION 	 :Site specific (by statinn)
DATA S'T'ORAGE FORMAT	 :'tabular, Basic data - fixed length monthly recurds
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, graphics (curves), data listings, various
analyses
DATA SOURCES
	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :lligh
UPDATE 1'RIiQUENCY	 : Annual
CI.ASSIFICATTON	 :USGS STORET data
COHNI•:NTS	 :Updnted through September 1982
DATA CATEGORY  NAME
	 :Hydrographic data -
conal diversions, reservoir storage, stream discharges
GW(GRAPIIIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCC :Latitude/longitude
County
River basin .
Natural Resource District
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific (by Station)
DATA S'T'ORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular, bmslc datn - variable length monthly records
OUrpin , PRODUCTS	 :Data listings, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES
	 ;Secondary
LEVEL OP RELJABILITY	 :Moderato,
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Annual
CfZMENTS	 :Updated through September 1982; basic datu acquired
from the NE Department or Water Resources
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Surface water -
water rights, source or stream aamt•, La:: Tor numv, ua.-,
appropriator
GI:O(;RA1 1 jIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
fit
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GFIIGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Public Land Survey GCOGRAPHIC REPERMCE :llunlcipality
MINIMUM RESOLUTION : Site specific Site sampled
DATA SIMAGE FORMAT :Tabular MINIMUM RESOLUTION Site specific
(Arl'PUT PRODUCTS : Data listings, summary listings DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
	 9
DATA SOUNCCS : Secondary OUTPUT PRODUCTS : Reports, data listings
LEVEL UP RELIABILITY : Eligh DATA SOURCES :Secondary
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Annual LEVEL OF RELIABILITY -Moderate
ENCOMMTS :Updated through June 1983; basic data acquired from tha UPDA'I'L' FREQUENCY :Monthly
NC Department of Water Resources COMMENTS :Upduted through AsgusL 1983; hasic data acquired from
the NE Department of Health
DATA CATEGORY NAME W1311S -
------- -------^
registration, location, use, depth, water levels, acres DATA CATEGORY NAME :Groundwater levels -
irrigated, permits well location, wail depth, 	 land surfed dutum , well ur,•,
GIUM APHIC COVERAGE : Statewide water use, highest recorded water level, lowest rcr,a'd,d
Cl-MRAPHIC RF.FERL•'RCC :Latitude/longitudo water level, last recorded water level
Public Land Survey GEOGRAI111IC COVERAGE :Statewide
County GEOGRAPHIC RM'ERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Nature] Resource District Public Lind Survey
MENINIIM RESOLUTION :Site specific County
OXI'A Si'ORACE FORMAT :'Tabular MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific
111ITPUT PRODUCTS :Statistical summaries; well plots by county, Natural DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
Resource District, township or state OUTPUT PRODUCTS Data listings, water ta140 p1otS, statistical su,unarirti 	 i
DATA SOURCES :Secondary Q 0 DATA SOURCES :SecondaryLE1'l:l. OF RELIADILITY : Maderate ^ ^
°
LEVEL OF 111:ETABILITY :Moderate
E11'DA'I'li FREQUENCY :Quarterly UPDATF FREQEII-TCY :Annual
CUtM ."ITS :Upduted through June 19113; basic data acquired from the e COMMENTS :Updated through December 1982; basic data acquired barn
HE Department of Water Resources Q the HE Conservation and Survey Division, UML
M------------------ — --- — ------ —_-
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Dams - els DATA CATEGORY NAME :Environmental quality -
ownership, location, basic structural and hydraulic C surface water quality, groundwater quality, point source
details, inspection dated effluent data, fish kill data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide ^' Y3 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Lttitide/longitude GE{R;RAPHIC REFERENCE tlatitudo/longitude	 iCounty County
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific MINIMUM RIiSULUTIO.Y :Site specific (station)
DATA STORAGE FORFEIT :Tabular DATA STORAGE FORIRT :Tabular
OU'TPU 'T PRODUCTS : Data listing OUTPUT PRODUCES :Data listings, summary listings
DxrA SOURCES :Secondary DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY : high MEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATI: FREQUENCY : Annual UPDATE FREQUENCY :BE-annual
CORNENTS : Updnted thrnugh June 1983; basic data acquired from the CL.ASSIFICA'TION :L•PA - STOR£'T
NE Department of water Resources COMMENTS :11pda ted through December 1980; data acquired from
	 !
EPA/STORGT
DATA CATEGORY NAME : Environmental quality -
drinking water supplies: municipalities, industrles, DATA CATEGORY NAME : Agricultural crop data -
campgrounds, biological, chemical, physical, radio- stotlsticS, crop typo, aertls harvested, trop viehl, pru-
logical duction for dryland/irrigated land separately and cum-
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide binad
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GFAIGRAPIITC COVERAGE, 	 :Statewide
GFAIG1b1PUIC REFERENCE
	 : County
Crop reporting district
Extension area DATA CATEGORY NAME :land use -
MINIi1UM RESOLUTION : County urbnn/built-up land, agricultural land, rangelanei,
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular forest land, water, nonforested wetland„ barren land,
011 •ITLIT PRODUCTS :Statistical summaries and projections, ditto listings, built up, and transportation
data plots GEOORAPNIC COVERAGE :Seven Natural Resource Districts ( NRlis) (South Platte
DITA SOURCES : Secondary HIM, Twin Platte NRD, Lower Niobrara NRD, Central Platt,•
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Nuderate NRD, Upper Big Blue 111M, Upper Niobrara NRD, Paplu 011)
I11'DATi, Fiauj U',NCY ; Annual GEOi'RAP111C REF11RENCC : Public Land Survey
COMMEN'T'S :Updated through December 146:; bush. data acquired from MINIMUM RESOLUTION : 10 acres
the NE Crop and Livestock Reporting Service of the State DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
Department of Agriculture OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Naps
DATeI SOURCES :Secondary
— 
------------- -- LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Low
0 UPDATE FRI'QIIENCY One time only
DATA CATEGORY NAMC :Demography - ?I CLASSIFICATION :USGS Circular 671
populations, age, race, sox, projections ,^ C MEINTS :In progress; landsat is source data, also basic data
GEUGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide ^q acquired from Lite US Soil Conservation Service
GCOGRAPBIC REFERENCE :County
Natural Resource District O -.,-a ---- ---- — -------
MININUM RESOLUTION :County eM F-
D.-in-s•I'U1tAGE FORMAT :Tabular
T
DATA CATEGORY NAME : Groundwater -
OUTPUT PRODUCE'S :Data listings, data summ aries test holes header informativa: lucation, ownership,
DATA SOURCES :Secondary ^^ water use, well use, Well depth, drill iypu, eleva-
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY Moderate Lion, water level, depth of htglervious bedrock, 	 thirk-
UPDAIT? FREQUENCY : Decennially nuns of water snturated sand, grairel furmations, buL-
(XIN TENTS :last update - 1960; basic data acquired from the US Lom land and terrace: region
Bureau of Census ' a GITH IAPHIC COVERAGE. :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC RFdTi1ENCE :LaLitude/longitudo
------ ------ Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific
DATA CATEGORY NAME : Soils data - DATA STORAGE FOREIAT :Tabular
type, series, engineering characteristics, capability OUTPUT PRODUCTS tData listings
class, erosion losses, conservation munsures DATA SOURCES :Secondary
CLOGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Soils types digitized for 18 counties, mostly in south- LEVEL OF RELIABILITY : Moderate
cast Nebraska (Adams, Dodge, Douglas, Gagc, Uall, Harlan, UPDATE FREQ11LRCY :One time only
Jefferson, Lincoln, Huckolls, Pawnee, Phelps, Polk, COMPNTS :Updated through December 1979; data arquired fram th,
Sarpy, Soward, Thayer, Washington, Wooster and York); HE Conservation and Survey M visiva, UN1.
another 43 counties will be digitized dnrinl; 1983-4.
Erosion data available for the Maple Creek Model Imple -
mentation Project area, Sorpy and Douglas counties.
GIiUGRAI111IC REFERENCE : Public Land Survey DATA CATEGORY NAME :Agriculture -
MINUIRRI RESOIJITION :2••2/3 acre, 2 acre land use,	 land capabi l l ty Class. C011sorvat lull Lrr•atmvut
DATA SWRAGE FORMAT :Grld needs
UOTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale) for Lite Maple Creek Watershed, GEWRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
Douglas, Gage, Pawnee, Jefferson, Hall, Seward, and GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County
Adams counties; and tables MINIMUM RESOLUTION :County
DATA SOURCES :Secondary DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Maderate OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Data listings, data summaries
UPDATE FREQUENCY :One time only DATA SOURCES :Secondary
COMMENTS :Updated through December 1961; basic data aaP:ired LEVEL OF RELIABILITY .Low
from the US Sail Conservation Service UPDATE FREQUENCY :One Lime only
CODE :NE001-01
(con`d)
COIRIENTS
	 : Data compiled in 1967; basic data acquired from the
US Soil Conservation Service
DOCIDIENTATION :"?lchrasko Natural Resources Data Bank (Information System)
Uaars Manual" (January 1981); "Nebruska Natural Resources
Data Bank (Information System) Data Access Manua]" (June
1981)
USER FEIiS POLICY :Users are billed for mailing churges and the actual com-
putrr costs involved in the retrieval of the information
requested
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/27/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :04
CODS :NEO92-01
STATE	 :HE
DATA BASE BARE	 -Demographic Data
SUBJECT COV[RAGE	 :Demographic data in NE
GE(W.RAPUIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :Bureau of Business Research
RESPONDENT	 :Don PurselS, Director, Bureau of Business Research
204 College of Business Administration
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588
Tolophaf:e: 402-472-2334
O'TIIER CONTACTS	 :Jerome Beichert, Research Associate
CO,%IPUTCR FACILITIES
RESIDENCE	 : University of Nebraska, Lincoln
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Bemography -
populations, age, sax, economic aspects, hlstoricol
dutu, projuctions
GMURAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County, any government measurement
MINIMIIH RESOLUTION	 :County
DATA S'fORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Tables, statistical summaries, computer tape
DkTA SOURCES	 :Secandary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :MiUh
UPDATE PHODENCY
	
:Sami,unnually, every 10 years
COWICNTS	 : Includes data collected by Census, BETA, Labor, etc.
Some of LE:is data is supplied to the Nebraska Natural
Resources Data Dank (see N0001-01)
um CATEGORY NAME	 :Center pivots
CI30GRAPIIIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
M-N)GRAPIIIC RRFCRF:NCE	 :Public Land Survey
County
Natural Resource DistricL
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	
:Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Data listings, data summaries
DATA SOURCES
	
:Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIA13ILI'TY
	
:Moderate
UPDATE FREQIICNCY	 :Annual
COWL NTS	 :Updated through December 1981; data acquired from the NE
Conservation and Survey Division, UNL
USER FEES POLICY
	 : Fees are charged for some producLS and services according
to a fee schedule
DATE OF INFORNATION :10/3/83
PAPER FILE WIRER :NE5
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STATE :NJ
DATA BASE NAME :NJ Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Filon
SINMECT COVERAGE :Environmental quality of ground and surface waters
GE:OGIIAI'111C COVERAGE :Statewide
AGE:,YCY :NJ Division of Water Resources
RESPONDENT :Gail Carter, Senior Geologist
NJ Goological Survey
Division of Water Resources
NJ Department of Environmental 'Protection
1474 Prospect Street, CN 029
Trenton, NJ	 08625
Telephone:	 609-292-0668
(11IIER CONTACTS :Ellen Radow, Esq., Bureau Chief, Permits Administration
Telephone:	 609-292-4428
COMI'Irl'E:R FACILITIES
(YIMI'III'iiR(5) :IBM 3033
COMPUPRO SVSTEFI 8/16C
RESIDENCE :NJ Department of Transportation Data Canter
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, dot matrix printer With
graphics
00SCRIPTION Or DATA CATEGORIES
D,1T:1 CATEGORY NAHE :Environmental quality -
groundwater quality, groundwater discharge, surface
Water quality, surface water discharge, sludge qual-
ity, chemical analyses
GEOGRAPRIC COHRAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Facility identifier
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, computer tape, interactive video display
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Monthly
COMPUTER FACILITIESO
'1 1 COMPUTER(S) :CONTROL DATA 76GO
RESIDENCE :Control Data Corporation, using System 24100 DBMS"
Q GIS CAPABILITY :Yes
0 IN-•11011SE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Line printer (character graphics)
DESCRIPTION Or DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Groundwater -
quantity, well location, permitted use
GEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Delaware River Basin
GDOCRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Watrrshod or river basin, ownership unit, county.
township
DATA STORAGE FORNAT :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Annual
DATA C,ATF,GORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
FIININUFI RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE rONMAT
OUTPUT PRODULTS
DATA SOURCES
UPDATE FRC11U1:NCY
:Surface water -
water body type, supply and storage, lucation, user
:Delaware River Basin
itaLitudo/longitude
:Watershed or river basin, ownership unit, cuuoty,
township
:Tahuiar
:Tnbles
:Secondary
:Annual
CODE :NJO01-01
i	 .
1	 ,^
'I
UATE OF INI-1)U 61'1'ION :11/14/83
PAPER FILET NUMBER	 :NJ2
CODE :11.1002-0
STATE	 :NJ
DATA SASE NAME	 :Comprehensive Plan
SUaJECT COVERAGE	 :Surface and ground water locations and users
GEWRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Uolah-are River Basin, including NJ, PA. DR, and NY
AGENCY	 :Delaware River Basin Commission
RESPONDENT	 :Richard C. Tortoriello, !load, Oporations Branch
Delaware River Basin Commission
25 State Police Drive
PO Box 7360
West Trenton, NJ 08628
Telephone: 609-BB3-9500
USER FEES POLICY
	
:Pecs charged on a cast recovery ha.ie:
DATE (IF INFOIItIATION	 :9/29/83
1 1ACE:11 VI LB NON6RIt
	
:NJ5
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CODE :NJO02-02
	
CODE :11-1003-01
S•FATF.
	 :NJ
OVA USSR NAME	 :Self-Supplied linter User Inventory
SEIIIJI •:(:l' COVERAGE	 :Usa of surface and ground waters
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Delaware River liasln
AGF1NCY	 :Dalawnre River Unsin Commission
RESPONIIENr1' 	 :Richard C. Tartoriello, Ilead, Operations Branch
Delaware River Elasin Commission
25 State Police Drive
P(1 Ilan 7300
t•Iast TreuLon, NJ
	 08628
Telephone: 609-883-9500
CWH I L fEli FACILITIES
1'11?IPI!'I'F.N(S)	
-CONTROL DATA 7600
RUSIDEVEl.,
	Xur]Lrol Data Corporation, using System 1000 OIJIIS015 611 111011.1
	 ; Yes
IN-1101 1 SE' FACILITIE.S
PER1P11F.RAL DEVICES
	 :Line printer (character graphics)
D SLH 1710.1 OF DATA CATEGORIES
DA'1.1 CjvllxiUItY MINE
	 :Surface water -
quantity used, location, user(1F)A.H1PIIIC COVERAGE
	 :Deluware River Basin
GE(h:RAP1lLC 11FFERENCE
	 :-atiLude/langitude
NININU %^1 RISOLUTION
	 :Idutershed or river basin
OUTPUT E'homiCl'S
	 :Tables
IMT,1 SOURCES
	 :Secondary
UPDATE FREQUESCY
	 :Nat yet undated
DA•E'A CATEGORY NAME
	 :Groundwater -
discharge/pumpoge, location
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Delaware River Basin
GEOGRAPOIC REFERHUCL•'
	:Latitude /ln_;gitL.
-1L
HININIIFI RESOLUTION
	 :Vatcr9kad or river basin, county, township[lNT!in ,
 PROEIUC'r5
	 :Tablev
VATA 5011WKS
	 :Sucondary
UPDNITI. FREQUENCY
	 :NoL yet updated
STATE :NJ
DATA BASE NAME :NJ Energy Data System
SUBJECT COVERAOIi :Information dealing with energy
GEWRAPIIIC (:OVERAGE :SLIICCwIde
AGENCY :NJ DepartmauL of Energy ^ ^
RESPONDENT .OuenLtn Darmstadt, Chief, Data Center
G)NJ Department of Energy
101 Cmimiurce Street
Newark, NJ	 07102 Q
Telephone:	 201-648-4850 ;U
OTHER CONTAC`JS	 :Paris Itizzolo, Energy Specialist.
201-648-4845Telephone:
o
CO?IPUTFII FACILITIES
COMPlr1'l:R(S) :IDR 370/168
RES1131.11CI{ :NJ Educational Computer Network {t7
CIS CAPABILITY :No
IN-IFOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DI'VICES :Line printer (character graphics), hard copy
terminals (3), alphanumeric CRT's (24)
PFSCRIPFION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NOW :Energy -
production, demand, supply, prices, energy rotated
demographic data, fuel mix, storage capacity, auto
registrations, toll road mileage/volume
GEOLRAPIIIC COVERAGE :StaLowide
GEOGRAPHIC R1:TERUCE :Nat geographically referenced
MlUIF1Ull RES0111TION :County
DATA ST(IRAGE FORMAT :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, graphics, modelling capability
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
UPDATE FHEX2 UENCY :Monthly to annually
CONFIOWTALITY :Sales, storage and capacity data from oil companies
have restricted access
i
.`i
a
r
US[:R FEES POLICY 	 :Na policy established
DATE OF INl''ORMATION :9/30/83
PAPER E'IE.E NUMDl.1	 :NJ6
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Fees charged an a cost recovery basis
I)dTE: OF INVURMAVOY :9/29/83
PAPER FILL' NU![Urft
	 ;N.f5
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CODE :NJOO4-01	 LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Variable
5'fA'1'Ei :NJ
DATA BASE NAME :survey of Mining Operations in NJ, Past and Prosoz:r
SI111ECT COVERAGE :Mining and geologic information
GURTAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGE"My :NJ Geological Survey
RESPONDPN'E' :Christy Dell, Soaior Geologist
RJ GeologicaE Survey
Division of linter Resources
HJ Department of Zaviroamental Protection
1474 Prospect Street, CN 029
Trentan, NJ	 08625
Telephone:	 609-292-2576[11'fl]{R (1)N'I'ACTS :Ilaig Rasobach, Deputy State Geologist
Telephone:	 609-292-0668
(Y)11Pi1'1'F.rl
	 FACILITIES
(MM1'11'1'EI{(S) :IMI3033
HESIDF.NCI: :Department of Transportation
OPERATION, :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY :No
IN-110NS[: FACILITIES
I'Ii.RIE'11&11,11. DEVICES
	 :Nouach:ome graphics CRT, small
	 flatbed pen
plotter, hard copy terminals ( 2), alphanum-
eric CRT"s (5)
DESC1111'I'I(1H OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA Cd'1'EGORY NAME :Mining -
all commodities, location, for some sites: pro-
daetion information
GE(ICRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
CW
- GRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 :Latltede/longitude
MINIMUM RESOIAITION :Site specific
DATA STORACE FORMAT
	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :Variable
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Documentatiun on data structure and data assessment
procedure to be published
Documentation on software, SAS, available
USER rEMS POLICY	 :Information is to be published as open. file reports
DATE OF INFORMATION :10/I7/83
TAPE[{ FILE HUMBER
	
:N.I8
oZU
"a M
0X Mme
4a
DATA Ch'rEGURY NAME
G10,RAPHIC COVERAGE
GE'.UL'1:AP111 : REFERKHM
MIN MUH RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
01ETPUT PRODUMS
DATA S01111I S
irI .
if
r
:Geology -
bedrocl: geology, exploration/exu action
:Some sites statewide
:Latitude/iungitude
:Site specific
:Tabular
:Cealogic description of the Sites
:Primary and secondary
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SPATE :NJ
DATA BASE NAME :Shorefront Municipality Data
SUBJECT COVERAGE : Demographic, social and economic data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Shorefront municipalities In NJ
STATUS :Compatible With the HJDEP Geographic Information
System (sue NJOID-01)
AGENCY :NJ Division of Coastal Resources
RESPONDENT :David Stern, Planning Coordinator
Division of Coastal Resources
• NJ Department of Environmental Protection
Room 702, labor and Industry Building, CH 401
Trenton. NJ	 08625
Telophone:	 609-292-9762
O'l'IIER CONTAL'PS :Bob Hills. Flonager Gcog. still Stilts. Unit
Telophone:
	
609-984-6072
CO;R'INTIR FACfLITIFS
COMPIWER(S) ;TKITGNIX 4114
IBM 3033
RESIDENCE :Central government computer centI.r
OPERATION :Batch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
`X1 x
0
C 21
01
f^
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CAI
DATA C81'LGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC RRVERViCL•'
111HIMUN RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRU1166S
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FRI-.QUENCY
'ECORIFS
:Demography -
populations, social aspects, economic aspects,
percent seasonal housing, 1980 population, median
value of owner occupied homes, 1982 visitors
:Shorefront municipalities an the .Atlantic u-USi
of NJ
;.4unicipality
:Tounship
:Tabular
;Maps - variable scale, tables, graphics, statib-
tical summaries, computer tape
:Secondary
:Nigh
:Varies
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CODE :NJ005-01
CODE :111005-02
S'Gal'E :NJ
DATA BASE NAME : Coastal Regulatory Data
SU1IJI.1,f COVERAGE :Coastal permits, regulatory data
Ci'WHAPHIC COVERAGE :NJ coastal zone
S"CA1US :Compatible with the HJUEP Geographic Information System,
(see NJOCO-01)
ACINC'Y :NJ Division of Coastal Resources
RESPONDENT :David Stern, Planning Coordinator
Division of Coastal Resources
NJ Department of Environmental Protection
Room 702, Labor and Industry Building, CN 401
Trenton, NJ	 08625
Telephone:	 609-292-9762
U11101 (Y)NTAMS :Fob Flills, Manager Geog. and Stets. Unit
Telephone:
	 609-292-9762
13IMPINT.11 FACILITWS
UW11111'IHH(S) :TEKTRONIX 4114
IBM 3033
i;[SiUIaVCL. :Control government cumputor center
OPER ATION : patch and .interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
UPSCRIVIION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Regulutory data -
coostal permits
GCOhHAPHIC COVL'RAGL	 :NJ coastal zone
G1i0GRAPHIC REFERCIICU
	 :Stute Plane Coordinates
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific
DATA STY) RACE FORMAT	 : Polygon
01"'PUT PRODIVIS :Maps - variable scale, tables, graphics, statis-
ticni summaries, computer Cape
DA'i'e1 SOURCES :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :Moderate
UPDATE FREQNEIICY :Meekly
USFU PRE5 POLICY
	 :Products and services available ut no charge
DATE OF INF01*1ATION :10/3/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :NJ.2
USER FEES POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charge
DATE OF INFORMATION :10/3/83
PAPER FILE NUMBrR :NJ12
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CODE :NJOG6.01
S'1'A'i'F. :NJ
mmi IIASI.1 NAM :Public Open Space and Outdoor Recreation FacJllties
SUM W- r COVERAGE :Recreation
(M)C>;,1PHIC COVERACG :Statewide
STATUS :Data base is in early stages of development. The
following information is based on intended plans and
therefore may he changed by the time the system is
operational.	 Eventual plans include tying the system
together with the NJULP Geographic I11formOtian System,
(see NJ010-00
AGENCY :NJ Green Acres Program
HtSPUNDI:N 'r :Robert S. Stokes, Bureau Chief, Open Space and
Recreation Resource Planning
Green Acres Program
NJ Dap ,•:. irwent of Environmental Protuction
13U1 tsrkside Avenue, CH 404
Trento.	 W	 08625
Telephone: 609-1190-9040
MUCH WNTAC'I'S
	
	 :liormia Leclhnar, Administrator, Green Acres Program
Tcicphunc: 609-292-2454
}C
COMPUTER FACILITIES
f.
CIImpun:R(S )
RESIDENCE
CIS CAPABILITY
IN-11DUSL' FACILITIES
UPLHATIHG SYSTI11
SYSTIti CAPACITY
LAHGUACh=(S )
! x '	 SPECIALIZED SOMIARE
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY Moderate to low
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Now data an open space acquisitions and recroULIUn
Facility development funded by Creen Acres Office is
inserted continuously; copplete recheck every 5 years
DATE OF INFORMATION :IO/12/B3
PAPER FILE HUNRER
	
:11J15
Do
O
Z ra1"°
,C
.+r,
:API'LE Ile
:Iu-house
:Partial
:APPLE Ile - Two
:Quin memory: 64 bytes
Disc storage: 16 bytes
Simultaneous users supported: 2
:BASIC
FORTRATI
PASCAL
:VISAICALC Ile
QUICK FILE Ile
Monochrome graphics CRT's ( 2) 0 dot matrix printer
with graphics, hard copy terminals (2)
DATA un. uaRY HARE
GEOGRAPHIC COVIRAGE
GEOGRAPHIC ItEI•'fsHENC11
H IDINUM RE5OLUTIOII
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
UU3'i'11'l' PR1111UMS
f
E C'
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^ej4 iT 313.{
f 4	
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yyS.x	 ^r )).^	 e'
:Rucreation -
public open space
:Statewide
:Undetermined
:Tawnship/munici pal ity
:'tabular
:Still determining equipment cupat,t ILL Les. data needs,
and potential interrelationships with other data
systems within DEP
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C011R :N.1007-01
STISTR :NJ
DATAESASli NANO :DEPFFINV and DistFw
SUIURiT QUVL'RAGE :Forestry
GRVURA1 11111'. WYERAGR : ALI of the forest fire service area in the State (most
of the state is included)
AGUCY :NJ Divi :siun of Parks and Forestry
RE•SI'ONDE.NT :Thumas F. NUIer, Assistant Forester (fire)
Division of Parks and Forestry
NJ Depurtmont of Environmental Protection
Room 713, John Fitch Plaza, CO 404
Trenton, NJ	 08625
Telephone:	 609-292-2977
(•i MPETII:N FACILITIES
cm1 pun-.14(S) :111M 1130
RES]DIM: :Department of Transportation
OPERATION :Interactive
GIs 41I'1I11LITY :No
DE.MiIP'E'10N OF DATA CATEGORMS
DATA CAUGURY NAME: :Farestry -
forest fire control, section boundaries
MU:[:AI ' i11C U)VIiRAGE
	
: All faros[ fire service areas in NJ
M-1)GRA19I1 C INFERMCE
	 : Lilt iusdellongitude
MINIMUM RESMS111ON : 15 seconds by I5 seconds
DATA STUUI	 (7E FORMAT	 :Cuurdinate point
U1>TPUT PRODUCTS :Flaps ( 1 incls a 4 miles)
DATA gOtlRC[ - S :Primary
LEVEL OF NL•'LiADILITY	 :11odcrate
1111 1),%n FREIgIENCY :Continuous
USER FERS POLICY	 : Peas are charged for all products and services
according to a foe schedule
DA'1'li Ol^ ]PJFUFFIA'I'101{ :iU/'dti/SS
PAPER VIM NL'F11SI:R
	 :N.116
OO
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r
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CODE :NJ008-01
	
CODE :NJO09-01
STATE	 :NJ STATE :NT
DATA BASE NAME	 :State Forest Inventories DATA BASE NANE 'Wall Permits
SUIIIEECT CUVERAGE
	 :Farest resources - description and locution of forests SUBHCT COVERAGE :Permits to :frill groundwater wells
U."HAPHiC COVERAGE :State forests and parka in NJ Gl-=RAPiIIC COVPJ ( AGE :Statevilde
AGENCY	 :NJ Bureau of Forest Management STATUS :Processing of well permits is currently under way.
RESPONDFJi'('
	 :Margaret M. Meade, Forester Automation of the data will not he done for quite a
Bureau of Forest Msnugemeat while bucause of the valuma a: the data, staffing,
NJ Department of Environurental Protection tlnand programming.	 Eventually	 a data will be encored
Room 713, C & I Building, CN 404 in the USGS Water Resource Office In Trenton.
Trenton, NJ	 08625 AGENCY :NJ Bureau of linter Allocation
Telephone:	 609-292-2532 RESPONDENT :Coral Lucay, Supr. Geologist
Bureau of Wa[or Allocation
COMPUTER FAC11ITlR5 NJ Department of Environmental Protection
1474 Prospect Street, W 029
CU:IPEPIL'R{S}	 ;0511URNE I
=
Trenton, NJ	 08625
IDM 370 Telephone:	 609-984-6831
RL'StOVICE	 :In-house, Department of Transportation's IBM O ,)
mainframe, OL6aaiOHnl use of Rutgers University COMPUTER FACILITIES `y7
Educational Computer Network (RCN), and Telemail-
electronic mail system COMPuTim(S) :TITS Madol III V
OPERATION	 :Interactive TRS 11odol IV ^0
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes RESIDENCE :In-house
GI5 CAPABILITY :No C
IN-IIOUSk FACILITIES
IN-EIOUSL' FACILITIES 10
OPERATING SYSTDI	 :CP/M p ^T
SYSTUM CAPACITY
	 :Main memory:	 65,536 bytes SYSTLT1 CAPACITY :11ain memory:	 !8 RAM
Disc storage:	 250 K III-= storage:	 400 K ems„
I.AUGUACE(S)	 :BASIC LANGUAGL(S) :BASIC ,
SHMIALIZED SOFIVARL•'	 :WORDSTAR SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE	 :PROFILE
a
17^
SUPERCALC VISICALC
I'LRIPIELRAL DEVICES 	 :DOL matrix printer with graphics, Kurd copy
terminal DE:SCRIPCION OF DATA CATEGORIES
D85CRI111'1(IN OF DATA CATEGORIES DATA CATEGORY NAME :Groundwater -
permits to drill, location, proposed depth, yield,
DATA QVrEr,0RY NA(•IL•'	 :Forestry - owner, facility address, use , mv(hod ul	 drilling
forested land:
	
species, duality/condition, biamnss/ GE(HIRAPEIIC COVERAOL•' :Sdutewide
'volume, age GI-11GRAPIIIC RP.LUNCL
	 :NJ Rectangular Courdinnte System
GEOGRAI 1111C COVERAGE
	 :State forests and parks:
	
Voorhees, high PuinL, MINIMDII IESOLUTION :Ownership unit
Lebanon, Belleplain, Stakes DATA STORAGE FWIAT
	 :Coordinate point
WIZRAP111C RE'FE'RENCE	 :Ad hoc grid, unreforenttd Ull'IPOT PRUDIICIS :Statistical summaries, composllc mapping
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Plots of npproximately 23 acres DATA SOURCES :Primary
U,l'IA STORAGE. FORMAT 	 :Coordinate point LEVEL OF RRLIAUfLITY 	 :Moderate
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Tables, graphics, statistical summaries, campater tape UPDATE FRIXIDESYCY :Continuous
DATA SOURCES	 Wrimary CORN 1•-Ts :Some data vent to USGS
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY	 :Moderate
111'UATIi FREQUENCY
	
:livery 10 years a_.,^„.anoa..o..-
-
...
CLASSIFICATION	 :Society of American Foresters "Forest Cover Types of
North America", a]so used Pinclands Cummission	 uurr 118U[[ FEES I'01.TCY :ProdUCtn and serv[c.•n available at 	 no charge
types for South Jersey DATE (IF INFORMATION 	 :9/21/83
aaaooa».=.......... PAPER FILE NUNB ER :NJ7
USER FEES FOUCY
	 :Products and services available ar no charge
UATL' OF INFOIOIATION :I0124183
PAPER FILE NUMDER	 :11117
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CODE :11J009-02	 OUTPUT PROM=	 :Hops - vnriable scale. Statistical summaries	 §
STATE.. 	 ;NJ
DATA BASE. NAME	 :Diversion Allocation Files
SUIIJECL' COVEI[AGE
	
:Water usage data, ground and surface
C'MRAPUIC COVERAGE : Statewide
STATUS
	 :Data is being automated and sent Lo USGS in Trenton
AGENCY
	
:NJ Bureau of Water Allocation
RESPONDENT	 :Carol Lucey, Supr. Geologist
11ureau of Water Allocation
NJ Deparnient of Environmental Protection
1474 Prospect Street, CN 029
Trenton, NJ 08625
Telephone: 609-984-6831
VirelI'U'I'M PACILITICS
CUrl1'1Pl'liR(S)	 :VS Model III
TRS Model IV
R6SLDi.NCE	 :In-house
USES water computer in Trenton
G1S CAVABILITY	 :No
11-IIOIISt: FACILITIES
SV91'1-^I CAPACITY
	 :Main memory: 48 RAM
Disc storage: 400 R
L.INGUAGE(S)	 :BASIC
SPIXIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 :PROFILE
VISICALC
DESCRIPTION OI•' DATA CVf1tGOlt1[S
D,t'L1 CA'I'MORY NAME
	 :Groundwater hydrolo^^}}SS'
quantity, discharge/pumpage, water rights, use
GIYIGRAPIIIC COV1:RACE	 :SLUCea Lde(iliOGRAPIIII: I -31— RENGE	 :h:Lltudoliongituda
HINENIIM RESOLUTION
	 :Ownership unit
DATA S'rORAGI: I'URI[A'1' 	 :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCES
	 :Maps - variable scale, statistical sumnaries
DX17A SOURCi:S
	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FRIA2UL31CY 	 : Annual
CO;IMEN'rs
	 :Data are supplied to USGS Water Use Program - ILIM'S'll)RE
DADA SOURG65
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
:Primary
;Modarate
E11'DATL•' FREQUEVCY :Annual
CUb[, ENIS :Data are supplied to USGS linter Use Program - WATSLI M
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Products and services available at tie tliurgv
DATH OF INFORMATION :9/21/83
PAPER FILL' NUMBER	 :N.17
v®
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DATA MI'MORY NAME
	 :Surfute water hydrology -	 t
discharge/volunm/stage, water rights, use
MIRLRA1 1 111C COVEILACE
	
:Statewide
`	 G1?IIGRAPRIC RIiERMICE
	 :Latitude/Iongitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :Uwuership unit
DATA SIDRAGE FORFIA'1'
	 :Coordinate point
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CODE :NJ009-03
STATE	 :NJ
DATA BASE NAME	 :Well Records
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Data on groundwater wells
GEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Well records for large capacity wells in USGS study areas
are in GWSI, the USGS Groundwater Site Inventory data base
in Reston, VA
AGENCY	 : NJ Bureau of Water Allocation
RESPONDENT	 :Carol Lucoy, Supr. Geologist
Bureau of Ginter Allocation
UJ Dapartment of Environmental Protection
1474 Prospect Street, CH 029
Trenton, NJ 08625
Telephone: 609-984-6831
COMPUTER FACILITIES
RI:SiDGNCL•"	 :USGS, Reston, VA
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'1'E;G6RY IIAPIE	 :Groundwater -
wells: location, owner, description of wall cons-
truction, water flow and pumpoge, water use, quality
of water
GUIGRAIMIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Latitude/longitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	
:Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Point
DATE OF INFORMATION : 9/21/83
PAPER FILE NUPNSER	 :NJ7
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CODE :NJO10-Ol
STATE :NJ
DATA BASE NAME :DLP Geographic Data Base
SUB,ll'CT COVERAGE :Boundaries, soils, and land cover data
GM- GRAPNIC COVERAGE :Statowide Lase data, portions of the state for other
data
S'f,1Til5 :The Office of Science and Research bus n CIS in the pre-
liminary stages of development. 	 They also serve as con-
sultant to divisions of the Deparlmieat of Environnioat-al
Protection, providing information on the implementation of
existing software programs, eg. MAP - their haseline duLa,
each division can then overlay their data onto this stao-
dordixed base.
'ICENCY :11.1 Office of Science and Research
RESPOYDENT :Robert C. Mills. Manager
Geographic and Statistical Analysis Unit
Office of Science and Research
NJ Deportment of Environmental Protection
190 West SLnte Street, CN 402
Trenton, NJ 0.9625
Telephone:	 609-984-6072
01111111 CONTA(Als :Thomos A. Burke, Director, Office of Science and Research
Telephone.	 609-984-6070
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 ;Soils data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :llunterdon County, Atlantic County, Burlington
County, Cape May County, Middlesex CoanLy, Monmouth
County, Ocean County (ubout half of the state)
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
COMMENTS	 :Data from SCS' Advanced flapping System
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Land cover -
barren land/extractive, Forest land, watur, wetland-,
pasture/vacant, suburban/residential, urban/indus-
trial/commorcial
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :31 percent of the state
h1INIM1UM RESOLUTION 	 :1.1 acre
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
CLASSIFICATIOII	 :Lovcl 1, USGS
COAUIIiNTS	 : Data are from a 208 slater Quality t•lauagcmcut
Planning Project
Source dots: 1•andsat NSS tapes
COMPUTER 1'ACILITIIS
comi'll ER(S) :TEKTRONIX 4052
brANZA
DEC 1SI 11
IIMM 3033
RES1111?NCE :In-house
Department of Transportation Data Center (IBM 3033)
OPERATION :Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
LA\l.'UAGE(S) :FORTRAN
Assembler
API.
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Color rustur graphics CHI' with light pan, screen
racorder
DESCRIPrim OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Boundaries -
counties, watersheds, municipalities,
	 islands
CUJ(',UAPli1C COVERAGE :Statewide
GL'OCRAPIIIC REFERIIiCE :State Plane CnordinaLes
IIATA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon
DOCUMENTATION
	
:"An Operational English Dialogue System for Statewide
Integration of Polygon and Landsat Data" by Robert Mills,
1978
"Operational Analysis of a Geographic Information System
in New Jersey" by Robert Mills and John Dwyer
BATE OF INFORMATION :9/14/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER 	 :tlji
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OUITW PRODULTS	 maps (variable scale), tables, gralaacs, statistical 	 .
summaries, composite mapping, interactive video dis-
play capability	 N_
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary	 i
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :Maderate	 ,!l^
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Information on coal depth and thickness is subject to
restricted access
BATA CATILORY NAME :Recreation -
faciliLLos
GP0rRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFE:REiNCG :Public Land Survey
0 Q MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific; section; township; county;
'Tl Munageniant unit
BA'E'A STORAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point
©
Off P[fr PRODUCTS :Tablas, statistical suuunuries, 	 ]aLelaCl.ivC videu dEs-
O play capability
;0
UR'E'A S011RC€S :Primary and secondaryf"' LEVI-A. OF RP.LIAHII.I'rY -Mudarato
t 111,1wiz FRIaIIIENCY ;Annually
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Wildlife -
mannnuls, birds,	 fish, reptllrS,  amphihi:ns, g:unc,
a^ fir, non-game,	 populations,	 tlireateavd species,	 L-ndZ1ngL'1'k'LJ
Species
GEMAMPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GrOCRAPNIC REF1iRF.NCL' :Lutltude/longitude
Public Land Survey
MININIEN hESOLCITION :Site specific;	 1{) acres;	 1/4-1/4 secLinn;	 ]14 scrEion;
sactian; township; county
DATA STC]RAGG FORMAT :CnurdinaEe point
011TPIrr PRODUCTS :Naps (variable scale),	 tables, grdphics, mutiolline
capability, statistical summaries, composite napping,
interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FlILQUENCY :Weekly
CONFIDI•'UMALITY :Data on threatened and endangcrkvl species are subject
to restricted access
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Vegetation -
species, communities, rare species, endangered species
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statoleide
GEOGRAPHIC REFLIZENCE :IzLJLUdc/IaugiLudv
Public land Survey
MINUIUN RESULLMON :Site specific;	 10 acres;	 1/4-1/4 sertiou;	 1/4 sect inn;
!it•Ctlun;
	
LoWnship;	 county; n¢:nK1gL"nV t1	 unit
• DATA STORAGE FORMT :Coordinate Valnt
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CURE :ffool-Ol
S'I',1TI: :NN
DATA 1SASE NAND :NM Natural Resources Information System - Site Specific
DATA HASH ACRONYM :NRIS
SUBJEM , COVERAGE ;Energy, recreation, wildlife, Vegetation, vUgatative cover,
soils data, land ownership, groundwater, and paleontology
t1UM.1611'II1C G'OVGRAGIi :Statewide
STATUS :The NM Natural Resources DepartmenL and the Technology
Application Center (TAC) at the University of New Mexico
jointly developed the HN NUL11rut Resources lnformaLlun
System.	 The N11 Natural Resources DoparLmonl nmuuges
site specific data.	 Refer to CODE: NMO02-01 far iufur-
mation regarding regional data handled by Lhe Technology
Application Center.	 Da La modules on weLlands and arch
acology tire planned for entry Into LUS portion o1 the
system in the near future.
AGENCY :Nil Natural Resources Department
IllEtilClNBIiN'l' :Dill Isaacs, Durenu Chief
NN NuLUral Resources Information System
NN Natural Resources DopartmenL
VIIIngra Building
Santa Fa, HN	 87503
Telephone:	 505-827-7830
O'1'lll(N C{]N'rAur5 :Fred Gross 111, Systanis Analyst
Telephone:	 505-827-7872
corm rrl , FACILITIE-S
CuIPIITER(S) :ANDAIEL 47O/V6
UP 3000
DEC ISI103
RLSIDENCK :In-house; New Mexico State University
OPI:'[Wrim ;IRLeractive
CIS CAPAWLITY :Yes
11-11IMSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DUICIES
	 :Monochrome graphics CRTs (4), Kurd copy terminals
(3)
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
IIATA CATEGORY NAME 	 :Energy -
coal/lignite resources, ownership, production, geo-
thermal resources
GrUORAI IHIC COVERAGE :Northwestern portion of the State (parts of McKinley,
Rio Arriaa, Sandoval, San Juan and Valencia counties);
also parts of Colfax and Union counties in northeast-
ers New Mexico
GL•YIGRAPEIIC REFERENCE
	:Ia Litude/longitude
Public Lnnd Survey
IMINIMIN?] R]SOLUTION	 : Site specific; 10 acres; 1/4 section; sectiolt; town-
ship; county
DA'rA STORAGE PORMAT	 :Coordinate point
Z
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O L171'O1' PRODUCTS :AEn s	 variable stoic	 tables,p	 {	 ),	 , graphics, statistical
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
:Coordinate point -
:Naps (variable Scala), tables, graphics, statistical
summaries, composite mapping, interactive video dis- sunamniles, composite mapping. Interactive video dis-
play capability play capability
PINTA SOURCES :Primary and secondary DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :EligbUPDATE FI.EQUENCY :Meekly UPDATE FREQUEIICY :Weekly
CONFIDENTIALITY :Data an rare and endangered species are subject to
restricted access
------------' __ DATA CATEGORY HANE :Groundwater -
quantity, quality, recharge, discharge/pumpage, wall
DATA CATEGORY NAME ;Soils data - wa[er rights
type, series, association, productivity, erasion, CEOGRAPUIC COVERAGE :Statewide
conservation  measures GEUCRAPIEIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitudo
GLOrRAPHIC COVERAGE :Northwestern portion of the State (parts of McKinley, Universal Transverse Mercator
Rio Arriba, Sandoval, Sun .loan and Valencia counties) Public Land Survey
M.'MRAPHIC RL•'FRRIiNCE :Latitude/longitude MINIMLIM RESOLUTION :Site specific; 10 acres; 1/4-t/4 Section; 1/4 section;
Public Land Survey section; Lowasbip; county; management unit; ownership
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific; 10 acres;
	 1/4-1/4 section; 114 section; unit; watershed or river basin
section; township; county DATA STURAGE FORMAT :Coerdinnte pointDATA S10.1A131: FORN,IT :CoaralLnate point OUT1111'T PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, statistical
OMCPUT PROnUcTs ;Mops (variable scale), tables, graphics, statistical summaries. composite m:Ipptng,	 interactive video ills-
summaries, composite mapping, interactive video ills- play capability
play capability
:Secondary
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
DATA 501'H RE5
LIMA. OF RELIABILITY :f[igh1.1-NIA. OF RELIABILITY :113811 UPDATE FRI:QUIWCY :WeeklyUPDX`rR FRRQIIENCY :Meekly Q Q
-------------•---- ^
------------ -----
a} DTFA CA'TMORY NAMI: :PalcanLalally -
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Vegetative cover - O collector, institution, species, additional 	 fossEls,
presence, composition, density, cover percent, fro- 0 stratum idcntJficaLlon. deposit, geologic perlud
GEWRAPHIC COVERAGE
quency
:Statewide
M GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
CE(JCRAPUIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude 10 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey C ? MINiMUN RESOLUTION
Public Land Survey
:Site specific; county; ownership unit
NININUM RESOLUTION :Site specific; 114 section; Suction; township; county; DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
management unit
.Coordinate point
_r OUTPUT PRODUCTS Mapsp	 y); computer Lapa, composite map-one scale onl
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, statistical F DATA SUURCIES
prig
:Primary and secondary
somlmries, composite mapping, interactive video dis- LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :111gli
DATA SIJURCFS
play capability
:Primary and secondary
UPDATE FREQUENCY On an as-needed basis
LE HI, OF RELIABILITY :H1811 CONF]DENT]AIATY :Mast records are nublishad
UPDATI. vuliflIIENGY :Weekly
CM11r.NTS :Data are routinely supplied to the 11SD1	 11are.n, of 11nd
ManuBament; 4,000 records are currently In the data
base, 6,000 records will be added 	 Ea th • 11, •dr Iwur,•
DATA CATEGORY NANK :Land ownership
(3 ,111'.RAPIEIC COVERAGE :NorthWUStern portion of the Stale (parts of McKinley,
IIC1i.UAIEN'1'A'E'ION	 :f:encral	 iniurnxlt ion 	 and	 d, :^. rip!iou1 .)f	 h,,, d,..,l ,-,	 .,,Llr.u,,
GEM'RAI 1111(' REVERENCE Rio Arriba, Sandoval, San Juan and Valencia roust its):LaLltude/100gitUdO 413141 St ILIC1111C,	 d.tka awtivsbmeaL	 piar,dlar:,,	 d.,l., ,a	 o'1311L^
Public Land Survey
format/procedures, and data types dre available
AIININUtl RESOLLITION :Site specific;	 10 acres;	 114-1/4 Section; 114 seeriun; il53EE{POLICY	 :feet	 charged for all products and services according to aFEES E
section; township; county; munneonent unit; ownership ic y schcdulaDATE OF INFORMATION :9/_/U3
unit PAPER FILL: NUNIMI	 :NMI
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CODE	 :NM002-01 modelling eapability, composite mapping,	 inLeraciive
video display capability
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
S'PATL	 :NM LEVEL OF RELIAUILITY :high
DATA BASE NAME	 :AEI Natural Resources Information System - Regional Data UPDATE. FRE()11ENCY :Not yet determined
DATA UASC ACRONYM	 tNR1S CLASSIFICATION .Roads classified as primary, secondary, tertiary
SUDJ1iCr COVERAGE	 :Buse data, soils data, national iaunumeu .a, land ownership,
geology, mineral leases, wildlife and vegetation
GI(A;RAPNEC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 The Technology Application Center (TAG) and the N)i Natural DATA CATEGORY NAME :Soils data -
Resources Department jointly developed the NM Natural Re- association
saurcas Information System,	 TAG munages regional data. CFMRAPIIIC COVERAGE. :Statewide eventually; BLrnall)Ia, Colfax and natit of
Refer to CODE: WMI-01 for information regarding site San Juan counties are complete
specific data handled by the NPI Natural Resources Depart- GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
menL MINIMUM RESOLUTION tUy county
AM.NCY	 :Technology Application CenLor (TAG) DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, polygon, coordinate point
RFSPUNDUNT
	
:Ted L. Talmon, Remote Sonafng Specialist OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Flaps (variable scale; 1;24,000-ocnic), graphics, cum-
Technology Application Center putor tppe, modelling capabiliLy, statistical sum-
University of New ilorica maries, composite mapping, lnt L'raCLiVe vidVO dI'Jlllily
2500 Central Avenue Southeast capability
Albuquerque, NN	 87131 DATA SOURCES :Secondary
Telephone:	 505-277-3622 LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
U1'IIIE1t CONTACTS	 :Elichael 1E. Inglis, Associate Director CLASSIFICATION :SCS Soil Classification
Dr. Stanley A. Marain, Director
COMPUTER FACIi.MES
DATA CATEGORY NAM' :National monuments -
CIi+N'11'E'iiR(S)	 :D1iC VAX	 11/750 ^ ^ soils, vegetation, roads, monument bounlarics,
RF.SIDEUM.	 :In-house Ti archaeological sites, historic roads, prehistoric
OPERM ION	 :Interactive
3
reads
G1S CAPABILITY	 :Yes ^ GEIlr1RAPHIC COvER:1GE :Chaco Canyon (San Juan County)
CCOGRAPHIC RL'FURBCC :Universal Transverse Mercator
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
0
MINIMU1111 RESOLUTION :3:24,000-scale
DATA STORAGE FORMAT ;Grid, polygon,, coordinate paint, tabular
(111FRA'PING SYSTBI	 :VMS A OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale;	 1:24,000-scale), tables,
SYSTI7•I CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 2 million bytes C dam+ graphics, computer tape, modelling capability, Sta-
Disc storage:	 162 millieri bytes
> a tistical summaries, composite mapping, Interactive
LANGUAGES)	 :FORTRAN r video display capability
Assembler '° DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
SE'ECIALIZED .90E114ARE	 :ELAS L LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Naderate
PERIPIU:RAL DEVICES
	
:Color image display, tablet-free cursor digitizer, UPDATE: FREQUENCY :One time only (1982)
line printer, dot matrix prinLur with graphics, CON!'1110TIALITY :Data on archaeological sites are Sabjert Lu restric LVA
hard copy terminal acccSs
B1SC:RlpTfON OF DATA CATEGORIES ----------`------
DATA CATEGORY NAHS	 :Base data - DATA CATEGORY NAME :Land ownership -
boundaries, state, counties, watersheds, river basins, public, state, private, Indian
roads GEOGRAr111C COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide GEOGRAPHIC AfTERENCE :Latitude/longitude
GEOCRAPHIC REFERMCE 	 :Universal Transverse Mercator Universal Transverse Morcutor
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :I.IOG,000-scale USGS series naps MINIMUM RESMAITION : 1 14 section; management unit
DATA SIURAGE FGHMIT
	
;Grid, coordinate point DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, polygon, coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCE'S	 :Malls (variable scale, 	 1:24,000-wale), computer tape, OUTPUT I'R(1DUC'i'S :Maps (1:24,000-stale), computer tape, mudelling capa-
O
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s^ at
bility, statistical summaries, composite mapping, DATA SOURCES
interactive video display capability LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
DATA SOURCEE :Secondary UPDATE FREQUENCY
LUVI:L OF RELIABILITY :Low
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Not known -----	 ----
CLASSIFICATION :State /Fadaral /Indian/Privote
DATA CATEGORY NAME
---------- 	 __ GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
DATA CATEGORY NAME : Gcolagy -
surficial geology GEOGRAP111C REFERFIICE
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Fraitland Coal Formotion ( eastern San Juan County) MINIMUM RESOLUTION
CEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator DATA STORAGE: FORMAT
NINIMUM RnOLUTION : 7 1/2' topographic quadrangle OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA STORAGE MINT %Grid, polygon, coordinate point, tabular
O11TPUT PRODUCTS : Maps ( 1:24,000-scale), graphics, computer tape, model-
ling capability, statistical summaries, composite map-
ping, interactive video display capability DATA SOURCES
DATA SOURCES :Secondary LEE OF E4111ADILITY
I.E:V11 OF RELIABILITY :,'federate UPDATL FItEQUEIICY
UPDATE I'MQUINGY :One Lima only
:Secondary
:Moderate
:Every 5 years
:Vegetation
:Rio Puerco/Rio Salado watersheds, Sargent Wildlife
Area, Lincoln Nationai Forest, ,'lt, Taylor, Sun Juan
Basin, Cvchillo
:Universal Transvarso Mercator
:By management unit; by watershed or river basin
:Polygon, coardinnte point, tabular
:Maps (variable scale), tables, graphics, cumputer
tape, modelling capability, statistical summaries,
composite mapping, interactive viduo display copa-
bili ty
:Primary and socone-iry
:Moderate
:Une time only
DATA CATE00RY NAME 	 :Mineral leases -
vegetation, drainage, cross.sections, soils, surface
geology, well locations, habitat, coal
GTOGRAPIEIC COVERAGE-.ease areas in a small part of San Juan County
IilCClMPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse llarca[or
MINIMIIII RESOLUTI ON	 :7 1/2' topographic quadrangle
PALL STIIRAGR FORMAT
	
:Grid, polygon, coordinate point, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Maps ( rariable scale), graphics, computer tape,
modelling capnbility, statistical summaries, composite
mapping, interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :,'federate
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Nut known
CONFIDENTIALITY
	 :Coal seam and geophysical data are subject to re-
stricted access
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :11ildtife -
game mnmmals, game birds, populations, managemenL,
liabitat, threatened species, endangered :species,
elk, dear, antelope, management units
CI•:IX7R01111; COVERACE	 :Statewide
GV-0GRA1 111C RETRHIMCE : Ilnlvorsal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 1%100,000-scale; management unit
DYI;t S111RAGE FORMAT :ilrid, polygon, coordinatr paint, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 a4aps ( variable scale; 1:24,000-scale), graphics, com-
paLer tape, modelling capnbility i statistical sum-
maries, composi te mapping, interactive video display
capability
DOCUMENTATION	 .Cenerul information and newsletter avnilnhle; also des-
criptions of hardware, software and dw a lypeS
USI-21 FEES POLICY	 :Foes charged on a cost recovery basis (tit) policy "tab-
lishad)
DATE OF INFORMATION : 8/5/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :HMS
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STATE :101
DATA BASE NAME :Lill State Heritage Program
Gl•:UGR,IPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of Neu Mexico and Tike Nature Conservancy,
a nation nonprofit conservation organization.
AC[iNCI' : 1141 ])apartment of Game and Fish
RESPONDI•.N 'f :Rex Wahl. Coordiaotar /Zoologist
*1 State heritage Program
MN Department of Coma and Fish
Villagra Building
Santa Fe, Nil 	 87503
Telephone:	 505-827-5531
017WR CONTACPS : Paul Knight, Botanist
:Fred Gross, Computer Programmer /Aanlyst
:Therese Ryan, Data Handler
:Lynn Martinez, Data Unndler /S-cretary
:5hellie Goreau, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North lent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COM1 111TER(S) :IDM
DI'.SCRIMON OF DATA CATMORIES
DATA CAUGORY NPIK :Natural diversity elements -
ecolugicul values ( plant and aaimai species, Plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
Other natural featareS) of porLlrular interest bocau%u
they are axamplary, rure, or cud;ukgerud at Ulu state
or national level
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CODE :NM003-01
'F
DUCNMP:NTATION
	
	 : "The Nature Conservancy News" ( bimaathly newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/21183
PAPER FILL NUMBL'R M17
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S'1'A'l'G	 :NV
DXPA BASK NAME	 :Status, Trends and Utilizatl0n of NV Wildlife
SUBJ[;Cl' COVEMAGE	 :Wildlife
CIMHAPll1C COVERAGE :Statewide
ACENCY	 :NV Bopartment. of Wildlife
RESPONDENT	 .111111pm Molini, Director
NV Department of Wildlife
1100 Valley Road
PO Box 10678
Reno, NV	 89520
Telephone:	 702-789-0500
('Alum corr'ACI'S :George Tsukamoto, Chief of Came
Telephone:	 702--789-0500
Frad (lugger, Director, Dept. Data Processing
Telephone:	 702-B854091
Natalie Bellis, Progrummer/Analyst
Tolephone:	 702-885-5829
Art Crosby, Computer Facility Manager
T'e leplwna:	 702-885-4300
COm pirnai FACILITIES
CO:IE'ul'BR(S) :113M 370
Converting to by July 1984:
I11M 3083
hl SIDIi\L'L' : Department of Data Processing
OPERATION : Batch and interactive
G15 CAPABILITY :Yes
1N-E00SE rACLLITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES 	 : ifonachrome graphics CRT ' s (5), line printer (chur-
acter graphics), hard copy terminal
DESCHIMON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'rl3:ORY NAME	 ;Wildlife -
Game - mummals, birds, and fish; populations; manage-
ment; harvest; hunter effort; succuss by species
GEAMRSPUIC COVERAGE	 :Stutewide
GG00RAE'8IC REFERENCE :County
Elan: Bement area
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Efavagemont area
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Tahnlar, encoded by management area
OUTI'Lrr PRODUCTS 	 :Modelling capability, tables. graphics, statistical
surmnaries, computer tape
DSrA S01114CES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Nigh
UPDATE F11E11UGYCY	 : Annual
CLASSIFICATION	 : Internal
COMMENTS	 :Summary on paper provided to The Denver R4suurch
Library
DDCUMENTATION	 :Information an data structure; and
Nevada Game Harvest Statistics 1982-83" NV fl partmeaL
of Wildlife, Game Division
USER M-M POLICY	 :Fees are charged for all products and serviLes accarding
to a feu schodule
DATE OF INFORMATION :10/25/83
PAM? FIVES NUMBER :NVII
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DATA CATEGORY NAME.
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
CECIGRAPHIC REFERENCE
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
UPDATE FRLJULNCY
:Base data -
census tracts
:Urban/suburban areas in New York State
:Neu York Transverse 
M
ercator
Census tract
:Coordinate point
:Maps (I" a 800')
:Secondary
':.ne aunt only
E	 `:^ .^
J
CODE :0001-01
STATE	 :IIY
DATA BASE: NAHE	 :Urban Wildlife Habitat Inventory
SUKILCT COVERAGE	 :1lildli€e, base data, demography
GEilk7RAPUIC COVERAGE :Urban/suburban areas in New York State
STATUS	 :Thu Division of Fish and Wildlife is currently investi-
gating a proposal to initiate a geographic information
system which will include all of the data in this system
as well as the Significant Elobitats Inventory duta base
(14Y002-01), Freshwater 1deLlands Inventory data Gust
(MY003-01) and Breeding Bird Atlas (NY004-01)
AGFtiCY	 :NYS Department of Environmental Conservation
RI•SPONVENT
	 :Michael J. Matthews, Assistant Research Scientist
HYS Department of Environmental Conservation
Wildlife Resources Center
Game Farm Road
Delmar, 147 12054
Telopl;ono: 518-439-0943
IYE'1TEiR CONT'AC."I'S	 :Sharon O'Connor. Research Associate
Telephone: 518-457-3431
C(DIPtrFER FACILITIES
COHPUTER(S)
	
:HONEYWELL
TRS-80 Model 12
IUSIDENCL•'	 :General Electric (HONEYWELL); in-house (TRS-80 Model
12)
OPERATION	 ; Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY
	
:Partial
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT, mechanical digitizer,
line printer, dot matrix printer with graphics,
drum pen plotter
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
habiLnt, vegetative Cover type, land use
G10GRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Urban/suburban areas in New York State: New York City,
Nassau County, western Suffolk County, southern West-
chester County, Albany, Schenectady, Troy, Rome,
Utica, Rochester, Buffalo, Syracuse, ULnglu;mton
CEOGR,IE'JUG REFERENCE	 New York Transverse 
M
ercator
Census tract
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :l acre usually; minimum mapping unit: census tract
DATA STORACE FORMAT	 :Coordinate point, tabular
OU'T'PUT PROBUCIS	 :flaps ( 1" = 800'), tables, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL. Or RELIABILITY
	 aEigh
CLASSIFICATION
	 :Refer to "Urban Wildlife Inventory Mup Overlay User
Information" for details; the classification includes
30 vegetative cover types, 28 land use types
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Demography -
Populations, social aspects, economic aspects
GIMRAPLIIC C:OVERAGH	 :Urban/suburban areas in New York State
Cl=RAPHIC RE1 1RENCE :Neu York Transverse Mercutur
OUTPUT PRODUCT'S
	
:Mutes (1" =800'), tables, statistical sunmurica
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
DOCUML•:NT,ITION
	 : "New York State's Urban Wildlife Habitat inventory" ( 1980);
"Wildlife Habitat Inventories: A Review of New York
State's Procedures"; and "Urban Wildlife Ilabitut InvoatorY
Map Overlay User Information
USER FEES POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charge, except for
mylar copies of maps
DATE OF INFORMATION : 12/11/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :NY10
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CORP.	 :NY002-01 UPDATE FREQUENCY :Continuously
1
CONFIDENTIALITY :L••ndangered and threatened wildlife species habitat
locations are subject to restricted access (aL thr
STATE	 :NY discretion of the SigniflcanL Ilubita: Unit)
D.NTA USSR NAME
	
:Significant Habitats Inventory CLASSIFICATION :Rarer to "User's (;aide and Order I'aria for Significant
SU[i.11:CT LY)VL•• IlACE	 :Wildlife,	 vegetation Habitat Maps and Overlays" for detn)l:: 3
CliM4APHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STA'I'lIS
	
Mils is an ongoing inventory (not systematic); data are - --------------- n
collected and updated on a daily basis. The Division of K
Fish and Wildlife is currently investigating a proposal DATA CATEGORY NAME :Vegetation
to iaiLiate a geographic infortantion system which will species, cnmmuniLies, rare and endangered, signiliclau
Include all of Lite data from this data base, as weal as habitats it
the (Irban Wildlife Habitat Inventury (Code: NY001-01), GIMRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
Lhe Freshwater WeLlauds Inventory data base (Code: NYUO3- L'l•7(1CRAPIIIC REFERENCE :New York Transverse Nercator
01), and the Breeding Bird ALIoS (Code: NY004-01). MINIMIN RESOLUTION	 Site specific; by township; by county
ACI:VCY	 :NYS Dupartn!ant of Environmental Conservation DATA STORAM FORMAT	 :Courdinate point I
1ns11 011IIII-Xv	 :aoha I1. Ozard, Assistant Research Scientist 01111'il'I' PRODUCT'S :Maps (variable scale), tables, stat)aticul summaries
NYS Department of L•'nvironmentul Conservation DATA SOURCIS :Primary a-id secondary
Wildlife Resourcas Center LEVEL OF RI:I.IABII . ITY	 Moderate
Carne Farm Road UPDATL FREqurincY :Continuously
Delmar, NY	 12054 C@1FI111,21TIALITY :[indaauared and threatened wildlife species habitat
Telephone:	 518-439-4165 locations are subject co restricted artesS (at the
discretion of the Significant flabit:rc Unit)
i'O PH'I'GIl FACILITIES CLASSIFICATION :Same as for Wildlife (sec ahave)
COMENTS ;Data collected for species, COmmaaiLieh, and rare wad
COMl'1117:11(S) 	 :UONEYM I, endangered species are Iimited I
TRS-80 Model 12
RESIDENCE	 :General Electric (HONEYWELL); in-hnuse (TRS-80 a-.==°^°°___°°°"__-_
Modal	 12) j
011 F:RATION	 :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Partial
134-1101St: FACILITIES DOCUMENTATION :"Identifying Significant Habitats in New York" (01-lober E
1979); "User's Guide and Order Farm for Significant Habital
PE.1.11 1UERA1. DEVICES
	
:Monochrome graphics CRT, mechanical digitizer, Naps and Overlays !' (1983); general	 informtti"n
line printer, dot matrix printer with graphics, USER FEES POLICY :Products and services available at no cbargv, i-xcept 	 for
drum pen plotter of maps 
:8111^uples
i
DATE OF INFURMA'fION 83
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES PAPER 1'• 11.11 NUMIIER : NY11-1
DIfA (:.YrE(4ORY NAME	 :111ldlife -
mammals, birds, fish, marine/estuarial, reptiles.
iamphibians, game, non-gume, habitaL, threatened
spacies, endangered species, significant habitats, Q
mujor urban wildlife hubiLats a] f
(;[-MIIAP]JlC COVL•• RACE	 :Statewide m j
G1:OCRAPHIC REFERENCE	 :New York Transverse Mercator
3IMINUM RESOLUTION	 specific; by township; by county:Site
DATA SIX)RACE FORHAT	 :Coordinate	 (centroid of area Is stored in Litepoint 0
System wiLh an associated acreage estimate) t
0R'fwr PROD(ICTS 	 :Maps (variable Scale), Lablas, computer Lupo, sta-
gotlstical summaries
DA'I'A SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
J^LI:VLE. 01: RMSADILITY	 :Madarate
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CODE :NY003-Ol
STATE :NY
DATA 11ASE NAME :Freshwater Wetlands Inventory
SUIIJE'CT COVERAGE :Wetlands( 1:[k RAPliIC C)VE:RAGE : Statewide
STA'IIIS :This inventory provides a basis for regulotory maps and far
a preliminary regulatory classification of wetlands. The
Division of Fish and Wildlife is currently investigating a
proposal to initiate a geographic Information system which
Will include all of the data from this system, as well as
from the Urban Wildlife Ilabitnt luventory data base (Coda:
NYO01-01), the Significant Nabitats Inventory (Cade: NY002-
01), and the Breeding Bird Atlas (Code: NY004-01).
AGENCY :NY Department of 6nvironmantul Conservation
RESPONDENT :Sharon O'Connor, Research Support Specialist
NY Department of Environmental Coaservation
Elabitnt Inventory Unit, Room 532
50 wolf Road
Albany, NY	 12233-0001
Telephone:
	
518-457-3451
COMPUTER FACILITIES
C(RN'UTlift(S)
	
:110NLEYWELL
TRS-80 Model 12
RESIDENCE	 :General Electric (HONEYWELL); in-leouse (TRS-80 Model
12)
OPERATION	 :laturactive
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Partiul
IN-110USE FACILITIES
PERIPIILRAI. DEVICES :llonuchrome graphics CRT, muchunical digitiver,
line printer, dot matrix printer with graphics,
drum pen plotter
U1:SCRIPTION OF DATA CAT£GORI1!S
DATA CATEGORY NAHE	 :14etiands -
wildiife habitat,, vegotation cover type, areas, peri-
meter, shape Index, compass index, amount of contact
between wet/dry land, human inflaunces, spacial char-
acteristics
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GIMP.AI111IC REFERENCE	 Now York Transverse Mercator
County
Town
Village
AIRIMUN RESOLUTION 	 :1/2 acre
-^	 --^ -^
F
I
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Unknown
	 {
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Unknown at this time; I96S aerial photography used fox
this inventory
CLASSIFICATION
	 : Refer to "Freshwater Uutlands Invent ory Teclnticil
Manual" for details	 _
DOCUMENTATION	 :Technical manual available
USER FEMS POLICY	 :Products and services available at no charge, except for
mylar copies of maps
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/11/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :NY12-I
to `V
r
w^
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular	 II
OIIIPUT PRODUCTS	 :'fables; maps can he manually reproduced on diazo	 1'
Sheets	 f
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CODE :NYOOa-Ol
S rsn'.	 :NY
RATA BASE NAME	 :Breeding Bird Atlas
SNi1ECT COVERAGE	 :Birds
CRA RAP1IIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STXMS
	 :The Division of Fish and 1Hldlife is currently investiga-
ting a proposal to initiate a geographic information system
which will include all of the data in this system, as well
US the Urban Wildlife Habitat Inventory duta base (Cuda:
8Y001-01), Significant 11abitats Inventory data base (Coda:
NY002-01), and the Freshwater Hetlands Inventory data boSU
(Code. NY003-01).
Al;iMY
	
:NY Wpartment c S Environmental Consarvatlan
INSPONBF.NT 	:Janet Carroll, Environmental Education Assistant
NY Department of Environmental Conservation
50 Half Road
Albany, NY
	 12233-0001
Telephone:	 51BA39-74UO
lH'iE1tR C(1NTAL"IS
	 :Vince Crilli, Programmer `a7
Telephone:	 518-457-9144
:Bart Guetti, Research Associate
Telephone:	 518-457-3431+
VM11 11111iR FACILITIM
CU?li'EFI'I:R{S) 	 :110fiEMI LL
E:FSlD1^1L'E	 :Use central government computer center)
01 11MITION
	
:Batch
Ms CAPABILI'T 'Y	 :Partial
11C-11011SE 1 +AC11.ITIFS r^
PERIPIMMI. DEVICES
	
01onochrome graphics CRT, mechanical digitizer.
line printer, dot matr,x printer with graphics.
drum lien plotter
UFSCIM11	 IN OF DATA CATL'I'.ORIFS
DATA (:ATI:CORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
Same birds, non-game birds
GLOOR:1PNIC COURAGE 	 :Stutewide
C11)CR,APNIC RE:FER010E
	 :Ner, York Transverse Norcator
HISINU:I l:FSOfi1TI0N	 :5 las x S km ( contiguous Survey areas)
DATA STORAGE; FORIAMT	 : Coordinate point, tabular
OUTPUT PROBUM	 :Naps ( variable scnle), tables, campusite mapping
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
LEVEE. OF MLI,AMLITT	 : EEigh
UPDA'T'E. FREETIIU'NCY	 :Five-year project ( 1980-1984); update frequency un-
known at this time
CONFIDENTIALITY
	 :Data are the property of the Federation of New York
State Bird Clubs; use is reptricted until published
00CUME11TAT10:1	 :"New York State Breeding gird Atlas: Handbook for liorkerN"
{19g1}
ItATE OF INP01MITION	 : 8/11183
PAPER Mr NUMPR	 :NYl3
aa
0
DATA CATEGORY NAME :I-and use areas -
zmting districts determined by state logialature for
state owned and Privately armed lands of the Park
GEOCRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Adirondack Park (Northeastern NYS)
GEOGRAPHIC REFGREIICE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :1 acre
DATA STORAGE 1701tMAT :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Hops - variable scale, statistical summaries, can-
pusite mapping, interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIADILI'fY :Nuderate
UPDA'iI ,' FREQUEflCY :Monthly
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Land cover -
burren land, forest land, water, urban/hu':L-up
GE(x:RAPDIC COVERAGE Wirandack Park (Northeastern NYS)
© ^ (0)GRAPHIC NHHHENCL•' :Universal
	
Lurcator
MINIMUM RLSULUTION :1 acre
DATA S•fORACE FORMAT :Grid
007.11 117. 1'RODULTS :Naps - variable scale, graphics, statistical sum-
maries, sampositc maliping, interactive video display,
0 computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LLVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQ1JVNCY :Cvory 5 years, lost update:	 1978
it
DATA CA'1T(ORY NA41E :lransportation -
State roads, federal, county, tawn
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Adirondack Park (Northeastern HYS)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :1 acre
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, statistical suauaarics, com-
posite mapping, Interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :High
UPDAPE FREIIUENCY :Every 5 years,	 last update: 1983
UATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Unique areas
unique natural areas, histutic sites
:Adirondack Park (Northeastern NYS)
:Universal Transverse Mercator
:1 acre
:Grid
:Plaits- variable scale, slatistirul sumriarirs, cum-
pusite mapping, interactive video display capability
:Primary
:Nigh
GFAURAP11IC COVERAGE
GEIHPRAPIIIC REFERIiNCL
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OU7'1 1 1fl' PR0RR('- S
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY
._...:..	 _.-	 ...	 '..... .	 :.	 _.	 --	 ....E	 -	 -	 •	 _.^	 4-._.	 _...	 .,,_._.___.	 3S'C^
CODE, :HY005-01
STATE .11Y
DATA BASE NAME :NYS Adirondack Pork Agency Data Rose
SOBJEZr COVERAGES :Land "so,	 land cover, transportation, nutique arros,
damography, soils
(;FAGRAPllEC COVERAGE :Atli-roadack Park
ACENCYE :NYS Adirondack Park Agency
IIISPONDF:NT :Raymund P. Curran, Supervisor, Natural Resource Analyst-;
NYS Adirondack Park Agency
PU Box 99
Ray Brook, BY	 12977
Telephone;	 518-891-4650
trIlI .R CONTACTS :Vincent J. Moore, Executive Director
John S. Banta, Director of Planning
('OyIPUTER FACIL.ITIUS
CO:IL'UTI:N(S) :> RDAS 400
RI •S1101CIE :Iu-house
OPERATION :Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY :Yes
111-HUNSH, FACILITIES
0PL:RATING SYSTEM	 :CP/H
SYSTEM CAPACITY
	 :Main merrory: 64 KB
Disc storage: 96 MD
Simultaneous users supported: I
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
SPFCIALIZED SOF714ARE
	 :ERDAS
DBASE LI
NULTIPLAN
DGRAPH
PERII'IIHRAI. DEVICES	 :Color image display, line following digitizer,
dot matrix printer With graphics
DFSCILIP'T• ION OF DATA CATIEGORIFS
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Land use -
timber, mineral extraction/energy production, live-
stock production, urbun/huilt-up, recreation, parks,
ownership
CEOORAPHIC COVERAGE:Adira"dark Park (Northeastern NYS)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :1 acre
DATA STURAGE FORMAT
	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Raps - variable scale, %tat"Licnl summnries, com-
posite mapping, interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FIIEOLIENCY	 :Monthly, last update: 1983
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1111 1),V11 r1{I•lIUENCY	 :Dienniully, last update: 198'L
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :hare and endagared species are subject to restricced
access(7O}U ENTS	 : Data rmq be ineamplute
DATA CA'E' uRY NAME
G1.1)GRAPIIIC COVERAGE
GIEOGRAPIIIC REM11•110E
MININIM RESO111TION
DATA S'I'fll{Affil: FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
UA'r:1 SMINCPS
LEM. OF RELIABILITY
Ul'D11I'li Fl(F:f1UENCY
:Uamogruphy -
Populations, economic aspects
:Adironduck Park (110rLhuastern NYS)
:Flnaicipulity
'County, tawnshili
:Tabular
:Tables, statistical summaries
:Secondary
:11igh
:Every 10 years, last updato: 1980
DVI'A CATEMORY NAME :Soils date - 0
association, moso-soils `77
(3-MR,1PI11C COVT:RAGE :Essex and Clinton Counties withia Adirondack Park y,
GEOGRAPHIC RliFElN:NCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
CMINIMUM RESOLUTION :1 ucre
DATA STORAGE. 1'ORMAT :Grid
.aCOUTPUT PRODUCTS :daps - variable scale, statistical summaries, cum- ^a
posite mnpping, interactive video display capability
1DATA SOURCE :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
w,fixTE FR1f(1UENCY :As new inlarmation is available, last update: 1983
USDAC1415SIFICATION :SCS -
USER FEES POLICY	 :110 policy establishod
DA'Z'E Oi, 1NFYIHMA'fION :12/14/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :NY9
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CODE	 :011001-01 soli mapping units, slope, soil slippage analysih, esti-
maLcd soil loss for agricultural land, craslun class.
pormuability,	 potential	 fur locility construeLiun, Suit-
S'E'A'E'E :p11 abillty for land filling, humesite JimitaLlon, CFlpnbll-
JIXI'A UASE NAME :011 Capability Analysis Program iLy analysis, soil matrix
VATA IIASIi ACRONYM :OCAP GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGEt :TEiirLy-four full counties and portions of two uLhurs
SUIIJRLT COVERAGE :Soils data, land cover/land use,
	 base datu, groundwalrr, (Allen, Ashland, ASlitabalu, BellnunL, Champaign, Clark,
geology, milting, agricultural lands, natural areas, cul- Clintun, Cuyalinga, Durke, Dnflanca, Delnunre, Frunklin,
tural resources, hazards. flood areal, wildlife and an- western half of GLauga, Green, Hancock, l:nke, Logan,
virunmeutal quality Lornin, Madison, flahauing, Medina, Miami, Ilontgwucry,
GI-WHAPIIIC COVERAGE :Thirty-seven counties; coaSLUI zone managemant areas; Ottawa, Pickaway, Portage, Treble, Ross, Stark, Ssmmll,
special project areas southern third of Trumbull, Union, Van Wart, Washington
STATUS :OCAP is a natural resource information system developed and Wyandut counties
by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources to analyze GI•SIGRAPHIC REFERENCE :USES Quadranglu
land and water resources and determine their potential MINIMUM RIS01dITION :1 acre
for supporting alternative land uses. 	 OCAP is being DATA STORAGE E'ORLLVr : Line sagmonL (i.e. row distance)
used in Conjunction with tlto Ohio Lake Brie Coostal 'Lone OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps (variable scale), modelling cap;lbility, sLaLis-
Management Program, 208 Areawide Water Quality PlonnioU. LiCnl summaries, composite (napping
a cooperative project with NASA for LandsaL land use DATA SOURCES ;Primary and secondary
inventory, and in 50/5G cost sharing agreements with LEVEL OF RE.I.IABILITY :Iligh
Cean Lies In Ohio,
	 Projects are CompICLud on a county UPDATE 1`1102LIENCY :On requust basis (under contract)
or spacial project area basis; subject coverage varios CLASSIVICNI'10;1 'National standards for Suit surveys
depend Lug on the county WIMENTS :Ilata variables differ from county to county
AGENCY :011 Department of Natural Resources
RISPONDENT :Terry L. Wells, Community Services Planner ------------- — ---
Oil Capability Analysis Program Q
Division of Soil and Water Conservation DATA CATEGORY NAME :land use/land cover -
011 Department of Natural Resources .. barren land,	 forest land, rangetand, was or, wet Louis,
Fountain Square, Building F estunries, croplund, posture, urball / built-up, nuaeral
Columbus, Olt	 43224 ® extractioolonergy production,	 livestock prudltctiun,
Telephune:	 614-265-6777 © transportation, recreation, parks, agriculture,	 tadus-
QI'IJER CoYrAUIS Wayne E. Channall, Administrator ^3 [" trial devolopmenL,
	 large scale devulolmmnt
Telephone:	 514-265-6778 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :ThirLy-six Counties, coastal zone arou5 1u lour other
COMIYUR FACILITIES :43s
counties (Allen, Ash	 btabula,	 Belmont, Butler, Champaign,.
Clark, Clermont, Clinton, Cuyahoga, fi:erkL, Defiance,
C0;11'LYE'lilt(S) :Bill 370 1r"
Delftware, Franklin, Gaauga, Hamilton, Lake, Logan,
Lorain, Mahoning, Medina, Mercer, Miami, Montgomery,
RIiSIDE'NCE :011 Department of Administrutivu Services, Division of Ottawa, Paulding, Pickatray, Portage, Proble, ROSS,
Computer & In€ormation System Shelby, Summit	 Trumbull	 Uuiaa, Vail Wrrl, WZIShill tan
OPFRA'r1ON :Batch and Williams counties; coastal %sal? portions of Erie,
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes Lucas, Sandusky and b'uud counties
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE ;VSGS Quadrangle
1N-klUllSli FACLLITIES E•1ININUM RESOLUTION :Site specific;	 1 acre
UA'1'A 6WHAGE FORMAT :Line segment (i.e. row distance)
1.ANGUAGI'(S) :PL/1 OUTPUT PRODtICIS :Maps (variable scale; 11SUS 7 1/2' bang:), table+, rum-VERIPEII:RAL DEVICES	 :Mcchunicul digitizers (3), 	 line printer, ciphil- puler	 tape, Statistical	 oUlmiml'le. (original 	 d;lta)
numeric CRTs (3) DA'T'A SOUIICES a'rimary and secondary
11V11 OF IttiLLAfl1L1'rY itaglt
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATL•'GGRII •S i1PDATE EREif2lII:NCY :Jlpon request and agrcemraL to rust share from r-ounty
CLASSIFICATION :01Hu Laud Ilsr CW.%slfication Systrm (exiensinn ul
	 tin•
DA•1'A CAI • .'GUNY NAME :Suits dutu - Auderrsmt Synteni)
type, engineering properties, 	 limitations,	 detailt•d CO)IME.NTS :Dulu variables differ from county to ruuuty
soils,	 eruslun putcltLial, septic Lank timitatlon, 	 anui-
tary landfill analysis, soil	 loss, soil	 loss potential, ------------•---- —
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D,1E'A CATEGORY NAME ;Ownership
^ ;— logic suitability for solid waste dispos al, drift thick-CEOL'RA1'1liC COVERAGE : Same as for 'land use/ Land cover' ( see above) tress, glacial geology, depth to bedrock, acuingic limits
C1AGR,1E1 11C REFERENCE : 1JSGS Quadrangle to °® for large scale devolalument, geologic limits for sanitar.
MINIMUM REMOTION : l acre C )tom, landfills, snad and gravel, surftcial material, soil
DATA STORAGE FORMN17 :Lino segment (i.e. row distance) 0 parent material
OUTPUT PRODUCTS : Flaps ( variable scale), tables, computer Lope, statis- GEOGRAPUIC COVERAGE :Delmont, Clark, Clinton, Darke, Defiance, Delaware,
tical summaries Franklin, Greene, Madisan, Mahooing, Miami, Montgomery.
Pickaway, Portage, Prehle, Ross, Stark, Summit, TrutubulE
and Van Wart counties
OUTPUT PRODUCTS : Maps ( variable scale), modelling capability, statts-
DATA CATWOI{Y NAME :base data - Lical summaries, cumpasiLe capping
census tracts, watershed boundaries, water basin boon-- DATA SOURCES : Primary and secondary
dories, zoning, political boundaries, sewer service areas, LEMI. OF RELiAUI1 .17Y :Moderato
sewer districts, water service areas, Lruffice zuacs, (IMIMENTS : Data variables differ from county to county
tawnshlPs, municipaifLius, seh001. districts, neighbur-
haods, proximity to public water supply, sewage trout-
Mont Plant sites, rural areas, ditch boundarias, radius
from airport terminals, radius from highways, radius DATA CATI-MRY NAME :Agricultural lands -
from railroads. transportation corridors prima agricultural	 land, important	 f.irmlands, estimaled
GIIIGRAI'II1C COVERAGE : Aslitubula, Delmont, Champaign, Clark, Clinton, Cuyahoga, soil	 loss, unique agricultural land,	 Ilmt tat lull on ug-
Darke, Oaftance, Delaware, Franklin, Geauga, Groena, Inhe, gricultitral raw crops, agricultural capability class,
Logan, Lorain, Fladisun, Mahuuing, Flediun, Mitimi, Montgom- current ogriculturul use valne
cry, Ottawa, Pickaway, Portage, Prehle, Ross, Stark GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGI•' :Delmont, Champaign, Clark, Clinton, Defiance. Logan,
Summit, Trumbull, Union and Van Wert counties; coastal Medina, Ottawa, Pickaway, Portage, I{oSS, Uftiotl and Van
zone Management areas (Portions of Ashtabula, Cuynhugu, ldert coutties
Eric, lake, Lorain, Lucas, W00d, (1Ltawn and Sandusky DATA ST(MIAM FORMAT :Line segment (i.e. raw distance)
counLlcs) 0U'1'MIT PRODUCTS :F:ups (variable scale), tables, computer tape, scat is-
MLNLMUFI RESOLUTION :1 acre tical summaries
OUTPUT PRODULf$ : Maps (variable scale), modelling capability, sLUtis- COMMI'ii'11S :Data variables differ from county to county
Lical summaries, composite mapping
DHA SOURCES :Primary and secondary ------------------
UPDATI: FREQUENCY :Varies
COMMENTS Data variables differ from caunLy to couuLy DATA CATEGORY NAME :Natural areas -
critical areas, natural heritage data
__w -------- —_-- GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Clark, Clinton, Parke, ULflaaVU, Delaware, Crecnc,
Madison, Malioning, Miami, Montgomery, Mttava, Pickaway,
DA'I',1 CATMORY MANE :Groundwater hydrology - Portuge, (ruble, Russ, Summit, Tructbalt and Van WerL
quantity, availability, resources, depth to grunadwatvr, counties
aquifer recharge areas CLASSIFICATION :Data variables differ from county lu coaltty
G1116-90I11C COVERAGE :Twenty-three counties (Ashtubula, Clarke, Cuyahoga, Darke,
Defiance, Delaware, Franklin, Gouuga, Greene, InkC, Mudi- ---- -------------
sun, Ffalioning, Flodinu, Miami, Montgomery,
	 Piclunmy,
Prehle, Portage, Ross, Stark, Summit, Trumbull and Van DATA CAITWRY NAME Mining
Wort counLles) minelnnds, abaudanud underground mines, mined /nnminrd.
OUTPil'E' 1'l{ODEI(:1'S :Flaps ( variable scale), modelling capability, sLatia- coal reserves, coal	 last to mining
Lical summaries, composite mapping CEGGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Delmont and Stark counties
DATA SOURCEES :Primary
I.EVF.I. OF RELIABILITY : Moderate ------------------
COMMENTS :Data variables differ from county to county
DATA CATEGORY N,iML :Cultural resources -
--------------- natural sites, archaoGlugicul slims, historical sites
G1.11GRAP1IIC COVERAGE :Cuyalnngu Vallap National Recreation Arr.t: Parke, Greene,
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Goology - Miami, Montgomery, Prehle au+l Russ 4uuntivs
surficial geology, bedrock geology, geolaRie units, goo-- C(M UNTS : hata variables differ from county to cuuuty
to
n 60 0
rr t
ME :011001-01
(could)	
CODE :011002-01
I
MWA CNITGORY NAM	 : Flood areas --
flood hazard areas, flooding, flood prone areas, flooding
Potential
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Belmont, Champaign, Clark, Cuyahoga, Darke, Befianca,
Delaware, Franklin, Geauga, Greene, lal:e, Lagun, Larain,
Madison, klahnning, Nadine, Miami, Montgomery, Ottawa,
Pickoway, Portage, 1'rebla, Ross, sununit, Trumbull and Van
Wert counties
C(AMMINI'S	 :Data variables differ from county to county
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :1lazards -
bird hazards to air traffic
GF.OGRSPIIIC COVERAGE
	
:Cuyahoga County
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Wildlife -
endangered species habitat, ui1d1l£e habitat
GI'11GRAPIIIC COVERAGE
	
:Cuyahoga, Darke, Greone, Miami, Montgomery, Picknwuy
and Preble counties
(:0?!?IE:NTS	 :Data variables differ from Coun ty to county
DATA CATEGORY MANE
	 :£nv.ranmental quality -
airport noise areas, water quality planning area
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Cuyaaoga, Darke, Greene, Miami, Montgomery and
Prwile counties
COINMENTS	 :Garr, variables difft:r from county to County
DOCUMENT,YVION
	 ,"land Capability Analysis in Ohin" (brochure); "Procedures
and Software of the Ohio Capability Analysis Progrglm"
(!larch 1980); "Ohio Land Use Wul Cover Classification
System"
IISER-VFKS POLICY
	 :Fees charged on a cost recovery basLs
TWIT OV INIYMINI'LON :8/210/83
PAPER FILE NUNIIF.It 	 :0114
STATE :011
DATA BAST: MANE :011 Natural Heritage Program
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Phis program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of Ohio and The Nature Conservancy, a
national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGEIICY :011 Department of Natural Resources
RFSPONDrwr :Bob McConce, Coordinator
011 Natural Heritage Program
ON Deportment of Natural Resources
Division of Natural Areas and Proservation
Fountain Square, building F
Columbus, ON
	 43224
Telephono:	 614-265-6453
9111ER CONTACTS :Allison Cusick, Botanist
:Dan Rice, zoologist O O
:Dennis Anderson, Res. Coordinator
:Pat Jones, Eoviroumuntal Data Supervisor
:Read Noss, Ecologist
:Anne Filbert, Data Specialist
0
:David Spooner, Field Botanist
:Shellie Gureau, Procedures Specialise
The NatureConservancy
1800 North Rent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
CQMPUTGR FACILiTIr.S
COMPUTER(S) :IILI1
uscRIIMON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values (plant and animal species, Plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular intorest 	 becaus+:
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or national	 level
GEOGRAI 1111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
DOCUMENTATION	 :"The Nature Consorvancy News" (bimaatWy uk'WSIQtler at•ail-
ablc through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
%YrE OF INFORMATION : 1/21/83
PAPER FILL: NUMBER	 :0116
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CODE :OKOO1-01
S'ri1'1'E	 ON
DATA DASI: NAMU	 :Well Unit Master rile
SUBIECr COVERAL'L•'	 :Ail and gas
Clxx,l(Alg llc COVERAGE :Statewide
S'1'A'I'BS
	
;' [his data base is also known as the Gross Production
Central Master (CPCH). Information contained within
Clio file is derived from the Department's Form 320.
The Wall Unir. Master File interacts with Cho Detail rile
(Code: OK001-03) and the Claims and Overpayrm-nts :Ile
Code: 0001-05). Legal descriptions of all leases ure
automatically routed to the Lease Legal Description
File (Code: ONOOI-02).
AGENCY	 :OK Tax Commlasian
111:5110NDGNT	 :Donald rriph, User Systems Analyst
OK Tax Commission
Gross Production Division
N.C. Connors Building
2501 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73104
Telephone: 405-521-4570
C(IMPUT1i1 FACILITIES
Cf1;1PD'1'f-w(S)
	 :IBN 3081D
IBM 8100
14FSJuxel:
	
:In-house (Management of Information Services)
oPnKrION
	
:Batch and Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :No
1N-11011SE FAC1LITIES
PrItHIIL•'RAL DEVICES	 :Monochrome gropldcs CRTs (32), 1DN 8100 work sta-
tions/line printers (3)
DESCRIP'110 11 OF DATA CA'IT.'GORIES
DATA CATEGORY NANE	 :Wells -
Form 320 data: lease, legal description, producer,
formations, purchaser, products, soil, date of pur-
dwse (start date), date of purchase- (stop dote), oil,
natural gas, condensate, casinghead gas, oiI wall, gun
well, liquid gus, minerals extracted
GI?OGRAI'IIIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
6FOGRAI'I11G REFLRFNCE
	 ;Public Land Survey
M1N1N11N RISoi.wriON	 :5 acres
DATA S11)RAGE 110R11AT	 :Tubular
OUTPUT PR(10Uf-I'S	 :Computer printouts, reports
DATA SGIIR(11i.S 	 :Primary
UI'DAf']:1'11F1)]fINCY	 :Continuously
CONFIDLUTIALITY	 :Data on volume, value and other variables subject to
restricted access
CLASSIFICATION	 :Product codas are: oil, condensate, reclaimed oil,
casinghoad gas, natural gas, liquid gas, minerals
CfaMPIEITS	 To date, no minerals have been reported.
DOCUMENTATION	 :User instructions (in-house use only)
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/13/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 : 01:13-1
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COLIC :OKODI-02
S'f,1'I'i: :OK
DATA RASE NAM : Lease Legal Description [-'Ile
SUIIIECE' COVEERAGE :Oil and Has
CII: CRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS : This data base is also known as the Gross Production
Lease Information (GPLI) file. It is a subsystem of
the Well Unit Hester File (Code: OKOO1 -01), and inter-
acts with the Detail File (Code: OKOD1-03) and the
Claims and Overpayments File (Code: OK001-05).
AGENCY :09 Tax Commission
1C1,SP00LNT :Donald Fripb, User Systems Auulyst
OK 'fax Commission
Gross Production Division
M.C. Connors Building
2501 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK	 73104
Telephone:	 405-521-4570
C'0AI'l IT'It FACILITIES
COMI'EI'I'ms) :1*1 30BID
1I M 8100
RESWEINCE : fn-house (Nunagement of Information Services)
011]!R,Y1'I(JN :Batch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :No
IN-110IISE FACILITIES
PRR11'llERAL DHVTCCS :Monochrome graphics CRTs ( 32), IMI 8100 work sta-
tions/line printers (3)
DIISCR1Prim OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Oil and gas leases -
legal descriptions
GrOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GIMORAPHIC REFERENCE: :Public hind Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :5 acres
UVFA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PR ODUCTS :Computer printouts, reports
DATA SOURCES : Primary
IWDATli FRL•'QUE:NCY :[ieekly
C(1MMYNTS This file is updated automatically thruugh the system
itself, bused on information entered into the Wall
Unit I•Instar File ( refer to Cude 09001-01)
III IMMENTATtau	 :Ilner Instructions (for In-h,tane use Only)
DATE (IF INFORMATION
	 :9/13/87
RAPER FILE MINDER
	 :11K17^2
CODE :0001-03
STATC :OK
DATA BASE NAME :Detail File
SUDJECT COVERAGE :Oil and gas
MWtAPIIIL' COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Information contained withiug this file is derived from thv
Department's Form 30OR (monthly report) and Form 3' +.31; (for
reclaims).	 The Detail. file contains Purchaser Reports for
oil and gnu, and interacts with the Buiantc file ((:idr:
OK001-07).
AGENCY :OK Tax Commission
RESPONDMT :Donald Friph, User Systems Analyst
OK Tax Commission
Gross Production Division
M.C. Connors Building
2501 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK
	
73104	 .^
Telephone:	 405-521-4570	 Q
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPU • i • IiR(S) :IBM 3081D
Ill,11 8100
RESIDENCE :1u-house (Management of Information Services)	 )p 0
OPERATION : Batch and interactive	 Imo' VA
CIS CAPABILITY :No	 "w°y^
Wri
114-IJOIISF FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :Elonachrome graphics CRTs (32), Ilia 8100 work .sta-
tions/line printers (3)
UISCRIPrTON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATECORY NAIIIE	 :Oil unit gas
company, federal employment Identification, company
number, product code, manth of production, pagu num-
ber, contraCt number, 13-diglt lease number, other
part involved (producor/purchaser), gross volume,
gross value, transport (pipe/truck), NW IA rate (if
gas), BTU, gravity (oil), sulfur content (oil), etc.
CUDGRAPHTC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
DATA STORAGE FURHAT
	 :Tablllnr
OUTPUT PRODIR:TS 	 :Computer printouts, reports
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
I.,or RELIABILTTY	 :EIigh
UPDATE FREQIJEHCY
	 :Daily
CONFIDENTIALITY	 Data an volume, value and otht •r vari :dtlr:: sttbImt. to
restricted uccess
VOCIMENT&I'TON
	 :User Inal1711Ctl,la9 (fur En-houm— t,,: .• ••nlyl
DATE OF INFORHATION 	 : 5113/83
PAPER NIX NUHUER	 :01:13-3
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CODE :OK001-04
CODE WROUI-05
l
Im
STA'1'E:OK
DATA BASE NAME	 :Detailed Payment rile
SUBJI'Y`l' COVERAGE	 :Oil and gas
GE HAPIIIC COVERAGE : Statewide
STATUS	 :Tile Detailed Payment File maintains records of taxes re-
ceived from purchasers of oil and gas. This file interacts
with the lWance File (Code: OK001-07).
AGENCY	 :OK Tax Cammissiou
DISPONDENT	 : Donald Fripb, User Systems Analyst
UK Tax Commission
Gross Production Division
M.C. Connors Building
2501 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, UK 73104
Telephone: 405-521-4570
cnMPlrl'ER FACILITIES
t:OMI'oTER(S)
	 :IOM 3081D
1HR 8100
NESIDENCE:In-house (Management of Information Services)
OPERATION	 :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :No
IN-I111USH FACILITIES
I'ERI1 111HRAL DEVICES
	 : Monochrome graphics CRTs ( 32), IBM 8100 uork sta-
tions/line printers (3)
DFSCRI11110,4 OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATIXORY NAME	 :011 and gas -
tax revenues, receipt number, tax code type
CFAGRAPIIIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
CE.OGRAPHIC REFERENCE :County
DATA STURAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PROMIC'IS	 :Computer printouts, reports
ImTA SUUIICES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Iiigh
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Data on volume, value and other variables subject to
restricted access
CeMPIENTS	 :An on-line program creates records regarding tax
types for apportionment purposes.
S'T'ATE :OK
DATA BASE NAME :Claims and Overpayments File
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Oil and gas tax revenues
GEOGP,AP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :This file contains amended tax reports for Laves received
on oil and gas.	 The Claims and Overpayment- I+lle inter-
acts with the Balance rite (Code: OKODI-V").
AGENCY :8K Tax Commission
RESPONDENT : Donald rriph, User Systems Analyst
OK Tax Commission
Gross Production Division
M.C. Connors Building
2591 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK	 73104
Telephone.
	 405-521-4578
O 
Q
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S) :IBI1 3081D
IBM 8100
C
RESIDENCE :In-house (Flunugement of InformaLlali Services)
OPERATION :Batch and interactive
X
 CIS CAPABILITY :No
+0 °fit, IN-HOUSE FACILIT ES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT!; ( 32), I1M 8100 nark sta-
tions/lino printers (3)
3d DESCRIP'T'ION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CAI'MORY NAME :011 and gas -•
taxes, company number, product code, month of produc-
tion, auditor status, credit number, unme
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
DATA STORAGE rORMAT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODIK"I 'S :Computer printouts, reports
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :high
UPDATE C•RIiQUENCY :Daily
CONFIDENTIALITY Data on volume, value and other variables subject to
restricted access '
DOCUMMI'ATION	 :User instructions ( in-house use only)
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/13183
VAPEII FILET NUMBER	 : UK13-4
p.	 ' _-. ^	
,	 '^	 BSI r	 i^i	 F^
♦-a^E1.J.
DOCUMENTATION	 :User instructions (for in- house use only)
11M.' OF INFORMATION :9/13/83
PAPER FILL NUMREI R
	 :OK13-5
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	CODE :OKO01-06
	 C0111i :(1001-07
ST:iTI: :OR STATE :OK
DATA RASE NAME :Delinquunt Payments File DATA BASE NAME :Balance File
SI16UITT COVER ,ICE :Oil and gas tax ravenous SUBJECT COVERAGE :011 and gun tax revenues
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide GELGRAPIIIC COVERAGE : Statewide
STATUS :This data file contains penalty and interact informa- STATUS :This data file creates records an overpayment and undcr-
tion regarding .'^linquent oil and gas tax payments. payment of taxes on oil and gas. 	 The Balance File inter-
The Delinquent Payments File interacts with the Balance acts with the Detail File (Code: OKODI-03), Betailod Pay-
File (Code: 0900I-07),
went File (Code: 09001-04), Claims and Ovorpayments File
A[;I{NCY :OK I'ax Commission (Coda: OK001-05), and Dcllnqucut Payments File (code:
RESPONDENT : Donald Friph, User Systems Analyst OROO1-06).
OK 'fax Commission AGENCY :OK Tax Commission
Cross Production Division RESPUNDI:NT :Donald Friph, User SysLc,:u Analyst
M.C. Connors Building OR Tax Commission
2501 N. Lincoln Boulevard Gross Production Division
Oklahoma City, OR	 73104 M.C. Cunnors Building
Telephone:	 405-521-4570 2501 N. Lincoln Building
Oklahoma City, UK	 73104
COMPUTER FACII.ITIBS Telephone:
	 405-521-4570
[AM1 1 111'E4S) :11111 3031D COMPUTER FACILITIES
f1311 8100
RESIDENCE :In-house (Nsnagement of Information Services 0q7 C C{)P11'UTIiR(S}
3USI
:I[ihl 3O83D
ONER.ITION :Butch and interactive I101
G15 CAPABILITY :No
"^ RESiUI?NCE :In-house (Munngament of Information Services
OPERATION :Batch
Ji	 ESFACILITIE
®
CIS CAPABILITY :No
M
PERIPHERAL DEVICES .blonochrome graphics CRTs (32), IIII .1 8100 cork sta-
 IN-110USE FACILITIES
tiens/line printers (3) e
G *0 i'F21111MRAL DEVICES
	 al000chrome graphics CICI•s (3L),	 1111 1 23101) work st.a-01:501IPi'ION (IF DATA CATE.CORIES 01 tions/line printers (3)
i° Mn
DATA CNI'JEGURY NAME :Oil and gas - UCF.CRIPHON OF DATA (:,YPIZURIES
taxes, delinquent payments, 	 pennity, Interest
GI0IRAI 11E1C COVL•'RAM:	:Statewide DATA CS11 •1:01 1 Y NAME :OE 1 and gas -DA'I'A 5`I •{IRACE FIIRMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
:Tabular
:Computer printouts, roports
tax revenues, apportionnieut e_;i.imated record, gross
DATA SOURCES :Primary productionCH)GRAJ'IIIC COVERAGE 	 :StatewideLLVE-1. OF RELIABILITY 	 :Jligh DATA STORAGE FMIAT
	 :TabularCONVIDENTIALI TY :Subject to restricted access OUTPUT PNOIRIMS :Computer printouts, reports
DATA S(RNICES :Primary
UI'11ATF. FR .fQUI:NCY :Munl.hl y
I.011FIDENTIALITY :Subject to restricted access
DOCUMENTATION
	 :UNer instructions (fur in-house use only)
D.ITE OF 1NFOIJMATION :9/13/83
PAPL•'R FILE NUMBER
	 :0913-6
DOCOWNTATION	 :User instructions (far in-buuse une uaiy)
0-VM OF INEY)MATION :9/13/83
PAI'M HIM NUMBER :Or,13-7
O OPC XO O
IJ Qr v1	 1
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CODE	 :OK002-01 surficiol geology, bedrock geology, depth to bedrock
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse ilarcator
STATE	 :OK Ad hoc grid
DATA BASE NAME	 :OK Coographie Information Retrieval System 11INIMUH RESOLUTION :Ilecture, I kilometer and 8 kilometer culls ?
DATA -,ASH ACRONYM	 :DGIRS DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid
SUDJ,= COVERAGE	 :Geology, land cover, soils, topography, climate and OUTPUT PRODUCT5 :flaps - variable scale, tables modelling capability.
Weather dote statistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive
_ VWGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Varies from statewide to demonstration project areas video display capability, color photos, computer tape !1
STATUS	 ;OGIRS is a highly interactive data entry, storage, manipa- DATA SOURCES :Secondary {
lotion, aomd display software system for use with den- LEVEL OF RELIABILITY Moderate
•- graphically referenced data. 	 Although originally deve- UPDATE rRMUENCY iNo regulnr update
loped for a project concerned with Coal strip mine rec- COMNFNTS :Data collected by the OK Geological. Survey
lamation, OGIRS is capable of handling any geographically
referenced data for a variety of natural resource managa- ------- ----
mont applications.	 A special effort has been made to
integrate remotely sensed data into the information system. DATA CATMORY NAME :Land cover -
°``" ACKNCY	 :Cantor for Applications of Remote Sensing	 - barren land, forest land, rangeland, water, wet-
RESPON10M
	 W. Anthany Blanchard, Research Associate lands, cropland, pasture, uriJan/built-up
Center for Applications of Ramote Sensing (CARS) GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide, especially the Stillwater Crock Watershed
Ill Thatcher Hall and the Little Washita area
Oklahoma State University GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal 'transverse Hurcatar
T'' Stillwater, OK	 74078 wNIiIUM R[SOLUTM :l kilometer, 10 acres
Telaphone:	 405-624-5178 DATA STORAGE SORMAT :Grid
WIRT CONTACTS
	 :Dr. Stephen J. Walsh, Associate Professor OUTPUT PRODUCTS :t1aps - variable.scale, modelling capacity, tables,
Telephone:	 405-624-6250 statistical summaries. cumpusite mapping, interactive
video display capability. color
	
hotas, computer ta peP P 	 P	 I(OMPErrE:R FACILITIES DATA SOURCES :Primary
0 C LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate IjCOMPUTER(S)
	 :PERKIN-WHER 8/32 UI'D.1TIi FREQUENCY :No regular update
RESIDENCE:	 :In-house
OPi:RA7'ION
.^ CLASSIFICAT1011 :Anderson Level I and I1
:Interactive
0 COMMENTS :Data from Lund-ML and other remote sensing data
iGIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-HUGSE FACILITIES
to DATA CATEGORY NAME :Soils data -
±- OPERATING SYSTD]
	 :PERKIN-£[.M£R OS32 Type, series, erosion, shrink/swell potential,
l' STS'TFII CAPACITY	 :Maln memory:	 500,000 ^ ^ soils subject to flooding, soil permeability,
`
Disc storage:	 1.2 Billion r hydrologic soil group, soil erodability
Simultaneous users supported:	 4 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide. especially the Little Washita area
p
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN + Gf'OGRAPNIC REF£RINiC£ :Universal Transverse Mercator
" Assembler Ad hoc grid
SPECIALIZED SDCI'WARF	 :MAS MINIMUM RESOLUTION :1 kilometur and 8 kilometers, 10 acres
OGIRS DATA STORAGE rORMA'T :Grid
i 141PS (Weater Image Processing System)h	 I	 b	 8	 y	 ) OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, modelling cu 	 IbilitP	 s	 P^	 Y. tables
VERSATEC Plot Package statistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive
PERIPHERAL DEVICES 	 :Color image display, merbunical iigitizer, line video display capability, color pbotaa, cumputar wpv
' printer (character graphics), dot matrix printer DATA SOURCES :Secondary
with graphics, electrostatic plotter, hard copy LEVEL Or RLLIABILITY :Moderate
tterminal, alphanumeric CRT's (3) UPDATE r1zEQIIENCY :No regular update
COMMENTS :Rata collected by USDA Soil Conservation Service and
UIStR11'['1[I:1 OF DATA CA'TrninEs OK Agricultural Exprrimeot Station ;1
' Dd'[,1 CATEGORY NAME 	 :Geology - -----------------
^" ' rfff
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DATA CATEGORY MAME
	 :Topography -
elevation, slope angle, aspect
CIiOGRAI'NIC COVERAGE	 :Slntcwide
61MRSPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MIN1NIIlf RESOLUTION	 :Eluctara, 1 kilometer and 8 kilometers,
10,000 square meters (trill cell)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Grid
OIPIPUT NRODUCfS ::'laps -- variable scale, modelling capability, tables,
utatistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive
video display capability, color photos, cumputer tape
Dr1'I'A SOURCES	 :Secondary
LFTM OF RELIABILITY :MuderuLe
UPDATE FU NIUENCY	 NO regular updaL'e
CO:D116NT5	 :Data collected by National Cartographic Information
Center
UA7'A CATEGORY NAME 	 :Climate/ucathor -
rainfall, evapotranspiration, temperature, mean
annual precipitation, menn January temperature,
mean July temperature, mean length of frost-free
season
GFIOGRAPIEIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide, especlnlly the Little Washita area
GROL'RAPIF(C REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
Ad hoc grid
t:INEMEIM RESOLUTION	 :1 kilometer and 8 kilometers, lU acres
DATA STORAGE FORNAT	 :Grid
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Maps - variable scale, modelling capability, tables,
statistical summaries, composite mapptug, interactive
video display capability, color photos, cumputer Lape
D.TrA SOURMS	 :Secondary
LIXEL OF REL1AHLITY :Moderate
U!'UA97: rite I11:lICY 	 :0ally, annually
I:U+I^1[NTS
	
:DaLa collected by NOAA
D1'11 CATEGORY NAME 	 :Demography
populations, social aspects, crconumic aspoCLs
C£OGR111111C COVERAGE	 :Seminole County
GLOL'RAPNIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINI MI RESOLUTION	 :10 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Grid
OUTPUT 1 rRU1NlL'1S
	
:Maps -- variable scale, modelling capability, tables,
s[atlatical summitries, comlosite mapping, interactive
video display cnpability, color photos, cumputer Lillie
DA'T'A SOURCIS	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATI: FREQUENCY 	 :Source data: every IO years
COAMI:IS	 :Data collected by the US Consul
DOCUMENTATION	 :General information:
Blanchard, W. Anthony. "ThL Oklahoma Geographic Infer-
motion Retrieval Systemu . in Proceedings of the
National Energy Resources Flnnagement Conference,
NASA Conference Publication 2261, Vr,l. 1, lilt. 279 -
249. 1982.
Blanchard, W. Anthony and S. J. Walsh. "Update an
OUIPS: The Oklahumra Geographic Information Ret-
rieval System", to appear In the OGLober. 1983
issue of the Oklahoma Cuolagy Noes.
USER FLIES POLICY	 :Fees churged for all products and cervices according to
a fee schedule
BATES OF INFORMATION :9/20/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :OK3
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CODE :OE003-01
S'1'A7'B :OK
DA'T'A BASE NAME : Olt Water Use Data System
SIIRJI .- 	 V COVERAGE :Groundwater, surface water
GE(H;R,IBHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Expected date of automation of Water Well Logs: 7/84
AGENCY :OK Water Resources Board
RESPONDENT :Jim SClLuclein, Chief
Administration Division
OK Water Resources Board
IOUO N.E. 10th Street
P.O. Box 53585
Oklahoma City, 09	 73152
Telephone:	 405.271-2521
0111ER CONTACTS :James R. Barnett, Executive Director
Telephone:	 405-271-2555
:Jana P. Hook, Programmer Analyst Supervisor
Telephone:	 405-271-2585
F^
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
HINIMUM RESOLUTION	 By county
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Statistical summaries, interactive video display capa-
bility,
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Hadernte
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuously
C011 11LIENTS
	
:Data ulna supplied to the USCS /National Wat._r Ilse Hato
System
DOCUMENTATION
	
:"Description of Data Elements: Water Right Data"; "Des-
criptian of Data Elements: hater Ilse Dau:" (9/83)
USER FEES POLICY
	
:Fees charged an a cost recovery basis
DATE OF 111FORIAPION :9/9/93
PAPER FILE NUMBER :095
COMU4Ifl:It FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)	 :IOM 30810
NES1DENCE	 :Oklnhoma State University
(JP7_RATTON	 :Batch and interactive
GIs CAP.IBILITY	 :Yes
DISCHIMON OF DATA CAI
DATA QMCORY NAME
GrOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE
VEMRAI'DIC REFERENCE
IINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
UU'ITUT PRODUCBS
DATA SOURCES
LlQ1. OF REI.fABTLTTY
(11'DA'iT'. l•'REQUL•'1{CY
CIMMIMIS
Iii-110US111 PACILITTES
PERIPHERAL DEVICRS 	:Dot matrix printer with graphfcs, alphanumeric
CRTs (6)
'EGORIES
:Surface water -
wuter r i ghts, stream water use, permits
:Statewide
:Public Land Survey
:By county
:Tabular
:Statistical summaries, interactive video display capa-
bility
: Priarary
:Moderate
:L'antinuously
:Data also supplied to tho IISCS/National hater Use Data
System
oV
"i7 !a'J0^
i" [f2
"tea
UAI'A GATECORY 1I11ME
	
:Groundwater -
welt locatinn, water rights, water use, permits
CAOGRA1 1111C COVERAGE	 :Statewlde
^—	 r, 
a^.	 t.	
rolk
	
_
try7
4
O
4
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0
F;If^F f^ ' t t1. ^ii	 II	 ai,^..
CODE : OKO[14-01
6E19VT'1•: :OK
DATA BASE NAME :OK Climatological Survey Elata
DATA 1115[: ACRONYM :OCS Data
41111111.'1' COVGRAGC :Climate/weather,
 
agriculture, sails data, surface water
hydrology
CUR:1APIIIC COVERAGE :Varies (ace descriptions of individual data categories)
ACi;NCY :OK Climatological Survey
RE-91 1 0..1lifiN :Amos lyddy, Director
OR Climatological Survey
University of Oklahama
7EO Asp, Suite 8
Norman, OR	 73019
Talephane:	 405-325-2541
[7 HER CON'T'ACTS :Elien Gooter, Assistant State Climatologist
Phil McDonald
(1*1P11• 1 1` 14 FAMLITMS
CINVU'1'1ilt(S) :APPLE
111,1 1	 3091
RFSIUI:N(:E :Iu-house (APPLE); University of Olclahown (1101 3[181)
01'RRAT111N :!latch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
1Y-110USI: FACILITIES
(11 1 1MI ATINC SYSTF71 :APPLE DOS 3.3 and CP/M
sYs'1'1:m CAPACITY :Main memo.-y: 649
Disc storage: 126 K
L,1NI;UAGE(S) :FORTRAN
BASIC
Assembler
PER11 111LUAI. DEVICFS
	 :Monochrome graphics CRTs (6), color graphics CPTS
(3), tubleL-free cursor dinitizers (2), dot mutrix
printer with graphics
DGSIT I M I ON OF RATA CATEtGORI FS
DATA CA'I'MORY NAME: : Climate/weather -
rainCali, wind, exposure, evapotranspiration, temper-
ature, snowfall/snow depth, solar radiation, natural
disasters
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE: 	 :Arkansas, California, Colorado, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Flinnesota, Fontana, Nohrasku, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Wisconsin, Wyoming
GEOGRAPHIC REFERF.FICE
	 :Latitude/longitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific
DXIA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Coordinate point
OU'UNIT PRODUCTS :Graphics, computer tape, statiSLical sunumlrias
BA'E'A SOURCES :Secondary
LEVIiL OF RELIABILITY	 :Moderate
r	 YY.	 ( 1
t 	 } ,	
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UPDATH FREQUIICY	 :Monthly
COt•1MENTS	 :Meteorological data for daily cooperaLive - t'.tnwl
Weather Service Stations have been processed for Ll,e
states :rated above. lbe data for some states have
been intarpoiatcd to provide d complete time series,
and then processed to produce weekly derived vnri-
ables.
States currently being processed include: Illinois,
l.ouisiaea, New Mexico and Flissourl. Data for all re-
mainiag States am in Lite process of l.einn acquired.
DATA CATMORY NAME
	
..Agricultnro -
crop yields, livestock inventories, livestack pro-
duction, crop pl,enalogy
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRA['[IIC REFERENCE	 :County
MININIM IMNOI.IITION	 :Cauuty
DATA STORAGE MlffilS'1' 	 :Coordinatu ppint
OUTPUT 11110DUCrs	 :[Sups (variable scale), gr:lpbics, cumputer I.,In'
DA'T'A SuIIRCRS	 :Secondary
LEVI:1. OF RELIABILITY
	
:liuderate
UPDATE. FRE1lmiuCY	 :Annually
COIIMRlin	 :lnformatian supplied by the i19 Crup and l.lvt•:aork
Reporting Service
DATA L:ATE:GORY IME :Soils data -© ® type, slope
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE iSevural counties in OTclabuma
GEOCItAI'EIiC EtIiFERIiNCE :Ad hoc grid, unreforencud
FIIVINUM RESOLUTION :40 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT -,Grid
DATA S011RCL'S :Secondnry
OF RELIABILITY :UnEa,awn
t^J '
a
T- M, DATA CATEXAIRY NAM :Surface water hydrology -
dlscharge/volamc/stone, Supply sad atoC.tn.'
Via GEOURAI'BIC COVERAGE :All Oklahoma hydroluyic reporting 	 A.A lons. and sum,
Texas stations
GIMPA1 1111C REC•ERENCE•. :Latitudc/lonniLude
FMNINUFI RESOLUTION :Site specific
DATA S	 RAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCES :Tables, graphics, computer Lape
DATA SOBRCISS : Secondary
LINL•'I. OF RRI.IABILITY :i•lodcrula
C[AMMENTS :Data available for the period 1951-141111
IH1ClIFlIiN'I'A'fEUN 	 :°[x:S Magnvtic'lapt • 0.11n	 lteti,"	 (AagUS1	 Is.	 I'«.1
MIT Fl-"[-'.S I'OL[CY	 :Fees clrrrtied	 for all produrts :u1d ::rrrvlrrr e,tput IL14 ,•n:.
putur usage accunling to a fcc srhedulo
DA'Z'E Or INKIRMAT1ON :9/16/83 C3
PA Il l. 	 FILL NUFIIIL"it	 :OK7
O
r~
1
r
l
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Products and services available at no charge
DA'Z'E OF INFORMATION :8/31/83
PAPER FILL NUMBER :099 DOCUMENTATION	 : Information an data structure, data type available
USERFEES POLICY
	 :No pnlicy established; send tapes for d.ita
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/28/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :0915
t , a	
°' L.r	 t'4 f	 ^^,	 r '
1	 "
STATE :OK
DATA BASE RARE :LandseL Forest Inventory
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Forestry
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGITCY :OK State Department of Agriculture
RESIN)NDENT :Kurt Atkinson, Assistant Director
Forestry Divsion
OK State Department of Agriculture
2800 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 	 73105
Telephone:	 405-521-3886
0 .111ER CONTACTS :Roger L. Davis, Director
John Burwell, Staff Forester
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMI'OTIER(S)	 :IBlt PC
RESIDENCE	 :In-house; also use a private sectorcomputer center:
09 Foundation for Research and DevclopmenL
Box 1328
Edmand, OK 73034
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
1'GR[I'llERAL DEVICES
	 : I•lonochrome graphics CRT, line printer
Dl'S'CRIPTION OF'DATA CATEGORIES
STATE :OK
DATA BASE NAME :Allocated & Unallocated Oil & Gas ProducLion
SUBJECT ,COVERAGE :Dii and gas
GEOGRAIIJIC COVERAGE rStateuide
AGENCY :OK Corporation Commission
RESPONDENT :Mike Humphrey, Director
Data Processing Division
OK Corporation Commission
Jim Thorpe Building
2101 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Okiohoma City, OK	 73105
Telephone:	 405-521-2873
OTHER CONTACTS :Oscar Commings, Operatians Supervisor
Telephone:
	
405-521-2247
CWIPUTHR FACI LITIES
COMPUTER(S) :IBM 3081
RESIDENCE :OK Department of Transportation
OPERATION :Dutch
GIS CAPABILITY :No
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
VERWHERAL DEVICES
	 :Line printer, hard ropy termivaks ('d), alpha-
numeric CRTs (10)
I)ATA CA'i •EGORY NANE
WK;RAPHIC COVERAGE
GI:OGRAI'l1IC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DXI'A SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
CO?@TENTS
:Forestry -
Vegetative species classes, forest Iand ownership
:Statewide (forest land)
:Nat geographically referenced
:40 acres, by county
:Coordinate point
:Tables, statistical summitries
.Primary
:Moderate
:No set time Interval
:Data acquired from Landsat and field survey
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CX
DATA CA'IT'GORY NAME
GUI)GRAPHIC COVERAGE
GCUGRAPIIIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RES0111TION
DA'1 •A S'IURAGK FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SODR('ES
Lk:VEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDAT E Fk1it1U[?NCY
COMMENTS
'EGORIM
:Oil and gns -
allocated and unallocated production
:Statewide
:County
Lease
:Dv county
, 1 aular
:computer tape, hard copy reports
:Secondary
:Iligh
:Montlil y, anuuully
:Data acquired from the Oil and Gas Blvision
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CODE :OKO07-01
shin	 :OK
DA'1'11 U113E NAME	 :Oil & Cas field File
SU1lIECT COVERAGE	 :Oil and Gas
CEtH RAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :Under development (Juut Getting started)
AMICY	 :OX Geological Survey
RESPONDENT	 :Michelle Summers, Geological Data Coordinator
OR Geological Survey
831) Van Vlect Oval, Room 163
Norman, UK 73019
Telephone: 405--325-3031
WHER CONTACTS	 Wr. Charles Munkin, Director
ci tp(rl1:R FACIl.ITILG
rOrU,lrl'lil((S)	 :NP 9835A
1101 3081
H1:S1111:i('li	 :In-house (UP 9835A); University of Oklahoma (1121 30111)
(WhI1,1THM	 :IateraCtiVa
CIS 1:APABILITY
	 :No
UI•S('Rll'f1ON OF DATA CA9i AIRfi:S
DATA CA'rl'i;ORY NAME	 :OII and gas -
Icuse production by "field". location (section).,
township/range, monthly production (January 19113 -
June 1983), discovery dote, county, County code,
remarl:5
M-WR,IPUIC COVERAGE	 : Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFLRENCE :Public Land Survey
MINIMUM VESOLUTION	 :By county, section
DATA STORAGE POR1k1AT
	:Tabular
DATA SOURCES
	 :Secondary
11XV3, OF REMABILITY :111gh
LIPDAT17 FREQULUCY	 :Continuously
i'.{kl}101'I'S	 :Received magnetic tape from the ON Tax Commission
D1l'rE OF INFORMATION :9/27/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	
:OK21
COD], :UA os-ul
STATE :ON
DATA VASE NAME :Ole Natural llaritage Program
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
twoen the State of Oklahoma and The Mature Conservancy,
a notional nonprofit conservation organization.
AGENCY :09 Deportment of Tourism and Recreation
RESPONDENT :inr. Butler, Coordinator
ON Natural heritage Program
UK Department of Tourism and Recreation
Division of Planning and Develolarcnt a
500 11111 Rogers Building w
Okluhama City, OR	 73105
Telephone:
	
405-52t .2 eUHO 0
OTHER CONTACTS :EHLe1le Uuod, Secretary
:Shellle Gureau, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North Kent Street 10Arlington, VA	 22209 l: 'P
Telephone:
	 703-841-5300 0
LIMPOTMR FACILITIES
^ ^^C{IFII'(Tl'liil(5) :I11F!
D4q1;R11"1'ION OF DATA CAT1iGOlt11{S
DATA CATWORY NAME :Natural diversity elements -
oeological values ( plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
Wier natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or national level
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
DOCUMENTATION
	 :`fha Nature Conservancy News' (bimonthly newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE' OF INFORMATION :1/21/83
PAPER FILE NI(MDER
	 :OK21
a
CODE : 01!001-01
STATE :OR
DATA VISE NAME : Elk Habitat Inventory and Flapping
SUBJI?CT COVERAGE : Rocky Mountain and Roosevelt elk bgbitat
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :10 million acres, mostly in Blue Flountains of northeast
Oregon and Coast Range of northwest Oregon
AGENCY :OR Department of Fish and Wildlife
RESPONDENT :Larry Bright, Staff Biologist
Manag(ment/Research Coordinator
Oft Doparotout of Fislf and Wildlife
P.O. Box 3503
Portland, OR	 97208
Telephone:	 543-229-5653
OTHER CONTACTS :Paul 14. Ebert, Research Supervisor ;Wildlife)
:.Dale Christionuon, Supervisor, Date Processing
Telephone:	 503-229-5048
:Topography -
slope, aspect
:107,000-acre pilot project in the Saddle Mountain
Management Unit in northwest Oregon
:Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
:1 acre (pixel)
:Digital
:Maps (I:24,000-scale), tables. graphics, computer
tape, statistical summaries, composite mapping
:Primary and secondary
:Moderate
:Slopo /aspect grayscale ( 2-class) map generated from
January L.afiftat data and utilizing N slops sbadowing;
classes assigncl to northerly or southerly aspects
from overlaying gru;scalcs to 11/ 2' USGS topogropbic
maps; experimental
0 (:).
0
17 ^,.
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DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERMICE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
COMMENTS
DOCUFIENTATION
	 :"Ellc Habitat Inventory and Flapping Utilizing Landsat
Data", Report P 11; "Monitoring Rocky Mountain talk
Habitat Using Satellite Data" (Draft); "Assessment of
Elk Habitat for Resource Management and Planning Acti-
vities from Iandsot Flapping Products" (Draft)
USER FEES POLICY	 :No policy established
DATE OF INFOHMAT10N :813/83
PAPER FILE NBMBER	 :Oltl
..w-+.	 .,..	 ,. ^^,,.,_ ,,,^«.	 .. _ •^,:e.caw^neiuifr:_::^.sf .	 ^. ,-,r	 ,,. ^ A,s^ ,x,i . _. , n ^	 _^^,w^,^^-_r._ ^. _	 _.^^. --=f:	 r
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Forestry -
stand condition, timber species groupings, Roosevelt
ell:
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 : 450,000 acres in the Saddle Mountain Management Unit
In northwest Oregon
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 1 acre (pixel)
DATA STORAGE FORFIAT 	 :Digital
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Flaps (variable scale), tables, graphics, computer
tape, statistical summaries (acreage), composite
mapping
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :EEigb to moderate
UPDATE FREEQUENCY	 :One time to•dnte; 5-year updates recommended
CLASSIFICA'rI(1N
	 :Ifnsed an in-state vegetation classification xystems
COMPUTER FACILITIES
Compunm(S)	 :CDC CYBER 170/720
RESIDENCE	 :Oregon State University Computor Center (Corvallis) -
CDC CYBER 170/720;
University of Washington Remote Sensing Applications
Lab (Seattle) - VICIIRIRRIS
OPERATION	 ;Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE
	 :VICAR/IBIS
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
Rocky Mountain alk, Roosevelt elk, habitat
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : 10 million acres (9,590,000 acres in the Blue Mountains
of northeast Oregon; 450,00D acres is the Saddle Moun-
tain Flanagement Unit in northwest Oregon)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :1 acre (pixel)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Digital
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Flaps ( variable scale), tables, graphics, computer
tape, statistical summaries (acreage), composite
mapping
DATA SOURCES
	 ;primary
LEVEL. OF RELLABILITY :high to moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :One time to elate; 5-year updates recommended
CLASSIFICATION	 :Based an in-state vegetation classification systems
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CODE	 :OROU2-01
5'I'A'rlt	 :OR
}
DATA BASI: NAME	 :forest Resource Survey
S[IIWI,X r COVERhGR	 :Forestry
6139-3101110 COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY
	 :OR Forestry Department
I;I:SPOSI71iN'1'
	 :Ray Niller,	 Resource Analyst
Resources Studies suction
Olt Forestry Department x
IWO State Street
Salem, OR	 47310
1i--lephone:	 503-378-2664
OTHER CON'1'ALIS
	 :slave Store, Planning Director
'i'u l apl:onu:	 503-378-5387
:Art Jones, ADP Supurvisor
Telephone:	 503-378-2103
CON11 1 1E1'I:II FAM 1.111 1 Is
C0)Il7Tl'I:R(S)
	
:ION 370/158
RI•SIDENCE,
	:011 State Dupartment of Transportation
lN-11MISIi FACILIT11•:S li
1J11Cl4SiY:(S)
	 :I•YJEL'1'IIAN ,{	 '
COWL
Assembrer0^I #J
SI'LGIA[.I'LIiQ 5UFrwam'
	 :SIISS  I
FOCUS .^
 0
E71AI1
li1'I 0?1NI[iEil;Q
[ICS
MISO
useRLPrION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAML 	:Forestry -
typo (commercial),	 type (non-commercial), ownership
class, net timber volume, out timber growth, Sand
age, productivity, mnrtulity,	 trentment opliortun!ty
GEWRAI IIIII! COVERAGE	 :Statewide
CIiOG1{hYffLC RiiFi:R13iCL'
	 :Ad hue grid,
	 unreferenced
N1NlLIUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific, varies with plot size
DATA 57'[71{AGR !Yl[tllhT 	 :Tabular 1
OUTPUT PRODUCTS 	 :'fables, computer tape
DATA SOURCIS	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIADMITY	 :Varies
UPDAT£ Fulit2UENCY 	 :Every 10 years
CONIfIDENTIALITY	 :Plot locations confidential
OOCUNElTrATION 
-^Q	
:Copies not available for dlstributton
DATE OF INFORIIATI01i
	 , 8/22183
PAPER FLIX NUMBER
	 :OR2
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CODE	 :011003-01
STATE	 :OR DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface water -
DATA BASE NAME
	
:Fish Inventory of Oregon Lakes and Streams r discharge/volume/stage, crater body type, water body
SUMECT COVERAGE	 :Fish	 surface water, recreation size,, supply and storage
G1=11,1141IC COVERAGE :Statewide CEQGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide	 ^.
AGENCY	 :OR Department of Fish and Wildlife GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : public Land Survey
RESPONDEv'r	 :lien R. Hall, Chief MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific; by township; by rounty; by watershed
Fisheries Information Systems or river basin
Ott Department of Fish and Wildlife DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
506 S.W. Hill Street OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, computer tape, statistical summaries, inter-	 ;p
P.O. Box 3503 active video display capability 	 I
Portland, OR
	
97208 DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
Tolepltone:	 503-229-5140 LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :1•loderate
OTHER CONTACTS	 :Jim Griggs, Staff Biologist UPDATE FREQUENCY :Last updated In I977; future updates dapandent on
Telephone:	 503-229-6042 availability of funding
:Rich Berry, Stuff Biologist
Telephone:	 503-229-6042 -------	 --"-
;Dale Christensen, Data Processing Supervisor
Telephone:	 503-229-5505 DATA CATEGORY NAM :I[ecraation -
fish, sport catch, catch methods, recreation days
COMPUTER FACILITIES CIMIA11111C COVERAGE :Statewide
CFAGRAPNIC BF1711 1•x10E :Public Land Survey
CO.lPtTfER(S)	 :EVOLUTION SYSTEM R-80 M1MIUM RESOLUTION Illy county; by watershed or river basin
RESIDENCE	 :In-house; also use a university computer center for DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
research projects OUTPUT PRODUL 9 :Tables, computer tape, statistical summaries, inter-
OPERATION
	 interactive active vidoo display capability
CIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary	 ^.
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY a[igh
I4-11OUSE 1'ACILITIES UPDATE FREQUENCY :Last updated in 1977; future updates not currently
scheduled
OPl'RATING SYSTDI	 :PICK It
SYSTDI CAPACITY
	 :Disc. storage:	 200MI3 ` ......`
Simultaneous users supported: 	 46
LANGUAGES)	 :BASIC:
ENGLISH (report generator)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :60 monochrome graphics CRTs, 11ne printer, dot
matrix printer with: graphics, G Lord copy ter- UM Flip POLICY	 :No policy established
®	 3minols DATE OF INFORMATION :8/13183PAPER FILE Ntlhllllilt 	 :qR6
Ill?SC[t! lrP1011 (,l , I)ATA CATE(tORl1'.S "F7O^
DATA (:.1'['000IlY NAME	 :Fish - D
game, nom-gnme+ I
GE$NII:APB1C COVERAGE
	 :Statewida iGIi011RAPHIC REFEtRL(ICE
	 :Public Land Survey CO °Q
i'IINIM1111 RESMAITION
	 :Hy county; by Watershed or river basin }
DATA STOR01i FORMAT	 :Tubular I
UHTPUT I 11101JUM S	 :Tables, computer tape, statistical summarles, inter-
_
$
active video display capability
DATA SOUNCISS
	 :Primary and secondary {	
s
-
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 : Modorale
UPO,ITE FREQUENCY	 :Last updated in 1977; no exact date to update again
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DATA CVl'EGURY NAME
GMGRAPIIIC COVERAGE
GECIGRAPIIIC REFERENCE
MININUII RESOLUTION
:Soils data -
type, series, association. productivity, landform,
site
:State-owned forest lands in Oregon (approximately
780,000 acres)
:Public Land Survey
-5 acres
CODE :011004-D1
MITE	 OR
DATA BASE NAME	 :OSCUR 2 Forest Inventory
SUILII ,= COVERAGE	 :Forestry, land use, soils, and topography
G£0GR,IPHIC COVERAGE :State-owned  and managed forest lands in Oregon (approx-
imately 780,000 acres)
AGMCY	 OR Forestry Department
RESPONDEhT	 :Dill Vuelker, Director
Inventory, Analysis and Planning
Forest Management Division
OR ForosLry Department
2600 State Street
Salem, Olt 47314
Telephone: 503-378-2552
COMPUTrR FAC:ILPrIES
colPaTE:R(S)	 -.1101 370
RE:SIDE:,YCE	 : OR Department of Transportation
OPERATION
	 :Dutch
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
PCRIPUEfRAL OIIV1C .
	:Line pr'.:.ter, alphanumeric CRTs
DESCRIPTION OF n.YrA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME. 	 :Forestry -
cover type, stocking, age, specles, stand tables,
damage code, manogemont history, quality/conditlun,
volume
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :S Late-owned rarest lands in Oregon (approximately
760,000 acres)
Cl-I)GRAPRIC REFERENCE:Public Laud Survey
MIMIUPI RESOLUTION	 :2-5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 ,Tabular
ODl'Plrr PRODUCTS	 :Tables, computer tape, statistical Summaries
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :One to tan years
CLASSIFICATION
	 :In-house forest classification
CUMMEMS
	 :Maps published at a scale of 1"-1000'
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Tubular
OUTPUT PRUDUCTS	 :'rables. computer Lupo, statisticUI summaries
CC>,+fIMITS	 :Map overlays prepared at u scale of I"-1000'
DATA CATEGORY NAIE	 :Land use -
timber, mineral exLractionlenergy production, recre-
OLion, ownership
GEOGRAPHIC MEW—
	 :State-owned -forest lands in Oregon (approximately
780,000 acres)
GEWRAPIIIC REFIi1lrNCE :Pohl is land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :2-5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, computer tape, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
1.1:VEL OF RrEIAUIEITY
	 :lladorate
Map FRI.411ENCY	 :Oau to 10 years
CLASSIFICATION
	 :In4uuse forest classification
CaMMEIITS	 :flap overlays prepared at a scale of I"=1000'
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Topography
slope, relief
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:State-awned forest lands in Oregon (approximately
780,000 acres)
GEOGRAPHIC IIL'F£RE = :Public Land Survey
MINIMUff 11E5OLUTION	 :2-5 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tubular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Tables, computer tupo, statistical summaries
CO^LIIl:tfl'S	 :flap overlays prepared at a scale of I"G100U'
USERFEES POLICY
	 :HapS and Computer printouts supplied at cost
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DATE OF INFORMATION :7/28/83
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COD13 :ORG05-01
STATE	 :OR
DATA BASE NAME	 :Fire Studies/Fire Report File
SUILIIECT COVERAGE	 :Forest fires
GIEOGMIPHIC COVERAGE ;State-protected forest lands (approximately 16.75 million
acres)
ST,TTIIS	 :Fire Report File contains data from 1956 to the present',
a varinble number of years is used as input for Fire
Studies
AGENCY	 :OR Forestry Department
RM13I 1l1NDENT	 -.Dick Rondeau
Forest Protection Divisiolt
OR Forestry Department
2600 State Street
Salem, OR 97310
Telephone: 503-378-2531
arwiR CONTACTS	 : ren Palen, Protection Analyst
Telephone: $03--378-2928
:Jim Miller, Programmor-Analyst
Telephone: 503-378-2502
IXhmPlr17i. FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)	 :IOM 3701158
RESIDLUCE
	 :OR Department of Transportation
OPERATION	 :Batch
CIS CAPABILITY	 :Partial
IN-NOOSE FACILITIES
LANGUACE ( S)	 :CODOI.
FORTRAN
SH.CIALI2C• D SOFT14ARE	 :2-01art
PERIPIIFRAL DEVICES
	
:2 hard copy terminals, 3 alphanumeric CRT's
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Forestry -
forest fires, location, cause, class of people
(responsible), ownership, detection, chronolagy
(origin-discovary-initial attack-control), costs of
suppression, damage assessment, acreage burned
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 : State-protected forest lands (approximately 16.75
million acres)
CEO(:RAI 1111C REFERENCE	 : Public land Survay
MINIMUI.1 RESOLUTION	 :One square mile; also aggregated by township, county,
management unit, ownership unit, and wutershed or
river basin
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, plots, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY
	 :Iligh
DOCUMENTATION
	 : General information anti description of data structure
available
USER FEES POLICY	 : Products and services available at no charge
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/22/83
PAPER VILE NUMBER :MO
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'ECORTMS
:Forestry -
inscct damage, insect species, bust apucieS. infesta-
tion, infestation centers, amount of damage
:Stutewide
:Public Land Survey
:Within 21 to 40 acres
:Grid
:flaps (1/2"01 mile), talrl'es
:1'rimary
:Moderate
:Annually
:Data supplied to U.S. Forest Service, Fort Cal tins
Computer Center, Colorado
STATE	 :OR
DATA !SASE Nair	 :Insect Damage Survey
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Forest insect damage
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statuwide
ACI-34CY	 :OR Forestry Department
RI 1.SPONDE14T	 :Leroy Kline, Director
Insect and Disease Management Section
OR Forestry Deportment
2600 State Street
Salem, OR 87310
Telephone: 503-378-2554
OTHER CONTACT'S	 :Paul E. Buffam, Director
Forest Pest Management
U.S. Forest Service
Portland, OR
Telephone: 503-221-2727
COMPOTE.R FACI1 .ITiliS
RESIDENCE	 :U.S. Forest Service
UI'SCRIPPION OF DATA Chl
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAP111C COV?RAGE
GEOGRAP111C REFRPENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCT'S
DATA SO1112CKS
LEVEL OF RL'LIAUILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
COMMENTS
17 r" E •
CODE :OR006-0I
	
CODE :011007-01
STATE	 :OR
DA'T'A VASE NAME
	
:Forest Operator-Landowner Liability Law Administration File
DATA I]ASE ACRONYM : FOLLAD Report
SGI1J11:1' COVBNAGE 	 :Forestry
G01X;kAPIi11: COVERAGE :State-owned lands and private lands used in forestry oper-
ations in Oregon
AGI'.NCY	 :OR Forestry Department
RESPONDENT	 :Neil Skill, Assistant State Forester
OR Forestry Department
2600 State Street
Salem, OR 97310
Telephone: 503-378-2474
OI'IIER CONTACTS
	 :Jim Millar, Systems Analyst
Telephone: 503-378-2502
COMPlrfER FACILITIES
CONPlrrlilt( S) 	 :IBM 370/158
H M. IIIENCE	 :OR Department of Transportation
OPERATION	 :Batch
IN-11110SE: FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	
:2 hard copy terminals, 3 alphanumeric CRTs
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CAI 'EGO1tI IS
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:Forestry -
land ownership by class, type of opuration, environ-
mental damage potential (high/moderato/law), chemical
applications, acres harvested, roods build
GL:UGRAPNIC COVERAGE
	
:State-owned lends and private Lands used in forestry
operations in Oregon
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public land Survey
MINTMUM RESOLUTION
	
:One square mile
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Statistical summaries, interactive video display capa-
bility
DATA SOURCES
	
:Primary
Lr•.VEL OF RELIABILITY
	
:Moderate
UPDATE FREQUFSfCY 	 :Continuously
USERHES POLICY	 : Products and services available at no charge
DATE OF INFGRMATION : 8/22/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :OR12
DUCUNINTATION	 :General information and descriptions of data structure and
data encoding format /procedure available
USERFEES POLICY
	 : Products and services available at no charge
DATE OF INFORICITION :8/17/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :OR1I
!
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CODE :ORO09-01
S I'ATE.	 :OR STATE :OP.
DATA BASE 14,911	 :Groundwater Sources and Aquifer Data, Observation Nall Net DATA BASE NAME :Streamflow Records
SUMIlCr LYIVERAGE	 :Groundwater, geology SUBJECT COVERAGE :Surface water
G[-'.WHAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide GIEOGliAP[11C COVERAGE :Statawidc
AGENCY	 :OR Water Resources Department AGENCY OR hater Resources Department
RI:SVONMNT	 :Frederick G. Lissnur, Administrator RESPONDMT :Den F. Scales, 1[ydragrapher
Ground hater Division Policy and Planning Division
OR lluta	 Resources Department OR IJAter Resources Department
0 0555 1301 Street N.E. 555 1301 Street N.E.
Salem, OR	 97310 Salem, Olt	 97310
Telephone:
	
503-378-8456 Telephone:	 503-378-3671 -a
OTHER CONTACTS :Darrell Learn. Administrator
COHMER FACILITIES Policy and Planning Division
M
RESIDENCE	 W .S. Geological Survey (Portland, OR) C:OMPKER FACILITI[S
t0
lilSClt[PI'luN OF DATA CATI:GORIIS CM111UTER(S) :ATLAS 8040-SD 0
RESIDENCE :In-house ^+
DATA cxrEGORY NAME	 :Geology - OPERATION : 7ntoractiva 1^`
bedrock geology, permeability, porosity
cLoGRAP1llC COVERAGE	 : Statewide IN-11O[ISE FACII.IT111S
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 : Iatituda/longitude
Public Land Survey OPERATING SYSI'F11 :CP/M
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :Site specific SYSTEM CAPACITY :Main memory: 64K
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Grid based on Public Land Survey Disc storago: 2MB
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :'Cables LANGHAGE(S) :BASIC
DATA SOURCES	 : Primary and secondary FORTRAN
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :iloderote PERIP11KRAL DEVICES :Color graphics CRT, Tektronix 4756 diglilcer,	 lino
OPUATE FREQUENCY	 :Annually printer, small flatbed pen plotter
COMMENTS	 :Data supplied to U.S. Geological Survey NATSTORE
repository DESCHIMON OF DATA CATEGORIES
------------------ DATA CA0 1 I:GORY NAMR :Snrfact! water -
dischargelvolume/stage, streamflow
DATA C1EGORY NAME
	 :Groundwater - GEWHAPOIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
quantity, recharge, well location, Point of outlet, GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE	 : l^	 A tude/longitude
flow direction, withdrawal volume, water depth Public Land Survey
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide by river mile
GEOGRAPUIC REFERENCE	 : Latitudes/longitude MINIMUM RESOLUTION : Site specific (observation sites)
Public Land Survey DATA STORAGE FOXIIAT	 :Tabular
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 : Site specific OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, graphics
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Grid based on Public land Survey DATA SOURCES : Primary
OUTPUT PRUDUCI'S	 :Tables LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :high
DA'1'11 SOIIRCIS
	
:Primary and secondary UPDATE FREQUENCY :Varies
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	
:Moderate COtIrIT•d1TS :Sonia date are supplied to a U.S. Cuologica! Survey
repository under an ongoing cooperative program
DoT& OF MFORMTION	 : 8/1/83
PAPER. FILE NUMBER	 :OR16
USIiR 1'E1-S E'i11.ICY	 :1'ci•a may bo ch:u'gcd daprndiag on ,ulaan • ,+f d,^t.i r+qu•a++!
and time requirnd to respond
DATE OF [NFURMATION :8115183
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 -.Olt 17
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CODE :ORaIO-01
snarl: :aR
DATA UASIi NAM :OR Natural Heritage Program
CREX.RA1 1111C COURACS :Statewlde
STNI'l15 :Tliis program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of Oregon and The Nature Conservancy, a
national nonprofit conservation arganiratiou.
Ai;UWY OR Natural lleritage Program
RFSPONNISNT :Curt Sopor, Coordinator
OR Natural lleritul;a Program
c/o NI? field Office
1234 NW 25th Avenue
Portland, OR	 97210
Telephone:	 503-228-9550
O'l'I1L1{ CONTACTS :ShelIie Cureau, Procedures Specinlist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North pant Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
1'01114M-R FACILITIES
UESU'l1 11101 OF RAT-1 C31'rF.Coms
MCA CKITCORY NINE	 Miturat diversity elements -
ecological values (plant and aninml specieu, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
00other natural features) of particulur interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or natlonal level
C119MAPHIC 1:OVERACG 	 :Statewide
{^3
OOCUMBNTXHON :"The Nature Conservancy News" (blmonthly aeWSletter avail- Y°
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DAT'F: OF INFORMATION :1121/83 M;
PAPLR FILL NUMBER :OR19
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CODE :OROI1-01
SPATE :OR
DATA BASE HARE: :Slater Rights Information System
D,11'A E11$ ' ACRONYM MIS
SUB.UX,"y %J)VERAGE :hater rights for surface water/groundwater
CM.RAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide (when completed)
STATUS :This system is under development, and contains the follow-
ing data bases:
linter Rights
Linter Resources
Status Inquiry
Batch Queue
Transaction Log
t(,P31C1' :OR Water Resources Department
RFSPOIB134T :Chris L. Hughes, Senior Water Rights Examiner
OR Water Resources Department
Water Rights Division
555 130 Street, N.E.
Salem, Olt	 97310
Telephone:	 503-378-3056
OTNE'll CONTA(:TS :Larry Jcbousek, Supervisor
linter Rights Division
Telephone:	 503-378-8453
: :alph Jackson, Supervisor
Applications/Permits Section
Telephone:	 503-378-3066
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DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Surface water -
water rights, point of diversion, volume of diversion,
use of water ( if used for irrigation, number of acres
irrigated), place of use, water right remarks, roser-
voir data, water master, gage, tributary, water muster
table
GEDGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide (when completed)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :40 acres; 640 acres; by watershed or river basin
DATA STORAGE FORHAT
	 : Arc/node, tabular
OUTPUT PRODIiCTS	 :Tables, interactive video display, computer printouts
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuously
COMMCNTS	 :Some claims date back to the 1800s
DDCUNENTATION
	
:%Iator Rights Information System" manual
USER PEPS POLICY
	 :fees charged for products only
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/15/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :URIB
I :	 >
i
COMPH'I'CR FACILITIES
Coml'EfrER(S)	 :IUM 3033
RIitiIUENCE	 :Central government computer center
OPERIMON	 :Dntch and interactive
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CA'.
VAT'A CATEGORY NAME
Gr.OGRAI'IIIC COVERAGE
M- GRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RISOLUT'ION
DATA STORM' FORMAT
0IF'1'PU'1' PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
1111I:1. (1F RELIABILITY
UI'DA'rli FRIMI{NCY
COWIEN'IS
rC•CORI ES
:Groundwater -
water rights, paint of diversion, volume of diversion,
use of water (if used for irrigation, number of acres
irrigated), pince of use, water right remarks
.Statewide (when completed)
:Public Laud Survey
:40 acres; 640 acres; by watershed or river basin
:Arc/node, tabular
:fables, interactive video display capability, computer
printouts
:Primary and secondary
:lligh
:(XMInuausiy
:Same claims date back to Lhe 18UOs
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COPT: :ORO12-01
STATE :OR
DATA RASE NAPA. : Recreation Resources
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE; :SLat.eWida
AUINCY :Pacific Hurthwest River Basin Commission
RE.SPDNDENT :Robert F. !Healey, Recreation Data Base Munagar
Pacific Northwest River Basin Commission
515 Trunspor cation Building
Salem, Olt	 97310
3'alophouc:	 503-378-8271
DENCRIP'rFON OF D,A'rA CATLGORIIS
DA•I'A f : ATECORY NAF1L•' : Recreation -
pro ,jections of recreation needs, recreotion dacuands,
and recreation use on recroaLign acLivitles such as
camping, picnicking, swimming, fishing, boating, water
sklEing, hunting, bicycling, golfing, horseback
riding, etc.
GHCH,APHIC COVERAGE	 : SCatuuide
GEIIDHAP111C REFERENCE	 Public Land Survey
DATA SITIRAGl•_ FORMAT	 : Tabular
Uffl'Plrr MtODIE l'S 'CumpuLer printouts, magnetic tapes
DATA SIIURCI •S :Secoadnry
COnmxrs :Datu generated from 1975 to present; data sources includo
Bonneville Power, county and city govornmunis, risk and
Wildlife Department, FaresLry Department, U.S. Forest
Service, U . S. Bureau of land Management, U.S. Fish and
aaaacaaaaaaaaa»Neap
Wildlife Service
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DA'rE Or INFORMATION :$/28/79
RAPER FILE NUMBER :OR14-1
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CODE :PAGO1-01
STATE :PA
DATA BASE NAME :PA Fish and Wildlife Data Buse
suni p:CY COVERAGE :Game and non-game wildlife, distribution, status, life
histories and habitats
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewldo
AGOVCY :PA Game Cummission
RL'SPUNDI'.NT : Calvin W. DuBrock, Biamatrician/Caordiontor - Data Buse
PA Game Corimission
8000 perry Street
P.O. Box 1567
Harrisburg, PA	 17105-1567
Telephone:	 717-787-1567
OM ER C INTACTS :Jacob I. Sitlinger, Chief
Division of Land Alanngecoat
Telephone:	 717-787-6818
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S) :UNIVAC 1100/21
RES]IIENCE : Bloomsburg University
01'ER.MON : Batch and interactive
1N-110M FACILITIES
PER MIERAL DEVICES
	 : hard copy terminal, alphanumeric CRT
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEM)RI-LS
DATA CATEGORY NAME :1ildlife .-
mammals, birds, fish, estuarial, reptiles, amphiblans,
populations, threatened spocles. P.ndangered species,
game, non-game, distrihutioa, habitat association,
Status, life history, envirunmental assoCInLions. food
hablts, lnEluance of management activities, bibli-
ography
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GFIIGRAPBIC REFEREMC£ : LatlLude /longitude
By County
By USGS 7 1 /2' Quadrangle
By hydrologic unit
By ocoregion
MINIM M RESOLUTION :By county; by hydrologic unit
OUT1 11M PRODUCTS :Tables, computer, Interactive video display capabil-
ity, individual species profile reports
DATA 5OURCIS : Primary and secondary
11M'sl. OF R111ABILTTY
	
:high
UPDATE FREQUENCY : Daily to weekly
CONFIDEMALITY :Situ-specific information for select "special concern"
species is subject to restricted access
CLASSIFICATION :DSGS Office of Water Data Caurdinatlon llydraiugic Unit
Classification; Bailey's L•'caregion Classification;
'.=.=Irn y riar'rn^tV	 L,...	 ^	 ^'	 -	 "e:.s's'^..^..-"sy>.;-^'	 __ -xv. ^Zjy wk^. .l .^ ^a,•r^s^^s.:k.r^lF i f^^^I fi 1f 1	 :^^^. .I.,a.L':':i-	 ^._.—:"Y.^i:^^f. ==^r3<G-'.:^^w	 -
Kuchler's Potential Natural Vegegation; Anderson's
Land Use/Land Cover Classification; Society of
American Foresters' Forest Cover Types; IM-14S Classi-
fication of Wetlands 8 Asap Water IlabituLs; USES
Forest Inventory Size Classes
DOCUMENTATION
	 :"Pennsylvania Fish and Wildlife Data Base" Irrochure;
descriptions of software, datu encoding furmat/procedures,
and data types also available
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Fees charged for ull products and services atcording to .t
fee schedule (cost recovery basis)
DATE OF ItIVOIiMMON : 7/7/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER ;PA5
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COOP :PAOD2-01
ST IM-1. : PA
DXII U,lSLNAME :Insect and Disease Storage and Retrieval
S[1M17 COVERAGE :Data Lase contains information on insect damage to
forest vegetation
(:l-:OGItArIIIC COVIRAGE :Statewtdc
S'XCLIS :System still in development stage, scheduled for
complotion in late 1983
AGldi('Y :PA Bureau of forestry
'TSP[I,VDENT :John W. Qulmhy, Forest Entomologist
Division of ['crest Pest Management
PA Bureau of Foresty
Department of Environmental Resources
34 Airport Drive
WIldletown, PA	 17057-5080
Telephone:	 717-944-6012
[Y11111 CONTACTS :Kenne0i 11. Ilickock, Chief, Biometrics Secr.ion
Telephone:	 717-787-3444
-----	
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GEOGRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Forest District
County
Township
"Forest Post Locator Grid" - based an USCS Quad's
MINIMIOI RF.SOLUFION 	 :Ownershlp unit, county, Luwnship, 1.5 sec./30 sec
(about 160 acres)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 : Grid, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, statistical summaries, cumpoSILe mapping,
interactive video display capability, computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :11igh to moderate
UPDA•rE FIIIR) WNCY	 :Continuously
r	 COMMMIS	 :Data is reported to APOIS/IISDA Federal Pest DdEN39tr
Reporting System
(UNPITbsb; FACILITIES
Cll<[l'D'rVR('S) 	 :DURROIIGDS B20
BURROUGHS B6700
ll[Slllr.NCE	 :In-house (above), Penn .State (limited across),
USDA ANUS ( limited to certain species)/USDA
Forest Service (not fully operational)
GIS CAPADILPI'Y	 :Yes
1N-II0USE PACIIATIES
OPERATING SYSTEM
	
:CANDE
SYSTM CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 64 PODS
Disc storage: 3 mogawords per pack
Simultaneous users supported. 35
LANGUAGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
COBOL
ALGOL
Si'I:CIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 :'1'ectronics Plat 10
ANS II
STSS
PErtll'll[?IIAt. DAV[CES	 : CRT display, Neumunics 1224, electrostatic
platter, small flatbed pen plotter (22" x 17")
:alphanumeric CRT's (130)
D[,CR[P1']:)N OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA•CIZORY NAME	 :Forestry -
queliLy and condition of vegetation, Stage, host,
degree of damage, type of damage, insect/disease
spucles, location, ownership, slope, elevation,
reporter, date, site, herbacious cover
GBOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE
	 : Statewide, all forest lend
DOCUMENTATION
	
: "Insect and Disease Survey Data" (Draft, August 1082)
I1SEN FEES POLICY	 :Products and services avaaable at no charge
DATE' OF INFORMATION :7/25/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :PA6 (PAR-6)
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CODE :PA003-01
}TIV1'E :PA
DATA BASE NAME :Timber Volume Inventory
SU1111:CT COVERAGE :Forest resources
(collection, editing anal statistical analysis of
data from permanent plats measured twice/manage-
ment period; provides estimatus of current timber
volumes and annual growth )
Cil=HAPUIC COVERAGE :Statewide for Stnte Forest Land
AGE. = :PA Bureau of Forestry
RESPONDENT ;Kennuth H. Nict	 "., Chief, Biometrics Section
PA Bureau of Forestry
PA Department of Environmental Resources
L•'vungolical Press Building, Third and Reilly Streets
PO box 1467
Harrisburg, PA
	 17120
Telephone:	 717-783-3444
OTHE12 CONTACTS :Stephen L. Sterner, Forest Biometriciun
(Compute: Operations)
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species, diameter, height, log grade, tree class,
volume, growth, mortality, timber s pend class
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide for State Forest land only
CV=RAPUIC REFERENCE :County
rarest District
Geographic Unit
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :County, forest district, geugraphic unit
DATA STORAGE FOWIAT 	 :Tabular (stor6d by plot and tree number indenLification
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Maps - 1:15840 scale, tables, statistical %m miarles,
computer tope, (Maps are drafted and produced for State
Forest Management only)
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY aliah to IOU, depending oil 	 reference
UPDATE P1talUli14CY
	
:Every 7 to 8 years
CLASSIFICATION
	 :bureau of Forestry timber stand classes (typo, site,
and site class), forest types are similar to SAF forest
types but n,re- broader classifications
COi-lMrNTS
	
:Data are supplied to USES, Forest Inventory and Analysis
Unit, Broomall, PA
Same 	 ror total state can be obtained from them
..»aaaar^v_ceo_asaa
H^
COMPUTT I'. FACILITIES
COMPUTH(S)
RESIDENCE
OPER11TI ON
CIS CAPABILITY
Iff-UOUS1: FACILITIES
:ECS 4500
BURROUGHS B-20
BURROUGHS 8-6700
:ln-house - Bureau of Forestry utilizes computer owned by
the Dep artment or Environmental Resources (DER) (Forestry
Is a unit of DER)
Other facilities used - USES, Fort Collins Computer Can-
ter; University of 1`11, University of HN
: patch and interactive
Wartiul
OYER.WNG SYSTEM :1,1CP 3.2
SYSTI•:I CAPACITY ,•lain memory:	 6 million Bytes
Disc storage:	 3600 million Bytes
Simultaneous users supported:
	 125 approx.
LANCUACL(S) :ALGOL
FORTRAN
UASIC
C01301.
SVECIALI%I;D S0l"WARE .1'1-TTRUNI% PLOT IO
SlISS
Forestry's Solf-developed UNMS
1'1111'IIli1 AL DIiVIC:ES :Humonics electronic planimetur /digitizer, smintl
f.luthed pen platter
GI{S(:RI[ rl'1nN OF DATA CATEGORII•S
DATA CA'IZURY NAME :Forest resources -
DOCUMENTATION	 :General information is available
USERFEES POLICY	 :luformntion is generally net provided
DATE OF INFORMATION :7/25/83
PAPER FI1.13 NUM11LIt
	 :PAO-1 00
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CODE :PA003-02
S'i',1'1'li SPE
DATA BASE WME :Land Area Inventory
SWULCI' &WERAGL :Forest resources
(Provides fast update and retrieval of information
concerning acreage of Stara Forest laud by munage-
meat zones and stand clna+v:s - used for planning
purposes and calculation of ostimuted yields)
W-WRA11111C COVERAGE :Statewide for State Forest Land only
ACkNCY :PA Uureuu of Forestry
RESPONDENT :Kenneth N. Iltckok, Section Chief, Biometrics Section
PA Bureau of Forestry
PA Iepartment of Environmental Resources
Lvangolical Press Building, Third and Reilly Streets
PO Ilox 1467
Ilarrishura, PA
	
17120
Telephone:	 717-793-3444
0.1'111:11 CONTACTS :Stephen L. Sterner, Forest Biametrician (Computer
Operations)
DOCLIPI MAT ION	 :General Information available
USER FEES POE.ICY	 :Information generally not provided
DATE UP INI•'ORb1ATION :7/25/83
PAPER FILL HUMBER .PAU-2
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area (ocroL); cinssificatian by: inanagemeat -runes,
stand class, location (compartment and mup uection
GEOURAPl11C COVERAGE	 :State ForesC Land statewide
G1:OGRAPIIIC REFERENCE	 ;County, forest district, geographic unit
IEINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :2 - 5 acres. 10 acres, county, management unit,
forouL district, geographic unit
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular =stored by eompartmeaL (management unit) and
stand number identification)
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 -.Tablas. interactive video displug, inter,ctive stor-
age and retrieval (includes update cni,ability)
DATA SOURCES
	 :Priniary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :liigh
UPDATE FNFAIUIJICY
	 :Flontihly, annually
CLASS fi ll CATION
	 :Bureau of Forestry Timber Stand Classes and Lind Use
Management 'Zones
COMMENTS	 :lust update: 1979
COMPLITER FACILITIES
CO:1Pll'I'ER(S)	 :1:CS 4500
BURROUGHS B-20
BURROUMIS B-G700
RE:SIDE•:NCE	 : Iet-house - Bureau of Forestry utilizes computer owned
by the Department of ERViralimCntal Resources (DIT)
(forestry Is a unit of DER)
Other facilities used - USFS, Fart Collins Computer
CeaLer; University of ill, !University of MN
UPFRA 1011	 :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Partial
IN-11011M. FACILITIESS
OPENATING SYS'i'IY•1 MCP 3.2
SYSIT'll CAPACLTY :Blain memory:	 G milifon byteu
Disc storuge:	 3400 million bytes
Simultaneous users supported:
	 125 approx.
LANGBAGH(S) :AU;:OL
FORTIIAN
BASIC
Assembler
SPIECIALILED SOF114ARE :TL' E'RUNIx PLOT 10
SPSS
Forestry's self developed
PEI11E'UR1111 WICKS :Numenics electronic planimeter/digitizer, su1011
flatbed pen platter
DEiSCRI171U.4 OF DATA CATECORI[S
1 1,1'I'A CATIMORY NAME :Forestry -
DOCUNENTATION
USIiR FETES POLICY
DATE 01' INI ORMATI01
PAPJ N FILE NUMBER
:"PA Nntoral Diversity Inventory Classification and
Coding Manuel"
:information is provided In exchange far service ren-
dered (i.e. collection at dole and ia1L111 to sysu>tt)
:7/25/83
:1`118
CODE :PA003-O3
STATE:PA
DATA BASE NAME
	 :PA Natural Diversity Inventory
DATA BASE ACRONYM :PNDI
SUB.IIrr COVERAGE	 :Storage and retrieval system to provide fast inquiry of
information concerning rare, endangered or threatened
species
CL•'OGRAP1lIC COVERAGE :Statewide (expected completion .tune 20, 1984)
STATUS :PA Bureau of Forestry ties done the computer systems devel-
opmeat and is the lead agency for this statewide program.
Cooperating organizations are: Western PA Conservancy Laid
The Nature Conservancy. WPC is tied directly to the
system vin a terminal. TNC provides dotu (from IIP system)
via computer cope.
AGENCY	 :PA Bureau of Forestry
HE'SPONDE:NT	 :Kenneth It. Ilickok, Section Chief
Biometrics Section
Bureau of Forestry
PA Department of Environmental Resources
Evangelical Press building, Third and Reilly Streets
PO Box 1467
Harrisburg., PA
	
17120
Telephone: 717-783-3444
OTHER CON'rAGTS
	 :Stephen L. Scorner, Forest Biumetriclan
commiT18 FACILITIES
CO5IPUTER(S) 	 :ECS 4500
BURRDUGBS B-20 .
BURROUGHS 6700
RESIDENCE :In-house - Bureau of Forestry utilizes computer owned
by tlra Department of Fuvirunmental Resources (Fores-
try is a unit of DER)
Other facilities used - Bloomsburg State College (fur
access of PA Fish and Wildlife Data Base); USES. Fart
Collins Computer Center; University or 11I, University
of 1€N
(ITERATION	 :Batch and interactive
M S CAPABILITY
	 :Partial
IN-NORSE FACILITIES
01 1 F.RAT ING SYSTIY• 1	 :AICP 3.2
sFS'€'01 CAVACITY	 0-lain memory: 6 atiLlion Itytes
Disc storage: 3600 nil p ion Bytus
Simultuneaus users supported: 125 upprux.
I•ANCUAGI'(S) 	 :ALGOL
FORTRAN
BASIC
COBOL
'g P1-MAI,EZED SOF i9ARE
	 ;TEKTRONIX PLOT 10
SPSS
Forestry's self developed DDt•1S
PERIPNPRAL DEVICES	 :Numonies electronic plaaimeter/digitizer, small
flatbed pen plotter
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Natural diversity elements -
occurrences of rare/endangerud/threatened/species
of coacern: animals, plants, spociak plant commun-
ities, ecological resorvas, geologtc, natural areas
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide (expected completion June 30, 1984)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
County
Township
Watershed
a	 USCS quadrangle
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :Site specific, watershed, county, township
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Coordinate point, stored by species/element occur-
ranre code
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, statistical summaries, interactive retrieval
of sire specific information
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OP RELIABILITY .high
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuous
CONVIDENTIALITY
	 :Ownership and location data may be withheld from
cerium users depending on the sensitivity of species
CLASSIFICATION	 :Species/clement occurrence Code developed by W. PA.
Conservancy and Bureau of Farescry - hierarchical
classification to allow for plant Conunanities/geol-
ogfC features as well as plant and unimul species
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CODE	 :PAOD3-04	 species, acreage treated
GFIIGRAPHIC COVERACR	 :State forest land
GFOGRAI'ttlC RFFEItI•'IiCE	 :rarest district
ST'AL'E	 :PA	 Management compartment
DATA 11M NAME 	 :Timber Sales Tracking	 MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Forest district, management compartment, sUnd cInSS
SIII111iC7 COVERAGE 	 :Timber sales	 DATA STORAVIE FORMAT	 :Tabular, stored by species, sale disposition
GC(RIRAPBiC COVERAGE ;SLatowida for state forest land only	 OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tables, statistical summaries. InLeraCtlVC video
<1G1 •^ 'CY	 :PA Bureau of Forestry 	
display copubility, automatiC production of Salo
RI •SPONDENT	 :Kennett : ll. Bickok, Section Chief	 prospectus, sale disposition tracking, block pays nt
Biomutrics Section 	 tracking
Bureau of Forestry	 DATA SOURCES	 -Primary
PA Department of Environmental Resources	 LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY 	 :Iligh
Evangelical Press Building, Third and Reilly Streets 	 UPBA9'E FRF[ )IIENCY	 :Continuous, annual
PO Box 1467	 CLASSIFICATION	 ;
Bureau of Forestry stand classification; species
]Harrisburg, PA	 17120	 classification; land use management •retie
Telephone:	 717-783-3444
0'1311'.12 C(1ATACPS	 ; Stephen L. Sterner, Forest Binmotrician 	 G=.	 -_ado a^_s^_^
i'tyPUfI'.R 17ACIL1'I'IES
('OMI'IITER(S)	 :ECS 4500
BURROUGHS U-20	 USER IL1•S POLICY	 :Informat .ion is generally nut provided
BURROUGBS 6700 	 DA'Z'E OP 1NVORIIAfION :7125983
RESIDI:NC1:	 :la-house - Bureau of Forestry utilizes computer owned 	 PAPCIi FI1.6 NUMUISR	 :PAIi
by the Department of Environmental Resuurces ( Fares-
cry is u unit of DER)
Other facilities used - Bloomsburg State College for
access of PA Fish and.t4ildlife Data Base; USES, Fort
Collins Computer Center; University of 1(I, University
-of NN
(Yl'FRA3'tEN	 :Hatch and interactive
CIS CIPABILITY	 :Partial
1N-1l0USE FACILITIIS
011 I:9ATING SYSTEM	 :MCP 3.2
SYSTEM CAPACI'T'Y 	 :Hain memory:	 6 million Bytes	 0
Disc storage:	 360D million Bytes	
^
ya
Simultaneous users supported:	 115 approx.
LANGDAGE(S)	 :ALGOL
FORTRAN
BASIC
C0130L
SPCCIAI.1'!.L•'D SOFTWARE	 :TEKTRONIX PLOT 10
SPSS
Forestry's self developed DMIS
Pt:R11 1I111RAL DEVICES	 : Numonics electronic planimutur/digitizer, small
flatbad pun plotter
Ill'_tiVIIII'rl(IN OF DATA cim-'CORIitS
DA'1;1 CATFGOItY NAME	 :Timber soles
net and gross volumes by species, numbur trees by
species, log grades, disposition of sale, prices by
'EI
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CODE :PA003-05
STATE PA
DATA BASE HAMK :Minerals Storage and Retrieval System
SUIi1LIDT COVERAGE : Forest resources - production and income from wells and
minerals
C}YIGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide for state forest land only
AGENCY :PA Bureau of Forestry
RESPONDI'a :Kenneth H. Hickok, Section Chief
Biometrics Section
Bureau of Forestry
PA Department of Environmental Resources
Evangelical Pross Building, Third and Reilly Streets
PO 11oz I467
Harrisburg, PA
	 I7120
Telephone.
	 71.7-783-3444
OTHER CONTACTS :Stephen L. Sterner, Forest Biametrician
t'0}II 1 11TER FACILITIES
COIIPU'rGR(S) :ECS 4500
BURROUGUS B-20
BURROUGHS 6700
H SIDE'NCE :In-house - Bureau of forestry utilizes computer owned
by the Department of Environmental Resources (Fores-
try is a unit ai DER)
Other facilities used - Bloomsburg State Col^iuge for
access of PA Fish and Wildlife Data BFlsa; IISFS, tort
Collins Computer Cunte.r; University of I'll,
	 Univorsity
or MN
OIHiRA'I'101i :Batch and InteruCtlVe
GIS CAPABILITY :Partial
from; [rolls, coal, gas storage areas, other minerals,
explaration
GEOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE
	
	 :State forest lands
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :US(IS quadrangle
County
Township
Forest district
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Township, county, ownership unit
DATA STORAGE rODFAT
	 :Tabular, county and district
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Th bleS, statistical summaries, interactive video
display
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Iligh
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Continuous
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Information is generally net pravidod
DATE OF INFORMATION :7/25/93
PAPER FILE NUMBER :PA8
IN-1101551: FACILITIIS
	
"t7 ^
w7m	 7771'
CODE :PA003-06
STATE :PA
DATA DASD NAME :Wood-using Industry Directory
SUlUECTP COVERAGE :Forest industries
C1 DGRAI'111C COVERAGE :Statewide
AGF,NCY :PA Bureau of Forestry
RESPONDI•M, Aennoth fl. Hickok, Section Chief
Biometrics Section
Bureau of Forestry
PA Department of Environmental Resanrcas
Evangelical Press Building, Third and Reilly Streets
PO Box 1467
Harrisburg, PA	 17120
Tulephuno:
	
7I7-783.3444
171111{R CY1NTACi'S :Stephen L. Sterner, Forest Biumetricion
COMMITI? VAULIVES
COMPITE.R(S) :LS 4500
BURROUGHS B-20
HURROUOIIS 6700
RESIDENCE :In-house - Bureau of Forestry utilizes computer owned
by the Department of Environmental Resources (1'urus-
try is a unit of DER)
Otbrr tocilities used - Bloomsburg State College for
access of PA Fish and Wildlife Data Buse; USES, Fort
Collins Computer Center; UniversJty of MI, University
of HN
OPERATION :Butch and interactive
G1S CAPABILITY :Partial
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GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEWRAPHIC REFERENCE :County
City
Zip code
State
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :County, zip code
DATA S'DORAGE FORMAT
	 :Tabular, county, state, industry, alphuhetic
OUTPUT PRODUCT'S	 :Interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :nigh
UPDATJI FREQUENCY	 :Continuous
C:uMVII)MIALITY	 :Capacity and some other plant infurucitiou Is puir-
lishod only in summarized form unless parmisaiuu is
grnntod by individual company
CLASSIFICATION	 :Bureau of Forostry Clasulficutfun of wood-1viing
industries
USER VLFS POLICY
	 :Information is generally not provided
DA'1'ti OF INFORMATION : 7/25/83
PAPER FILJi NUMOU
	
:PA8
I
IN-HOUSH FACILITIES
tJPFRA'I'1NC SYSTEM	 :MCP 3.2
SYS'1'1 •al CAPACITY	 :/lain memory: 6 million Bytes
hlsc storage: 3600 million Bytes
Simultaneous usars supported: 125 approx.
LARCUAL'E(S)	 :ALGOL.
FORTRAN
BASIC
COBOL
SPECIALIZED SOFIVARE. 	 :TERTROIII% PLOT 10
SPSS
Forestry's self developed DUhIS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Numonics electronic planimeter/digitizer, small
flatbed pen plotter
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Forest industries -
mailing list and industry directory: name, address,
industry typo, capacity
-0
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CODE	 :PA003-07
{!GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPUIC RC['CRENCE : County
STA'L'L'	 : PA City
Zip code
DATA BASE NAME	 :Snowmobile Registration
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Off-road vehicle registration MINIMUM, RESOLUTION :County
[;[-	 :RAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statowidu DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular, county, registration number
AGF.ICY	 :PA Bureau of Forestry OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Interactive video display capability r+
RlS1 1ODUENT	 :E;cuneth 11. ]Hickok, Section Chief DATA SOURCES : Primary
Biometrics Section LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :11igh
Bureau of Forestry UPDATE FREQUENCY :Continuous
PA Repartment of Environmental Resources s!
Evangelical Press Building, Third and Reilly SCreats = =--,=R==^^=°^^==^° Ill
PO Box 1467
Harrisburg. PA	 17120
Telephone:	 717-7B3-3444 3
;	 OTUER CONTACTS	 .tStoplien L. Sterner, Forest Blometrician
1 USER FEES POLICY
	
:Information is generally not provided ^?
CO211'uTM FACILITIES DATE OF INIMIMATION :7/23/83
PAPER FILE N11N11RR	 :PAB
COMPUTMIM
	
:ECS 4500
BURROUGHS B-20
ISBRROUGIIS 6700
RlSII1F.NCE	 :In-house - Bureau of Forestry utiliies computer owuud
by the Department of Environmental Resources (Pores-
tryis a unit of DER)
Other facilities used - Bloomsburg State College for
access of PA Fish and Wildlife Data Base; USFS, Fort
1 0 0Collins Computer Center; University of Mi, University
of 11N
OVERATION	 :Batch and interactive •^	 j
GIS M PABILITY	 :Partial
IN-110M,' FACILITIES {
OPERATING SYSTEM	 MCP 3 . 2 rQ °'y^ 6(
SYSTI7lCAPACITY	 : Main memory:	 6 million Bytes
Disc storage:	 3600 mllllon Bytes > 0
Simultaneous users supported:	 125 approx. g"
LANGUAGE(S)	 :ALGOL
FORTRAN
BASIC
COBOL
k	 SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 :TEkTtONIX PLOT 10
SPSS
Forestry's self developed MIS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :llumonics electronic planimater/digitizer, smull
flatbed pen plotter
DE;SC RI IMON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DXPA C7i`EGORY NAME	 :Recreation -
off-road vehicle registration: make and model, regi - i
[ration number, dealer registration, manufacturer
number
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CODE ;PAOU3-08
SrA'P1i	 :PA
DATA RASH RME	 :PA Bureau of Forestry File lfaldiags
SUM WI T COVERAGE	 :Forest resources
W .-'OURAPUIC COVERAGE :Statewidu
ACENCY	 :PA Bureau of forestry
RFSPOl11jE?34T	 'Keunedl 11. Hickok, Section Chief
hionrctrics Section
Bureau of Forestry
PA Department of Environmental Resources
Evungelieul Press building, Third and Reilly Struets
PO Box 1467
ILarrlsburg, PA	 17120
Telephone. 717-783-3444
irPHER WNTACTS	 :Stephen L. Sterner, rarest BLonetrician
CONPUTE'R FACILITIES
COmi'U'l • E:R(S)	 :ECS 4500
Lits, fire warden directory, sawmill analysis,
nursery Inventory, survey traverse cumhotution
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REVERENCE :County
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	
:County
DATA STORAGE? FORMAT	 :Tabular, various
OO'i'Plrr PRODUCrs 	 :Tables, statistical summaries. laler:lctive video
display capability
DATA SOURCES
	
.Primary and sccondury
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	
:Floderate
UPDATE 1,111,quENCY	 :Weukly, monthly, annunl
DOCUHI-MI' 'ION	 :General information uvuitable
USER FEES POLICY	 :Infaruatluo is usually not pravidt-d
DATE OF INFORMATION :7/25/83
PAPER FILE NUIR11iR	 :PAs
OPERATING SYS'fil•1	 MCP 3.2
SYSTEM CAPACITY	 Main memory: 6 million Bytes
Disc storage: 3601) million Bytes
Simultaneous usurs supported: 125 approx.
LANGUAGES)	 :ALGOL
FORTRAN
BASIC
COBOL
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE 	 :TEKTRONIX PLAT lO
SPSS
Forestry's self developed DWIS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Numonics electronic planimeter/digitizer, small
flathed Pon plotter
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Forust resources --
CooparaCfva forest Flanagema:t (CR-1) Program accomp-
lishment report, trend analysis, forest fire SGiLiS-
O
0^
!M
a
ISBRRGIIGIIS 8-20
BURROUGHS 6700
KS I DP•.NCE :In-boase - Bureau of Forestry utilizes computer owned
by the Department of Environmental Resources ( Pares-
try is a unit of DER)
Other facilities used - Bloomsburg State College for
access of PA Fish and Wildlife Data Buse; USES, Fort
Collins Computer Center; University of MI, University
of HN
UPF.RATION	 :Batch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY
	
:Partial
IN-IIOUSE FACILITIES
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CODE	 :PAOO1,-01 CODE :PA005-01 fl
SIM—. :PA STATE :PA
DIM[ BAST: NAME :PA Stream and Lake Inventory DATA BASE NAME :Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission Data Rase
SCILIF.CT COVERAGE :Streams and lakes, properties and species present SUBJECT COVERAGE :Census, land use,empioyment, transportation dntn, etc.
W.W.R.APHIC COVERAGE :Statewide GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Philadelphia and 'Trenton SMSA's ?	 .
AGl:SI.Y :11A risli Commission AGENCY ;Delaware Valley Regieasl Planning Commission
RI-SNIND :NT :Richard A. Snyder, Chief, Fisheries Nanugement Section RESPONDW :11illiam L. Greene, Director, Regional Informattoti
PA Fish Commission Services Center j
405 Robinson Lane Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
Bellefonte, PA	 16823-9616 The Bourse Building, 21 South rifth Strout
Telephone:	 814•-359-2754 PhiladeIphIEr, PA	 19106
MEET CO WACTS :Robert Lahr, Chief, Statistical Services Telephone:	 215-592-1800
('tM1'll'I'CR FACILITIES COiIPUCER FACIL_ITIIS
C(6'lE'[ry'l:l[(S} :18M 3081 COMPU'17:R(S) :111M 4331 2
RESIU[iNCE :PA State University, University Purk, PA RIS10M- CE :In-house QOPERATION :Butch and interactive MGIS CAPABILITY : Yes 1N-110IISii FACILITIIS
IN-IIUIISH PACILITUS OPMNING SYSTI •?I :VN/C.tIS
SYSTEI•I CAPACITY :Main memory. 2 Meg
PERII'IMPAL OEVIC 9	 :!ford copy terminal Disc storage:	 800 million Bytes
Simultaneous users supported:	 20
M'SC:Ill1'TTON OF DATA CATEGORIES LANGUAGB(S) :COBOL
rORTRAN
DATA CAUX.ORY NAME :Surface water - PL/f
streams and Lakes:	 species (fish, plants, inverts-
braces)	 chemical properties, soctul properties, DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
physical properties, use and harvest
GL'OGRAI'EIIC COVERAGE :Statewide DATA CATGCORY NAME: :Remography -
GE{0GR,IPBIC REFERENCE :Latitudeilongitude census data, employment
MINIM101 RE'SOLEITION :Sitespecific (individual lake or section of stream) GEOGRAI1111C COVERAGE 	 :Philadelphia and Truntou Standard uurrrupulIlan
' DATA S'IYiIEAGE FORllA7'	 :Card image service areas
OUTPUT PRODUCT'S :Tables, graphics, modelling capability, statistical
summaries, computer tape, avuilahility on u cos- --- --------------
tomized basis
DATA SOEIRC[{S :Primary BA'FA CA'I•FGORY NAME :land use
LEVEL OF RL•'1.1ABLUTY	 :hloderuto GINIGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :1'hiludnlphla and Trenton StaadW'd nirtruleulfl:w
UPRATE ruEQUENCY :Depends on inventory cycle or individuul area service areas
biologist
CONFlu1: nALITY :PA Fish Commission controls access --------------- -
CI.ASSIrICATION :System for allocating catchuble-sized trout to
stream sections RATA CA71'WORY HAMS :Traosportatlou
COMMENTS The PA fish Commission is a rather small ugency 0ET36RAPHIC COVERN1 1.	 :I'hiladelphin and Trenton siaudaril uvc[rupu[i Ian
within the Commonwealth, and is funded mainly through service areas
the sale of fishing licenses rather than general :ipprap-
riutions. Staff size is small and dissumiaativa of Aa=====_^___________
Information is limited.
	
Requests will be considured on
a case-by-casu basis. PATF OP 11WOR[fATION :7132/8'1
PAPER VILE 1411MIER ,PAl2
USER FFES POLICY
-Appends on the user group, volume and present work Inad
DATE Olt
 I14FOlitL1TION : 7/25183
F
PAPER FILE NUIDIER :P.I10
an©(
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i	 100
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GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OP RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
:Centre, Clinton. Columbia, Juniata, Lycuming,
Mifflin, Flontour, Northumberland, Perry, Snyder,
and Union Counties
:Latitude/longitude
Not geographically referenced
:Township
:Tabulur
:Tables
00mary 'and secondary
:Moderate
:Varies
%r,f ^... i.+ rr.,sr'rr3:.:.•^,i^^NF.tSlaara :r^^.n.s'^ti '^'..R 11^4^ +, 1^ ^,F^`Jr`lir". F4 is	 ^,.^.:	 ^
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CODE ;PAGO"l
SfA"I'1 :PA
DATA DASI: Ilan	 :SEDA-G011ncil of Governmonts Dnto Base
DATA BASF ACRONYM :SEDA-COG
S111WIX7 COVERAGE	 :Natural resources, mineral resources, lea! uses
GIIN'RAPI11C COVERAGE :Central PA, includes Centre, Ciintun, Columcin, Juniata,
Lycuming, Mifflin, Montour, Northumberland, Perry, Snyder,
and Union Counties
AGLYCY
	 :SEDA-Council of Governments
RES11011 1'1' 	 :Thomas 1 1 . Bresenhan, Senior Program Analyst
SEDA-Council of Governments
R.D. 1
Lewlsburg, PA 17837
Telephone: 717.524-4491
WHER C'ON'TACTS
	 :D. Robinson, Executive Director
COMPUTER PACILITI^'S
rft; mm"I1(S) 	 :TANDY
TRS
RESIDENCE	 :In-house
01IFRATrON	 :lnLornctive
CIS CAPABILITY
	
No
l:Y-UUtrSF. PACILITIIS
SYS'TE'M CAPACITY 	 ;Disc storage: 40 Megabytes
LtNCUAGF(S)	 :BASIC
PASCAL
COBOL
f'LRIPBERAL DEVICES	 :Limo printer (character graphics)
DFSCRII11ON OF DATA CA'TFCORIES
IWA CA'T'EGORY NAME	 : Demogr+,phy -
populations
CF.DGRAPHIC CUVERAGE
	 :Centre, flIaLon, Columbia, Juniata, Lycoming,
Nifllir., Montour, Northumba'rland. Perry, Snyder,
t,nd Union Counties
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latiivae/longitude
Not geographically referenced
MIND111M RF.SUIIT£fON
	 :'Township
DATA STI)RAGE F(IRMAT
	 :Tabulnr
OU71 1D'T 1 1RUDUGTS	 :Tables
D,1TA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY 	 :Varios
DATA CeYCEX (1RY MANE 	 :Coology -
pLysiography, surficial Urology
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :latvironmental quality
huxardous wastes
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Centre, Clinton, Columbin, Juniata, Lycoming,
Mifflin, Flantour, Northumberland, Perry, Snyder,
and Union Counties
GEOGRAPHIC RFVFREIICE :Latitude/longitude
Not geographically referenced
NININUN RESOLUTION :Tutrnship
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
0:17'E'U7' PRODUCTS :Tables 0
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary Q
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY Wadarate ;U^
IIPDAm FREQUENCY :Varies
10 110-
--------T-------
DATA CATEGORY VANE :Surface water -
flooding, floodplains, flood pron g areas
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Centre, Clinton, Columbia, Juniata, Lycoming,
Flifflin, Nontour, Northumberland, Perry. Snyder,
and Union Counties
GEOGRAPHIC KFERENCE :Lutftuddlongitude
Not geographically referenced
HININIIFI RESOLUTION ;Township
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCT 'S :Tables
DATA SO1111C1:S :Primary and secondary
LFVW. OF RELIABILITY :Rodernte
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Varies
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Land cover -
forosL land, cropland, pasture, urhnn/built-up
CE(R;RAPUIC COVEKdGE
	 :Centre, Clinton, Columbia, Jnniuta, Lycoming,
Mifflin, Montour, Norllmmberlund, Terri, Snyd+•r,
and Union Cuunties
CEW'RAPUIC REFERMCG :Lut1LUdu/longitude
Not gengraphically referenced
HININUM I&SULUTION	 :Township
"A
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DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tubular
(HI'PPUT PRODUCTS ;Taliles
UA'I'A SUIIRCES :Primary and secondarey
I.FAli1. (IF RELIABILITY :Modorate
11PDAT1: MQUENCY ;Varies
D.1TA CA'T'EGORY NAML> :Uoundartes -
Counties, townships, census blocks, watersheds, river
bnsius, regional planning (11sLrlets CD 0.
CIMRAi'N[C COVERAGE :CLotre, Clinton, Columbia, Juniata, Lycoming, '211
Mifflin, Montour, Northumberland, Perry, Snyder,
and Union Counties
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
0 T
Not geogra phically referenced
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Township
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular e
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables -b
D,YI'A SOURCES ;Primary And secondary
LEVLU. OF RELIABILITY :Modorate
UPPATE-FREQUENCY-- :Varies
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Soils data
series, capability class
(IEOGRAPH[C COVERAGE :Contra, Clinton, Columbia, Juaninta, Lycoming,
Mifflin. Montour, Nor thumborland, Perry, Snyder,
and Union Counties
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitudL
HOL geographically referenced
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Township
DIM STORAGE MEW :Tubular
(131TP11T PRODUCTS :'fables
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LF.1'E1. OF RELIABILIT Y :Moderate
I1P11,C1'li FI:MUENCY :Varies
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Energy
resources - coal/lignite, ownership, production,
surficial geology, bedrock geology, watershed boun-
daries, township boundaries
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Contra, Clinton, Col.umbict, Juniata, Lycutning,
Mifflin, Montour, Nonhumburland, Perry, Snyder,
and Union Catintles
GM)GRORIC RL•'FL'1(I•:NCE :State Plane Cuordinatou
MINIMUil RESUI.UTION
	
:2-5 acres, township
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Crid
oul'PUT I'RODUC['5	 :Mops - variable scale
DATA SOURCES	 ;Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Modorate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Varies
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 ;Land use -
livestock production, transportation, urban/built-up,
parks, ownership (public vs private). Lownsbil: boun-
daries
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Contra, Clinton, Columbia, Juniata. Lycoming,
Mufflin, Montour, Northumberland, Perry, Snyder,
mnd Union Counties
GLOL•RA1'HIC REFERENCE	 :flat geographically referenced
i11NIMUM RESOLUTION 	 :County
UATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Tubular
OUTPUT PIIOBUCi'S	 :I.lups - 'variable scale
DATA SOURCES:Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :P.vury 5 years, last updato 1976
PATA CAT1%ORY NAME
GEOGRAI'llIC COVERAGE
GFIX;RAPHIC REVERKNCL•'
,11111 UM 1015901.UT ON
DATA S"1'ORAGE FORMAT
(1OTT'UT' f'RODUM'S
D'VJ'A SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATIi FREQUENCY
:Topography -
elevation, slope
:Contra, Clinton, Calumbla, Juniata, Lycoming,
Mifflin, Montour, Nor thanlberlanil, Perry, Snyder,
and Union Counties
:I•ntl Ludo/langi Ltlde
Not geographically referenced
:'1'owusb i p
:Tabular
:'1'u hl es
:Primary and secondary
:Moderate
:Varies
DOCUMERTATION	 :SLDA-1XX'. Hap Inventory 0975)
USER FEES POLICY	 :Fens are charged on a cost recovery basis, and dLpond un
Lhu job and the client
DATE OF INFOPMATION :9/28/83
PAPER FILE NWIVER :PAIR
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COOL :11A007-01
SI'A'I'L' :PA
DATA 11ASR' NAME :PA Abandoned Nine Lands Inventory
SUBJECT [Y)FERAGE ;Information on abandoned coal mine land
GIMR1PU1C COVERAGE :Stateside
SI'.1'I'US ; Currently incomplete
AGFNCY :PA Department of Environmental Ruuourcos
1[15E'O:iURNT :.I. Dixon Earley, Director
Bureau of Abandoned Hine Reclamation
PA Department of Environmental Resources
PO Ban 1467
Harrisburg, PA	 17120
Telephone:	 717-783-7992
OTH ER C[7VTACI'S :Daniel H. Peary, Hydraulic Engineer
Telephone:	 717-7137-7669
CDf11 11WER FACILITIES
vow-irri,ro) :11URROUCIIS B-6700
KSH)MCE :Central 8overummit computer center
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
DES'CRIPT'ION OF DATA CAT['GORIFS
DATA CA'T'EUORY NAMI. :Abandoned mine land -
location, type, nature of abandoned coal mine FeULnraS
MAS;It11 1111C CUFERAM :Statewide
GEDURAPHIC REFL•'RENCF.	 :Latitude/longitude
HENENUM RISOLUTION :Site specific
OU'IUr PRUDUCI5 :'fables, statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABi1.ITY
	 :Hoderate
UPDAU FREQ11MIGY :Data has AOL been updated to data and updating proce-
dures have not been fully developed
COMIENTS :Data are part of a notional abandoned mine lands Aaven-
Lary prepared by the federal Office of Surface Mining
DUCUNENTATION
	 ;Not yet completed
USER FEES POLICY	 No policy established
0XIT OF INFORMATION :7/22/83
PAPER FILE, NUMBER	 :PA25
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COHMTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)
RESID1 10E
OPERATION
IN-HOUSE FAMLiT1ES
OPERATING SYSTI11
SYSTM CAPACITY
LANGIIMM(S )
SPECIAIIZED SOFTWARE
PL•'RIMIERAL DEVIC[S
0
M
(0 -0
:APPLE DOS, CPAI
:Muin memory: 64 K
Disc storage: 280 K
Simultaneous I:serS supported:
:BASIC M'1411SOET
Assembler
.UB Master
dBASE 11
:Ilonuchrome graphics CRT, merhanic.11 digitizer,
line printer (character graphics)
STATE	 : PA
DATA BASE IMF
	 :PA Mineral List
Sul1Jirr COVERAGE
	 :Geology
GRUGRAI'111C COVERAGE :Statewide
AGI.2;CY
	 :PA Department of Environmental Resources
RESPONDENT	 :John H. Barnes, Geologist
Bureau of Topogruphic and Geologic Survey
PA Department of Environmental Resources
101 South Second Street
PO Box 2357
llarrisburg, PA
	
17120
Telephone: 717-787-5697
:APPLE 11
:Ea-house
intcreltti ve
CODE :PA(JOB-02
COAL :PAOOB-01
MINI E PA
DA.I'A EI:1SE NAME: :Picture-Rocks -Sonestown Trace Moments
S111i,II-M COVERAGE :Guolugy
(1 :0GRAP1[1C COVERAGE :Carskill. Formation
AMMY :PA Department of Environmental Resources
HUSI'(MIN4T :John Il, Barnes, Geologist
Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survey
PA Department of Environmental Resources
101 South Second Street
1 10 Box 2357
[larrisbarg, PA	 17120
Telephone:
	
717-787-51397
CONPUTER FACILITIES
(:11EN IU'rEE{(S)	 -.APPLE I1
Id'.91D :NCE	 : In-house
01'If1;A'I'[(IN
	
:Interactive
IN-ROUSE: FACILITIES
OPHATING SYST111
	
:APPLE DOS, CP/EI
SYSTFkl CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 64 K
Disc storage: 280 K
Simultuneous users supported: 1
LANCUAGE(S)	 :BASIC APPLESOFT
Assembler
SPIX:IALIZED SO MARE	 :I)B Master
dBASE II
PERIPNI(RAL DEVICES
	
01anocllrome graphics CRT, mechanical digitizer,
line printer (character graphics)
11MCRIPHON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:Geology -
bedrock geology, minerals found in 11.1,
JCPDS K-Ray data
GEOGRAPUIC COVERAGE	 :Suutewide
GEiiGRAPHIC REEERFNCF :Not geographically referenced
MIN1E1111 RESOLUTION
	 :Not geographically referertred
DATA STORAGE rOREIAI'	 :Tabular, by mineral name
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secundary
I.M.A. Or RI•:1.IABILITY
	 :,zladerate
UPDATE ERhIJU S(:Y
	 :JCPDS data annually, mineral data Slu,radilal iy
l(iN['!lNiNfLll . l'1'Y	 :Mineral data may not be released prior to publication
in buuk form. .KIDS data iti cupyrlghled .awl parrhayvd
by Lila Geological Survey suluiy Lor thei, is-Iwu ye '1'
ul(SCRII'rlON OF DATA CAI 'ECOR I LS
DATA CATEGORY NAIIR 	 :Ikulagy -
bedrock geology, geographic data, field data, trace
element data
GE(IGRAl 1 111C COVERAGC	 Intskill Formation (parts of Sullivan and Lycomine
Counties)
GE'MRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitudo/longitude
MINI:RIM ORSOLIITION 	 :Site Specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular
OUTPlrl' I'iIOO(I(."!'S 	 :Data will be published in a bank
IIII'YA SOUNCE:S 	 :Primary
LEM-3. OF RELIABILITY :high
[II'llA'I'E [+I(F(pI]iNCY	 :One-time project
CiiN 1. 1111:NTT A 1 xrY	 :Duty
 ware compiled for a report to he published, and
nlny not be released prior to publication
USER FEES POLICY	 :Nate buses are maintained for In-house uue only
UATE OF iNFOiawrION 0111/83
PAPER FILL NUMBER :PA28
USER FOES Pouc-Y
	 Mila bases are maintained for In-hurouv ono •qtly
DATE OF INFORNATLON :7/I1/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :!'A'.8
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:APPLE DOS, CP/M
:Main memory: 64 K
Disc storage: 280 K
Simultaneous users supported: I
:BASIC APPLFSUrr
Assembler
:DB Master
dlluse If
:Monochrome graphics CRT. mechanical digitizor,
line printer (character graphics)
IMORIES
:Geology -
field, chemical, mineral, trace-ciument
:An area in Southeaster PA (parts of Narl.humpton,
Lehigh, and Barks Counties)
:I.nliludo/lungitulle
:Site specific
:Tabular
:Tables, graphics, data will bo pubEisbvd in hunk loan
:Primary
:Moderato
:line-time project
:Data were compiled for a report to b y puhlisbvd, and
may not be re l eased prior to publication
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
DKSCRI P'r1UN OF DATA CA':
DATA CATF=RY NAME
G5IGRA171IC COVERAGE
CLOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DA'T'A STURAGE F0l.NAT-
Ull'I'Plfi' PRODUCE'S
DATA SOURCRS
LEVEL 017 RELIA1111.I-fY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
A'DNFIDENTIAI.IT1'
I11-HOUSE rnCII.lT1liS
01 1 1-IT HNG SYSTDI
SYSTIEM CAPACITY
LANGUAGE(S )
SPECIALIZED SOFf14ARr
USER FEES POLICY	 :Data bases are maintained for En-house usu only
UATE OF 11117OREIATION :7111/83
APUR FILE NUMBER	 ;PA28
STATE	 :PA
DATA BASE NAME	 :Rending Prong
S11W ECT COVERAtE	 :Geology
(;I=RAPIIIC COVERAGE :Aa area in southeastern PA
AGENCY	 :PA Department of Environmental Resources
RESPONDENT	 :John 11. Barnes, Gcologlst
Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survuy
PA Department of Envirommentuf Resources
101 South Second Street
PO Box 2357
Harrisburg, PA	 17120
Tatepbou	 717-787-5897
COMPUTER FACILITIP.S
COMPLU ER(S)
RESIDENCE
OPERATION
:APPLE II
:In-house
:Intcractivu
caul: :11,1008-04
CODE :PAUOB-03
.'rsfhi	 :PA
DATA BASE NAME	 :Directory of Mineral Industry (Nan-fuel)
SUII.]EC'r C:OVlERAGE: Geology
GGOCRAP111C COVERAGE :Statewidu, eventually
STATUS	 :Expected date of automation 1983, however automation
hus not yet begun
AGENCY	 :PA Department of Environmental Resources
RESPONDENT	 :John N. Barnes, Cleologist
Bureau of 'topographic and Geologic Survey
PA Department of Environmental Resources
101 South Second Street
PO Box 2357
Unrrisburg, PA	 17120
Telephone: 717-787-5897
COMPITTER FACILITIES
CU;R'il'1'ER(S) :APPLE II
RESIDENCE :In-hause
UPERATIUN :Interactive
24-110USE FACILITIES
(WI-T-VI1NG SYSTEtI :APPLE DOS, CP/El
SY51*al CAPACITY :Main memory:	 U4 K
Disc storage:	 2HU K
Simultaneous users supporrud: 	 1
LANGUAGE(S) :BASIC APPLESOFT
Assembler
SPXlALIZF:D SOE'TIJARE :DB Master
dBASE II
PERIPEIIiRAL DEVICES :Munochrome graphics CRT, mechanical digitizer,
line printer (character grupl:lcs)
TCORIE:
:Ceology -
exploration/extraction
:Statewide, eventually
:lutituda/l-ngitulle
:Site specirit
:Tubular
:Tables, will he published in book form
:Primary
:Unknown at present
:Annual anticipated
:C:crtain data specific to individual sites will be
confidential
USER FEES POLICY	 :Data bases are maintained for la-hnnsr use only
DATE OF INFOREIATION :7111/83
PAPER FILE NIIMRER
	 :PA28
Dr:SCRIPTION OF DATA CA'.
DATA CA'l'1-:GGRY NAME
GINMA.'APHIC COVERAGE
GE:UGNAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM KrSOLUTION
IIATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SUURCES
LEVEL OF I11i1 1ABILITY
UPDATE: FRE(^UEIICY
CUNFIDE:NTIALITY
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DATA CATEGORY NAtli
	 :Groundwater -
well location
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :klanogec:enc unit, site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Tabular
OUTPUT 1 1RODUC•TS	 :Computer tape
DATA SOURCES
	
:Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Low
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuous
DATA CA`T'EGORY NAME
	
:Demography -
populations (historic and projected)
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Municipality
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	
:Township
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCT'S	 :Tables, modelling capability, computer tape
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :11igh to moderate
UPDAT17 FREQUENCY	 :Every 10 years
DATA CATEGORY NVIE	 :Wildlife -
fish - game and non-game, boating usage
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Strenm
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Watershed or river basin ® 0DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Secondary Q
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :11igh to moderate
UPDATE FRUJUENCY :As needed and funds allow Q rya
DATA CATIZORY NAME :Abandoned mine land - g
problem areas
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide f4j]
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Manugcmcnt :unit
DATA S'1'OHAGE FORMAT :Tubular
OUTPUT PRODUC'E'S :Statistical summi:rEes, computer lalie
RATA SOURCES PrImary
LEVEL OF RELIAHILITI :!Bali to maderute
UPDATE FIIEQUENCY :Continuous
C{}'1ML'N'TS :[late are supplied to the Bureau of Surlare Min[wl,
CODE :PA009-01
STATI.,	 :PA
DATA BASE NAME	 :Water Resources Data System
SUDJLC'T COVERAGE	 :1istoric and projected populations, water use, abandoned
mint problem arena, reservoirs, stream encronchmunts,
fishing and boating use
GL•:OGRAPBIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :PA Department of Environmental Resources
RESPUNDRNT	 :Willium A. Gast, Chief, State Mater Plan Division
Bureau of Water Resources Management
PA Department of Environmental Resources
212 Evangelical Press Building
FO Box 1467
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Telephone: 717-787-5008
O'rIl£R CONTACTS	 :'Thomas Denslinger, Chief, Water Use and Allocation Section
Telephone: 717-787-5009
Robert Elliott. Computer Operations
Telephone: 717-787-5008
C1lMPUTER FACILITEES
LX011 113TEER(S)
	 : BURROUGHS B-6700
BURROUGUS B-22 (Having to purchase)
RPSEDENCE
	 :In-house
OPERATION	 :patch
CIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
SYSTI.21 CAPACITY	 :Plain memory: 1,048,000 Bytes
LANGUAGE(S) :COBOL
ALGOL
FORTRAN
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :llord copy terminals (2), small flatbed pen
plotter (within one year)
U&%CREFE ' ION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY LAME
	 :Surface water -
discharge/volume/stoge, water body type, supply and
storage, flouding, stream orders, water rights
IllOGRA1'111C COVERAGE	 :SmoWida
GF.O1,RAf1lI1C HEP£IIENCE	 :Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Ownership unit, management unit
DATA STORAGE FORMA'6	 :GoordEnoto point, tabular
01rFPUT PRODUCTS 	 :Tables, computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RLL(ABILI'TY :high to moderate
UPUATL FREQUENCY	 :Annually, biennially, every 5 years
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U:Cm CATEGORY HAME	 :Water use —
puhlic eater supply, agricultural livestock, agricul-
tural irrigation, mineral industry, manufacturing
industry, sedf—suPl.lied domastic, power generation
cooling
CE:MAPHIC COMME	 :Stotowide
GFOURAPIEIC RCFE:RMF. :Latitude/longitude
Universal Transverse Mercator
t1ENItiEIN RESOLUTION 	 : Ownership unit, site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCES	 :Tubles, camputer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UP1311 ' E FRIiQUMLy	:Annually, biennially, every 5 years
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Will be available within one year
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Fees are charged for all products ans services according
toa fee Schedule
DTI'F OF INFORMATION :7/11/83
I-APE:1E FILE NUMBER
	 :PA29
.^
P_
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERITCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FRFAJUEMCY
:Caology -
physiography, surficial geology, bedrock Ecology,
depth to bedrock, geologic log
:Statewide
:Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
County
:Site specific
:Tabular
:Statistical summaries, computer printouts
:Primary and secondary
:Moderato
:Continuous
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CODE :PA010-01
S'L'ATE	 :PA
DATA BASE NAME	 :14ater Well Inventory
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Groundwater, subsurface geology
I.E.OGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewida
A1;1 •YICY	 :PA Department of Environmental Resources
RftSI'OXDL'NT 	 :Alan R. Geyer, Chief, Environmental Geology'Division
Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survey
PA Department of Gnviroamental Resources
101 South Second Street
PO Box 2357
Harrisburg, PA	 17120
Telephone. 717-787--5828
(7I HER CONTACTS	 :Br. Arthur A. Socalaw, State Geologist
Telup1sone: 717-787-2I69
Donna M. Snyder, Administrator
Telephone: 717-787-5828
COMPUTER FACILITIES
MMPUTER(S) :APPLE II
TEL:TROHIX 40/50
BURROUGRS 8-6700
RESIOLUCE :Department of Environmental Resources Computer
Facility
OPERATION :Interactive
G1S l'APABILITY :Yes
lN-Rf111SIs FACILITiFS
Pl?IIIPIRMAL DEVICES :Monochrome 'graphics CRT's ('L), mechanical digitiser,
line printer (churacter graphics), hard copy terminal
DESCRIPTLON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CAPI:CORY NAME :Groundwater -
quantity, discharge/pumpage, well location, well
ownership, well use, wall construction, depths and
yields
GINX,RAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC RRFERME :Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
County
MMINUM RESOLUTION :Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tubular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Statistical summaries, computer printouts
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
IH'DATI,
 FREQUENCY :Continuous
CUI•IBC`FTS :Dato are supplied to USGS - HATSTORE
f ..
DOCUMENTATION	 :"A Guide to DER's Bureau of Topographic and Geologic
Survey 14ELL DATA SYSTEM an Inventory of 1;atur Wall
Information" (1975)
USERFEES POLICY	 : FL'ea are charged for products only
DATE OF INFGRMA'1'101 :7/8/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 .PA30
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CLOGRAP111C COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REE'ERENCE
HINNIUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
t	 OUTPUT PRODUCTS
MA SOURCES
LEVEE. OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUMCY
:Sixteen counties/three major river basins
(Butler, Armstrong, Allegheny, Wustmoreland, Somerset,
Cambria, Centre, Onion, Elifflin, Clinton, Lycoming,
Lucerne, Lackawanna, Monroe, Wayne. and Pike Counties)
(Upper Delaware, Susquehanna and Ohio Basins)
: Latitude/longitude
:County
:Coordinate point
:Statistical summaries
:Primary
:Nigh
:Continuous
CODE : PAO11-01
S'1NM	 :PA
DATA BASE NAME	 :Integrated Flood Observing and Warning System
D,1'I•A (LASE ACRONYM 	 : IFLOIIS
SU1I.IEC1' COVERAGE
	 :Remote flash Flood forecast and monitoring
GW IRAPHIC COVERAGE :Three major river busins in PA, the Upper Delaware, the
Susquehanna, and the Ohio Basins, includes ib counties
AGILNCY
	 : PA Cmergency Management Agency
RESPONDENT	 :Ronald K. Bodnar, Planning hnalyst
PA Fmcrgency llauagemont Agency
PO Box 3321
Harrisburg, PA 17105
Telephone: 717-783-8150
(MR-Ut CONTACTS	 : Craig Williamson, Deputy Director
COMPUTER FACILITIES
(IM1 1UTER(S)	 :DEC PDP 11/23
HIiS1DENCE	 :In-house
01 11 : RATION	 :InLeractivo
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Partial
IN-11011SE FACILITIES
OPERATING "YSIMI	 : HT-11, Vol Is and TS%+, Vol 2.1
LANGUAGE (S)	 :BASIC
SPECIALIZED SO MARE
	 :RAIN ( user software designed for IFLOWS)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Monochrome graphics CRT, line printer (character
graphics)
DESCRIPTION of DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATLGURY now	 :Surface water -
flooding, flood forecasting
GL'OGRA11111C COV1UMCE 	 :Sixteen countles/ three major river basins
(Butler, Armstrong, Allegheny, Idestmorelund, Somerset,
Cambria, Centre, Union, Mifflin, Clinton, Lycoming,
Luzarno, Lackawanna, WayaL, Pike, and M unroe Counties)
(Upper Delaware, Susquehanna, and Ohio Basins)
GILx,RAIg1IC REFERENCE	 : Latitude/longitude
WHI NKIN RESOLUTION	 : County.
DATA 171'0RAGB FORMAT	 :Cuordluute point
OUTPUT PROBBI:1 'S	 :Statistical suMnarfus
DA•h1.901110 1Z	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILI TY	 :Eligh
11PIh1'IT' FREOIFENCV	 :Continuous
DATA CA'I'ECORY NAME 	 :Climate/weather -
rainfall, natural disasters, flash Cloud forerosLing,
rainfall analyses
DOCUNENTATION
	 : Nausletter, "RAIL] (Software) User Guide"
USER E1XS; POLICY
	 :No policy established
DA1'E OF INFORMATION .3/19/83
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COLIC :1'A012-01
S'l' A'l'E :PA
11,1TA RASE NAME :PA Gmmission Data System
DA'T'A BASE ACRONYM :PEES
SU11FGr COVERAGE :Air quality
[At'WRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide, except Philadelphia
A(MICY :PA Department of Environmental Resources
HS1 1014DENT :John Walker, Air Quality Program Specialist
Bureau of Air Quality Control
PA Dapa rtniont of Environmental Iesources
Fulton ]lank Building
200 North Third Street
llurrisburg, PA	 17120
Telephone:
	 717-787-4324
MHER CONTACTS :Pat Buohl, Computer Systems Analyst
David Sheets, Chief, Information Processing
C08PLI Eit FACILITIES
((4^IPUfIiE{( S) : BURROUGHS B-6700
RESIDF.NCC :In-house
OPE1111ON :Batch and interactive
cis CAPABILITY :No
IN -11OUSI: FACILITIES
(1Pk.KATING SYSTEPI :MCP 3.2
SYSTEM CAPACITY :Plain memory:	 6,291,450 Bytes
Disk storage: 	 3,681,582 Bytes
Simultaneou* users supported:
	 100 maximum,
50 practical limit
LANGUAGE(S) :COBOL
FORTRAN
Al.GOL
BASIC
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE :BURROUGHS DMS 11
SPSS
SYMPIAP
BLPRINIMCS
GBPICOS
TEKTRONIX IGL (to be installed)
PERIPHERAL DEVICES mural copy terminal, atplianumeric CH C i s (upprox
71), auxiliary printers (approx 23), ndsc. (10)
UF.W1,I IT] ON OF DAfA CATEGGNIRS
DATA Cel'I'I.WR Y NAME :Environmental quality -
air quality, point pollution,
	 plant characteristics,
air emissions, source description, source operation,
fuel data, Control devices ( air pollution central
equipment), stuck parumetars
GE(KRtAI'111C COVERAM :Statewide, excepL Ehil tide Iphia, (Al-leghuay County has
an independent county agency also)
CF.OGRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse MorCator
UTPI includes Zone dosignotor ( 10 meter precision)
County
Municipality (township, borough, city)
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific
DATA STORAGE POWIAT :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Interactive video display capability (in-house only),
computer tape (limited availability),	 fixed anal vari-
able format reports through batch processing
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILIT Y :Atoderuto
UPDATE VIZEQULNCY :Annual. Dual data base, new data has p
 created each
year Ear update. Completed data buse available: for
reporting. Archive data Lases oil
CONFIDENTIALITY :At request of source ouner, certain data may Ire
excluded from public reports
CLASSIFICATION :Facilities classified uccordtng to total plant ommis-
sions
COMES, :Data are supplied to EI'A/NEDS
DOCUMHITATION :Available on data structure, data encoding format/prece-
dure, general information, and software (partially com-
pleted)
"Pracedures Guido" Pennsylvania iiission Data System,
Fourth Iidition. June 1982. (a reference and instructiou
manual for the use of Air Quality field stuff)
USER FEES POLICY 	 :Pees are charged on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/1/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :PA39
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CODE :PA013-01
I" i'XI , : PA
DATA BASE NAMR :Solid Waste Activity Monitoring
DXI'A BASF ACRONYM :SWAM
SUB.IL'C.°T COVERAGE : Iluzurdous waste facilities and shipments
G1:(X;RAP11IC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGE= :PA Department of Environmental Resanrc.,o
RES1 10.41II:N'1' :Gary Galida, Chief, Division of Hazardous Mjste
Management
Bureau of Solid Waste Management
PA Department of Environmental Resources
Fulton (lank Building
200 North Tl:ird Street
PO Box 2063
Harrisburg, PA
	 17120
Telephone:	 717-787-7381
CB'lI111C CONTACTS : Doaald A. Lazarchik, Director, Bureau of Solid haste
MunugemenL
Telephone.
	 717-787-9870
Kaith C. kerns, Solid Haste Program Specialist
Telephone:	 717-787-9871
Gerald L. Miller, Project Spvsr., Bureau or Information
Systems
Telephone:	 717-783-9592
COMPIrrEll FACILITIES
t'[IMCIfE'lilt(S)
	 ' ;BURROUGHS D-6805
RI-S111ENCE. :in-Cause
OPERA'T'ION :Butch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :No
IN-410IISE FACILITIF-8
OPERATING SYS-1 -1 .11 -MVP 3.2 - 3.3
SYSTEM
 CAPACITY :Main memary:	 G.i million By Las
Disc storage:
	 2 billion Bytes
Simultaneous users supported:
	 40 - 50
LANG[IAGE.0) :C:UIIOL
FORTRAN
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE :IGL
DINS It
SPSS
SYMAP
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Monochrome alpha-numeric CR'T's (125), line
printers ( alpha-numeric) ( 2), remnte printa:s
(alphu-numeric) (35)
DFS['i:[I'E'1ON q I' DATA CAi'T•.001CIRS
BATA CAI.CORY NAME. :111lv1funme4tul quality -
hu'rardous waste:	 far.ility records, liar;crdous waste
descriptions, shipmwOtr:
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Not geographically referenced
Files contain general information. county, town, silt
coda, street address
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :County
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS ;Statistical summaries, computer tape, riles
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Nigh
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Continuous
CONFIDENTIALITY :Some information in the system is not nvnilable to
the public
COPIPIFNTS :Data are supplied to EPA I[urardaus Waste Inl'r;:nndlun
System
DOCUMENTATION	 :General inforaacion is available (documentarian is
noL available to the public)
US1iR 111 POLICY
	 :Computer output/iaforaation (printouts, tapes) arc not.
Provided Lo the public, but are available fnr ivvivw at
the address listed above. (Printouts only, no on-line
access)
DATE OF INFO1it1ATION : 7/12/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :PA42
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CODE :PA014-01
CODE :I'A015-01
STAIR :PA
IIM% BASE NAME :State Park Basic Information Data System
UA'1'A BASE ACRONYH :BIDS
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Recreation - State Park statistical and descriptive
infurmntion
GLOGR41PIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGE,YCY :PA Department of Environmental Resources
RI[SPONUI;41' :Dr. Charles H. Strauss, Assoc, Professor of Forest
Economics, PA State University
Bureau of State Forks
PA Department of Environmental Resources
Evangelical Press Building, Thirt and Reilly Streets
Harrisburg, PA	 17120
Telephone:	 814-865-4574
CONFUTER FACILITIES
CUMR'UTER(S) NEAT 3033
RRSIDENCE :PA State University, University Park, F5
OPERATION :Batch
GIS CAPABILITY :No
1N-11OUSL FACILITIES
PERIPBL•'RAL DEVICES :Black and white CRT
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Recreation -
State Parks: la6d acres, water acres, dams, shoreline
miles, stream miles, facilities, historic structures,
trey nursery acres, park infrastructure
UIX)ORAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GIR)1+RAPH IC REFERENCE	 : Not geographically referenced
81111MUM R1SOIAMON :Township
OUTPU 'P I'ROBUCi'S :Statistical summaries
IM'A SOURCIS :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF N1.11AULLITY	 ;Unknown
11PIIA'1'!{ 1:10JUEIJCY : Annual
STATE	 :PA
DATA BASE NAHE
	 :Permit Files
SUBJECT COVERAGE
	 :Geology - mining
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS:Currentlybeing automated
AGENCY	 :PA Departmont of Environmental Resources
RESPONDENT	 :Robert W. Agnew, !lining Permit and Compliance Specialist
Bureau of Mining and Reclamation
PA Department of Environmental Resources
Fulton Bank Building, 200 North Third Street
•	 P.O. Box 2063
Harrisburg, PA 17120
•	 Telephone: 717-783-8846
DESCRIP:I7N OP DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Geology -
exploration/extraction - pormitted surface and underground
mining sites (hydrologic data and geologic duta)
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
DATE OF INFORMMON :3/28/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :PA23
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IH1C[IP11iN'I',1'I'lON
	 :General information available
"Music Iaformation Datu System Guidelines"
USER FEPS 1'OI.ICY	 :Services contracted for by Burunu of Stutu Park-4. from
PA State University
IWI'L OF JNFORHXPION :7/12183
PAPER FILE NUMBB	 :i'A43
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CODE :PAM-t
STATE tPA
DATA BASE NAME :PA Recreation Inventory
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Recreation
AGENCY :PA Department of Environmental Resources
RESPONDENT :Robert Raves
Bureau of Environmental Planning
PA Department of Environmen tal Resources
Fulton Banlc Building, 20D North Third Street
Harrisburg, PA	 1712D
'telephone:
	 717-787-7395
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
NAPA CATEGORY NAME ;Recreation -
name, ownership, acreage, water acroage, stream i
facilities, conservation areas, use
CODE :PAO16-01
S1.tT1: :PA
VAL% IIAS1: SAME: :Air Quality Permit Application System
"t'1€ FC1' i1A'I:RACC :Environmental quality -- air
ACUNCY : PA 'Department of Environmental Resources
RF:.tiPOM11 , :Douglas 1.. Lusher
Bureau of Air Quality Central
PA Deportment of Environmental Resources
Fulton Rank Building, 200 North Third Street
Harrisburg, PA
	
17120
Telephone:	 717-787-4324
11INCIM91ON OF NATA CATMORTFS
DATA CATC.GORY NAME :Ettvironnental quality -
air quality, location, ensissions, actions
UFF. OF INFORMATION :1/31/83
PAPLIt PHX }INMBER 	 :PA38	 DAT8 OF INFORMATION :1/31/83
PAPE•'R FILE IINMRER
	 :PA41
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CODE :PA018-01
STATE : PA
IIATA BASE NAME :PA State Data Canter
DA'!i5 BASE ACRONYM :PSDC
SUDJFCI' COVERAGE :Demogrophic data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :The PSDG has been established through an Executive Order
issued by Governor Thornburgh; the objective is to provide
a coordinated means for ready access to statistical prod-
ucts and related services.
Products. and services available through the PSBC ore:
Census Bureau printed reports, micraficho, and
reference maps
PSDC printed reports
Consultation an data availability and use
Computer tape processing
Demographic and geographic profiles
Stntistical anolyses
Statistical mapping and geoprocessing
The PSDC is currently, (December 1982), developing a
new tool, 8"-DAS, which stands for Geographic Data
Access System.	 Scheduled for completion in rebruary
1983, Geo-DAS will citable the PSDC to provide darn
for user defined geographic areas such its corridors,
sectors, or rings.	 Goo-PAS will be extremely useful
for applications such as facility siting, nelghbor-
hood planning, marketing, emargCRCy management and
onviroamental impact analysis.
AGENCY :PA Institute of State and Regional Affairs 	 (ISRA)
RESPONDENT :Tko PA State Data Center
Institute of Stute and Regional Affairs
The Pennsylvania State University
The Capitol Campus
Middletown, PA	 17057
Telephone:
	
717-948-6336
OTHER CONTACTS :A network of Affiliate Data Centers are iocnted across the
Commanwea l t11
:Irving Hand, Director, ISRA
Robert Surridga, Assistant Director, ISRA
DISCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'ff.GORY NAPE: 	 :Dcnagraphy -
popuiutiun, housing, agricuILure, manufacturing,
retail and wholesale trade, government:;, etc.
GITSSRAPEIIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GEOCRAPUIC REiFF.RENCF	 :State
County
Municipality
Census tract
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Printed reports, microfiche, computer files
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
DOCUMENTATION
	
:General information and a periodic newsletter are available
USER FEES POLICY	 :Fees are charged on a cost recovery basis
DATE Or INFORMATION :1/31/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :PA36
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	 : PRODI-01 Continuous Forest Inventory (CFI) plot locations, and J:•.
are Subject t0 restricted access
-' I'SVE
	
:1'R
- ------- ------IIA'IA D,1SF NAME	 :1'ucrca Rico
silu,07COVER,IGE 	 :Lund use, land cover, forestry, climate/weather, surface DATA CATEGORY NAND :Forestry -
water Continuous Forest Inventory (CFI) plots, 19HU CE'1
GF,10.10E11(: COVERAGE : Northwestern section of Puerto Rico foreat survey station classlf icatinas
11;F:^C1'	 :NS Remote Sensing Center GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Northwestera section of Puerto Rico
la:til'Iil]11iN'f	 :W.	 Frank Miller,	 Director GEOGIIAI1111C REFERENCF ;Ad hac grid, unreforcacvd
NS Remote Sensing Center MININUEI HI?S	 Arl'ION :4 hectares I
1 1 .0. Drawer FR DATA STINIAGE F111LNAT :Grid
Mississippi State, HS 	 39762 OUTPUT ITODULIS :Nu11s (one Sca1e only), tables, computer tape, murk-1-
Telephone:	 601-325-3760 ling capability, composite mapping, interactive video(rl'iR:R C014'151C7I'S 	 ;Korea FEinchev, Research Associate display capability
Tcicphmto:	 601-325-3760 DATA SOURCES :Secondary
LRYPI. Ill•' HL•'IJAWLCl'Y :Hodurute
['q?]I'lf33ik FA(:LLurrES I1PUA'i'l: rRE[1UEa1CY aivery 10 years
CONVIDI11TIALITY :CF1 plot locations are subject to rv.strictud access
COVI'trl'ER(S)
	
:UNIVAC 1100180
DO ECLIPSE S/130 --- -------- -------
RI:SlUENCE	 :Mississippi State University computer center (UHIVAC
1100/80); in-house (FIG ECLIPSE S/130) DATA CATEGORY IIAMI; :Land cover - 0 a
OPERXI'l (1N	 :Interactive water, cropland, pasture, land cover values lur and
GIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes near CPI plots
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAG E :Northwestern section of Paerto Rico
IN-11(RISC PACILITiCS GEIIGRAPIIIC REFTRUNCE :Ad hoc grid, unrefarenced p
FIININUN RESOLUTION :4 hectares t	 .-'"
OPITATING SYSTEM
	
:RUGS DATA STORAGE FORNH :Grid
SYS•i'1-11 CAPACITY	 : Plain memory: 2561: OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Flaps (one scale only), tables, computer tape, model-
Disc storage: 46F1D ling capability, composite mopping, interactive video
Simultaneous users SapporLu d: 2 display capability
LAN0,1GE(S)	 :FORTRAN DATA SOURCES :1'rlmary
Assembler
SPISC1,11.1ZED SOrrWARE	 :Database awnipulatlon /display packaGu
LEVEL Or RFLIAUILLTY
UPDATF FREQUENCY
:Law
: Unknown
Suitability modelling package C01FID131TIALITY :CFI plot locations are subject to re5Lrictvd access '^+
PERII'EILHAL DEVICES	 :Color image display, 2 line fnilouing digitizers, CLASSIFICATION :Classification selu:me developed in-house to conform
electrostatEc plotter, color graphics camera with U.S. rarest Service specifications ^!
CONFIF.NTS :LandsnL I1SS source daut
UESCHIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Lund use - -----------^----
transportation, urban areas, proximity features DATA CATEGORY NAME :Climate/wentiwr -
(31-WRhP111C (:UVL'HAGE 	 :Northwestern section of Puerto Rico atmospheric interference
(WIGHAI1111C RI-TEREHCE	 :,UL hoc grid, unreferunced GEOGRAPHIC CUVERAUF :NnrthweSLvra section of Puerto llir„
NINIF311.1 RESOLUTION	 :4 hectares GI.71GRAl'11LC HLFFRENCE : ,1d hoc grid, uureicreart•d
DATA IMIRAVE FORMAT
	
:Grid HINIMUN RESOLUTHIN :4 hectares
OUTI'Ur PRODUCT'S
	
:Flaps (one scale only), tables, computer tape, model- DA'T'A STORAGE FORMAT ;Grid
ling capability, composite mapping, interactive video 111IT11Lrr PROwas :Flaps Lane Scale wily),	 tablet;, u,mputrr to In-, nu,dvl-
display capability flag capability, cewpesiLe oa,pping, 	 inL4ralllVC vid,v
DATA SOU11	 .1	 :Primary and secondary display capability
LEVEL OF RELIADILITY	 :Ilinh DATA SOURCES :Prlmury
UPDA'I'[: FREQIIi•:NCY	 :Unitaown 1XVEI. OF HELWILLITY : Unknown
CON FIDlaT1ALITY
	
:Proximity variables all portain to U.S. Forest Service UPDATE FI(Itf)tll':HCY :unknown
L
O
O
1
OJ
= = = = = =^ n n Cif = =
C0111IFTIMS	 :Landsat MS source dato
MrA CATEGORY NAME
GF.UGRAV R IC COVERACL
W00RAPEIIC REFERENCE
FIINIMIDI RESOLUTION
DATA MIRAGE FolalAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL UP RELIABILITY
UPDATE FREQUENCY
CO;IFIE" TI'S
:Climato/weather -
life zone boundaries
:Northwestern section of Puerto Rice
:Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
:4 hectares
:Grid
:Flaps (one scale only), tables, computer tope, model-
ling capability, composite mapping, interactive vidoo
display capability
:Secondary
:URI[nown
:Ualenown
:Last updated 1973
DA'rA CATEGORY NAFEE	 : Surface water hydrology
GEE-RAPTIIC COVERAGE:	 : Northwestern section of Puerto Rico
GUIGRAPIEIC RUTRENGE	 :Ad hoc grid, unreferonced
H1NHIM RESOLUTION	 :4 hectares
DATA S'1111?A& FORMW	 :Grid
OU'T'PUT 1 1RODUMS	 :Flaps ( one scale only), tables, computer tape, model-
ling capability, Composite mapping, interactive video
display capability
DATA SOURCES
	
:Secondary
LEVI:I. OF RELIAMLITY	 skull
UPDATE FREQUI .11CY	 : Unknown
'YI ^
0
rX
DOCIRIL•N11'E'ION
	 :Descriptions of data structuLe and data typos avallable
USER FETES POLICY 	 :Fees charged on a cost recovery basis
DATIi Oil INFORFLITION : 7/25/83
MPi:it FILE NUDIM	 :FIS2-5
CODE :PR002-41
s •r.rrE	 :Px
imn BaL Nam
	 :Dydrologicul DaLa Dank of Puerto Rico
SUIU wr COVERAGE
	
:Climate/lcuther
CEWR,IPIITC COVERAGE :Statewide
AeNlCY
	
:PR Dowtment of Natural Resourccs
RESPONDENT	 :Felix I. Aponte, Division Director
Water Division
PH Department of Natural Resources
P.O. Box 5887, Puerto De Tierra
Santurce, PR 00906
Telephone: 809-724-4418
MWER CONTACTS	 :Caddiel Aynla, Natural Resources Specialist
CONNITI:R FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)
	
-IM] 370
HONEYWELL 58
PRIME 150
RLSIDMICE	 :University of Puerto Rico, Rlo Piedras (I8N 370);
PR Department of Transportation and Public Works
(NUNEYWELL 68); in-Imuuo (PRINK 150)
01 1H.Ri1•E'ION
	
:notch
M-IRIUSP. CACILITIIS
t'F.RI PIIF:lt1E. URVICES
	
:9elovideo
I11:5CRUITION OF DATA CATWORIE.S
DATA MMIGURY MUM	 :Climate/weather -
wind, tomperoturo, precipitation
GEAx;RAPDIC COVERAGE
	 :5tutuwide
MINIHI M RKSOLIM0411	 :Site specific
OATA STORAGE PORHAT	 :Coordiantc point
0UTPIr1' PRODUCTS
	 :Computer tape, computer disk
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
LEVRi. OF RELIABILITY	 :Iligh
COMMENTS	 :Data also routinely supplfud to USGSAMTSTORE
DOCIBIWATION
	 :General information and descriptions of softwaro and
data encoding format/procedures nvailable
USER FEES POLICY	 :Ile policy established
BATE OF INFORMATION :8119/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :PR4
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CODE : l1R(JO3-01
S7:YIT :PR
DtYf1 (SASE: NAME :Natural. Cultural and Enviro :miuntal Resources Inventory
DA'J'A IIASI: ACRONYM :NCl:R1
SIIIIJ[iili' COVERAGE :Geology, surface water, land cover, land use, boundaries,
soils data ana topography
GE.WRA1'UlC. CUYERAGE :Puerto Rica, Mnna, Vieques, and Culebra
STATIts :A land use and natural resuurces inventory system was dev-
eloped for the Commonwealth of i'uertu Rico.
The Puerto Rica Division of Scientific Inventory provided
manpower to conduct field studies, assumed responsibility
for data collection, and interpreted all data collected.
Cornell University developed Chu codes and methodology for
translating all information obtained late) computer turmin-
so that it could be retrieved and analyzed ir. map or Lab-
ular farm.
AGENCY :PR Department of Natural Resource's
RE'SPONDE NT :1ilujnndto Cuodelario, Division Director
Office of the Scientific Inventory
PR Department of Natural Resources
Box 58117 Puerto de Tierra
San .Juan, PR	 00I06
Tulephone:
	
8UY-722-3571
tr[111-J. COM'XI'S :Piedad flurayLt,, Director, User Services Section
Ur. Jose A. Diaz 111nero, Computer Center Director
CUMPIM'.1t FA1.1I.1'1IES
I[E'_511rI:Y['li
UPl•.k 3'1'1 [1;7
(;IS CAPABILITY
IN-1E011SI, rnlLTT[.ES
PERIMINRAl. DEVICES
_DI-SCMITION OF DATA CA'
DA7111 CNI'EMORY NAME
GEWRAPHIC MVENAGE
GF.[ 1GRAPIIEC REVERENCE
1,I1NIMIM k1iSU1.1111104
DATA S' ORAGk FORMAT
011'1I 1 U7 . PROh1ICTS
DATA SU[IRCEN
LENEI.OV RE:L1AB11.1'TY
UPIKIT. I!t l?tl111aYCY
:111M 37U
.University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras
ate[ Ch
:Yes
Crelevideos (2)
.'WOR I ES
:Geology -
budruck geology
:Puerto Rico, Nana, Vieques. and Culebra
:Un3versul 'Transverse llercatur
:114 squuro kilometer (61.68 rtcres)
:Grid, coordinate point
:Maps - variable scale, tnbloS, statistical smmzmrriezi,
computer Lupo
:Primary
:high
:Every 5 years, lost update 197+)
A 
^-_.L.._^^.—
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface water -
watershed boundaries, floodpluins
GE(Y.:RAI'MLC COVERAGE :Puerto Rico, Ilona, Vieques, and Culebra
GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :1/4 square kilometer (61.68 arros)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Mups - variable scale, tables, statistical Suxlmarfea.
computer tape
DATA SONRCISS :Primary
I.1Vi?I, OF RELIABILITY :high
UPDATE FREQUIUMV :Every 5 years, last updnta 1974
DATA CATEGORY NAME :innd cover -
- barren fund, forest land, water, wetluuds, cropland,
posture, urban/built-up
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Puerto Rica, )Enna, Vieques, and Culebru
GIM MAI'1E1C REFS ENCE Wrtiversul 'Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM 1[t'SU1STi'11111 :1/4 square kiluneLer (61.68 acres)
DATA S"1'URAGE FURNAT :Grid, coordinate point
OUTPUT 1 111ODUCrS :Maps - variable scale, tables, statis11c01 sumnautuo,
computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Primary
I.I[Viil. OF IMLIA11I1.1'rY :I111;h 0 0
UI ; I)A7'E 1:.11L0UENCY :Every 5 yours,
	
lust update LIJ79
CLASSIFICATION :Cornell University - land Use .^
NuLianal Wetlunds Classification 0 .r.
----------- ------
0
Mme°'
DATA CAT[?(JOIIY NAME: :Laud use - t0
c
ropJand,	 transportation, urIxin /built -up, teCrt-ulianr,
arks
GF:JGRAPHIC MWERACE :Paorto RICU, Mona, Vieyaes, and CU LL-bt:t
GI:OGI:APHIC REFi;IIMEA. :Universal 'Transverse Mercntur
MINIMUM RI:SUIJITI014 :114 square kilumeter (11.68 acres)
IIA'rA S111RAG[: FORMAT :Grid, coordinate point 9
OUTPUT PROMICES ;Maps - variable scale, tables, statistical summaries,
computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Primary
LEVEL OF RI.LIABILITY :lllgh
IIPD,VrE FI*.'gUrk'CY :Every 5 year's,	 last update 1971)
CLASMVICATION :Cornult University - land Usc
DATA CATMORY NAME :Boundaries -
State, counties, townships, watershrwl:i
GI-MRAPHIC CLUVERAM :Puerto Rita, Munn, Vieques, and fiwknbr.r
GIYIGRAPEEIC RI-TERLNCE :Universdl Transverse Mercator
I.1INIIIIIM	 RESU1.111'1UN :114 square ki lumet er (61.88 d[res)
DATA S111RAGE, FORhkT :Grid, Coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, tables, statlatical 	 sumuLliits,
computer tape
"D
t7a
Io
-^
!hi'l'A SOUIICES	 :Primary
I.EVI:l. Ul^ RIiLiABFI . ITY	 :Iligh
UPI)Ai'li PRIiIIUI.14CY	 :livery 5 years, last update 1979
DATA EVVI'WO EY NAME :Soils data -
sories, engineering characteristics, croeion
E;IIIE;RAI4I1C COVERAGE :Puerto Rico. Mona, Vieques, and Culebra
GLOEIRAE'AIC RE ERENCE :Ualvursai Transverse Mercator
MINiMIM RESOLUTION :1/4 square kilometer (61.69 acres)
DAYI'A 571WAUE F'ORMAY ; Grid, courdinuta point
OUTPUT 1 1 RiIUUEAS :Maps - variable Scale, tables, sUU.istical summnrlo.4,
cumputcr tape
DATA SOURU-S : Prinu:ry
LIM-1 OF HE'L IAMLITY :11igh
iRF:Ei111iNCY111'ihSC: F :Every 5 years, last update 1979
^CAH-1 ;ORYImTA NAME. :Tepopraphy -
elevntioa, slapoi
GROGRAI'Rl(: CUFERAUR. :Puerto Rico, Mona, Vieques, and Culebra
{'IAX:RAPIl1C RliFliRFNM : Universal 'Transverse Mercator
- `{1 tnN1MUM Rl5Ui .11'1'IUN :1/4 square kilometer ( 61.68 acres)
DMIA 51110RAGL FORMAT :Grid, coordinate point
UMMIT PRODUCTS :M ? p•: - variable scale, tables, statistical summaries,
computer tape
DXCA SOUIICES :Primary
LEYEI. (IF RELIABILITY :111gh
IIPDATI: FR XIllENCY :Every 5 years, lost update 1979
®0
^ awl
O
DOE:UMEN'mrim	 :Available on data structure, data uacuding form;/pro-
cadure, and software
"Nutural. Cultural and Environmental Resources Inventory
(NCERI) Report" (four volumes). Division of Scientific
Inventory, Puerto Rico DNR, and the Center ror Aerial
Photographic Studles at Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
January, 1973.
DATE OF INFORhLti'l'lON :8/11183
PAPER FILE NUMBER :PR3
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CODE :PR004-01
D1-SCR11'TIOY OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'I'L-'GORV NAME
	 :Agriculture -
business form - value, prices, species, gales,
weights, tattles to be slaughtered
non-commerciul production - land use, production,
Inventory, crops, home consumption
G.WGR,11'111C COVERAGE
	 :Regional
GEOGRAP111C.REFERENCE :Public Lund Survey
MINIM k, RESOLUT1414	 :Ownership unit, county, township
DATA STOI AGF. FORMIT
	 :4pbulur
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Interactive video display capability, tables, computer
tape
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Niglh
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Dy semester and sometimes as required, last update
January 1983
CONFIDENTIALITY
	 :Must request permission from Liu.- Secretory of Agri-
Culture
T)OCUMENTATION
	 :PubLislied bulletins;
"Facts and Figures on Puerto Rico's Agriculture"
"La Motanxa de Canada an Puerto Rico" (livestack
butchering)
"Ingrego Agricola de Puerto Rico" (agricultural income)
"yentas de Abonos on Puerto Rico" (fertilizer sales)
"Doletin Mansual de Estadisticas Agricolas" (manthly
bulletin of agricultural statistics)
DATE OF INFORMATION :9/9/83
PAI'LR FILE NUMUElt	 :PR 13
00
a ^
r^
> G)
I— r5
:I %-
S'CiYE'li :PR
DATA U ,SSE NAME :PR Department of Agriculture Files
;;. SUILIECC COVERAGE : Agriculture - business and non-commercial production
flEWRAPIIIC COVERAGE : Reglanul
: During the past two years the Production and Analysis
Division has been introducing a new computer system in
their agency, while at the sane time using the services
<. of eiluipolonL shored with other goverruncntal ageacles.
They are still in the process of installing this system
and Lope that it will be ready in less than u your.
Although they du not have a relational dat a base, f1lcs
exist.
'. AGE`.NCY ; PR Department of Agriculture
`:" UESPOIDEiNT :Carmen It. Santana do Perex, Chief
Division of Production and Anulysis
f, Office of Agricultural Statistics
r PR Departmont of Agriculture
' Stop 19, Feroundex Juncos Avenue
PO Uox 10163
Santurce, Puerto Rica 	 00908
Telephone:	 809-721-2120
ONIM,
 CONTACTS :lluldn Mulet, Director, Office of Agricultural Statistics
r C.OMWER FACILITIES
s.
C09PUTL•'R(S) :PRIME 550 II
RESIDI.2ICE :Centralized Data Processing Centnr at Farm Credit
Corporation
OPERATION :patch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY :ilo
W
C?
C]
3
O
[N-flnllSli FACILITIES
OPMATING SYSTI21 :PRIMOS BUY 19
SYSTMI CAPACITY :]ruin memory:	 1.5 NO
Disc storage:	 300 MU
Simultaneous users supported:
	 64
LANMAGE(S) :FORTRAN
Assembler
I'I.I /C
PLPi3
II^
fl
go
3
3.
e
t
n.
 .,
CODE :81001-01
S'1',Y1'E :RI
111i1'A BASE NAME :Landsat Remote Sensing Center - Geographic Information
System
Slllill •:[:r COVERAGE :Lund cover/use, boundaries
GIMIMP111C COMM :Statewide underway
STATUS :An EL.AS land cover/use classificution for the State of
RI is being performed as a training project by ilia State
wits: the Eastern Regional Ramute Sensing Applications
Center (ERRSAC) and the Landsat Remote Sensing Center at
the Graduate School of Oceanography, University of RI.
The land cover/use study is about 40 percent complete,
With the expected date of completlon being February I985.
A GIS that would cover the entire State of RI is still in
the planning stages.	 It will Ile housed tot URI and the
University will be rospansible for maintainmece and up-
dates.	 The system size, hardware requiremants, and othor
details are still being discussed, but there seams to be
available fending for sucle a project.
	
Until the time that
a CIS is implemated the ELAS package will operate Us au
effective CIS for a RI data base.
AGENCY :University of ItI
RFSPONON'r Mr. Rim A. Richardson, Manager
Londsut Remote Sensing Center
Graduate School of Oceanography
University of RI
South Ferry Road
Narragunsett, RI	 02882
Tuluptione.
	 401-792-6179
UI' ILIA CON' I'AI:I'S :Dr. James Griffen, Director of Puci li tius
Telephone.
	 401-792-6110
COPIPU'i'Elt FACILITIES
COMIJ11TER(S)
	
:PRIME 400
PRIME 750
RESIDENCE
	 :In-house (PRIME 400)
Graduate School of Oceanogruphy (PRIME 750)
OPERATIn,Y	 :Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY
	 :Partial (a fully implemented CIS far URI/R1 is still
under considerntion)
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE :ZETA
NCAR
VECTR1X
IMP
SAS
ELAS
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :VF=RTX VX384, monochrome graphics CRT's (4),
color graphics CRT, SONIC digitixur, line printer
(chnractor graphics), dot matrix printci with
graphics, drum pen plotter
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CAI TGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	
:boundaries -
state, counties, townships, watershuds, oecanagrephic
GWORAPNIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide underway
CEOGRAPNIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercat-or
MINIMUM RESOI111!'1UN	 :1 acre, 10 acres, waterehed or river basin
DATA 9r11RACE FORMAT 	 :Grid, polygon
OUTPD'r PRODUL"i'S 	 :Tablas, graphics, modelling capability, statistical
suluuarias. Interactive video display capability,
computer tape
DATA SOURCIES
	
:Secondary
LEVU. OF RELIADIIJTY :Unknown
UPDATE PRE%ENCY	 :Not yet determined
DATA C91'WORY NAME
	 :land cover/land use
CIY1L'RAI 'NIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide underway, currently 40 percent of Lite state
CEOCRAPHIC RF.UBICE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMIDI 10401.1i'l'ION
	 :l acre, lO acres, watershed or river basin
DATA STORAGJ: FORIIAT	 :Crld, polygon
011I1'U'1' PRODbCI'S	 :'fatales, graphics, modelling capability, -MaListiratl
summaries, interactive video display capability,
computer tape
DATA SOURCE'S
	
:Secoadary,
1.EV11 OF RELIABILITY
	 :Unknown
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Not yet determined
COMMI'MIS :Classiflcatian is being performed as a training pro-
ject by the state with ERRSAC and the lundsat ItMuLe
Sensing Center
00
DOCUMENTATION :Ganeral informution is avallable Q
USER FIRES POLICY :No policy established Q
DATE OF INFORMATION :13/3/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :R15
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CODE :11I002-01
STATE :RI
DATA BASE: NAME : RI Heritage Program
GEOGUA1 1IIIC COVERAGE :Statcwido
STATUS :This Program was undertaken as a coopurative effort be-
tueen the State of Rhode Island and The Nature Conser-
vancy, a national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGENCY :Department of Environmental Management
RESPONDE11T :Rick Gnser, Coordinator/Botanist
RI Ilartage Program
Department of Environmental Management
Division of Planning and Development
83 Park Street
Providence, RI	 02903
Telephone:	 401-277-2776
arIIEI: CONTAt'1'S :Chris Ralthol, Zoologist
:3hollia Gareuu, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
COMPUTER PACMITII•S
CO31 111 ER(S) :IB,11
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA C FFUORY NAME.	 : Natural diversity elements -
ecological values ( plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the atata
or national level
GIl1GRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
DOCUHENTA'r1ON
	
	 :"The Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly nowslotter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/21183
PAPER FILL? NUMBER	 :RI6
s
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CODE :SCOUT-01
S'I'A'13i :SC
11.1rA 1LASE MAME :SC Natural Resources Information System
DXI'A IIASE ACRONYM :SCNItIS
SUILIEGI' COVERAGE :Land use/land cover, sails, topography,	 trunuporLoLion,
climatelweather, demography, geology, surface water, and
boundaries
W11GR1L 111IG COVERALL :Must datu are statewide, soils and transportation duto
ure far special project areas
S'L'XHIS :The University of SC Computer Services Division Graphics
Section maintains an active role in the development and
operation of automated curtographic WClullquas.	 Located
in Columbin, SC, USC Computer Graphics rouuists of u team
of prole}sionals dedicated to Lila preparation of output.
Products useful in 11,Inagemont, development, and analysis
of natural resources.	 One goal is Lila creation of a
statewide data base. 	 This system, Che SC Natural Re-
sources Information System (SCHRIS), will include such
vnriabies as landcovur, soils, elevation, and roads.	 Data
can be analyzed individually as single variablo files or
modeling techniques can be used with multi-variable files.
AGWY :university of South Carolina
1Ni51'011I11iMr .Ccru I d R. Hinick, Rescurcll Forester
Computur Services Division
Univerity of South Carolina
1244 Blossom Street
Columbia, SC	 29208
Tolophone:	 803-777-7236
(n'1113t WIT AGTS :Ceorge Walters. Graphics Hnnager
Stan I.awrimore, Production Manager
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMI'taF.R(S)	 :IBM PC
DG LCLIPSE ILV40O0
1110 3033
MDAHL 470/V6
RESIDENCE	 :In-house , University of SC Computer Center
OPP.3.ATION
	
:Batch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY	 :Yes
(N-HUUSC FACILITIES
OPERATING SYS IMM :DATA GENERAL AOS
SYSTEM CAPACITY :Muin memory:	 256 K words
Disc storage:	 196 K
Simultnneuus users supported: 	 16
I.AYUUAGE:(S) :FOR'rRa
HZIC
Assembler
I'VEMIALIZED SOFIVARL :ESR1
CALCUMP Routines
4
SAS	 A
SYSS YMAP^
CAI. FORM
GIMMS
SURFACE II
BI NDIAP
NCAR
PERIPHERAL DBVICES :Monochrome graphics CRT's (2), color Imabe display,
utblet-free cursor d18ILixers (4), ssc;lultlnL II11;iLirt'1,
line printer, elecLrostatic platter, drum pest p1oLLer,
large or precision Ilothod poll ptuut•r, hard ropy ter-
minal, alphanumeric CRT's (12)
DE:SCRII'T1UN OF DATA CATMOR1ES
DATA CATEGORY NANE :Lund use/land cover -
barren land, forest land (pine, mixed and hardwuud
forests), water. wetlands, cropland, posture, urlmn/
.built-up, timber, mineral extraction/energy, productiou,
livestock production, transportation, recreation, park:y
historical areas, archaeolugical areas
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GIMPA1 1 111C REHRE:NCIL :Universal Transverse Mercator
11INDIUM RESULIITION :One acre, site specific
DATA 91'011AGE 1 110RMl1T :Grid,	 polygon
OUTPLTf PRUDIVIS :claps - variable scale, tables, gruph)rs, sLatisLiull
summaries, madelling cnpability, coulpuslte mapping,
interactive video display, C gm1111Ler tape
DATA SOINCLiS :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RIELIABILITY .Hoderato
UPIIATE FREQ11MY :Continuous
CLASSIFICATION :Anderson generally, some user specific like National
lietlandy
C(NIENTS :Project results supplied to NASA, USIN, SCS, USES, utc
DATA CATEGORY RAMP
	 :Soils Rata -
type (parameters such as K factor and productivity
class can Ila directly related to ,oil type)
GIMRAPHIC COVERAGE :Special project area (Lvxingten, Greenville, 1lblte-
ville Counties, and parts or Anderson and Mrl'ormick
Counties)
GI.MRAPIIIC R1:FrRENCE :1niversal Trunsverse Elereator
HININUM RISOLUTIUH	 :One acre, site specific
NAT% STORAGE FURNAT 	 :Grid, pofygou(M1T1 1 r1' PRUU111:7S :Mapo - varlabir , scale, tahlt-a, gul p lir::, :.tut int ical
aummnries, modelling rapabi i i t y, taiapo:a; a mappini;,
litrractive video di::play capability, tamp,a,•I tall:-
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
1.EVI-1 OF RVI.WDILTTY
	
:Modrrate
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UPDATE. FREQUENCY :If a new soil survey is published COMM 4TS :Project reports are supplied to federal agencies
CLASSIVICAT.104 :SCS
COMIMS ;Part of project reporting
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Demography -
Populations, social aspacts, OCO"omk a8liUCLS
is WVVA CJTI•:UORY NffiIE :Topography GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
elevation, slope, aspect., terrain G W-GRAPIUC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Morcator
CIMR0111C COVERAGR :Statewide MINIMUM RESOLUTION :One acre, site specific
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE Universal Transverse Mercator DATA STORAGE FORMAT Polygon
H IN IMIM It M-01,1UTION One acre OUTPUT PRODUCTS Maps - variable scale, tables, graphics. statisticalDATA 
STORAGE rG •IAT :Grid summaries, modelling capability, comVo5lLe Mapping.
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Hops - variable stale, tables, grUpble.9, statistical interactive video display, CoMpULur tape
summaries, modelling capability, composite mapping, DATA SOURCES :Secondury
interactive video display, Computer tape LEM OF RELIABILITY Wadurate
DATA SOURCES :Secondary UPDATE rnqumuy :As needed
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY -Moderate COMMILHIPS ;Project reports are supplied to federal agencies
I1PDA7'E FREQUENCY As USES updates their maps
CLISSWICKPION :USES -- — -- — — --------
CMINMTS Project reports are supplied to federal agencies
DATA CATEGORY HAME :Geology -
- — — --- — - — - — -- surficial geology, bedrach geology
GJ=RAPJJIC COVERAGE :Statewide
ONVA CIVI'11=1tv NAM • -Transportation - M-MORAPING REFLIMIME :Universal Transverse Mercator
ruads, rail MINIMUM RESOLUTION :One acre, site Specific
GEMImPHIC COVERAGE :Special project area (Lexington and Greenville DATA STORArR FORMAT :Polygon
Counties, parts of Anderson, Abbeville and McCormick 0 0 OBIVIII, PROMICTS :Maps - variable scale. tables. Graphics, statistical
Counties, and along the Coast) ^ ;U summaries, modelling capability, composite mapping,
CFD(.RAPIIJC HLM'-eNCF *.Universal Transverse Mercator 10 a) interactive video despluy, computer tape
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Site specific 0 DATA SOURCES :secondary
DAJ'A STORAGE FORMAT :Coordinate point, lint, data 0 LEVEL Or RELIABILITY :Moderate
OUTPUT PRODUCIS statistical-Maps	 variable scale, tables, graphics, st UPDATE FREOUENCY :As needed
summaries, modelling capability, composite map ping , COMMENTS :Project reports are supplied to federal agencies
interactive video display. COPIPULer tape to
DATA SOURCES :Secondary C: —__
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
WILIAM FREQUENCY :As nocilud DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface water hydrology -
CLASSI FICATION
C&MEATS
;SC Highway Department classification scheme
;Project reports are supplied to federal agencies GWGRAP111C. COVERAGE
water burly type, flood prone areas, St.reflill orders
:Statewide
GI-MGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
---------- MINIMUM RESOWTION :One acre, site specific
DATA STORAGE rORMAT Polygon
D.W.1 ICIM-1Mlity NAME :Cllmate/weatlier - OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps- varJnble Scale,	 Lables, graphics, statistical
rainfall, temperature summaries, Modelling capability, cuillio.slia. mapping.
GEMIZAPHIC COVERAGE somwido interactive video display. computer Uipa
(31 1MM1 , 1111111	H113-1.311IM"P. :11nivarsril Transverse Mercator DATA SOURC M. :Secondary
m 
I 
t4 i ition x mmurrlum ;Elau ncre, situ specific I.E.VEN. (IF [MtAllIMT .110LILritle
VXIA STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon UPDATE FREQUI-31CY :As needed
Olfl'l'IJT PRODUMS :Maps - variable scale, tables, 	 graliltIcs, statistical M11MEMS :11roject reports are supplied to fedurai agendas
atctimarien, modelling capubiliLy. 	 cum 110SItO tiIIIII])iUr.
interactive video display. COM[AULes' tape ------------------
DATA SOURCES Secondary
MWE'l, Or RELIABILITY -.Maderatu PKI'A CNI'I •X,'fJRY 11MIR -.1joilinlarles
rr
111,I)ATI, Fn6ialc y :As needed state, Counties, WaLarShedS, river busies
En
0 C)
o
M^^ '-	 ^ ^	 Y.,^..^E 1-^-...^.I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L^.^i ar..er:.^-1 t^a^^.^a•.-.- c
OIOGRAP111C COVERAGE
	 :Stutawide
GIOGRAI'111C REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
HIMM @I RESOLUTION	 :One acre, site specific
DXL'A STORAGE FORMY] . 	:Polygon
(III II I PIN PRODUCl•S	 :Maps — variable scale, tables, graphics, statistical
suamaries, modelling capability, composite mapping
Interactive video display, computer tope
1):19'1 SOURCE'S	 :Sacondnry
1.1-NEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :110derate
(IE'I)ATE FREQUENCY
	 As needed
CMIMiNTS	 :Project reports are supplied to federal agancles
pu( LE1MEiN'1 .11 • I(R1	 :Lanerul information on USC Computer Sorvicco Division,
and docnmontation on hardware and softwaro are available
USI-It VVES POLICY
	 :rags are charged for all products and services according
to a fee Schedule, on a cost recovery basis
D,l'I • I: UP INFORMATION 0/15/87
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :SC5
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CODE :SC002-01
STATE :SCr	 {
DATA !SASS NAM :SC Heritage Trust
GLOGRAI'IiIC CiIVERAGC :Statewide
STATUS :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of South Carolina and Tile Nature Cancer-
vancy, a national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGLNCY :SC Wildlife and Marine Resources Department
RFSPONDF.N1' :Stave Bennett, Coordinator
5C Heritage Trust
'C
SC Wildlife and Marine Resources Department
P.O. Box 167
Columbia, SC	 29202
Telephone:	 803-758-0014
OTHER CONTACTS :John Cely, Fish and Wildlife Biologist
:Stit Greeter, Environmental Planner
:Sam Phillips, Fish and Wildlife Biologist
:Doug Raynor, Botanist
:Jim Sorrow, Fish and Wildlife Biologist/
Preserve Manager
:Shellia Gareau, Procedures Specialist
The NatureConservancy
1800 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209
1 Telephone:	 70-841-5300
COMPIPM FACILITIES
C01I11TCR(S) :IDPI
DFSCR1PT10N OF DATA CATEGORIES
i DATA CATI-VORY NAM :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values ( plant and animal species, plant
r cammanities, aquotic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the store
j or national level
OFAGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
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DOCUNEN'TSTION	 : "The Nature Conservancy News" ( bimonthly newsletter uvail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATL'' OF 1NFOR16ITION :1/21/83
PAPER FILL NUMBER :SC6
N
C7
Ca
N
C]
C(LMPLI' F1, FACILITIES
{il?1P1an(s)
RI ti1DI%U
11PEMIT1O+Y
GIS CAPABILITY
:INN-PC
H.P. 2647A
UnidunLified main frame
:Central Data Processing
:Interactive
:Yes
0}SCRfI°T ION OF DATA CA'1'CGORIFS
DATA CAIEGURY NAME
6I•:1lGRAl'IIIL' COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC VITERENCE
MININIMI Ri.SOLUTION
DATA SIX)RAGIi FORMAT
0111I4IT PROIINL"fs
DIVFA SOURCES
I&M. OF IIEI.LABILITY
:C11matehicather -
precipitation ( daily for April - SepLember)
:Statewide
:IaLit tidal longitude
:SILO specific
:Cuordin:iLe paint
:Maps - one scale only, computer tape
:Primary
:111811
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CODE :50001-01
STATE :SD
DATA BASE NAME :Climatological Data - Rain Gauge Network
SIEEIIECT COVERAGE :Climatological data - precipitation
GFIX'MAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGMCY :SD Departmant of Water And Natural Resources
ItISPONDENT :Ron Woodburn, No-tural Resources Analyst
Division of Water Development
SD Department of Water and Natural Resources
Joe Coss Building, 523 East Capitol Street
Pierre, SD	 57501
Telephone:	 605-773-4216
OTHER (X)ffrACE'S :John J. Smith, Division Director
Patrick W. Rica, Natural Resources Eugincer
IN-AIMISG FACILITIES
PUIPIlE.1t:11. DEVICES
	
:Color image display, tablet-Free cursor digi-
tizer, small flatbed pen plotter, drum pen plotter
CODE :SD002-01
STATE :SD
DATA BASE NAME :Pile 28
SUL11ECT COVERAGE :Geological data
GCOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :SO Geological Survey
RFSPONDCNT : Doris Hloneratl), Geologist and Data Base 11anagor
SD Geological Survey
SD Department of Wator and Natural Resources
Science Center, University O 1j
Vermillion, SD	 57069
Telephona:	 605-624 -4471
OTIIPJt CONTACTS :Lynn S. 11e11gOS, Hydrologist III
COt1MER PACILITIIS QX ys
COMPUTER(S) :TWI 3D31
RLSI111-WrX :University of South Dalcata
011 FRA'IJON : Butch and Interactive
GIS CAPAIIIIJTV :Yes
111-11011SE FACILITIES
PI:ItIP11MIAl. DEVICIS
	 :AIphonumcric CRT's (5) - rented frum the
University Computer Center
DESCRIPTION OF DATA C+Y£EGORlES
DATA CATEGORY NAME
G1•IIGRAP111C COVERAGE
GEGGRAPIIIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM NISOLU'TION
VATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEE OF E11,11ABiLITY
UPDATE FREQUEMY
:Geology -
litl:olagie logs, Water quality analyses, gealugic
sample analyses, water levels
:Statewide
:Latitude/longitude
Public land Survey
:2 to 5 acres (not all sites Isave this precision)
:Coordinate point
:Tables, graphics, statistical sunnuaries, computer Lupo
:Primary and secondary
:Moderate
:Continuous
DOCIMMiTATION	 :Available on data structure, data encoding format/
procedure, and general information
list-It FEE-,; POLICY	 No policy established
imp., OF ENFOR?IATION :8/29/83
PAPER FIIJ: NU?IIN:R
	 :SDI
DUCIDIENTATION
	 : Available an software, data structure, datu encudlug
format/procedure, data type, and general Inlarmaliun
USEMFEES POLICY	 :No policy established
DATE OF INFOIIj%IATION :8/19/83
PAPER FILE NI M1111 	 :SD3
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DATA BASE NAME :SD Natural Heritage Data Uase
SI1111EYP1' CoVla{AGE :Natural diversity elenuats
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statcwide
STATUS :This date base is oporaLed in cooperation with the
Nature Conservancy
AGENCY :SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks
RESPONDENT :or. Wayne C. Uoutcooper, Director
SD Natural lleritage Program
DepartmcnL of Game, Fish and Parks
Anderson Building, 445 East Capitol Street
Pierre, SO	 57501
Talephouc:	 805-773-4226
COMPUTER FACILITICS -
CO.1PlfI'ER(S) :I1P 2645A
RESIDENCE :Private sector computer center
OPERATION :Batch
GIS M1 1AUILITY :Yes
[N-I100SE. FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :Monochrome graphics CRT, line printer
DISL'RIPPION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA (:aE[:oRY ,yAME :Natural diversity elements -
Wildlife (threatoned, endangered, or unique), vegeta-
tion ( threatod, endangered, or unique), geological
features, plant communities
GI'.Il[iRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
G[fiGRAPHIC REEFRENCE
	 :Latitude/longitude
Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :1a the second (latitude/longitude)
DATA .STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular
OU11 111T PRODUCE'S :'Tables, statisLical summa..Ies, printed copy
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL (IF RELIABILITY
	
Migh
UPDATE FREQOENCY :Continuous
CONPIDENTIALITY :Records containing specific locational information on
endangered species are subject to restricted access(:I1551hC,ITION :A variety of schemes
'TI 75w
O
►0 r
r
w^
CODE :SD003-01
[H1Ci1H1iN'1'r1'I'iON
	 :General information is available
USER FOES POLICY
	 :Fees are charged for all products and services accarding
to a fee schedule
VNIT OF INFORMITION :8/17/83
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CODE :SDn04-01
.%'rX1'E :SD
DATA BASE NAME :14UL Data System
SIIU.IIC'1' COVERAGE :Water well quality and soil chemical data
CE'W tAV111C COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :Water Resources Institute
RESI'MDENT ;A1 Bender
Brookings Water Quality Laboratory
Water Resources Institute
SD State University
Box 2120
Brookings, SD
	 57007
Telephone;	 60548&-4910
(I'I'IIITi COYTACfS :Julia Bischoff, Research Engineer
Tclephono:	 605-688-4211
CONIVIT.'R FACILITIES
COMI I D'I'ER(S) :IBM 5150
Ill' 9825T
IBM 370
lhPSIIIL'NCIi :Ia-bOnSa, also use the University computer center
OPE.R,ITION ; DaLch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Partial
IN-110115!: FAC11,iTlt$
om.-u 1'1NG SYSTEM :MS-DOS and Micro Ware FOR'T'RAN
SYSTEM CAPACITY :[lain memory:
	
384 K
Disc storage:
	 floppy - about 350 k
Simultaneous users supported: 	 I presently
LANCMUE(S) :FORTRAN
BASIC
Assembler
C (Implementation planned)
SPE,CIAL1ZED SOFTWARE	 :d145SE II
SAS
PERII'IIERAL DEVICES
	 ;Moaochromo graphics CRT, color graphics CRT,
mechanical digitizer, line printer, dot matrix
printer with graphics, small flatbed pan plotter,
hard copy terminal
DI.SCRIMON OF DATA CATE-GURU'S
81'1',1 CATEGORY NMIE :Environmental quality --
water quality, hinter wells
(:!'MIMPBIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFI;RIME
	 :Public Land Survey
MIN1hIml ItNsOLUTION .2-5 acres
8Y1'l1 59'OHAUH FORPbi'1' 	 :Tubular
OUTPUT PROII(F•1T'S :Mnps -- variable scale, tablesUVI IA StAIRCE5 :Primary and secandury
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LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Nadcrate
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Monthly
CODUINTS	 :System is being upgraded Lo Standardize all later-
mation to dBASE I1 duLefiles structure - fIuppy disk
Some data available in STORGT
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RL''SOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUIWIT PRODUCES
DATA SOURCES
LNVRL OP RELIABILITY
UPDATE F1119)[11INCY
IF
	 data -
Sail Chemlcal data
:Statewide
:Public Land Survey
:Situ specific
:Tabular
:Tables, graphics
:Primary and secondary
:high
:Annually
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Available on software
USER I-MES POLICY	 No policy established
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/26/83 0 0
PAPRIh FILE NUMBER	 :SD1I -n M
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CODE :TN001-01
STM111 :TN
DATA BASE NAME :Water Use
SIIB•H.'Cr COVERAGE :Surface and ground water use
CF:OGRAI'U1C COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :TN Department of Public Iloulth
RE:SPUNDE-:NT :Fred E. Vanhtta
Division of Water Management
TO Department of Public Ileulth
TERRA Bullding. 150 Ninth Avenue, North
Nusl:vilie. TN	 37203
Telephone:	 615-741-6623
01RE1. CONTACTS :Garland P. Wiggins. Manager, Program Development
C MPUTER FACILITIES
CONPIII'GR{S) :IM1 370
RKS WEE:. -:Department of Finance and Administration, Information
Systems Services Division
UPERA'1'm :Batch
DI-SCI:11'I'1011 OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA QYfECURY NAME :Groundwater -
use, pumpaga, problems, type source, locutional infor-
mation, amount withdrawn
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide, 13 major busfns
UMCRAP1IIC REFERENCE	 :County
Basin
IIIVINUM RESOLUTIOY :County, river basin
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Statistical summaries, computer tape
DATA SOURCIiS :Primary
LEHI. OF RELIABILITY
	 :Unknown
I1Pwrt: FREQUENCY :Every 10 years
CONFIDENTIALITY :If requested by user submitting data, data are subject
to restricted access
CqMMENTS :Data are not routinely supplied to any federal agency,
but are made nvailable an request
Currently includes 1970 data only, eventually will
include data from 1980 survey also
UPDATE FREQUENCY 	 :Every 10 years
CONFIDENTIAIMY	 :If requested by user submitting data, data are
subject to restricted access
COWMITS	 :Data are not routinely supplied to a federal agency,
but will be made available if requested.
Currently includes 1970 data only, eventually will
include data frum 080 survey Also
DOCUMENTATION
	
:Information an data type are available
USERFEES POLICY	 :Pees are charged on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFORMATION :8122/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER 	 :TNll
o®
0
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D,iTA CATI'xi01[Y Nall,
CIIIORAI111C COVERAGE
MICHAPHIC REFERENCE
M I NMUM RIi MOTION
i1 ITIrr 11ROU11crS
E1A'1+1 SMIRCH.
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
:Surface water -
pampoge, use
:Statewide, 13 major basins
:County
basin
:County, river basin
:Statistical summaries, computer tape
:Primary
:Unknown
O
O
t
a
CODE :TN001-02
S'r'A'I'E	 MI
DA'T'A HASE NAME	 :Water Well inventory
Su0n. ' 1' COVERAGE	 -lufuraluLlon. on groundwater wells
CEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
1WE.NGY	 :TN Department of Public Health
RF:SPONUI:NT	 :Fred E. VanAtta
Division of Water Management
TO Department of Public Ilealth
TERRA Building. 150 Ninth Avenue, North
Nashville, TO 372,.73
Telephone: 615--741-6623
(TIVER CONTACTS	 :Garland 1'. Wiggins, Monger, Program Development
(VNI'11l'1-1( FACILITIES
CIMPHTER(S)	 :IDM 370
12ESllix&	 :Depurtment of Finance and Administration, iufornation
Systems Service Division
ol'FRATION	 'Burtch
m.-niliftion 41' DATA CAncORIPS
DATA CATEGORY NAI1E	 :Groundwater -
quantity, quality, locution (for located wells), well
depth, aquifer depth, eiovution, water level elev-
ation, use, owner, wntor source, spring data
GEMIMPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
oI-MAMPRIC RUERMCR' :latitude/longitude (fur located wells only)(:aunty
MINIMUM RESOLDTiUN
	 :Situ specific (far located wells only), county
own,-ul' P110DDCf5
	 :Statistical saimunries, computer tape
DA'T'A S0111101S
	
:Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Unknown
up ti,yrr: PRr3111ENCY	 :Continuous
(VlMKITS	 :Data are not routinely supplied to a federal agency,
however are mach available upon request
DxuMI•a9TATiou	 :Information on data type available
USER FRES POLICY	 :Fees are charged on a cost recovery busts
IlVVE,
 OF IHIYIRMATION :8122183
PAPE11 FILE 1111RUR 	 :TNI1
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DATE OE INE•7DEMATION :1/6/93
PAPER FIE:E NUMBER	 :TN2-1
CODE :TN002-02
STATE :TN
DATA BASE NAME :TN Natural Heritage Database
GCOGRAPIEIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Thos program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the State of Tennessee and The Nature Conservancy,
a notional nonprofit conservation organization. The
data base was initiated in 1975.
AGENCY MI Department of Conservation
RESPONDCIIT :Sam Pearsall, Program Administrator
TN Natural Heritage Program
TN Department of Conservation
701 Broadway
Nashville, 771	 37203
Telephono:	 615-742-G553
OTEIER CONTACTS :Dan Eager, Dep. Coardinator/Zoologist
:Larry Smith, Plant Ecologist/Prot. PIanner []
:Paul Somers, Botanist a 7--ji
:Daryl Durham, Wildlife Rcolt:ist ^#
:Dave Shupe, Program Review Coordiuntor
:Anna Lovell, Database Manager
:Shullie Gareau, Procedures Specialist C:
The Nature Conservancy
1000 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA	 22209 ^+
Telephone:	 703-1141-5300 ,
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTERS) :AMDA11L
RESIDENCE? :TN Department of Finance and Administration, Infor-
mation Systems Services Division
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Natural diversity elements -
all. known current and historic locations for rare
plants, rare animals, rich wildlife habitats, signi-
ficant (typical or rare) plant communities; expansion
to significant geologic, recreational and scenic areas
In planning states
GDOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
CODE M1002-01
5uEB	 :TN
I:ATA 11ASEi NAME
	 :TN Natural Heritage Arcs File
c^l•:Ik:RAPNIC (:OVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :Repository initiated in I975
AGENCY	 :TN Department of Conservation
RE.5PONDIWT
	 :Sam Pearsall, Program Administrator
TN Natural Heritage Program
TN Department of Conservation
701 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: 615-742-6553
f'OM IL TI:R FACILITIES
rximmuR(S)	 :AMDAHL
HIiSI11CNCE
	 :TN Deportment of Finance and Administration, Infer-
mation Systems Services Division
EIPSIMPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAHE	 :Natural diversity areas -
significant areus of natural diversity which are or
ought to be protected, including wetlands, wilderness
areas, etc.
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
DOCUMENTATION
	
	 :"The Nature Conservancy News" (blmonthiy newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DATE OF INFORMATION :1/6/:13
PAPER FILE NWIBE •'.R M12-2
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CODE :TNO03-01
STATE. :TN
DATA BASE NAM :TVA Regional Iloritage
G61K.'R PHIC C(MRAGE.:Tennessee Valley Authority region
S'1'd• 1'[Is Mifs program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween tine TN Office of Natural Resources and The Nature
Conservancy, a national nonprofit conservation organizu-
Lion.
:TN Office of Natural Resources
RESPOIDENT :Bill Redmond, CoordinaLor
TVA Regional heritage
TN Office of Natural Resources
Norris, TN	 37828
Telephone:	 615-494-9800
U1 111 EN CtrN 11"1CCS :Ralph .lordnik, Project Leader
:.Jac Collins,
	
Botanist
:Carolyn flacon, Botanist
:Ken McClellan, 7.00lonist
:Penny Irwin, Data Handler
:Sbeth McMullen, COmnatL'r Analyst
:Shellie Gurenu, Procedures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1B110 North [lent SLreat
Arlington, VA
	
22209
Tel ephone:	 703-8411-5300
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DESCRIPTION OV DATA CA'IMORIFS
DATA CATEGORY NAME'
	 :Natural diversity elenents -
ocolegltal values (plant and animal species, plant
cammdnlLlca, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest because
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or nallonal level
MI)GRAI 1 111C COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
BOLOMENTATION
	 :"Tlia Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter avalJ-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)[JA•I'I's al., INFORII,ITION :1/21/83
TAPE ? FILE NUMBER
	 :Ttl15
+ts
ritulturo's Federol Assistance Programs Retrieval System
(MRS). the U.S. Department of Interior's Camputerized
Water Resources Abstracts (WRA) File and National Water
Storage and Retrieval (WA'I'STORE) System, the EROS Data
Center's automated system for locating aerial photagrapby
and satellite imagery; the Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company, Ittt.'s DIALOG system, and several files of compu-
terized abstracts available through the System Davalopment
e	 Corporation's ORBIT system. Additionally, interface is
maintained with data systems of Lite National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Environmental Protection
Protection Agency (EPA/STOREY), the Census Bureau, and
other entities.
For a description of TNRIS' remote sensing and goographic
informatian analysis capabilities, refer to CODE:
TX001-02, TX Natural Resources Inventory & liaaitorinr 1
System
AGENCY :TX Department of linter Resources
I
r^RESPONDENT :Sam McCulloch
TX Natural Resources Information System
Systems Central
P.O. Box 13087
Austin, TX	 70711
Telephone:	 512-475-332I
OTJJl:R CONTACTS :John Wilson (	 ":
Charles Palmer
O ®
0
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CUbll'U1'[ili(S) :UNIVAC 1100/62 01NTEIIDATA 7/32
R!S[DIiNI:h: :TX Department of Water Rrsourcra 0
01'ERATION :BuLclt and interactive
GIS CAPAUILTTY :Yes
-
IN-110USE FACILITIES
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE :114RIM5
SYMAP
SWIM
CPS-1
CALrORM
DISPPLA
CENSPAC
MATH-PACE;
STAT-PACK
DIONLI)
nil'S
TNRIS Monitor
THIS Request Accounting System
PUIP11ERAL DEVICIS
	 a klcomp 748 Flatbed plotter, Calcomp 50 dTUITI plotter, .
^^.^	 E"^
CODE :'1'X001-01
The TNRIS Task Farce makes pailcy decisions and is respon-
sible far coordinating the operation of Lite System. The
Task Force is made up of representatives from 14 State
agencies, with ex officio participation from two others.
The Systems Central staff is funded through the Texas
Department of Watar Resources.
Organizations partieipaLing in TNRIS Include:
Voting Members:
Texas Department of Slater Resources (TDWR)
General Land Office (CIA)
Texas Air Control Board (ACD)
'texas Forest Service (IFS)
Texas Industrial Commission (TIC)
'texas Department of health (TSDli)
bureau or Economic Geology, The University of Texas
41L Austin
Railroad Commission of Texas (TIOJC)
Texas Department of Agriculture (TDA)
State Department of Illghways and Public Transportation
Texas Parks sad Wildlife Department (TPW)
Texas Stnto Soil and Water Conservation Board (TS1JC)
Texas Coastal and Marine Council
'texas ]listorical Commission
Ex Officio Members:
Texas Department of Community Affairs
Covernor's Office
In addition to providing access to a wide variety of state-
held data, TNRIS provides access to a number of automated
natural resource data Itasca available from feder'al agencies
and private entities, including the USGS National Water
Data Exchange (NAWDE%), National Cartographic InrormaLian
Center (NCIC), and Computerized Resources Information Bank
(CRIB) for energy information, Lha U.S. Department or Ag-
STATH :TX
DATA BAST: NAME :TX Natural Resources Iniormation System
DATA VASE ACRONYbI :TNRIS
SUBJECP COMRACE :Base data, meteorological resources, biological resources,
water resources, geologic and land resources, and socio-
economic resources
G1•'WRAPN1C COVERAGE :Statewide
STA'ITIS :TNRIS is (1) a linked network of user entities acquiring
and maintaining natural resource data; (2) a "Systems Can-
tral" providing a paiat of contact for Information on data
availability, procurement, and analysis; and (3) a central-
ized facility to handle storage, retrieval, pracussing,
analysis and, where appropriate, presentation of natural
resource data and information.
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Color display, various line printers/torminals, Digi
Grid DG-IOC digitizer, Tektronix 4014 Graphics editor
11INCRCITTIM OF OAT,I CATEGORIES
IIATA C.17'MORY NAME	 :Duce (into -
digitized water wail locations, digitized county
boundaries, Landsat remote sensing data, 10-minute
grid coordinate table, community profile-geogruphic
	
,.^	 location, county profile geographic location, state
water district master
	
I	 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
DATA iA'J'EMNY NAME
	 :Noteorological resources -
climatological: daily precipitation, monthly procipi-
Lation, doily minimum temperature, monthly minimum
temperature, daily maximum temperature, monthly aaximmm
temperature, daily wind movement, monthly wind movement,
dnily pan eva poration, daily 2-ft. pan evaporation,
daily 4-ft. pan evaporation, daily 6-f L. pan evapuration,
monthly pan evaporation, manthly 2-ft, pan evaporation,
montlily 4-ft. pan evaporation, monthly fi-ft, pan eva-
tiun, daily climatological master file, monthly climntic
index, haurly eoustal climatological file, hourly precip-
itation, hourly climatological file, gross lake surface
evaporation, not lake surface evaporntion. TFS fire won-
Lher reports, weather data index, hourly climatological
data, community profile-climatological data, county pro-
file-climatological data
air quality: air pollution data, average particulate
and gaseous pollutants ill, average particulate and
gaseous pollutants @2, continuous nir pollution mun-
ituring network
man's activities: Compliance Division malting list,
Office of Executive Director mailing list, Technical
Support/Sampling Division mailing list, 1971-72 sum-
mary of emission sources, air pollution gUasLimt-
noires mailing list, compliance with air pollution
laws data, source surveillance investigator's reports
GE1)GRAPH IC COVERAGE	 : Statewide
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :biological resources -
animal: coastal zone biological information, gulf
coast shrimp catch data, Texas fish landing data,
mourning dove harvest survey mad. Q11, Texas fish
landings (commercial), deer movement fix file, bird
banding recovery file, Lake Meridian fish trap data,
deer-turkey harvest survey, fish distribution (stock-
--1
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0 ing), county estimates for 62 crop and livestock
items. TFS southern pine beetle operntions:
plant:	 county estimates of crops and livestock, TFStC
wildfire reports
micro-organisms:	 coastal zone biological information,
bacterial water quality (rivers, lakes, streams),
coastal water data
man's activities:	 TFS woodland management activities.
TFS wildfire reports, mourning dove harvest survey
mod. QD, Texas fish landings (commercial), deer-turkoy
harvest survey, fish distribution (stocking). Species
Code names, gulf coast shrimp catch data, Texas fish
landing data, TFS southern pine beetle operations,
county profile-Farm products
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
DATA CATWORY NANE :Witter resources -
surfacet
	
daily USGS streamflow, monthly USGS stream-
flow, daily	 sediment load, monthly sedillwat load,
coastal zone hydrographicnl Informatlun, daily IISGS
surface water temperature, daily NSGS surfacu water
conductance, surface water runoff
subsurface:	 water-level measurements, groundvrater
quality
man's activities:
	
water use by hydrographlc uttil,
daily USGS reservoir contents, monthly I1SCS reservoir
contents, municipal return flaw, industrial return
flow, self reporting waste dlschnrgL data, wa-mv ron-
Lrul urder (Into, municipal and industrial water' use,
permit master file, permit address file, wider usr
file, sewage traatmunL plant laventury, waste or
wastewater operator data, community ptnfile-water
utilities information
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
DATA CATEGORY NANS :Geologic and land resources -
surface:	 sail summary file, Corpus Christi urea
resource capability Units, fracture mapping, upon plLs
in Texas
subsurface:
	
annual oil production, annual natural gas
production, cumulative oil & Gas totals, carolabS
salinity Me,	 till master, gas nvistvr
man's activities:	 land ciasslflcntiun master Ilia,
__	
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submerged lease data file, rental master file, school
land master file, veteran's land muster file, vet-
eran's land statistical file, unsold school land file,
secondary recovery-master, secondary recovery-lease
file, secondary recovery-Fluids, secondary recuvery-
in}ection, secondary recovery--year file, liquid spil-
lage, annual water injection, community profile-zaning
ordinances, county profile-agricultural land use
GEOURAPNIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
DATA CATMORY NAME
	 :Socio-economic rasources -
social: 1970 U.S. Census, OBERS county population
and land arah, automatic traffic recorder data, speed
survey, origin-dustinaLion survey, traffic log, bant
registration master, public hunts-drown muster. COm-
comity profile-population and education, county pro-
file-population
economic: earnings and income, Bun and Bradstreet.
OBERS venter resources raglans. OBERS economic areas,
bridge log, structure inventory and appraisal, rood
life data, road way charsCLuristics-sLuto system, road
way characteristics-county system, rail-highway grade
crossings, community profile-business statistics,
county profile-personal income and earnings
commerce: truck weight data, community profile-
business statistics, county profile-business statis-
tics
government: community profile-city government Infor-
mation, county profile-county government information,
state water district Information
GEWRAPAIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
Texas State Agencies" (Pub @ 014); several Capabilities
Brochures and Support Activities Reports arc also avail-
able
USER MS POLICY	 :Fees charged for products and services according to a fee
schedule (varies for members vs. non-members)
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/1/83
PAPER FI1+E NUMBER Ml
Q®
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C 53:3
%rDOCUME1ITATION	 :General publications include. "TNRIS Conceptual Design
(1974)", "Progress Report on the Establishment of a
Natural Resources Information System for the SLate of
Texas (I'Llimry 1973)", "TNRIS Overview", "TUNIS Nowu-
letter" (published quurterly), "TNRIS Progress Report"
(published quarterly), "TNRIS File Description Report"
(Pub 9 002), "Remote Sensing of Flood Hazards in Central
'texas" (Pub y 003), "TNRIS flouiLor User Reference Manual"
(Pub 0 007), "TNRIS Education Program User Reference
Manual" (Pub N GUS), ".Selected Applications of Camputer
Grhphics to Natural Resources Plonning and MaaagenaenL In
Texas State Government" (Pub N 013), and "Landsat in
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CODE :TX001-02
STAIT'. :TX
DATA41St NAIIE
i
:TX Natural Resources Inventory & Monitoring System
DATA MSE ACRONYM .TNRIFIS
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Remote sonsing/geographic information analysis capability
STA'T'US :TNRIMS was developed jointly by the Texas Natural Re-
sources Information System (refer to CODE: TXOD1-01) and
NASA.
	
The main goal was to establish a set of capabil-
ities for remote sensing and geographic information one-
lysls.	 TNRIFIS provides a flexible, integrated, easy-Lo-
use system that can aid in resource inventory and monitor-
ing Applications.
TNRIM5 consists of three components:	 the Remote Sensing
Information Subsystem (RSIS), the Geographic Information
Subsystem (CIS), and the Natural Resources AnalyLlcul
Subsystem (NRAS).	 A description of ruch of Lhose sub-
Systems follows.
RSIS allows users of TNRIS to process and analyze digital
remote sansing data.	 The set of software comprising RSIS
came from various sources: 	 a major portion was written
specifically for RSIS by NASA, some programs were con-
verted to RSIS from other systems, and the rest of the
software was developed by TNRIS stuff.	 Major components
of NSIS include the Datection and Mapping Package (DAM),
LAIISYS, ELLTAB, and Interactive Graphics Subsystem (1GS).
The CIS was designed to be a spatial dots base incorpor-
ating a unified set of techniques for dealing with all
types of geographic information.
	 The CIS stares map data
in a vector structure which can recognize points, lines,
and areas (polygons). 	 Data can also be automatically
converted from files produced from other spatial daLn
systems, such as the Census Bureau's DIME (Dual Inde-
pendent Map Encoding) files And the U.S. Geological
Survey's GIRAS (Geographic Information Retrieval and
Analysis System) files.
	 Latitude/Iongitude point data
fror	 external descriptive data bases can also be entered
automatically into the GIS.
Procedures and software for analyving digital geographic
date are contained in the Natural Resources Analytical
Subsystem.
	 The HRAS and CIS components of TNRIMS are
very closely related; 	 in fact, in most existing geo-
graphic information rtystems tite analytical funcL-ions
are considered as internal parts.	 In TNRIMS, the GIS
is responsible for transferring geographic data between
human and computer environments, and the NRAS provides
the capability for the user to Analyze the data while
it is in the computer.
:UNIIAC II00162
INTERDAZA 7/32
.TX Department of Water Rosources
:Yes
:DAII Package
LARSYS
ELLTAB
MS
:Culcomp 748 flatbed ploLLer, Calcouop 56 3 drum plotter,
color display, various line printurs/Lcrnduals, 111gi
Grid DG-10C digitizer, Tektronix 4014 grapbics editor
COHPUTER FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)
RESIDENCE
CIS CAPABILITY
IN-UOUSI. FACTIITIES
SPECIAL12iiD SIIITWARIi
Pill11'NI:RAI. REVICM
... -...	
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AGENCY	 :TX Department of Water Resources
RESPONDENT	 : Sam Mcculiarh
TX Natural Resources Information System
Systems Central
P.O. Box 13x87
Austin, TX 178711
Telephone: 512-475-3321
OTHER CONTACTS
	 : .lahn Wilson
Charles Palmer
DOCUHRNI'ATION
	
:"Texas Natural Resources Inventory & llanituring System,"
Project Review Conference Proceedings, Flay 5-6, 1983
DATE OF INFORMATION :5/6783
PAPER FILE ROHNER :TX2
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CODE : UT001--01
S'1IM, :UT
DATA BASE: MIME :Automated Geographic Reference
DA•f,1 lf.1SL•: ACRONYM :ACR
SIUS31.1'1' Co nRAGE :Geographically referenced data - energy, recreation,
topography, boundaries, wildlife, vegetation, streams,
wilderness, demography
G1:'OGRAPi11C COVERAGE 'Statewido (individual projects vary in size)
STATUS :Information is gathered by project; in the following
descriptions, the projects are identified in quotation
marks.	 Included are projects wiLli d aiu base camplULad;
there are several other projects in progress and In
planning
AGENCY : UT Department of Natural Resources and Energy
RiSPONVENT :Riki Darling, Manager
Autamated Geographic Reference
UT Department of Natural Resources and Energy
1636 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT	 84114
Telephone:	 801--533-7495
O'1'11ER CON '1'AGFS ;Bruce Platt, Central AGR
Telephone:
	 801-533-5381
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPU UR(S) :ANDAIIL V8
RESIDENCE :State data coordinating center
DRSCRPP'NON OF DATA CATFGORIES
mm urawRY NAME :Energy -
"Alton Coal Fields -
administrative ownership, coal resources, cultural
physical:	 faults, surface hydrology, landforms,
topography, geology, land use, vegetation, soils
Primary agency involved:	 OCPI
(see also "Wilderness")
IMTA CA'iT.GUNY NA3•lE	 :Recreation -
"Antelope Island State Park" -
campsite suitability, topography, rouds,
water ( fresh/salt)
Primary agency involved: Parks and Recreation
(see also "Boundaries")
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Streams -
"Blacksmith Fark Stream Profile - Strear Bed Elevations
Primary agency involved: Wildlife Resources
;Wildlife -
"Utaht Biological lifezones"
Primary uRancy involved: Wildlife Resources
(see also Topography" and "Vegetation")
:Topography -
"Aspen Mountain Wildlife Study Area - viewshod
unuiysis"
"Indianola Wi'dlife Study Area -viewshed analysis"
"Interlaken Wildlife Study Area - vlewsshLd analysis"
"Pinehollow Wildlife Study Area - viewshed analysis"
"Rockport Wildlife Study Area - viewshed analysis"
"Sweetwater Deer Study Area - viewshed analysis"
Primary agency involved: Wildlife Resources
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Vegetation -
"Monticello SW quad (USGS) - Big Came Summer Range"
Primary agency involved: Wildlife Resources
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Boundaries -
	 O
"Salt Lake County - Census Tracts'
Primary agency involved: Central AGR	 0
"Utah: County Boundaries with county populations"
	
E°
Primary agency involved: DNR&E-AGR
"Utah: State PIanning Districts
	
to 19
Parks and Recreation Planning Regions" C
Primary agency 'involved: DNR&C-AGR
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Demography
"Utah: County Boundaries with County Populations"
Primary agency involved: DNRSE-ACR
DATA CATMORY NAME
	 :Wilderness -
"Utah: Bill Wilderness Study Areas - 1:1.000.000 scale"
size ( acres), naturalness, solitude, prlmitive rec-
reation opportunities, special feutures, distanra
fram population centers, energy and mineral
resources
Primary agencies involved: B111, DUR8E--AGR
DATA CATEGORY NAME
DATA CATEGORY NAME
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8A'S'A CATUXXINY N,1MIi	 :60010ay -
"CR11S (Computerized Resource information Dunk)"
interface - USGS Utah mines locations
Primary agencies involved: UGHS, OOM. ONR&C-AGR
GUO41RA I'll lC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
U1 1 MA'S.1 •'RMUENCY	 :Continuous
(:1iNNIXI's	 :Other contact for WIS:
Flurtlut Smith, Hineral Resource Specialist
UT Ceological and Funeral Survey
Telephone: 801-581-6831
WK31` UWATIM 	:"AGR Projects" (as of January 20, 1983]
ISrl E (IF INVORNTION :5/23/83
PAPER PILL: NUMBER 	 :OT7 and UT2
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CODE :V4001-01
STA'rF	 :VA
DATA BASE HAHE 	 :Alasid File
B,1'I'A BASE ACRONYM	 :Hat available
SIflulii"r COVERAGE	 : Population dynamics of adult and juvenile anadromous
fishes in Virginia waters
W-WRAPHIC COVERAGE; :Chesupeolce Bay Tributaries
STATUS	 :Operational - continuing
AGIi.'4(,'Y	 :VA Institute of Narine Science
RBSPOSIIEM 	:Bill l:riece, Fisheries Specialist
Fisheries Science and Service Division
VA Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
Telephone: 804-642-2111
(MIER CONTACTS	 : Jae Lausch
Dr. Frank 0. Perkins, Bean /Director
Dr. David Evans, Senior Mor. Su.
COMPEtPER FACTLings
C(1IIPUT13R (S)	 :PRIME 850
R[SIDENCE	 :VIMS Computer Center
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
11RIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Line following digitizer, line printer, hard copy
terminal
DESCRrPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA QVrEGORY NAME	 :Fish -
length, Weight, species, sex, age, Gonad condition.,
spawning history, hydrographic data
GEOGRA1 1111C COVERAGE
	
:Chesapeake Ray Tributaries
CEUCRAIIIHC REFERENCE	 : Latitude /longitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Watershad or river basin, site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Coordinate point, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Reports, tables, statistical summaries, graphics
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY : IMgh for 1976 - present
UR'DATIi FF?EQIIENCY	 :Annually, waeltly juvenile survey
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Commercial lag book data are confidential
CO}INUITS	 Time span of data: 1767 to present
UOCUMIiN'TATION
	
:General information is available
DSER FELS POLICY	 : Fees are charged on a cost recovery basis
DATE OP IWORMATION : 9/26/83
PAPER FILL NUMBER :VA9
CODE :VAOO2-Of
STATE	 :VA
DATA BASE NAME	 :Benthic Surveys
SUBJECT COVERRAGE:Benthie community structure
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE : C11csopeake Day (several points ) ,  most comprehensive data
file is from VINS pier in approximately 30 feet of water
in mud habitat
AGFIICY
	 :VA Institute of Marine Science
RESPONDENT	 :Bch Diaz, Senior Plarine Scientist
Biological Oceanography Division
	
0 sCVA Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
	 .^
Telephone: 804-642-2111
Ol'I11R CONTACTS	 : David Evans, Department Maud	
Q 7—
;UCO.VPUTPR FACILF11I'.S
COMr'UTEIt(S) :PRIME 750 `id
RESIDENCE :In-house, V1MS Data Processing
OPERATION : Interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :Yes
111-11OUSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES
	 :Monochrome graphics CRT's (50),- mechanical digitizer
taltlet-free digitiears (2), line printer, dot matrix
printer with graphics, small flathed' pen plotter,
drum pen plotter, large or precision flatbed pen
plotter, hard copy terminal
IIFSCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Marine -estuarial -
henthic community structure, SpeCia:G ahundunce, sedl-
mant size
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Chesapeake Bay (several points)
GLOGRAPHIC REF-ERENCE :LatILLjde /IongiLuda
VIMS pier
MININUII RESOLUTION	 :Site sperific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tubular
OUTPUT PRODUL`1S
	 :Reports, tables, graphlcs
DATA SOURCES	 : Primary
LEVE[. OF RELIABILITY :High
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Quarterly/Weekly
COM141iN'r5
	 :Time span of data: 9961 to present;.
Data are supplied to STORE'T
DOCUNENTA'TIoN
	 :G:rnrraI inf0rmaIIna is availably
1151M ITHS POLICY
	 : 1413 policy established
HATE OP INNORM%TION :7/1/112
PAPER FILE NUNBER
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C C
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CODE :VA003-01
-VA
I:AI'1 IsaSE. NAME	 :Chemical Data
011'1 11ASE ACRONYM 	 :WCBRG 100
WI DUG 112
tPC111tG 150
WCBRG 110
11MG 115
WCBRG 160
SUIIIEL'T COVERAGE	 :Cl:amical analyses of groundwater
ITOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :VA Stnto Water Control Board
RESPONDENT
	
:Terry D. Wagner
VA State Water Control Board
2111 North Hamilton Street
P.O. Uox 11143
Richmond, VA 23230
Telephone: 804-257-0386
OHM CONTACTS	 :P. J. Smith
Telephone: 804-257-0387
Dot Bridgers
Telephone: 804-257-0071
CO arm-'It FACILITIES
RESIUENCE	 :VA Department of Motor VLhicles
1N—HOUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S)	 :COBOL
SAS
DESCR1ITION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY IIANE	 Groundwater hydrolcgy -
chemical analyses, quality
(M)GRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 ;Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
State Plane Coordinate System
County
Wall serial number
MINIMUH RESOLUTION 	 :Site specific
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
:Computer printout
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
UPDATIi FRUOUE'NCY	 :Monthly
COMMENTS	 :Time span of data: 1970 to present
Data is supplied to STORET
IMITPU'S'T ,ITION	 :Ground Water System, Chem Da:.a Sub-Syeaem hsi•r's P1.taual
(Nay 1982)
USER FEB POLICY
	 :0.005 cent3/21ne of printed output
DATF. OF INFORMATION :10/11183
PAPIil: MX Nl' % IBFR	 :VAH
CODE :VA003-02
STATE :VA
DATA BASE NAME :Ohservatioa Well 'Levels
DATA BASE ACRONYM ;WCBRG 700
WCBRG 710
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Groundwater levels
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :VA State Water Control Board
RESPONDRNT :Terry D. Wogner
VA State linter Control hoard
2111 Nortb Namiltan Street
P.O. Box 11143
Richmond, VA	 23230
Telephone:	 804-257-0386
OTiIER CONTACTS :P. J. Smith
Telephone;
	 604-257-0387
Dot Bridgers
Tolephano:
	
804-257-0071
COMPUTER FACILITIES
RESIDENCE :VA Department of Motor Vehicles
IN-11OUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S) :SAS
.+a
`^f
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES 0
DATA CATMORY NAME :Groundwater hydrology -
°--groundwater levels
GIMPAPHIC COVERAGE ;Statewide C Tb
GIMORAPHIC REFERFJICE :Latitude/longitude
State Plane Coordinate System
Observation Walt number „nr
MINIMUM RISOLUTION : Site specific ^"
OUTPUT PRODUCTS Xomputer printout
DATA SOURCES :Primary
UPDATE FREQUENCY 01onthly
COMMENTS :Time span of data: 1965 to present
Data is supplied to STORET
DOCUMENTATION	 : In preparation June 1982
USER FEES POLICY
	 :0.005 rents/line of printed output
DATE OF INFORMATION : 10/11/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :V,ll1
a^00
00
LO w
I
	
1oa
N —
fir.
STATE :YA
DATA BASE NAME :linter Data linter Well Completion Report Sub-system
DATA J34SL ACRONYM :Water Data 1411CH Sub-system
WCDRG 300
WCURr, 310
WCDRG 320
WCDRG 321
WCDRG 322
WCDRG 323
KBRG 330
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Information on well construction such as driller, lags
available, depd:, water zones, construction materials,
etc.
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY :VA State Water Control Board
RISPUNDEMT :Terry D. Wagner
VA SLuLe Water Control !Board
2111 North Hamilton Street
P.O. Cox 11143
Richmond, VA	 23130
Telephane;	 804-257-0386 Q
OUILR CONTACTS ;P. J. Smith
Telephone:
	 804-257-11387
Dot Bridgers
®Telephone:	 804-257•-0071 C
CDDIPUTER FACILITIES !sue
R1S11;lNCE .VA Department of hlutor Vehicles e
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGES) ;COBOL
CYL-260/280 t.3
SAS
DIZU11 01701 OF DATA CATEGORIES
•	 DATA CATEGOR-Y IIA11E :Groundwater hydrology
well ditto, well depth, water zone, liLhcfogy. forma-
tion
GEOGRAPUIC COVERAGE :Statewide
`	 GEOGRAPIFTC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
State Plane Coordinates
County
We11 serial number
11INIMOPI RESOLUTION :Site specific
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :llrintouL - various formats
DA1A SOURCES -Primary
UPDATE F01iQ1H-'N(:T :Nunthly(7I0IFN1'S :Time span of data: 1946 to pic-sent
Uinta in supplied to ST(]]If"1'
DOCUMENTATION -c -
 3:W011
USER FEES POLICY
	 :0.005
Sub-System Usnr's fhanual (Jimu:fry 19ri!)
cents/ling of printed output; auy
is not billed Lh.0 gr lesr
DATE Or rNEoK.IATION : 10/11 /8300
PAPrlt FILE NDDIDER
	 ;VAII
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COBS 0AUO3-04
CODE :VA003-03
S'PR'IT.	 :VA
DATA BASE NAHE	 :Pumpace and Use
SUBJECC COVERAGE	 :Quantity of water pumped From specified water producing
zones
GUU(;RAPBle COVERAGE :Statewide
s ,iAn15	 :Operational for output of data entered Pro-July 1981;
new input format being developed
AGIiNCY
	
:VA Stale Wator Control hoard
RESPONDENT	 :Terry D. Wagner
VA State Water Control Board
2111 North lamilton Strect
P.O. Box 11143
RTchimand, VA 23230
Telephone: 804-257-0386
(Y1'EILR CONTACTS 	 :P. J. Smith
Telephone: 804-257-0367
DoL Bridgers
Telephone: 804-257-0071
UMPUTER FACILITIES
RESIDENCE	 :VA Department of Notor Vehicles
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S)	 :CO80L
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY HARE
	
:GraandwaLor hydrology -
groundwoter use, pumpage data
(1IUMAP111C COULRAGE 	 :StaLewidc
(16GRA1 111IC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
State Plane Coordinates
County
Scrial number
Owner number
MINIMUM RPSOLIITION	 :Site specific
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Computer printout
DATA SODUCLS	 :Primary
UPDITF PIIEQUCNCY
	
:Quarterly
(IDDIFErs
	
;Time span of data; 1973 to present
D(,CMAJENT,Yff(1N	 :In preparnLion
BSIM FEES POLICY	 :0.005 cents/lino of printed output; any charge less
than $5.00 is not billed
DATE OF INFO» RATION :10111183
PAPER FILE NUPUIRR	 :VAI1
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CODE :VA004-01
SrATH :VA
DM IA BASE NAME :Current Mater Darr:
SU0.Irc	 COVfRACE :Current meter data from meters placed in the Chesapeake
]lay and tributaries
QMRAPHIC COVERAGE :Tributaries and lower Chesapeake Day (primarily tribu-
taries now but expected future shift in emphasis to lower
Day ); data from upproximately 36 current meters
STOYPUS ;Standardised retrieval program currently under development
AGENCY :VA Institute of Marine Science
R1S1 1011DENT :Chris Belch
Physical Science and Ocean Enginearing Division
VA Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Paint, VA
	
23062
Telephone:	 804-642-2111, Ext. I44
Oi'IEG6 WNTACrs :John Ruzecki
Telephone:	 804-642-2111, Ext. 143
:Robert Lukens
Telephone:	 804-642-2111-, Ext. 182
COMPIMER FACILITIES
RiNtO NCE	 :In-house
p1SCHIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CZMORY NAME	 : Surface water -
current speed, direction, depth, time
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Tributaries and lower Chesapenka Say
GFOCRAI 'I11C REFERENCE : latitude/longitude
MINIMUH RESOLUTION	 :Site specific
oirr'irr PRODUM	 :Reports
DATA SOURCES
	 : Primary
unar•. FREQUENCY	 :Continuous ( approximately monthly)
CLi+IMMI'S	 :Time span of data: 1971 to present
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Climate /weather -
winds, tides
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Tributaries and lower Chasapeolte Day
GIELIGRAP111C REFERENCE 	 :Latitude/longitude
4111 1110 RP.SD1.11TION
	
:Site specific
LkErl'PItT PEi11DUCPS
	 :Reports
WITA SGIMC[«S	 : Pi amnry
UNWI ' FRPdf1ENCY
	
:Coralnuuus (approximately munlbly)
COMIMENTS
	 :Time spun of data: 1971 to present
DATE NP INF0I0WHON :7111112
PA1 11M FILE NUMBER
	
:VA 12
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rCODE :VA005-01
S •rA'l'E	 : VA
PATA BASE NAME	
-.Hydrologic Information Storage and Retrieval System
DATA D1S1 3
 ACRONYM	 :EEISARS
SUBJECT COVERAGE:Surface water flow and climatic data
W-MRAPNIC COVERAGE :Virginia plus portions of surrounding states
STATUS	 :Operational
ACE:NCY	 ;VA Water Resources Research Center
RESPONDENT	 :T. W. Johnson, Assistant tocite Director
VA Water Resources Research Cuter
Virginia Polytec":nie Institute and State Univere,ity
617 Nor Lit plain Street
Blacksburg, VA 24060
Telephone: 703-961-5624
(%hpiITFII FACILITIES
COMPUTI-IR(S)	 :IBM 370
RE:SInENCE	 :Virginia Tech Computer Center
OPERM 11ON	 :Batch
G1S C.IPADILITY	 :Yes
1N-•II6USE FACILITIES
PER11111URAL DEVICES	 :Hard copy terminals (2), alphanumeric CRT's (4)
1)1,ZCH11 1T1QN OF DATA CATEGORIES
BI'T.A CATEGORY NAMS	 : Climates /weather -
ruiafall, temperature, evapotranspiration,
snowfall/snow depth
GEWGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewlde and portions of surrounding states
GEOGRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Specially designed location block, ba:,ed an
Iatitude/longitudu
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : County, PDC (planning district), river basin or
sub-hasin, and other
WTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Tablas, statistical summaries, camputcr tape
EWA SOURCES	 :Secondary
11PIME rRE:QUENCY	 :Annually
04MI lE:NTS
	 :Time span of data: 1948 to 12/81
Data collected by National Weather Service
OUTPUT PROfiu i—	:Tables, computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Scmar-¢y
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Annually
COMMITS	 :Time span of data: from origin of gulp to 9/80
Data is collected by USGS (HAWDEX)
DOCUNENTATION
	 :I11SARS Users' Guide - available from the Water Center
for $ln.OD
USER FEIS POLICY 	 :Far users who across the Virginia Tech computer, no
charge except computer time; others who. use Water Center
Service, $25.00
DATE OF INP0101ATION :9/26/83
PAPER FILL: NUMBER	 :VA13
©0
o^
•	 C ^
BATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Surface water -
stroomflow, discharge /volume/stago, watershed
boundaries
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide and portions of surrounding states
GIiO(DRA1 'IITC REFERENCE	 :Specially designed locution block, based on
latitude/longitude
MIXI MI RESOLUTION	 : County, PDC (planning districts), river basin or
sub-basin, and other
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CODE :VADO6-01
STA'rl? :VA
DATA BASE NAME :Nonpo.iat Source (Runoff) Data
DATA BASE ACRONYM :MPS Onta
5UDJECr COVERACE :Water flov, rainfall and water quality (nutrients, sus-
pended solids, etc.)
GrWRAPIIiC COVERAGE :Constnl plains of Virginia
AUNCY :VA Institute of Marine Science (VIMS)
1{Ii51'OND1;Nf :Or. Bruce J Neilson
VA Institute of Marina Science
Department of Fstuarine Procosscs
Gloucester Point, VA
	
23062
Telephone:	 804-642-6131, Ext. 244
O'I'IIER CONTACTS :Gary F. Anderson
Telephone:	 804-642-6131, Ext. 246
GONPIPfHR FACILITIES
E{1SIU^NCI? :In-house; College of Williom and Mary
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
1.ANCII,IGG(SJ :SAS
pEScRInim OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Environmental quality -
water quality, non-point pollution, water flow, rain-
fall, runoff
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAL'E :Coastal plains of Virginia
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 :Latitude/longitude
MINIMUH R O UT.ION :Data for specific catchments, primarily In the liamptau
Roads area
OUTPUT PRODNCI5 :Reports
0XV.1 SOURCES :Primary
UPONIT FREgUENCY :Continuous
COMMI:N7's :Time span of data: 1976 to present
USER FlIS POLICY
	 :Depends on date requested; reports free If available,
5 cents/page if "cad to make n copy
p.` ., OF INFORMATION :7/1/82
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :VA14
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CODE ;VAOG7-01
STATE	 :VA
DATA BASE NAME	 :Oyster Spatfall Data
SUDJkCT Ci1VEItAGE 	 :Oyster setting in Virginia waters
611MRAPII1C COVERAGE :172 standard stations in Chconpeahe Day and tributaries
Atv'vcY	 :VA Institute of Marina Science
RISP11NDlik';'
	 :Dexter haven
Fisheries Science and Services Division
VA Institute of Morine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
Telephone: 804-642-2111, Ext. 185
(MIER WITACTS	 :.fumes Whitcomb
Telephone: 804-642-2111, Ext. I85
:Dr. David A. Evans, Senior Marine Scientist
Telephone: 804-642•-2111, Ext. 107
COMPIMIR FACILITIES
MIPMR(S)	 :PRIMF d50
RISIDENCE
	
:VIALS Cczi}ater Center
CIS CAPABILITY	 :Image processing 12S hladel 75
IN-UOUSIi FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM	 :PRItM
SYSTji.%I CAPACITY	 :4 MI1 Cape, 32 118 Virtual
LANGUAGE(S)
	
:FORTRAN
F77 '
PASCAL
PL/1
COBOL
Assembler
RPC
SPECIALIZED SOMIARE :1MSL
SPSS
SURFACE TI
SIR
PERIPIIEEAL DEVICES	 :22-inch III pan platter, 36-inch VERSATEC, ITS Model
75 image processor
DESCRIPHON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Shellfish -
oyster spatfall setting, number barnacles and bryozoa
counted on shells, water temperature and oxygen concen-
tration, dates, location
€IMRAPUIC COVERAGE	 :CIjasapeake Day and tributaries (172 standard stutions)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :River name
Station name
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Formatted reports, graphics
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY ;Update 100% reliable for monitoring setting potential
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Data collected ueukly, mid-June throug'A mid-October
COM1•IENTS	 :Time span of ' data: spotty data, 1947-1952; no data,
1952-1953; solid data, 1963-1981
DOCUMENTATION	 :UPDATE booklet available
USER FEES POLICY	 :Contact MIS Computer Center
DATE OF INFORMATION :10/14/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :VA15
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CODE :VAOOS-01
CODE :VA009,-01
?i
SPA'T'E :VA
DATA BASE NAME :Small Fish Survey
SUILIECT CUV £RAGE :Survey of "Young of the Yearn
 fish in Virginia waters
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Chesupeake Day and tributaries (Chesapeake Day watershed)
AGE.YCY :VA Institute of Marina Science
RESPONDENT :Frank l(ojcik, Asst. lfarine Scientist
Fisheries Science and Services Division
VA Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, VA
	 23062
Telephone: 804-642-2111, EXL. 277
UPWR CONTACTS : Dr. David Evans, Senior Marine Scientist
Telephone:	 804-642-2111, Ea-:.. 107
Ginny Shaw, Computer Systems Engineer
Telephone:	 804-642-2111, Ext. 214
(OHPUTER FACILITIES
COb1P[I'1'ER(S) 	 :PRIME 850
TIESl Dr.NCE	 :VIMS Computer Center
OPERATION
	
;Interactive
GIS CAPABILITY
	
:Yes
IN-ROUSE FACILITIES
	PER1POLRAL DEVICES
	 :Line printer (character graphics), large or recision
flatbad pen plotter, hard copy terminals (3U
DKSCRIPT[ON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'T'EGORY NAME
	
:Fish -
trawl survey data, number token by species. weight,
species, length for species, hydrographlc duti -
Surface and bottom temperature, salinity, and dis-
Solved oxygen
QEOGRAPUIC COMRAGE
	 : Chesapeaka Bay Watershed(11=11APHIC RET11HIINCE	 :Latitude/longitude
River mile
MINiMIIM R4SO11TTrw	 :River mile for James, York, Hopp. and POL. Hlvrrs
ODTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Deports, computer tope
DATA S0 [ IHC1,.9
	 :Primary
	
OF RELIABILITY	 :Mcalarate
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Monthly
CONIUKI [ 'IALITY	 :Data not available till reviewed and chackad
C01.W.N 'TS	 :Time span of data: 1955 to present
11ais data base will soon he a S . U.R, file
DOCUMUNTATInN
	 : General information In available
USER FEES POLICY	 :Fees are charged on a enst recovery basis
RATIt OF INFORMTI0 :1 :9/26/81
PAI'1(It FILE: 111=811	 :VA 16
STATE :VA
DATA BASE NAME :Survey and Landings Data Operation
DATA BASE ACRONYM :SALDO
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Juvenile blue crab survey data, commercial blue crab
landings, commercial crabber's daily-weekly catch logs,
American lobster catch and tagging data
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Chesapeake any and adjacent continental sbelf and slope
AGENCY :VA Institute of Marine Science
RESPONDENT W. n. Van Engel
VINS Cruntaccology
Jefferson Hall
VA Institute of Flarine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 	 23062
(MIER CONTACTS :R. E. Ilarris, Jr. D
COsi1PU'1'ER FACILITIES
`I3 17)
COM p tl1'ER(S) 0111HP 750
-RISID L'NCE :In-house 
O
IN-ROUSE FACILITIES
LANGUAGE(S) :FORT110
PASCAL
SPECIAI ,IZVI) SOFIWE	 : SPSS Imo}.lam°
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY 11MIE 	 :Shellfish -
blue crab survey duta, blue crab landinl:a, commercial
catch logs, lobster catch lugs, lobxtur cuteli,	 tagginil
data
GELIGNAPHIC GIIVERAGE	 :Cheslipcuke Bay and adjacent Cuiu . lural:al -Ali-if and
slope
(jII'I' ur PitODtlms :Computer tape, priaLouts
DATA SOURC[SS :Primary and secondary
UPDAIT FREQUENCY :Monthly
CONFIDENTIAWTY :Only parts are llvailablu
a)%*1tiN15 :Americnn lubstor dnta 11414 b{-e41 u::rd f41	 a	 rusalt,i,•leal
contract with NMFS.
	
Illua male luwadlugs and survey
datu are currently being used in a study ar "The
Relationship Betwccn the Ch"alivahe My [line Crah
and its Climatological EaYirOnmaat"
DATE OF INFORNATION : 7/11112
PAPER FILE NUMBER :VA17
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CODE :VA0I0-01	 Gayk VA Ili hwa and Trans ortatian Research CouncilS y	 P
Februnry 1482
USER FEES POLICY	 :Ho policy established
ELATE OF INFORMATION :10/3/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :VA18
YrIV17I:	 :VA
DATA BASE NAME
	 :Landmarks Research Data
SLOW=' COVERAGE	 :Historic landmarks
GI-MRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statowida
S'PAi'il5	 :Under development
ACEtiC'Y	 :VA Department of Highways & Transportation
RESPONDFNT	 :Dan Gayk, Sr. Pragrammor/Analyst
VA Department of highways & Transportation
Information Systems Division, Room 205
1221 East Brand Street
Richmnnd, VA 23219
Tulophone: 804-786-4463
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COMPLITtR(S)	 :TIIM 7033
RIslD1;YC8	 :Control government computer center
01 1 F.RATION	 :Bnlrh
GIS CAPABELI'1'Y	 : Y L•5
Ili-HULNE FAMLITIES
1 1 1-1:11 1 HE'RAL DEVICES
	 :Mondchramu graphics Mr's (11), line printer (chur-
acter graphics), large or precision €lathed pen
plotter
DESCH I I'l l
 ION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Cultural areas -
historic landmarks, arch000izigical areas, other sig-
niricant cultural areas, registration status
GIL)GRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 :Universal Transverse Ilercutor
Geodetic
MINIMM REMLUTION
	 :Site specific
USrA SITIRAGE FORM ,1T	 :Polygon, coordinate paint
(31111)(1 1 1 1
 PROBIICTS
	 :Maps - variable scale, composite mapping, computer
tupa, computer printout
DATA SOURCES	 :Prlm:try and secondary
LIiVIsl. OF RELIABILITY	 :Iligh
I1POSl'E FRMUENCY
	 :Continuous, lust update: May 1983
CUNFIDE:NTIALITY
	 :Official. record of landmarks by VA Historical
Laodmnrk Commission are restricted
O®
d 2
;U @ '
IM
OOC:LIMENTA'rION	 :"The Feasibility of Using Computer Graphics in Environ^-
mental Evaluations" by Danial D. McGeehan and Daniel P.
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CODE :VAO11-U1
S• t',t'1 1 Ei	 NA
UAI'1 RASE NAME	 .VIMS llydrogrophic Data Dank
DATA IMSK ACRONYM :WIN
smu . 'er COVERAGE :liydrographic data and slack water runs
t1l=RAPDIC C URAGE :Chesapeake Day, its tributaries and some Atlantic Ocean
shelf
SP:YI• l15	 :OparaLioaul; under revision
AGGICY	 :VA Institute of Marine Science
it[.sro fi-m	 :Giuny Shaw, Computer Systems Engineer
VA Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Paint, VA 27062
Telephonu: 804-642-2111, Rxt. 214
U1 ,11 R COWAG15
	
:Dr, David Evans, Senior Marine Scientist
Telephone: 804-642-2111, E%t. 107
CO31 11 111Th. FACILITIES
r0M1'li -I'lilt(S)	 :PRIME 850
EthSlOi:ht'E.	 :DIMS Computer Center
1N'liltA'1'101t
	:lnturactive
IN-11011SL FACILITIES
01 1 1,' WING SYST pt•1	 :PRINOS
SYS • rl•7•E CAPACITY
	
:Main memory: 4 MD
Disk storage: 980 MR
LANGUAGE(S)	 :PIUME/POWER
PL/1
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Plotters, graphics terminals
DPyt'im,riON OP myrA CA'['1'.GOR"
U,Yi'A urixORY NAIIE	 :Surface tinter hydrology -
Lemperarure, salinity, dissolved oxygen, orgunics,
nutrients, ulUae, suspended solids, conductivity
GEWNA I'll W COVERAGE 	:Chesapeake Day, its tributaries and some Atlantic
Ocean shelf
GI •iH;RAPEIIC REFERENCE	 :latLitude/longitude
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 :StntiOn within river
11ATA STORAGE FORMAT	 -Tubular
01TITUT PRODUCTS
	
:Computer tape, printout
0,1'rA SOURCIZ
	
:Primary and secondary
UPDA'I• Ei FRIa;ULNCY
	
:Monthly
COWIENTS
	
:Time span of data: 1942-1981
DOCUMENTATION	 : Under revising
USER PEES POLICY
	 :$125/machine Unit hour (varies with amount of data
requested)
DATE OF INFORMATION .10112/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :VA19
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D.11 DASl: NANR	 :VA Outdoor Plan Information System
DAM imsE ACRONYM	 .VOPIS
Sl:li. rcr covEiRAGIi 	 : Outdoor recreation site /Facility information
GIUi:RAl1 i11C COVENAOB :Statewide
STATLiS	 .Thu Parks Division is honing to obtain In-house
capabilities in the near Future.	 They glue to
Increase the scope of Choir inventorying Process
at Lhat time,
AGENCY	 :VA Division of Parks and Recreation
RE.Sl IONDI:NT	 : .John Davy, Assistant Director, Ylunolug
VA Division of Parks and Recreation
DepartmenL of Conservation nod [:ce110mic Development
1201 Washington Building, Capitol Square
Richmond, VA	 23219
Telephone:
	
804-225-:1011
tyrMs CONTACTS	 :Robert Munson
Telephone:	 804-225-3012
COMPLUM FACILITHS
CU;Oyrr,R(S)	 :AM1ARL.
L'FSIt7GNCG	 :VA Commonwealth University/VA Cemmanity College
System (VCU/VCCS) ConsoiidaLad Computer Futility
UP1+ItIT10N	 :Batch
GIS L'APARMITY	 :No 0 0
DE-St'LM INON OF DATA CA'1'MOR1FS
MWA CA'ITZORY NAND	 : Recreation -
public areas, quasi-public areas, privuLe areas,
situ acres, bunting acres, size or area nod type
lu
of Iaclll.ticS
GIM11A1 1Ii1C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GE:UGR51 1 111C REFERE NCE
	 :Locality ^ 0
MINIMUM RF901AI ION 	 :Site specific
DATA S'I'ORAL'I: FORMAT'	 :'Tabolur
OU'T'PUT PROBUCMS 	 :Computer printout
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL OP RELIABILITY	 :Varies by Planning District
UPDATH FREQUENCY	 :Continuous, varies
comet 11 •rS	 :Time spun of data: E:irst collected in 1972; throe
updatas have been completed since then; update car-
reaLly in progress
USER FEES POLICY	 tFoes are charged on a Cost recovery basis
To receive printout of entire lnventury; $42.00 plus
shipping charge
DATE OF INFORMATION : 10/121133
PAPER FILL NUHUM :V121
C
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CODE :VA013-01
S'PATI'. :VA
BATA BA3l: 11AME :VA Large Stale Econometric Model
OI'E'A BASH ACROZIYM :VLSIm
SUILIECT C(1VERIGE :Contains historical and forecast (10 years, quarterly) data
an personal income by place of war&/rasidence, income by
Industry, manufacturing and nonnranufacturing wage rates,
employment by two-digit sic code, unemployment housing
starts, capital expenditures, state revenues and select
national variables()1-10GRAPNIC COVERAGE :State level
AGENCY :VA Department of Taxation
NlSI0.ID1N'P : rd Sohaydak
CammOMVealtl7 Data Base
VA Department of Taxation
2220 W. Broad Street
Richmond, VA
	 23220
Telephune:	 804-257-8064
C4^1!'lPl'EN PACILI'!'I]iS
COMPLI' IiR(S) :AMDAUL
I(litill)E.NCE. :Interactive Data Corporation (Waltham, MA)
:Dutch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY :No
DFSCRIP11011 Or DATA CATE-GORIL'S
DATA QVI'!IMRY NAME :Demogrophy -
historical, forecasts, personal intone, industry
Income, manufacturing wage rates, nonmanufacluring
wage rates, employment, unemployment housing starts,
capital expenditurea, state reVOWL'S
(A-1)( I(A1'UIC COVERAGE	 :Statowidu
GEOGRAPAW H1 1FERERCE	 :N/A
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :State level
DATA S' I.ORAGE rORMAT	 :Tabular, text
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, grnphics, modelling caps W lity, statistical
summaries, computer tape
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
UPDSfE PRI•:QUrNCY :Varies
CLASSIFICATION :Standard Industrial Codes
COMMENTS :Time span of data: Mast data quarterly from 1960
DOCINIENTA'1'I0N :"Virginia Largo-Scold ECanOmetric. Modul Final Report":
"Virginia Large-Scale Econometric Nodal, Data Duse
Manual"; general model simulator and reference manual
USER PEES POLICY	 :Chose Computer charges are paid by the user For Ail hoc
retrievals or a user may have their own account and
terminal hook up to Chase International Rata Corpora-
tion (Washington, O.C.)
DATE Or INFORMATION :10/12/83
PAPER FILE: NUMBER :VA20
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STA1 1R :VA
DATA BASE NAME :Commonweaitic Data Base
DAI'$ 1i5SH ACRONYM :CDB
STATUS Commonwealth Data Base (CDB) is a project intended to
• develop a community type of data Lase to help eliminate
duplication of data Lases and infarmotion systems in VACS
state government.	 COB is the result of Lice combined
efforts of the Department of Taxationand the Office of
Commerce and Resources, who were both woricing on separate
projects which used some of the same date.	 The funds for
both projects were combined and apprapriaLed to the Gen-
eral Asaumbly for developing one daLU buse incorpurating
the two systems.
Currently, CDO acts as a statewide clearinghouse for
III formation en naturul resources. economic and demographic
Zra.	 COB has compiled a "Data Systems Catalog" which
provides references to available data on tics Gsmmsunwealth.
The COB Is comprised of several independasit campeneats
which are coordinated by the COB Tusk Norco.	 To date.
these consist of an Econometric Model at the Division of
Taxation (see VA013-01), Landsut image processing at the
VA Institute of Marine Science, and a geographic Informa-
tion system which has. been developing at VA PolyteCluclC
Institute and State University (see VA016-01).
Current projects include Lite facilitation of a move
Of Lite State Water Use Cato Base from USGS to the State
Water Control Board (see VA015-01), and an inventory of
aerial photography covering Lila CommonucalLh.
A proposal has been put forward to bring COB out of the
research environment and into applications.	 BVentually,
CDB would like to hove u centralized data bu:so.
AGENCY :VA Department of Taxation
RISPONDENT :Ann Playa, Cartographer
Commonwealth Data Dose
VA Department of Taxation
2220 West Broad Street
PO ilex 6-L
Richmond, VA
	
23282
Telephone:	 804-257-6277
0TUPR CONTACTS :Robert McConn, Computer Systems Analyst, Commonwealth Data
Base Task Force
Telephone:	 804-257-6273
i
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CODE :VA014-01
DO(AMENT,ITION	 :Commonwealth Ooto Dase Data Systems Catalog
Rcvised July, 1982
DAT1: OF INFORMATION :9/15/83
PAPER FILE NUM ER :VA2
C
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COME :VA015-01
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-. VA
DATA BASENAME :Virginiu Water Use Data System
DATA BASE ACRONYM :V;MDS
.SUIMECT COVERAGE :Surface and ground water use
GliUl RAP111C COVERAGE ':Statewide
STIMS :VWUDS is a state owned system that is being transferred
from USGS in Reston to a state center. USGS sponsored
sofl.ware is used to allow USGS access. Eventually the
Commonwealth Data Base (see VAO14-01) will extract infor-
matian fro :n VWUDS.	 Data is in geographic forrmzt to allow
for future CIS capability.
AGENCY :VA State Water Control Board
RESPONDENT : Robert C. HcGann, Computer Systems Analyst
Commonwealth Data Base Task Force
VA Department of Taxation
2220 West Broad Street
P.O. Box G-L
Ricbmand, VA	 23282
Telephone:	 804-257-6273
COMPII€ER FACILITIES
CO3`II'1[TER(S) :IBM 3033
RESIDENCE :Central government computer center
OPERATIi1N :Bntch and interactive
CTS CAPABILITY :Partial
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DA • I'A CMI'EGORY NAME? : Surfoce water -
water users (types by use), water suppliers (privato
or commercial), measuring point file ( location of
withdrawals, deliveries, conveyances - system gener-
ated), multiple annual measurc[nont files by year
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE ;Statewide
UEMIRAPIIiC RrFERENCE
	
:Latitude/longitude
mnlmuM wow-VION :Site specific
DATA STORAGE FOI?IIAT
	
:Tabular
Oii'E'PjtT PRODUCTS :Tubular reports, proposed maps and graphics
DA'rh SOURCES : Primary
LIEVE'L M RELIABILITY
	 : Varies, provisions arc in Lilo files to let the user
know the accuracy of Lite data
UPB,CPF.' f1tEQUENCY : Data are being entered initinily now
MM-11PHTS :Parts of the data base are USGS National Water Use
Data System
DATA CATEGORY NAIIE :Groundwater -
water users ( types by use), water suppliers ( private
or commercial), measuring point file ( location of
^.........._^_,.....}..
withdrawal, deliveries, conveyances - system gen-
erated), multiple annual measurement files by year
GEOGRAPHICCOVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REF811MCE :Latitude /longitude
MINIMM RESOLUTION
	
:Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Tabular reports, proposed maps and graphics
DATA SOURCES	 :Primnry
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Varies, provisions are in Lite files to lot the user
know the accuracy of the data
UPDATE FREQUF11CY
	
:Data are being entered iaiLially now
COMNEMTS	 :Parts of the data base are USGS Nuti •.rnal Water Use
Data System
DATE OF 1NFORNATION :9/29183
PAPM FILE UMBER :VA22
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CODE :VA016-01
STATE :VA
IJ,t'fA BASH NAME ; Spacial Data Analysis Lab Data
SUBJECT COVERAGE :Lind use, elevation, lakes, powerlines, recreational
areas, roads, streams, urban arens, utilities, wetlands,
in the process of acquiring wouther and climate dnLa and
census data for soma areas
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Vurles with the data cutagory, but the following areas
have some or all data available for their entirety or a
purLion of their area:	 Amherst County, Bedford County,
Nelson County, Northampton County, Nort hern Virginia
(parts of Laudon, Fauqufar, Prince William, and Fairfax
Counties), Rockbridge County, Stafford County, Tazewell
County, Williamsburg County, VA Beach County, Shenandoah
National Park. Elevation data is available statewide,
and climatic data caileet.fon is in progress statewide.
STA'rUS Data have been collected for specific projects.
Work thus for has boon supported by Elie Commonwealth
Data Buse Within the Department of 'Taxation in Hichmund
(see VAD14-01).	 Ideally, Elie Proprum at VPI world IIevelop
the syaLum, Ellen eventually transfer the system to a sLaLu
agency In Richmond that would than assume operational con-
Lrul.	 Currently under devetopmcnt is a better system for
Indexing data, by topic and by geographic region. 	 In some
instances, data is not stored, but is genuraLed as nuede4l
from other data, eg. slope dots can be genoruLed from Cho
Lopagraptty file
AGI-XGY :VA Polytechnic rnstitute and State University
RESPONDENT :Dr. Jamul B. Camphall, Associate Professor
Spatial Data Analysis l.ob
VA Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, VA	 24061
Telophone:	 703-961-5841 (office)
703-961-6886 (dapL. secretary)
InIlliR CONTACTS :Dr. Rubcrt N. 1lorolick. Director, SDA
Telephone:	 703-961-6819
C(DIPUITR FACILITIES
COQ IPUTIi11(S)
RESIDENCE
OPERATION
CIS CAPABILITY
IN-IIDUSE. FACILITIES
PF.RIPHERAI. DEVICES
:DEC VAX 111750
:In-house
:Interactive
:Yes
:Color image display, tablet-free cursor digitiser,
TV digitizer, line printer (character gruphics),
small (lathed pen plotter
Hardware will probably be supplemouted soon
DUCRIPTION OF DATA CATCGDRIES
DATA CATEGORY NA1113
	 :Land use -
"level 1"
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Complete coverage% Stafford Co., Williamsburg Co,
Shenandoah National. Park
Partial coverage: Amherst, Bedford, Nelson, Nort-
humpton, Rockhridge, Tazewell, VA Beach, Loudon, Fau-
quier, Prince William, and Fairfax CQUOLIaS
GEOGRAPHIC RETBRENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
NININUN RESOLUTION	 :3 acres (Sheaandoah National Park)
27 acres (other)
DATA STORAGE; FORMAT.	 :Grid, coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Hugs - variable scale, graphics, campaSiLO mapping,
interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
UPDlii'E FREQUENCY
	 :Varies
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Topography
elevation, slope, aspect (1 dogrou increments)
Iandforms (12 classes)
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE
	
:Statewlde
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
MINIMUM RIS0I11TTION	 :27 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Grid, eoordiuute Point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :1kips - vurlable scalo, composite mopping, graphics,
interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES
	
:Primary and secondary
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	
:Varies
O C DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface water -
`^ lakes, streams
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Complete coverage:	 Stafford Co, Williamsburg Co,0 Shenandoah National Park
Partial coverage:	 Amherst, Redford, Nelson, Nurt-
^, humpton, Rockbridge, Tazewell, VA Eluuch, Loudon,
Fauquier, Prince William, and Fairfax Counties
GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
C MINIIUM RESOLUTION :3 acres	 (Shenandoah National Park)
27 acres (other)
DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, coordinate point
OUTPUT PRODUCTS ;Naps - vurinble scale, composite mapping, graphics,
interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES :Primury and secondary
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Varies
DATA CATEGORY MANE :Recrcatian -
recreatienal areas
GEOG-RAPtlIC. L'OVERAV1 1 :Compluto	 overaga:	 Stafford and Wiiliamih,n- H Cuuutles
C)
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Partial coverage: Amherst, Bedford, Nelson, Hart-
humpton, Rockbrid +3e, Tazewell, VA Beach, Loudon, Pau- 	 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
ruler, Prince William, and Fairfax Counties 	 MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :3 acres (Shenandoah National Park)
G[sOMAPUIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator	 27 acres (other)
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
	 : 27 acres	 DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Grid, coordinate point
DATA STORACB FORMAT 	 :Grid, coordinate point	 OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Maps - variable scale, composite mapping., graphics.
OUTPUT rRODUCI'S	 :Naps -- variable scale, composite mopping, graphics, 	 interactive video display capability
interactive video display capability	 DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary	 UPDATE FREQUCIICY	 :Varies
UPDATE FREQUENCY
	 :Varies
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Wetlnnds
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 : Transportation -	 GCOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Complete coverage: Stafford and Williamsburg
roads	 Counties, Shenandoah National Park
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Complete coverage: Stafford and Williamsburg	 Partial coverage: Bedford, Northampton, Taw-
Counties, Shenandoah National Park 	 well, VA Beach, Loudon, Pauquier, Prince William
Partial coverage: Amherst, Bedford, Nelson, Nort- 	 and Fairfax Counties
hnmpton, Rockbridga, Tazewell, VA Beach, Loudon, 	 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Mercator
Fauquier, Prince William, and Fairfax Counties 	 MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 3 acres (Shenundoah National Park)
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Universal Transverse Flercatar27 acres (other)
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 : 3 acres (Shenandoah National Park)	 DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Grid, cocrdinate point	 i
27 acres (other)	 OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 ;Maps - variable scale, composite mapping, graphics,
DATA STORAGE FORNAT	 :Grid, coordinate point	 interactive video display capability
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Naps - variable scale, composite mapping, graphics, 	 DATA SOUR(U S	 :Primary and secondary
interactive video display capability 	 UPDATE FREQUENCY 	 :Varies
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary 	 i
UPDA'T'E FRE(XI:NCY	 :Varies
----- —	 DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Climate/weather -
average temperature, precipitation, snowfall,
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Infrastructure -24 hour min/max temperature	 i
powerlines, utilities 	 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewido collection of data in progress
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Complete coverage: Stafford and Williamsburg 	 4
Counties, Shenandoah National Park 	 .cA=====aa= =====a=
Partial coverage: Amherst, Bedford, Nelson, Nort-
hampton, TozawLll, VA Beach, Loudon, Fouquier,	 .a	 E :
Prince William and Fairfax Counties 	 1
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE -.Universal Transverse Mercator 	 pr.
DOCUMENTATION	 :Listing of data available; detailed software docu-`	 PliNilR1.1 RESOLUTION
	 : 3 acres (Shenandoah National Park)	 g	 Q
27 acres ( other)	 ment'atian can be accassed by terminal	 E_
DAE'A STORAGE FOWIAT 	 :Grid, coordinate point	 DATE OF INFORMATION : 11/2/83
OUTPUT PIJODULTS
	
:Maps - variable scale, composite mapping, graphics,
	
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 : VA23 	
1315
,.	 interactive video display capability
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary	 f^.
UPDATE FREQUENCY 	 :Varies
U,ITA CATEGORY NAME	 : Urban areas
•+	 GEOGRAPHIC COVE=RAGE	 :Complete coverage: Stafford and Williamsburg Coun-	 ._
Lies, Shenandoah National Park-
Partial coverage: Amherst, Bedford, Nelson, Nort-
hampton, Rockbridge, Tdzewaii, VA Bench, Lon+Ian,
'I	 Fanquier, Prince William, out[ Fairfax Counties
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CODE :VAO17-01
S'fAT[; :VA
DATA RASE NAME :VA Natural Diversity Information Program
CMXZJt41'11[e COVERAGE :Statewide
STS•116 :This program was undertaken as a cooperative effort be-
tween the COmmanllealth of Virginia and The Nature Con-
servnncy, a national nonprofit conservation organization.
ACENCY :VA Polytechnic institute and State University
RESPONDENT :Steve Croy, Project Director
VA Natural Diversity Information Program
VA Polytechnic Institute and State University
Biology Department - Herbarium
Blacksburg, VA
	
24061
Telephones
	
703.96I-5746
(IIIIEIt CON1 1AC1'S :Shollie Careau, Proeetlures Specialist
The Nature Conservancy
1800 North i:ent Street
Arlington, VA
	
22209
Telephone:	 703-94I-5300
DIiSCRIMON OF DATA CATCGORIES
DATA L'A'l'6MMY NAME :Natural diversity elements -
ecological values (plant and animal species, plant
communities, aquatic systems, critical habitats and
other natural features) of particular interest becau-c
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered at the state
or national 4evel
GE-MRAITIC COVERAGE :Statewide
.I
0
on 0
to °0
DOCUMNTATION
	 :"Tl:a };azure Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter avail-
able through Tile Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
AYFL OF INFORMATION : 1121/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :VA24
C
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GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORHAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE F14F.QIIENCY
C(MENTS
:Statewide
: Lutitude/longitude
:Site specific, two and one -pelf minute latitude/long-
itude cell
:Grid, coordinate point
:Tables, graphica, maps - variable scale
:Primary and secondary
:Moderate
:Continuous to monthly, still in initial data entry stage
:Data is supplied to USGS
CODE :VTOOI-01
S'f yn. : VT
DATA BASE NAME :Ground Water ilnnngement Sect3an TS Data Base
SUILI:CT COVERAGE :Gruuuduater data, especially well driller ' s report forms
including well logs, locations, quantity of water and well
construction informntian
611%1:AP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Agency ties recently acquired their computer System and is
currently entering date.
IWENCY :VT Department of Water Resources and 1tnviranmont.0
Engineering
RISPONDENT :(:ameron A. McCormack, Hydrogeologist
Ground Water Management Section
VT Department of Water Resources and Eavironplental
Engineering
State Office Building, 120 State Street
Montpel i er. VT	 O5602
Telephone:	 802-828-2761
fYl'IHiI: CONTACTS : David Butterfield, Chief, Ground Water Management Section
CIA^II4Yl'lil, FACILITIES
ampurn -R(S) :UP 1000 A600 Model 16 System
RiSIDENCE,, :In-house ( jointly owned with the Division of Air
Pollution Control sail Solid Waste Management)
ow,.RATim :Interactive
CIS C PADILIIT :partial
iN-114111SI: FACILITIIS
OPIiRA'PING SYSTEii :RTE A.1
SYS'i'l-11 CAPACITY :Plain memory:	 1 IM
Disc storage:	 73 DEB
Simultaneous users supported:
	
8 at present time
(2 in Ground Water Section)
LANGUAGE (S) :FORTRAN
Assembler
BASIC
SPECMLIZED SOFTWARE : IMAGE/1000
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Monochrome graphics CRT, tablet -free cursor digi-
tlxer, line printer, small flatbed pen plottur,
alphanumeric CR'T's ( 2 in the Ground Rater Soctiun,
8 in the entire system)
DF-SCRIJ IMON OF DATA CATT'.GORIES
D:f1'A CATEGORY NAME :Groundwater -
quantit y , quality, discharge /pumpnge, well location,
ground •-ater meusurcments, well logs ( partially in
syste{: now), well construction (partially iu System
now), well yield and static levels (partially in
system now), springs, aquifer protection firms
baundartes - state and tnwnahips
DOCUMENTATION
	 : Yet to be completed
USER ITEMS POLICY	 No policy established
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/26/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :VT12
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CODE : VTO02-01
:1TNI'E	 :VT
I1A'I'A BASL: NAME	 :Center for Rural Studios VT State Data Center
SUB-112T COVERAGE	 :Socio-cconumic, domographic, and agricultural doLa
GriN7RAPBIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGE,ICY	 :Contor for Rural Studies
RIS1101DI-14'r	 :Samuel A. McReynolds, Data Analyst
Cenrer for Rural Studios
25 Colchester Avenue
Burlington, VT 05401
Telephone: 802-656-3021
O'I'OER (X)NTA=	 :Frederick Schmidt, Director
(IMPUTER FUCILITIES
CEMIJ IM.-R(S)	 :DEC 2060
RESIDENCE	 :University of Vermont
OPE1111X'ION
	
:Datch and Interactive
GIS CAPABII . TTY	 :Partial
M-110tISE FACILITIES
PER1P111:RAL DEVICES	 :Dot matrix printer with graphics
DESCRIVI'1011 OF DATA CATEGOUE.S
D1TA C,t'l'EGORY _ NAME	 :Demography -
papulations, social aspects, economic aspects, census
duta
GI:O{lRA1'111C COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
GIIICHAPHIC REFERENCE ; Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RES(lldMON	 :Community, township, county
DATA S'rORAUR' FORMAT 	 :Files
uill'Ptl'i' 1 1 INIIIII(7rS
	 :Maps - variable scale, tables, graphics, stntisLical
sunmu :rirs, analyses of data, computer tape
D'YI'A SOON31.5	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREgUENCY	 :Annual, biennial, every 10 years
WNFIDEN't 'IALITY
	 :F.mpluymout records from the UET are subject to
restricted access
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
DATA CATI:OORY NAME	 : Agriculture
number of [arms, number of parsons on forms
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
MINDIUM ItESOLUTIOII
	
:'coons
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Files
OUTI 10'r PRODUCTS
	
:Maps - variable scale, tables, graphics, statistical
summaries, analyses of dnta, computer tape
WA SOURCES
	
:Primary and secondary
LEVI:,L OF RELIABILITY :Moderate
t1PBATli FRNL11--.NCY 	 .Annual, biennlal, every 10 years
DOCU1,11MATION	 :General information and documentallon ou data typo are
available
USER W S POLICY	 :Fees charged for all products and services according
to a fee schadule
DAI'E OF 1tIr1RHATION :7/29/83
PAPER FIIdi NUMBER 	 :VT13
®®
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OSCA CXfL(;ORY NAME
GBX,'R,1PUiC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RMOLOTIGN
DATA STORA GE FORMAT
OUTPUT I 'RODIL g
UArA SOURCES
:Boundaries -
state, counties, townships, census blocks, 'watersheds
:Statewide
:Public Lund Survey
:Community, township, county
:Files
:Raps - variable scale, tables, graphics, statistical
summaries, analyses of daLo, computer tape
:Primary and secondary
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CODE :Vf003-01
S •I.VE'E	 :VI'
DATA BASE UA111E	 :Water
SEID.Ir.(,,1r COVERAGE	 :Data on the public water system - Hater quality, source
of water, piping materials, SDWA violations
GENRAPEIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY	 :VT Division of Environmental Health
9MI'UYBE•:NT	 :Anne Rosenau, Water Supply Program Coordinator
Division of Environmental Health
Department of Wealth
60 Main Street, Bog 70
Burlington, VT 05401
Telephone: 902-862-5701
Q1'E0l C WAC1:S 	 :Kenneth M. Stone, PE, Director, Division of Environmental
llealth
Karen Baron, Programmer
CW11'U'ff•.R F,ICILITIFS
(1 11 1 BTi:R(S)	 :DEC 2020
RUSIDl:1'CE	 :In-house
CIS CAPABILITY	 :No
IN-11OUSE FACILITIES
LAUGHAGG(S)	 :FORTRAN
BASIC
COBOL
TRAFFIC 20
SPECIALIZED SOFIVARE	 :STAIZ
PLHIPIIERAL DEVICES	 :Line printer (cbaraCter graphics)
DESCRII'i'EON OF DATA CATEGORIES
D:l'rA CATEGORY NAME	 :Environmental quality -
water quality: public water systems, water source,
piping materials, SDIIA violations
GEWRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE :Town
MINIMUM RI»SOUTION	 :Township, county, management unit
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary,
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY 	 ;Iligh
U1 11)il'1'E FIIEOliNCY	 :Daily
COMMENTS
	
:Date is supplied to EPA - FRDS
USER['GI•S POLICY	 :Fees chargad on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INFONNATION :7/28/83
PAPrIt FILL 141IMUGR	 :VTE6
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CODE :WAO01-01
S i .1 I E. :WA
,1,:51'.1	 l,V l:: AMA :Shoreline Munugoment Substantial I)avelopmonL Permits
and Variances
Sliit111,'f t1jVl%lCAa :l:unl use/[and cover
f^lak^i:51'1[li' COVERAGE ;SLatewide
At.I Xt Y :WA DeparLmwit of Ecology
ursviimii.Sf :):evi:t Barbee, Computer Systems Analyst
Bata Services Section
WA BupartrncnL of Ecology
Flail Stop PV-II
Olympia, WA	 98504
Telophoua:	 206-451,9-6148
01111T COW,10'S a.iada Rankin, Environmentalist
Telephone:	 206-459-6276
Judy Muttiugly, Computer Operator
iclophonc:	 206-459-6190
(10 1['U1 • Iai	 VACILIIIES
CONHI[1:R(S) :IBM 3081
11151DENCE :Central government computer cenLer
OPER3'rIOA ' :13JILch
WS C'AP.IBILI'I'Y :Yes
[5-110US[. FACILITIES
1 11.131'Ill'RAL DEVICES
DISCRIPFIGN OV D,l'rA Cry'
DATA CATIN:ORY NAME
UH.WRAPRIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINIMUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
OUTPUT PRODUCIS-
DATA SOURCES
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
Ul'DA1'G FREQUENCY
s_cv^o__ae_aa^c—paw.
:Monochrome CRT's (10), line printer (charocter
graphics)
'EGORIES
:Land use/land cover -
Mineral extraction/energy production, transportation,
urhon/wilt-up, recreation, parks, unique acrns,
ownership
:Stalowido
:Public I.rind Survey
:640 acres (section, I square mile)
:Records
:Statisticul summaries, lists of permits
:Secondury
:Moderate
:Continuous
DOCII; r.w1', rli1N	 :Available on data structure and genurnl Infonmtiun
USET FEES POLICY
	 ;Products and services are available nt nn charge
VATL•' OF IIi1411*11TLON :9/12/83
IPAPEIt FILE NIR111LH	 :WAB
CONE :WA00142
STATE :WA
DATA BASH NAME :Coastal Zone Geographic Information System
DATA BASE ACRONYM :ATLAS CZQlS
SUWE(T COVERAGE ;Geology and land cover
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Marine shoreline and upland 200D feet (a portion o( the
NW part of the state)
AGENCY :I4A Dopartmcnt of Ecology
RES['ONDLNT ;Kevin Barbee, Computer Systems Analyst
Data Services Section
WA DeparttoenL •ol Ecology r^
Moil Stop TY-11 0 +^
Olympia, WA	 90504 0
Telephone:	 20G-459-6196
OTHER CONTACTS :Cred Gardner, Environmentalist
Telephone:	 296-459-6269 °®
COMPUTER FACILITIES
f"'	 Gi'^l
COMPUTi:R(S) :CDC CYBER NOS /BE ,^3
RESIDENCE :University of WA Academic Computing Center
OPERATION :Interactive
DESCRIPTION Or DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Geology -
I
surficial geology, bedrock geology, sand and grovel
renources, slope stability
•	 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :A portion of northwestern WA
GEOGRAI1111C REFERENCE
	 :Locations are given relative Lo other pulygons
MINIMUM RESOLUTIOU :Datu Is given for each polygon, which can be from
100 square meters to several square miles
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Polygon
OUTPUT PRODICTS :Modelling capability, interactive video display
DATA SOURCES :Secondary
1.EM. OF RELIABILITY
	 :Moderate
UPDATE FR[ti)UEtICY :Last update:	 March 1980
1
--
DATA CATEGORY NAME :Lund use/land cover -
barren land, forest land, water, wetlnuds, estuaries,
urban/built-up
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :A portion of northwest I4A
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Locntions are given relative to other llolygons
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :Data is given for each polygon, which can lie- frur,
100 square meters to several s,luure miles
DA'T'A STORAGE FORMAT :Polygon
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Mudolling capability, Interactive video display
DATA SOURC:I'.3 :Secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABII.I'rY :Moderate
UI'UA'1'E FREilmulcY :[d15t update:	 Fb1,rch.
	 198U
a...00e.00...00p..,
POLUNENTATION :Informntiuu ovallable on software, data structure, and
11A1'E OP Ill> OltilATIf1N peneral information
=9112/133
PAPL'It FILE: NUNBER :WAB
O (:1 i
i	 1
O C3
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CODE :11A001-03
113-- GRAPUIC COVERAGE
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
MINHIM RESOLUTION
DATA SfURAGIi FORMAT
OUTPUT PIMUCTS
DATA SOURCES
MCI, OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE. FREQUENCY
CO?IMENTS
:Stntewida
:Universal Transverse Elercator ( indirectly)
:Nearear 10 meters
:Records
:Statistical summaries
:Primary and secondary
: EEigh
'Continuous
:Data is supplied to EPA District lO
STATE :114
DATA BASE NADIR :Air Ouatity Bate Handling System
SUBJECT COVE:RAM :Enviromnental quality (air)
(iFi)CRAPHIC COVERAGE : Statowldo
AGENCY :NA Department of Ecology
RFSPOHDE":NT :Kevin Barbee, Computer Systems Analyst
Data Services Section
NA Department of Ecology
Nail Stop PV-11
Olymplu, NA	 935U4
Telephone:	 206-459-6193
(MIRM CONTACTS :Bob Miller, Air Quality Control Specialist
Telephone:
	
206--459-6242
CO,`1PIITER FACILITIES
CO,'11'11TER(S) 	 :DATA CENE(',AL NOVA 4
Iml 3001
RLSIDENCE:	 :In-house
CanLral government computer center (iUM)
UPERATION	 :Batch and interactive
GI3 CAPABILITY
	
:No
IN-II0IIS1: FACILITIES
SYS"rM QW—ACITY
	 attain memory: 256 bytes
Mac storage: None (tapa)
Simultaneous users supported: 1
LANGUAGE( S)	 :FORTRAN
SPECIAMED SOMME	 :TEL[•rIMY NON1TCH
PERIPUrRAL DEVICES	 :Monothromo CRT
Dl-SCR I I'l l IIIA OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATIZORY NADIR 	 :Environmental quality -
air quality: carhan raunnxida, carbon dJexide,
sulfur dioxide, nitrous oxide. Local susponded
particulate, soiling index
G0011IIBPHIC COVERA GE	 :SLOtewide
GD)GRAPIIIC REFERENCE : Universal Transverse Mercator (indirectly)
EITNI:IUM RESOLUTION	 : Nearost 10 meters
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 : Records
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	
: Statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
LEM. OP RELIABILITY :Dish
UFDATr•. FREQUENCY	 :Continuous
CU.'DIENTS	 : Data is supplied to EPA District 10
DOMIENTATION	 :Genaral information available
USHER FEES POLICY
	 :Peas charged for all products and services according
to a fee schedule
URPE OF IN1•Y)RHATION :9/12/03
PAPER FILE NUMBER :NAB
o^
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DATA C,ITEGORY'NAME 	 :Climate/weather -
wind, tomparature, • snlar radiation
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rCODE	 :WA00144
a1ATF.	 :WA DATA CATEGORY NAME :Surface water
[!dl',l II,%SE NAME : WRIS ldater Right Claims, Permits, Certificates and Changes water rights
IlT COVERAGE	 :Surface and ground water rightsStill	 .0 GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
GF.tA;RIPlI1C COVERAGE : Statewide GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Public Land Survey i
ALANCY	 :WA Department of Ecology MINIMUM RESOLUTION :160 acres
R1..M.NoW	 :Kuvia Barbee, Computer Systems Analyst DATA STORAGE rORNAT :Records
Data Services Section OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Statistical summaries, Iists of water rights and l
NA Department of Ecology crater right claims, on paper or on microfiche
Mail Stup PV-1I DATA SOURCES :Primary
Olympia, WA	 206-459-•6198 LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :Hoderato
Telephone:	 206-•459-6198 UPDATE FREQUENCY :Monthly I
01'111fR CONTACTS	 :Pat Dice, Environmental Technician CONFIDENTIALITY :CIOIMont names should not be raleasud far any private
Telephone:	 206-459-6129 commercial gain
Jody F pattinely, Computer Operator
Tolepirone:	 206-459-619D ====d.	 ^^r ao^=== .
COMPUTER FACILITIES
aml'UTER(S)	 :IBIM SERICS/1 MODEL 4956
RE51DEMCE	 : In-house USER FEES POLICY
	 : tees are charged on a cost recovery basis
OPER,YPION
	 :Dutch and interactive DATE OF INFORMATION :9/12/83
CIS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :WAB
IN-11OUS1: FACILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEM	 :EVENT DRIVEN EXECUTIVE
SYSTM CAPACITY
	 :Main memoryt	 768K !Disc storage:	 641i1
Simultaneous users supported:
	
about 7 -
1LANGUAGE(S)	 :COBOL
FORTRAN 0
EDX `17
SPECIALIZED SO MARE
	 :Edit, update and report prog^ ms
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :Monochrome CRT's ( 10), line	 rimer ( character
graphics)
1
1	 ..
DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES I^°
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Groundwater - 10
Hell location, crater rights
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
F"GEOGRAPHIC REFRIMICE	 :Public Land Survey
NINIHUM RESOLUTION
	 :160 acres
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Records
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Statistical summaries, lists of crater rights and
water right claims, on paper or on microfiche :1
DATA SOURCES	 :primary jt	 -
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :Moderate
UPDNM FREQUENCY	 'Nonthly
CONFIDIUTIALiTY
	 :Claimant names should not be released for nay private
commercial gain
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CORE :WAGO1-05
B'E'A•rl : 	 04A
DATA BASES NAME	 :Pallatlon Sources and Monitoring Stations
SUR1I17COVEHhC[: 	 ;NivironmentoI quality (water)
GL(X;RAPHfC C"OVERAVE .Statewide
dt;E;NCY	 :WA Nparcment of Ecology
RlSPONUIiNT	 :Kevin Burke, Computer Systems Analyst
Data Services Section
14A Department of Ecology
Mall Stop PV-11
Olympia, 14A
	 911506
Telephone: 206-459-6198
UrIIER CONTAUrS
	
:Bob , lamas, Programmer
Telephone: 206-753-2812
COHNITE[t FACILITIES
c'uni'll-r[R(S)	 WANG 22OOVP
IBM 370
RISIDENCI,
	:In-house
Control government CompUter Center (IBM)
IN-HOUSES PACIIJUILS
OPERATING SYST[Y1
	 :EIASIC II
SYSTI:A1 CAPACITY	 :Alain memory: 64K
Dist steLage: 20M
Sumultaneaus asots supported: 1
LANGUAGE(S)	 :BASIC
SPLCiALIZEI) SOF WARE 	 :In-]muss and EPA
I'1{It11 111I:RAL DEVICES	 :Monochrome CRT, dot matrix printer with graphics,
drum pen platter
RESCIIIPI'ION OF DATA CATEL'URIES
lJh'l'A C4TLCIJItY NAAEE 	 -.Enviroumontal quality -
water quality, point pollution, point sources, sttut-
dord violations
(UGHAI'NIC COVE RAGE	 :Statewide
CIiOt;t{hI'IIIC REFERENCE
	 :Latitude/longitude
River Mile
wNlmum RfSOLU 'I'i0Y	 :Seconds ( Iotitude/longltude)
HATA S'1'ORAGG FORMAT 	 : Rucords, toxt
OUTPUT' PBODUCTB	 :Statistical summaries
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LINEL OC RrHABILITY :Eligh
UPDAU ]FREQUENCY
	 Wonthly
COMMENTS	 :Data is supplied to STOHLP
1)0C[I?I[il1TATION	 :GuneraI Informatian is avallable
INSLIt FEES POLICY	 :Peen are charged on a cart recovery busts
DXI'L•' OF INFORMATION :9112183
PAPER FILL NUM11CR
	 :[JAIL
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CODE :WAno2-Oi
S I'A'rE:
	
:11A
U.t1'A BASE NAME 	 :Nun-game Wildlife Information System
Stall-M, (MVIIAGE	 :Wildlife
CUMPAPBIC COVERAGE :StnLowIde
:tCP:Si'Y
	
:WA Department of Game
f:E 5P^1NI11i8T 	 :Tam Owens, Wildlife Research Analyst
Nall-game Data Systems
144 Department of Game
600 North Capitol Way
Olympia, WA 98504
Telephone: 206-7544449
OTIII:R CONTACTS
	
:Eric Barthmaier, Information Systems Planngur
Tim Young, Computer Systoms Analyst
CMIPLITEIt rACILMES
CaMKITER (S)	 :PRIME 550 11
1101 3033
M .'sinGNCL	 : In-house
Central government computer center (.111M)
OPERATION	 :Botch and interactive
GIS CAPABILITY
	
:Partial (Conversion to CIS in progress)
IN-HOUSE FACILITIES
OPBHATING SYSMI	 MINDS
SYSTE3•E CAPACITY	 :Main memory: 3 Pi
Disc. storage: 300 M
Simultancaus users supported: >15
LANG11AGE(S)	 :FORTRAN
ASSEMBLER
BASIC
SPECIALIZED SOL•`1T,IARE	 :EE0P1H.11ANOE (U of 1)
MOSS (planned)
PRINB OAS
PR IPIE-DPTX
DESCRIMION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA urECORY NAm	 :Wildlife -
nun-game; mammals, birds, fish, morinn,/estuarial,
reptiles/amphibians, and other; game (in progress):
mammals, birds, fish, and other; threatened ;md
endangered species; habltat; surface hydrology;
suiis; bounduries; land cover; tupugraphy
1;L.M;RAP 1 1JC COVNRAM	 :Sta tew ide
CESIGRA1 1 111C REFERMCI. LaLiNdo/longitude
Universoi Transverse Nurcator
Public Lend Survey
NINIPHIN R[:SOI.UTION	 :Situ specific
DATA STORAGE FOlUthr	 :Folygun
Coordinate point
	
OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Pups - variable scale, tables, graphics, modelling
capability, statistical summaries, composite mapping,
computer tape
	
DATA SOURCES
	 :Primary and secondary
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :lloderate
	
UI'DATE FRG{)uNCY	 :Continuous
	CONFI ENTIALITY	 ;Some data are subject to restricted access
	
DOCUMENTATION	 :Availablu on data structure, data encoding format/
procedure, and data type
	
USRR H S POLICY
	
:Fees are charged on a cost recovery basis
DATE OF INCORPIATION :8/19/83
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CODE :WA003-01
STATE	 :WA
DtLTA BASE NAME	 :Application Information Management System
DATA &ISE ACRONYM :AIMS
SUBJECT COVi:WX	 :Mining, and land use an state land
C1-=RAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGISICY
	 :WA Department of Natural Resuurces
RESPONDENT	 :Lysle H. Parsons, Agriculture Lease Supr.
WA Department of Natural Resources
Mail Stop OW 21
Olympia, WA 98504
Telephone: 206-753-5304
011WR COtITACIS	 :Art SL' eaYna, Department Supervisor
Robert Edwards, Div. Mk1r., Services and Management
Randy Nowlan, Data Systems
(far information on telephone numbers: 2(16-753-5327)
C0.^1PuTER FACILITIES
RKsIDENCE	 :Central government computer canter
DBURi TIOy OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Land use/land cover -
cropland, urban/built-up, archaeological areas
GI'OURAP111C COVERAGE	 :Statewido, on state land
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Records
Ol1TPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Statistical summaries, aeneral bard copy - blllings -
reratJs of lease activity
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEE. OF RELIABILITY 	 aligh
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Bimonthly
C11NFlDENTIALITY
	 :Data are subject to restricted access
DiVrA CATTCORY NAME
	 :Mining -
surfuce mining permits
GB )GRAPH IC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
DATA STORAGE FORMAT 	 :Records
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :StoLi9tical summaries, general hard copy - billings,
records of lease activity
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
LEVEL. OF RELIABILITY
	 :lligh
(i10,VrE FIti.quENCY	 :Bimonthly
CONFIDE:NT'IALITY
	 :Data are subject to restricted access
DOCUMENTATION	 :Available an Software, data structure, data usyessmenl
procedures, and data encoding formal/procedure
USER E111-:S POLICY	 :Most- services are department support. Outside usesrs pay
an certain requests
DA'Z'E OF INFORMATION :11/8/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :WAIF
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CODE	 :WA004-01 State Plane Coordinates
Ad hoc grid, :mreforenced
FIINTHIJI RESOLUTION :2-5 acres, I acre, site specific
S11'4TPI- :WA DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, arc/node, coordinate point, tubular
DATA RASE NAME :Geographic Multiple Use Analysis and Planning System OUTPUT' PRODUCTS :Malls - variable scale, tables, modelling capability.
DATA BASH ACRONYM :GEOMAPS statistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive
SU0.11iCI' C01'RRACF :Land use, land cover, boundaries, soils data, surface video display capability, computer tape
water, vegetation, and Conerat Land Offire Survey DATA SOURCES : Primary and secondary'
GEOGRAPHIC COVHR,ICE : Statewide for sells and GLO Survey, State-managed LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high to law
uplands for all other data UPDATE FREQUENCY :Varies
STATUS :This system is replacing the GRIDS (Gridded Resource CONFIDEWTIALITY :Some data in the data base have rostricted access
Inventory and Information) System beginning Jan. 1984 CLASSIFICATION :Modified Anderson
AGENCY :WA Department of natural Resources
RIWONUENT : Li--v J. Sugarbaker, Management Information Supervisor --- ------ -
WA Ste:^ Department of Natural Resources
Public Lands Building, flail Stop EV--31 DATA CATEGORY NAME :Land Cover -
Olympia, WA
	
913504 barren lurid, forest land, perennial ice and snow,
Telephone:	 206-753-1262 rangeland, water, wetlands, oSLuuries, cropland.
14111{R CONTAL'fS :Bob Edwards, llgr.,'Div, of Management Services posture, urban /built-up
Telephone-
	
206-753-1262 GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :State managed uplands, approximately 3,000,000 acres
scattered throughout state
COMPUTER 11CILITILS CLOG12APIIIC REFERENCE : Latitude/longitude
Univursal Transverse Mercator
CO;II'(rl'F.R (S1 :PRIME 750 Public land Survey
PRIME 2250 (up to 7) O Q State Plane Coordinates
RMIUENCE : In-house Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
OPE,RA' im :Interactive .^ 	 j MINIMUM RESOLUTION :2-5 acres, I acre, site specific
CIS CAPAISLLITY :Yes ® DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, arc/nodo, coordinate point, tabular
OUTPUT PRODU(:TS :Maps - variable scale, tables, modelling capability,
IN-11(IUSF FACILITIES I, statistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive
video display capability, computer tape
0HRAT1NG SYSTI•YI :PRIMOS t DATA SOURCES : Primary and secondary
S1'S3 'I.%1 C,IPACITY :1[ain memory:	 2 Mil ••. LEVE[.OF RFJ .IQDILITY : 111gh to low
DISC storage:
	
600 FIR
^ Pn UPDATE. FRIiC1HENCY :Varies
Simultaneous users supported: 	 32 I+- rVh Conn DENI ,IAL ITY :Some data in the data base have restricted urcoSS
[.,1NGlI,1Cl:( S) :FOfi I:AN CLASSIFICATION :Modified Anderson, the ability to summmriee by
SiwrALIZED SOFIIJARE
	 :AR(:
? +
y Anderson to level 11 Is retained
INFu
PF.A1P[IrRAL DEVICES	 - F6riochrome graphics CRT's (4), color graphics — -------- — ------
Ck'P`s ( 3), tablat-free cursor digitizers (7),
lire printer ( character graphics), dot matrix DATA CATI.CORY NAMF. :Land use -
pri,nter with graphics, dram pen plotter,	 large timber, water use, cropland, transportation_ urban/
or precision flatbed pen plotter, alphonameric built-up, recreation, parks, ownership, unique areas:
CRT's (9) cultural, historical, and archaeological
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :State managed lands, approximately 3,000 ,000 acres
BI•'SCRII'TrON OF DATA CATEGORIES scattered throughout the State
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE : Lotltude/ longitude
DATA GTIT.GORY NAME :Surfe,:,_ water - Universal Transverse Mercator
water body type, watershed boundaries Public Land Survey
GIHRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :State managed uplands, approximately 3,000,000 acres State Plane Coordinates
scattered Lhoughout State Ad line grid, unreferenced
Cl-IH:RAPHLC 11WERENCF
	 :Latitude/longitude MINIhIUm RFSULU'l'ION :2-5 acres,	 1 acre, site specific
Universal Transverse Mercator DATA STORAGE FORMAT :Grid, arc/node, Courdinato point, tabular
Public Land Survey O[ITP11T PROIIUE'I'S :Apps - variable scale, 	 tables, modelling capability,
A
0
Or
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statistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive DATA CATEGORY NAME :Vegetation -
Video display capability, computer tape species, communities, quality/condition, biomass/
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary volume, are
I.L'VIiE. OF HELIADII . ITY ;Ifigfl to low GBOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :State managed uplands, approximately 3,000,ODO acres
UPDA'CR rnmuoic y :Varies scattered througbout the state
CONPIDFNTIALITY :Some data in Lite (Into base have restricted access GLOGRAPOIC REFERNECE :Latitude/longitude
CLASSIFICATION :Modifled Anderson, ability to sunimarize by Anderson Universal Transverse Mercator
to level I1 is retained Public Land Survey
State Plane Coordinates
-------- — Ad hoc grid, unreferenced
MINIMUM RESOLUTiOII :2-5 acres, 1 acre, site specific
DATA CATEGORY NAME ;Boundarlat - DATA STORAGE rORMAT :Grid, arc/node, coordinate point, tabular
state, counties, townships, watersheds, regional OUTPUT PRODIIL'TS :F1aps - variable scale, tables, modelling capability,
planning districts, suction corners (& type), statistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive
quarter section corners (& type) video display capability, computer tape
6E1HMAP111C COVERAGE :State managed uplands, approximately 3,000,000 acres DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
scattered throughout the state LEVEL OF RI?LIABILITY :IE1gh to lnv
GIIIGRAPUIC REFERNICE :Latitude/ longitude UPDATE I'INEQUE1tiCY :Varies
Universal Transverse Mercator CONFIDEiNTIALITY :Some data in the date base have restricted access
Public Laud Survey CLASSIFICATION .Flodifind Anderson
State Plane Coordinates
Ad hoc gric, unreferenced -- ------ ---- —
MIN1MUN HF'SOLUTION •2-5 acres, 1 acre, site specific
DATA STORAGE FORHAT :Grid, arc/node, coordinate point,	 tabular DATA CATM-11HY NANE :CID Survey -
011'1'E'fl'1'
	 1 1RODIR:'I'S :Flaps - variable scale, tables, modelling capability, General Land Office Survey
statistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive GEOGRAPHIC CONRAC IM :Statewide
video display capability, computer tape GEOGRAPHIC RECrifl-
	
E ;Latitude/Iongitude
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary Universal Transverse Mercator
IX.VLL OF REiLIABILITY : 11181t to law Public Land Survey
UPDATL rRE(31iENCY :Varies State Plane Coordinates
CONFIDENTIALITY :Sonic data in the data base have restricted access Ad hoc grid, unreforenced
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :2-5 acres, I acre, site specific
-------------- - DATA SIYIRA(;E VOHMAT :Grid, arc/node, coordinate point, tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Flaps - variable scale,	 tables, modelling capability,
DATA CATEGORY NAHE :Soils data - statistical summaries, composite mapping, interactive
typo, series, productivity video display capability, computer tape
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
GFUGHAPHIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high to low
Universal Transverse Mercator Omni, PREi)UIiNCY :Varies
Public Land Survey Ci1NFID1:'NTIALITY :Some data in the data baso have restricted access
State Plane Coordinates
Ad hoc grid, unreferenced a==a=====___====o===
111NIHMN RIESOIdITION :2-5 acres, i acre, site specifiC
DATA S'IY)RACE FORMAT :Grid, arc/node, courdinate point, tabular
OUTPUT E'ROBHCI'S :flaps - variable scale,
	
tables, modelling capability,
statistical summaries, composite mapping, iutcractivu
video display capability, computer tape DUCUMENTATION
	 :Comprehensive documentation is under development
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary USER FEiIS POLICY 	 :No policy has been established yet (new sysi mr)
MEEL.OF RELIABILITY : high to low DATR OF M ORMATiON :11/8183
IIPD.IT'L P141 7QUI:NCY : Varies PAPER FILE NUMBER	 WAl2
CONF1DENTIALITI :Some data in the data base have restricted access
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CORE	 :WnOas-01
STATE	 WA
DATA BASE NSIII:	 :LCD Element Occurrence
SUMEC-11 COVERAGE	 : Elements of natural diversity
CFAGR1PIIlc COVERAGE :Statewide
STAms	 :Nature Conservancy Program
AC&1tCY	 :WA Department of Natural Resources
RESPONDENT	 :John R. Edwards, Asst. Manager
Division of Private Forestry and Recreation
WA Department. of Natural Resources
flail Stop EK -12
Olympia, WA
	 985(14
Telephone:	 205-753-2400
OTHER C 11,%CTS 	 Wark Sheehan, Program flanager
Telephone;
	 206-753-2449
Elise Augenstein, Research Analyst
Telephone;	 206•-753-2449
r.	 0® ^
cis±Irlrlr-.R r•AC1LtTtr•.s	 'TI ^1
4rfi	 RESIDENCE	 :Central government computer center	 0OPERIATION	 :Batch and interactive
CIS CAPABILITY	 :No	 0 I"
DESCRIMION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATLcOry NAIIE	 :Elements of natural diversity r^
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
GFdICRAPIIIC REFERENCE	 :Latitude/longitude
MINIHIM LI RSOMITION	 :Site specific
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	 :Coordinate paint
OU'E'PUT PRODUCTS 	 :Statistical summaries, listings, computer tape
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
r' ` I	 LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 Waderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuous
Y.,
tt
	 CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Sensitivity of data locations requires restricted
nCr['a5
Q111UlENTS
	 :Data are supplied to USFS
USER FEES POLICY 	 :Fees are charged on a cast recovery basis
K`	 DATE OF INFORMATION :11/8/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER	 :WA 13
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CODE	 ;WA006-01 OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 :Raps - variable scale, statistical summaries,
composites mapping, interactive video display,
computer Lupo
STXrii	 :WA DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
11im 1sASit NAPic	 ;CA€ JA flapping System LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :Moderate
SINl,I-I.r COVRRAGE	 :hand use (timber, ownership), boundaries, and soils UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuous
GIMMAPNIC COVERAGE; :Statewidu
: WA Department of Natural Resources
RISI'ONDI .'all
	:Glenn Phillips, Digital flapping Supervisor
WA Pupartment of Natural Resources DATA CATEGORY NMIE
	 :Sails data -
PubtLe Lands building typo, series, nssuciation. capability class,
Olympia, 14A	 985UI productivity
Telephone:	 206-753-5009 GIMPAPNIC COVERAGE 	 :SLaLawilla
CIIOGRAPIIEC REPEE11R10E
	 :State Plane Coordinates
(.YI?1171 M'k NICILITIPS M1NIfRlM R SOWTION	 :1 acre
DATA STORAGE FORNA7'
	
:Polygon, coordinate point
I'U;• I1 1LPI7iil(5)
	
:DG NOVA	 LI OUTPUT YNODUUM	 :flaps - Varlable SCa lo, stULINtfcnl somnuirieu.
R1SIMNE111
	 :In-hausc composite mopping, inLeractive video display,
UPI:RA1 1014	 :Interactive computer tape
GIS CAPABILITY
	 :Yes DATA SOURCES	 :Primary and secondary
1,1 1 WiL 017 WiLTA1SILITY
	 Moderate
IN-IfUUSIi FACILITI[S UPi}ATId Pi{IAEUENCY
	 :Continuous
UPliRATING SYSTEi' E 	 :CAUTA .G..._^,^o=^
SYSTM CAPACITY	 :Plain mamory:	 32 K
Disc storage: 25 M3
SEmultanuous users supported:
	
2
SPE:CIALM'D Sorf1 TARE 	 :flapping/pJoUilig software
PRRII'll[iRAL UEVICES	 :fluchanical digitizers (2), large or precisfau DOCUMENTAT1011	 :Infornotion available on hurdware, software, data
flutbed pen platter, alphnnumarlc CRT's (2) structure, daLa encoding format/procedure, general
LnformaLJon
W'SCUI TION OF DATA CATEGORIES USER FP3S POLICY
	 :Noes are charged an u cost recovery basis
DAIT' OF INFORMATION 01/8183
DA'1',t C!t•1'EiCORY NAME	 :,Land use - PAPER FILE NUMBER
	 :I1A14
E
timber, ownership
GFIJORAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GI-XIGRAPUIC III-TERI •:NCE	 :State Plane Coordinates
MLYINUM RESO UTLIIN	 :I acre
® 0 FDATA STORAGE rORNA'T
	 :Polygon, coordinate point
61I1PUT PRODUCTS	 Maps - variable scale, statistical summaries,
composite mapping, interactive video display,
-^j aft
computer tape Q
MINA MIKES	 :11rimury and secondary
LEVE[. DP RI:1.lAbILITY	 :flndernta Il='I1PDA'I'E FRii[^[II:fICY	 :Continuous
go
DATA CATISORY 1191E
	 :Ilouadaries - fly
state, counties, townships
GIIK-RA. 1'111C COVERAU:
	
:sLatew1da(A-BGRAI'INC RI37:RI.140'	 :SLOte Plane Coordinutes
NININNN RIS0111 ION	 :1 acre
DATA STORAGE EQM%hVr	 :Polygon, coordinute point
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CORE WAO07-41
CODE :11A007-02
STA I'I :WA
DATA	 ISA'.l	 Nt`If •. :ElydraalIC Project Approval
DA UA 	 Nvm1.NYH :NI'a
Slih11'F'1' t1oY1:Rwl. :Surface water
GLOGRAPHIC ('OVERAGE{ :Stntawide
ACIiS^'l :WA Dopartmont of Fisheries
R1'yltii:liF'`{' 0 im Fraser, Regional habitat Manager
WA State Department of Fisheries
115 Generul Administration Building
Olympia, WA	 90504
Telephone:	 206-753-2993
STATE
	
:WA
DATA BASE NAME	 :State Licensed Commercial healers and Buyers and Fisherman
SBBJLCT COVERAGE	 :risLaries
GEOGRAPHIC {AVERAGE :Rtat"ide
AGENCY	 :11A Department of Fisheries
RFSPONDENT
	 :Jim Fraser, Regional habitat Manager
WA State Department of Fisheries
115 General Administration Building
Olympia, WA 98504
Telephone: 205-753-2983
DATE OF INFORNA'110N :11/22/83
PAPER FILE NIIMRER
	 :WA15 DATE OF IIIFORI[ATION :11/22/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :WA1S
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0fI1 1I111 FACILITIES
COMPB11:R(S)
R[.:SIDENCE
0fi5CR11'Y1 1 3S OF DATA C
DATA C,YH=RY NAM
{ O)GRAPHIC COVERAGE
:1ItF1 3081
:Central government computer center
1'1'EGORIE5
:Surface water -
all HPA's for all construction projects working
within the ordinary highwnter line of all atrcnms
:Statewide
COMPUTER FACILITIES
CMIPIII'L'R(S)
RlSIDEHCE
DESCRIPTION OF DATA Q
DATA CATIMORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
UPDATE FREOUNICY
:IMI 3081
:Contral government computer center
LTEGORIE's
:Fisheries -
state licensed commercial dealers and buyers,
gear type, for salmon, marine and shell Fish
:Statewide
:Annuul
CODE :WA007-03
S'rA'rE :11A
DATA BASE. NANiv :1lashiagtan Sta te Fisheries Statistical ReportStllill:Cr COVERAGE :Fisheries
li1t0(iRAPE1C COVERAGE :Stutewldc
Ala:1[:Y :WA Department of Fisheries
1:1:5P(1\DE\I' :Jim Fraser, Rogionai Habitat Manager
14A State Department of Fisheries
115 General Administration Building
Olympia, 14A	 98504
Te 1 ep1 uo n c : 	 206-753-29B3
l'0m.'1iTVR FACHATIIS
C1*11111IT(S) :1DH 3081
ITS WIWI. :Contra] government computer center
DISCRUT ION OF DATA CATEGORM
DA'1':1 (wri-(aw y NAFIE :Fisheries -
catch and harvest dnta for salmon, marina fish,
shellfish, sport and commercial
Gl:[RIAFBIC COVERAGE
	
:Statewide
111 1 0ATE FRE(111E:NCY :Annual
11,1TE UP INF0RMATION :11128183
PAP1 ,11 FILE NUHHER	 ,1,115
CODE :UAO07-04
STATE	 :WA
DATA EASE 1141E:Salmon Spanning Ground Data Report
SUBJECT COVERAGE	 :Fish
GEOGRAPIILC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY
	 :WA State Department of Fisheries
RESPONDENT	 :Jim Fraser, Regional llabltat Manager
WA State Department of Fisheries
115 General Administration Building
Olympia, WA 98504
Telephone: 206-753-2983
COFIPUTE-31 FACILITIES
( ipirl'EU(S) :LOFT 3081
Cl1C CYBER
RESIDI•:NCL•' :Cuntrni government computer center
In-house
DISCIt11 Tricy OF DATA wi-.cmms
IWA CA'E'IX ORY NAME :Fisheries -
all acriul, foot., and Moat surveys of adult daimon
spawning ground counts
GWGRAPIIIC COVI:ItAGE :Statewtde, but 90 percent of effort occurs is Western
WA. Mete. the Paget S'ou'nd and WA Coastal areas are
"Lactated. Lite Columbia River is nun -antVM,aLvt
GUIGRAP11IC REVERENCE :laver mile
DATE OF 1H1•'IFRWI11ON :11 128/83	 Q
PAITT FILE NUMBER	 .11415
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COME	 :VIAOl1B-ni
STATE	 :WA
DATA BASE NAME	 : Demographic Data
Gi:wRAFDIC COVERAGR :Stntawide
:WA Office of Financial Management
RL5PNNPENT	 :John Walker, Assistant Director
Forecasting and Estimates D1Vision
I;
WA Office of Financial Management
300 Insurance Building
flail step lift-13
Olympia, WA	 98501+
Telephone:	 206-753-5617
' COMPUT(-at FACILITIES
'i (71TIi+UPI:R(S)
	 WIDAIEI. F70V/B II
`. RES111WE	 :tlashlogtan State University J
018CItl[TI[iR OP DATA CATEGOIt1I?S
DATA CATLI:URY NAME 	 :Socio-economic data
hirthydenth certificates, cLC. !L. G1LNIRAPIEIC COURAGE'
	
:SLatowide
DATE OF INM- HRJgITION :6/13183 ] '^
PAPER VIM NUMBER	 :WA7 t^
s':.  	. ra
^nn
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COM., :111001-01
^^ J
DATA SOURCPS	 :Secondary
LEVEL OF REl.1AUILITY
	
:Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Annually, projections every 3 years (+!-)
MWIT :llE
%YrA IMSE 11AMF :511 Population Estimates and Projections
SIM.11•Cr COVIiI: AGE :Damogru plric data, projoctloos, census data
GlilMtkAl'iML' COVERAGE :Statewide
AOIY,CY :111 DepurtrnaaL of Administration
RESI0IDI-ST :Ban 5011, Chief, Demographic Services
Department of Administration
101 South Webster Street
PO Ilex 7864
1ladisan, 111
	
53707
Telephone:	 608-265-1067
01111`R ('O\GAUrs ; Robert Naylor, Data User Specialist
Tol oplu na:	 606-266-1927
Joan Jones, Management Informattun Specialist
Telephone:	 608-266-5471
VOMI'M'1.B l'Al'11.1'I'[kS
CU}Il'll'I'lil7(S)	 :tNI 3290 with 3299 Multiplexor
APPLE Super If's
lUM 360
REiS111MCE	 :Department of Ilualth and Services (IMI 360 for
handling m:+.3moth (Iota buse), University Computer
Center (f,r computer mapping), In-house Micro (fur
reseat:ch and graphics)
(11'F.kA'1'II1N	 :batch anti Intaractive
GIS C'AI'aUCLI'1'Y
	
:VUS
171-110USE PACEL1TTES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES aianochroma graphics CkT's (6), color business
graphics CRT, color image display, line printer
(character graphics), dot matrix printer with
graphics, color ink-jet, Small flatbed pen plat-
tar, hard copy tarminuls (8), alphanumeric CRT's
(9)
D1:SCHITION OF DATA CATEGORIIS
IMT11 CA'EE(WHY 1LA11E	 :Demography -
Populations, aacial aspecLS, economic aspects,
projections, census data, for Lawns, clues,
villages, counties and aggregates
WIMAPHIC COMAGR	 :Statewide
(TOGILIPUIC RIPGRENCE	 :Civil jurisdictions
VINIMIM RESOLUTION
	 :'rounship, census data at block level for urban
areas greater than 5000
DATA STORAGE FORMAT
	
:Special, Inimitable code And via Census "CHNSPAC"
OUTPUT PROI)1III'S
	 :Yaps - variable scale, tables, graphics, computer
tape, Statistical summaries, interactive video
display
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Fees are charged for data Processing in excess of $3.50
or microfiche copies at .25 Cecil
	 excess of 10)
DATE OF II11Y11tI MON : 7/!3/83
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CODE	 :14I002-01 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 :Public Land Survey
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :10 acres, 40 acres, township, county, ownership unit
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Printout with ownership, description and practices
5'1',	 ri.:	 :14I DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
DATA OAS}: NAME	 :Forest Crop Law Reminder System LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	 :Unknown
DATA BAS[: ACRONYt•1	 :FCL UPDATL b'E1:gUFACY	 :Annual
SUBJECr COVERAGE	 :Forest resources, records for each small private land-
owner, location, description, practices =-￿__^--==oo^
G1:0CRAP1IIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 ;The Bureau of Forestry is currently working to
upgrade their systems and is deciding on changes.
This dnta base complements 141002-02, Woodland Tax Law
Reminder System USER FEES POI.ICY
	 :110 policy established
n.,NCY	 : WI Bureau of Forestry DATE OF I111'URhlA 'r10N :8/3/83
REWONDENT	 :Delores Mulligan, Program Assistant 4 PAPER FILE NUFIRER
	 :14!16
'rii.. WI Bureau of Forestry
;. Department of Natural Resources
^^^
101 South Wubster StrLot
PO flax 7921
' .j! Madison, WI	 53707
Teluphunu:	 608-266-80I9
OT11M GONTACIS
	 ;Fulton Rcinko, Director, Bureau of Forestry
I Telephone:	 608-266-aB42
CO N' ITET FACILITIES
COMPUTER(S)
	 :IDN 8140D
AMDAHL
111H mr:in frame
E ' RI'SIDEM E	 0upurtment of TransportationI` OPERATIUN
	 .13atch
CIS CAPADfLi'rY	 :No
N-11011SP. FACILITIES O
OPERATING SYSTF1'1
	 :OS41VS s^8
r j SYSTNII CAPACITY	 :Mainmemory:	 16 ND/24 FIB (2 Machines)
LANGUAGES)	 :FORTRAN 0
Assembler
C0110L 2D
1J SI1ECIAL171iD SOFTWARE	 :I)}$
f:! SAS
MARK IV
', D4L A ^
PERIPDERAL DrVICES
	 :XEROX 9700 laser printer
DESCRIPTION OF D,1'rA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME:Forest resources -
s
ownership (small private), locution, stand numbers,
timber volume, timber types, stocking, acres, your of
a origin, height, growth, site index, sails, management
practices
C
G+
t
W=1G1P111C COVERAGE
	 :Statewide
4
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IIINIMUM RE.SOLUTION
DATA STORAGE F'ORHAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCE'S
LEVEL. Or RELIABILITY
UPDATE FM9UE1CY
:10 acres, GO acres, township, county, ownership
:Tubular
:Printout with ownership, description and practices
:Primary
:Unknown
:Annual
USER 1.111I:5 POLICY	 :ilo policy established
IME OF INF'URMA'rtON :8/3183
PAPER FILE NUMURR	 :14116
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CODE MOM-02
s'rrr1;	 :wl
DATA USSR NAME	 :Waadlund Tex Law Reminder System
DATA ]S,%SE AVIIONYH 	 ;%4TL
S111111-rr COVERAGE	 .Porost resourcos, records For ench smaller private land-
owner, location, description, practicer:
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
S7:11 1IiS	 :The Bureau of Farastry is currently working to upgrade
their symtems and is deciding on chungus. This dut y base
campluuents WI002-0I, Forest Crop Izw Remleidcr System.
AGI:P:i'Y	 :Wl Burean of I--arestry
11l'SPCINUP2i'I'	 :Delores Madigan, Program Assistuat 1s
WI Bureau of Forestry
Department of Natural Resources
101 South Webster Street
PO Hux 7921
Mndivon, irk 53707
Tulephone: 608-266-BO19
iY1 ,11ER CiIU'I'AC'rS 	 :Milton llainke, Director, Uureau of Forestry
Telephone: eOS-266-0842
COMPIII 11:11 •FACILITIE'S
COMPUTE.R(S) :LBtd 814OB
AMDARL
TBH mainframe
E,1S[DIiNCE :Department of Tronsportuiion
OPEPATIM :11ntch
GIfi CAPABILITY :Nu
111-EIOIISI: FIC[LITIIS
OPHEATINC SMrir] 	 :US-MVS
SYSTRI CAPACITY	 :Hain memory: 16 MB124 PUS (2 muchinus)
LAIC:UAGP.(S )	 :CORTRAR
Assembler
COBOL
SPECIALIZED SOMME:	 :IMS
SAS
HARK TV
1S%
PERIPHERAL DEVICES	 :XEROX $700 laser printer
DPSCRII111W OF DATA CATF.GORMS
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Forest re;.ources -
ownership (Smnller private), locution, sLnnd numbers,
timber volume, timber types, stocking, acres, your of
origin, height, growth, site index, soils, management
practices
GFAICHAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public land Survey
O
1a
N
CODE :WI003-01
STA'IT. :111
I1.MI BASE NAPEIi :Inte8rated Floadplain Repository System
DATA M%SE ACRONYM :IFRS
SMBK(M CMERACE :.Data associated with fiaodplain hydrologic and
hydraulic studies
Glilll:ltAl'EIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGM,C1• :14I Bureau of Water Regulation and Zoning
RL•'SPONUE."IT :Lynn Kloppe, Management Information Technician 17
III Bureau of Water Regulation and 7maing
Departmant of Natural Resources
101 Sauth Webster Street
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI	 53707
Telephone:	 608-266-68B3
O'111MI MNTACTS :Dave Ihiniel, Data Management Coordinator
Telephone:	 608-266-8030
('cigPtll'ER PAC1L['1'SES
• Ah1DAllG
UNIVAC 1100
VAX
RESIDENCE: :In-housc (IBA!-PC), WI Department or Transportation
(ANDAIIL), University of WI Madison Academic Computing
Center (UNIVAC, VAX)
OPERATION :Batch
GiS CAPABILITY :Nu
E1-110115E FM ILITIES
OPERATING SYSTUI :111N-PC
SYSI'121 CAMCITY :Main memory:
	
512 K
LANGUA[:(:(S) :BASIC
PASCAL
SI'l'.C[ALIZED SO[• 111ARE :HYDROLOGY
LOTUS 1-2-3
PERIPHE:RAI. DEVICES :Monachromv graphics CRT, Dendix Data Grid digi-
tizer, hard copy terminals (2), alphunumaric CRT
PESCItM 117101.	 01: DA'I'S CATL'GORIF.S
DATA CA'IMURY NAME :Floodplains -
location, legal description, drainage area summary,
studies associated with: 	 author, description, methods
G11MRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statowide
GEOGRAI 1111C REFERL09 :Public Land Survey
River Mile
Community
MINIMUM UrSOLUTION :40 acres
DATA SIMAGE FORMAT :Tabular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 :Tables, interactive video display, computer tape
DATA SOURM9	 :Primary and secondary
IM111. OF HELIABILI'PY :Moderato
UPDATE PREI)IIL+NCY	 :Whunevor several studies accumalnto
DATA CATECORY NAME
	 ;Hydrology - surface -
discharge/volumu/stage, water belly type, watershed
boundaries, flooding, fioodpinins, Head prone areas,
stream orders
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
GIOGRAPHIC REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
River Mile
Community
MINIMUM RESOLUTION :40 acres
DATA STORAGE PGRMAT :Tubular
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, interactive video display, computer I.ape
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
LEVEL 01: RELIABILITY :Moderate
UPDATE FREQUENCY :Whenever several studios accumulate
DOCUMENTATION
	 :Documentation available on data encoding format/pracedure.
and how to access the data
USER FEES POLICY
	 :Fees are charged on a cost recovery basis for the Status
Report; IFRS bardcopy available at no charge; user pays
for interactive retrievals, may charge [en cents per page
DATE OF INFORMATION :8/1/83
PAPER FILE NIR[BER
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CODS :WI004-01
	
CODE :W1005-01
STS Ti ., :Wl STATE :l4I
DATA 1jASfi NAME :Forest Fire Report DATA RASE NAM3 :Farmland Preservation Planning and Mapping
SUNIM'COVE'RAGE :Data on forest fires in WI SUBJECT COVERAGE :Agriculture - farmland preservnLJon
GEM.RAPBIC COVERAGE :Statewide GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Ststewldu
,1t11aSr'S' :WI Bureau of Forestry STATUS :Being automated, expected date of Completion: 1aJ85.
RESPONDENT :Duane Dupor, Protection Planning Analyst The Farmland Preservation Program is designed to help
WI Bureau of forestry agricultural landowners and local gavernments proscrvu
Department of Natural Resources farmland.	 The proggram, established by the Wisconsin
lot South WOLsLer Street LOgisloture In 1977,-provides pruperty lax relief In the
PO Dux 7921
Q Q form of stave income tux cre+llt for 0,1SIble farmers whoMadison, 111	 53707 participate in local programs designed to preserve farm-
Telephone-
	 608-266-7978 Af lands.
County records being automated. (?)
C'O}il'irrult FACILITIES d AGENCY :WI Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer PrU LUC.11 011
BPWONDENT :Jim Jahnson, Director, Land Resources Bureau
COMPUTERS) :AHDANL
.X WI UoporemonL of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer
RESIDENCE :WI Department of Transportation (AMDAHL) Protection
University of'Wisconsin, Nadin.a 801 West Badgur Road
OPERATION :]latch PO no% 8911
GlI	 CAVABILITY :llo Midisun, Ill	 53708
Toluphnne:
	 608-267-9788
IN-IIOIISH FACILITIES OUTER CONTACTS :Dave Fodrocri, Assistunt Director, Farmland Preservation
Program
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Linu printer (character graphics) Talephuna:	 608-266-9591
DF.SCRI1,T[OH OV DATA CATEGORIES DESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
11.1'f,1 CIMUIORY NAME :Forestry - DATA CATECORY NANL :Agriculture (Farmland Preservation) -
forest fires:	 Iocation, date, ownprsbip, typo of land use (general), transition areas, soil capa-
fire, trind, cause, damage, how handled, costs billLy, environmental featuros, urban service arms,
GE'WRAFIIlC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide soil suftnbiliLy/septic, presurvation areas"
GLOCRAPRIC REFERENCE	 :Public land Survey GCOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Stutawido
County GEOGRAP111C REFERENCE
	 :Public i.und Survey
Mi11MIN RESGLIITION :Site specific MINIMUM RESOLUTION :SILO specific
RATA STORAGE FORMAT :Tabular DATA STORAGS FORMAT
	 :Mapped hard copy
OUIPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, statistical summaries OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Maps - variable scale, tables, graphics, statistical
DATA SOURCES :Secondary summaries, composite mapping
LEVEL OF RELLIBILITY	 :high DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
IIPDA'fE ERErlUF.NCY :Upon occurrence of fire LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 :high
COMDE'NTIALITY :Ors-going criminal investigations and juvenile case IIP11A'1'E FREQUENCY :Varies by County
data are subjoct to restricted access
—aavvv^cav^vv_n„Caav'
DOCUMMIATION	 :"Individual Forest Fire Report Handbook" rontnfnirg
general Information and data preparation/encoding
procedures
DATE Or INFOINATION :9/29/83
PAPER FILE NUNEEit	 :W122
DOCIDIENTA'PION :Cenoral information is available: legislative material,
"Wisconsin's Farmland Preservation Program", "Mapping
to Preserve Agricultural land - Alternatives for Loral
Official% and Citizens", "Planning Standards"
USER FL'1•:S POLICY	 :Products and services available ut no C11n1t;c
DATE OF INFORMATION :10113/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER 	 :1417
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000E :141006-01
S1',t'11 1:	 W1
DA'T'A O,1SE NAME	 :Current Mineral Producers
CLOGRAPH IC COVE•'RAGE :SLateuide
ST,T1115	 :Repository initiated in 19130
AGENCY	 :111 Geological Survey
RESPONDENT	 :Cati:leea Massie, Geologist
Computer Applications
WI Geological Survey - U.W. Ext.
1815 University Avenue
Mudison, WI 53706
Telephone: 608-262-9468
COHPIIT -m FACILITIES
C0P31'lIl'IiR(S)	 :ONIVAC 1100
RESIDENCE	 :In-house
1N-11011SE FACILITIES
LANG0AGE(S):M- RTRAN
BASIC
DESCRIPTLON OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATIEGORY NAME 	 :Geology -
minerals, producers, locations
GI-MRAPIIIC COVERAGE	 :StaLewide
UI'OATE FRIi12UENCY	 :Source data hove been updated within the lost 5 yours
CONFIOI?NTI,IEITY	 :Same data subject' to restricted access
i
W r
D,1'1'E OF INFORMATION :2/2/83
PAPER F114 NUMBER	 :14I9-1
C)0
0w
s
KCODE :WIOU7-01	 CODE :WI007-02
5'i'ATII	 ;WI
DATA DASD NAME	 :Wetlands
GROGRAPUIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STBI'US	 :Approximately 20% of the state completed to date
AGENCY
	 :WI Department of Nntural Resources
RGSPONUM T
	 : pill Show, Applications Support Chief
WI Department of Natural Resource:;
101 South Webster Street
P.O. Rex 792I
Madisun, WI 53701
Telephone. 608-266-2432
STATE	 :WI
DATA BASE NAME	 :Shoruland Use
GEAGRAPOIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :Data base initiated in 1974, completed in 1977
AGENCY
	 :WI Department -of Natural Resources
RE5PONUENT	 : Dill Show, Applications Support Chief
W1 Departmant of Natural Resources
101 South Webster Street
P.O. Box 7921
Madison, Ill 53701
Telephone: 60e-266-2432
C(DII'liITH FACILITIES
CO;Il'Inwit(S)
RI'SIDENCI.,
IN-ROIISEi FACILITIES
1..1malAGE(S)
I'll?IPHEiRAI. DEVICES
UF4[:RirriUN Or DATA CA,
um (.,gLGOItY N,1ME
c(IMHENTS
:DG NICRONOVA NP200
:In-house
:F(JRTRAN IV
:Ilendix digitizer, 'Tektronix 1440
i L•'COR 11'S
:Wetlands
:14utlands are transcribed to image base maps; digitiza-
tion was initialed in 1981, and should be completed
by 1984
COMPUTIM rACILITIF.S
CUiIPUTI:H(S )
RESIDENCE
iN-llnu,;H FACILITIES
LANGUAGES)
PlAHMIERAL DEVICES
MSCRIP'PION OF DATA CM
DATA CATEGORY NAME
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
UPDATE FItL''Clu rt1CY
:DC MICRONOVA MP200
:In-house
:1•'ORTRAN 1V
:Rundix digitizer, Tektronix I440
TIM fti  R
:Land use -
shoreiinua, four categories (high Intensity urban to
low intensity rural)
;Statewide
:One-time only
O
DATE OF INFORMATION : 2/3183
PAPI':R FILE NUNDER	 :W110-1 DATE Or INFORMATION :2/3/83
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CODE :WI007-03
S'l'xm	 :WI
IINVA Ii,M NAME	 :Land Inventory of Public Lands
SUl1.lECT LY MIMUE	 :Public ownership
GL KIRA1'NIC COVERAGE :SLaLewide
STATUS	 :'ibis data base uos initintad in 1976 and will he used for
lung range planning.
AU NCY	 :WI Department of Natural Resources
RESPONDENT	 :Dill Shaw, Applications Support Chief
WI Department of Natural Resources
101 South Webster Street
P.O. Nog 7921
Nadisan, WI 53701
Telephone: 608-266-2432
CONPUTGR rACILITIES
c0}EPUTER(S)	 :DG MICRONOVA lIP200
RESIDENCE	 :In-housc
IN-II011SH rAC1LITIF.S
I.ANEAWL(S)
	 :rORTRAN IV
PIiRIPAERAL DEVICES 	 :Dendix digitizer, Tektronix 1440
DESCRIPPIUN Ur DATA CATGCORIE:S
DATA CATEGORY NANO	 :Ownership -
public lands
Oi:OGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondary
UI'wri, rRGQURNCY	 :One-time (may udpate in the Future)
CL,IssIvicATlON	 :Seven categories of governmental areus extracted from
USGS 7 1/2' quadrangles
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CODE :1410DB-01
S'1'.1'l'i:	 :1II
DATA IMSE MINE:	 :SuutheasL Regional Planning Commission Data Base
Slg AH., I , [ •OVETAGI : 	 Na[ural resources datu including land use, environmental
quulfty, socio-economic data, surface water hydrology,
soils data
I:kIHiN:{I'lllC COVERAGE :Seven counties in sautheast€rn Wisconsin
:Southeast Regional Planning Commission
RI+-SjV.V111:ti1' 	 :Tnm Patterson
Sautllta'sL Regional Planning Commission
91h North Last Avenue
11nukeslta, WE 53186
Telephone: 414-547-6721
01)[1 11"ITT PACiLMES
[ikll'l;l'ER(S)	 :LEM 370
RlstiIDIME	 :in-house
Gla CA11 ,1111 LITY
	
: Yes
1%-1101'S1: MILITIES
DATA CA'T'EGORY NAME	 :Soils data
CUDGRAPNIC COVERAGB	 :Seven counties in southeast 111scansin
DATE UP INFURIIATI0N : 2/3/B3
PAPER MIX NUMBER :Will
LANGI1AGE.(5 )
DESCRI1 111011 OF DATA C,
PATA CNIECORY NAMr
("LOGRAPIIIC COVERAGE
:COWMAN
COBOL
,Assembler
11'EGUMS
:Land use
:Seven counties in southeast Wisconsin
0C)
In 
^?
Q
IMIA CATEGORY NAME
	 :Environmental quality -
air quality (point and non-point), water quality
611)GRAPHIC COVERAGE	 :Sevaa counties Ill 	 Uisconsin
DATA GAT ORY NANI?	 :Socio-economic data -
census data, place of work, unemployment, means of
trausporLotion. registration, etc.
G['OGRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Seven counties In southeast Wisconsin
I) rA CATI•:Cd9RY NA1lli
	 :Surface water hydrology -
hydrolugfc basins, sub-basins
U-1)(TA1 1 1I1C (I)VIiIlA(;E	 :Seven counties to southuast Wisconsin
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CODE 1WI009-01.
STAT1:	 :WI
DAI:a ISASE NAMLI 	:Nongume, Endangered or Threatened Vegetation and Animals
GI:OGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
AGENCY
	
:WI Department of Natural Resources
RISPOf111F.NT 	 :Randle JurUWi6S, Staff Biologist
Burenu of Endangered Resources
III Department of Natural Resources
101 South Webster Street-
P.O. Box 7921
Madison, 14I 53707
Telephone 608-267-7507
COMPUTER FACLLITIES
COMPUTER(S)	 :APPLE
:UNIVAC
Unidentified mainframe
RESIDENCE	 :In-house (APPLE); University of Wisconsin - Madison
(UNIVAC); Department of Transportation
DLSCRIPI'ION OF DATA CATMORIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Vegetation -
rare and endangered species, site, numbers, Imbitat
'summary, drainage basin, condition, status
GIMRAPl1IC COVERAGE	 :Statewide
CEUGRAV111C REFERENCE :Public Land Survey
County
Drainage bush
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
011,1'1 1[1, PRODUCTS	 :Interactive video display capability, printouts by
county, township/range/section, species
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
UPUATI ..
 FREQUENCY	 :Continuousiy,
CONFIDEMIALITY	 :Specific locations of sensitive areas subject to re-
stricted access
CO^1^lENTS
	 :Date acquired through field surveys
DAT? CATI-VORY NAME	 :Wildlife -
threatened and endangered species, nongame species
(mammals, birds, fish, mariodeutuarial, amphibtons,
other), habl.tat, populations, site, nesL o;cicr,
drainage basin, population condition, status
61-M;RAPN[C COVERAGE 	 :Statewide
L•I•:UGRA1911C REF1:RLUM
	:Public land Survey
County
Drainago basin
DATA STO11Aa FORMA', 	 :Tabular
011TP1TV FRODUC;rS
	 :L:teractive video display capubillLy, printouts by
county, tnwnship/rangy/section, spuclus
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary
UPDATE FREQUENCY	 :Continuously
CONFIDENTIALITY	 :Specific locations subJect to restricted access
CMIME TS	 :Data acquired Lhrougb field surveys
tppgRaaavaavvavaaaaa
DOCUMENTATION	 0ascription of dote. encoding format/procedure available
DATE OF INFORMATION :3/3/B3
PAM FILE NUMBER :11113-1
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CODE :WI009-02
STA'L'E :141
DATA BASE NAME :Scientific Areas
CWMAPIIIC COVERAGE :Arens in the State of Wisconsin that have county, local or
statewide significance for botanical, ecological or histor-
cal reasons
AGENCY :WI Department of Natural Resources
RESPUNIlLNT :Randle Jureuicx, Staff Biologist
Bureau of Endangered Resources
WI Department of NuLural Resources
101 Soutl: 'Webster Street
P.O. :lox 7921
lludiaoa, Wl	 53707
Telephanc:
	
608-267-7507
CODE :WIolo-ill
STATE.14I
DATA BASE NAME	 :General Surface Waters
GEDGRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS	 :Data base has been automated for approximately 15 years
(data collected since the 1950s)
AGENCY	 :WI Department of Natural Resources
RESPONDHNT	 :Cheryl Goodman
Bureau of Fisheries
W1 Department of Natural Resources
I0t South Webster Street
P.O. Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707
Telephone: 6118-267-7591
(:ONPU' U FACILITIES
cumuntiR(S)
	 :APPLE
:UNIVAC
Unldeutified mainframe
RESIDE;\CL•'	 :In-house (APPLE); University of Wisconsin - Madison
(UNIVAC); Department of Transportation
DE9CRI1rrION of nATA CATECURIES
DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Scientific areas -
type, significance, designation, drainage basin,
physlographic region, ownership, location, size co=u-
nity or feature types, reference infurmation avail-
able, endangered species, natural areas, etc.
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
	 :Statewide (areas of county, local or stutewide signi-
ficance for botanical, ecological or historical rea-
sons
MINIMIIM RESOLUTION
	 :By watershed or river basin, uauagement unit, I square
mile area. USGS quadrangle
1'(1`l.l[iN'15	 :Data acquired through field survey
DOCUNEXIIA.1•ION	 : "Interpreting the Printout for Scientific and Natural
Area Data"
MY11i OF INHUMATION :3/3183
PAPER FILE NUMBER :W113-2
CONPUTEiR FACTLITIES
LYRN'11T£R(S)	 :IE11
:APPLE
UNIVAC 1100
RESID£NC1.	 :In-house (APPLE). University of Wisconsin (11411 and
UNIVAC 1101))
DEESCRIPTION OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CATEGUIIY NAME 	 :Surface water
quality, waLor body Lypa, morphumetry, drainage area,
vegetation, fish, access, parks and fuejU Lies, wet-
lands adjoining, wildlife, other
GEOGRAP111C COVERAGE	 :Statewide
G£OGRAPIIIC REFERENCE : public Band Survey
County
DATA STORAGE FORMAT	 :Tabular
UPDATE 11101111ENCT	 :Bata base updated periodically over At 20-year period;
it 1105 not been updated for the ln5t 8 years
^-cggcaaq-3-n--^ao--
n x
DOCUMENTATION
	
:Programming and operaiing chart available
DATE OF INFOREEATION :2/23183
PAPER FILE NUHIMR	 :14I14
r"Zt p^
4
:c :c
O Ow ^
0 Lo
i	 S
O ^
	 i
^, war=-^^^•—"	 y
CODE
	 :WI011-01 CODI:	 :WI012-01
r.	 .
STATE :1JI STATE :WI !.
DATA BASE NAME :Public Lands	 Forest Reconnaissance DATA BAST: NAME :benchmark Inventory
SUBJECT COUNAGL :Forest management information SUBJECT COVERAGE :Topographic information
1:E0GRAPIIIC COVERAGE :Statewide for public loads GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :Statewide
SUMS :Data acquired since 1960, automated about 10 years ago S'T'ATUS :Data,base initiated in 1980, not yet completed
AGENCY
	 :WI Dupartmunt of Natural Resources AGENCY	 :141 Department of Natural Resources
RESSPUNDIM, 	:Mike Dailey, Survey Specialist RESPONDENT	 :Run Jolinson, Enviranmentnl Engineer
Duruau of forestry Bureau of Water Regulation and 7oning
III Department of Natural Resources WI Department of Natural Resources
Tomahawk, WI	 544B7 101 South Webster Street
Telephone:	 715-453-2188 P.O. BDx 7921 0
Efadison, WI	 53713 '=y
COMPEI'M FACILITIES Telephone:	 608-266-2151
RESIDENCE	 :State Office Building COMPUTER FACI1.ITiES
DESCRI111710 OF DATA CA 9GORIES COIIPIITUR(S) 	 :UNIVAC :47
RESIDENCE	 :University of Wisconsin (Uadisoo)
t®DATA CATEGORY NAME	 :Forestry -
Clocation, timber type, size, volume, density, soils, DESCRIIrfION OF I1ATA CATEGORIES
management
GOOGRhPIIIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide for public lands DATA CATI:'GORY NAME	 :Topography -
DATA SOURCES	 :Primary	 ' elevation, benchmark inventory
EIPDA`i'ii FNEQOENCY
	
:Continuously 6MGRAPBIC COVERAGE	 :Statewide 4TA
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
	 :Public Land Survey
County
Reference in area (e.g. river, dam)
MINIMUM RESOLUTION	 :Site speciflC
DATA SOURCES	 :Secondory
COMMF.N75	 :Data acquired from the Public Service Commission, Nail-
OSIiEt FEES POLICY 	 :Fcas Charged on a cost recovery basis roads, Department of Transportation, -IIS Geological
PATH OF InF01MATION :3110/83 Survey. National Cvudetfc Survey, otbor Hureaus of ihr {
PAE'I{li I'ILIi HIIMUHT	 :Wild Uclwrtmant di Natural Rosu tccs
• f.
^E
DATE OF INFORMATION :3/23/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER
	
M121 1
iI
r
i
^a
t	 y;H{^^^^^^k 1 J	 `••i	 q. -^	 {	 irk • 9tf -	 •^ 1 Y	 ^ ^^^. ..!}.'^ ^I i5cs^ $`b^	
^ ^- ..	
- •. 
	 3 	 t	 -
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•.rt a ka• '+ ' Ci, •'"^	 «rr	 }.	 ^'	 ',1= 1	 +	 "!..	 r	 <^},atfa	 {,	 r, j	 rr, .'S
^i•' a	 r L r	 t	 L	 t^	 F c' }_ e ;
	 j't,d	 i	 i	 .5.,3
..,"f x^' }
	
_"' ^iS4^,s 4«::^+., t	 i.^s,	 ^u•_	 .e....,.^	
_	 _	
_ ^.. _^ _...a, .__..-
CODE	 00001-01
STXIT, :14Y DATA CATEGORY VANE :Wildlife -
DATA BASE''  NANF. :Wildlifahleritaga Data Base game - mammals, birds, fish; 	 non-game - mammals,
5[U11ECT COVERAGE eats of natural diversity, wildlife, vegetation,:rec birds, fish, reptiles /amphiblans;	 habitat;	 throaL-
rc re
c
reation ened and andungered; 	 hunting and fishing resources -
CI?OCRA1'1IIL' COVERAGE :Statewide huntor use surveys, game harvest data, €urbeurer
S'fIMIS :ParLi(3ns of the data base are associated With the harvest data, stream surveydata, fish harvest data,
Nature Conservancy Program fishermen use surveys, fish and wildlife utocking data
AGENCY : WV Department of Natural Resources GEMRAP111C COVERAGE :Statewide
RE=SPONDENT : Peter E. Zurbuch, Assistant Chief CI:OGRA11111C RPFERCJICE :Latitude/longitude
Wildlife/lieritage Data Base Not geographically referenced (general inforucttion
Wildlife Resources Division 0 0 an species)
WV Department of Natural Resources `Yl ^i MINIMUM RI•SOLLITION :Site specific
Ward Road, Routes 219/250 South DATA STORAGE FOTRIAT :Tebulur
P.O. Pax 67 OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tables, graphics, statistical summar ies, composite
Elkins, WV	 26241
0 DATA SOURCES
mapping, computer tape
Telephone:
	
304-636-1767
ff'
:Primary and secon+lury
0[ilEl( C(1,IL 'ACPS :Brian R. NcDouald, Coordinator LEVEL OF RI:1.1ABiLITY :Nigh
UPDB[lI FREIj1IFNCY :Continuous, annually, and every 5 years
('[ti+f]'U'Pf.R	 ['dCIl,1TICS
7
U)Ni^IDiwrIALiTY ,tare species data. is subject to rvsirirtrd aaeks
CLASSIFICATION :Some with the Nature Consurvancy - Iloritagu muthtnhp-
QVIPLITER(5) :ANOAIII, CM logy
IM'SIDENCE : WV University
GIS CAPAUILITY : Yes ------------------
!1(-11011SE. FACILITIES DATA CWHEURY NAME :Vegetation -
• njo-cles, cammuniLies, rare and andFU,i;crrvl
ITRIPNE'RAI. DEV1C15	 :Line printer (character graphics), alphanumeric (A-MIRA11111C (X)VItRAGE :Slutewido
CRT's (6) M)GRAPIIIC REFERENCE :Latitude/longitude
Not grugraphicolly rePerenri-,l
N[i5r'1tll^!']O11 O[r BATA C,A'I'iiG[1121FS NININ[IN R1 •SUl.1i	 011 :Site specific
RATA S'lt) MM' FOUN617 :'lirhular
UATA GA'!MORY NAME	 : Eleniants of naLurai diversity - OUTPUT ['1LO1)ki° :Tables, graphics, statistical 51na41rias, Lemposite
rare, threatened and endangered plants and animals, mapping, cemputur tape
watland habitats, special or sensitive habitats, DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary
unique or outstanding geologic features, significant LEVEL OF RELIABILITY :high to moderate
wildlife breeding and feeding areas, champion size UPDATE FREQUENCY :Continuous
troos and shrubs CONFIDENTIALITY : Rare species data are subject to restricted access
CEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 	 :Statewide Ci.,1SSIFTCATION :Some of the data are storad using The Nature Conser-
GEOGNAPNIC REFERENCE
	 :Latitude/longitude vancy - Heritage methodology
County
Watershed -- ----------- --- -
Topographic quad
Physiographic region DATA CATEGORY BANE :Recreation -
IIININIM RESOLUTION :Site specific natural areas location and descripeion, sLate
OUTPUT PRODUCTS :Tablas, graphics, statistical summaries, Composite managed areas (parks, forests, public huulLrg and
mapping, computer tape fishing areas)
DATA SOURCES :Primary and secondary M)CRAPRIC COVERAGE :Statewide
I.EE4lil. OF REL I ABILITY : 111411 GEOGRAPHIC: REFE.RFUCk :Nut geographically refrrcured
lli'D81'li	 N11EQ111'dt(:Y :Continuous, and annually NININU t kh.SULUTIO ,Y :Silo specific
CONFIREN' [ ALITY :Sums rare Specie's duta is subject to rcntrICLUd access DATA M1111AGE 1`011NAT :t1:nluill	 files
CLASSIFICNI7I0H :The Nature Conservancy - IEarltage srathodology DATA SOURCES : Primary
r;'
i
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C
O
O
W
1
Q
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-h'M.,} ^	 'M ^
	 I	 t	 M 5- f , i } ,L	 ^ 1 E ^ y i _	 `• f	 1 -	 5^^	 ^f^ ^.	 r	 l • 1^_	 •	 t.	 A ,
t1.EV11. OF HUMILITY .111gh
Up6vAi1i rRE1)UENCY	 :Whenever new
 areas ore added or clionges are mado
i
r
i
W.
i
110CUAN:NTIMOR	 iA general information brochure is available
USER FEES POLICY	 :Foes are charged on a cost recovery and support basis.
Users are charged $501hr with a $25 minimum. Reciprocal
agreements, for users providing information to the data
base, can be negotiated for reduced or deferred fees.
Dim, 	iNFORl1ATION :9/2,93
PAPER rII.E NUMBER :WV9
00
%I-,a
-00
a
^
10,13C 7.
^ C
0 CS
0 C)
zr I
• o
,
P
iMINIMUM RESOLU 10N
UATA STORAGE PORNAT
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
DATA SOURCES
LEM, OF RL• arl.ITY
U1,01 m: FREQUENCY
COIUSr,NTS
:40 acres
:Tabular
:Tables
:Primary and secondary
:Iligh	 I
:Continuous
:Data is supplied to the DLPI,
DATA CATECORY 11AME
GEOGRAPHIC CUVERACE
Cl•(MAPHIC REFERENCE
MININUM RESOLUTION
DATA STORAGE RMIXC
OUIT'UT PRODUGI'S
UATA SOURCISS
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
UPDATE FIrEQUERCY
CoONI'.NTS
DATA CATTiGDRY 1101V
GIMLIPHIC COVETAGE
CIMORAPIITC REi'lilil-iNCB
NINIMUII RESOLUTION
DATA S"IORACL FORMAT
OUTTUT PROOUCfs
DATA SOURCES
1.BVL1 OP RELIABILITY
uPimn. r'RLQIR'.NCY
COIUICNTS
:Mortality cades -
fenre, predation, harvest, physiological stress,
pesLicide and pollution, accidents, disaase, cause
undetermined
:Statewide
:Public Land Survey
:4O acres
:Tabular
:Tables
:Primary and secondary
:111 gl i
:Continuous
:Date is supplied to the Bill 00
:vegetation - ^
canuuuniLies by speclas
:Statewide
O
I^':Public Land Survey
:40 acres
:Single segment multiple dotu record
:Tables
:Primary and secondary
:High
:Continuous
^^:Data is supplied to the I1121
^	
..	 , .	 ^-^-^. .. ,	
^^-•.•^	 ^-^—•	 ^^^	 ^---^•	
.^_	 .._ ^ 
^g..-
.
^
f
-gip	
w._.,,
CODE :14YO131--01
STATE :WY
DATA BASE NAM :Wildlife Observation System
DXl'A 11ASL ACRONYM :WOS
SDH,11:Cr CUMRACE :Came and non-game wiLllire, animal activity, mortality
codes, vegetation communities
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAG13 :Statewide
A[11 •:NCY :WV Game and rlsh Department
RLSPUBRF.TT :Lee Wollrub, Dialogist Technician
Biological Services
WY Caine and Fish Department
5400 Bishop Boulevard
Cheyenne, UY	 82002
Telephuna:	 307-777-7605
(YD11'UTLE rAC1LTTIrS
CO?IPUrER(S) :I11?I 3278
	
(2)
MG629
I.FSIDENCE :ln-house, (batch requests are run from Central Govern-
ment Computer Center's main frame)
OPL•'I:ATCON :Batch
CIS CAPABILITY :Partial
IN-1101iSE FACILITIES
PERIPHERAL DEVICES :Tcktranik 4631 hard copy terminal, Tektronix 4051
alphanumeric CRT. Tektronix 4907 floppy disc drive
(not used for the Wildlife ObLervaLlon System)
BISCRIP110, OF DATA CATEGORIES
DATA CA'1'IRIURY NAME :Wildlife -
game mammals, game birds, non-game mammals, non-game
birds, non-game reptiles/nmphibians, management,
theatened-and endangered
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE .Stucowlde
GEOGRAPHIC RRI'MICG :Public land Survey
M1NlMUM RESOLUTION :40 acres
DATA STORAGE rORMAT :Tabular
O[1'[T'11T PROMR:1'S :'I'ahles
11A'151 SaNRQ-:S tPrimary and secondary
1XV11 O F IM1.1411I1d17 : Iligh[II'll	 rE VNE-QUEl1CY ;Contlnuous
[X111TNM'S :Data is supplied to the 11111
RATA CA'I'IiGORY NAIIE
	 :Animal activity -
activiLy animal is engaged in uhon observed
GEOGRAPIIC COVLRACL
	 :Statewide
CLiOCRAP111C REFL•'RENCE :Public Land Survey
DOCUMENTATION	 :AVU1.1111110 on daLir ensiling furmal/prueeduro, data tvpv,
and griirral iniurmutiun
1 Wildllle Observation System" IN Cantu and Fish [bgHU-tnrant
19811
"Wildlife Observation Forms" WY Caine and Fish 10par:awrit
USER Fli' ES POLICY	 : Clinrges muds on a cts: recovery basis to other agenrioN
only
DATE OF INF0)1MATION :8/18183
PAPER FILL: NUMUER :IM
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CODE :WY002-01
STIM ., :WY
DATA BASK, NAM IN Natural Heritage Program
GP.AGRAVII[C COVERAGE :Statewide
STATUS :Phis pro6,nm was undertaken as a cooperative effort he-
twcan the State of Wyoming and The Nature Conservancy, a
national nonprofit conservation organization.
AGENCY :WY Natural Ieritage Program
AMPON0EN1' Bob:
	 Licllvar, Coordinator/Botanist
WY Naturul Heritage Program
M03 Capitol . Avenue
Room 325
Cheyenne, WY	 82001
Telephone:	 307-634-9629
OTIMR CONTACTS :Lisa Engbretson, Data Entry Specialist
:Scott Findholt, 'Zoologist
:Eilen Collins, Plant Ecologist
:Joyce Federer, Secretory
:Shellie Careen, Procedures Specialist
The Naturu Conservancy
1800 North Event Street
Arlington, VA	 27209
Telephone:	 703-841-5300
COMPUTER FACILITIES
COIIPUTHR(S) :TRH
DES('RIPI'ION OP DATA CATEGOums
DATA CATt:{( il(Y NAHR	 :Natural diversity elemunts -
ecological values (plant and animal specias, plant
Pammllnitles, aquntic sysLems, critical hnhUntss and
other natural features) o[ parLlculnr inter" L heCaUnO
they are exemplary, rare, or endangered aL the stoic
or nnLional level
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE :StuLewldc
00
"n ;O
—00
0
M
1
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T_ bq3
I.M.M
DOCOHIiPAT[ON
	
	 :"The Nature Conservancy News" (bimonthly newsletter avail-
able through The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, VA)
DA7T Op I11 ORMATION : 1/21/83
PAPER FILE NUMBER :WY6
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Appendix 5
'r
KEY14ORD RETRIEVAL
S
Key File # 1 — CODE j
Key File # 2 -- STATE
Key File # 3 — DATA BASE NAME
Key File # 4 — DATA BASE ACRONYM ;1
Key File # 5— AGENCY'
Key File # b — RESPONDENT
Key File # 7 — COMPUTER
Key File # S — GIS CAPABILITY
Key File # 9 — LANGUAGE
a^Key File #10 — SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE
Key File #11 — DATA CATEGORY NAME s	 ^''
Key File #12 —GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
Key File #13 — DATA SOURCES its.µ
Key File #14 — LEVEL OF RELIABILITY:_!
;^	 s
Imo' FILE # -1
i
OF POOR QUAL17V
FILE 4	 CODE	 FILE #	 CODE
1 AKOOI-01 64 IL007-01
3 2 AK002-01 65 IL007-02
3 AK002-02 66 IL007-03
4 AK002-03 67 IL007-04
S AK003-01 68 ILOOS-01
Ell
6 ALOOI-01 69 IL009-01
7 AL002-01 70 INODI-01
8 AL003-0I 71 INOO1-02
{1
9
10
AROGI-01
AZOOI-01
72
73
IN002-01
KSOOI-01
„ 11 AZOO'1--02 74 KS002-01
12 AZOOI-03 75 KS003-01
13 A200144 76 KS004-01
r 14 AZO02-01 77 KS005-01
15 A2003-01 78 KS00542
16 CAODI-01 79 KSO06-01
17 CA001-02 80 KS007-01
18 CAOOI-03 81 KS008-01
19 09002-01 82 KSOCS-02
20 CA003-01 83 K50 09-01
21 CA004-01 84 KSOIO-01
22 CA005-01 85 KSDII--01
23
24
COOOI-01
00002-01
86
87
KSOIL-02
KSOII-03
25 00003-01 88 KSOII-04
26 00004-01 89 KS011-05
27 CTOOI-01 90 KS01146
28 CT002-01 91 KSOII-07
29 CT003-01 92 KSOII-08
30 DEOOI-01 93 KS012-01
31 DE002-01 94 KS013-01
32 FLOO1-01 95 KS014-01
33 FLO02-01 96 K5014-02
34 FLO03-01 97 KS014-133
35 FLO04-01 98 KS014-04
36 HI001-01 99 KS014-05
37 H1002-01 100 KS014-06
38 H1002-02 101 KS014-01
39 H1003-01 102 KS015-01
40 HI004-01 103 KYOOI--01
41 HI004-02 104 KY002-01
42 HIC04-03 105 LA001-01
43 HI065-01 106 LA002-61
44 IAODI-01 107 LA003-01
45 IA002-01 108 MA001-01
46 ID00I-01 109 NA002-01
47 IDOOI-02 110 MA003-01
48 IDOOI-03 1I1 M004-01
49 IDO01-04 I12 VIDOOI-01
50 ID001-05 113 MD001-02
51 ID002-01 114 MD001-03
52 111002-02 115 MD002-01
53 ID003-01 116 ME001-01
54 ID004-61 117 ME00142
55 ID005-01 II8 MIODI-01
56 ID006-01 119 M1002-01
57 IL001-0I 120 M1003-01
58 IL002-01 121 MN001-01.
59 IL003-01 122 MN002-01
60 IL004-01 123 MNO03-01.
n 61 IL005-01 124 MN0O4-01
62 IL006-01 125 ALY005-01
63 IL006-02 126 1[0001-01
{
^f
• l4±
5--1
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ORICINA^ PAW IV v
~OF POOR QUALITY a,
FILE CODE FILE !t CODE
t
127 MODOI-02 190 NY004-01 L
128 M0001-03 191 NYOO5-01 }
129 MOOOI-04 192 OH001-0i
130
131
M0002-01
mOD03 i
193
194
OH002-01
OKOOI-01
j
j	 it
132 M0004-01 195 OKOOI-02 j
133 MSOO1-OI 196 OKOOI-03
134 t1S001-02 197 OK001-04
135 MS001-03 198 OKOOI-05
136 M< 001-04 199 OK001-06 +
137
138
Ai50ia1-05
MS001-06
200
201
OK001-07
OK002-01139 PISOOI-07 202 OK003-01
140 MS001-a8 203 OK004-01141 HS001-09 204 OK005-01
142 x15001-10 205 OK006-01 4'143 HS001-11 206 OK007-01
144 MSCOI-12 207 OKOOS-01
145 NS002-01 208 ORDO1-01
146 MS002-02 209 OR002-01
147 MS003-01 210 OR003-01
148 MT001-01 211 OR004-01
149 MTOO2-01 212 OR005-01
150 WO03-01 213 OROO"l
151 MTOO4-01 214 OR007-01
152 MT005-01 215 DRO08-01.
153 MTOO5-02 216 OR009-01
154 NC001-0i 217 ORO10-01
155 NCO02-01 218 OROII--01 a^	 ^" •_^Kb	 I156 NCpp3-01 219 OR012-01
157 NC004-01 2240 PAOOI-01 ^..
158 NC005-01 221 PAOOZ-01
159 NC006-01 222 PA003-01 ^N
160 N0006-02 223 PA003-02
161 9QOO6-03 224 PA003=03
162 14CO07-01 .225 PAO03-04
'::.
.ai =rte'
163 NCODS-01 226 PA003=05
164 0001-01 227 PA003-06
165 ND002-01 228 PA003-07
166 ND003-01 229 PA603-08 ^.'' q
16i NEOO1-0I 230 PAO04-01 E
168 NE002-01 231 PA005-01
169 NJ001-a1 232 PA005-01
170 NJO02-01 233 PAOD7-01 °-
171 NJO02-02 235 PAOOS-01 s ^.^
172 NJ003-01 235 PA008-02
173 NJ004-01 236 PA008-03
174 NJO05-01 237 PA008-04_
175 NJQQS-02 238 PA009-01
176 NJO06-01 239 PAOIG-01 Z	 'Q
177 NJO07-01 240 PA011-0I :''`
178 NJO08=Q1 241 PA012-01 ".1: ►t'.i
179 NJO09-01 242 PA013-^01
180 NJ049-02, 243 PA014-01
181 NJD09-03 244 PAO15-01
^;,	 m
182 NJ010-01 245 PA016-01
183 NMOOi„-01 246 PA017-01
184 NA1002-01 247 PA018-01185 NM003-01 248 PROOI -01 F71 I
.	 186 NV(101-01 249 PRO02-01
187 NY00Z-01 250 PRG03-01188 NY002-01 251 PRO04-0I189 HY003-01 2524 RIOOI-01
_
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T
1 ^
KEY FILE # I
j
IN A—L PAGE Lai (cont.)
OF POOR QUAUrg
ii
FILE U CODE FILE it, CODE
253 R1002-01 289 VTO02-01
^ai i
254 scool-ol 290 VTO03-01
255 SCO02-01 291 WA001-01 ^a
256 SBOOI-01 292 14AOOI-02
257 SDO02-01 293 WA001-03
258 SDO03-01 294 WA001-04
259 SDO04-01 295 WAA01 -05
260 TN001-01 296 WAOM-01
261 TNO01-02 297 WA003•Cl
262 TNO02-01 298 WA004-01
263 TNO02-02 299 WA005-01
264 TNO03-01 300 WA006-01
265 TX001-01 301 WA007-01
266 TX001-02 302 WA007-02
267 UTOOI-01 303 WA007-03
20 VAODI-01 304 WA007-04
269 VA002-01 305 WA008-01
270 VA003-01 306 W1001-01
271 VA003-02 307 141002-01
272 VA003-03 308 W1002-02
273 VA003-04 309 WI003-01
274 VA004-01 310 W1004-01
275
276
VA005-01
VA006-01
311
312
WI003-01
WI006-01
277
278
VA007-01
VAODS-01
313
314
W1007-01
W1007-02
279 VAOOMI 315 W1007-03
280 VAOIO-01 316 WI008-01 4
281 VAOII-01 317 WIO09-01
282 VA012-01 318 W2009-02
Ell,
283 VA013-01 319 Kolo-ol
284 VA014-01 320 wioll-ol
285 VA015-01 321 WI012-01
286 VA016-01 322 wvool-ol
ri
287 VA017-01 323 wyool-ol
288 VT00I-01 324 WY002-01
5-3
KEY FILE # 2
3 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALI'Rf I
}	 ^I STATE CODE STATE CODE
AK AKOO1-01 ID003-01
AK002-01 ID004-01s
AR002-02 ID005-01
AK002-03 ID006-01
AK003-01
5 IL ILOOI-01
AL ALODI-01 IL002-01
.i AL002-01 IL003-01
AL003-01 IL004-01
' 3 IL005-01
AR AR001•-01 IL006-01
1. IL006-02
# AZ AZOOI-01 IL007-01
AZOOI-02 IL007-02
-^ AZODI-03 IL007-03
AZO01-04 IL007-04
AZO02-01 IL008-01
P AZO03-01 IL009-01
j 6 13
CA CAOOI-01 IN INOOI-01
CAOOI-02 IN001-02 -
CAOOI-03 IN002-01 "=
CA002-01 3
CA003-01 KS KSOOI-01
CA004-01 KS002-01
T	 ^^ CA005-01 KS003-01
66 ii 7 KS004-01
CO COOOI-01 KS005-01
00002-01 KS005-02 :5
r 00003-01 KS006-01
C0004-01 KS007-01
4 KSO08-01
CT CTOOI-01 KSOOS-02
r CT002-01 KS009-01 ;'3>
i . CT003-0I KSOIO-01 -	 v,
' F 3 KSOI i-01`
r DE DEOOI-01 KSOI1-02
DE002-01 KSOI1-03,
2 KSOI I-04
f f FL FLOOI-01 KSOII-05
^' [ FLO02-01 KS011-06
FLO03-01 KSOII-07
FLO04-0I KSDII-08
J3 4 KS012--01} HI HI001-01 KS013-01
HI002-0i KS014-01
` HI002-02 KE014-02 l	 -^
Y.i H1003 -01
IH004-01
KS014-03
K5014-04
E
'- HI004-02 KS014-05
HI00443 KS014-06
HI005-01 KS014-07
' E K5015-01 ;ft IA IAOO1-01 30.
IA002-01 KY KY00I-0I
2 U002-01
ID IDOOI-01 2
IDDOI-02 LA LAODI-01
ID001-03 LA002-GI
i IDOOI-04 LA003--01 r
isIDOOI-05 3
f ID002-01 1•iA MA001-01
i ID002-02 MA002-01
5-5
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tic
K
PIN
No
HS
rrr
NC
CODE
MA003-01
ItA004-01
4
MOOOI-01
,1D001-02
MD001--03
:+1D002-01
4
,1  001-01
%NE001-02
z
1-1IOOI-01
K002-01
MI003-01
3
MN001_01
P1N002-0Z
1NO03-01
a tN004--01
MN005—01
5
M0001-01
N0001-02
t10001-03
h10001-04
M0002-01
h10003-01
1%10004-01
7
a ISGDI _01
,1115001-02
HS001-03
t•1S001-04
MS001-05
M5001-06
NS001-07
MS001-08
MSDOI-09
msool-10
MSOOI-1Z
MS001-12
MS002—01
MSO02-02
A0103-01
15
trr0o1-01
trr002-01
MTD03-0I
WC104-01
hMO5-01
trr005-02
6
NCOOI-01
Ncm—oZ
KC003-01
KC004-01
NC005-01
NCO06-01
N0006-02
N0006-03
NC007-01
NCOOS-01
10
STATE
ND
NE
NJ
ME
NV
NY
OH
OK
OR
Q6l[GtNAL PAGE
OF POOR QUALITY
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^-1	 f ^I
;I
CODE
NDOO1-01
ND002-01
	 ]	 s
ND003-01
	
f
3
NEODI-01
NE002-01	
M {
2
NJ001-01
NJO02-01
NJO02-02
YJ003-0Z
NJO04-01
Y.1005-01	
_"a
N.1005-02
NJ006-01
NJ007—OZ
NJ009-01
N4009-01
NJOD9-02
NJO09-03
NJO10-01
14
ND1001-01
Nt1002-01
NMO03-01	 'r
3NVO01-01
NY001-01^y^c^.
NY002-01	 ^^''T}
NY003-01-:=
NY004-01
OHODI -01
OH002-01
OKODI-01	 y°"
0001-02
	 LLEE'^.ail
0001-05
OKODI-06
OKOO1-07
OK002-01	 ^'; =t
OK003-01
OK004-01
K005-01;"'
OK006-01
ORD07-01	 7l
OKOOS-01
14	 1„
OR001-0I
OR002-01
	
..5
ORO03-01
OR005-01
	 4	 ha'
0R006-01
OROOS-01
	 ^:: `^ r :.
OR009-01
OROIO.01
OR011-0I
OR012—GI
12
{
.,	
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STATE CODE STATE CODE	 -
PA PA001-01 VA005-OI
PAOQ2-01 VA006-01
PA003-01 VA007-Oi
PA003-02 VA008-01
PA003-03 VA009-01
PA003-04 VA010-01
PA003-05 VAOII-01
PA003-06 VA012-01
PA003-07 VA013-01
PA003-08 VA014-01
PA004-01 VA0I5-01
PA005-01 VA016-01
PA006-01 VA017-01
Fit PA007-01 20PAOOS-01 VT VTOOI-01
PAOOB-02 VTO02-01
PAOOS-03 VTO03-01
PA008-04 3
PA009-01 WA WADOI-0I
PA010-GI WA001-02
PAOII-01 WA001-03
PA012-01
PA013-0i
WA001-04
WA001-05
PA014-01 WA002-01
PA015-01 WA003-01
PA016-01 VA004-01
PA017--01 WA005-01
PAGI8-01 WAO06-01
28 14AO07-01
PR PROOI-01 WA007-02
PRO02--01 WA007-03
PRO03-01 WA007-04
PRO04-01 WA008-01
4 15
RI RIOOI-01 WI WI001-01
5 RI002-012
WI002-01
WI002-02
Sc SCOOT-01 WI003-01
S0002-01 WI004-01
2 141005-01
SD SDO01-01 WI006-01
S0002-01 W1007-01
SDO03-01 WIC07-02
SDO04-01 I-JI007-03
4 WI008-01
TN TROOI-01 W2009-01
Ulu TNOOI-02 WI009-02TNO02-01 WI010-01
TNO02-02 W1011-0i
` TNO03•-015
WI0112-01
16
TX TXODI-01 WV WV001-01
TXODI-02 1
2 WY WY001-01
UT UTODI-01 WY002-01
1 2
- VA VAOOI-01
VA002-01
VA003-OI
VA003-02
VA003-03
VA003-04
VA004-01
5-7
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3
^$; DATA BASE NAME CODE DATA BASE NAME CODE
ACCESS KS009-01 CA. Natural Diversity CA005-01}}
I` ACID
1
MA004-01 Cascade Resource Are
1
IDDOI-04
I
,Vi Aeromagnetic Survey KS006-01 CA Statewide Soils I CA002-01
I
Air Quality Data Han O'T002-0i Caves M000I -02
l.'>
WAOOI--03
2 Census and Economic MT002-01
Air Quality Permit A PA016-01 1
AK.Land and Resource AZOOI-01
Center for Rural Stu VTO02-01
L
1 Chemical Analysis of KS007-01
^
Allocated & Unalloca OK606-01 1	 - "a
•. I Chemical Data VA003-01
Alosid File VAOOI-01
1 CHOCTAW GMA
I
hIS00I-04
i
AL, Resource Informat ALODI-01 1 J
I Claims and Overpayme OK001-05
^' M
^(
Ambient bakes Databa IL009-01
1 Clay Retrieval
1
KSOII-01
Anadromous Waters Ca AK002-02 1.
s I Climatological Data M0003-01
Application Informat WA003-01 SDODI-01.
Aquarium .Fish Catch
1
HI004-03 Coal Mine Permit bat ND002-01
Aquatic Data Analysi KS014-01 Coal Reserves KS004-01
f AR Natural Heritage ARDOI-01
I
Coal Resource and Mi IL006-01
1 :^
Automated Geographic UTODI-01 Coastal Regulatory D NJO05-01 IP.	 }
AZ Land Resource In€
1
AZOOI-04 Coastal Resource Dat
1
U1002-01 s ^
AZ Natural Heritage AZO03-01 Coastal Zone Geograp WZOOI-02_ I I a
AZ Vegetation Invent AZOOI-01 CO Inventory of Cult 00003-01 L^
y Balance File
L
OKOfll-07 Commercial Fish Catc
I
HI004-021 1 y';,F
i Basic Well Data IL007-03 Commonwealth Data Ba VA014-01
1 I
Bay Area Spatial Inf CA004-01 Compliance Monitorin NC006;-01
Benchmark Inventory WI012-01 Comprehensive Plan NJO02-01
--^
Benthic Surveys
1
VA002--01
1
CO Natural I;eritage
1
00004-01
1
' BIGB'EE A1S00I-08 ['ire Collection KSO05=t)2
f., 1
,
1
Biological NCO06-03 CO. Resource Informat 00002-01
Branch Library Ranag N0001-01 CORRIDOR MS001-11 {{
i'. Breeding Bird Atlas 1 Creel. Census,Data KS014;02
E
t > NI004-01
1
BRIDGE MS001-12I
CT Census Data .Cente CT0.01701
I
Brine Analysis - Ken KSO12-01 CT Natural Resources. CT003.01
f I
1
CAUMA Mapping System WAO06-01
1
Current Meter Data VA004-01
1 r^^
31
-
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CODE
	
DATA BASE NAME
	
CODE
Current Mineral Prod
Dam Inventory
Delaware Valley Regi
Delinquent Payments
Demographic Data
DEP Geographic Data
DEPFFINV and DistFw
Detail File
Detailed Payment Fil
DE Water Use Data Sy
Digital Topo Databas
Directory of Mineral
Diversion Allocation
Division of Recreati
Economic Planning In
Elk Habitat Inventor
Environmental Radiat
Farmland Mapping and
Farmland Preservation
File 28
Fire Studies/Fire He
Fish Inventory of Or
FL Natural Areas Inv
FL Subsurface Geolog
Porest Crop Law Remi
Forest Fire Report
Forest Operator--Land
Forest Resource Sury
Freshwater Wetlands
Furbearer Harvest Su
Gas Production
WI006-01
1
ID004-01
1
PA005-01
1
OKODI-06
1
NE002-01
WAOOB-01
2
NJOIO-01
1
NJO07-01
1
OK001-03
I
OKOGI-04
1
DE002-0I
i
AZO01-02
1
PAODS-03
1
NJO04-02
1
FL003-01
1
HI005-01
1
OROOI-01
I
NM04-01
1
CA003-01
I
WI005-01
1
SDO02-01
1
OR005-0I
I
OR003-01
I
FLO04-01
I
FLO02-01
I
WIO02-01
1
WI004-01
1
OR006-01
1
OR002-01
1
NY003-01
1
KS014-06
1
KSOII-03
1
General Climatologic
General Surface Wate
Geographic Multiple
Geothermal
Ground Water Quality
Ground Water Managem
Groundwater Sources
Habitat Assessment M
HI Planning Activiti
Historic Sites Inven
HODGES GARDENS
Hunter Report Cards
Hydraulic Project Ap
Hydrological Data Be
Hydrologic Informati
IA Natural Areas Inv
IA Water Resources D
ID Water Use Data Sy
IDWR Image Analysis
IDWR Image Analysis
IDWR Image Analysis
IDWR Image Analysis
IL Archaeological Si
IL bands Unsuitable
IL Natural Areas Inv
IL Streams Informati
ILLIMAP
IN Heritage Program
Insect Damage Survey
Insect and Disease S
Integrated Flood Obs
Integrated Floodplai.
NSOOI-03
1
WI010-01
I
WA004-01
1
KSODS-01
1
ILOOS-01
I
VTO01-01
I
OROOB-01
1
AK002-01
I
HI002-02
1
HIQO1-01
I
LA002-01
i
KS014-03
1
WA007-01
I
PRO02-01
1
VA005-01
I
IAOOI-01
I
IA002-0I
1
ID005-01
1
ID001-01
I
SDOOI-02
I
ID001-03
z
ID001-05
1
IL004-01
1
IL005-01
I
IL002-01
1
IL003-01
1
IL007-04
1
TNO02-01
I
OR007-01
1
PA002-01
1
PA011-01
1
W1003-01
1
l .l
^l
r_
^i
C t `L
dF]
C
k
C.
r
Fj
C
0
C
0
C'
Intents to Drill KS011-06 MD Automated Geograp MDOOI-01;^ 1
Kansas Data Base KS002-01 MD Geographic Distri MDO01-021 -,I
KS On-dine Automated KSOIO-01 MD Natural Heritage MD002-01
1 1
KS Policy Database S X5001-01 PH1 Recreation Invent MD00143
1 I
KY Heritage Program KY002-01 ME Lakes Morphometri ME001-011 1
KY Natural Resources KYOOI-01 ME Lakes Water Quali ME1001-02
; I
LA Areal Resource In LA003-01 MI Natural Features MI003-01
; 1
LA Water Well. Invent LAOOI-01 Mineral Resources KSOI1-04
; L
Land Area Inventory PA003-02 Minerals Storage and PA003-051
Land Classification CAGOI-02 Miners Data Base ILO07-01I I
Land Cover M0001-01 MI Resource Informat MI002-111 I
Land Information and ID002-01 PIN Ambient Air Quali MN002-01
; I
Land Inventory of Pie WI007-03 MN Ambient Ground-Wa MN003-01
I I
Landlines Database A20OI-03 MN-Land Management I M OOI-01
I 1
Landmarks Research D VAOIO-01 MN Natural Heritage PINOOS-011 I
Land Resources Infor NCO07-01 Model Implementation INOGI-01
1 I
Landsat Crop Invento AZO02-01 MO Natural Heritage M0004-011 1
Landsat Forest Inven OK005-02 MONTAN DAM MT004-011 1
Landsat Remote Sensi RIOOI-01 MS Automated Resourc MSO02-01
I I
Landslide Informatio IL006-02 MS State Data Base MS002-02
I L
Land Use CAGOI-01 MS State Heritage Pr MS003-01
I I
Land Use Change DEODI-01 MT Trust Lands Inven MT001-01L I
LCD Element Occurren WA005-01 MT Water Quality Rec UT003-01
I 1
LCSOILE and LCSOILW MS001-10 Multivariable Data B MSO01-011 I
LEAF RIVER GMA MSODI-05 Natural Areas M0001-04
x I
Lease Legal. Descript OKOOI-02 Natural', Cultural an PRO03-0I
I I
Limestone - Physical XSOII-02 NO Natural Heritage NCO03-01
I 1
Local Unit Cnmputeri MI001-01 NC Outdoor Recreatio NCO02-01x. I
MA Heritage Program MA002-01 ND Natural Heritage ND003-01I I
Marine Fish Transact HI004-01 NE Natural Resources NEOOI-01
1 1
Marine Resources Geo F'LODI-01 New England Regional MA003-0I
; I
MA Wildlife Inventor NA00I-01 NJ Energy Date Syste NJO03-01
I I
fi
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'	 z
NJ Pollutant Dischar N1001-01 Phytoplankton NiOO6-02
iF
d^
NM Natural Resources 4NO01-01 Picture-Racks-Sanest PAOOs—01 1	 %i'
NMO02-01 I
2 Planning Region 8 - IN001-02
NM State Heritage Pr NM003-01 "	 j:
I .Plugging File YS01I-08
Nan-game, Endangered W2009-01 1
I Pollution Sources an WA001-05
Non-sameWi.idlife In VIA002-01 1
l PR Department of ASr PRO04-°01 f
Non-point Source (Run VA006-01 1 I ._
I Private Land -- Fores IDOOZ--02
NOXUBEE MS001-49 1 '
I PROCEDURES:	 A Wildli M0002-01
NSB Geographic Infor AK003-4)1 1
I Public Lands - Fores W 011-01 g^
NYS Adirondack Park NY005-01 1 1
1 Public Open Space an NJO06-01 _-
Observation Well Lev VA003-02 1
1 Puerto Rica PROOI-01
OH Capability Analys OHOOI-01 1
I Pumpage and Use VA003-03 ?,^
OH Natural Heritage OH002-01 I x:rJ
I Rare and Endangered M0001-03
µ	
i
Oil & Gas Field File OX007-01 1
;i
I Reading Prong PA008-04
Oil Production KSOII-07 I ^^
1 Recreation Resources OR012-01I
0K Climatological Su 0I044-01
Regional Climate Coo ILODI-01
OK Geographic Inform OK002-0I 9eu^.',
"^I Reservoir Contents MT003-01 x
OK Natural Heritage OK006-01 1
I Resource Inventory H1O03-01
OK Water Use Data Sy 0V003-01
I RI Heritage Program RID02-01
¢R Natural Heritage OROIO-01
1 RUN WILD AL003-01
OSCUR 2 Forest Inven OR004-01 1 ''`^	 `
I Rural Mail Carrier S KS014-07
Oyster Spatfall Data VA007-01 1
I Salmon Spawning Groa WA007-04'
PA Abandoned Mine La PA007-01 1
I SC Heritage Trust SCO02-01
PA Bureau of Forestr PA003-06 1 -.
1 Scientific Areas W1009-02 1FA Emmission Data 5y PA012-01 1 b ='-_;"
1 SC Natural Resources SCOOI-01
FA Fish and Wildlife PA001-0I I
1 SD Natural Heritage 0001.01
FA Mineral List PAOOS-02 I
I SEDA-Council of Gove PA005-01
`E•l
PA Natural Diversity FA003-09 1.
1 Seismic KS608-02 ' ;- •'
FA Recreation Inventory PA017-01 .I.. ^^,	 4•:
I Self-Supplied Water NJO02-02
PA State Data Center PA018-01 I
of '.1 SELGEM KS015-0I `:*^
FA Stream and Lake I PA004-01 1
1 5harefront Municipal 9J005-02 •..s;
Pearl River MS001-07 l Y
I Shoreland Use W1007-02 ^'"
Permit Files PAOIS ,O1 1 r:	 _ 
5.-12
Shoreline Management WAOO1-01 VA Natural. Diversity VA017-01
I 1
Significant Habitats NY002-01 VA Outdoor Plan Info VA012-01
Z 1
Small Fish Survey VA008-01 Vegetation Water Use CA00I-03
I 1
Small Game Harvest S KS014-05 VDIS Hydrographic 0a VA011--01
1 i
Snowmobile Registrat PA003-07 VA Water Use Data Sy VA0IS-01
1 1
Sacie-economic Data KS003-01 WA State Fisheries S WAG07-03
1 1
Soil Testing Program NCO05-01 skater Data Water Wet VA003-04
1
Soils Reference 1-ISOO1-02 Waterflood Oil. Produ IL007-02
1 1
Solid Waste Activity PA013-01 Waterfowl Chronology KS014-04
1 I
Solid Waste Facility MN004-01 Water Permit Annual NDOOI-01
Southeast Regional P W1O0$-01 Water Resources Data PA009-01
ZSouthwest Groundwate KS013-01 Water Rights Data 8a Iâ006-01
I VT003-01
Spatial Data Analysi VA416-01 2
1 Water Rights Informs OR011-01
State Forest Invenro 111J008-01 1
1 Water Supply Analyse NCO08-01
State Licensed Comme WA007-02 1
1 Water Use TNOO1-01
State Park Basic Inf PA014-01 I
I Water Well Inventory PAOIO-01
Statewide Digital Da AL002-01 TNOOI-02
1 2
Status, Trends and U NV001-01 Well Completion Form KSOII-05
I 1
Stream low Records OR009-01 Well Permits NJ009-01
1 1
Stream Flows FTT005-02 Well Records NJ009-03
1 I
Survey and Landings VA009-01 Well Samples KS003-01
1 I
Survey of Mining Ope NJO04-01 Well Unit Master Fil OK001-01
1
Talahalla Game Manag MSOOI-06 Wetlands WI007-01
1 I
Timber Sales Trackin PA003-04 Wildlife Distributio AK002-03
1 I
Timber Volume Invent PA003-01 Wildlife/Heritebe Da WV001-0Z
1 1
TN natural Heritage TN002-01 Wildlife Observation WY001-01
1 1
TN Natural Heritage TH002-02 Wildlife Resource In C0001-01
1 1
TVA Regional Heritag TNO03-01 W1 Population Estima WI001-01
.1 1.
TX Natural Resources TX001-01 Woodland Tax Law Rem W1002-02
1 I
TX Natural Resources 2X001-02 Wood-using Industry PA003-06
I I
Upper Snake River, I ID003-01 WRI Data System SD004-01
1 I
Urban Wildlife Habit NYO01-01 WRIS Water Right Cla WA001-04
1 I
VA Large Scale Econo VA013-01 IN Natural Heritage WY002-01
1 1
1
ri
0
fl
0
fl
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KEY FILE # 4
DATA BASE ACRONYM] CODE DATA BASE ACRONY:1 CODE
ADAS KS014-01 LRIS N0007-01
I 1
AGR UTOOI-01 LUCI M001-01
I 1
AIMS WA003-01 Lowndes MSOO1-01
1 !
ALRIS AKODI-01 MAGI MDOOI-01
i 1
ALRIS AZO01--04 MARIS NS002-01
1 1
ARTS ALODI-01 PIDGIS MDOOI-02
I I
ATLAS CZGIS WAOOI-02 MRGIS FLOOI-01
I I
BASIS CA004-01 NCERI PRO03-01
! 1
BIDS PAO14-01 NNRIS NEOOI-0I
I 1
Branch Library HIS 111C001-01 NPS Data VA006-01
1 1
CDB VA014-01 NRC C7003-01
I I
CEIC MT002-0I NRIS 1M001-01
1 NM002-01
CRLTATURE M5001-06 2
1 NSB GIs AK003--01
CRIS 00002--01 1
1 OCAP 011001-01
•EPIS HI005-01 i
1 OCS Data OK004-01
FCL 14I002-01 1
1 OGIRS OK002-01
FOLLAD Report OR006-01 I
I PEDS PA0I2-01
GEOMAPS WA004-01 1
1 PNDI PA003-03
HISARS VAOOS-01 I
I PROCEDURES P10002-01
HPA WA007-01 I
1 PSDC PAOIS-01
H-PASS HI002-02 1
1 RASA IDOO1-02
IFLOWS PAOII-01 I
I RCCO ILOOI-01
IFRS Wi003-01 I
I SALDO VA009-01
ISIS IL003-01 I
I SCNRIS S0001-U1
IWARDS IA002-01 I
1 SEDA-COG PA006-01
IWUDS ID005-01 i
I SWAM PA013-01
KDB KS00241 I
I SWIMS MN004-01
KNRIS KYOOI-01 I
I TNRI:ILS TXOOI-02
KOALA KSOIO-01 I
I TNRIS TXODI-01
KPDS KSODI-01 1
I VHDB VA011-01
LLRIS LA003-01 I
I Mal VA013-01
LMIC MN001-01 1
I
5--3.5
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CODE
Vl^ 'r,.
WCLA. 100
WCBRG 110
WGBRG 112
WCBRG 115
WCBRG 150
WCBRG 160
WCBRG 300
14CBRG 310
WCBRG 320
WGBP.G 321
WCBRG 322
WCBRG 323
WCBRG 330
WCBRG 700
WCBRG 710
IUNVNT
W05
WRIS
sm
VA012-01
1
VA015-01
1
VA003-01
I
VA003--01
1
VA003—01
1
VA003-01
Z
VA003-01
Z
VA003—01
1
VA003-04
1
VA003-04
1
VA003-04
1
VA003-04
1
VA003-04
1
VA003-04
1
VA003-04
1
VA003-02
i
VA003-02
1
MAOt11—n 1
1
%7001-01
1
C000Z—OZ
ORDII-01
2-
WI002-02
1
z
Y
:i
^Y
4
R .
Rz .
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AGENCY CODE AGENCY CODE
AK Department of Fis AK002-01 DE River Basin Commi NJO02-01
AK002-02 NJO02-02
AK002-03 2
3 DE Valley Regional PA005-01
AK Department of Nat AK001-01 1
I FL Bureau of Geology FLO02-0I
AL Department of Con AL003-0^ l
1 FL Department of Nat FLO01-01
AL Department of Eco ALDO1-01 FLO03-01
1 2
AL Power Company AL002-01 Geographic Resources X10002-01
i 1
AR Natural Heritage AR001-01 HI Department of Lan HI001-01
1 H1003-01
Association of Bay A CA004-01 H1O04-01
I HI004-02
AZ Department of Wat AZO02-01 HI004-03
1 5
AZ Game and Fish Dep AZO03-01 HI Department of Pla HI002-01
1 HI002-02
AZ State Land Depart AZOO1-01 HI005-01
AZO01--02 3
AZODI-03 TA Conservation Comm IAOOI-01
AZOOI-04 I
4 IA Geological Survey IA002-01
Bureau of Business R NE002-01 1
I ID Department of Lan ID002-01
Butler University INCOI-01 ID002-02
IN001-02 2
2 ID Department of Wat IDODI-0I
CA Department of Con CA002-01 IDOOI-02
CA003-01 IDOGI-03
2 IDDOI-04
CA Department of Wat CAODI-01 IDOOI-05
CAOOI-02 ID003-01
CAOOI-03 ID004-0I
3 ID005-01
CA Natural Diversity CA005-01 ID006-01
1 9
Center for Applicati OK002-01 IL Department of Con IL002-01
i IL003-01
Center for 'Public Af KS001-0I 2
1 Il Environmental Pro IL009-01
Center for Remote Se DE001-01 I"
1 IL Natural History S IL005-01
Center for Rural Stu VTO02-01 I
I IL State Geological IL006-01
CO Department of Nat COOOI-01 IL006-02
C0002-01 ILO07-01
2 IL007-02
CO Historical Societ C0003-01 ILO07--03
I IL007-04
CO Natural Heritage • C0004-01 6
1 IL State Huseum IL004-01
CT Depariment."of Env CT002-0I 1
CT003-01 IL State Water Surve ILOOI-01
2 1L.008-01
CT Office of Policy CTOOI-01 2
I. IN Department of Nat 1HO02-01
DR Department of Nat DE002-0I 1'`
KS Biological Survey KSOIS-01
1
t
L,
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AGENCY	 CODE	 AGENCY-	 CODE
KS Department of Eco K5003-01
I
MN State !Tanning Ag NN001-01
1 y.
RS Fish and Game Cam KS014-01 MO Department of Con MO001-01
KS014-02 MOGOI-02
KS014-03 t:'300I-03
KS014-04 140GOI-04 1.
KS014-05 4.:
KS014-06 MO Lapartment of Nat M0004-01 44
KS014-07 1 f
7 MS Remote Sensing Cc LA002-0I i.]C5 Geological Survey KS002-01 MS001-0IK5004-01 M5001-•02
KS005-01 MS001-03
KS005-02 MSOOI-04KS006-0I MS001-05 :;
KS007-01 MS001-06
=
KSOOS-01 MSOOI-07 ^.I
KSOOS-02 MS001-08KS009-0Z
KS010
M9001-09 "	 •	 F-
-01 MS001-10KS011-01 MS001-11 ^.
KS011-02 MSOOI-12 =^
KS011-03 PROOI--01
KSOl 1-04
K5011-D5
14
KSOI1-06 MS Research & Develo MS002-01,[5002-02 ^..+I
KS011-07 2 *,
KS011-08 MS State Heritage Pr M5003-01 ^, ELI
KS012-01 Z
19 MT Department of Com DF1'002-01
KY Natural Resources KYOOI--01 1
Z rfT Department of Hea MT003 -01 si.o-^^a
KY Nature Preserves KY002-01 I f E'''
1 MT Department of Nat t1TO04-01
LA Geological Survey LAOO1-01 MT005-01 N y;
! W005-02
LA Office of State P LA003-01 3 =';.,
! MT .Department of Ste MT001-01 .::+ z
MA Department of Env MA002-01 l i"	 ^,:
? NC Department o€.Agr NCODS-01 s
MA Department of Fis MAODI-01 I i
MA004-01 NC Department of Hum NCOOS-01 .•'2 1
MD Department of Nat MD002-01 NC Department of Nat N0003-01
I NCO07-01
MD Department of Sta MDOOI-01 2
MD001-02 NC Division of Envir NCO06-01
MD00I-03 N0006^02
3 NCO0fi-03
ME Department of Env ME001-01 3^
MEOOI-02 NC Division of Parks NCO02-0I'`
t1T Department of Cam M1001-01 NC Radiation Protect N0004-01
Mx. Department of Nat MI002-01 NO Parks and Retreat ND003-01
r
;};"	 •;,
M1003-01 1
MN Department of Nat
2
MNO05-01 NO Public Service Co 0002-01 ^;`v	 }
1.. 1
g.^
NO State 4ater Commi NDODI-01
MN Pollution Control MN002-01 1 ^,^
MN003-01 NE Natural Resources NE001-01
MN004-01
3 1
k'
5-!1$
F
s' ^•'^'"_--
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KZY FILE # 5
ORIGINAL PAGE HO (cony.)
OF POOR QUALITY
AGENCY CODE AGENCY CODE
Now England Regional MA003-01 OR Department of Pis ORODI-01
1 OR003-01
NJ Bureau of Forestr NJO08-01 2
1 OR Forestry Departme 08002-01
NJ Bureau of Water A NJO09-01 OR004-01
NJO09-02 OR005-01
N1009-03 ORO06-01
3 OR007-01
NJ Department of Ene NJO03-01 5
NJ Division of Coast
1
NJO05-01
OR Natural Heritage ORGIO-01
1
NJO05-02 OR Water Resources D OR008-01
2 OR009-01
NJ Division of Parks NJO07-01 OROII-01
1 3
NJ Division of Water NJOOl-Ol PA Bureau of Forestr PA002-01
a^u I PA003-01
NJ Geological Survey NJ004-01 PA003:-02
1 PA003-03
NJ Green Acres Progr NJGOG-01 PA003-04
1 PA003-05
NJ Office of Science NJCIO--01 PA003-06
I PA003-07
NM Department of Gam NMO03-01
1
PA003-08
9
NM Natural Resources NMOOl-01 Pacific Northwest Ri OR012-011 1
North Slope Borough AK003-01 PA Department of Env PA007-01
1 PA008-01
NV Department of Wil NVOOI-01 PA008-02
•	 I PAODS-03
NY Department of Env NY003-01 PA008-04
NY004-01 PA009-01
2 PA010-01
NYS Adirondack Park NY005-01 PA012-01
I PA013-01
NYS Department of En NYOO1-01 PA014-01
NY002-01
2
PA015-01
PA016-01
0H Department of Nat OH001-01 PA017-01
OH002-01 13
2 PA Emergency Managem PAOII-01
OK Climatological Su OK004-01 1
1 PA Fish Commission PA004-01
OK Corporation Commi. OK006-01 1
I PA Game Commission PAOOI-01
OK Department of Tou OKODS-01 i
1 PA Institute of Stat PA018-01
OK Geological Survey OK007-01 1
1 PR Department of Agr PRO04-01
OK State Department OK005-01 i
1 PR Department of Nat PRO02-01
OK Tax Commission OKOOI-01 PRO03-01
OKOOI-02 2
OKOOI-03 RI Department of Env R1002-01
OKOO1-04 I
OK001-05 SC Wildlife and Mari S0002-01
OKOOI-06 I
OK001-07 SD Department of Gam SDO03•-01
7 1
OK Water Resources 8 OK003-01 SD Department of Wat SDOOI-01
I I
5-19
1
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AGENCY	 CODE	 AGENCY	 CODE	 S^
SD Geological Survey 	 SD002-01	 VA Water Resources R	 VA005-01
1	 1	 y	 a
SEDA-Council of Gove 	 PA006-01	 VT Department of Wat 	 VTOOI-01
1	
i	 I
Solid and Hazardous	 N0001-01	 VT Division of Envir	 VTO03-01 
Southwest Groundwate	 KS013-01	 VIA Department of Eco 	 WA001-01
I	 WAODI-02	 t;
Southeast Regional P 	 WIOOS-OZ	 WA001-03
I	 WAODI-04
Technology hpplicati 	 M002-01	 WAODI-05	 I
1	 5	 ^i
The Nature Conservan	 FLO04-01	 WA Department of Fis 	 WA007-01	 11	 1'I
I	 WA007-02
TN Department of Con	 TNO02-01	 14A007-03
TN002-02	 WA007-04	 a
2
TN Department of Pub	 TNOO1-01	 WA Department of Gam 	 WA002-01
ITN001-42	
WA Department of Nat	 WA003--01
TN Office of Natural	 TN003-OZ	 WA004-01
1	
WA005-01
TX Department of Wat	 TXOO1-01	 -1.WA006-01
T2001-02	 4
University of Pfissou	 X10003-01	 I
WA Office of Financi 	 14AOOS-01
I	 Water Resources Inst	 SDO04-01
University of Rhode	 RI001-01	 1
I	 WI Bureau of Forestr	 WI002-01
University of South 	 SC001-01	 WI002-02
I	 WI004-01	 4.^ n
UT Department of Nat	 UTOOI-01	 3	 '°'e
I	 WI Bureau of Water R 	 WI003-01	 .^	
!:t
VA Department of Rig 	 VAOIO-01	 1	 -
I	 WI Department of Adm	 WI001-01,
VA Department of Tax	 VA013-01	 1
VA014-01	 WI Department of Agr	 W1005-01
VA Division of Parks	 VA012-01	 WI Department of Nat	 WI007-01	 `'-
I
I	 WI007-02	 a
VA Institute of Mari	 VA001-01	 WI047-03
VA002-01	 WI007-04
VA004-01 14I009-01
VA006-01	 WI0O9-02	 $d E
VA007-01	 WIO10-01
YA008-01	 WI011-01
VA009-01	 W1012-01
VA011-01	 WI Geological Survey
	
WI006-018	 ;
VA Polytechnic Insti 	 VA016-01	
L	 Department o€ Nat 	 WV001-01VA017-01	 1
VA State Water Contr	 VA003-01	 WY Game and Fish Dep	 WY001-01
VA003-02	 1
VA003-03
	
WY Natural Heritage.	 WY002-01
VA003-04	 1	
^,1
VA015-01	 i.«s
t
5--20
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ORIGINAL PAGE g
OF POOR QUALITY
RESPONDENT CODE RESPONDENT CODE
Agnew PA015-01 Boston AL002-01
1. 1.
Alcorn NC002-0I Brady KS004-01
I I
Alderman MD001-01 Breckling NCOOI-01
MD001--02 1 -
MD001-03 Brentano KS002-0I
3 1
Aldrich IN002-01 Bresenhan PA006-01
I I
Anderson IDOOI-01 Bright OROOI-01
IDOOI-02 I
IDOOI-03 Brown CA005-01
IDOOI-04 I
IDOOI-05 Butler OKOOS-01
5 1
Apgar DE002-01 Campbell VA016-01
1 I
Aponte PRO02-01 Candelario PRO03-01
1 1
Atkinson OK005-01 Cardoxa MA001-01
1 1
Baesler NDODI-01 Carr X5003-01
1 1
Bailey WI011-01 Carroll NY004-011 1
Baker AK002-01 Carter NJODI-01
AK002-02 I
AK002-03 Cawlfield MT005-01
3 MT005-02
Bansal NEOOI-01 2
1 Coffin NN005-01
Barbee WAOOI-01 I
WA001-02 Cook M0001--01
I4A001-03 M0001-02
WA001-04 M0001-03
WAOO1-05 K0001-04
5 4
Barnes PA008-01 Crispin MI003-01
PA008-02 I
PAOOB-03 Croswell KYOOI-01
PAOOB-04 1
4 Croy VA017-01
Becker I1,002-Ok L
1 Cunningham AK001-01
Bednar PAOII-01 I
I Curran NY005-01
Beene KSOII-01 1
kS611-02 Darling UTOOI-01
KS011-03 I
KS011-04 Darmstadt NJO03-01
KSOII-05 1
KS011-06 Davy VA 012-01
KS011-07 I
KSOII--08 Decker M0003-01
8 i 1
Bell NJO04-01 Diaz VA002-01
I I
Bender SDO04-01 Doveton KS010-01
1 1
Bennett SCO02-0I Downing M9002-01
1 N [SO02-02
Blanchard OK002-01 2
I
5-21
r	
-	
^
^^	 I
RESPONDENT GORE	 RESPONDENT	 CODE	 -
'	 1f
DuBrock	 PAODI-01	 Haddad	 FLODI-011	 1
Dugas	 LA003-01	 Haefner	 M0004-01	 !'
	
.'	 DuMuntelle	 IL006•-01	 Hell	 OR003-01	 ^	
A.i
IL006-02
2	 Hannan	 KY002-01Dupor	 WI004-01	 I
I	 Hanson	 LAQOI-01Earley
	 PA007-01
	 I
I	 Hatfield	 NCOOS-01Eddy	 OK004-01
	 1
1	
Haven	 VA007-01Edwards	 1,rA005-0I	 1	
.y^
	
R	
1Heidari	 KS009-01Elmore
	 NCOOB-01
	
I
1	 Hickok	 PA003-01Enser	 RI002-01	 PA003-02	 j
Fein
	
PA003-•03gold 	 MAOD2-0I
	 PA003-04
1	
PAOD3-05	 aFenwick
	 MD002-01
	 PA003-06
I	 PA003-07Fong	 NCO04-01
	
^.	 I	 PAO03-08	 y!
	
w'	
Fraser	 . WA007-01	 Hoffman	 MI001--01	
,!
WA007-02
WA007-03
	 Roil	 WI001-01
14AO07-04 g
4	 Hollingshead	 ID004-01	 rp ;..
	
-_	 Fredrick	 MN002-01
	 I	 1,
Holloran	 KS014-01Friph	 OKOOI-01	 KS014-02	 !'
	
;=y	 OK001 02	 KS014-03
	
-	 OKOOI-03	 KS014-04
OKOOI-04
	 KS014-05
0K001-45:
bK001-06
	
KS014-06
KS014-07
OKb01-07
	 7
7	 Houtcooper	 SDO03-01Galida
	 PA013-01	 1
	
!ci	 Gast	 PA009-01
	
Hughes
	
OROII-01	 jOR011-011 2
Gatewood	 FLO04-01
	 Humphrey	 OK006-0I
I	 1	 ._
Gauss	 00003- 1 Huston	 IA001-0II
1	.^	 Gayk	 Vl010-01	 Hyde	 INQ01-01
INOGI-02
	
;j	 Geyer
	 PAOIO-01
	 2
	
'`	 1	 Ifuku	 HIO05-01
	
j	 Goetze	 NCO06-01	 ^.
r	 N0006-02
	 Illgner	 KS013-01
N0006-03	 I
3	 Isaacs	 *1001-01	 .3.;cu , 
I
	
r	 Goodman	 WI010-01	 I
Jarvie'	 MT003-01	 •y IGordon	 MS003-01	 1	 f ;
1	 Johnson	 AZO03-01Greene	 PAOOS-01	 VA005-0I	 q"#
I	 WI005-01
Gregory
	 FLO03-01	 WI012-01
1	 45-22
"
i
KEY FILE rf 6
COMM PAGE 210'
(cont.) 
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RESPONDENT CODE RESPONDENT CODE
Jurewicz WI009-01 McReynolds VTO02-01
WI009-02 1
2 Meade NJO08-01
Kato HI002-01 1
HI002-02 Healey OR012-01
2 1
Keller MA004-01 Mellin ID005--0I
1 I
Kelly AZO02-01 Miller ID002-01
I ID002-02
Klemas DEOOI -01 LA002-01
1 MS001-01
Kleppe WI003-01 MS001-02
I MS001-03
Kline OR007-01 MS001-04
1 MS001-05
Koeln M0002-01 PISOOI-06
I MSODI-07
Korematsu CA002-0I MS001-08
.^ I M5001-09
Koulet C0002-01 ,IIS001--10
i MSO01-11
Kriete VAOOI-01 NSOOI-12
I 111J007-01
1! Landgraf HI003-01 OR002-01
i PROOI-01
Lesher PA016-01 18
1 Mills NJ0I0-01
Li.chvar WY002-01 1
1 I Minick 50001-01
Liechti KS015-01 1
1 Minnerath SDO02-01
r Lissner OROOS-01 I
I Molini NVOGI-0I
Little IL009-01 I
I Neilson VA006-01
Lucey NJO09--01 I
O'Connor HY003-01
NJO 9-03 13 Ogaard NDDp2^01
Madigan WI002-01
1WI002-02 Ota HIOD1-012
1
Manner CA003-01 Owens WA002-01
I I	 -
Massie WI006-01 Ozard HY002-U1
1
I
Master riA003-0I Parsons WAO03-01
I 1
Matthews NY001-01 Patterson WI008-01
Mayo
1
VA014-01
1
 Pearsall
1
TUO02-0I
McAllister MNOO1-Oi -TNO02-02
1
2
hlcCance OR002-01 Perez PRO04-01
I
1
McCormack VTOOI-01 Peterson 00004-01
McCulloch
I
TXOOI-01
Phillips
1
'WA006-01
TXOOI-02 Pursell
I
NE002-012 1
McGann VA015-01
I
5^-23
KS012-01
1
KSOOS-01
KSOOS-02
2
NJO05-01
NJO05-02
2
ALGO1-01
1
NJO06-01
1
PA014-D1
1
WA004-01
1
09007-01
1
IA002-01
I
N,1002-01
i
1.1T004-01
I
I
^.1	 f
ORIGINAL PACE 0
OF POOR QUALITY
RESPONDENT CODE RESPONDENT
Quimby PA002-01 Spitz
1
Raves PA017-01 Steeples
.y	 -j 1j Redmond TN003-0I
1
Richardson RIOOI--01
I
Robertson ID003-01
MT002-01
2
Rae NCO03-01
i
Randeau OROD5-01
i
Rosenau VTO03-01
1
Sabel MN004-01
1
Saheydak VA013-01
1
Sakuda HI004--01
HI004-02
RIO04-03
3
Sawyer CADD1-01
CAOOI-02
CAOOI-03
3
Scales OR009-01
I
Schnure CT001-01
I
Schack IL008-01
1
Schrupp C0001-0i
I
Schuelein OK003-01
I
Scieszka MI002-01
1
Scott F1002-01
1
Shaw VAOII-01
W1007-01
WI007-02
WI007-03
4
Siderelis KC007-01
I
Simkins MT001-01
I
Skill OR006-01
-1
Slocum KSOOI-01
I
Smith AROOI-01
1
Snyder PA004-01
1
Soine ND003-01
I
gaper OR010-01
1
Stern
Stevenson
Stokes
Strauss
Sugarbaker
Summers
Talcott
Talmon
Taylor
Tosser AZO01-0I
AZOOI-02
.4AZOOI-03
AZ001-04`{
4 t.
Tichacek IL003-01=PH
Tortariello
1
NJO02-01 r^- jNJO02-02
2
Treworgy IL005-01 'V
1
Trippler MN003-01
f
Tuthill ID006-01
=j
Van Atta TNODI-01
TNOOI-02
VanOyke
2
IL007-01
IL007-02
IL007-03
IL007-04
Van Engel
4
VA009-01
Vaelker OR004--01 _	 -
Vogel IL001-01
Wagner VA003-0I
VA003-02
VA003-03 ti
VA003-04
'
Wahl *1003-01
. I
Walker PA012-01
WA008-01
«
2
.
5-24
ORMINAL
OF POOR QUALITY
i
RESPONDENT CODE
Watney KS005-01
KS005-02
2
Webb AK003-01
I
Welch 14EDOI-01
ME001-02
VA004-01
1 3
Wells 0001-01
I
White AL003-0II
Whittemore KS007--0II
Mant IL004-01
I
Wilson CA004-0I
1
Wojcik VAOOB-0I
1
Wollrab WY001-01
1
Woodburn SDOOI-0I
I
Yanosy CT002-0I
1
Yarger KS005-01
I
Zurbuch WV001-01
I
I
i
5-25
KEY FILE # B
(Cont.)
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+	 J1^
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KEY FILE # 7
ORIGINAL PACRE Va
OF POOR QUALITY
COMPUTER(s) CODE COMPUTERN) CODE
ALTAIR IL006-01 BURROUGHS B-6700 PA002-01
IL006-02 PA003-01
IL007-01 PA003-02
IL007-02 PA003-03
IL007-03 PA003-04
IL007-04 PA003-05
6 -PA003-06
AMDAHL MODOI-02 PA003-07
MOOGI-03 PA003-08
MOOOI-04 PA007-01
3 PA009-01
AMDAHL 47O/V6 MIOUI-01 PAOIO-01
SCOOI-ol PA012-01
TNO02-01 13
TNO02-02 BURROUGHS B-6800 M1001-01
V	 -01A012
VA013-01 BURROUGHS B-6805 PA013-01
WI002-01
W1002-02 BURROUGHS B-6900 DE002-01
WIOG3-01 1
W	 -011004 BURROUGHS B-7700 DEOOI-01
VIVOOI-01 MI002-01
11 2
AMDAHL 470/V8 UTOGI-01 CDC CYBER IL009-01
WAOOS-01 MNO04-01WA001-02
APPLE II ILOOG-Ol WA007-04
IL006-02 4
IL007-01 CDC CYBER 170/720 C0001-01
IL007--02 C0002-01
IL007-03 ORODI-01
IL007-04 3
M0001-01 CDC CYBER 174 ILOOS-01
MV001-02 1
PIDOOI-03 CDC CYBER 175 IL003-01
NJO06-Oi IL005-01
OK004-GI IL008-01
PACOS-01
PA002-02
DIAODI-01
MA004-01
PAOOS-03 5
PA008-04 CDC CYBER 194 IL006-01
PAOIO-01 IL006-02
W1001-01 IL007-01
WI009-01 IL007-02
W1009-02 IL007-03
wIOlO_Ol IL007-04
20 6
ATLAS 8000-SD okoog-.Ol CDC CYBER 195 IL006-01
ILD06-02
BURROUGHS B-20 CT003-01 IL007-01
PA(102-01 IL007-02
FAdO3-Ol IL007-03
PA003--O2 ILD07-04
PA003-03 6
PA003 -04 dUC CYBER 6400 COOOI-01
PA003-05 I
PA003-06 CDC CYBER 720 CAOUI-01
PA003-07 CAODI-02
PA003-08 CA001-03
10 C0003-01
BURROUGHS B-22 PA009-01 4n.
u
	
5-27,
PRECEDING PAGE BLAMC NOT FIL^,MU
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OF Poop. QUALITY
COMPUTER(S)	 CODE
^Ia
ii
^	 a
it
1  
^
f
i
R A , III
r
a
5
°:
^'yf
s.
a
5.28
DEC VAX 11/780 AKOOI-01
IN001-01
IN001-02
3
DEC VAX 1:/70 ILOGS-01
I
DG C/300 LA003-01
1
DG ECLIPSE MV4000 AK002-01
AK002--02
AK002-03
SCODI-01
4
DG-ECLIPSE MV8000 AKODI-01
KS002-01
KS005-01
KS005-02
KS006-01
KS007-01
KS008-01
KSOOS-02
KS009—01
KSO10-01
KSO11—01
KSOII-02
KSOII-03
XS011--04
KS011-05
KSOI1-06
KS011-07
KS011-08
KS012-01
19
DG ECLIPSE MV80OO/II N0007-01
I
DG ECLIPSE S/130 LA002-01
MSOOl-01
MS001-02
MS001-03
MS001-06
MSO01-08
PRO01-01
7
DG ECLIPSE S1230 N0007-01
I
DG ECLIPSE S/250 AKOO1-01
1
DG MICRONOVA MP 200 W1007-01
WI007-02
WI007-03
3
DG NOVA 4 WAGOI-03
I
DG NOVA II WAG06-01
1
ECS 4500 PA003-01
PA003-02
PA003-03
PA003-04
PA003-05
PA003-06
PA003-07
PA003-08
8
COMPUTER(S) CODE
CDC CYDER 760
CDC CYDER 7600
C01MODORE
WIPUPR0 SYSTEM 8/16
CONVERGENT TECHNOLOG
CORONA PC—RD
CPT 6100
CPT 8100
DEANZA
DEC 10
DEC 2020
DEC 2060
DEC L5I 11/03
DEC PDP 8
DEC PDP 11/23
DEC FDP 11/34
DEC PDP 11/60
DEC PAP 11/70
DEC VAX
DEC VAX 11/750
FLO02—01
I
NJO02-01
NJO02-02
2
AKOOI-01
1
NJOOI—Oi
I
CA004-01
I
MT002-01
1
AKOOI—01
1
AKODI-01
1
NJOIO-01
I
DEOOI-01
1
VTO03-01
1
VTO02-01
1
NCO07-01
MIMI
NROOI-01
3
MN002-01
1
PAOII-01
I
IDOO1-01
IDOOI-02
IDOOI-03
IDOOI-04
IDOOI-05
ID004-01
T 3005-01
ID006-01
IL006-01
IL006-02
IL007-02
IL007-03
IL007-04
14
11CO06-02
IT0006-03
2
CAOOI-01
CA001-02
CAODI-03
CA002—01
CA003-01
DE001—01
MI002-01
7
M0001-01
1
AL002—01
NM002-0I
VA016-01
WI003-01
4
j:Y
i
i,
t^
i
1
r..
r,, y
KEY FILE # 7
(Cont.)E^i GENAL PAGE Jq
OF POOR QUALI-nf
I
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COMPUTER(S) CODS	 COMPUTER(8)- CODE
ERDAS MS002-01	 HP 9825T
MS002-02
SDO04-01
1
2	 HP 9835A OK007-01
ERDAS 400 (CRO,'MMCO DE001-01 I
NY005-01	 ,IBM AROUI-01
2 C0004-01
tr EVOLUTION SYSTEMS R- OR003-01 IN002=01
1 EY002-01
GOULD SEL SYSTEMS 32 FLOOI-01 MN005-01
1 MS003-01
HARRIS 5500 ND002-01 NMO03-01
1 OH002-01
HONEYWELL 6/43 MEOOI-Ol OKOOS-0I
ME001-02 RIO02-01
2 SCO02-01
HONEYWELL 610 HEOO1-01 TNO03-01
ME001-02 WIDIO-01
2 WY002-01
HONEYWELL 8/52D ME001-01 14
ME001-02
	 IBM OS6/442 IJP AK001-01
2 1
HONEYWELL. DPS WE KSODI-01	 IBM OS6/450 WP ALOOI-01
KS003-01 2
KS006-01	 IBM 1130 NJO07-01
KS009-01 I
KSOII-01	 IBM 3031 AKO01-01
KSO11-02 LA003-01
KSOII-03 SDO02--01
KS011-04 3
KS011-05	 IBM 3032 ALOOI-01
KSOII-06 CTOOI-01
KS011-07 M0002-01
NS011-08 MODO -01k
KS012-01 4
KS015-01
	 IBM 3033 HI005-01
i 14 IDOO1-01
HONEYWELL Level 6 Mi CT003-01 IDODI-02
NY001-01 IDODl-03
NY002-01 IDOO1-04
NY003-01 IDODI-05
NY004-01 ID002-01
5 ID002-02
HONEYWELL	 Level, 68 PRO02-01
1
ID003-01
IDO04-01
HP MA002-01 IDO06-OS
MA003-01 KS014-01
MD002-01 KS014-02
MI003-01 KS014-03
ND003--01 KS014-04'
OR010-01 KE014-05
6 KS014-06
l HP 250 AKOII-01 KS01447
I LA001-01
a
HP 1000 A600 Mad VTO01-01 MTO02-Ol
1 NJOO1-01
HP 2645A SDO03-01 NJO04-01
1 NJO05-01
HP 2647A SD001-01 NJO05-02
1 NJOIO-01
HP 3000 Model 44 AL001--01 OR011-01
AZO03-01 M014-01
FL004-01 SCOOT-Ol
IAOO1-01 VAOIO-01
NM001--01 VAOI5-01
5 14AG02-01
HP 85 AKODI-01 31
^] 1
!! 5,29
--
^zl OX003-01 W1002-02
IBM 3083 NVGOI-01 IBM Composer
2
AKOOI-01
IBM 3278 WYOGI-01 IBM DISPLAYWRITER AKOOI-01
1 1
IBM 3290 with 3299 M W1001-01 IBM Mainframe W1002-01
1 W1002-02
IBM 3300 AKOOI-01 2
I IBM PC AK001-01
IBM 360- W1001-01 ID001--o1
IDOOI-02
IBM 370/158 H1002-01 IDOOI-03
IfI002-02 IDOOI-04
HI005-01 ID001-05
NE001-01 IL006-01
OR002-01 IL006-02
OR005-01 IL007-01
OR006-01 IL007-02
7 IL007-03
IBM 370 CT003-01 IL007-04
^'H1004-01 OK005-01
H1004-02 SCODI-01
IA002-01 SDOOI-01
HJ008-01 141003-01
NVO01-01 16
0.0.01-01 IBM S/23 DATAMASTER KS013-01
OR004-01
PRO02•01 IBM 8150 SDO04-01
PRO03-01
SDO04-01 IBM SERITES/l MODEL 4 WAOOI-04
TNOOI-01 I
TH001-02 IBM Word Processor AK001-01
VA005-01
WAGOI-05
WIDOB-01
16
5-30
Vr
CODECODECOMPUTER(S) ComPUTEL(S)
IBM 3033N
IBM 3081
IBM 3081D
MTO01-01
MT003-01
MT004-01
MT005-01
MTOOS-02.
5
NCO02-01
RC003-a1
UCOOS-01
MCO06-01
OK004-01
GKO06-01
OK007-01
PA004-01
WA001-01
WAODI-03
VA007-01
WA007-02
WA007-03
WA007--04
14
OKOOI-01
OK001-02
OK001-03
OXODI-04
OKOOI-05
0001-06
OKOOI-07
IBM 370/168
IBM 4331
IBM 4341
IBM 8100
IBM 8140B
CA002-01
CA003-01
CT002-01
NJO03-01
4
PA005-01
I
AKOOI-01
FLO03-01
IL005-01
IL606-01
IL006-02
IL007-01
IL007-02
IL007-03
IL007-04
IL(108-nl
ND001-01
11
OKODI-01
OKOOI-02
OKOOI-03
OKOOI-04
OXODI-05
OKODI-06
OXODI-07
7
W1002-01
KEY FILE # 7
(cont.)
ORIGINAL PAGE 0
OF POOR QUAL17Y
COMPUTER(S) CODE COMPUTER(S) CODE
IRSAI IL006-01 PRIME 850 MN001-01
IL006-02 MN003-01
IL007-01 VA001-01
IL007-02 VA007-01
IL007-03
TLO07-04
VA008-01
none -;01
INTERDATA 7/32 T-XOOI-01 TANDY PA006-01
TXOOI-02 1
2 TEKTRONIX 40/50 PAOIO-01
INTERGRAPH CA002-01 1
{g1 CA003-01 TEKTRONIX 4052 ILO09-01
CAOOS-01 KS004-01
3 NJO3.0-01
LANI£R AK001-01 3
1 TEKTRONIX 4052A MI002-01
M6629 WYOOI-01 1
1 TEKTRONIX 4054 IL009-01
MAGNUSUN AZO02-01 1
1 TEKTRONIX 4114 NJOGS-01
MICOM 2001 AXOGI-01 NJOOS-02
1 2
MICO?E 2002 AKOOI-01 TELEVIDEO 806 HI003-01
1 Z
Motorola 68000 an MI CA00I-01 TRS Model III NJ009-0I
CAOO1-02 NJO09-02
CA001-03 2
3 TRS Model IV NJO09-01
Nuclear Data - 6620 NCO04-01 NJO09-02
1 2
OSBORNE I NJ0O8'-01 TRS-80 MODEL III HI004-03
I `PA006-01
PERKIN-ElIMER 3220 IA002-01 2
1 TRS-80 ,Model 12 NY001-01
PERKIN-ELMER 8/32 OX002-01 NY002•-01
I NHO03-01
PRIME 150 PRO02-01 3
n 1 Unidentified mainfra SDO01-01
PRIME 2250 WA004-01 W1009-01
L
I
1 1 W1009-02
PRIME 400 RIODI-01 3
1 UNIVAC 1100/21 PAOOI-01
PRIME 550 AZOO141 I
AZOOI•-02 UNIVAC 1100/62 TXOOI-01
AZOOI-03 TXOD1-02
AZODI-04 2
IAOOZ-01 UNIVAC 1100/80 LA002-01
IL008-01 M5001-•01
0001-01 MSO01-02
MD001-02 MS001-03
MDOOI-03 MSOO1-04
9 MSOOI-05
PRIME 550 II PRO04-01 M5001-06
VA002-01 MSOGI-07
2 M5001-08
PRIME 750 IL005-01 MSOOI-09
KY001--01 MS001-10
R2001-01 MS001-11
VAO02-01 NSOOI-•12
VA009-01 PROOI-01
WA004701 141003-01
n 6 1.11006-01
5--31
1
	 tr
^I
ORIGINAL PAGE E9
OF POOR QUALITY
COMPOTER(S) CODE
WI009-01
Wl009-02
WI010-01
W1012-01
20
ONIVAC 1100/82 Mâ001-01
BOOT-02
MDO01-03
3
WANG AK001-01
1
WANG 2200VP WA001-05
1
WANG 220OVS HIC01-01
HI002-01
HI002-02
IL002-01
4
WANG 25 II AKODI-01
1.
WANG-OIS 140-1 AK001-01
1
WANG SYSTEM 30 AKOOI-01
1
WANG VS100 NC001-01
NCOOS-01
2
532
r
61
a
fl
0
0
5-33
O8M FILE ^^  
ORIGINAL PAee r^	 al
OF POOR QUAdL17Y
0
CIS CAPABILITY	 CODE GIS CAPABILITY	 CODE
Na	 H1003-01 Partial (cont.)	 NE001-01
IL002-01 NJO06-01
ILOOB-01 NYOOI-01
IL009-01 NY002-01
KS001-01 NY003-01
KS014-01 NY004-01
KS014-02 OR005-01
K8014-03 PA003-01
KS014-04 PA003-02
KS014-05 PA003-03
KS014-06 PA003-04
KS014-07 PA003-05
KS015-01 PA003-06
M0001-02 PA003-07
110001-03 PA003-08
HOOOI--04 PA011-01
NCO04-01 RIODI-01
NJO03-01 SDO04-01
NJO04-01 VAOI S--01
NJO07-01 VTO01-01
NJO09-01 VTO02-01
NJO09-02 WA002-01
OKOO1-01 WYOOI-01
OKOOI-02 40
OKOO1-03 Yes	 AK001-01
OKODI-04 AK002-01
OKODI-05 AK002-02
OKOOI-06 AK002-03
OKOOI-07 AL001-01
OK006-01 AL002-01
OKOQ7-0I AZ001--01
PA006-01 AZOOI-02
PA012-01 AZOOI-03
PA013-01 AZO01-04
PA014-01 AZO03-01
PRO04-01 CA001-01
VA012-01 CAOOI-02
VA013-01 CAOOI-03
VTO03-01 CA002-01
WAOOI-03 CA003-01
WA005-01 CA004-01
WI002-01 00001-01
WI002-02 C0002-01
WI003-01 DEOOI-01
141004-01 FLOOI-01
45 FLO02-01
Partial	 AZO02-01 ID002-01
DE002-01 ID002-02
FLO04-01 IL003-01
HIOOI-01 ILOOS-01
HI002-01 IL006-02
HI002-02 IL007-01
IDOOI-01 IL007-02
0001-02 IL007-03
ID001-03 IL007-04
IDOOI-04 INOO1-01
IDOGI--05 INOO1--02
IL00341 KS002-01
K8004-01 KS003-0I
NCO02-01 KSOOS-02
NCO06-01 KS006-01
NCO06-02 KS007-01
NC006-03 KSODS-01
^4.
GIS CAPABILITY	 CODE
Yes (cant.) KSOOS-02
KS004-01
KS011-01
KSOII-02
KSGII-03
KS011-04
KSOII -05
IS011-O6
KE011-07
KSDII-08
KS012-01
KS013-01
KYool-ol
LA001-01
MD001-01
I-IDOOI-02
MD001-03
MMOI-01
MLO01-02
MI002-01
MN001-01
MOOOI-01
MS001-01
MSGOI-02
MSOOI-03
ME002-01
MSODZ-02
NC001-01
N0003-01
NCO05-01
NG007-01
NCO08.01
NJO02-01
NJ002-02
NJODS-01
NJO05-02
NJOOS-01
GIS-CAPABILITY
	
CODE
Yes (cant.) NJOLO-ol
NM001-01
NM002-01
NV001-01
NY005-01
OHOOI-01
OK002-01
OK003-01
OK004-01
OROOI--01
OR003-01
PA002-01
PA004-01
PA007-01
PA009-01
PAGIO-01
PROOI-01
PRO03-01
SCODI-01
SDOGI-01
SDO02-01
SDO03-01
TXGOI-01
TXOOI-02
VA002-01
VA005-01
VAOOS-01
VAOIO-01
VA016-01
WAODI-01
WAOOI-04
WA004-01
WA005-01
W1001-01
W1008-0i
WV001-01
112
5--34
KEY TILE # 9
ORIMNAL 
PAGE EOOF POOR
LANGUAGEM CODE LANGUAGE M CODE
j
ALGOL PA002-01
PA003-01
Assembler
(cent.)
PRODI-01
RI001-01
j{ PA003-02 SCOO1-01
!
PA003-03 SDO04-01 1
PA003-04 VA007-01
PA003-05 VTO01-01 r.'
PA003-06 WAO02-01 9
PA003-07 WI002-01
PA003-08 WI002-02
PA009-01 WI008-01
PA012-01 55
11 BASIC CAOO1-01
APL COODI-0I CAOOI-02
i NJOIO-01 CA001-03
2 COOOI-01
i Assembler CA002-01 H1002-01
CA004-01 HI002-02
00001-01 111004-03] DEOOI-Ol ILOO2-01 -•-'-^
FLO03-01 IL006-01 =
ID001-01 IL006-02
ID001--02 IL007-01
ID001-03 IL007-02
IDOO1-04 IL007-03
ID001 .05 IL007-04
Fit ID004-01 IL009-01
IL006-01 KS002-01
IL006-02 KS009-01 ^J
IL007-01
IL007--02
KS012-01
KS013-01
IL007-03 KY001-01
ILOO7-04 LAO01-01
F KS002-01 MTO04-01
KS002-01 N0004-01
KS009-01 NJO06-01
KS012-01 NJO08-01
KYOGI-01 NJ009-01
# LAOOI-01 NJO09-02
s LA002-01 OK004-01
HS001--01 OR003-01 w"
M9001-02 OR009-01
MS001-03
MSOOI-04
PA003-01
PA003-02
MS001-05 PA003-03 -"-^
MSODI-06 PA003-04 ^-+j HS001-07 PA003-05 i
MS001-08 PA003-06
p
' MSOOI-09 PA003-07
MSOO1-10 PA003-08 `.+ #
11TO04-01 PA006-01
NCO07-01 PA011-01
NJO10-01 PA012-01
NM002-01 SCOOI-01
OK002-01 SDO04-01
i3 OK004-01 VTOOI-01
OR002-01 VT003-O,
PA003-02 WA001-05 "F
PA008-01 WAO02-01 y
PAGOB-02 WI003- -01 ;»..
PAOOB-03 WI006-01 `)
PAOOS-04 49 <`^
5--35
ORIGIMpAlL riwa E^
-OF POOR QUALITY
LANGUAGEM 	 CODE	 LANGUAGE M	 CODE
FORTRANBASIC APPLESOFT PA008-01
PA008-02
PAODB-03
PAOOB-04
.4
C SDO04-01
I
COBOL AK001-01
AZO02-01
CAOOI-01
CAOOI-02
CAOOI-03
COOGI-01
CT003-01
FLO03-01
HI002-0I
HI002-02
IME001--01
ME001-02
MT004-01
N0001-01
N0006-02
NCO06-03
NCOOS-01
OR002-01
OR005-01
PA002-01
PA003-01
PA003-03
PA003-04
PA003-05
PA003-06
PA003--07
PA003-OB
PA005-01
PA006-01
PA009-01
PA012-01
PA013-01
VA003-01
VA003-03
VA003-04
VA007-01
VTO03-01
WAOOI-04
WI002-01
WI002-02
WIDGE-01
40
COMPASS COOOI-01
I
CPL AZOOI-01
AZOOI-02
AZO01-03
AZOOI-04
KY001-01
5
MIS FLO03-01
I
EDX WAOOI-04
I
ENGLISH OR003-0I
1
AKODI-01
AK002-01
AK002-02
AK002-03
AL002-01
AZO01-01
AZOOI-02
AZOOI-03
AZO01-04
CA002-01
CA004-01
COOOI-01
CT003-01
DE001-01
FLODI-01
IDDOI-01
ID001-02
IDOGI-03
IDOO1-04
IDOO1-05
ID004-01
IL005-01
IL006-01
IL006-02
IL007-01
IL007-O2
IL007-03
IL007-04
KS009-01
KS012-01
KYOOI-0I
LAGOI-01
LA002-01
MEOO1-01
ME001-02
(0003-01
MSOOI-0I
MS001-02
MS001-03
MS001-04
MS001-05
MS001-06
MSOOI-07
MSOOI-08
MS001-09
MS001-10
MT004-01
NCO04-01
NCO06-02
N0006-03
NCO07-01
NEODI-01
NJO06-01
NJOIO-01
NM002-01
NY005-01
OK002-01
OK004-01
OROOZ-01
OR005=01
OR009-01
PA002-01
PA003-01
PA003-02
5-3s
ORIGINAL PAGE EB
OF POOR QUALITY
LANGUAGE(S) CODE
FORTRAN (cant.) PA003-03
PA003-04
PA003-05
e] $ PA003- 06
PA003-07
PA003-08
PAOOS-01
PA009—01
PA012-01
PA013—Q1
PRQOI—Q1
Rao01-01
y SC00I-01
SDO04—01
VA007-01
i VA009-01
VTODI-01
VTO03-01
WAOGI-03
WA001-04
WA002-01
WA004-01
WI002-01
WI002-02
142006-01
«zo0a-oI
89
FORTRAN 5 KS002-01
I
FORTRAN 77 IA002--01
KS002-01
r ND002-01
{ VA007-01
4
FORTRAN IV AZ002-01
K002-01
WI007-01
WI007-02
WI007-03
Fill LISP 00001-011
PASCAL 00001-01
{
II	 3
LAOOI-01
NJOOG-01
PA006-01
VA007-01
VA009-01
WI003-01
7
PL/I MT004-01
NF001—ol
OHOOI-01
PAOO5-01
RIOOI-01
VA007-01
VAOII-01
RAVOR KS002-01
1
I
RPG FLO03-01
VA007—LI
2
SNQBQL C000I-01
I
5-37
T
KEY FILE # 9
(cont.)
`sue . F
-A
Ontir,INAL PAGR V,
OF POOR QUAL!V
KEY FILE #10
SPECIALIZED SOnVARE
	 CODS
	
SPECIALIZED-SOFTTIARE
	 CODE
ARC WA004-01
I
ARC/INFO (ESRI) IL005-01
I
ARVOL KY001-01
1
AUT01MAP ALOOI-01
1
BCS RIM AK002-111
AK002-02
AK002-03
3
BIONED TX001-01
I
BLPRINTMCS PAO1241
1
BMDP RIOOI-01
1
BMD SPSS MT004-01
1
BQL WI002-01
WI002-02
2.
BRADS - TBM K5013-01
I
BURROUGHS DMS II PA012 01
1
CALCOMP Routines CCOOI--01
MI002--01
NCO06-02
NCOOG-03
SCOOI-01
4
CALFORM SCOO1-OS
TX001-01
2
CCSI-Plot AZOO1-0I
AZOOI-02
AZOOI-03
A-ZOOI-04
4
CENSPAC TXOO1-0I
1
CICS OR002-01
1
COLORMAP KS009-01
KSO12--01
2
COMARC Planning Info AK001-01
I
COMPIS (Comark's) NCO07-01
1
CONTOURING AL002-01
1
COORD (Coordinate Co KYOOI-01
1
CPS-1 TXOOI-01
I-
DAIT Package T%001-02
1
DATASTAT LA001--01
I
DATA_TRIEVE AL062-01
1
DB Master PAOOB-01
PAOOB-02
PA008-03
PAOOB-04
4
DBASE II HIG03-01
NY005-01
PAOOB-01
PAOOB-02
PAODB-03
PAOOB-04
SDO64-01
7
DGRAPH NY005-01
I
DIMEMAP SCO01-01
1
DISPPLA TXCOI-01
1
DXRS - Intergraph In M1002-01
1
DIMS FLO03-01
1
DMS IT PA002-01
PA013-01
2
DNR Geoprocessi.ng So AKOOI-01
I
DTAP AZO01-01
AZOOI-02
AZO01-03
AZO01-04
4
ELAS AL001-01
AZODI-01
AZOOI-02
AZO01-03
AZOOI-04
FLOOI-01
TA002-01
IL005-01
KYODI-01
M6001-01
N11002-01
OK002-01
81001-01
SCOOI-01
14
ELLTAB TX60i-O2
I
EL5 (Environmental L KY001-0I
1
EMAIL OROOZ-01
1
EPPL (Environmental MN001-01
1
ERDAS software DE001-01
NYODS-01
2.
y
PREGEAING PAGE BLAN-K NOT FII.NIED
:5-39
SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE CODE SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE CODE
ESRI GRID/GRIPS AKOOI-01 ILLINAP IL006-01
AK002-01 IL1}06-02
AK002-02 IL007-01
AKOU2-03 IL00742
ALOOI-01 IL007-03
KYOO1-01
SCO01-OI IMAGE/1000
5
VTOO1-01
7 1
ESRI/GIS AE001-01 IMSL COOOI-01
AZOOI-02 VA007-01
AZODI-03 WI002-01
AZOGI-04 WI002-02
4 4
FMPS TXOOI-01 INFO WA004-01
I I
FOCUS OR002-01 INFORMAP AKODI-01I AZOOI-01
FORMS Management Sys ALQ02-01 AZO01-02I AZOD1--03
FWS/MANAGE COOOI-0I AZOOI-04
1 IL005-01
GEMCOS PA012-01 KYOOI-011 7
GEOTAB IAO02-01 INFOS II KS009-01
1 K5012-01
GIMMA.P KS002-01 2.
KS006-0I INFOSTAT LA001-01
KS007-01 I
KSOOMI Image . processing sof N0001-01
KSOOS-02 I
KSO09-01 KOALA ( log interpret KS009-01
KSO10-01 KS012-01
KSO11-01 2
KSOII-02 LARSYS TXOOI-02
X9011-03 I
KSOII-04 LIMAP AZOOI-01
KSGI1-05 AZOGI-02
KS011-06 AZOOI-03
KS011-07 AZOOI--044
4 "J	 1	 ^',
Jj
-4i
4°. s
0011-0$	 r ".:.
KS012-01	 LOTUS 1-2-3	 WI003-0I	 q +
16	 1
GIMr15	 SCODI-01	 MARK IV	 WI002-01
WI002-D21	 -
GRDCON (Coordinate C	 KYOOI-01	 2	 0•-
1	 MATH-PACK	 TXOO1-01	
:y
y^
GRZPSHIFT	 KYOOI-01	 --1	 MINI'PAB	 C0001-01
HISARS	 NE001-01	 IL005-011	 KY001-01
HONERANGE	 WA002-01	 3I	 MOSS	 AKOO1-01
HYDROLOGY	 WI003-01	 WA002-01.2	 Sr 
.^
IDES
	
MT004-01	 MULTIPLAN	 NYOOS-^011	 1	 t;t,.' l
IGL
	
PA013-01	 MUSE (word processin	 ILOOS-01	 I +; • I1	 h :i;A,c.;
1 MIZAR PACKAGE	 CAO01-01IGS -,	 TXQO -b2 l	 COOOI-02
COOOI-03
	
d .,•_3
	 ^
	 ':^ r 1r^.
5'-40
jI 
j	 KEY FILE #10
SRC	 (cont.)JjMjJL. j.`AJj[,: IS
OF POOR QUALITY
SPECIALIZED SOFMARE CODE SPECTALIZED SOMARE CODE
I HCAR RIOOI-01 SPS5-X (stat. pkg. KS009-01
r
i
SCOOI-01 K5012-01
2 2
NTT OMNIWORD OR002-01 STAT--PACK T%00i-01
1 I4
OGIRS OK002-01 STATZ VTO03-01tt #^ 1 I
_ PLOT 10 LADO1-01 SUPERCALC NJOOB-01
"j 1 1
PRIME GAS TWAO02-01 SURFACE II
I
IA002-01
"t PRDIE-DPEX WA002-01 KS002-01
1 X6006-01
PROFILE NJ009-01 KS007-01
9 NJO09-02
5008-01X
2 KSOOB-02
QUICK FILE IT NJO06-01 KSOIO-01
1 KS011-01
RAIN (user software PA011-01 KS011-02KSOI1-03
d REPORTSTAR
1
LAOOI-01 KS011-04
1 KS01I-05
SAGIS software (GIS) C000I-01 KS011-061 KSOII-07
SAS FLO03-01
KSOII-08H1002-01
HI002-02 VA007-01
LAOGI-01
18
M0001-02 SYMAP FA012-01
1 MOOO1-03 PA013-01
j MOOOI-04 SC001-01
j RIOOI-01 TX001-01
i
SCOO1-01
SDO04-01 SYSTEM 511
4
IDOOI-01
[ VA003-01 IDOOI-02
J VA003-02 IDOOI-03
.f VA003-04 M001-04
VA006-01 ID001--05
WI002-01 ID004-01
WI002-02 6.16 Suitability modellia DISOOI-01
SIR VA007-01 M5001-02
j 1 MSODI-03
SPIRES M0002-01 PR001-01
1 4
SPSS AZO02-01 TEKTRONIX IGL AK002-01
COOOI-01 AK002-02
HI002-01 AK002-03
HI002-02 AZOOI-01
OR002-01 AZOOI-02
PA002-01 AZO01-03
PA003-01 AZOO144
PA003-02 PA012-01
PA003-03 B
PA003-04 TEKTRONIX PLOT 10 PA002-01
PA003-05 PA003-01
PA003=06 PA003-02
PAO03=07 PA003-03
PA003-08 PA003-04
PAO12-01 PA003-05
PA013-01 PA003-06
-j SCOGI-01 PA003-07
VA007-01 PA003-08
VA009-.01 9
19
r 5--41.
61^
-	 a
x ^
ri
h
t
{	 iF
SPECW I2£D SOMME
TEKTRONIX PLOT 50
TELEMETRY MONITOR
TNRIMS
THIS Monitor
TNRIS Request Accoun
TSO
USC
V.ECTRIX
VERSATEC Plot Packag
VICAR/IBIS
VISICALC Ile
VOLUMETRICS
WIPS {Weather Image
WORDSTAR
Z-Chart
ZETA
MOT
CODE
ILOO9-01
z
WAO01-03
i
TX001-01
1
TX001-01
1
TX00l101
I
OROOZ-01
1
scaol-01
I
RIOOI-01
1
Ox002-01
1
A7Qa02-01
IDOOI-01
IDOOI-02
ID001-O3
IDOO1-04
211001-05
OROO1-01
7
nino6-01
NJO09-01
NJO09-02
3
AL002-0I
I
OK002-01
I
NJOOS-01
1
OR005-01
I
RIOOI-01
1
MT004-01
1
El
ORIGINAL PACE fS
OF POOR QUALITY
KEY FILE #11
DATA CATEGORY NAME
	 CODE
	
DATA CATEGORY HAKE
	
CODE
Agriculture
Abandoned mine lands
Biological resources
Boundaries
Center pivots
City growth
KYOO1-01
PA007--01
PA009-01
3
AZO02-01
CA001-02
CA003--01
KS001-01
PWOOI-01
NS002-02
NEOGI-01
OHOD1-01
OK004-01
PRO04-01
VTO02-01
WI005-01
12
KS015--01
I
KS015-01
1
00002-01
IL004-01
2
AL001-01
IDDOI-03
ID002-01
KS002-01
KYO01-01
LA003-01
MDOOI -01
MNODI-01
MSOOI-01
NS002-02
NMO02-01
NYOOI-01
OHODI-01
TXODI-01
14
TXODI-01
1
AL002-01
AZOOI-03
AZO01-04
CAOOI-01
CA004-01
IL005-01
IL006-01
IL007--04
M001-01
NI002-01
N0007-01
NJ010-01
PA006-01
RIOO1-01
SCOO1-01
UT001-01
VTO02-01
WA004-01
WA006-01
19
NEOO1-01
I
HN001-01
1
CT002-01
ILCO1-0I
IL005-01
IN001-01
KSOOI-01
HN002-01
M0003-01
N5001-03
NCO07-01
NE001-01
OK002-01
OK004-01
PAO11-01
PROOI-01
PRO02-01
50001-01
SD001--01
VA004-01
VA005-01
VA016-01
WAOD1-03
21
H1002-0I
NCO07-01
2
AL002-01
1
C0003-01
HI001-01
KYOOI-01
NDOOI-01
NNO01-01
VA010-01
6
AKOOI-01
ID004--01
HT004-01
NCO07-01
NEGO1-01
5
IL005-01
IN001-01
KS001-01
HD001-02
M1001-01
MT002-01
MC007-01
NEOOI-01
NE002-01
NJO05-02
NYOOI -01
NY005-01
OK002-01
PA005-01
PAOOG-01
PA009-01
PA018-01
S0001-01
UTO01-01
VA013-01
VTO02--01
WI001-01
WYOOI-01
23
Algae
Aquatic life
Archaeological. sites
Base data
Climate/weather
Coastal resources
Control points
Cultural resources
Dams
Demography
t1 f`'
C3R r-zim PAGE M
OF p00R QUALITY
DATA CATEGORY WEE
	
CODE	 DATA CATEGORY NAME	 CODE
Energy	 AKOOI-01	 Floodplains
	 ALOOI-01
C0002-0I
	 NS002-02	 t	 ipIL005-01	 WI003-01	 1	 -3
IL007-01	 3
IL007-02	 Forestry	 AKOOI-0I
IL007-03	 HI003-01
	 i'{
INOOI-01	 ZD002-01
KSOOI-01	 ID002-02	
E.
KS004-01	 MNOOI-01
KS010-01
	 NJO07-01
KS011-03	 NJ008-01
KS011-05	 OK005-01'
KSOI1-06	 ORODI-01	 `<
KS011-07	 OR002-01
KS011-08	 OROOL-01	 iKYOOI-01	 OR005-01NCO07-01	 OR006-01NJO03-01	 OR007-01M1001-01	 PA002-01PA006-01	 PA003--011JTO01-01	 PA003-02
21	 PA003-04
Environmental qualit
	
CT002-01	 PA003-05
IAOOZ-01	 PA003-06
IN001-GI	 PA003-08
MA004-01	 PROOI-01
MFOOI-02	 WI002-01	 a,
MH002-01	 WI002-02
MN004-01	 WI004-01
MS002-02	 WI011-01 I
11TO03-01	 26NCODI-01	 Geologic and land re	 TXOOI-01	
y
NCO04-01	 I	 r;
N0006-01
	 Geology	 AK003-01NCOQ6-03	 C0002-01N0007-01	 FLO02-01HC008-01	 IA002-01
ND002-01	 11.005-01
NEODI-01	 INODI-01	 -
NJ00I-01	 IN001-02
PA006-OI
PA012-01	 KS005-01
PA013-01	
KS005-01
P,4016-OI	 KSOO5-01
SDO04-01
	
	
r
KS006-01
KSO08-01
VT	 KSOOS-02003-01	 KS004-01TO01-03 	 i`.KS010=-01WAOOI-05	 KSOII-01WI008-01
	 KSO11-0228	 KSOII-04
Erosion	 14SO02-02	 LA003-01
1	 MD001-01
Fisheries	 HIC04-01	 MN001-01
HI004-02	 NJO04-01
HI004-03	 NMO02--01KS014-01
	 CHOOI-01KS014-02	 OK002-01OR003-01	 OROOS-01VAOO1-01	 PA006-01VA008-01	 PAGOB-01	 t'.; }WA007--02	 PAOOB-02	 ? rWA00743
WA007-04	 PAO08-03
I.
II`5-44	
I
KEY FIDE #11
(cont.)
ORIGINAL PAGE VS
' OF POOR QUALITYt
DATA CATEGORY NMI CODE DATA CATEGORY NAME CODE
Geology (cant.) PA008-04 Land cover AZO01-01
PA010-01 DE001-01
PA015-01 FLOO1-01
PRO03-01 I9001-01
SCODI-01 IN001-02
SDO02-01
UT001-01
KSOOI-01
KY001-01
WAOOI-02 MD001-01
W2006-01 M"a001-01
39 NCO07-01
GLO Survey WA004-01 IIJ010-01
1 NY005-01
Groundwater AK001-01 OK002-01
DE002-01 PA006-01
IDODI-02 PROOI-01
ILODS-01 PRO03-01
[tit IL008-01
1IA004-01
INOOI-0I 17
KSOO1-01 Land management AKOOI -0I
KS007-01
KS009-01
LA001-01
Land records
IAK003-01
PIN001-01
M003-01 2
HS001--01 Land resources MI002-01
MT003-01 M5002-02
NEOO1-01 2
NJO02-01 Land use AK003-01
NJO02-02 LA003-01
NJO09-01 M5002-02
NJO09-02 PR003-01
NJO09-03 VA016-01
ii W001-0I WA004-01
OK003-01 14AO06-01
OHOO1-01 WI007-02
OROOS-01 WI008-01
OR011-01 9
PA009-01 Land use areas NY005-01
PAOIO-01 1
TNOOI-01 Land use/land cover ALOOI-01
TNOO1-02 ALOD2-0I
VA003--01 CAODI-01	 I
VA003-02 CA004-01
VA003-03 C0002-01
VA003-04 DEOOI-01
VA015-01 F"LO03-01
VTOOI-01 FL004-0I
WAOOI-04 H1002-02
35 I00.01
Hazards CA004-01 IL005-01
1 MI002-01
Hydrographic data NEOOI-01 MN001-01
1 MS001-01
Infrastructure AK003-01 MS002-02
KYOOI-01 KC007-01
VA016-01 N£001-01
3 NY005-01
Integrated terrain u KY001^01 OH001-01
1 OR004-01
III Irrigation MN001-01 PA005-01
L 1 PA006-01
Land area MI001-01 PRODI-01
1 RI001-01
Land assessment AK001-01
1
SC001-01
14AODI -O 1
WA001--02
WAOa3-01
2s
5.45
rt
National monuments
Natural areas
Natural environment
Oil and gas
COAL
r1t1aD1-01
i
FLOOZ-Ol
VA002-01
2
Tx001-01
I
NMO02-01
I
AKODI-01
MN001-01
2
IL006-01
ND002-01
NJO04-01
WA003-01
4
NMO02-01
1
IL002--01
M0001-04
OH001-01
3
ILO06-02
MSOOI-01
2
TN002-01
I
AROOI-01
AZO03-01
CA005-01
00004-01
FLO04-01
IAOOI-01
INO02-01
RY002-01
MA002-01
MA003-01
MMO2-01
MI003-01
MN005-0I
M0004-01
MS003-01
NC003-01
ND003-01
NM003-01
OH002-01
OK008-01
OROIO-01
PA003-03
RI002-01
SCO02-01
SDO03-01
TNO02-02
TNO03-01
VA017-01
WAO05-01
WV001-01
wyO02-01
31
CA004-01
Z
KS002-01
KS012-D1
OKOO1-03
OKOOI-04
CODE
OHOOI-05
OK001-06
OK001-07
OK006-01
OK007-01
9
OK001-02
1
AKODI-01
MNO01-01
NMODI-01
NM002--01
OHOOI -01
W1007-03
6
NM001-01
1
NCO06-02
I
KY001-01
1
KYOOI-01
1
AKODI-01
KSOOI-01
AINOOl-01
NCO02-01
NCO07-01
NJO06-01
NM001-01
OR003-01
PA003-07
PA014-01
PA017-01
ORD12-01
DTODI-01
VA012-01
VA016-01
WV001-01
16
MDOOI-03
I
NJODS-01
NNO01 -01
1
WI009-02
1
VA007-01
VA009-01
2
15001-08
MS001-Z1
MSOOI-12
3
HNO01-01
1
CT001-01
Hz0D5-01
KS003-01
IINOOI-01
TYOOI-01
WAOOS-01
WI008-01
7
DATA CATEGORY NAME
Landscape units
Marine resources
Meteorological resou
Mineral leases
Minerals
Mining
Natural disasters
Natural diversity ar
Natural diversity el
ORjC_jH L URGE 4^
OF POOR QUALITY
DATA CATEGORY NAME
Oil and gas leases
Ownership
Paleontology
Phytoplankton
Public water
Rare/threatened/enda
Recreation
Recreation and open
Regulatory data
Rural subdivisions
Scientific areas
Shellfish
Site analysis
Site assessment
Socio-economic data
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DATA CATEGORY MANE
	 CODE	 DATA CATECORY U91E
Soils data	 ALOOI-01	 Surface water
CA002-01	 (cont.)
C(3002-01
IL005-0I
	
gy	 INOOI-01
	
'	 KY001-01
LA003-0I
MD001-01
MNODI--01
145001-01
	
.''	 MSOOI-02
	
(	 MSDOI-03
MS002-02
KC005-01
N0007-01
NE001-01
	
+ . >	 IM010-01
*1001-01
	
f	 NMO02-01
	
.,	
NY005-01
OEQUI-01
OK002-01
	
"'
sd	 OK004-01
08004-01
PA006-01
	
;i`
'	{7	 SCOOI-01
SDO04-01
WA004-01
WAOOG-01
WI008-01
	
l+	 30
State lands	 MN001-01	 Topography
2
Streamflow data	 NE001-01
i
Streams	 IL003-01
1? MS001-07
MS002-02
UTOOI-01
4
Surface water	 AKOGI-01
	j	 AKO03-01
i[	 COOOI-01
1s
	
	
C0002-01
DE002-01
FLO04-01jr•:
ID003-0I
r '
Fib'
	
	
IL005-01
 IL009-01
	
?	 IN001-01
KSODI-0I	 Transportation
KS002--01
KS013-01
	
E	 KS015-01
	
t't :i	 KY001.-01^:1
MDOOI-01
	
r	 ME001-01
M1002-0I
MN001-01
MS00I-01
	
Unique areas
MS001-10
MS002-02	 Urban areas
	
-:!	 W003-01
KEY FILL #11
(Cons.)
CODE
MT005-02
NCO07-01
NEOOI-01
NJ002-01
UJ002-02
NJO09-02
OK003-01
OK004-01
OR003-0I
OR009-01
08011-01
PA004-01
PA006-01
PA009-01
PAOII-01
PROOI-01
PRO03-01
50001-0i
TNOOI-01
VA004-01
VA005-01
VADI I-01
VA015-01
VA016-01
WA001-04
WA004-01
WAOO7-01
W1003-0I
WI008-01
W1010-01
54
AK001-01
ALOOI-01
AZOOI-02
Iâ002-01
INOOI-01
INOOI-02
MDO01-01
MNO01-01
MSOOI-01
MS002-02
KC007-01
OK002-01
OR001-01
08004-01
PA006-01
SCOOI-01
UT001-01
VA016-0I
WI012-01
19.
ALOOI-01
CA004-01
MN001-01
NG007-01
NY005-01
PAOOS-01
SC001-01
VA016-01
8
NY005-01
I
VA016-01
I
F d
114
t
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l^DATA CATEGORY NAME	 CODEDATA CATEGORY NARE	 CODE
Vegetation AK003-01
A2001-01
DEGOI-01
FLO04-01
IDODI-04
IL005-01
IN001-01
LA002-01
MD001-01
M0001-03
MS002-02
NCO03-01
NCO07--01
NMODI-01
*1002-01
NY002-01
UTGOI-01
WA004-01
WI009-01
WV001-01
WYOOI-01
21
Vegetation water use CAOOI-03
I
Water resources TXODI-01
I
Water rights AKOOI-01
ID006-01
2	 '
Water use CT003-01
ID005-01
NDOOI-01
PA009-01
4
Walls NEOOI-01
OKOOI-01
2
Wetlands MN001-01
NY003-01
VA016-01
WI007-01
4
Wilderness UTGOI-01
I
IV
Wildlife AK002-01
AK002-02
AK002-03
AK003-01
AL003-01
A2003-01
00001-01
C0002-01
FLO04-01
IDOOI--05
IL005-01
INGOI-01
KSOOI-01
KS014-03
KS014-04
KS014-05
KS014-06
KS014-07
MA001-01
MDOO1-01
MOOOI-01
M000I-02
M0001-03
M0002-01
rf5001-04
MS001-05
MS001-06
MS001-09
MS002-02
N0003-01
N0007-01
NMODI-01
NM002-01
NVOGI--01
NY001-01
NY002-01
NY004-01
OR001-01
PAOOI-01
PA009-01
UT001-01
WA002--01
WI009-01
WV001-01
WY001-01
45
l
7 I';
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GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE 	 CODE	 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 CODE
Ad hoc grid A9002-01 County (cant.) NC00$-pl
AK002-03 ND001=01
AZO02-01 NE001-01
00001-01 NE002-01
INODI-01
	 i NVOOI-01
U001-02 NY003-01
NS001-01 OKOO1-04
NJOOS-01 0004-01
OK002-0I OK006-01
OK004-01 PAODI-01
OR002-01 PA002-01
PRO01-01 PA003 -01
WA004-01 PA003-02
13 PA003-03
Aquifer DE002-01 PA003-05
NN003-01 PA003-06
2 PAO03-07
APE number Moil-08 PA003-08
1 PAOIO-01
Basin TNO01-01 PA012-01
1 PA018-01
Between stream gages ID003-01 TNOOI-01
1 001-02
Census tract NYOOi-01
VA
VAO03-01
PAOIS-01 VA003-03
2 VA003-04
City MI001-01 VA093-04
PA903-06 WI004-01
PA003-07 WI009-01
3 WI010-01
Civil jurisdictions WI001-01 WI012-01
1 WV001-01
Climatological Data NE001-01 59
1 Crop reporting distr NEOOI--01
Community WI003-01 I
1 Distance from local KS015-01
County CA001-01 I
CO003-01 Drainage basin ID004-01
FLOOI-01 KrO03-01
FLO02-01 NDODI-01
FLO04-01 141004-01
IL002-01 4
IL006-02 EPA reach IL003-01
xsa01--01 1
KSOOS-02 Ecoregion PAOO1-01
KSOII-03 1
KS011-04 Evaporative demand z CAOO1-03
KS011-07 1
K8014-03 Extension area NEOOI-01
K5014-05 1
KS014-06 Facility identifier NJ001-01
KSQ14-07 1
KS01541 Field- KS01143
MA001-01. KS011-07
mrool-01 2
X0001-03 Forest District PA002-01
NSOGI--02 PA003-01
MT001-01 PA003-04
. N'FO02-01 PA003-05
taro-01 4
1ITO04-01 Forest Pest Locator PA002-01
NCOOI-01 1
K0005-01 Formation KSOOS-02
1
M1
CODE
PA008-01
P.A00$-03
PAO08-04
PA009-01
PAOIO-01
PAOII-01
DOS	 01-01
5p002-01
SD003-01
TNODI-02
VAOOI-01
VA002-01
VA003-01
VA003-02
VA003-03
VA003--04
VA004--01
VA006-01
0
VAOOS-01
VA011 -0i. {;`
VA015-01
VT001--01 ^.^.
WAOOI-05 j
WAO02-01
WA004701 _....... _< i
WA00541
WV001-01........_.
OK006-01,:`i.
1
t ..;
va012-01 -..I.
MI001-011 ^ `t
VA005-01
-	 }NEOOI-01
1 ri
PA003-04
I k	 FIFt
KS001-011
DE002-01 r
NEOOI-01
NJO05-02 ^
NY005-01 r a:{
PA0-01
PA012-01
.
PA018-01
6
NJO09-01 s	 -i'
NEOOI-01
1 +
NYODI-01
NY002-01
a,
NY003-01
NY004-014
ID001-05
KS0-02
K5014-04
N0004-01 r	 '
Forty-acre parcel
Gaging station
Game Management Unit
-	 Geographic Unit
Hydrologic Unit
Lake
Latitude/longitude
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 CODE
MN001-01
1 -
NE001-01
1
C0001-01
1
PA003-01
1
PAODI-01
1
IL009-01
1
AK002-02
AZOO1-02
AZO03-01
CA004-01
00001-01
C0002-01
DE002-01
FLODI-01
FLO02-01
FLO03-01
FLO04-01
IDOO1-03
IL005-01
ILOOG-01
IL008-01
INGOI-01
INOO1-02
KS002-01
KS004-01
KSOOG-01
KS008-01
KS009-01
KY00i-01
LA001-01
MS001-03
HT003-01
Nc0O3-ol
NC006-01
NCO06-02
N0006-03
NCO07-01
NE001-01
NJO01-01
NJ002-01
NJOGZ-02
NJO04-01
NJ007-01
NJO09-O2
0009-03
NEOOI-01
NMO02-01
OK004-01
OR001-01
OROOS-01
OR009-01
PA001'=01
PA002-01
PA003-03
PA004-01
PA006-01
PA0O7-01
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE
Latitude/longitude
(cant.)
Lease
Locality
Local political subd
Location block based
Management area
Management compartme
Manpower district
Modified Grid Coordi
Municipality
NJ Rectangular Coord
Natural Resource die
New York Transverse
W'dt geographically r
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't	 KEY FILE #12
OR1r.1NAL PRGE iS	
(conk.)
OF POOR QUALITY
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE 	 CODE	 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 CODE
1	 i 	 III
j
	°	 Nat geographically r	 NJO93-01	 Public Land Survey	 hff004-01
F11,
	 (cont.)
	 OK005-01	 (cont.)	 NDOOI-01	 i
	
'	 PAOOG-01	 NEOOI-01
PAO08-02	 N11001-01."_"t`^
	
=.;	 PA013-01	 6KOOL-01	 s
PA014-01	 OK001-02
WV001-01	 OK003-0I	 j.
11	 OK007-01
Observation well num	 VA003-02	 OR003-01	 [
1	 OR004-0I
Owner number	 VA003-03
	
OR005-01
1	 OR006-01
Park District	 FL003-01
	
OR007-01
1	 OROOS-01
Physiographic provin
	
FLO04-01
	
OR009-01	 wqa
WV001-01	 PA010-01
2	 PRO04-01
ORGI1-01Planning region	 K5001-01	 -
1	 OR012-01	 MF
Point of diversion	 NDO01-01	 SDO02-01
1	 SDO03-01
Projected x,y
	
KS002-01*	 SDO04-01	
4,;
1	 VTO02-01
	
'z	 Public Land Survey	 AK002-02	 WAO01-01
AZOO1-01	 WAOOI-04
	
i	 AZOOI-03	 WAO02-01
	
ri^	 AZO02-01
	
14AO04-0i
AZO03-01	 141002-01
	
4	 COON-01
	
WI002-02
	
as^.r
	 C0002-01	 2003-01''
C0003-01	 WI004-01	 L
FLO02-OI	 14,1005-01
	
.t	 FLO03-01	 WI009-01
FLO04-01	 W2010-01
HI002-01	 1012-01 	 ^ -
H1002-02	 WY001-01	 y, ^.
	t	 ID002-01	 75	 r,
	
i	 ID002-02	 Reference in area	 141012-01	 y
ID004-01	 1	 u^
IL002-01
	 Region	 NCO05-01
	
3	 IL003-0I	 1	 '_
	
1	 IL005-01	 River basin	 NEOOI-01
	
: j	 IL006-01	 1	 ;
	
i	 IL006-02	 River Mile
	 IL003-01	 s_
IL007-01	 OR009-01
IL007-02	 VA008-0IT
	i	 IL007-03	 14AOOI-05
IL007-04	 WAO07-04.1
ILOOMI	 WI003-01
KS004-01	 6
	
it	 KS035-01	 River name	 VAOD7-01
	
-E	 KS005-02	 1	 s.,_..
KS009-01	 Serial number	 VA003-03
	
{{
	
KSOII-01	 1'
	
; g !	 KSO11-02	 Site sampled	 NEOOI-01
KSO11-08	 I	 ti
KS013-01	 SMSA level	 KSOOI-0I
KSO15-01
	 MT002-01
	
.,	 M0001-02	 -.2
h10001-04	 Specific location an	 FLOD3-01	 t^ {
MT001-01	 1
PIT03-01
	
f	 y``'._
	
k 3	 ^
ORIMAL PAGE,
 UP
Off' POOR QUALM
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 CODE
	
GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE	 CODE
State Plane Coordina AL002-01 Universal Transverse AK002-03
CA002-01 P.L001-01
CA004-01 AL002-01
00001-01 AZO01-01
IDGOI-02 AZO01-03
IL005-01 AZOOI-04
KS001-01 CA003-01
130001-01 CA004-01
YX00142 C0003-01
MDODI-03 F1.001-01
131002-01 x2003-01
MCOOI-01 IDOOI-01
NC002-01 IDOOI-02
N0007-01 IDOOI-03
NJOO5-01 IDODI-04
0010-01 IL005-01
PA003-06 KYq01-01
PA006-01 MEOUI-01
VA003-01 ME001-02
VA003-02 MN001-01
VA003-03 MOOOI_0I
VA003-04 NS002-02
WA004-01 NC007-01
WA006-01 NMODI-01
24 NMO02-01
State Planning Regio FLO03-01 NY005-01
1 OKO02-01
Station name VA007-01 OROOI-01
I PA009-01
Station number IL003-01 PA012-01
I PRO03-01
Stream PA009-01 RIODI-01
I SCOOI-01
Street Address & Zip ILO06-02 VAOIO-01
1 VA016-01
Town MAOOI-01 WAOOI--03
NY003-01 WA002-01
VTO03-01 WA004-01
3 38
Township MI001-01 Universal x,y coordi KS002-01
NDOGI-01 I
PA002-01 Various census geogr ITT002-01
PA003-03 I
PA003-05 Village M1001-015 NY003-01
USGS 7 1/2" quadrang CAOOI--02 2
FLO04-01 VDIS Pier VA002--01
PAOGI-01 1
WVOO141 Water body KS014-01
4 KS014-02
USGS codes HC606-02 2
NCO06-03 Watershed FLO04-01
2 PA003-03
USGS quadrangle IL002-01 WV001-01
06001-01 3
PA003-03 Well location KS007-01
PA003-05 1
4 Well serial number VA003--01
U111 Zone designator PA012--01 VA00344
1 2
Zip code PA003-06
PA003-•07
2
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ORIGINAL PAGE fS
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^ fill,
DATA SOURCES	 CODE DATA SOURCES	 CODE
Primary	 AK002-02 Primary (cont.) 	 NJO07-01
AL002-01 NJOQS-01
AZOO1-01 NJO09-01
AZOOI-02 NJO09-02
AZO02-01 NJOID-01
CAOOI-01 NVO01-01
CA001-02 NY003-01
CAODI-03 NY004-01
CT002-Oi NY005-01
FLODI-01 OH001-01
FLO02-01 OKODI-01
IA001-01 OKOOI-02
IDOOI-02 OKOOI-03
IDOO1-04 OKOOI--04
ID002-01 OKOOI-05
ID002-02 OKODI-06
ID004-01 0001-07
IL004-01 OK002-01
IL005-01 OKOD3-01
IL006-01 OK005-01
IL007-02 OR001-01
IL007-03 OR004-01
IL007-04 OR005-01
IL009-01 OR006-01
INOOI-01 OR007-01
M001-02 OR009-01
KS002-01 PA002--01
KS005-02 PA003-01
KS006-01 PA003-02
KS007-0I PA003-04
KSOOMI PA003-06
KSOOS-02 PA003-07
KS009-01 PA004-01
KS011-01 PAOOB-01
KSOII-04 PAODS-03
KS014-01 PAODB-04
KS014-02 PA009-01
KS014-03 PA011-01
KS014-04 PA012-01
KS014-05 PROD1-01
KS014-06 100
KS014-07 Primary and secondary	 AK002--03
KS015-01 AL002-01
KY001-Or AZO03-01
MDOO1-01 C4003-01
MDOD1--03 CA004-01
MI002-01 COOOI-01
M0001-02 DE002-01
M0001-04 FLOOI-01
MS001-0! FLO03-01
MT003-01 FLO04-01
NCOOI-01 81002-01
NCO04-01 HI002-02
NCO06-01 HI003-01
NCO06--02 ID001-01
NC006-03 ID001-05
NDOO1-01 ID003-01
ND002-01 ID005-01
NJO05-01 IL002-01
NJ006-01 IL003-01
5--53
l
OF pOoR QUALITY
1^DATA SOURCES	 CODE DATA SOURCES CODE 4L.3
Primary and secondary	 IL005-01 Primary and secondary VA003-01
} (cent.)	 IL006-02 (cunt.) VA003-02
LlI ILOOS-01 VA003-03
INOOI=01 VA003-04
KS003-01 VA004-01
KS004-01 VA006-01
KS012-01 VA007•-01
! KS013-01 VA008-01 !
KYODI-01 VA009-01
LA001-01 VA010-01
MA001 -01 VAOII-01
MDDO1 01 VA012-01
MD002-01 VA013-01
ME001-01 VA0I5-01
ME001-02 VA016-01 .,^ a
M2001-01 VTOOI-01
MI002-01 VTO02-01
NNOM -01 VTO03-01 a
M0001-01 WAOO1-03
' rIS001-01 WAOOI-04
MT003-01 WA001-05 i	 ,a
NC003-01 WA002-01 tii
N0005-01 WA003-01 :5
NCO08-01 WA004-01
'IJ00I-01 WA005-01
NJ003-OI WA006-01
NJO04-0I MO2-01
NhI001-OI WI002-02 xµf	
1
^
3 NM002-01NY001-0.1
1-12003-0I
14a005-0I .
NY002-01 W2009-01
OHO0141 WI011-01
OROOI-01 wV001-01 =
OR002-01 1-001-01 n`
DRO03-01 113 s,
OR008-01 Secondary AK002-0I
PADOI--01 AL002-01
PA003-03 AZO01-03 4 n^.,^,iPA003-05 AZOOI =04
PA003-03 CA002-01
PA006-01 C0002-01`:
PA007-01 C0003-01
PA008-02 CTOOI-01
PA009-01 ID001-03
PA010-01 IL005--01
PA013-01 IL007-01
PA014-01 IN001-01
PROOI-01 IN001-02
PRO03-01 KSOOI-01
PRO04-01 KS002-Oi
OR01.1-01 K8011-02 t:w
S0001-01 KS011-03
-"
0001-01 KSOI1-05 ;^4
SD002-01 KSOII-06
„y
+.
SDO03-01 KSOII-07
SD004-01 KSOII-08 °;'
. TN001-01 KYODI-01
T11001-02 MDOD1-01 ^I
VAOO1-01 M0001-02
VA002-01 MN001-01 f	 :.
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t KEY FILE #13
(cunt.)
' ORIGINAL FAGS U8
E OF POOR QUALITY
I
1
a
3 DATA .SOURCES	 CODS'
F
`s Secondary (coat.),	 M0001-03
MSOOI-01
MS001-02
M5001-03
HS002-02
MT002-01
MT004-01
K0002-01
NCO07-01
3 NEOOI-01
NE002-01
NJO02--01
NJO02-02
NJO05-02
NJOIO-01
NM00I-01
NM002-01
NYOOI-01
NY005-01
OK002-01
OK004-OI
OK006-01
OK007-01
OR012-01
` PA009-01
PA018-01
PROOI-01
PRO02-01
RIOOI-01
SCOCA-01
' VA005-01
WAOOI-01
WA001-02
I ^` W1001-01
I 141004-01
WI007-03
W1012-01
63
ri
rm
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:;	 I KEY FILE #14
ORIGMAL PACE IS5	 i
OF POOR QUALM
} LEVEL OF RELTAMITY 	 CODE LEVEL OF RELIA131L'ITY CODE
7	
_
I:f High	 AL002-01 High (cant.)
r
OK006-01
AZODI-03 OK007-01
AZOO1-04 OR003-01
AZO02-01 OR005-01
AZ003-01 OR009-01
CA001-01 OR01I-01
CA001-02 PAOOI-01
a CA003-01 PA003-02
FLO04-01 PA003-03	 ('
I HI002-01 PA003-04
HI002-02 PA003-05
IDOOI-01 PA003-06	
'
E
^* ID002-01 PA003-07	 !'^I
IL002-01 PA008-01
I L003-01 PAOII-01
IL004-01 PA0I3-01
IL005-01 PROOI-01
1
IL007-01 PR002-01
IL007-03 PRO03-01
IL007-04 PRO04-01	 r
l=: F 1L009 -01 SD001-01	 1'
"' ] IN001-01 SDO03-01
F	 J INOO1-02 SDO04-01
..4 KS001-01 VAOOI-01
KS005• ^02 VAOO2-01
KS006-411 VA007-01
KS009 -0I VAOIO-01
KSOIL-01 VTO03-01
KSOI 1-02 WAOOI-03	 5
KSOI1-05 WA001•-05
'~	 k# KS015-01 A003-01;
KYODI-01 U1004-01
LAODI-01 WIOO5-01
i MDOOI-01 W001-01MDOOI-02 WYO01-01
MDOOI-03 97
M2001-01 High to low PA003-01
M1002-01 WAO04-01
Mt001 =0I 2
MS001-02 High to moderate F'LOOI-01
MT002-0I FLO02-01
MT003-GI KS004-01
Nc0a1-01 xs013-01
NCO03-01 HAODI-01	 y,i
I NCO06-02 MD00141
NC006-03 MI002-0I	 1 j
NC007-01 NSCOI-01
r, NCOOS-01 MT003-01
NE. 001-•01 On0o1- OI
NE002-01 rA002-01	 n^
NJOO5-02 PA009-01
.^ M0014.1 WV001-01
^IIHM002-.01 13
1{Y001-01 Law FLO01-01
{ NY001-01 KS014-05
{ NY004-01 KS014-06
.I NY005-01 N0007-01
°^	 :' OH40I-01 4EODI-01NW102-01
OK00144 PACD9-01
OKOO1-05 PROOI-01
1.
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LEVEL OF RELIABILITY	 CODE
	
LEVEL OF RELIABILITY
	
CODE
+i
Moderate AK002-01
AKOOZ-02
AK002-03
A7.001-01
A2001-02
CA002-01
CA004-01
COOOZ-01
C0003-01
DE002-01
FLOOI-01
ID002-02
ID003-01
ID004-01
IL005-01
IL007-02
KS012-01
KS014-01
KS014-02
KS014-03
KS014-04
KS014-07
KY001-01
tmool-01'
MED01-01
IIEOOI-02
Mz001-01
MS001-01
MSCOI-03
BT002-01
MT003-01
M; OCs4-01
NP002-01
NCO04-01
NC005-01
NW06-01
NCOC7-01
RD091-01
NEO01-01
HJ001-01
NJO05-01
NJO07-01
NJOOB-01
NJ009-01
NJO09-02
Nt•1001-01
NMO02-01
NY002-01
NY005-01
OHOOI-0.1
010241
OK003-01
OK004-01
OK005-01
OR001-01
OR003-01
OR004-01
OR006-01
OR007-01
OROOB-01
PA003-08
PA004-01
PA006-01
PA007-01
PA008-02
PA008-04
PA009-01
PAOIO-01
PA012-01
PRO01-01
S0001-01
SDO02-01
SDO04-01
VAOOS-01
VTO01-01
VTO02-01
WA001-01
WA001-02
WAOOI-04
WA002-01
WAOOS-01
WA006-01
W1001-01
W1003-01
84
ILOOS-01
NJO06-01
2
ID001-04
1
HI003-01
TDOOI-02
IDOOI-03
IDOOl-05
HY003-01
OK004-GI
PAOOS-03
PA014-01
PROOI-01
R100i-Ol
TN061-01
TRODI-02
W1002-01
WI002-02
14
IND01-0I
N3004-0I
OR002-01
VA012-01
VAOI5-01
5
Moderate (cant.)
Moderate to lax
Under evaluation
Unknown
Varies
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-SUMMARY OF STATE DATA BASES
CODE
ALABAMA
Alabama Power Company
4 Statewide Digital Data Base AL002-01
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
RUN WILD AL003-01
_ Department of Economic and Community Affairs
Alabama Resource Information System (ARTS) AL001-01115
.ALASKAli
Department of Fish and Game
Anadromous Waters Catalog AK002--02
Habitat Assessment Models AK002-01
3 Wildlife Distribution/Human Use AK002--Q3
Department of Natural Resources
Alaska Land and Resource System (ALARS) AK001-01
North Slope Borough AssemblyI
NSB, Geographic Information System (NSB GIS) AK003-01
ARIZONA
Department of Water Resources
Landsat Crop Inventory	 AZO02--01
Game and Fish Department
Arizona Natural Heritage Program	 AZO03-01
State Land Department
Arizona Land Resource Information System.(ALRIS) 	 AZOOI-04
Arizona Vegetation Inventory	 AZOOI-01
Digital Topo Database	 AZOOI-02
Landlines Database	 AZ001-03
ARKANSAS
Arkansas. Natural Re.rjtage Inventory
Natural Heritage Inventory Data Base	 AR001-01
Al
CALIFORNIA
Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG)
Bay Area Spatial Information System (BASIS)
California Natural Diversity Program
Natural Diversity Database
Department of Conservation
California Statewide Soils Information System
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
Department of Water Resources
Land Classification
Land Use
Vegetation Water Use Program
COLORADO
Colorado Historical Society
Colorado Inventory of Cultural Resources
Colorado Natural Heritage Inventory
Natural Heritage Inventory Data Base
Department of Natural Resources
Colorado Resource Information System (CRIS)
Wildlife Resource Information System (14RIS)
CONNECTICUT
Department of Environmental Protection
Air Quality Data Handling System
Connecticut Natural. Resources Center (NRC)
Office of Policy and Management
Connecticut Census Data Center
CA004--01
CA005-01
CA002--01
CA003-01
CA001-02
CA001-01
CA001-03
00003-01
C0004-01
C0002-01
00001--01
CT002-01
CT003-01
CT001-01
DELAWARE
Center for Remote Sensing
Land Use Change
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental. Control
Delaware Water Use Data System
DE001-01
DE002-01
6--2
	^.	 I
	
I	
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FLORIDA
Bureau of Geology
Florida Subsurface Geological Data Base	 FLO02-01
Department of Natural Resources
Division of Recreation and Parks Management
Information System	 FLO03-01
Marine Resources Geobased Information System (MRGIS) FL001-01
The Nature Conservancy
Florida Natural Areas Inventory Data Base	 FLO04-01
HAWAII
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Aquarium Fish Catch 	 HI004-03
Commercial Fish Catch	 HI004--02
Historic Sites Inventory 	 HIO01-01
Marine Fish Transects	 E1004--01
"Resource Inventory Information" 	 HI003-01
Department of Planning and Economic Development
Coastal Resource Data Base
	
HI002-01
Economic Planning Information System (EPIS)
	
HI005-01
Hawaii Planning Activities Support System (H-PASS) 	 HI002-02
IDAHO
Department of Lands
Land Information and Mapping System ID002-01
Private Land - Forest Protection List ID002--02
Department of Water Resources
Cascade Resource Area Vegetation Analysis ID001-04
Dam Inventory ID004-01
Idaho Water Use Data System (IWUDS) ID005-01
IDWR Image Analysis Facility ID001-01
IDWR Image Analysis Facility/RASA (RASA) ID001-02
IDWR Image Analysis Facility/Service-Source Areas ID001-03
IDWR Image Analysis Facility/Wildlife Habitat ID001-05
Upper Snake River, Idaho History File ID003-01
Water Rights Data Bank ID006--01
6--3
717. 7 -,^
ILLINOIS
o	 ,I
l
Department of Conservation.
Illinois Natural Areas Inventory
	
IL002-01
Illinois Streams Information System (ISIS)
	 IL003-01
Illinois Environmental. Protection Agency
Ambient Lakes Database	 IL009-01
Illinois State Museum
Illinois Archaeological Sites Data Base 	 IL004-01
Natural History Survey
Illinois Lands Unsuitable for Mining Information
System	 IL005-01
State Geological. Survey
Basic Well Data	 11007-03
Coal Resource and Mining Data Files	 IL006-01
ILLIMAP 	IL007-04
Landslide Information File 	 IL006-02
Miners Data Base	 IL007-01
Waterffood Oil Production Data Base 	 IL007-02
State Water Survey
Ground Slater Quality Data Base	 IL008-01
Regional. Climate Coordinating Office (RCCO) 	 IL001-01
INDIANA
Department of Natural Resources
Indiana Heritage Program 	 IN002-01
Holcomb Research Institute
Model Implementation Project Data Base 	 IN001-01
Planning Region 8 - Eight County Data Base 	 INOOI-02
I014A
Conservation Commission
Iowa Natural Areas Inventory	 IA001--01
Geological Survey
Iowa Water Resources Data System (114ARDS) 	 IA002-01
6-4
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KANSAS
State Biological Survey
SELG M	 KS015-01
Center for Public Affairs
Kansas Policy Database System (KPDS)
	
KSCOI-01
Department.o£ Economic Development
Socio-economic Data Base (not yet named) 	 KS003-01
Fish and Game Commission
Aquatic Data Analysis System (ADAS)
	
KS014-01
Creel Census Data	 KS014-02
Forbearer Harvest Survey 	 KS014-06
Hunter Report Cards..
	
K9014-03
Rural Mail Carrier Survey 	 KS014-07
Small Game Harvest Survey	 KS014-05
Waterfowl Chronology System 	 KS014-04
i;	 Geological Survey
ACCESS	 KS009--01
Aeromagnetic Survey	 KS006-01
Brine Analysis -- Kansas 	 KS012-01
Chemical Analysis of Irrigation Water	 KS007-01
Clay Retrieval.	 KS011-01
Eli	
Coal Reserves	 KS004-01
Core Collections
	
KS005-02
Gas Production	 KS011--03
Geothermal	 KS008-01
I itents to Drill.	 KSOII--06
Kansas Data Base 	 KS002--01
Kansas On-line Automated Log Analysis (KOALA)
	
KSOIO-01
Limestone - Physical Properties
	
KSOII-02
Mineral Resources - Chemical Properties 	 KS011-04
Oil Production	 K8011-07
Plugging File
	
KS011-08
Seismic	 K5008-02
Well Completion Forms 	 KS011-05
Well Samples	 KS005-01
Southwest'Groundwater Management District No. 3
Southwest Groundwater Management District No. 3
	
KS013-01
a	 KENTUCKY
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
Kentucky Natural Resources Information System (KNRIS) KY001-01
Nature Preserves Commission
Kentucky Heritage Program 	 KY002--01
LOUISIANA
6-5
1 iil
r,.
Y	
^^ r
Geological Survey
Louisiana Water Well Inventory	 LA001-01
Mississippi Remote Sensing Center
HODGES GARDENS	 LA002--01
Office of State Planning
Louisiana Areal Resoutce-Information System (LARIS)	 LA003-01	 r"
MAINE
Department of Environmental Protection .:
Maine Lakes Morphometric Data System ME001-01
Maine Lakes Water Quality Data System ME001-02
MARYLAND -'
Department of Natural Resources
Maryland Natural Heritage & Environmental Review MD002-01 I	 .^
Department of State Planning
Maryland Automated Geographic Information System (MAGI)MD001-01 ;..^
Maryland Geographic Districting Information System ~^
(MDGIS) MD001-02
Maryland Recreation Inventory System MD001-03 :.^
-Jw
MASSACHUSETTS
Department of Environmental Management of
Massachusetts Heritage Program MA002-01 I `-'':
Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Recreational Vehicles
ACID MA004-01
^4I
Massachusetts Wildlife Inventory (WINVNT) MA001-01 .I
'New England Regional. Heritage Program
New England Regional Heritage Program Data Base	 MA003-01	 `^I
4
i
y
fl
a
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MICHIGAN
Department of Commerce
Local Unit Computerized Information (LUCI)
	 MIO01-01
Department of Natural Resources
Michigan Natural Features Inventory
	 MI003-01
Michigan Resource Information System 	 MI002-01
MINNESOTA
Department of Natural Resources
Minnesota Natural Heritage Program 	 MN005--01
Pollution Control Agency
Ambient Air Quality Data System
	
MN002-01
Ambient Ground-Water Quality Monitoring Program 	 MN003-01
Solid Waste Facility Inventory and Monitoring
System (SWIMS)	 MN004-01
State Planning Agency
Minnesota Land Management Information Center (LMIC) 	 MN001-01
MISSISSIPPI
Mississippi Stare Heritage Program
Heritage Program Data Base MS003-01
Mississippi Remote Sensing Center
BIGBEE MSOOI-08
BRIDGE MSOOI--12
CHOCTAW GMA MSOOI-04
CORRIDOR MS001-11
General Climatological/Hydrologic Studies MS001-03
LCSOILE and LCSOIL14 MS001-10
LEAF RIVER GMA MSOOI-05
Multiveriable Data Base - Lowndes County MSOOI--01
NOXUBEE D8001-09
Pearl River MSOOI-07
Soils Reference MSOOI--02
Talahalla Game Management Area (CREATURE) MSOOI--06
Mississippi Research & Development Center
Mississippi Automated Resource Information System
(MARLS) MS002-01
Mississippi State Data Base MS002-02
z
fl
M0001-01
M0001-02
M0001-04
M0001-03
l
Departiient of Natural. Resources
Missouri Natural Heritage Inventory
J1
M0004-01
M0003-01
flM0002-01
MT002-01
MT003-01
MT004-01
MT005-01
MT005-02
fl
fl
Department of State Lands
Montana Trust Lands Inventory
fl
MTO01-01.
NEBRASKA
Bureau of Business Research
Demographic Data 0NE002-01
Natural Resources Commission
Nebraska Natural. Resources Data Bank (NNRIS) flNEOOI-01
fl.
fl
_A
MISSOURI
Department of Conservation
Land Cover
Caves
Natural Areas
Rare and Endangered Species
University of Missouri
Climatological Data
University of Missouri - Geographic Resources Center
PROCEDURES: A Wildlife Information System
for Missouri
MONTANA
Department of Commerce
Census and Economic Information Center (CEIC)
Department of Health and Environmental. Sciences
Montana Water Quality Records System
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
MONTAN DAM
Reservoir Contents
Stream Flows
NEVADA
Depar tment of Wildlife
Status, Trends and Utilization of Nevada-Wildlife
fl
fl-NVOOI-01
Ay' ^^
NEW JERSEY
Delaware River Basin Commission
Comprehensive Plan NJO02-01
A^Self-Supplied Water User Inventory NJO02-02 1
Department of Energy
t New Jersey Energy Data System NJO03-01
Department of Environmental Protection
Coastal Regulatory Data NJO05-01
DEPFFINV and DistFw NJO07-01
DEP Geographic Data Base NJOIO-01
Diversion Allocation Files Nj009-02
New Jersey Pollutant Dischar ge Elimination System
Files NJO01-01
Public Open Space and Outdoor Recreation Facilities NJO06-01
Shorefront Municipality Data NJO05-02
State Forest Inventories NJO08-01
Survey of Mining Operations in New Jersey,
Past and Present NJO04-01
Well Records NJO09-03
2, 1 Well Permits NJO09-01
ril
. A NEW MEXICO
Department of Game and Fish
New Mexico State Heritage Program NMO03-01
Natural Resources Department
New Mexico Natural Resources Information System
Site Specific (NRIS) NMO0I-01
Technology Applicat ion Center (TAC)
New Mexico Natural Resources Information System
Regional Data (NRIS) NMO02-01
NEW YORK
Adirondack Park Agency
0	 New York State Adirondack Park Agency Data Base 	 NY005-01
Department of Environmental Conservation
Breeding Bird Atlas	 NY004-01
Freshwater Wetlands Inventory.
	 NY003-01
Significant Habitats Inventory
	 NY002-01
Urban Wildlife Habitat Inventory
	 NYO01_01
0
NORTH CAROLINA
Department of Agriculture
Soil Testing Program Files NCO05-01
Department of Human Resources ?'
Environmental, Radiation Data NCO04-01
Ilater Supply Analyses NCO08-01
Department of Natural and Economic Resources
North Carolina Natural. Heritage Inventory N0003-01
Department of Natural. Resources and Community Development
Biological NCO06--03
Compliance Monitoring NCO06-0I
Land Resources Information Service ( LRIS) NCO07-01 =
Outdoor Recreation Facility Inventory NCO02-01
Phytoplankton NCO06-02 ?.
Solid and Hazardous Waste Management
Branch Library Management Information System NCOOI-01...E
(Branch Library MIS) j
NORTH DAKOTA ,;	 s
Parks and Recreation Department
North Dakota Natural Heritage ND003-01
Public Service Commission
Coal Mine Permit Data ND002-01 ;a
State Water Commission w -,
Water Permit Annual Use Inventory Reports NDOOI-01
OHIO
y
y/
+
Department of Natural Resources
Ohio Capability Analysis Program ( OCAP) OH001-01
Ohio Natural Heritage Program OH002--01
OKLAHOMA
Center for Applications of Remote. Sensing
r.,
Oklahoma Geographic Information Retrieval. System
(OGIRS) OK002-01 ^-
Climatological. Survey
Oklahoma Climatological. Survey Data (OCS Data) OK004--01 ^,
j^
I
I
f 
j
:E
Corporation Commission
Allocated & Unallocated Oil & Gas Production OK006-01
' Department of Agriculture
Landsat Forest Inventory OK005-01
Department of Tourism and Recreation
Oklahoma Natural. Heritage Program OK008-01
3 Geological Survey
Oil & Gas Field File OK007-01
Tax Commission
Balance File OKO01-07
' Claims and Overpayments File OKOO1-05
'`. Delinquent Payments File OKOOI--06
i Detail File OK001--03
Detailed Payment File OKOOI-04
wF Lease Legal Description File OK001-02
:F = Well Unit Master File OK001-01
s
Water Resources Board
Oklahoma Water Use Data System OK003-01
OREGON
Department of Fish and Wildlife3<
Elk Habitat Inventory and Mapping ORO01-01
Fish Inventory of Oregon Lakes and Streams OR003-01
`j Forestry Department
Fire Studies/Fire Repot File OR005-01
Forest Operator-Landowner	 Liability	 Law
Administration
	
File (FOLLAD Report) OR006-01
Forest Resource Survey OR002-01
I ri Insect Damage Survey OR007-01
. OSCUR 2 Forest Inventory OR004-01
i
Oregon Natural Heritage Program
Oregon Heritage Program Data Base OROIO-01
`i
Pacific Northwest River Basin Commission
11 Recreation Resources OR012-01
eq
ii Water Resources Department
Groundwater Sources and Aquifer Data, Observation
Well Net OROOS-01
Streamflow Records OR009-01
Water Rights Information System (WRIS) OR011-01
I.
9'
PA016-01
PAOOS--03
PA002-01
PA003-02
PA003-05
PA007-01
PA003-08
PA012-01
PAOOB--02
PA003-03
PA017-01
PA015-01
PA008-01
PA008-04
PA013-01
PA003-07
PA014-01
PA003-04
PA003-01
PAQ09--01
PAOI O--01
PA003-06
E	 a
f
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
Delaware Valley Regional Planning' Commiss ion
Data Base
Department of Environmental Resources
Air Quality Permit Application System
Directory of Mineral Industry (Non--fuel)
Insect and Disease Storage and Retrieval
Land Area Inventory
Minerals Storage and Retrieval System
Pennsylvania Abandoned Mine Lands Inventory
Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry File Holdings
Pennsylvania Emission Data System (PEDS)
Pennsylvania Mineral List
Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI)
Pennsylvania Recreation Inventory
Permit Files
Picture-Rocks-Sonestown Trace Elements
Reading Prong
` Solid Waste Activity Monitoring (SWAM)
Snowmobile Registration
' State Park Basic Information Data System (BIDS)
_	 - Timber Sales Tracking
Timber Volume Inventory
Water Resources Data System
Water Well Inventory
Wood-using Industry Directory
p`! Emergency Management Agency
PA005-01
Integrated Flood Observing and Warning System (IFLOWS) PA011-01
= Fish Commission
Pennsylvania Stream and Lake Inventory PA004-01
Game Commission
' Pennsylvania Fish and Wildlife-Data Base PAOO1-01
5 Pennsylvania Institute of State and Regional Affairs (ISRA) ^^
Pennsylvania State Data Center (PSDC) PA018-01
i
SEDA-Council of Governments-
SEDA-Council of Governments Data Base (SERA-COG) PA006-01
JJ``
-
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'	 PUERTO RICO
i
Department of Agriculture
v	 Puerto Rico Department of Agriculture Files 	 PRO04-01
Department of Natural Resources
Hydrological Data dank of Puerto Rico	 PRO02--01
Natural., Cultural. and Environmental Resources
Inventory (NCERI:)	 PRO03-01	 .a
j Fill 	Mississippi Remote Sensing Center
's	 Puerto Rico	 PROOI-01
RHODE ISLAND
Department of Environmental Management
Rhode Island Heritage Program 	 RIO02-01	 (!
University of Rhode Island
Landsat Remote Sensing Center - Geographic
E	 Information System	 RIO01-01
1	
a
SOUTH CAROLINA A
s.University of South Carolina
South Carolina Natural Resources Information
System (SCNRIS) SC001-01
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department
`.!	 South Carolina Heritage Trust 	 SCO02-01
SOUTH DAKOTA r"
i	
Department of Game, Fish, and Parris
South Dakota Natural 'Heritage	 SDO03-01	 t
Department of Water and Natural. Resources
r	 Climatological Data - Rain Gauge Network 	 SDO01=01	 y j:
Geological Survey
File 28	 SDO02-01
Y '^
	
t
Water Resources Institute 	 T
TMI Data System	 SDO04-01
rt[k hr
*4a 	
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TENNESSEE
Department of Conservation
Tennessee Natural Heritage Area.,File
	
TNO02-01
Tennessee Natural Heritage Database	 TNO02--02
Department of Public Health
Water Use
	
TNODI-01
Water Well Inventory	 TNOOI-02
Office of Natural Resources
TVA Regional Heritage	 TNO03-01
TEXAS
Department of Water Resources
Texas Natural Resources Information System (TNRIS),
	
TX001-01
Texas Natural Resources Inventory & Monitoring
System (TNRIMS)
	
TXOOI-02
UTAH
Department of Natural Resources and Energy
Automated Geographic Reference (AGR)
	
UTOOI-01
VERMONT
Center for Rural. Studies.
Center for Rural Studies Vermont State Data Center	 VTO02-01
Department of Health
Water	 VT0037'01
Department of Water Resources and Environmental. Engineering .
Ground Water Management Section's Data Base	 VTOOI-01
VIRGINIA
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
Virginia Outdoor Plan .Information System (VOPIS) 	 VA012-01
Department of Highways and Transportation
Landmarks Research Data
	 VA010-01
Depa-rtment of Taxation
Commonwealth'Data Base (CDB)
	 VA014-01
Virginia Large Scale Econometric Model. (.VLSEM). 	 VA013-01
VA003-01
VA003-02
VA003-03
VA015-01
VA003-04'
State Water Control Board
Chemical. Data
Observation Well Levels
Pumpage: and Use
Virginia Water Use Data System (VWUDS)
Water Data Water Well Completion Report Sub-system
(I-AiCR Sub-system)
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Alosid File
Benthic Surveys
Current Meter Data
	
3	 Nonpoint Source (Runoff) Data (NPS Data)
	
t	 Oyster Spatfall Data
Small Irish Survey
Survey and Landings Data Operation (SALDO)
	
f	 VIMS Hydrographic Data Bank (VHDB)
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Spatial Data Analysis Lab Data
Virginia Natural Diversity Information Program
Virginia Water Resources Research Center
Hydrologic Information Storage and Retrieval System
(HISARS)
11;
VA001-01
VA002-01
VA004-01
VA006-01
VA007--01
VAOOS-01
VA009-01
VA011-01
VA016-01
VA017-01
VA005-01
WASHINGTON
Department of Ecology
Air Quality Data Handling System
Coastal Zone Geographic Information System
(A1LAS CZGIS)
Pollution Sources and Monitoring Stations
Shoreline Management Substantial Development Permits
and Variancef3
14RIS Water Right Claims, Permits, Certificates
and Changes
Department of Fisheries
Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA)
Salmon Spawning Ground Data Report
State Licensed Commercial Dealers and Buyers
and Fishermen
Washington State Fisheries Statistical Report
Department of Game
Non--game Wildlife Information System
WA001-03
14AO01-02
WA001-05
WA001-01
WA001-04
WA007-01
14AO07-04
WA007-02
WA007-03
WA002-01
,a
Application Information Management System (AIMS)
	 WAO03-01
CALMA Mapping System 	 14AO06-01
Geographic Multiple Use Analysis and Planning System
(GEOMAPS)
	
WA004-01
LCD Element Occurrence
	
14AO05--01
Office of Financial Management
Demographic Data WA008-01
WVO01--01
WI001--01
WI005--01
WI012-01
WI003-01
WI002--01
WI004-01
WIO10-01
WI007--03
E-II009-01
WI011-01
WI009-02
WI007-02
WI007-01
W1002-02
WI006-01
WI008-01
't
^f	 t
f
Department of Administration
Wisconsin Population Estimates and Projections
Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
Farmland Preservation Planning and Mapping
Department of Natural Resources
Benchmark Inventory
Integrated Floodplain Repository System (IFRS)
Forest Crop Law Reminder System (FCL)
Forest Fire Report
General Surface Waters
Land Inventory of Public Lands
Nongame, Endangered or Threatened Vegetation
and Animals
Public Lands - Forest Reconnaissance
Scientific Areas
Shoreland Use
Wetlands
Woodland Tax Law Reminder System
Geological Survey
Current Mineral Producers
Southeast Regional Planning Commission
Southeast Regional Planning Commission Data Base
WEST VIRGINIA
Department of Natural Resources
Wildlife/Heritage Data Base
WISCONSIN
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WYOMING
Game and Fish Department
Wildlife Observation System (WOS) 	 WY00I-01
A
	 Wyoming Natural Heritage Program
!.t	 1	 Wyoming Natural Heritage Program Data Base	 IY002-01
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